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Now AMOS has 

turned Professional! 

AMOS The Creator has brought programming within the 
reach of over 50,000 Amiga users. Now it has been given a 
complete overhaul and the result is a vastly enhanced 
product - AMOS Professional - designed for all experienced 
Amiga programmers, 

AMOS Professional has 200 new commands, taking the total to over 
700, Included in the package is a 650-page manual written by Mel 
Croucher who wrote the highly-praised Easy AMOS manual, and 
Stephen Hill who wrote the original AMOS manual. Programs 
written using earlier versions of AMOS and Easy AMOS can be 
loaded into AMOS Professional for amendment or enhancement. 
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Write pwgmms im'ffi ease using the feature 

packed Editor 
Track down problems fast in the advanced 

Monitor Mode 
You can get serious too - File G Facts shows 

just what's possible 

» On-line help provides details of the command at the 
cursor position - another dick takes you to a fully 
documented working example. 

• A new editor with drop-down menus, keyboard macros, 
advanced undo/redo, and multiple windows on screen. 

• IFF animation playback that runs faster than in DPaint 
• MED music library support with MIDI data send, Noise 

Tracker support, easier access to the printer, serial and 
parallel ports and much more. 

• MOUTH commands to link sprites to speech output 
from the SAY command to create a realistic talking head. 

• Two discs crammed with working examples, and tutorials 
demonstrating AMAL, the new AMOS Interface system, 
collision detection and other key topics. 

• A selection of new highly-finished programs, 
including Planet Zybex (a scrolling shoot'em up), 
File O'Facts (electronic data organiser), Quatro (puzzle 
game) and Ditheirs Wonderland (an eight-way 
scrolling platform game). 

Hie result is a package which will more than satisfy home 
and professional AMOS users. It's fun to use, lots to learn - 
ifs essential for the Amiga, 

An easy introduction... 

If you're a complete beginner to programming you can make your | 
Amiga really work for you! Easy AMOS is a simplified, ultra-friendly | 
version of the best-selling AMOS Basic programming language, and it I 
will propel you into a fascinating world. 

You will learn how to: • Produce impressive graphical effects • Create 1 
and animate colourful objects ♦ Scroll large text across the screen Create eye-catching animations 
• Make your Amiga actually talk • Add music to your creations ™ith she powerful Boh Editor 
Turn your ideas Into reality - arcade games, adventures, computer art, cartoon animations, home 
finance, educational software, demos.., the list is endless! 
Packed with ready-to-run programs, you can quickly understand how they work, and use the ideas 
in your own programs. There's a 20-lesson course to take you through the steps of programming. 

Easy AMOS's step-bti-$tep and fun approach is the simplest 
and easiest route to writing if our own software. 

EASY AMOS REQUIRES 1 MB OR MORE OF RAM AND THREE BLANK 
DISCS. AMOS PROFESSIONAL REQUIRES 1MB OR MORE OF RAM, 

TO UPGRADE TO AMOS PROFESSIONAL CONTACT DATABASE DIRECT 
ON 051 357 2961. AMOS PROFESSIONAL AND EASY AMOS ARE STOCKED 

M Y MOST COMPUTER SOFTWARE RETAILERS. 

purOPRESS 
Q   F  T W A R E 

Europa House, Adlington Park, 
Macclesfield SK104NP 

Teh 0625 859333 Fax: 0625 879%2 



WELCOME 

AT A GLANCE 

GUIDE 

To help you find what you want 
quickly and easily, this is a cross- 
referenced list of all the products 
and subjects covered in this 
month's Amiga Shopper. The 
subjects covered in Amiga Answers 
are detailed on page 45; the many 
PD programs covered on page 155 
are listed there. The page numbers 
given are for the first page of the 
article in which the product is 
mentioned. 

A1200 11,42 
A4000 11 
A600 42 
Accelerators 31 
Amiga Answers 45 
Amiga DOS 90 
AMOS 110 
ARexx 88 
Artificial Intelligence 80 
Boom Box 98 
Bulletin boards 106 
Business 29,139 
Buying advice 164 
C 84 
Chaos 145 
Comms 106 
Competition 170 
Desktop publishing 27r74 
Diskzines 155 
DTP 27,74 
Education 150 
For sale 153 
Graphics 26 
Hard drives 30 
Integrated software 139 
Imagine 2 150 
Letters 15 
Mail Order 117 
MIDI 32,93 
Minix 86 
Multitasking 82 
Music 32,98 
News 7 
Phoenix 147 
Printers 28 
Product Locator 168 
Projects 130 
Public domain 34,155 
Reader ads 153 
Shareware 34,155 
Subscriptions 124 
Talking Shop 15 
User Groups 166 
Video 25J0 
Vortex 486 40 

Are there any products or 
subjects you'd like us to 
take a look at? Well, just 
drop a line to: 

Amiga Shopper, 
30, Monmouth Street, 

Bath BA1 2BW. 

WELCOME 

So that's another year then eh? But what a 
year for the Amiga. 1992rs seen the 
A600, the A57G, the A1200 and the 
A4000 - not a bad output for a company 

accused of resting on its laurels! 
As we said in no uncertain terms Jast issue, 

the A1200 has got to be the best thing that's 
happened to the Amiga range since 1985. So 
we've put it head to head with an A500 to see just 
how much faster it really is. I think you may be 
surprised by the results. Neverthless, it's a great 
machine and one which well be giving significant 
coverage to in the year ahead, 

But of course, Commodore hardware is only 
half the story of 1992 - there's also the wealth of 
new software and third-party peripherals that's 
been brought to market during the same period. 
Which is why we've devoted nine pages to 
selecting the best from the rest in the main areas 
of Amlgadom. Use it as a buyer's guide if you wish, 
or deem it an informed overview of our experts1 

favourite goodies - either way it's a handy 
reference to the best Amiga products around. 

The other significant item in this issue you will 

DISKZINE DELIGHTS 
There are thousands of Amiga programs which are 
available for little more than the price of a disk. And 
many mora which allow you to try the software free 
before you buy. Each month in Public Domain World 
we examine the best of these programs and explain 
how to get hold of them. 

This month we focus on a multimedia World War 
II simulator (-you better believe itf), a Tchaikovsky 
Nutcracker Suite disk, a crossword cracker and the 
world's worst database. Public Domain World or 

no better mag than this 
as we call it this month, starts on page 155 

J 

have more than 
probably noticed is the 
cover disk. What you 
have is a disk that's 
packed with the very 
latest PD and shareware 
from the States - and 
we hope you'll find them 
useful. But don't get the 
wrong idea here - we're 
not going to fill it full of 
demos and overrated PD wares in future; we just 
want to bring you the best in free utilities and look 
at ways in which we can turn it into an interactive 
tutorial device. And no, we won't be going over to 
full colour glossy pages and upping the price. 

Just one other thing, this is my last issue. Cliff 
takes the chair from here on in, as I'm off to 
launch a new magazine. 
So thanks for your support 
and see you around. 
Enjoy the ish, 
(and the disk) and 
byeeeeee*,. Editor 
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13 PAGES DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO 

ANSWERING YOUR QUESTIONS 

Every month In Amiga Answers our panel of experts 
answer more genuine reader questions than any 
other Amiga magazine. And for beginners our easy 
Expert Tips will help you get to grips with your 
Amiga, and understand the other features In this 
month's Issue. 

We answer questions every month on 
Workbench • The CLI * Comms • Programming • 
DTP * Video • Business software * and more. 

THE ANSWERS START ON PAGE 45 

FOR A FULL LIST OF CONTENTS, TURN THE PAGE 

This magazine comes from Future Publishing, a 
company founded just seven years ago, but wtiich 
now sells more computer magazines than any 
other publisher in Britain. We offer: 

Better advice. Our titles are packed with tips, 
suggestions and explanatory features, written by 
ttie best in the business. 

Stronger reviews. We have a cast-iron policy of 
editorial independence, and our reviews give clear 
buying recommendations. 

Clearer design. You need solid information, and 
you need it fast. So our designers highlight key 
elements in the articles by using charts, 

Your guarantee of value 

diagrams, summary boxes, annotated 
photographs and so on. 

Greater relevance. At Future, editors operate 
under two golden rules: 
♦ Understand your readers' needs. 
• Satisfy them. 

More reader interaction, We draw strongly on 
readers' contributions, resulting in the liveliest 
letters pages and the best reader tips. Buying one 
of our magazines is like joining a nationwide user 
group. 

Better value for money. More pages, better 
quality: magazines you can trust. 

uiure 
PUBLISHING 

The home of Britain's finest computer magazines: 
Amiga Shopper • Amiga Format 

• Amiga Power • Commodore Format 
• PCW Plus * PC Plus 

ST Format • Your Sinclair • Sega Power 
Amstrad Action • PC Answers * PC Format 
Total! ■ Super Play • Mega • Games master 

- and a top-secret new mag! 
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AMIGA A1200 PACKAGE £389 

Our A1200's are also available with fully prepared  and formatted 

internal  IDE hard disk drives. Please add the following prices for the 

size of  the disk drive that   you require*- 

20MB £110 

40MB £180 

120MB £260 

240MB £450 

330MB £580 

426MB £880 

PHONE FOR   PRICES OF   PCMCIA   CARDS   AND OTHER HARDWARE. 

FOR PHONE/FAX ORDER SERVICE  OR ENQUIRIES 

Tel.  (0736) 331039 

FOR  MAIL ORDER SERVICE- 

SOFTWARE   DEMON LTD. 

PO. BOX 90 PENZANCE, 

CORNWALL, TR18 2SP 

Please add £6.00 for postage & packaging 
Please make all cheques/PO.s payable to SOFTWARE DEMON LTD., 

if applicable please include your credit card NQ and   expiry date. 

i 

VISA 

SUBJECT CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. E&OE. ALL TRADEMARKS ACKNOWLEDGED. 



CONTENTS 

INSIDE THIS ISSI 

News 7 
The Emplant system which will emulate any computer 
PLUS: Revealed! Secret plans for future Amigas... 

US Reports 13 
The latest states of the Amiga art from the States 

Talking Shop 15 
The best letters page in Amiga computing! CU there! 

Vortex 486 PC emulator 40 
Yep, it's here - the most powerful PC board money can 
buy - but is it a better deal than a true PC? 

YOUR COVER DISK 18 
All you need to know to get the twelve hot programs 
on our Shareware Collection vol 1 disk up and running, 

if you just can't wait to slap that disk home then 

TURN HERE FIRST 

Amiga Video 70 
Why Scala MM200 is the best multimedia program out 

Desktop Publishing 74 
Is Wordworth 2 the answer to high-quality, low-cost DTP? 

Artificial Intelligence 80 
How to create your very own Amiga lifeform in AMOS 

Multitasking 82 
A practical guide to maximising your multitasking time 

How fast is the Al 200? 42 
In a series of real world tests, we compare the new 
Amiga to its predecessors, the A500 and A600, to see 
whether it really is five times more powerful 

C Programming 84 
Where to learn the programming language of the pros 

Unix on the Amiga 86 
And where to get hold of the operating system of the pros 

ARexx 
How to master the Amiga's most exciting language 

Amiga DOS 90 
How to produce graphical displays in AmigaDOS 2! 

MIDI Music 98 
How to improve the quality of your samples 

The World of Comms 106 
Is the SupraFaxModem all you need to get on-line? 

The AMOS column 110 
So just what is the exciting news about AMOS Pro? 

The Amiga 23 

Shopper Awards 
Tune into the top Amiga hits of 
1992 as our experts reveal the 
best buys in 9 different areas: 

• Video 25 
• Graphics 26 
• DTP 27 
• Printers 28 
• Business 29 
• Hard drives 30 
• Expansion 31 
• Music 32 
• PD 34 

DIY Amiga Projects 130 
How to build your own joystick/mouse switcher for a fiver 

Business 139 
Which integrated business package is the best buy? 

Controlling Chaos 145 
How to master the Mandelbrot Set the easy way 

Amiga Answers 45 
Whatever your Amiga hassle, query, problem, niggle or 
nightmare we have the solution - check out these 13 
pages of expert advice to banish those blues forever 

New life for the Al 000 147 
How the Phoenix board will make your A1000 fly again 

Education 150 
How Imagine 2 can be used for effective 3D modelling 

Public Domain World 155 
All the latest low-cost and no-cost software sampled 

User Groups 166 
Where to get in touch with other users in your area 

88   Product Locator 168 
Your at-a-glance guide to the best in Amiga Public Domain 

Win an A1200 170 
Get your hands on a brand new Amiga for absolutely free! 
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of Hampshire Established 7 years 
UUeServe 

Amiga Workstation 
/Expansion System 
Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc. 
Strong metal construction made from 
14SWG steel epoxy coated Amiga 
colour 

Special price £27.50 

New Citizens 

Swift 240 
24pin Colour* 

Advanced 24pin printer. (Swift 24E 
replacement). Phone lot a data sheet 
* optional colour. Price with cable & paper 

240 Mono 
240C Colour 

£245 
£265 

Swift 200 
24pin Colour* 

Enhanced 24pin printer. (Swift 224 
replacement) Phone for a data sheet 
"•optional colour Price with cable & paper 

200 Mono 
200C Colour 

£195 
£219 

Citizen's Print Manager 
These advanced printer drivers transform colour printout's to laser type quality 
Version 1 {224 & 24E)  £5 
Version 2 (Swift series 2J £10 
Drivers 1/2 price if bought with a printer 

Printer Drivers 
Canon BJ-10e/ex  £5 
Deskjet 500 Colour  £10 

Citizen 120D + 
with cable 
& paper £109 

Ail Citizen printers have 
2 year warranty 

Citizen Swift 9 

Mono £155 
Colour £179 

Panasonic 

KXP1123 
Probably the best 24pin mono 
printer available, With cable & paper 

£169 

Panasonic/Epson 
KXP1170 9pin  134 
KXP11 24i 24pin  215 
KXP2180 Spin Colour .... 189 
KXP2123 24pin Colour... 229 
Epson LX400 Spin  135 
Epson LQ570 24pin  265 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Naksha Scanner 

New 
I with touch up   PI C\Q 

software LIUJ 

Naksha Mouse 

£21.50 
for Atari ST & Amiga 

with house & mat 

Squik Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga £13.90 

Midi Interface 
4 channel Midi f 1 Q 
Interface for Amiga 

Or Ts Midi Music S/w CA QC 
(A500 only not Pius} UlJ 

Deskjet 500 
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser 

quality at dot matrix price. 
3 year warranty. n OIT 

With cable & paper LOZD 

Deskjet Colour 
300dpi colour Inkjet printer. 

Colour laser quality at 1/10 Of the cost. 
3 year warranty. 

With cable & paper £419 

New HP 

Deskjet 550C 
300dpi colour Inkjet printer. 

Colour laser quality, with colour 
and black cartridges resident. 

3 year warranty.        f ROQ 
With cable & paper 

Printer Packs 
AH printers are supplied with a printer pack consisting of printer paper and a connection 

Free of charge 
A stand is £5.00 extra (with a printer) 

Printer Dust Covers 
most types in stock 

from £4.70 inc VAT 

Canon BJ-10ex 
360dpi Inkjet printer 
with cable & paper 

£199  

Star SJ-48 
360dpi Inkjet printer 
with cable & paper 

£199  

Star LC100 
Spin colour with cable & paper 

 £159 

Star 
LC20 Mono Spin  119 
LC2O0 Colour Spin  177 
LC2420 Mono 24pin        185 
LC24100 Mono 24pin ...,175 
LC24200 Colour 24pin „ 249 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Kickstart Upgrades 
Commodore 2,04 full upgrade 79.00 
Kickstart ROM only v2,04 „.. 41.50 
Kickstart ROM only vl .3  29.00 
Phoenix rom sharer  24.95 
Keyb'd operated rom sharer 24.95 
VXL30 25MHz Accelarator ..239.00 
Fatter An g us custom chip ....37,50 

True Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga   £ 1 5.90 

Happy Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga   £ 1 4- 90 

New 

New Prices 

GVP Series 2 
forA500     H^ Disks 
SOMb   Hard Disc £379 
120Mb Hard Disc £419 
240Mb Hard Disc £689 
SOMb A530 Combo £649 
120Mb A530 Combo £749 
240Mb A530 Combo £989 
for A1500 
80Mb Hard Disk £339 
1 20Mb Hard Disk £399 
240Mb Hard Disk £629 
GVP ram £25 per 1Mb 

Ram Upgrades 
A500 1 Mram + clock  £21.90 
A500 IMram no clock ,,.  £17.90 
A500+ IMram + clock  £39.90 
A600 IMram + clock  £49.90 

Citizen ProCM 
14" Super High res. Multisync 

Colour monitor, dot pitch 0.26mm, 
suitable for A3000 or A4000 
with cable £349 

Philips CM8833MK2 

Rebadged as AKF17 
14" Stereo Colour Monitor. 

Dot pitch 0.42mm.   Medium Res. 

£165 £169 
with cable without cable 

"Commodore 

1084SD 
H" Colour Monitor with cable 
dot pitch 0.42mm. Medium Res. 

£ 1 7 9     While stocks last 

£10.00 discount on 1084 
or 8833 with an Amiga 

Philips CM8833 MK2 

UK. 240V £199 
+■ game 

£195 

wi th cable 
no cable 

Special Offer 

Accessories 
Joystick/Mouse twin extension 4.70 
3M Joystick/Mouse lead „„ 3,75 
A500 Printer cable  7.95 
Modulator/Disk Extension  10.95 
23way Plug or socket .. 2.95 
A500 Dust Cover,  4.70 
Mouse Mat {thick soft type) ,, 4.95 
Mouse House 2.95 
1M internal 3.5" drive  49.00 
A500 replacement PSU 39.00 
A590 replacement PSU , 49.00 
Rocgen Plus - Genlock + .. 129,00 
Disc Wallet for 32 disks  7.95 

Floppy Drives 

Cumana CAX354 
The most reliable drive you can buy 

1M external 
1_49. y U  Whi le stocks last 

Commodore 
A1011 1M external    £> A Q 

White stocks last    L *fO 

Roctec/Zappo 
1M external drive      £49 • 90 

Amiga A1200 
5x faster. Workbench v3, 2M ram. 
Custom graphics - 256K colours from 
16.7 million. „ „ _ A 

£359 

Amiga A4000 
Wb 3, Z5MHz 
120Mb Hd £2099 

Amiga A600 
Standard A600 single floppy 
£259 £254 

with DPS & game     without software 

Amiga 600SD 
ID. Paint III, Grand Prix, Putty, Pushover) 
Wild Weird 
& Wicked 

£305 

Amiga 600HD 
(Trivial Pursuit Epic, Rome, Pushover) 

Epic Pack £435 

SONY 

DISKETTES 
SONY branded 
{lifetime warranty) 

M00% certified error free) 
lOx   3.5h DS/DD 135tpi ...... 7.50 
50x   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  32,30 
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  59.93 
250x3.5" DS/DD I35tpi         141 00 
Ikx   3,5" DS/DD 135tpi ..... 540.50 

DISKETTES 
SONY/ OYSAN bulk 
{lifetime warranty) 

(100% certified error free) 
10x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi 
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi 
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi 
250x3,5" DS/DD 135tpi . 
Ikx 3.5M DS/DD 135tpi 
40 x 3.5" Disk box with lock 

... 5.95 

. 21.86 
. 39,60 
. 94.88 
353.68 

5,49 
100 x 3.5" Disk box with lock .. 7.50 

Carriage on 50+ disks £3.53 

Phone for our 60 page catalogue 
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

Alt products have a 30 day money back & 1 2 month warranty. 
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification. 
Established 7 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11. 

Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday 
Postage 94p or £3,53 Securicor £6.46 (£5,50 + VAT) 

UUeServe 
Larger items delivered 

by Securicor 

Amiga/Shopper Dept. 
40-42 West Street 
Portchester Hants 
P016 9UW 
Tel: 0705 325354 

UlBSGrUG    Best for service   LUC5BrUB   Best for service 



NEWS 

Supra ROM 

upgrade 

Amiga hardware manufacturer Supra 
has announced the availability of a 
ROM upgrade for owners of Its 
Supra FAX Modem v32. 

Said John WiJey, Supra's 
president: "We are committed to our 
customers and want them to be able 
to experience the benefits of 
improvements we have made since 
the product was original ly released 
last February." First and foremost 
among these benefits is a fix to 
make the product work as it should. 

The modem will now, when using 
a v32bis connection, fall back to a 
lower communications speed when 
confronted with a bad connection. 
Similarly, it will increase its speed 
when the connection improves. 

A couple of new features are 
also in eluded' on the ROM. The first 
is Error Correction Mode £ECM), 
which enables error-free faxes to be 
sent with software that supports the 
ECM protocol. The other is a Silent 
Answer feature, enabling the same 
line to be used for both voice and 
fax. If fax tones are detected by the 
modem, then it will respond; 
otherwise it will remain silent and 
enabfe the user to answer the call. 

To decide whether or not you 
need the upgrade, you should issue 
the 'AT 13' command to your modem. 
If the ROM part number returned is 
lower than 1.2H or 1.2J then you 
need the upgrade. 

It is available by calling the 
Supra BBS *r 010 1 503 967 2444, 
or by writing to; ROM Upgrade, Supra 
Corporation, 7101 Supra Drive SW, 
Albany, OR 97321, USA. 

PANDAAL'S NEW 

SCAN SOFTWARE 

Version 3 of the DaataScan 
Professional software package for 
Pandaal's hand scanner has now 
been released. 

Its new features include a dual 
screen layout with both a main 
screen and a 16-level grey scale one; 
the ability to convert from dithered to 
grey scale images; a brightness 
control; two levels of zoom; drawing 
tools; text entry; and support for all 
Workbench printer drivers. 

The software is compatible with 
all Amigas and versions of 
Workbench, It's available as an 
upgrade to existing users for £20. 

Call Pandaal International s 071 
328 1717 for more information. 

MAJOR MULTI-PURPOSE 

EMULATOR SYSTEM LAUNCHED 

American company Utilities 
Unlimited has released an emulator 
system that offers compatibility with 
all major computer systems. 

Called Emplant, the system uses 
both hardware and software to 
emulate the Mac II series of 
computers. But the unique innovation 
of Emplant is its ability to emulate 
just about any computer with the 
addition of software and the 
computer's ROMs. Plans are afoot to 
provide emulation for the IBM PC 386 
and 486, the top of the range Mac 
Quadra, the Atari Mega ST and 
Falcon, and the Commodore 64. 

Emplant's hardware has been 
designed not only to emulate existing 
technology but to cater for future 
advances too. In the case of the 
Macr its basic architecture, including 
timers, interrupts and clocks, is 
handled on a hardware level. The 
board will support EPROM, Static 
RAM and SIMM modules to cater for 
the various formats used to store 
computer operating systems, 

AMIGA BOOKS 

Bruce Smith Books has added 
another two books to its Mastering 
Amiga range: Phil South s Master 
Amiga - AMOS for £19,95 and 
Mastering Amiga Workbench 2, for 
£19.95. Bruce Smith Books can be 
contacted on s 0923 894355. 
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Emplant comes 
as a Zorro card to 
slot into an A2000 or 
A30QQ, An alternate 
version is available to 
slot into the 
expansion bus of an 
A500 or A1000. it 
will work with ail of 
the above Amigas, 
but a 68030 
processor with a 
memory management 
unit is recommended 
for the best 
compatibility and 
speed. Users must purchase their 
own Macintosh ROMs. 

The system will multitask 
alongside the Amiga, and is 
compatible with various 24-bit boards 
including IV24 and Rembrandt. 

Emplant is available as a basic 
system for £184.95, or with high 
speed serial ports and AppleTalk 
support for £219.95. Another version 
of Emplant is available with a high 

1 O O ® 
^ CD 
ft 

cm 7t\ !/92 

If you need Macintosh emulation but 
can't afford a Mac, then Emplant 
could be just what you're looking for 
speed SCSI interface, also for 
£219.95, or it may be bought with 
both Apple Talk and a SCSI interface 
for £249.95. 

Emplant is manufactured by 
Utilities Unlimited u 0101 602 680 
9004 and distributed in the UK by 
Blitz Soft IT 0908 666265. 

PARALLEL PORT VLAB RELEASED 

The Amiga Centre Scotland has 
announced It Is to sell the latest 
version of Macro System's Vlab. 

Viab is a high-speed video frame- 
grabber, previously only available as a 
plug in Zorro II card. It can now be 
plugged into the Amiga's parallel port, 

making it useable with any Amiga. It 
COStS £381,88. 

The company has also 
announced price drops on its 24-bit 
graphics boards, starting at £875 for 
the Harlequin 1500 model. Call » 
089 687 583 for more details. 

GTS BECOMES 

OFFICIAL USER 

GROUP FOR 

SOFT-LOGIK 

SofM_ogikt maker of the PageStream 
desktop publishing package, has 
appointed George Thompson Services 
as an official user group. 

GTS, primarily a public domain 
library, has gained considerable 
renown as a supplier of high quality 
software and fonts. It will be providing 
product support for PageStream users 
as well as advice on more general 
Amiga subjects. Joining the 
PageStream user group will cost £15 
per annum. For this price, members 
also get the chance to buy hardware 
and software at discounted prices, are 

This Is the demo version of 

available Irom 
George Thompson 
Services 

Soft-Logik's PageStream Is a powerful 
but expensive DTP package, but now 
you can try before you buy with the 
demo version from GTS 

eligible for savings on public domain 
titles, and have access to Adobe Type 
1 fonts and a large range of GIF 
graphics files. They will receive copies 
of Megadisc and Jumpdisk. two disk- 
based magazines. 

GTS is also selling a demo version 
of PageStream, Costing only £5.99, 
the package will give users the chance 
to try out the package before 
investing. It is slightly crippled: there 
is no save facility and a Jdemo! 

message is included with all output. 
Call George Thompson Services 

^ 0707 271117 for more information. 

PRICE DROP 

FOR SIMPATICA 

Videographers will be pleased to 
hear that Optonica's Slmpatlca 
system has had its price reduced 
from £1173.83 to £350. 

Simpatica, reviewed in issue lr is 
a hardware/software system that will 
render graphics to videotape one 
frame at a time. Sophisticated frame 
by frame editing features are 
supported by the package, enabling 
complex 24-bit animations to be 
created and played back in real-time. 

The latest version of the product 
supports fast image imports, and 
multi-serial cards, It also has ARexx 
support, enabling it to be controlled 
via ASDG's Art Department 
Professional, 

For more information call 
Optonica ® 0455 558282, 
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N EWS 

Commodore wows crowds at 

Future Entertainment Show 

People were carrying A1200s out by the box-load at 
November's Future Entertainment Show. Commodore's 
stand was inundated not only with people eager to see 
its brand new machine, but also those staring in 
disbelief at the new demonstration CD produced by 
Psygnosls to show off the CDTV's features. 

Nearly 60r000 show-goers turned up throughout the 
four days, and Commodore wasn't the only manufacturer 
with exciting products for them to see. Dutch company 
KCS was showing its high density drive for the Amiga r 
which will operate in both standard (880Kb) and high 
density mode (1.76Mb). Unlike other high density drives 
which run more slowly than standard drives, the models 
from KCS operate at twice the speed of a standard disk 
drive when reading and writing in high density mode. A 
price has yet to be announced, but the drive should be 
available by the end of the year. 

Stateside developer GVP was demonstrating its 
Image FX graphics image processing software, which is 
capable of speedily manipulating 24-bit pictures in many 
varied ways, including ripple and oil painting effects. 

Clarity 16, a 16-bit sound sampler that features 
stereo input and output, was on display at Microdeal's 
stand. This incredible unit provides CD quality sound for 
only £149.95. Expect a review soon. Also on display from 

M ierodeal was VideoMasterr an Despite Andy Storer's 
easy-to use video digitiser/      challenge of a free drink 
sound sampling package that 
enables users to create their 
own mini-movies, images are 
monochromef or up to 4096 
colours if the hardware is used 
in conjunction with a colour 
splitter Video Master costs £69.96. 

Thanks to all who came, and if you didn't, why not? 
See you at Olympia next year for an even bigger show. 

for anyone asking an 
unanswerable question, 

the Amiga Answers team 
handled every problem 

sent their way 

MCGRAW-HILL VIRTUALLY TIES UP GRAPHICS BOOK MARKET 
Two new books set for release by publisher McGraw-Hill 
should appeal to graphics and virtual reality fans. 

Virtual Reality - Through The New Looking Glass by 
Kevin Teixeira and Ken Pi mental concerns itself with 
giving the layperson an easy-to-read guide to the emerging 
technology and imagery of virtual reality. Virtual Reality - 
Through The New Looking Glass contains 264 pages and 
will cost £26.95. 

Also Of interest is Peter So re n sen's £40.50 The Life 
Of Computer Graphics. This 240 page tome covers the 
background to computer graphics as well as providing 
information on state-of-the-art technology and speculation 
on graphics in the future. It also includes topics on virtual 
reality and the exciting combination of artificial 
intelligence with animation. 

McGraw Hill Book Company Europe   0628 23432, 

GREEN MULTIMEDIA 

TAKES ROOT 

Applied Research Kernel is to release a comprehensive 
multimedia package dealing with plants. 

Plants For All Seasons comes on 10 floppy disks. It 
currently holds information on 1000 different plants, along 
with 100 HAM images. Access to sound, pictures, text 
and video is provided by multimedia buttons. 

Plants For All Seasons comes with a context-sensitive 
help facility, and also includes a dictionary of horticultural 

Gardener*, 
botanists and 
multimedia fans will 
all enjoy Plants For 
AU Seasons 

terms which can be 
called up by clicking 
on a button from 
within any page of 
the database. 

The package 
currently costs £99,95. Future updates of the database 
will be available to users for £6 plus VAT and postage. 
Call Applied Research Kernel tr 0983 551 496, 

NEW SEAGATE DRIVES 

Hard drive manufacturer Seagate has announced a new 
set of products ranging from 1.8 to 5.25 Inches In size, 

Perhaps the most interesting of these is the 
ST7050P, a 42Mb 1,8 inch drive that supports the 
PCMCIA Type III interface, it comprises a single platter 
and is no more than 10.5 millimetres in height. 

Seagate also announced the ST9295AG/N 2.5 inch 
drive, which, at 260Mb, is currently the largest capacity 
drive available for home computers. It is can be supplied 
with either an AT or a SCSI interface.. 

You can contact Seagate on   0628 690366. 

AMIGA SHOPPER NEEDS 

A TECHNICAL WRITER 

Amiga Shopper magazine Is looking for a full time 
technical writer to work from Its office in beautiful Bath, 

The successful candidate will have a sound knowledge 
of the Amiga market and a good understanding of the 
machine's hardware and software* A strong grasp of the 
English language is essential. 

The salary is up to £10,000 per annum. If you are 
interested, send your CV along with a sample of your 
written work to Cliff Ramshaw at the usual address. 

CD-ROM DRIVES 

FOR ALL 

Thanks to Almathera systems, Just 
about any Amiga owner will now be 
able to use a standard CD-ROM drive 
as a CDTV. 

Commodore has been pipped to 
the CDTV compatibility post by 
Almathera System1 s combination of a 
Toshiba SCSI CD-ROM drive and 
CDTV.DEVICE software. 

The drive will work with most SCSI 
controllers, and as such is useable by 
owners of the A1500/2000/3000 
machines with a hard card as well as 
A500 owners with an A590, GVP or 
similar hard drive. 

The Toshiba drive is a 300ms 
device - twice as fast as 
Commodore's CDTV drive. The 
necessary software is provided by the 
CDTV.DEVICE program, which provides 
over 90% compatibility with existing 
CDTV titles. 

As well as turning your Amiga into 
a CDTV, the device will act as an 
ordinary Amiga volume (labelled CDO:) 
or an audio CD player. Three CDs are 
supplied, including CDPD Public 
Domain Collection, containing Fred 
Rsh disks 1 to 660. 

The drive is available as an 
internal kit for £395; or as an external 
kit for £495. If you also require a SCSI 
controller card, add £100 to the price. 
Almathera Systems * 081 683 6418, 

BUBBLE JET FONTS 

Ursa Software has released a 
package to Improve output with the 
Canon BJlOe and BJlOex printers. 

BJ10/130 Fonts is a package 
which will enable Amiga owners to 
download soft fonts to their Canon 
bubble jet printers. Doing so means 
that they can have access to a wide 
range of fonts without the need of a 
desktop publishing or word publishing 
package. Instead, text-based word 
processors such as Protext can make 
use of the fonts as if they were 
internal to the printer. 

As well as coming with 16 ready- 
made fonts, the package has an 
editor which enables the user to 
create more of their own. 

The package costs £10 from Ursa 
Software, 11 Highweli Gardens, 
Felling, Tyne & Wear NE10 ONB. 

CHEAPER IMAGES 

MS Images Is selling a collection of 
Its entire range of fonts r borders and 
backgrounds at a special Christmas 
price of £10.99. The collection would 
normally cost nearly £20. 

More info from MS Images, 84 
Averil Road, Leicester LE2DB, 
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Digita Wordworth 

If you want to take a closer look at the new Wordworth 
call 0395 270273, or write to 

Digital, FREEPOST, Exmourh EX8 2YZ ENGLAND 

Actually, you're looking at the new 
Digita® Wordworth® version 2+ 

It's the revolutionary Intellifonr® 
technology which produces on-screen 
fonts at sizes from 3 to 800 points! 

Wordworth comes with 17 genuine 
Agfa® Compugraphic fonts, which are 
just about the best quality around. 

Best of all, Wordworth prints silky 
smooth fonts at the highest possible 
resolution of your printer. 

Which means, in human terms, 
unbeatable print quality. Just click the 
icon on the tool bar and in seconds 
you'll be printing jagged-free letters and 
graphics. 

But, there's more to new Digita 
Wordworth than just pretty fonts... 

New features include • columns * 
tool bar * indexing * table of contents * 
endnotes • improved mailmerge and 
file support • bookmarks * text sorting 

* improved search and replace * 
hotlinks. In fact, there's over 100 new 
features and improvements. 

So, if you want to print the sharpest 
possible letters around, trade up now 
from any Amiga word processor for just 
£59. But hurry, this is for a limited 
period only. 

Digita Wordworth, what you see is 
what you get—the power to present, 

•DIGITA 
INTERNATIONAL 

Digita International Limited Black Horse House Exmouth EX8 1JL England Telephone 0395 270273 Facsimile 0395 268893 

- A member of me Digita group - 
Digita, fce Digila logo, and WordwOr* ore registered hademarks oF Digita Holdings Ud. Soofabh fype outlines are hcensed from Agfa Division of Miles Inc. Agfa is a registered trademark of Agta-Gevoert,, AG. fcteHiknt is a registered 
trademadt of Mite* Inc. Digita Holdings Ita1 adfcnowtedgei That ail registered and ofU* trademarks used in ihe text of Aij odvtH or* HHJ properties of their respective companies Whilst every core ha» been taken lo ensure that the information 

provided in *Nis advert is accurate, Digrta Holdings U)d oannoJ be KeW liable for any errors or omissions that may have occurred. SokJ subject to standard conditions of son. E and QE. 



NEWS 

So, that was the 

year that was 

,..in "which we fake a brief look 

back in candour at v/hat made 

news in Amiga-land during 1992 

In retrospect, 1992 seems like the 
most exciting year for the Amiga 
since its launch. And Amiga 
Shopper, though we say it 
ourselvesT has had more than Its 
fair share of exclusives. 

Here we take a look at the key 
events that made 1992 such a 
special epoch in the Amiga's history. 
We're also giving you a few more 
light-hearted facts and figures, just 
for good measure, and to let you 
know that we don't take the Amiga 
too seriously. 

EXCLUSIVES 
January's issue carried the report on 
the huge World Of Commodore 
Show. Top exhibitor at the show was 
undoubtedly GVPr with a stunning 
range of products, but we were 
pretty impressed with Ocean's 
Waltzer stand. 

It was March when we first 
broke the news of Commodore1 s 
plans to reSease a 386SX 
Bridgeboard. The thing is only now 
beginning to see the light of day. 

Our exclusive two page preview 
of Commodore's A570 CD-ROM 
drive appeared in the April issue. It 
was still so secret that a final name 
hadn't even been chosen. We also 
reported the availability of Kickstart 
2 ROM upgrades (at last!). 

It was Amiga Shopperthat 
brought you the exclusive details of 
the much-awaited new Amiga - the 
A600. That was way back in the May 
issue, and it was some time before 
the Amiga community got the new 
machine it really wanted. 

DEATH OF A LEGEND 
July saw the end of the road for the 
A500 and A500 Plus. In an 

NEW FEATURES • NEW FEATURES • NEW 

What lucky people you are! During 
1992 we've introduced all of the 
following regular features, 
unparalleled in depth and clarity: 

• Andy Storer, who took over as 
editor for the January issue 

• The ever-handy product locator 

• Artificial intelligence 

• Amiga CD 

• Artificial genetics 

• Spreadsheet tutorial • Chaos and fractals 

• Beginner's guide to programming • Getting to grips with multitasking 

• Ten top tips • C programming 

• Reader's program listings • Arexx programming 

NOT A LOT OF PEOPLE KNOW THIS 

In which we reveal some startling 
and little known facts about 
Britain's only serious Amiga 
magazine. 

• We printed a startling 12 issues 
throughout 1992, 

• This amounts to approximately 
one million, one hundred thousand 
words of tutorials, reviews, news, 
hints and tips - solid information. 

• Your 12 issues stacked together 
will stand 0.102 metres high - 
you'll need 4,038,950,03 issues 
stacked together to reach to the 
moon. 

• We've solved around about 750 
of your problems over the last year 
- more than any other Amiga mag. 

• Andy Storer is not related to 
Easterners' Dirty Den. 

exclusive interview with Amiga 
Shopper Kelly Sumner described the 
A500 as an end of line product'. 
That story had our mailbags bulging 
for months. We also gave the low- 
down on the Amiga Shopper Show at 
Wembley, at which we thought 
Progressive Peripherals & Software 
had by far the best stand (as did 
just about everyone who turned up - 
it was next to impossible to get near 
the stand because of the crowds), 

Sn August we reported that Kelly 
Sumner was to take over as 
managing director of Commodore 
UK. It wasn't until the month 
afterwards that Commodore would 
confirm the story. Steve Franklin 
took a key position in Commodore s 
multimedia division, before leaving 
in unclear circumstances after a 
matter of months, 

The first ever interview with Kelly 
Sumner - new main man at 
Commodore UK - ran in the 
September issue. In it he told us 
that the last days of the A2000 were 
drawing nigh. A replacement was 
expected, and Commodore did in 
fact announce a new machine - 
provisionally called the A2400 - at a 
press conference. Nevertheless, it 
failed to appear and we're all still 
waiting. Kelly also justified the 

release of the A600 and the end of 
the A500r as well as making 
tantalising hints about a new 
graphics chip set. 

The remarkable £100 price drop 
on the A600 was reported in 
October's issue, just a few short 
month's after its launch. Industry 
response was generally good, and 
the move has no doubt helped sell 
more machines. We also reported 
the appearance in the USA of an 
A3000 based around a new '040 
processor. 

TWO STARS ARE BORN 
In November we were there first 
again - we gave you the full details 
on the A4000 launch at the World Of 
Commodore Show at Pasadena. We 
also revealed exclusive details on 
Vortex's brand new 486 PC 
emulator, reviewed this issue. 

Last, but by no means least, 
December s issue saw the unveiling 
of the A1200. We gave you the full 
technical specifications, an in-depth 
analysis of its place in the market, 
comparison with the competition 
and comments from the major 
players in the industry. 

What can we say? We bring you 
the news first, and give you the full 
background that others can't deliver. 

VAPOURWARE CORNER • VAPOURWARE CORNER • VAPOURWARE CORNER 

En which we take a brief look at 
those especially exciting products 
that appealed to us all In a pink, 
fluffy and moist kind of way, but 
which nevertheless failed to 
materialise. 

• The portable Amiga - Newer 

Technology was all set to release 
one, but Commodore said 'no'. 
Perhaps we'll see one In '93? 

• The A300 console-beater 
(although it's a fair bet that a 
simple name change turned it into 
the A600) 

• The A800 - not too dissimilar 
from today's A1200 

• 16-bit sound for any Amiga 

• Nintendo's rumoured take-over of 
Commodore - fuelled by New York 
Stock Exchange speculation 

• The A2400 - officially announced 
by Commodore at a press 
conference, but nevertheless fated 
never to see the light of day 

• FMG turning around repaired 
Amiga within the promised four 
weeks 
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NEWS 

THE AMIGA IN 1995 

Commodore revealed its secret plans for the Amiga to a select group 

of developers at last September's World of Commodore Show in 

Pasedena. Gareth Carroll reveals the plans ahead for your machine 

To ait assembled throng of leading 
American developers, Commodore 
US outlined its vision of the Amigas 
of the nineties. It has decided that 
it will be building the new AGA 
chipset Into the whole range of 
Amigas in the future. This seems to 
indicate that the CDTV and the 
A600 will also sport the new chips 
at a later date. 

This decision is likely to make 
DCTVr HAM-E and some of the 24-bit 
graphics boards redundant, but then 
it may well be the news that many 
Amiga owners or prospective Amiga 
owners have been waiting for - 
because the idea of buying a top end 
machine with 24-bit graphics 
capability built in will most certainly 
appeal to many prospective buyers. 

Commodore has now decided to 
aim at producing two types of 
machine in the future: low end and 
high end. Recently we have seen the 
release of the first of the new range 
of high end machines - the A4000 
and the company is also known to be 
working on a tower version of the 
A4000. We've also seen the first of 
the new low end machines - the 
A1200. 

This machine has practically the 
same capabilities as the A4000 but 

"A digital signal 

processor is 

expected in six 

months" 

works on a slower CPU (A 68020 
compared to the A4000's 68040). 

LOW-END TECH-SPECS 
The more transistors a computer 
has, the faster it can make decisions 
and carry out instructions. Hence 
more transistors more power. The 
future chip set for the low end 
machines will be made up of two 
VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) 
chips with about 100,000 
transistors. Compare this with the 
60,000 transistors that the ECS 
(Enhanced Chip Set) has and the 

80,000 that the AGA (Advanced 
Graphics Architecture) chip set has 
and you can get a rough idea of just 
how fast the new chips wtll be. 

These low-end Amigas will 
incorporate the following features: 
• All machines will be able to access 
32-bit ORAM (Dynamic Random 
Access Memory) - this means that 
the memory can be accessed a lot 
faster than at present 

The A1200 - first of a new range of 
low-end Amigas - will the next one 
up will be the 68030-based A2400? 

• Floppy drives will be able to write 
up to 4Mb on a singie floppy 
•High speed serial ports (for faster 
sending and receiving of data), 
• 57 MHz programmable pixel clock 
to enable user definable resolutions 
• Facility to animate a 16-bit 65,356 
colour display from a 24-bit palette 
of 16.7 million colours 
• High speed blitter that can handle 
large 256 colour screens in a screen 
refresh mode of 72 Hz - this is twice 
as fast as the ECS chips in lower 
screen resolutions. 

The best news though is that a 
main priority in the development of 
these chips will be to achieve 
backward compatibility with the ECS 
and AGA chip sets, 

HIGH-END MEGA-SPECS 
Commodore plans to put 4 VLSI 
chips, giving a total of between 
800.000 and 1,000,000 transistors, 
into its top end Amigas. As you can 
probably imagine, these machines 
will be very hot indeed, Some of the 
features of these machines will be: 
• Top end machines will feature the 
same surface mounted technology 
as with the low end machines 
• Programmable pixel clock with 
rates between 57MHz and 114MHz 

• Able to access 32-bit or 64-bit 
VRAM (Video Random Access 
Memory), These chips are particularly 
fast but are currently very expensive, 
although they will no doubt be a lot 
cheaper in the future 
• Frame grabbing capability will be 
built in along with graphics 
compression 
• Super fast serial port(s) 
• 32-bit blitter (to enable better 
graphics handling) and 32-bit 
processor slot (a RISC system has 
been mentioned) 
• 24-bit true colour displays 
• S-channeL 100 KHz, 16-bit audio. 
• Expected within 6 months is a DSP 
(Digital Signal Processor) upgrade for 
the A4000. 

Since the A4000's 68040 is on 
a daughterboard plugged into the 
motherboard, processor upgrade is 
likely to be in the form of a CPU 
board replacement. The future 
Amigas will also be fitted with the 
latest versions of AmigaDOS, 

AMIGADOS 4 PLANS 
AmigaDOS 3.1 will be able to double 
buffer intuition screens and swap 
buffers at a speed of more than 

The A4000 wilJ actually be the 
entry-level machine for a new range 
of high end Amigas featuring 32-bit 
blltters, 24-bit colour displays, 16- 
bit audio, and DSP chips 

2000 per second. This version will 
also have printer/file sharing, 
network extensions and will be able 
to support the new DSPs. 

It will also be capable of 
retarget able graphics - this means 
that the graphics hardware will be 
able to be changed or added to 
without having to rewrite the 
software. 

Commodore's own design 
facilities have now been greatly 
improved and the company is 

commissioning much of the 
manufacturing work to companies 
like VLSI and HP. The new chips 
(Alice and Lisa) are being produced 
by three different companies to avoid 
any supply prob!emst although they 
are designed by Commodore. 

CBM has also addressed 
concerns En the sound department by 
announcing the DSP upgrade for the 
A4000. This announcement has 
confirmed rumours that arose earlier 
this year when it was reported that 

"the best news is 

that the new chips 

wilt be backwards 

compatible1 

the company was having discussions 
with a major manufacturer to 
negotiate the rights to use its DSP. 

All this news of future Amigas 
and enhancements has helped to 
confirm the impression that the 
Amiga will be the main contender for 
the position of most popular/most 
multi-talented computer for a long 
while yet. The graphical 
enhancements (24-bit display, 32-bit 
blitter) wiil make the Amiga's 
position in the graphics industry a lot 
more secure. 

WHAT ELSE IS ON 

THE WAY? 
The Pasadena Show also played 
host to a press conference where 
Jim Dionne, Commodore US's 
President, referred to the 
probability of new Amigas in the 
pipeline with built-in CD-ROM 
drives. 

Although details are inevitably 
scant, it would seem to make 
sense given trends towards CD- 
based games. 

It's also known that 
Commodore US is prototyping 
machines based on the Motorola 
68060 chip (the 68050 got 
bypassed) for its high-end range. 
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worldwide 

The World's PC Emulator Specialists 

PC-Compatibility 

by Mail Order 

You get German products directly 
from the manufacturer 
You get all prices included VAT, 
You get all deliveries within 1 week 
by TNT worldwide express. 
You get a 12 month guarantee. 
You get free software updates and 
hardware upgrades at a reduced price 

Manufacturer's 

Tech Support 

You get technical support directly 
from the manufacturer by fax, letter 
or Compuserve # 100015,330. 
Contact the vortex developers and 
technicians in Germany (please keep 
your SN ready at hand). 

Fax +49-7131-597231 

Customer and 

Order Service 

Tel +49-7131-597213 

Monday - Friday 

8.00- 11.00 am 

12.00 - 15.00 pm 

+49-7131-597210 

Golden Gate 486SLC 

25MHz 486SLC PC/AT emulator for Amiga 2000/300(^ 
4000. As a bridge-slot-board it connects the Am, 
zorro slots with the PC/AT (ISA) slots. On 
2MB RAM (max. 16MB and up to 4MB fo, 
Amiga). Includes PC/AT IDE hard di^fe J 

interface and optional HD 
disk controller (2.88MB). 
Norton SI 45 

£699 

8MB RAM onll 

£899 
Monitor Master 
External box connecting an 
EGA/VGA graphics card and 
the Amiga video output with 
one Multisync monitor 

Update B 
ATonce-Plus in exchange for 
a receipt for ATonce or ATonce-classic 
Update A 
Golden Gate 386SX in fc 

exchange for any PC/AT emulator 
Update D 486SLC-2MB       £ 659 
Update E 486SLG-8MB        £ 859 
Golden Gate 486SLC in 
exchange for any PC/AT emulator 

25MHz 386SX 
emulator for 

a 2000/3000/4000, 
2KB RAM onboard. 

rtonSl 23, Identical with 
fcSLC board 

£399 

classic 
emulator, for Amiga 500/500-Plus g 

nee-Plus 
286 PC/AT emulator, 512KB RAM onboard, 

Amiga 500/500-Plus/2000 £ 

£ 159 

lies Cards 
.Card! 512KB, Trident 

SVGA Card, 1MB, ET4000 

RAM-Kits 
2x I MB/60ns/l MBitx9SlMMs 
2x4MB/60ns/4MBitx9SlMMs 

Arithmetic Coprocessors 
80C287SX-12 for ATonce-Plus 
80C387SX-25 for Golden Gate 

Floppy Controller Kit 
Controller chip with cable set   £ 49 

£59 
£99 

£79 
£248 

£89 
£99 

AT Bus 3.5" Hard Disks 
Conner 30104, 120MB, 19ms 
Conner 30204, 212MB, 12ms 
256KB hard disk cache 

Floppies 
Floppy internal 3,5", 2.88MB 
Floppy internal 3.5", 1.44MB 
Floppy internal 5.25", L2MB 
3.5" mounting kit for 5.25" bay 
HD Disks 10x3.5", 2.88MB 
Floppy external 3.5", 720KB 
Floppy external 5.25", 1.2MB 

£ 279 
£ 479 

£99 
£55 
£55 

£ 7 
£59 
£ 49 
£99 

YES, I would like to order 
Qty. Product Name Price 

Plus shipping costs € 20 
Total (in£) 

INFO- AND ORDER FORM 

Method of Payment Name 
□ Wire transfer to National Westminster Bank PLC, 

London, account 9711 74! 2. sort code 500000 Address 
(no PO. Box) □ EC-cheque enclosed (max £ 100) 

Prices Include VAT In the UK and are only valid In the UK 
Ask for prices other thrin UK. Defective product exchanges only. 
All returns require an RMAff. Please call or fax for an RMA# 
before returning anything. All returns without RMA# will be 
refused. Ad prices subject to change without notice. 

□ AM EX 

Card Owner 

Credit Card # 

Expiration Date 
Signature of 
Card Owner 

Telephone 

Signature 
l would like to receive more information about □ ATonce-dassic/ATonce-Plus 
n Golden Gate 386SX   □ Golden Gate 4S6SLC 
Mail or fax this order form to vortex 

vortex Computersysteme GmbH, Falterstrape 51-53, D-7I01 Fleln, Tel +49-7131-59720, Fax +49-7131-55063 



Cowboy Bob Liddil 

rounds up all the latest 

stories from the other 

side of the Atlantic 

HgggOT eeehaw! Here's your Amiga 
BW~ Cowboy, USA, back again 
B|B for another report on the 
BflPffi American Amiga Scene, 

And has it been a happy 
month? Well, yes and no. 

HARD TIMES FOR A4000 
The Amiga 4000, flagship of 
Commodore America's new 
Multimedia line is already in trouble, 
A memo is being widely circulated 
among US dealers that says: "Due to 
an unfortunate mishap at the factory, 
all the A4000s shipped by 
Commodore prior to 10/14/92 have 
a serious problem with hard drive 
performance. Somehow Commodore 
has formatted the drives using the 
Old File System, which barely works 
with the A4000hs IDE controller, 
Fortunately, there is an easy fix../ 
The memo then goes on to offer a 
software-originated fix that involves 
reformatting the drive. 

CHS Inc of Champaign, III are the 
originator of the memo* They are the 
Commodore equipment liaison for 
the powerful MicroPace company 
which is a key force in US Amiga and 
Amiga aftermarket wholesale 
products. Since the problem is now 
known, it seems unlikely that it will 
reoccur when the A4000 hits the 
European scene. But still, things 
happen in American Amtgadom that 
are strange to say the least. 

NICE FOR MICE 
Just when we thought we'd heard 
everything where new products are 
concerned, along comes Star Trek - 
the Mouse Radio upset the chuck 
wagon. MousTrak of Carson City, 
Nevada, have announced two new 
Star Trek mouse pads licensed by 
Paramount pictures featuring images 
from that popular American TV series 
of the sixties and its present day 
sequel. A large pad (11 by 11 
inches) showcases a brightly 
coloured USS Enterprise in space 
near an exploding planet with moons 
and galaxies in the background, A 
smaller, more standard-sized pad (8 
by 8 inches), offers the Enterprise 
170ID (Next Generation) ship 
against a nebula and galactic 
background of gorgeous colours. Just 
the thing for the Amiga owner who 
has everything. They retail for US 
$16.95 and require about $4.00 per 
pad in postage to get them across 
the Atlantic. 

Probably the best way to pay for 
one is with Visa or Mastercard, who 
will do the currency conversion 
automatically. The mouse pads are 
not on sale as yet in the UK or 
Europe, but can be had from 
MousTrak of New England, PO Box 
66, Peterborough, NH 03458 USA, 
sales agents for the manufacturer. 

Incidentally, aJso available is 
Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade 

(the mouse pad) and NASA's Parade 
of the Planets mouse pad, I wonder 
if Or Who or BSake 's Seven are in the 
works? Or perhaps Fawtty Towers - 
the Mouse Pad, with a nice photo of 
John Cleese on. Hmmm. 

ARTIST'S MODEL 
One of my all-time favourite things to 
do with the Amiga is drawing things. 
Since I have the artistic talent of a 
sea anemone with crayolas, I am 
very grateful when a program comes 
along that makes me look good. 
Believe me... Cycieman makes me 
look good. 

Cydeman is a unique model of a 
human-like figure, and a perfect 
complement for the 3D program 
Imagine. With it, Amiga users can 
now easily afford the power to 
generate computer animations of the 
human form, The program is also 
inexpensive compared to other 
modelling programs. 

Cycieman is the ideal companion 
for imagine because it offers 
beginners a perfect tool for 
experimentation and learning, while 
at the same time allowing them to 
immediately begin creating human 
simulations with great ease. Yet it is 
also flexible enough to satisfy 
advanced users interested in building 
more sophisticated animation and 
images with the human form. 

The software comes with a 
completely built 3D model of a 
human-like figure, ready to use. It 

Cycieman provides you with a 3D 
human figure, all ready to animate 

works only with imagine t so there 
can be no confusion about 
translating different object formats. 
The figure comes with its own built-in 
motion ready to use. A very life-like 
'Walk' or 'Run' action for the 3D 
model can be loaded straight off the 
disk (apparently, other natural 
functions like draw a six-gun or rope 
a bronco must come with time and 
additional effort), At any rate, users 
can have the figure walking or 
running through their animation 
without spending hours trying to 
design these basic movements. The 
attributes and modelling of the figure 
can be adjusted as with any imagine 

object, so users have complete 
control over the appearance of the 
figure. Users can build their own 
poses and motion for the figure, 
since all the limbs of the figure are 
separate objects, grouped in a 
special hierarchy. 

The software is accompanied by 
a detailed manual with instructions 
for building motion with the figure, 
and changing its appearance, as well 
as other imagine tips. 

Owners of the software may use 
renderings and animation of the 
figure in commercial productions 
without seeking permission from the 
vendor. That's very handy when one 
considers what a hassle licensing 
arrangements always seem to be* 

The retail price for Cycieman is 
US $59.95. For more info contact T 
Wilson, PO Box 4691, Crestline, CA 
92325 USA w 714 338 1786. 

DOING TIME 
From our people and places1 

department comes a tale of Amiga 
use both unique and intriguing. Tory 
Es ben sen, who is a vendor of 
educational software and an avid 
Amiga enthusiast residing in the 
USA's frozen North, has informed 
your Amiga Cowboy that his favourite 
computer (the Amiga) is being 
employed by one of America's oldest 
prisons. Herein lies a tale of both 
desperation and hope, all wrapped 
into one. 

Minnesota's Stillwater 
Correctional Facility was built in 
1914 and is currently home to more 
than thirteen hundred extremely 
dangerous criminals. Those of us 
who take literacy for granted may not 
be able to comprehend that a very 
high percentage of prisoners have 
very low or non-existent reading 
abilities. The inmates of Stillwater 
are no exception. 

Ironically, this institution is the 
home of The Prison Mirror, America's 
oldest continuously operating inmate 
newspaper. But not many men 
incarcerated there could read the 
words on its pages. 

Into this bleak and desperate 
place (which in the past has housed 
the James Gang and Bob^nd Cole 
Younger, among other old West 
outlaws), has come my friend Tory, 
and his software company Micro-Ed 
Inc, with the purpose of teaching 
inmates to read. 

It Es a fact that literacy programs 
flourish when presented through the 
medium of computers. Tory, whom I 
know to be a tireless campaigner in 
this field, is especially complimentary 
of the performance of the Amiga in 
this role. 

So, while Minnesota winters beat 
mercilessly against unyielding prison 
walls, hard men are improving their 
lot in life by learning to read, a skill 
that will serve them well upon their 
release. To that end, the Amiga and 
Micro-Ed are right there in the 
forefront It's just another way that 
the Amiga improves the quality of life 
in the States, 

Incidentally, Micro-Ed has many 
fine programs, some of which we will 
be discussing in the future in this 
column. Or, if you just can't wait, you 
can contact Tory Es ben sen at Micro- 
Ed Inc. PO Box 24750, Edina, 
Minnesota, 55424. Tell him your 
Amiga Cowboy sent ya. 

By the way, if you're feeling 
particularly venturesome, ask him 
how you might obtain a sample of 
The Prison Mirror 

Well, it's time for me to climb 
back into the saddle and mosey on 
down the trail. So, until next month, 
this is your Amiga Cowboy saying, 
"Whoopie-ty-yi-yea and so long, 
pardner from the USA!" © 
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AMERICA'S LARGEST 
SUPPLIER OF AMIGA CUSTOM 

CHIPS + UPGRADES 
S520A CIA <2MHz) Great price M.33 
6570-036 keyboard comrol chip £7.93 
A500 original P/S, 220 volts £25-00 
A2000 original P/S, 220 volis £60.00 

N.172A i ML'L AgnuN inc. LIILJI puller ,  £2~) MO 
11375   {A500VA600) 2 Meg Agnus £25.00 
L3 Kicksiart ROM £14.00 
A500 IK Keyboard - factory new £26.50 
5719 Gary £10.44 
• A50€ PC Motherhnarrl PAL. populated & tested, (new low price) Rev. 3 £54.00 
• Arnica 20V0 Computer: includes 1.3 ROM, 8372 Agnus. Super Dcnisc and new keyboard, mousef owner's 

manual. Cumes with duy warranty. These ujiiis are reLtjnilitiuned and were used as demonstriors. 
Shipping exLra. Onee-in-a-lifetime offer 220 volts. PAL format. Must pay VAT & duties £362.50 

GRAPEVINE EXCLUSIVE^ 
• B37J Super Deuise Upgrade , ., £19.00 
• 2.04 ROM (chip only - no manual or diskettes) £20.50 
• Advanced Amiga Analyser: .Sophisticated but easy to use (hardware & software). Checks status of 

all data tiaramissioris/signaJK, disk drive, ports, buffer chips, alignment, joystick & mouse. 
Checks status of read/write errors and tells what chips are bad. A must for all individuals and 
repair shops £45.50 

MICR0CARD 601: FAST RAM MEMORY CARD FOR A600/A6WHD 
A credit card sized memory offers up to 4 additional megs of 
dynamic (fast) RAM via the PCMCIA slot, Auto-configures at 
boot time, leaving most internal chip RAM free for image 
processing. 2MB card/4MB card £98.00/£l 32.00 
• Me&AChip 2000 by DKB: Upgrade your Amiga to 2 Meg of chip RAM. Includes 2 Meg Agnus, 

chip puller & Final Test." No soldering required. Same 8372B chip used in A3000 £142.00 
Buy the MegAChip from us and we'll give you the new Super Denise for £17,00 

• Switch-ltt: America's most popular ROM switch with speaker, keyboard controlled. 
Does not overlap the 68000 „ £15,00 

• AdRAM 540 for A500 by ICD: Add up to 4 Megs of RAM with battery backup internally in 
your A500. 1 Meg/2 Megs (install up to 4 Megs) £74.20/£95.15 

- DO NOT FEAR! 
Buying directly front the U,S with your credit card offers you the same protection as it does in 
the U.K. with the added benefit of saving lots of money. Deal directly with North America's 
largest distributor of custom Commodore & Amiga parts and chips. The Grapevine Group has 
been successfully servicing the U.K. and the Continent for 12 years. All our parts and chips are 
new and guaranteed for 90 days plus VAT and duties. 

DEALERS - SEND YOUR LETTERHEAD FOR SPECIAL PRICING 
THE GRAPEVINE GROUPING 

3 Chestnut Street, Suffern, New York 10901 USA 
international Fax: 0101-914-357-5243 

■HH  Customer Order Line: 0101-914-357 2424 
Telephone Hours: Ipm to 12pm Mon-Fri, 2pm to 6pm Sat, British time 

Prices subject to change. International Orders: If your order is over £40 send or fax front of 
credit card. Air fa reel Charms: All chips ^ £5.36. Keyboard £ PC Board - £8.40. Kit - £22.62. 

AMIVISION SOFTWARE PRESENT 

PowerBase v3.20 

Due to popular demand we are proud to present a new, vastly 
updated version of our incredibly POWERful dataBASE system 

The system combines immense database power with user friendliness to create what is easily 
the best value for money database for the Amiga to date. 1Mb required. 

The POWERful dataBASE system 
* Up to 10,000 records on a 1 Mb Amiga 
* Easy to use thanks to pull down menus & a V.C.R 

style control panel as well as a separate CQELyB menu 
containing the most commonly used functions. 

* 8 POWERful field types, including the ability to include 
IFF pictures (even in HAM mode) and unlimited length 
text fields within your records. Complex calculations can 
be performed. Calculate fields from others. 

* Lightning fast search (2 types), sojj (3 types) and 
filtering facilities 

+ Label printing, reporting and many other printer options 
* Dos ur an unlimited nj7iuHr ti farm layouts. 
* Output your data to screen, printer, labels, or a tile for mail merging. 
* View your records in four powerful modes:- page, record, table. 

and the new form layout. 
* Hard disk installs ion utility, acdfronal utilities and many example files. 
* Other features in dude:'timed autosave. alarm, many 

preferences {including a printer preferences section), 
add/edit fields m any time, record calculation, key macros, 
keyboard shortcuts, password protection, PAL/NTSC screen 
modes, personalised. InieJig^nLdate fie:ds, on-line help for all 
features, easy record editing and much more, all from one 
package. 

* widely regarded as the best value far money database system 
available on the Amiga today. 

"An essential purchase" 
MrTWagstaff. Mansfield 

'The best & most powerful 
database for under El 00 

en the Amiga." 
AMIGA SHOPPER 

"the finest example of 
business wrftwareto date" 
"incredibly easy to use." 

"Very easy to use with good 
filtering capabilities" 

Mr L J Mildon, Southampton 
"Superb - congratulatiofis on 
a fine piece of programming - 

an excellent database " 
Mr R. Dtirigey, London 

"An incredibly powerful 
database program." 

AMIGA FORMAT GOLD AWARD 
A selection of the ever 

growing praise this system 
nas received. 

Complete with instruction manual for just £14,95! 
KEYBOARD OVERLAYS (NOT FOR A1000, A6O0, CDTV) NOW AVAILABLE JUST £4.00 EACH. 

** PLEASE MAKE CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER PAYABLE TO:- 5. RENNOCKS (PROPRIETOR) 
PRICES ARE FULLY INCLUSIVE OF POSTAGE & PACKAGING ETC. COMPATIBLE WITH ALL AMIGA MODELS. 
POWERBASE V3.Q0 - V3.20 OWNERS CAN UPGRADE TO V3.30 FOR JUST £8.00 
POWERBASE V2.10 - V2.30 OWNERS - PLEASE WRITE FOR FREE DETAILS OF V3.30 IMPROVEMENTS. 

FREE CATALOGUE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST 
WE HAVE MANY OTHER PRODUCTS IHCUDINCi. FISJflF, 3U5INFSS. JTIIITY AND APPLICATION SOFTWARE. 

Dept. AS, 1 Cherrington Drive, Great Wyrley, Walsall WS6 6NE 

AnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAiiAii 
AUTHORISED DEALER FOR * AMIGA * STAR * 

AMIGA (UK MODELS ONLY) 
Amiga 1 20C with new AA cWp «l S, 6SQ2G CPU  Amiga 1500 DOUBLE witti 1.3 AND 2.04 ROMs Mouse Switched  £539.00 Amiga 1500 PLUS with Kkkslart 2/WB 2 & SWARE ,   £499.00 £2/5.00 Amiga 600 Lemmings Pack + DPainl lit  Amiga 6M wiw, weird & Wicked Pacfc   £329.00 CDTV Dynamic Total Vision  CDTV Multimedia Pack + Fr&a Software Pack  E4M00 GVP 8Mb RAM Board lor A2000 Pop 2WStaMb  ti3q.i5"5.?-,i vr A600 Smartcard FASTRAM 2/4Mb   £129'199 A2Q0DSX SSMHz 3&6SX Bridgeboard (NEW)  PHGNE 
PRINTERS Slar LC-20  Slar LC-100 Colour (NEW)    All p rInters   £169.00 a a tree  £195.00 . £199.00 S:ar LC24-1Q0 Wf W)   Slar LC24-200  ...£169.00  £219.00 Slar LC24-200 Colour   £26900 Star StarJet SJ-48 Bubble Jet ,  ...Near Las cr Qualily1  £219.00 Hewlett Packard Deskjet 550C Colour Ink Jet <NEW)   £555-33 
MONITORS 
Philips 6633-11 + Game + Home Mainl   All Monitors . ..E2MLQD Commodore 1Q64S   £189-00 Commodore I960 Tri-Sync Hi Res   Amlflp Leads  £435.00 
DISK DRIVES 
Poclile Anti-Virus Anti-Click. Ext 3.5' (NEW)    £59.95 .... £59.95 GVP A5W/2QIXI Hard Disk Drives  
MISCELLANEOUS 
ROM Sharer - MOUSE CONTROLLED   £1999 

-...p*pE2.. ... . £219.00 KCS PC Board lor A5DD/A5QQP  paP£2. £179*179.00 KCS PC Board for A600  ....pAp£2..  £199.00 
CHIPS Kickstart V2.04 ROM for A500/2000  £35.00 Kickstart V1.3 ROM for A5DO.'20DD  ..free pap  £25-00 Super Denise 6373 (For New Graphics Modes}  -Iree pSpr.  £30.00 1Mb Fat Agnus 6372  .free pfip..  £35.00 CIA Chip 8520   £12.00 IMbyle SIMMs   £26-00 .freep&p..  £35.00 

Amiga 600 Pack 1 
Wild, Weird & Wicked pack £339 

Push Over + Grand Prix + Putty + DPaint III 
Space Ace + Kickoff 2 + Pipemania + Populous 

Carry Case + T-Shirt 
Mouse + TV Lead + Workbench + Manuals 

Amiga 600 Pack 2 
Wild, Weird & Wicked pack £349 

Push Over + Grand Prix + Putty + D Paint III 
Zool + Striker + Pinball Dreams 

Trans write Word Processor with Spell Checker 
Mouse + TV Lead + Workbench + Manuals 

Amiga 600 Pack 3 
Epic Pack with 20Mb Hard Drive £479 

Epic + Rome + Myth + Trivial Pursuits 
Amiga Text + DPaint III 

Space Ace + Kickoff 2 + Pipemania + Populous 
Carrry Case + T-Shirt 

Mouse + TV Lead + Workbench + Manual 

Amiga 600 Pack 4 
Epic Pack with 20Mb Hard Drive £489 
Epic + Rome + Myth + Trivial Pursuits 

Amiga Text + DPaint III 
Zool + Striker + Pinball Dreams 

Trans write Word Processor with Spell Checker 
Mouse + TV Lead + Workbench + Manuals 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 17- 
Prices subject to change w 

(All A600 prices include Home Maintenance) 
5% VAT, CARRIAGE £7 
ithout notice. E. & CL E, 

VISA 

Velt* Pi Softtvone £td 

8 Ruswarp Lane, WHITBY, N. Yorks Y021 1ND 

in 
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Welcome to the Amiga world's liveliest letters 

pages! - the place where you get the chance to 

speak your mind. So join your host, the editor, 

Andy Storer for some more no-holds barred 

bantering. And remember, all you have to do to 

be included is send your missive to: 

'Talking Shop', Amiga Shopper, 30, Monmouth St, 

Bath BA1 2BW. So get to it!... 

A SPLIT RANGE? 
It is Just me or are Commodore 
painting themselves Into a corner? 
The A600,1500 and 2000 are 16- 
blt with only 4096 colours from ECS 
while the A1200 and 4000 are true 
32-bit with the AG A chips supplying 
a palette of 16.7 million. The 
A3000(T) is stuck somewhere in 
the middle. 

The 3000 will probably he 
scrapped - and the 2000 and 1500 
with It - to leave an enormous 
space to be filled with an AG A 
machine with higher expansion 
potential than the 1200 but net as 
powerful as the 4000. 

The 600 has only just been 
released and I wouldn't put it past 
Commodore to scrap It and replace 
it with another totally new machine. 
They've done it twice before. But I 
think it's more likely that pretty 
soon dealers are going to find that 
they are being shipped AGOOs with 
Workbench 3, AGA chip sets and 
68020 processors. And I haven't 
mentioned high density drives yet. 

If Commodore don't change the 
A600. then in the future will we only 
be able to buy 'serious' software for 
AGA? And will games only he 
written for ECS? 

The reason I bought my Amiga 
was because of the flexibility to 
work so close to the cutting edge ef 
computer technology, I hope that'll 
still be possible. 

Gulliver Handley 
London 

I can't see Commodore scrapping or 
overhauling the A600 in the way you 
suggest any more than I can see 
software houses only writing games 
for the 600 and serious software for 
the 1200. What we have are two 
entirely different Amigasr yes, but I 
expect developers to cater for both. 

A GREAT A1200 
I recently had a letter printed in 
your magazine proclaiming that the 
PCs would squeeze out the serious 
side of Amiga computing, and the 
Super Nintendo would eat huge 
chunks out of the games market. I 
do still agree with this still but I feel 
that things are changing. 

PCs seem to now have hit their 
rock bottom price and I feet that 
they are now making the wrong 
moves but I'm still very worried 
about the console threat. 

But the A1200 is great. It has 
the right price, the right look, and 
certainly the right graphics. And 
believe me, Commodore have done 
all these things perfectly, all but for 
one slight problem. That of the 
68020 chip that runs the show- 

You see the Falcon has the one 
thing that nobody else has get, a 
68030 processor, and youTd be 

stupid to say that lots of buyers 
aren't going to see that simple 
difference and save up the extra 
hundred quid. 

I just hope that people notice 
the A1200's superior graphic modes 
and data handling. 

I think the A1200 will shift units 
simply because the legend Amiga is 
written en it and there are a let of 
people (like me) who that means a 
lot to. 

All 1 have to do now is buy one 
myself, and you have to tell 
everyone to do the same. 

David Walker 
Norwich 

And that's exactly what I'm saying: 
Buy One - it's a great machine. I 
shouldn't worry about the Falcon 
though - its shipping date's been put 
off yet again and I still don't see any 
great swathes of software 
announced for it. 

As for consoles - well just 
remember this handy little tip: 
'An Amiga's for Life - not just for 
Christmas!' 

The A1200; is it really the dream 
machine we've all been waiting for? 

SCUPPERED SCSI 
I can Imagine cries of Wow!, 
Amazing!, Brill!, I MUST have one 
MOW! are echoing across the land 
with the announcement of the new 
Amiga 1200, and with products 
such as Wordworth2, Pagestream 3 
and Prodraw3 now on the market 
the old Amiga seems to be finally 
coming of age, which is great news. 

But 1 imagine there are an equal 
number of cries of "What!, you can't 
be serious!", coming from the 
mouths of current Amiga owners. 

The reason? - again, no SCSI 
support, that's what! There must be 
a considerable number of serious 
Amiga users out there who now 
have £350+ of redundant hardware. 

If they want to get into 32-bit 
Amiga computing, which I'm sure 
they desperately will, what are they 
to do except cuss and swear and 
generally want to murder anyone 
from Commodore? 

HEEEEEELLLLLLLP! 
Roy Da vies 

Herefordshire 

But SCSI support is on the way - 
there1 II be a SCSI-1! adaptor out In 
the New Year. 

QUESTIONS, QUESTIONS 
After seeing the arrival of the 
A1200 and A4000,1 have a few 
comments to make. 

1) Does the fact that the A1200 
is priced at only a £100 higher than 
the A600, and comes with a 68020 
processor and a brand new 16 
million colour chipset, mean that 
sales of the A600 will drop 
considerably? 

2) Why didn't CBM keep the 
side expansion bus, as well as 
putting in a PCMCIA slot? They 
could have put them side by side. 
This surely would have been a good 
move as users would have access 
to all existing peripherals as well as 
the brand new cards. 

3) What has happened to the 
1.7Mb disk drives that we were 
promised eons ago. My current 
internal drive cannot write to disks 
without corrupting them. I do net 
want to replace it with a naff 880K 
one though. Come on Commodore, 
produce the drives or licence the 
technology as you are holding the 
Amiga back in this area. 

4) Why has the SCSI controller 
been dropped in favour ef IDE? 
Surely Commodore should have put 
in an SCSI-11 controller In Its top end 
machines and an IDE device In the 
bottom end. 

5) Does the A1200 feature a TV 
modulator? 

6) Does it have a trapdoor slot 
as in the A500/A500+/A600? 

7} Can the A1200 take a PC 
VGA monitor as standard, Instead of 

those crap CGA efforts? 
8) Can the processor be 

unplugged and a new 68030 or 
68040 be plugged In? 

9) Why has the sound not been 
enhanced? Even eight channels 
would have been better. 

Although I have moaned a bit 
through this letter, I do think 
Commodore have now got on the 
right track. As long as they can 
continue to come up with 
innovations such as CDTVs, 16 
million colours and a better WIMP 
system than any other I shall 
continue to buy Commodore. 

A S Cuddwell 
South Yorkshire 

OK are you ready? Here are my best 
efforts on your posers: 

1) Yeah, I expect to see it at 
£199 in a year's time, 

2) Good question. I can't see any 
reason why they both couldn't have 
been included. 

3) The A4000 has 1.7Mb drives 
and they're due at some point for the 
A1200 - meanwhile KCS are 
developing an external version - see 
the news pages, 

4) The IDE adaptor was cheaper 
and allowed CBM to bring in the 
A1200 at less than £400, 

5) Yes it does. 
6) Ditto. 
7) Ditto again. 
8) In theory, yes. 
9) According to Commodore 

enhancing the sound would have 
pushed the price over the magical 



s 

£399 mark. 
Hope those do the trick! 

THE A1200 IS DEAD 
So Commodore have surprised 
everybody and released the A1200. 
Despite your enthusiasm 1 remain 
totally unconvinced. We ail knew 
that the amazing AG A chip set 
would be used in all future Amigas. 

Apart from this it doesn't 
appear that Commodore have 
listened to users' requirements at 
all. So where is the 16-bit sound, 
and DSP, and MIDI ports, and high 
density floppy, and SCSI port? 

OK, so £400 is pretty cheap but 
history dictates that Amiga owners 
are willing to pay that bit extra for 
quality, 

With multimedia emerging, 
graphics and sound are becoming 
more integrated so Commodore 
must be mad to Ignore the sound 
capabilities of their new range. I 
suppose 16-bit A/D and D/A 
converters may eventually be 
offered on PCMCIA cards but that Is 
totally missing the point as the 
majority of software will never 
support it. 

Will the A1200 take centre 
stage as the Amiga of the 90s like 
the A500 dominated the 80s or wilt 
it disappear in six months when 
Commodore introduce 16-bit sound 
Into trie range? 

This is not the new generation 
of revolutionary Amigas that we 
expected. This Is a half-hearted and 
desperate attempt to answer the 
threat from consoles, PCs and Atari, 
With Christmas approaching 
Commodore have come up with a 
prize turkey. 

A Spanner 
Cheshire 

I think you1 re being extremely over 
the top there Mr Spanner. 16-bit 
sound will be offered on memory 
cards, as you say. and I believe new 
software wilt, as always, come to 
support it. 

I'm afraid though that the dream 
machine you're after just isn't 
possible at a price of £399. it's as 
simple as that, unfortunately. 

YEP IT'S A BOO-BOO 
I was glad to see your review of the 
new Amiga 1200 in your latest 
issue of Amiga Shopper. It has 
proved to be very useful and I will 
probably be purchasing one of these 
machines within the next year. 

However I have spotted one 
slight problem with your HEAD TO 
HEAD A1200 versus Falcon article 
on page 11. 

According to this comparison 
the new A1200 has a processing 
speed of 14Hz as opposed to 
14MHz. This makes the A1200 look 
about as quick as a 20 year-old 

calculator with flat batteries!! 
I am sure this Is not really the 

case and am sure is was an 
accidental mistake and understand 
fully how easy it must be to make a 
small one letter mistake in a ITS 
page magazine. 

Jason P Dulgnan 
West Lothian 

En,-yes Jasonr it was a typo. 
Unfortunately in amongst the 
100,000 or so other words of the 
last issue it s probably not the only 
one that escaped us! 

BUT NOT THIS ONE? 
Your review of accelerators is 
incomplete, as it fails to mention 
the RCS Fusion 40. It has a 28 MHz 
68040. and can carry up to 32 
MByte of RAM, Put it in an A1500, 
as 1 have, and the result is better 
than an A4000 in speed and price 
terms, 

Chris Black more 
Somerset 

We had to leave out a few other 
accelerators too for various reasons 
- like them not turning up on time, 
for instance. This happened to my 

! current favourite, the 68030 
I Derringer board from CSA for $1501 

SCRAP THOSE DISKS 
Magazines must stop putting cut 
coverdisks containing fully working 
programs even though everyone is 
happy to get the 'free' software, 
and it Increases your circulation. 

Why? Because it is killing the 
software houses just as effectively, 
if not more so, than any amount of 
piracy. 

To explain, I recently bought an 
'ST' to do some conversion work 
and was about to buy the £70 
Ttmeworks for it- Shortly afterwards 
it appears on a coverdlsk, in full, for 
'free'. 

FineT I bought the mag and 
saved lots of money. The point is 
though, that someone could have 
been about to release a new DTP 
program to the market, after a lot of 
development work. I'm happy, but 
would they be? Will they bother 
now? I wouldn't. To attempt to 
compete against the 'free1 product 

I would be financial suicide. 
And on the subject of cover 

disks what happened to the results 
of your reader surveys? Didn't they 
show that people wanted you not to 
have a disk, and to keep the cover 
price down? Don't turn Into Amiga 
Format - we already have one, 
thanks. 

J Tullin 
Tyne and Wear 

Don't worry for one moment on the 
| last score Sir. As for the debate over 
I full versions of serious software - 

well surely it s just up to commercial 
developers to produce better 
versions than the ones that appear 
on coverdisks? You could just as 
easily say, otherwise, that high- 
quality PD was ruining commercial 
software - but then maybe you are. 

CHECK THE ADS! 
Your Amiga Shopper is really good 
and i enjoy reading it. Now for a few 
questions. 

1. I've been searching for an 
Amiga 500 or Amiga 600 for the 
last couple of weeks now, but I've 
had no success. 

2. If you know where to get one 
please send me the address or the 
phone number so I can get one. 
Thank you. 

Mark Whitaker 
Lancashire 

Well, we do get all sorts of fetters 
don't we readers? This man s got 
problems. I imagine any of the 
adverts gracing these pages will 
deliver the goods but am f missing 
something? Is it reaHy that easy? 

Anyone got some cunning circuitry 
to add one of these to an Amiga? 

GENIUS NEEDED 
I read your articles In the November 
edition, comparing the Amiga with a 
PC and a games console, together 
with the contributor's forum with 
great interest. 

There is no doubt that Amiga 
will never break Into business or 
eduction in any significant way and 
its once strong area of DTV is now 
being attacked by PCs. 

It Is clear that the games 
producers are looking for a more 
secure medium and so wilt 
concentrate on consoles. The TV 
programme Gamesmaster rarely 
features anything else now. 

Should we desert the machine 
In favour of a cheap PC with 
expensive software or look longingly 
at what is available for other 
equipment as ours slips further 
behind? 

Let's face it, games are 
important, so how can we ensure a 
continued future for these? Would It 
be possible for a cartridge adaptor 
to enable an Amiga to become a 
M egad rive? If so. we could justify a 
machine for the children or other 
games players which is second to 

none and still have a real computer 
for so-called serious use. With a 
CD-ROM drive we would have 
everything! 

I suppose an Amiga Shopper 
DIY project would be out of the 
question! I hope something can be 
done and the sooner the better. 

BP Grayson 
West Yorkshire 

So there you have it - a deiightfuMy 
succinct though perhaps overly- 
optimistic solution to the perils of 
platform independence. In other 
words - anyone got a smart box of 
electronics that'll enable an Amiga to 
boot up Megadrive games? 

Now there's a project that you 
could send into the usual address - 
DIY Projects, Amiga Shopper, 30 
Monmouth Stt Bath BA1 2BW - and 
grab yourself £70 - though 
something more like £70.000 would 
probably be nearer to the mark. 

Which brings us neatly to the 
next letter which, I should add, was 
received after we'd only run one of 

I  our ongoing series of do-it yourself 
j  Amiga hardware projects... 

GASH-BOX? 
Since the letter from Anthony 
Croxford in the October edition of 
Amiga Shopper we have been 
waiting in anticipation for the DIY 
hardware projects. 

The first project "A ROM OF 
ONE'S OWN" was frankly, pathetic. 
How you could Justify two full pages 

1  (and seven diagrams of the same 
piggy back chip) on something 

i  which should have taken half a 
page, is beyond me. One picture and 

|  a schematic would have been 
sufficient. 

To prove a point, some of my 
eleven year olds completed this 
"project" from bits in my "Gash 
Box" (I'm sorry?!?-Ed), 

If you want to aim your 
magazine at children, try advertising 
games. If you want to stay serious 
give us some projects we can get 
our teeth into. 

The Rev Bob Bailey 
West Sussex 

My initial response on reading your 
elitist, arrogant and ungracious 
letter. Bob, was to bin it. 

But then I thought it was worth 
comment after all. So I d just like to 
say to the more enlightened and 
Christian souls among you that if 
you've managed to build a decent 
DIY project through your own honest 
labour then why not pass it onto 
those less fortunate brethren of 
yours who. through no fault of their 
own. are not as well versed in the 
intricacies of electronics as you are. 

You could even pass on the £70 
fee to charity if you so wish* 

Somehow i think you won't. Bob, 
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NATURALLY ITS KCS 

The Amiga 600 

Power PC Board 

Console £169 99 

MAKE YOUR AMIGA 

IBM Compatible 

The PC Board gives up to a maximum 

1 MB memory plus hardware clock. 

I versions of the PC Board come with Ver 4.5 so ich includes SOUNDBLASTER/ADLIB emulation. 

KCS DUAL HD-DRIVE 
(available shortly) 

In Amiga mode 
(no PC Board necessary) 
Suitable for all AMIGA models: 
500/500P/600/1200/1500/2000/3000/4000. 
Capacity: 880 KB/1,76 MB/appr. 2MB 
4MB by means of realtime compression. 
Read and Write in High Density mode 
runs two times faster than a standard 
Diskdrive. 
Compatible with the software of Synchro 
Express, Cyclone and Blitz. 
Highspeed copy in appr. 35 seconds in 
Low as well as High Density format. 
KCS Backup program for Harddisk- 
Backup of Amiga as well as PC partition 

KCS DUAL HD-DRIVE HAS AN ON/OFF SWITCH AND LOW POWER CMOS TECHNOLOGY, 

(up to 4MB on 1 disk). 
Hardware NO CLICK, 
KCS File system for read/write of MS- 
DOS diskettes in both Low and High 
Density format, and also read/write of PC 
partition(s) in Amiga mode. 

IN PC/MS-DOS MODE: 

Suitable for all Amiga models in combina- 
tion with the KCS Power PC Board. 
Capacity: 720 KB/800 KB/1.44 MB and 
1.6 MB. 
Read/Write in High Density mode runs two 
times faster than a standard Diskdrive. 
Trackdisplay. £ f 99.99 

Cut out this coupon if you want more information. 
Remember to write your address clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS. 

D Information on the Power PC Board 
□ Please inform me when the High Density floppy drive 
is available 

NAME  
ADDRESS  

.POSTCODE, 

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL RETAILER 
Clf they haven't got it - tell them to get it) 

or direct from Bitcon Devices Ltd. 

1 YEAR GUARANTEE ON ALL KCS PRODUCTS 
Compatihlity Ls excellent hut no-one can guarantee every single program avail- 
able, (heivfuiv if' your purchase depends on a particular program, please ask us 
first or scud in :\ copy of the program. (Willi suitable S.A.K. if Tt) be returned). 
Price subject to change without notice: 

BDL 
Bitcon Devices Ltd, 88 Bewick Road, Gateshead, 

Tyne & Wear NE8 IRS, UK. 
Tel; 091 490 1919. Fax: 091      1918. Helpline: 091 490 0202 
Trade enquiries welcome - t 'K and overseas. Wholly developed unci produced in Holland 



COVER DISK 

THE AMIGA SHOPPER SHAREWARE 

Welcome to Volume I 
of the Amiga 
Shopper Shareware 
Collection. On the 

disk you'll find the latest versions of 
some of the most popular public 
domain and shareware programs 
around. You'll also find some 
special programs you're very 
unlikely to have seen anywhere else 
before. Enjoy! 

DIRWORK 1,62 
AN Workbenches 
Archived size: 81845 
Full size: 187719 

DirWork is a fully-featured directory 
utility by Chris Hames. its goal in life 
is to make your life simpler, by 
enabling you to use the mouse point 
and click interface to carry out many 
of those operations that normally 
need to be done from the Shell. 

The program can perform all of 
the feats you would expect of a 
directory utility: copy, delete and 
rename files, move swiftly up and 
down directory trees, create 
directories and so forth, All of these 

| operations are carried out with a 
simple click of the mouse. 

The program is run from the 
Shell by typing 'DW, It must either 
be in the current directory or 
specified within the AmigaDOS path. 
One of its advantages is that after 
you've typed its name, the program 
dissociates itself from the launching 
Shell, so you can still use the Shell 
for further work. 

But what really makes DirWork a 
bit more special than its brethren is 
its configurability. Along with the 
main program comes a special editor 
which will enable you to modify 
DirWork according to your tastes and 
needs. It's run by typing DWEdif at 
the Shell prompt Not only can you 
decide which screen mode, colours, 
window size and position, but you 
can also change the functions of the 
available buttons. 

DirWork comes with a number of 
built-in programs to print out text, de- 
archive Izh files, and display 
pictures. The beauty of the system is 
that if you simply double clicking on 
a file DirWork will attempt to print 

I out, de-archive or display it according 

lha 

I BAH: \  RAH z'l  PFfliJ frfi:, I All nZTcm t<i<?i »; col »o AI rosaf 
" ^TlQ^fff nntsi. 

ll&i 
1. lha 

With DirWork you can cut out all that frighten trig and clumsy business of 
messing about with the Shell 

This is where we help you to get 

the most out of your cover disk. 

It's chock full of useful utilities for 

your delectation - so let's get it up 

and running right away 

to its type. These functions all run as 
separate processes on their own 
screens, so you can switch between 
them and DirWork itself and carry out 
further operations. 

You1 re not stuck with the built-in 
programs, however, if you have a 
better text editor/displayer, picture 
viewer or whatever, you can use 
DWEdit to instruct DirWork to use 
that instead. 

DirWork is an excellent program 
which we're sure you will find useful, 
if you dos remember that it is 
shareware and a registration fee is 
required. 

CGFONTS i 
All Workbenches 
Archived size: 137356 
Full size: 201202 

This is a collection of fonts for use in 
desktop publishing programs, video 
titling, or use as screen fonts via 
Workbench 2's Fountain program. 

Five individual fonts are included 
in the archive: Architect, 
BfackChancery, Faustus, Luxembourg 
and Mira. They were originally 
released as freely distributable 
Adobe PostScript format fonts, and 

then converted to Compugraphic 
format by Darren Ewaniuk with the 
Font Manager program supplied with 
version 3 of Professional Page* 

Compugraphic fonts are useable 
by a variety of desktop publishing 
programs as weii as Workbench 2. 
They are far better than screen fonts 
because they are resolution 
independant. If you enlarge a 
character from a screen font you will 
see that It becomes extremely blocky 
and ugly. An enlarged Compugraphic 
character will always be as smooth 
as is possible given the resolution of 
your screen or printer. This is 
because, rather than being stored as 
collections of dots, the characters in 
a Compugraphic font are stored as 
mathematical formulae which 
describe their outlines. 

If you intend to use the fonts 
with Workbench 2, then you must 
first run the Fountain program 
supplied with your system disks. This 
will install the fonts and prepare the 
Amiga to use them, What actually 
happens is that you select the sizes 
of the fonts that you are interested 
in, and Fountain creates screen fonts 
at the required sizes at the maximum 
resolution possible. Instructions for 
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The eager ones among you will have 
already ripped the disk from its 
cover and banged it straight into 
your machine... and realised that it's 
not a bootable disk. Basically, we 
decided it would be better to fit far 
more on the disk by archiving 
everything, This of course means 
that each program is that bit harder 
to get at. So here's how you do it. 

On the disk you'll find the 
following directories and files: 

• echo 
• lha 

• s 
• startup-sequence 

• cgfontslJha 
• dirworkl62Jzh 
• ftl2.lha 
• icafcv2plJha 
• lhal38Jha 
• pwrsnap20.iha 
• rdes.lha 
• reorg231.iha 
• safedell.l.lha 
• spclckJha 
• sysinfo301.Jha 
• vc6!9.lzh 

The startup-sequence fife is a small 

script to print up a message 
informing the more impatient of you 
that you need to boot from 
Workbench. For this the 'echo' 
command in the c directory is 
needed, 

The other command in the c 
directory is Jlha', which is an 
archiving utility. It's a damned useful 
one, so useful that it appears twice 
on the same disk. We've included 
the working program in the c 
directory just to ensure you can get 
at the other programs, but the full 
package is also included as an 
archive, That way you can have full 

access to the documentation and a 
chance to register if you decide to 
keep the program. 

So, the first thing you must do is 
boot-up with Workbench. Either boot 
from floppy or boot from your hard 
disk as normal. Now, you need 
somewhere to put all those lovely 
programs, If you're using a 
reasonably large hard disk, then you 
should have no problem. If you're 
working on a floppy system, you'll 
need a number of blank, formatted 
floppies standing by, 

In the main text you'll find a 
figure giving the overall size of each 
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COVER DISK 

COLLECTION VOLUME ONE 

H 
■Vch'tect 76 
Architect 85 

There's a selection of scaleable 
fonts to brighten up your text 

using Fountain can be found in 
Appendix D of the Using The System 
Software manual. 

One common problem with 
Fountain is that the program will not 
run because it requires a later 
version of the fonts library than is 
supplied on the Workbench disk. For 
reasons best known to Commodore, 
the version needed is actually on the 
Fonts disk supplied with your 
machine. The best thing to do is 
copy this from the libs directory of 
the Fonts disk to the libs directory of 
the Workbench disk. Afterwards, 
Fountain will run as planned. 

You'll find instructions for using 
the fonts with a desktop publishing 
package in the package's manual. 

The fonts in this archive are all 
mildly esoteric, and as such are 
probably more useful for video work. 

You wilialso find that some of 
them don't include certain characters 
- mainly non-essentials sucg as 
abstruse punctuation marks, braces 
and the like. For dull details of which 
characters are supported, check the 
archive's documentation, 

ICALC 2.1 
All Workbenches 
Archived size: 7SS16 
Full size: 177296 

Martin Scott's program is one for all 
you scientifically orientated types out 
there. It s a fully-featured calculator 
that can handle complex numbers. 

What, you may well be asking, is 
a complex number? It's a 
combination of an ordinary number 
and an imaginary one, Before you 
ask, an imaginary number is a 
mathematical concept designed to 
get around the problem of finding the 
square roots of negative numbers 

As you know, the square root of 
a number is another number which, 
when multiplied by itself, will yield 
the original number. Ordinarily, there 
is no number that can be multiplied 
by itself to give the result of -1, so 
mathematicians invented one and 
called it 1\ Using 1, the square root 
of any negative number can be 
found. For example, the square root 
of-4 is 21 

You might think that imaginary 
numbers are of no use to anyone, 
but you'd be wrong. Despite the fact 
they are figments of someone's 
slightly strange imagination, they are 
of great use in engineering work, 
particularly when dealing with 
alternating current in electronics. 
They're also essential to the now 
famous Mandelbrot set. 

Of course, you don't need to use 
imaginary numbers with the 
calculator. It's more than happy to 
deal with the ordinary numbers that 
we all know and love. 

fcalc is run from the Shell by 
typing 1 fcalc \ It works on a prompt 
basis, with you, the userT typing in 
expressions for evaluation. 
Expressions should be entered as 
they normally are for a computer. For 
instance, unlike conventional 
algebraic notation, two variables to 
be multiplied must be separated by a 

thus: 'a*b\ To write it as 'abf 

would confuse the program since it 
would assume this was another 
variable. The exception is when using 
imaginary numbers, where '4i' is 
taken to represent J4*i\ 

Like all good calculators, Icafc 
will enable you to assign results to 
variables for use later on. The first 
character of a variable name must be 
a letter, and the name must not 
conflict with one of tcalc's pre- 
defined symbols such as lPV or sin1. 
A value is assigned to a variable by 
putting it on the left-hand side of an 
expression and following it with an 
equals sign; for example: 
'fred=sqr(5)' will assign the value 25 
to fred. A variable s value is used in 
an expression simply by using the 

STOP! 

Before going any further, it's 
very important that you make 
a back-up of your cover disk, 
First move the write-protect 
tab on the disk so that the 
hole is open - this means 
that no information can be 
written to the disk. Next, open 
a Shell window (you may 
choose to use a directory 
utility instead, but bear in 
mind that it must know about 
the 'Iha' program if you want it 
to de-archive anything). 

Now type the following: 

diakcopy from dfO: to .. 

You will be asked to insert the 
'source' disk - this is the 
cover disk, After you do so, 
the Amiga will read some of 
the information from it. Then 
you'll be asked to insert the 
'destination' disk. This is the 
disk you want to become your 
copy. Insert this disk, and the 
information will be written to 
it. You'll then be asked to 
replace the source' disk. The 
process will repeat a couple 
of times before the entire disk 
has been copied. 

ft 12. Ilia 
nilvhr 1 ] 

y .n v. ■ 

iCafc Is a sophisticated scientific calculator. It will handle everything from 
simple arithmetic to imaginary numbers and trigonometry 
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group of files after being de-archived 
alongside a description of each 
individual program. 

Change directory to the root of 
the cover disk using the command: 

cd as_shareware_yol±: 

The next thing is to run the archiving 
program itself. Pick a program that 
you're interested in. Let's say it's 
Virus Checker. To get that on to 
another disk, you need to type the 
following command: 

c/lba -x -r -a x vc619-lzh J 

Other disk: 

After the various options (detailed in 
the Iha document file) comes the 
name of the source archive. 
Obviously this varies depending on 
the program you're interested in. 
The final word on the line is the 
destination of the de-archived files, 
if you're using a hard disk you might 
want to make it the c:' directory. If 
you're using floppies make sure that 
you give the name of the floppy disk 
itself rather than the name of the 
drive (dfO: or whatever) as this will 
avoid confusion when any necessary 

disk swapping occurs. Needless to 
say, owners of more than one floppy 
drive can place their source disks in 
another drive and avoid all the 
hassle of disk swaps. 

Some of the archives create a 
whole sub-system of directories 
when de-archived, so it might be an 
idea to de-archive into a temporary 
place first so you can see exactly 
how things lie before copying the 
files over to where you want them 
within your own directory structure,, 
This is particularly true of programs 
you want to live in your c: directory. 
You won't be able to access them 

as commands from the Shell unless 
their paths are directly known to 
Amiga DOS, which is to say that they 
don't exist as part of a sub-directory 
within c: , but rather as programs 
directly visible within c: by use of the 
'dir4 command. 

Well, that's just about that. 
Inside each archive you'll find full 
instructions for making use of the 
programs, These, along with the 
instructions printed on the next five 
pages, should ensure you get the 
very best from the Amiga Shopper 
Shareware Collection Volume I. We 
hope you find it useful 
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Now you can copy text from any area of the screen to any other area, with 
no more hassle than a couple of mouse clicks and key presses 

variable's name. The expression 
'fred*6' would give the answer 150. 

Many built-in functions are 
supplied with tcafc. One example is 
the square function, written as 'sqr()' 
and shown in the example above. A 
complete set of trigonometric 
functions is also supplied* See the 
documentation for a full list. 

The power of tcafc comes from 
its ability to use user-defined 
functions. Like imaginary numbers, 
it's not necessary to understand this 
aspect of the program to use it. But 
the facility Is there if you require it* 
Icalc comes with a powerful C-iike 
language in which you can define any 
functions which you use regularly. 
See the documentation for details, 

LHA 1.38 
Ah Workbenches 
Archived size: 102399 
Full size: 240262 

This is latest version of Stefan 
Boberg's LhA, probably the most 
powerful archiving program available 
for the Amiga, 

An archive is a convenient 
means of collecting several files 
together into one large file. This 
makes it easier to send groups of 
files via modem or copy them to 
disk* The big advantage of an 
archive, though, is that it 
compresses the information. An 
archive is in general much smaller 

than the sum of its parts. Once it is 
de-archived, all of the fifes are 
returned to their normal state 
without any loss of information. 

There are several archiving 
programs for the Amiga, and many 
more for machines such as the IBM 
PC and Apple Mac. LhA is compatible 
with the LhArcA, 12 and LhArc 
programs for the Amiga. 
Furthermore, it is compatible with 
both LHA and LMrcforthe IBM PC, 
which makes file transfers between 
the Amiga and PC that much easier. 

Of course, you'll have already 
made use of LhA to get at the 
various programs held in archives on 
your cover disk. It's a program that 
runs from the Shell, and it can take 
a number of parameters. The first 
set are the options, each one being 
specified by a dash followed by an 
alphabatrc character. The possible 
options are explained fully in the 
documentation file that comes with 
the program. 

After that comes a command, 
which is denoted by a single letter* 
For instance, the command fx' 
instructs the program to extract files 
from an archive, while 'a' instructs it 
to join a group of files together into 
an archive. 

After the options and command 
comes the name of the archive. This 
name may also include a path if the 
archive isn't in the current directory. 
The archive name is followed by the 

directory to which the files should 
be extracted, or the directory from 
which the files will be gathered to 
create an archive. 

It's also possible to supply a 
further command line argument, a 
wildcard specifier which will restrict 
the files read from or entered into 
the archive according to their names. 

LhA is shareware; we encourage 
you to support the author if you 
intend to continue using it. 

POWERSNAP 2 
Workbench 2.04 
Archived size: 16256 
Full size: 34047 

PowerSnap is a tool developed by 
Nico Frangoist author of 
PowerPacker. It enables you to use 
the mouse to select areas of text 
anywhere on the screen and paste 
copies of it elsewhere - in a Shell 
window or string gadget, for example. 
This is a damned useful thing to be 
able to doT and a facility that the 
Mac has had for years. 

Before using PowerSnap, it must 
be installed in your system. Probably 
the best place to put PowerSnap 
itself and its icon file PowerSnap.info 
is in the c: directory of your system 
disk. A further file, powersnap- 
handler, must also be present* The 
program will work if this is in the 
current directory* but it is a better 
idea to put it in the L: directory of 
your system disk for long-term 
usage. If you don't want to bother 
copying the files across via the Shelf, 
you can run the automatic 
installation script provided as part of 
the archive. 

If you find PowerSnap useful you 
might want to include it as part of 

"Napoleon Solo, 

George Smiley/ Kim 

Philby-where 

would they have 

been without a 

code machine?" 

your startup-sequence* To do soT put 
the following line before the endcli 
>nil:i line in the startup-sequence: 

PowerSnap 

An even easier option is to drag the 
PowerSnap icon and drop it into the 
WbStartup drawer* 

To copy a segment of text into 
PowerSnap'3 buffer ready for 
pasting, move the pointer to the 
start of the text you're interested in* 
Then press the left-hand [Alt] key 
and, while keeping it pressed, press 
the left-hand mouse button. Move 
the pointer to the end of the text and 
release the [Aft] key. 

The text is pasted back down 
elsewhere by pressing the left-hand 
[Alt] key and the V key. Alternatively 
you can use the [Alt] key and the 
right-hand mouse button. 

PowerSnap will work with all non- 
proportional screen fonts, so long as 
their width doesn't exceed 24 pixels. 
When selecting text, always start 
with a visible character, as 
PowerSnap has difficulty if the first 
character it sees is a space. Further 
instructions are included in the 
program1 s docum entatio n. 

RDES 1.1 
All Workbenches 
Archived size: 25B02 
Full size: 75293 

James Bond, Napoleon Solo3 George 
Smiley* Kim Philby - where would 
they have been without a code 
machine? Now you can join their 
dubious ranks with the aid of RMA 
Luckock's RDES encryption program. 

RDES will take any text fffe and 
turn it into what looks like completely 
meaningless garbage* Of course, it 
also has the ability to reverse the 
process and turn said garbage back 
into the original text fife. It does so 
using the infamous DES algorithm, 
an encryption algorithm so powerful 
that it has been the subject of USA 
government export restrictions. 

If this were all there was to it, 
then RDES wouldn't be much cop. 
Anyone with a copy of the program 
could decode anyone else's 
messages, The thing that prevents 
this is a 'key3 - a string of up to 

I iWk bench So 
MHTCOHXACT Delete*! ranlBenthii, tj*t Deleted I-.IT*: r. 1 ipboards    Not Deleted - ofeJect  in use I'^MJciiv    Nut Deleted -  object  in us* V^UiJ _ya.t Deleted -  object   in use 1 r RAH UISK:>   Ina - K   -i*  -a x df 8 : fi>al38 < lhj< r.*«,' LTkA  Evaluation  Vi,3S   -   Co»yi-i^ht   <q>   I?*! ,92 Stefan All rights reserved.  Not ror mmwci^l use. 
Extractin& front archive 'df A: ]ti*13B. Iha" : Extracting: < 7162) Denchn.txt Ex fcr *c 11 n£f: < ifsfr' 1^56? CON TACT Extracting i 3428* Extract incr: < 5339Z> 53592? LhA Extracting: t 116246? LhA.i^n Extract%n&: < I&526V lBfl£tl LTCEH SE.Han Extracting: t 4621) OrderFot'M EKhuntmsr: < 2782V 27B2) Roleasettotes Extracting: < ^gxa/' 9812) unixutll/JainLZX 
Extractinsr:   i „4?4> unixutil/W^efile Exti'actins':   t         921fi/ 921fc> unlyutil/SpIi tl.ZH Extracting;   <         1283^ 1203? un i xu t i I i 11 z>i. Ex tract mar.   i 19847) Update. t«t  oted,   at 1 *' ' 

;fe6a r :vibl    4:lfi:28 PH L—ILwT rkbench E55 

I 9847 ) files OK 

Lha 1,38 is one of the best arc hi vers you'll find for the Amiga. It's so useful, 
we've used ft to compile this cover disk 

-r.f.VWi    4 = 97:18 

1 . KAM  DTSJi : > ndes  -d -1 
i AJ- TOMffK ofc g feu-3YA* I SBHfOE J4=E ¥i" Ad uY-«2 o 

1. RAM DISK:> tvv>e dec Th is is an i tip t ene n t a iHiff* <^xeoutabie. The the enci*t subroutin pdts.Hin Tnr details) 
ntatlon of DES, Aft Th e e xeou t     1e wa s tine ui»d UA« the Is).   The makefile )t'ku   \fi th BMAKE 

This P.TICIC^.TC  i; copyriaflit R,H,A.Lucock 1991.   It nay lie freely dustpilnjtea so  low? as only A iteifiohalilv oapyina fee  is oharaert and so  lona it  is  :l j j: tr i V" ted as  a complete pack a_gre  us   listed In tnp  filp    i*aes, con ten ts  > .   It nay not be used f or coMii^rr. i ^ I piurpose 

=JL 1L-1I 

Keep you secrets safe with RDES, an encryption program that makes the 
Nazi's Enigma machine look like something the Boy Scouts might use 
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eight characters in length that helps 
to uniquely encrypt the file. Only 
when supplied with this original key 
will RDES be able to make sense of 
an encrypted document 

RDES is run from the Shell, and 
supports a number of options, each 
being represented as a letter 
preceded by a dash. The three 
important ones are: -e'T which 
instructs RDES to encrypt a file; H-dJ , 
which instructs RDES to decrypt a 
tile; and '-k' which, when followed by 
a space and up to eight characters, 
specifies the key string to be used in 
the encryption/decryptson process. 

The two final arguments that 
appear on the command line are the 
names (and possibly paths) of the 
input and output files. If either or 
both of these are missing then RDES 
will input/output text directly to/from 
the console. 

REORG 1.1 AND 2.31 
All Workbenches 
Archived size: 82934 
Full size: 181124 

ReOrg, by Holger Kruse« is a program 
whose function is to re organise the 
layout of data on your floppy and 
hard disks, the idea being that this 
will improve the speed of file and 
directory accesses. 

Files are saved on to disks as a 
series of blocks. As a disk becomes 
full, there may not be room to put a 
new file on it as a single contiguous 
chunk. To get around this, AmigaDOS 
will split the file into several smaller 
chunks and save these wherever it 
can find space on the disk. This is 
known as disk fragmentation. The 
problem is that accessing such files 
is slow, since AmigaDOS has to 
search across the disk several times 
to recover each of the file segments. 
ReOrg takes each file from the disk, 
collects it together, and saves it 
back as a single contiguous block. 
A very similar process is performed 
for directories. 

Before you immediately begin 
optimising your disks, bear in mind 

that doing so is always a risky 
process. It's a very good idea to 
back up first any disks you intend to 
optimise, and to check that 
afterwards alt the files are still intact. 

Two versions of the program are 
included In the archive. Version 1.1 
is for Workbench 1,2 and 1,3 users, 
while version 2.1 is for Workbench 2 
users. See the documentation files 
for details of their differences. 

You must use the Shell to run 
ReOrg. Simply type its name and 
press [Return]. A variety of options of 
interest to the advanced user can be 
specified on the command line - 
check the documentation for details. 

Optimisation takes place in two 
stages. The first is while ReOrg is 
scanning the disk. During this stage 
ReOrg may be halted with a press of 
the [CtrlJ-C keys. You must confirm 
you wish to proceed before the 
second stage is begun. Once it has. 
any attempt to stop ReOrg while it 
works En its single disk mode will 
corrupt the disk. ReOrg may also be 
used with two disks - taking the 
contents of oneT optimising them and 
storing them on to the other. While it 
works, ReOrgdisplays some status 
information including how Song the 
process will take. 

ReOrg is a shareware program. 
Please support the author if you find 
it useful. 

SAFE DELETE 1.1 
Workbench 2.04 and above 
Archived size: 21596 
Full size: 42S02 

Well, the use of this program by 
Chris Watson should be fairly 
obvious. Just about everybody has 
deleted files by mistake. Perhaps you 
make a mistake with a filename, 
perhaps you do a wildcard delete on 
your hard disk when you meant to do 
it on a floppy - whatever the cause, 
the result is always the same: 
you've lost something that you 
wanted to keep, 

Safe Detete operates in a way 
similar to Workbench's Trashcan. It 

<r>«tui^n) to utiift dial 
cotvleled, No errors F 
n<t» HrQrst li*r= started, 
*y**'   to at Art ReOr>£r o: 

HOT interrupt 

Improve the efficiency of your hard and floppy disks with ReOrg, A word of 
warning, though - always make a back up first 

alters the AmigaDOS delete program 
such that any files subsequently 
deleted, rather than being removed 
from the disk aitogther, are instead 
relocated in a special trashcan' 
directory (not to be confused, 
though, with Workbench's own 
Trashcan drawer). This trashcan is 
specified with an environment 
variable called TRASH \ set using 
the AmigaDOS SetEnv command. The 
trashcan can be anywhere, even on a 
different volume from the one 
containing the files to be deleted, 
and can, if you require, have its 
position specified relative to the files 
in question. 

Now, whenever you've deleted a 
file by mistake you can copy it back 
from the trashcan to where it should 
be. This is ail very well, but there are 
no doubt some files which you will 
want to remove forever. If nothing 
else, you are going to need to 
clean out the trashcan every now 
and again. 

Safe Delete provides for this by 
means of a 'temporaries list'* Any 
files whose names are included in 
the temporaries list will be 
completely removed when deleted. 
Wildcards can be used to specify 
groups of files, and directories can 
also be specified. An obvious 
element of the temporaries list is the 
trashcan directory, enabling it to be 
flushed when it becomes too full. 
Items can be added to the 
temporaries list by entering them as 
tool types in Safe Delete s Info 

window. The temporaries list may 
also be described from the Shell. 
See the program's documentation 
for details. 

No other programs are required 
to make Safe Delete run, it's best to 
place it in the WBStartup drawer or 
the User-Startup file so that it is run 
every time your machine is booted. 
The program is shareware, so send 
the author £5 if you keep using it. 

SPCLOCK 2.1 
All Workbenches 
Archived size: 15214 
Full size: 35875 

Mark Waggoner's SPCIock uses 
sprites to display a digital clock on 
the screen. 

Why use sprites? They're largely 
independent of the screen on which 
they are displayed, just like the 
Workbench pointer, and so if you're 
using a large, scrolling display, the 
clock will stay exactly where you put 
it while the rest of the display 
moves. It's much easier than having 
to go searching around for an 
ordinary clock window. The other 
advantage is that the clock will also 
be displayed on any further screens 
that are opened. 

it can be run by clicking on its 
icon, or by typing the following: 

run >nil: SPCIock <nil: 

A variety of options are available. 
They can be set either as tool types 

THE SHAREWARE CONCEPT 

There is a distinction between 
those programs labelled as public 
domain and those labelled as 
shareware. Public domain programs 
can be distributed and used as 
often as you like, without any 
restrictions. 

The shareware concept is a 
little more involved. Shareware 
programs are distributed almost as 
adverts. The idea is that if you like 
the program and find it useful, you 
should 'register', This involves 
sending your name and address 
and some money (the amount 

varies - sometimes it's left to your 
discretion, at other times the 
program's author specifies how 
much in the documentation) to the 
author. Doing so guarantees that 
you'll receive the latest updates of 
the program. You may also receive 
a better version of the program, 
since some freely distributed 
shareware versions are restricted 
in some way. You'll also help 
ensure that people continue to 
produce such excellent quality 
shareware for the Amiga, which can 
only be a good thing. 

■ ■Eii 

fur«Trnih «£t]f*J = H 5j»Tpftp (p-p .*nr £*fe§4tcte*inf* 

tan Wl*U:SAf***\rt*? Air 

fur g* T r uh * ■, n f D 
^fuCk i»r». int. I i>rn MiLriStar 

MiL4Vtar »Ki:^f^Ml^l P> li *orVdtl*t* .Han t>ifir:*ifra»BL»t:*V 

If you're one of those people who are a little too hasty with the delete 
command, then you'll love SafeDetete - delete in haste without repentance! 
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Sysinfo tells you everything you always wanted to know about your Amiga 
but didn't know who to ask 

using Workbench's Info menu, or as 
options on the Shell command line 
when the program is run. You may 
choose the screen coordinates at 
which the clock appears, choose its 
colours, whether or not it displays In 
24 hour mode, and whether or not 
the colon separating the hours from 
the minutes blinks. See the 
documentation for more details. 

SYSINFO 3.170 
All Workbenches 
Archived size: 39130 
Full size: 86261 

This is the very latest version of Nic 
Wilson's famous Sysfnfo program, 
It's a utility which provides a wealth 
of information about your Amiga set- 
up and enables you to draw 
comparisons with various other kinds 
of Amigas. 

Run the program by typing: 

run syelnfo 

or double clicking on its icon from 
the Workbench. Sysinfo works on its 
own custom screen, but it is 
possible to get it to send its output 
elsewhere - to a printer or file, for 
example. To do this, use the option 
p' when running the program 
from the Shell, followed by the 
standard Amiga DOS redirection 
symbol. For example; 

run Sysinfo >prt: -p 

will send its output to your printer. 
Once the program is running, using it 
is a simple matter of clicking on 
gadgets to obtain whatever 
information about your system it is 
that you require. 

As well as giving a basic figure 
representing the speed of your 
Amiga, Sysfnfo will also test the 
speed of your disk drives and give 
information about any hardware 
you have connected. 

Sysinfo as a shareware product, 
and a damned useful one at that, 
and as such its author deserves the 
financial support that he asks for. 

FLYING TOASTERS 
Workbench 2.04 
Archived size: 62858 
Full size; 170743 

The peculiarly named Flying Toasters 
is actually screen blanker written by 
Gemot Reisinger. 

The idea behind screen blankers 
is that they will produce a constantly 
changing pattern on your screen 
when the computer is not in use, 
thus preventing a stiff image from 
burning itself permanently Into your 
monitor or TV screen. Flying Toasters 
does this by generating animated, er? 
flying toasters. 

Once mouse and keyboard 
activity has stopped, Hying Toasters 
waits for a user-specified time (the 
default is three minutes) before 
swinging into operation. It's as 

r 
IF 

ILL »wmJ i Pful far LWWHTLi^l iov, 
Detracting: jarrhlup 732/ II ,H/ mil/ a aw Ho 

14a/ 11 f il.*J «;lrnctrd,  ill filet OK. 
fl0rfS*H*ft ;iirrptc,fHl 1 i*S_5fcireuure_To Elrun rm'.zrt ,Q<U 
1 .US MiEi-ndt't! roll 

Extracting: uttr icti n>]: 
Extract mi' Brtr-MtLnq: 
Ext INK 11, II-3 i Fxt r-ar 11 rvj: 

pr rk.f ha': HaktfMt %' F*t nun 
:it2cs fiOlttC 

JJB>   sre lot k. (fir* 

Tired of clocks whose displays disappear behind windows or are lost on large 
scrolling screens? Then try SPCIock - it's as constant as time Itself 

0|pe»»At i on successful , I ,RAM  DISK ! > dit* eltpbajjidK <iJtir> 
t <dii«S 

V lT-nvCK*I> . doc. info 
1.RAM DTSK ■ S 

Keep your system pure with Virus Checker. It sits in an unobtrusive window 
and keeps an ever-vigilant eye on memory and foreign disks 

simple as that One area of the 
screen (the default is the top right 
hand comer) is defined such that if 
the mouse pointer is placed there 
Flying Toasters will appear 
immediately. All this, and much 
more, is configurable from the 
program's tool types gadget, 
accessed by clicking on its icon 
and selecting Info from the 
Workbench menu. 

You can run Ffying Toasters by 
typing 'FT from the Shell. 

VIRUS CHECKER 6.19 
All Workbenches 
Archived size: 49152 
Full size: 102054 

Virus Checker is acknowledged to be 
one of, if not the, best anti-virus 
programs around. 

This latest version of John 
Veldthuis' program will detect all 
known viruses at this point in time. It 
also has the facility to learn about 
new ones. 

The program is simplicity itself to 
use, Just type: 

Yiru©_Chjecker 

or double click on its icon from the 
Workbench. It's not a bad idea to put 
the program into your startup- 
sequence to prevent infection on a 
day-to-day basis. If you're running 
Workbench 1.3, Just place the above 
line in your startup-sequence before 

the 'endCLr line (Virus Checker must 
be in the c: directory or the root 
directory of your boot disk}. 
Workbench 2 users have it easy: 
they can just drag the icon into their 
WBStartup drawer 

Virus Checker is constantly on 
the look out for viruses. Any new 
disks you insert will have their boot 
blocks checked. In addition, you can 
check your memory and go through 
every single file on a disk to test for 
more sophisticated viruses. There's 
also a special option for checking for 
damage caused by the Saddam 
virus, a particularly nasty one. These 
operations are initiated by the 
program's menu options. 

You'll find a list of all the virus 
types that Virus Checker recognises 
within the its documentation file. C9 

IF THINGS DON'T WORK OUT 

Life isn't perfect. It may well be 
that you've encountered a 
problem in using your cover disk. 
If you have, here's what to do: 

• If there wasn't a disk attached 
to your copy of the mag - see 
your newsagent 

• There is a disk but it's corrupt 
- send it, along with an SAE, 
not to us but to Oiscopy LabsT 
Unit 2+3, Amiga, Technology 
Centre, Drayton Fields, 
Drayton mil FR1. 

Save your screen from phosphor burn-out and amuse your friends with the 
Flying Toasters, screen blanker 
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PHILIPS 8833 MKII 
EX-DEMO 

REFURBISHED AS NEW 

This price includes cable, delivery and V.A.T. 

AMIGA A600 / A1200 

HARD DISK DRIVES 
Internal 2.5" IDE interface 

20 Meg £99.00 

60 Meg £205.00 

This price includes cable, delivery and V.A.T. 

TEL. 081 330 7533 

FAX. 081 330 4838 

COMMONSIDE LTD. 

Unit 13, 193 Garth Road, Morden, Surrey SM4 4L2 

Don't send away for it WAIT! 

* Visit our showroom first 

for  

* A500, A500+, A600 & 

1200 Packs, 

* Books, Software, 

* Upgrades, Spares, 

* Drives, Printers, 

* Accessories 

* Repair Service 

* Advice 

* Demo's 

* Discs 

Mon-Sat 

9.30 to 5.00 

091-510 3300 

091-510 3939 

QUALITY OF SERVICE 

COMES FIRST AT: 

Advance Electronics (NE) Ltd 
1 Victoria Place, St Marks Road, 

Milltield, Sunderland, Tyne & Wear 

WE ARE OPEN ALL HOURS lX£&£rM 

HARDWARE 
A600 + Joystick + Mouse Mat ..£294.00 
A600 £289.00 
A1500 & Software ..£565.00 
1084S Monitor £199.00 
GVP series % Hard 6rm 52 Meg £350.00 
1 Meg sims £24.00 

Phone for 2000 & 3000 prices. 

ACCESSORIES 
Amiga Int drive  
Cumana Ext drive  
Zydec Ext drive  
512K upgrade with clock.,..  
512K upgrade no clock  
1.5 Meg upgrade with clock  
1 Meg Amiga plus upgrade  
8 Meg fast ram, 4 Meg populated 

PRINTERS 
StarLC-20  
StarLC 24-10  
STAR LC100 Colour "NEW" 
Star LC200 Colour.,..,.  

lStarLC-24-200 Colour  

....£49.00 
 £54.00 
.,..£49.00 
....£23.50 
....£17.00 
....£79.00 
....£37.00 
,.£169.00 

.£128.00 

..£195.00 
£165.00 
.£189.00 
.£269.00 

JOYSTICKS 
Quckshot II £6.50 
Python Micro Switched £8.00 
Speedking Autofire £10.50 
Competition Pro Extra £12.50 
Mini Competition Pro £13.50 
Maverick Autofire £12.95 
Zipstick Autofire £12.95 
Intruder £21.50 
Aviator Flisht Sim £23.50 
jet Fighter £12.99 

Unbranded Bulk 100% Certified 
3.5" DSDD 37p each 
3.5M Rainbow 44p each 
3.5" DSHD 50p each 
5.25' DSDD 2Bp each 

Branded Disks 
3,5" DSDD 45peach 
3.5" Labels per roll of 1,000 £6.50 
3.5" Tractor feed per 1,000 £8.50 

y Please phone for bulk purchase discounts t 

10 capacity , ,.£0.95 
NEW 200 Cap box steckable/lockabie £16.50 
50 capacity lockable £3.95 
100 capacity lockable £4.50 
80 cap Banx stackable/lockable £7.99 
150 cap Posso stackable/lockable ..£15.00 
250 cap stackable/lcckable £18,99 

Most of the above available in 3.5" and 5.35° 

Orders by phone or post to: 

DIRECT COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
0782-311471 Anytime 
0782 - 642497     9am - 5.30pm week 
0630 - 653193 Evening/Weekend 

54 Spring Road, 

longton, 

Stoke-on-Trent, 

Staffs ST3 2PX 

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! 
TRACTOR FEED DISK LABELS 

500 plain white labels & software to print 
your own professional labels 

Only £9.95 
SPECIAL OFFER 

1000 labels with software £13.50 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Mousehouse £1.60 
Mouse Mat.... £2.50 
Disk Drive Cleaner £1.80 
Amiga Dust Cover,,.. £350 
Mori iter Dust Cover  .£3.50 
Mouse/Joystick Auto Shift £12.99 
Amisa Lisht Pen & Software £32,00 
Optical Mouse £32.00 
Squik Mouse ... £12.99 
Naksha Mouse & Accessories =........ .£22,00 
Zy-Fi Amplifier & Speakers £37.95 
Thumb & Finger Trackerball £19.99 
Crystal Trackball £32.00 
Action Replay Mark II! £57.00 
Techno Sound Turbo Sampler..... £32.00 
2 Piece Printer Stand with tray , £5,70 
Midi Master £26.00 
Wordworth1.1 £77.50 
Tilt/Turn Monitor Stand ,.£8.50 

Prices include VAT 

Postage please add £3*30 

We accept cheques/ 
P,CX's/Visa/Access 



VIDEO AWARDS 

WARDS 

E 

I ven with Mac and PC video 
markets gaining groundr 
1992 was a good year for 

I Amiga video products. 
Display and manipulation devices 
were the name of the game, with 
products like GVFs Impact Vision 
24, Archos' AVideo24, Digital 
Creation's DCTV, Progressive 
Peripherals' Video Blender, Opal 
Technology's Opal Vision and, of 
course Newtek's Video Toaster, all 
keeping Amiga video on the move. 
We also saw the arrival of the 
RocKey - the first "budget" chroma 
key unit from RocTec, as well as a 
clutch of new and exciting digrtisers 
and a low-cost autocue package. 

And there was a lot of excited 
chatter about other hardware, much 
of which lias yet to see the full light 
of day: the video modules for 
OpaiVision, GVP's A DDI and EGS 
systems, Progressive Peripheral's 
Ram brant card, a PAL Video Toaster 
(that old chestnut} and DMI's 
EditMaster system. 

But the most significant Amiga 
video development this year has to 
be the advent of the new graphics 
display modes provided by the AA (or 

AG A as it seems to be known in the 
USA) chip set which ss fitted to the 
new Amiga 1200 and 4000 models 
to provide outstanding picture quality 
with up to 262,144 on-screen 
colours in the new HAMS mode as 
well as a 256 colour mode. Imagine 
the potential for animation and desk 
top video applications! Promises of 
complete 24-bit capability have also 
been made for a future revision of 
the chip set, so there is now real 
hope for the future of the Amiga as a 
graphics machine if Commodore can 
sell it properly. 

DISPLAY DEVICES 
Although the OpaiVision card is 
available now, its much-vaunted 
video modules have yet to appear. 
But IF the pre-publicity proves correct 
then the PAL Amiga video world is in 
for a rather pleasant suprise - 
framegrabber, genlock, vision mixer, 
digital video effects, chroma keying 
and de-interlacing all available via a 
series of plug-in modules. 

On the specifications alone I'd 
give them an award, but they're not 
here yet, so we'll just have to wait 
and see. What OpaiVision does offer 

I^Lab-sequence S«l*ct i 
Hires &i t  £j IB 

BlWi.lt JE  
i M; 1 jj 

Start j Cent I nut- | |I 
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Macro Systems' VLAb fast scan digitiser in action, Using an onboard frame 
store, ft currently needs to be mounted in the Zorro slot of a WB2- based 
Amiga. An external version Is on Its way though for A500/600/1200 owners 

video users even before the modules 
are available is the ability to 
superimpose Amiga graphics directly 
over 24-bit images in a mix which 
can be output to (and indeed mixed 
with) video by using a standard RGB 
genlock. And of course it is possible 
to create wonderful looking 24-bit 
graphics with the OpalPaint software. 

We shouldn't forget those other 
stalwart display devices, DCTV and 
AVideo 24, both of which have their 
good and bad points. 

DCTV broke the mould when it 
demonstrated just what it could do 
with pictures and animations: several 
million colours moving at once is 
certainly something to behold, plus a 
great paint program and a good 
digitiser built in to the deal. 

All of which was let down by a 
composite video output which wasn't 
ail it should have been and the fact 
that it wasn't possible to genlock its 
output with video. 

were no genlock developments of 
earth-shattering import this year: it 
was a case of more of the same 
really. Prices changed, a few new 
models arrived, but no great shakes 
overall. 

So no awards for genlocks, not 
because every genlock produced in 
1992 was rubbish but simply that 
there was nothing particularly 
outstanding. 

DIGIT1SERS 
Undoubtedly the best fast scan 
digitiser I saw in 1992 was Macro 
System's VLab card for Amiga 
1500/2000/3000 computers. 

Because it uses an on board 
framestore it is capable of making 
extremely fast grabs of very high 
quality. The only drawback is that it 
needs to be mounted in a Zorro slot 
of a WB2 equipped Amiga, effectively 
ruling out Amiga 500, 600 and 1200 
owners - though the good news is 

Scala MM200 may cost £464 but its graphics, sound, titling, presentation 
and multimedia features represent great value for money 

AVideo 24 broke something too - 
a price barrier. For less than £400 it 
was possible to have quality 24-bit 
output direct to an Amiga RGB 
monitor and for under £600 all-in buy 
a top-class 24-blt paint program as 
welL With its Amiga graphics overlay 
and animation capabilities AVideo 24 
brought quality at a sensible price. 
The payoff in this case was that 
installing the hardware required 
some fiddling with the Innards of the 
Amiga, TVPaint 1J (for AVideo) 
didn't work In real-time 24-bit and 
required a 68030 processor and 
loads of memory into the bargain. 

But the real advantage of the 
AVideo 24 {and DCTV as well, for 
that matter) was that it brought the 
chance for Amiga 500 owners to join 
the big league of 24-bit graphics 
users without the need for Zorro or 
video slots. 

GENLOCKS 
This will be brief. For my money there 

that an external version is allegedly 
in the pipeline. 

Of the slow-scan digitisers two 
were outstanding. The first was 
Rombo's Vidi-Amiga 12, breaking 
new ground as a sul>£100 unit with 
built-in colour splitter, SVHS input 
and very quick grabbing at 
remarkably good quality - for a non- 
framestore unit* 

The second, which would have 
won but for the late arrival of the 
Rombo was the German DigiTiger 2f 
produced by Klaus D. Tute. Again 
fast and of very high quality, the 
Rombo now outpaces it in both 
features and cost. Honourable 
mention goes to DCTV's built-in 
digitiser. 

CHROMA KEY 
Whilst the RocKey certainly wasn't 
the first Amiga chroma keyerT it 
made sure that It was the cheapest. 
And even though its quality isn't up 
to that of professional video 
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standards by a Jong chalk, the 
RocKey should give faithful service in 
most domestic video circumstances. 
There is one caveat - the RocKey 
has to be connected to a genlock in 
order to work. But this also has 
advantages, because the 
combination of genlocking and 
chroma keying gives a far wider 
choice of effects than simple chroma 
keying aJone could. 

TITLING 
1992 definitely wasn't a boom year 
for new titling and presentation 
software, at least not in terms of 
numbers. Both SCALA and ZVP 
offered much-improved versions of 
their Seals and VideoStudio 
programs and that was about it, 
Neither of these products was aimed 
at the budget Amiga video user, with 
SCALA MM20Q costing £464 and 
VideoStudio 3 pitching in at £149. 

Nevertheless, SCALA MM200 
(the MM stands for MultiMedia, 
reflecting the fact that MM200 can 
control external hardware as well as 
Amiga-produced graphics and 
sounds) is an excellent upgrading of 
the highly-regarded SCALA 1.1 and it 
deserves an award for ease of use 
alone, never mind all the brilliant, 
easy-to-use features which it 
contains, if presentation is your 
game SCALA should probably be the 
name, though not necessarily SCALA 
MM200, as SCALA is still also 
available in less-featured, but 
markedly less expensive versions for 
home titling and video studio use. 
SCAM MM200 gets my titling/ 
presentation/ multimedia software 
award for 1992 

VARIOUS 
While the big boys have been busy 
shifting hardwareZEN Com puter 
Services have been beavering away 
in Manchester, coming up with 
solutions to some of the more 
obscure needs of video producers. 

As well as producing the 
invaluable AntiA font aliasing 
program (which has just been 
revised), and several other useful 
programs including a cue clock, they 
also market an autocue device called 
SmoothTalker. 

With this an Amiga can be used 
to display the script of a TV 
programme to the presenter, who 
can then read it to camera. 
Autocueing (or prompting) is a simple 
enough idea, common in television 
and conferences, but generally rather 
expensive. SmoothTalker brings 
autocueing to any Amiga at a 
reasonable price (at least compared 
to the competition). 

So that's it. Doubtless there are 
omissions, and there will certainly be 
disagreements, but there you go. 
Who said awards were fair? 

Gary Whlteley 

„I AWARDS 

1992 was definitely a 
good year for Amiga 
graphics. It was first 
and foremost a 24-bit 

year, no doubt about it, with display 
cards arriving (or being promised) 
thick and fast, at ever decreasing 
prices, and 24-bit software getting 
better and better into the bargain. 

IN TRUE COLOURS 
The graphics highlight of the year 
had to be Opal Technology's 
0paIVision modular 24-bit video and 
graphics system, which wowed all 
the reviewers who saw it - and this 
when only the basic motherboard 
was available. 

For both cost and quality 
Opal Vis ion - with its brilliant 
Opal Paint software - is going to take 
some beating, and when the video 
modules hit the streets it's likely to 
become the hottest video/graphics 
product on the block. 

But there were other 24-bit 
boards which looked like they would 
have the edge until OpalVision 
overtook them in the final furlong. 
Archos' AVideo 24, along with an 
incredible deal on Tec Soft's TVPaint 
1.7, broke the price barriers to make 
24-bit accessible to many more 
eager punters. 

Progressi ve Pe r i ph era I' s 
Rambrant card turned a lot of heads 
with its exciting specification, as did 
GVP's EGS cardT but at the time of 
writing neither of them were 
available, making them non-runners 
for this years awards, 

MORPHACIOUS 
It was also a morphing year with both 
GVP and ASDG following the lead of 
Black Belt's Imagemaster and 
releasing their own CineMorpb and 
MorphPtus products. 

Morphing, which was used to 
such good effect in Terminator 2 and 
is now being overkilled in bland TV 
advertising, provides a way of making 
a smooth transition between two 
images by way of a mixture of fading 
and stretching techniques. 

Used correctly, its effects can be 
breathtaking. Not very long ago 
morphing was strictly for the big 
boys. Now, like many other high-tech 
fads, it's available to the rest of us. 

OLD FAITHFUL 
But what about lesser mortals who 
are content to use a few colours less 
than 24-bit? Deluxe Paint 4 has kept 
its lead in the "normal" paint 
program stakes, though personally I 
dislike some of the changes that 
were made between DP3 and DP4r 
and there are ups as well as downs 
with this particular darling of the 
graphics masses. 

Nevertheless, there's no 
doubting that it is stiil a great paint 
and animation package and I'll be 
keen to see what Electronic Arts are 
going to come up with for the new AA 
chip set Amigas - especially in the 
face of what appears will be stiff 
competition from Digital Creation's 
fo rthco m i ng Brif fiance s oftware. 

FONTAST1C 
1992 was a happy year for font fans, 
who were able to lay their hands on a 
wide range of new styles courtesy of 
a wide selection of PD Adobe Type 1 
fonts being converted to the 
Compugraphic format. 

These can be converted to either 
bitmap or Bullet formats with the 
WB2 Fountai n utility and vol la! - 
loads of new fonts for graphics and 
presentation work. Definitely a 
bargain* Plus Agfa have made many 

of their original Compugraphic fonts 
available in Bullet format so they can 
be used directly with any WB2.0 
equipped Amiga. Amiga graphic 
wordsmiths have never had it so 
good. 

CLOSE MATCH 
Image manipulators have also been 
well catered for, as ASDG s Art 
Department Professional continued 
to evolve and provide a tried and 
tested solution to image 
compositing, processing and 
manipulation. 

Black Belt s imageMaster (yes, 
the same program that offers 
morphing) is the other contender for 
this particular crown, but there are 
sufficient differences between the 
two to pronounce a weli-deserved 
draw. 

Art Department Professional wins 
in some ways, imagemaster in 
others. Serious graphics 
professionals should probably have 
both, though if I were forced to 
choose just one it would be a very 
tough decision. 

THE THIRD DIMENSION 
Adding another dimension both 
Impulse's imagine 2 and Activa's 
Reai 3D have stayed ahead in the 3D 
modelling and animation markets. 

Of the competition Catigarir 
though popular in the US, doesn't 
seem to find the same favour over 
here and Lightwave - excellent 
though it is - remains dongled by 
Newtek's NTSC-only Video Toaster, a 
fact which hasn't stopped dedicated 
users rendering with it and then 
using AD Pro to convert each frame 
to PAL screen sizes. 

Not content with the ability to 
wrap our 3D masterpieces with 
images created in paint programs (of 
any variety) there have been a 
significant number of texture kits 

Br 
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Morphing proved to be the most popular advance in graphics during 1992 — 
programs like ClnemorpH and MorphPIus pushing the Amiga even further 
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For top-notch 3D graphics the best application has to be Imagine 2 from 
Impulse- although Actrva's Real 3D comes pretty close tec 

released to provide instant 
gratification to the scannerless, 
digitiserless or simply artless, not to 
mention those who can't program 
algorithmic textures (and that's 
probably most of us}. 

Alternative Image's Textures 
provide plenty of variety for those 
needing to add natural-looking 
surface wraps to their 3D work, 
whilst Apex Software's Essence 
program offers an incredibly wide 
range of algorithmic textures 
designed to be used with Impulse's 
Imagine or Turbo Silver 3 programs, 

SWAP SHOP 
Again, referring back to 2D things, 
both Syndesis' ageing Interchange 
software (which is shortly to be 
replaced by a brand new version - 
interchange 2) and Axiom s Pixel 3D 
2 have both given much-needed 
assistance to those who need to 
convert 2D images such as company 
logos into 3D objects or change an 
object from one particular format to 
another - except of course for Real 
3D users who have to use Race 
Trace or convert Scufpt4D format 
objects internally. Pixel 3D 2 is an 
extremely useful program which 
should be in the tool kit of every at 
least half-serious 3D animator. 

So far we've not heard of much 
that is home-grown, but Alternative 
Image's Reverser utility has proved 
to be indispensable when renaming 
batches of images from one 
particular application to another. 

Although this might seem like 
anorak territory, spare a thought for 
the poor soul who has to rename a 
whole load of Deiuxe Paint images 
{with the tag UOxx stuck on the end) 
to ReatSD format, for instance (which 
are postfixed .xx only). 

Doing it by hand can be a 
nightmare, which you'll readily 
understand if you've tried it but until 
Reverser appeared on the scene it 
was really the only way. 

My 1 Best s pe nt-te n n er-of-th e ye a r' 
award. 

THE CRUSHER 
Aaargh, how could I forget JPEG? My 
work room is overrun with disks as it 
is, but without JPEG I'd be in a much 
worse position. Although the idea 
has been around for a while, the 
Amiga implementations of this 
excellent image compression routine 
really started coming thick and fast 
this year. Both Black Belt and ASDG 
claimed to be the first to offer JPEG 
in commercial software, but who 
cares? Anyway, it's all over the place 
now, and there's even a PD version 
knocking about. Paint programs such 
as QpalPalnt and Tec Soft's 7V Paint 
offer JPEG compression and 
decompression on the fly, as do both 
Art Department Professional 2 and 
Imagemaster. Typical savings of 60% 
or more can be made by 
compressing IFF images into JPEG 
files which have to be decompressed 
again for use. If the compression 
ratio is carefully controlled there is 
little or no apparent loss in picture 
quality. Thanks to the JPEG research 
group for this little gem. 

So there you have it. Before I run 
out of space I'd better name the 
graphics awards for 1992. 

Gary White ley 

GRAPHICS AWARDS 

Best 24-Bit Graphics card: 
OpalVisfon 
Best Regular Paint Program: 
Deluxe Paint 4.1 
Best Utilities: 
Reverser, Fountain 
Best 3D Program: Imagine 2 
Best 3D Utility: Pixel 3D 2 
Best Image Processor: 
Tie between Art 
Department 
Professional 2 and 
ImageMaster. 
Best Ideas: 
JPEG compression, 
PD CGFonts. 

AWARDS 

This year has seen great 
steps forward In Amiga 
desktop publishing. Gold 
Disk and Soft-Logik 

released major upgrades to 
Professional Page and PageStream; 
a third company joined the game, 
Saxon Industries with Saxon 
Publisher and the SaxonScript 
Professional PostScript interpreter. 

Hand scanners went through a 
revolution. At the start of 1992 what 
was available was expensive and 
results were mediocre, But now there 
are at least three hand scanners that 
can produce high quality results in 
16 real greys, the software is 
improving all the time, and we've got 
inexpensive colour hand scanners on 
the horizon. 

For the profession a! there was 
the launch of the 24-bit Epson GT- 
6000 flatbed scanner, and the 
scanning software from ASDG, 
makers of Art Department 
Professional, which program itself 
has had major improvements made 
to it. 

With the release of the Amiga 
1200 and 4000, which feature faster 
processors and the new AA chipset, 
we look forward to 1993 with 
anticipation. Will on-screen 256- 
colour desktop publishing become a 
reality on the Amiga? Will it be stable 
enough and work fast enough to be 
productively usable? I, for one, can't 
wait to find out. 

TOP PAGE MAKE-UP 
PROGRAM: 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE 3 
With the addition of support for 
Adobe Type 1 typefaces, with the 
increases in operational speed and 
screen refresh, and with the 
Innovative Page and Formatting 
genies, Professional Page 3 surely 
stands head and shoulders above 
rival Amiga desktop publishers with 
respect to what it can do and how 
well it does it. 

Professional Page demands hefty 
system requirements - lots of 
memory (2Mb min)T a hard drive and 
ARexx to start with - but even the 
semi-professional desktop publisher 
needs to get the job done as quickly 
as possible, and working with 1Mb of 
memory and floppy disks simply isn't 

practical. 
The Professional Page system 

adheres to the traditional DTP way of 
working. First you drag out a box on 
the page, then you fill it with either 
some text or a graphfe. This box can 
be resized, rotated, and dragged 
around to any position on [or off) the 
page. You have total control over 
your page. Many page layouts can be 
automated to a large degree by using 
previously saved templates or the 
new Page Genie system, but 
ultimately every single mark on the 
page is your responsibility. 

This is the essence of page 
design - total freedom, no holds 
barred. 

There's no doubt that using 
Professional Page for producing the 
odd fancy letter or leaflet would be 
like cracking a nut with a 
sledgehammer. But if you want to 

Professional Page's Genies can turn 
Long, complicated jobs into a simple 
click of the mouse 

produce high quality publications on 
a regular basis, from business cards 
through leaflets to magazines, and 
considering the ProPage/ProDraw 
bundle is now being sold for well 
under £200, it's difficult to see why 
anyone would choose anything else. 

Also rans: 
PageStream, 

Saxon Publisher. 

TOP STRUCTURED 
DRAWING PROGRAM: 
PROFESSIONAL DRA W 3 
What puts Professional Draw at the 
top of this tree is its 'hotHnk* to 
Professional Page. With both 
programs running you can send 
structured art from Professional Page 
to Professional Draw, edit or process 
it, and then send it back to 
Professional Page. 
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Professional Draw can now do 
proper radial and liner gradient fills 

Because Professional Draw looks 
and operates almost exactly the 
same as Professional Page, using 
this hotlink1 between them is almost 
transparent - it s like using two parts 
of one program. But Professional 
Draw can stand on its own two feet, 
it doesn't require Professional Page, 

While it's natural to think of a 
drawing program as something you 
use to create graphics to be 
imported into a page make-up 
program, Professional Draw is very 
able to produce professional page 
output in its own right. In this 
respect it can be thought of as a 
single-page DTP program, perfect for 
leaflets for example. 

But combine Professional Page 
and Professional Draw- at a cost of 
under £200 - and you have a 
desktop publishing system that is 
very difficult to beat on other 
platforms, let alone on the Amiga. 

Also rans: 
Expert Draw, 
ProVector 

TOP HAND SCANNER: 
POWER SCANNNER 
The release of the Power Computing 
monochrome hand scanner, and the 
subsequent reviews it received, 
caused every other Amiga hand 
scanner manufacturer to sweat 
buckets. 

Nothing on the market at the 
time came close to the quality of the 
scans produced with the Power 
Scanner, especially the clarity of its 
greyscale scans. 

The unique Power Scanner 
hardware plugs into the parallel port 
and comes with a thro ugh port so 
that if you have a printer you can 
have both peripherals connected to 
the Amiga at the same time. 

The software, PowerScan, is 
straightforward to use. First you set 
the size of the scan, then you scan 
your image, then you save your 
image. 

Between the second and third 
steps you can manipulate and 
process the image. Various drawing 
tools, albeit fairly rudimentary ones, 
allow you to touch up the picture or 
add bits to it; you can rotate and 
rescale the image; if it's a scan of a 
coloured illustration or photograph, 
then you can convert the black-and- 
white dithered image to a real 16 

levels of grey image. 
Hand scanners can be 

frustrati ngiy awkward to use at 
times, particularly if what you want to 
scan is wider than the 4in scanning 
head, but the Power Scanner 
provides an inexpensive and quick 
way to get images from paper on to 
disk, and from there into a desktop 
publishing program. 

Also rans: 
AlfaScan Plus 
DaataScart. 

TOP TYPEFACES: 
COMPUTER SAFARI FONTS 
Commercial typefaces are normally 
expensive, often prohibitively so for 
the home desktop publisher. Which 
is why the Computer Safari range of 
typefaces, and its UK distributor, E M 
C o m p u te rgr a p h i c, get s Th i s aw a rd - 
because the Computer Safari 
typefaces are professionally 
designed and finished, but not 
professionally priced. 

There are 24 disks available, 
each containing between three and 
five typefaces, Most of the typefaces 
fail into the decorative' and 'cursive' 
categories - characters in the shape 
of planks, flowers and the like, and 
characters that look like handwritten 
text, 

But there are also some useful 
serif and sans serif faces that could 
be used for body copy, and a few 
that might make good he ad liners. 

They are available in Adobe Type 
i or Compugraphic format. 

Also ran: 
300 Adobe Type 1 
Fonts (PD-Soft). 

TOP PROFESSIONAL DTP 
AID: 
EPSON GT-6000 SCANNER 
The beauty of the Epson GT-6000 
flatbed scanner is its reasonable 
price (comparatively speaking), the 
fact that no extra hardware is 
needed, so it will work with all 
Amigas* not just those that have 
slots for cards, and the excellence of 
the scanning software. 

Being an Art Department 
Professional load module' the 
scanning software merges 
seamlessly into that program, so you 
can scan directly into ADPro and see 
the image on screen afterwards. 

Or, if you don't own ADPro or 
don't have enough memory to store 
all the 24-bit data, the scanning, 
software can be used standalone to 
scan direct to hard disk, in 24-bit 
colour or 8-bit greyscale. 

Only one pass of the image is 
required, so scanning is fast. Results 
are stunning. 

Also rans: 
Art Department Pro 
SaxonScript Professional. 

Jeff Walker 

This past year has seen 
printer prices plummet, no 
doubt partly due to the 
recession. You can now get 

a colour printer for under £200, a 
high-quality monochrome Inkjet for 
under £250, a high quality colour 
InkJet for under £500, and a laser 
printer for under £600. 

This market moves fast. It 
seems that the minute you buy a 
printer, someone releases a better 
one that costs less. The temptation 
is to sit back and wait, but of course 
the new releases are never ending, 
so you could sit back and wait for 
ever and ever 

This is why it is very important 
that you buy a printer that meets 
your printing requirements as closely 
as possible, because unless you are 
very rich you are going to be stuck 
with what you buy for a few years. 

Many users rush out and buy 
colour dot-matrix printers without 
thinking or looking to see what 
they're getting. They expect to print 
dtgitised HAM (4,096 colour) images 
and get wonderful results. 

The reality is that it takes a very 
long time to get something that 
resembles a dirty nappy. Even 32- 
colour images tend to come out 
rather 'muddy'. 

But for printing text in colour and 
the odd few-coloured picture, colour 
dot-matrix printers are a cheap 
solution. 

If you require high quality colour 
printing, buying a 24-pin colour dot- 
matrix printer is a false economy; 
you have to think colour inkjet at 
least. But don't be fooled into 
thinking that the word Inkjet1 means 
'high quality1 - it's just a way of 
printing, like 'dot-matrix'. Some inkjet 
printers only emulate 9-pin dot-matrix 
printerSt so the output quality is low 
resolution. Others can print at 300 
dpi, but to print shades of colours 
the image has to be 'dithered', which 
reduces the aetuai top output 
resolution to 150 dpi. 

If you're looking for a laser 
printer, keep in mind that LaserJet 
support on the Amiga is poor - 
there's just the one 'official' driver, 
which was written yonks ago for the 
original LaserJet. There are no proper 
Amiga drivers yet for LaserJet II, IIP, 

III or IMP emulations, not even 
shareware or PD ones, tt might be 
wiser to choose a laser printer that 
has Epson LQ emulation, or one for 
which there is a specific Amiga 
printer driver, like the Canon LBP 
range. 

And if you are looking for 
PostScript support, keep in mind that 
some third-party emulations are not 
100 per cent Adobe compatible. If 
you want to be really safe, it might 
be wisest to buy a PostScript printer 
that contains real Adobe PostScript, 

Lastly, if you are worried that 
there may not be a proper Amiga 
printer driver for the printer you want 
to buy, the very best thing to do is to 
ask your dealer for the phone 
number of the printer manufacturer, 
then phone the printer manufacturer 
and ask. If the answer is "Erm..."s 
"Don't know" or "Probably", it might 
be a good idea to choose another 
printer. The answer you are looking 
for, from the printer manufacturer not 
the dealer; is a resounding "Yes, it's 
called ... and you can get it from ..." 

TOP PRINTER UNDER 
£150 

Citizen 1204)+ 
£110 
A sturdy monochrome 9-pin dot- 

matrix printer that has stood the test 
of time, first launched an incredible 
seven years ago. 

Prints at 144 cps in draft, 30 cps 
in MLQ, and does 240 by 216 dpi 
graphics. Works perfectly with the 
EpsonX printer drivers. Wilt take 
fanfold or cut sheet paper. 

The Star LC 200 - the best printer 
available for under £200 

TOP PRINTER UNDER 
£200 

Star LC-200 Colour 
£170 
Smashing 9-pin colour printer 

with five NLQ fonts. Prints at 200 
cps in draft high speed mode, 37.5 
cps in NLQt and does 240 by 216 
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dpi graphics. 
Text quality is excellent for a 9- 

pin printer, colour graphics dumps 
are better if a specialised printing 
utility like Flexidump or Turboprint 
Professional is used. 

Works perfectly with Star's own 
Star9Plus printer driver. Will take 
fanfold or cut sheet paper, 

TOP PRINTER UNDER 
£250 

Canon BJ-lOex 
£205 
A portable monochrome bubble 

jet printer with three LQ fonts. Prints 
at between 83 and 142 cps in draft 
and HQ mode, and does stunning 
360 by 360 dpi graphics, Works 
perfectly with the specially written 
Canon-BJIO printer driver, or will 
work in Epson LQ mode with the 
standard EpsonQ driver (but not as 
well). 

Dont be put off by the 'portable1 

label. The BJ-lOex is small, but 
sturdy, and perfectly capable of big 
print jobs. Takes cut sheet paper 
only, which needs to be fed in one 
sheet at a time by hand. The 
automatic cut sheet feeder, which 
takes 30 A4 pages is another £5Q+ 

TOP PRINTER UNDER 
£300 

Citizen Swift 240 Colour 
£270 
Probably the top 24-pin colour 

dot-matrix printer currently on the 
market. Comes with 14 fonts (two of 
which are scalable) and prints at 200 
cps in draft, 66 cps in LQ. Does 360 
by 360 dpi Epson compatible 
graphics. A well designed control 
panel makes It a doddle to use. Print 
quality is excellent. It's also quiet 

TOP PRINTER UNDER 
£350 

Canon BJ-20 
£310 
A slightly bigger and enhanced 

version of the monochrome BJ-lOex 
bubble jet, with five LQ fonts and an 
automatic A4 cut sheet feeder 
supplied as standard. Same print 
speeds and 360 dpi graphics 
resolution as the BJ-lOex. Works 
with the Canon-BJIO printer driver, or 
with the Amiga1 s EpsonQ driver when 
in Epson emulation. A brilliant printer 
for both word processing and DTP. 

TOP PRINTER UNDER 
£400 

Canon BJ-300 
£340 
Big brother to the BJ-lOex and 

BJ-20 bubble jets. Comes with three 
LQ fonts (extra cartridges are 
available) and prints at a speedy 300 
cps in draft, 150 cps in high quality 
mode, and does the usual high 
quality 360 by 360 dpi bubble jet 

graphics. Takes fanfold paper using 
the built-in tractor mechanism, cut 
sheet paper is fed into the front of 
the printer. The large automatic cut 
sheet feeder costs another £100. 
Works with the custom Canon-BJ300 
printer driver. A wide carriage version 
is available (BJ-330) for about 
another £100. 

Canon s BJ-330 - the wide carriage 
version of the best printer available 
for under £400 

TOP PRINTER UNDER 
£500 

HP DeskJet SOO Colour 
£480 
The best quality colour printouts 

you are going to get at this price. The 
big problem with the DeskJet 500C 
(and the new 550C} is that there are 
still no proper Amiga printer drivers 
for them, so you are limited to what 
you can print by the quality of a 
couple of "PD" printer drivers being 
distributed by dealers, one of which 
is actually a beta-test version of the 
new DeskJet driver Commodore has 
been developing for Workbench 2.1, 

Turboprint Professional comes 
with a DeskJet 500C driver, and this 
is probably the best thing to go for 
as it hijacks Workbench Preferences 
and allows you to play with colour 
correction, without which output from 
the 500C is poor. We'll have to 
reserve final judgment on the colour 
DeskJets until Workbench 2.1 and/or 
proper printer drivers are released. 

TOP PRINTER UNDER 
£600 

Epson EPL-4000 
£575 
A 300 dpi laser printer with 13 

fonts that emulates LaserJet IIP, 
Epson FX-SO (9-pin dot-matrix), and 
Epson LQ (24-pin dot-matrix). Comes 
with 512k of memory, which is 
enough for word processing but not 
really enough for DTP. Another 1Mb 
will cost about £80. Prints at 6 
pages per minute. Replacement 
toner cartridges are about £50. 

The EPL-4000 appears to have 
been superseded in the shops by the 
EPL-4100 (about £650), which has 
an added Epson GQ emulation and 
an extra 11 scalable fonts. As there 
is currently no Epson CG printer 
driver for the Amiga, these extras are 
difficult to use. However if you hunt 
hard enough you should definitely be 
able to track down the better value 
EPL-4000, 

Jeff Walker 
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AWARDS 

1992 was, unfortuntely 
not a very good year for 
business software on 
the Amiga, 

Ever since Commodore introduced 
the Amiga, it has been marketed 
partly as a high-performance 
business micro and partly a games 
machine. 

In the days when the Amiga first 
appeared it was a world-beater- 
better and cheaper than all the 
com parabl e com petit i o n. 

Given this, why has the machine 
failed to make any real impact in the 
business world? One might 
speculate the machine is not good 
enough- but I have come to believe 
the problem runs deeper than that. 

The word is tech n of ear: people 
are rarely ready to embrace 
something new unless it is pushed 
on them. Do you remember the 
furore caused when computers first 
became standard office equipment? 

For many people that memory is 
still painful and those who could not 
graciously make the transition have 
fallen by the wayside into obscurity, 

But that is not the end of the 
story; pick up one of today's 
business computing magazines and 
flip through it. The chances are you 
will not see the vaguest mention of 
"home,< computers like the Amiga, 

The painful crunch for some of 
my peers is no more different than it 
was for those early pioneers. They 
stolidly refuse to let go of the ancient 
technology- constantly prattling 
about new super-PCs- because they 
"feel" safe with the idea of a 
computer they grew up with: IBM's 
PC and its many imitators. 

The PC should have been put out 
to pasture long ago- it would have 
been too, if the clone merchants had 
™= mm 
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Word Worth 2 wins the award for 
best word processor of the year 

ill i 
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With its great graphic capabilities, 
Pro Calc proved to he the best 
spreadsheet of 1992 
not seen an easy way to make a 
quick buck. Yet time after time, 
within months of the "latest and 
fastest PC's ever", a new bunch 
arrives- just that little bit better. 

Off go the same "experts" 
predicting the next line-up will be that 
much better- and businesses get left 
behind in a wash of MHz and 
confusion. 

This sort of single-minded, 
myopic attitude steers public 
opinion. If newspapers have political 
bias- then so do mainstream "multi- 
format" computing magazines- only 
thesrs Is potentially more dangerous. 

The eerie part of it is that it has 
gone on almost unnoticed for years: 
and this attitude is paralysing 
progress. Like the children of Hamlin 
we follow the piper and believe what 
we read- if journalists give 
something enough coverage, ft will 
become the norm. 

This may be acceptable in single 
format publications but it most 
certainly fs not acceptable from the 
larger houses who purport to inform. 

These experts gaze through their 
gold-rimmed spectacles at the poor 
chap with his £400 Amiga forgetting 
the same machine cost millions of 
dollars and thousands of man-hours 
to develop. Not so the latest PC- 
developed from the same tired 
technology with a few tweaks here 
and there, A machine which, no 
matter how powerful, is still limited 
to 640K base memory- confused 
and added to with all manner of 
fancy cards and software solutions. 

Sound is all but none existent in 
most standard designs, but worse 
still no one can really agree on the 
screen resolutions. As soon as IBM 
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bring out a standard set- everyone 
else brings out their (usually 
incompatible) own- 

Programmers, as always get 
around these deficiencies and the PC 
has, without doubt, been the 
launching pad for many great 
applications. 

Business on the Amiga has, until 
now, been a trivial pursuit- but never 
a waste of time. More and more we 
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Gold Disks's Office 2 wins the best 
integrated business package award 
see developers realising the 
importance of the Amiga as a 
serious machine; the advent of low- 
cost hard disks has seen to that 
Higher end machines are sold with 
hard disks as standard-just as any 
serious machine should be. 

The launch of Workbench 3 with 
the A1200 and A4000 sees the 
machine with more power, colour and 
speed than ever before- and even 
the humble 68000-based machines 

rrnr 

Best Word Processor: wordworth 2 
Digita's acclaimed Wordworth gets a 

sequel with loads more features andT at 
last, support for a decent outline font 
set Something it probably should have 
had all along. Vying for a place at the top 
is Hnat Copy 2- the official UK version of 
Softwood's Final Copy. According to 
some informed sources though, Final 
Copy 2 is not as stable as it should be. 

Strictly speaking, Final Copy and 
Wordworth are in truth document 
processors: true word processors are 
few and far between. The best Amiga 
word processor remains Protext, which 
has recently been reduced in price by 
quite a large margin, Protext is not 
suitable for beginners because it's so 
incredibly powerful- in some respects it 
is more like a programming language 
than it is a word processor. The best 
true word processor in terms of ease of 
use and accessibility remains Gold 
Disk's, Transwrite 2. 

Best Spreadsheet: Professional Gale 
Far and away the best Amiga 

spreadsheet of the early 90's was Gold 
Disk's Advantage. This received a new 
name and a complete face lift to bring it 
more into line with Workbench 2's, 3D 
bas-relief look- 

Pro Caic not only looks much more 
professional than its predecessor, but 
gets a whole host of new features which 
make it easier to use and more versatile 
into the bargain. Many of the most used 
functions are accessible from a "ribbon" 
toolbar located at the top of the screen. 
Cell cut and paste was also rationalised 
to bring it more into line with systems on 
other platforms. 

The Disc Company got hold of the 
fights to Maxiplan again, releasing the 
latest as version 4. However the new 

outperform similar priced PC 
systems by several hundred percent. 

At last the software is starting to 
catch up with the hardware- Already 
we have seen Gold Disk's 
Professional Calc and Oxxi's latest 
LAN-compatible Superbase. Two 
products which light the way for real 
business use on the Amiga. 
Integrated systems like Gold Disk 
Office 2, Platinum Works and Mini 
Office all offer cost-effective software 
solutions at a fraction of the price 
required on other platforms. 

Digita and Softwood both have 
world beating document processors 
that can rival hugely expensive 
systems on the Mac and PC, 

More important though, rarely 
does the dinosauric PC world invoke 
a genuinely new idea. At some point 
we have to let go of old technology 
and welcome in the new- otherwise 
we cannot go forward, 

Retain downward compatibility, 
certainly, but move on- leave the 
past behind; nostalgia and ancient 
designs are not for the young. 

The future of the machine is 
secure- but it will take you, dear 
reader, to believe in it and only then 
can it succeed and put the other 
platforms into true perspective. 

Mark Smiddy 

SS A 

one, although fast, stil! retains the 
ancient and outdated looks of the 
original version along with many of the 
old bugs. Maxiplan has a long way to go 
before it can think about competing with 
Pro Calc. 

Best Database: 
Superbase Professional 4 

I am a little dubious to award the 
crown of best database to anything as 
things stand right now. Since Oxxi-Aegis 
took over development of Superbase 
they have been slow to the point of being 
laggard in distributing upgrades and bug 
fixes to registered users. 

What has happened to the much 
rumoured Superbase Personal 4 which is 
supposed to have the form designing 
facilities of Professional 4, but with the 
DML (programming language) removed; 
and what about the run-time module and 
LAN versions? 

All these are supposed to be out in 
America but there seems to be no sign 
of them this side of the pond. For 
general purpose use you can't do much 
better than Superbase Personal 2 which 
is still readily available. 

Best Integrated System: 
Gold Disk Office 2 

It never ceases to amaze me, Digita 
has not released something to fill this 
category- especially since the company 
has come on so far in the last couple of 
years. Euro press Software made a stab 
in the right direction with Mini Office, but 
the price matching of The Works 
Platinum knocked that clean of its perch. 
The top of this category must, therefore, 
go to Gold Disk. Office 2 is a collection 
of five better than average modules 
which go to make up a value-for-money 
office kit. 

WARDS 

Just a few short years ago, 
anyone in possession of a hard 
disk was considered to be {a) 

an elitist (b) very rich or (c) both. 
These days nothing can be further 
from the truth. Hard disks are no 
longer the preserve of wealthy 
enthusiasts, but an essential 
commodity for today's Amiga. 

I'm not about to suggest 
everyone can afford a hard drive, but 
it should be considered instead of 
printer or a couple of extra floppies. 
The choice rather depends on what 
you use the machine for, but a hard 
disk transforms the Amiga into a 
completely different machine. 
Consider this: it is almost impossible 
to sell a PC clone without a hard 
drive! 

Amiga Shopper award for Technical 
Excellence: GVP HD8+ 

What can I say about this classic 
machine? Despite being a SCSI 
device, it is still one of the fastest 
A500 hard drives around- GVP mated 
one of the fastest widely available 
hard disks around with some of their 

own technology. The DMA-based 
design dumps bytes into memory 
without any processor intervention- 
so the faster the controller can read 
(or write) the hard disk, the faster 
overall the machine will be. Speed is 
not the only thing in GVP's favour 
though- it looks like it was designed 
by Gigaro and mates perfectly with 
the A500 casing. A design often 
copied, but never equalled by anyone 
else. 

Amiga Shopper Award for 
Innovation: GVP A530 

There is little to fault the A530. 
On specifications alone it is a superb 
machine which combines all the best 
expansions: hard disk, RAM, 
accelerator and PC-emulation "in one 
handy bottle" to use a totally 
unrelated advertising clich. The 530 
blends a brilliantly engineered hard 
disk sub-system with a tremendously 
fast (40MHz) 68030, This sort of 
computing power takes a humble 
A500 to almost twice the speed of 
an A3O00. Using this sort of 
performance, the otherwise sluggish 

GVP's HD8+ is one of the fastest SCSI hard drives around for the A500. Its 
DMA-based design means it can bypass your Amiga's central processor and 
thereby ramp up throughput. It also looks pretty neat too.. 
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AT-Once board should perform quite 
well tool When I see products such 
as this one- and took at the PCMCIA 
slot residing on an A1200 1 could 
almost cry I 

The No via 20: - (CD's compact, 
Internal hard drive for the A500 

Amiga Shopper Award for Technical 
Excellence: GVP G-Force 

If the A530 made your jaw hang 
longingly in your beer, the latest 
combo board for A1500 and higher 
machines will be a shockl 

The G-Force 33Mhz 68040 out- 
performs the A300Q by a factor of 
four it can even be expanded to 
16Mb of Fast RAM. 

Of course, this sort of kit does 
not come cheap- but if you need 
ultimate performance it certainly 
appears GVP are setting the future 
trends. 

Expect to pay around £2000 for 
a fully configured system with 4Mb of 
32-bit RAM. 

And of course, the same people 
offer a range of lower performing 
systems to suit most pockets- and 
all these are subject to the same 
commendation. 

To date 1 have not seen one of 
these latest GVPs running but my 
conclusion and recommendation is 
based on the company's excellent 
previous performance. 

Amiga Shopper Award For 
Innovation: I CD No via 

What can you say about a hard 
drive that's small enough to fit inside 
the case of an A500 complete with 

it's interface and doesn't require 
removal of the internal floppy? Wow! 
Amazing! 1 don't belteve it[ 1CD 
specialise in cost effective micro 
technology, and J would argue 
Commodore borrowed the idea when 
they designed the A600HD. 

The Novla is not necessarily the 
best thing since sliced breadr but it 
solves the space problem in an 
interesting way. 

Amiga Shopper Budget Bronze 
Award: Roc tec RocHard 

Quite a few people blew 
raspberries at Roctec when the 
interestingly named RocHard finally 
hit the streets- the first units only 
accepted certain IDE drives while at 
the time everyone was thinking in 
SCSI terms. 

Roctec had already thought of 
this and provided SCSI as a user 
upgrade. 

Early units were fraught with 
problems thanks to some minor 
design howlers, exploding power 
supplies and a below average 
formatting software but these have 
finally been sorted out. 

The RocHard stands above the 
GVP HDS+ in some respects 
because it accepts standard, widely 
available 1Mb x Sbit and 1Mb x 9bit 
StMM modules. (The GVP systems 
only accept 1Mb x 8/9bit or 
proprietary GVP 4Mb SIMMS.) 

Also, thanks to its non-DMA 
design the RocHard can be used as 
a memory expansion or just switched 
off altogether. 

it is interesting to note Roctec hs 
thinking with this design, since 
Commodore selected the very same 
IDE interface for the A600 and 
A4000 machines, 

RocHard may not be the 
mainstream, GVP-bashing, device 
Roctec had hoped for but remains a 
good enthusiasts choice, 

Mark Smlddy 

Roctec's RocHard provides a budget-conscious alternative to the GVP range 
of hard drives offering fast IDE capability and easy memory upgrading. As it's 
not DMA , the RocHard can be also used solely as a memory expansion 

WARDS 

emember the sales blurb 
E9R that came with your 

k machine about all the 
^H^^expansion potential it 
offers and wondering why you 
believed all the sales blurb? 
The Am iga is one of the most 
expandable micro computers ever 
built- here is just a small selection 
of the best of what is currently on 
offer. 

Amiga Shopper Award For 
Innovation: KCS Power PC Board 

It is difficult to characterise the 
KCS device exactly, but no company 
can be adjudged to have put as 
much effort in adapting their 
hardware for different platforms. At 
the time of writing the KCS Power PC 
board is available for all Amiga 
models except the long-discontinued 
A1000 and A1200. Since Krijn Kolff 
was seen leaving the Future 
Entertainment Show with an A1200 
under his arm, I expect that little 
failing wtlJ soon be remedied- 
probably before you read this. 

Installing the Power board on 
A500 machines couldn't be simpler- 
just pop it in the trapdoor expansion 
slot and boot the software. On the 
latest models such as the A600 (and 
A1200 I expect) the Powerboard is 
sited below the machine in a custom 
case. For larger models, the board 
fits into a separate expansion 
adapter so it can fit into one of the 
Zorro slots, The Powerboard1 s only 
downfall is that Ft does not comply to 
the bridgeboard standard, and 
therefore, cannot access external PC 
cards such as VGA adapters- all of 
this has to be addressed in software. 

Amiga Shopper Award for 
Innovation: SwKchsoft Expansion 

In the halcyon days of the BBC 
micro, experimental expansion was 
the thing to do- with such things as 
robots, wind speed and pH 
(acidity/alkalinity) measuring gear 
almost commonplace. It's strange to 
think then why developers have been 
so slow to harness the Amiga's 
undeniable power. 

All that is set to change now as 
North East-based, Switch soft have 
developed a range of interfacing 
projects for the machine. The basic 

unit, costing under 30 quid, provides 
up to 13 digital inputs and digital 11 
outputs plus two analogue inputs. 
These can be interfaced to your own 
projects with the software supplied, 
or to a variety of devices including a 
robot, mains control unit and multi- 
project experimenters kit. The 
obvious place for these would be in 
education, but they are also 
invaluable for the enthusiast who 
feels lost without his 'good ol 
Beeb". 

Amiga Shopper Award for Technical 
Excellence: Roctec RocJite 

Roctec was the first company to 
recognise people wanted more from 
a floppy disk drive than a slot to put 
a disk in- so they produced (to use 
another tired cliche) the incredibly 
sexy Roclite. Roctec solved the 
problem of ugly casings with a 
custom cast, anodised aluminium 
affair which fits a super-slim Citizen 
drive like a glove. The interface 
electronics fit neatly the back and 
connect to the Amiga via a custom 
moulded plug, 

The overall effect is so artistic, I 
fully expect the drive to appear in an 
exhibition at the Tate. The latest 
version comes with an anti-click and 
switch able anti-bootblock virus 
protection and is available in matte 
black or ivory colour schemes. 
Roctec■ s best design to date by far. 

Amiga Shopper Award for Technical 
Excellence: Pheonix A600 RAM 

Internal RAM expansions may 
come and go, but the Pheonix one 
(which sadly escaped our last RAM 
round up) has got to be one of the 
best around. Very little can be written 
about this little board- apart from it 
offers A600 users the option to 
expand to a full 2Mb CHIP- and it 
has been built with technical 
expertise that puts others to shame. 
Enough said, 

Amiga Shopper Award for Technical 
Excellence: Cortex 8Mb 

Although not the best looking 
RAM expansion for A500 and A1000 
machines, Cortex is the only one I 
feel confident to recommend. From 
the outside the steel box takes the 
biscuit for being square (in fact it 
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looks fike a biscuit tin). But just open 
the box and take a look inside at this 
fine piece of engineering. The Cortex 
unit is simple to expand with 1Mb 
SIMMs and a thro ugh port provides 
for an external hard drive or other 
Autoconfig device. If everything was 
constructed with as much care as 
this little gadget the world of 
computers would be a lot more 
reliable to work in. 

Amiga Shopper Award for Technical 
Excellence: ICD Flicker Free Video 

If one thing is a real problem on 
the Amiga it's the flickering of 
interlaced screen modes, Fixing this 
is not a real problem if you have a 
larger Amiga and plenty of money to 
throw away on a special video card 
with a multi-sync monitor. The card 
solution is a problem on the A500 
machines- because Commodore did 
not provide such an interface, but 
ICD have somehow managed to 
squeeze a large amount of RAM and 
all the scan doubling hardware on a 
little board that fits inside an A500! 
You'll still need a special monitor but 
it's worth it if CAD is your scene and 
you don't want to invest in a bigger 
machine. 

Technically excellent: ihe Cortex 
8Mb RAM expansion card 

Amiga Shopper Award for 
Innovation: Omega Sound 
Enhancer* 

This is a cheeky little gadget- 
and if I could give a category for 
impudence, this would win! The 
Amiga's sound is no longer its best 
feature, but it can be improved and 
this is exactly what the Sound 
Enhancer+ does. It isn't some high- 
flouting piece of hi-tech sampling 
hardware, nor is it some plug-in card 
(like the infamous PC soundblaster). 
Sound Enhancer is like the loudness 
control on most low-cost hi-fi 
systems. 

The idea is based on the sound 
(groan) theory that the human ear 
has an uneven response across its 
frequency range- about 20Hz to 
20KHz in a child, falling to lOKhz or 
less in later life, Sound Enhancer 
capitalises on the fact the Amiga- 
and most amplifiers- cannot 
equalise the relative loudness of 
these frequencies (they are ail 
produced at more or less the same 
volume) and boosts them for you. 
The result has to be heard to be 
believed. Sure, it's cheeky, but it 
works- all congratulations to Omega 
for thinking of it. 

Mark Smlddy 

. AWARDS 

Yes folks it's our end of 
year Amiga Shopper 
award time again and on 
the MIDI/music front 

here are the results... 

Music Package of the Year - 
SuperJAM 
The Amiga had a slow start in the 
MIDI/music world but whilst it is now 
clear that the quality of Amiga 
MIDI/music software is improving 
there is no doubt that there is still a 
significant gap between the quality of 
the software available on the Amiga 
and that available to ST/PC and 
Apple Macintosh users. 

Last year however a program did 
appear on the Amiga that caused a 
sensation because it was actually 
better than offerings available on the 
Atari ST - it was of course Blue 
Ribbon Soundwork's brilliantly 
programmed SuperJAM package, 

This music composition program 
can work out drum patterns, bass 
parts and piano/keyboard backing 
(complete with fills and variations) 
for a whole band using a particular 
style and then play it using either the 
Amiga1 s internal voices or via MIDI. 

SuperJAM gets our 'Music 
Package of the Year' for four 
reasons. 

Firstly, it is an extremely 
innovative package that not only 
does what it is supposed to but 
shows the advantages of the 
Amiga's multi-tasking and multi- 
windowing environment to the full. 

Secondly, it is a program which 
can be used to good effect by almost 
anyone - SuperJAM can turn non- 
musicians into musicians, poor 
musicians into good musicians, and 
because it can save time it even 
appeals to professional musicians. 

Thirdly, it is flexible - the 
program has been designed so that 
either the Amiga keyboard or an 
external MIDI keyboard (or both) can 
be used to enter data and since it 
can use internal sounds and/or MIDI 
anyone can use it regardless of their 
a vai lable music hard w a re. 

And lastly, but by no means 
least, SuperJAM showed that there's 
no reason why music-wise the Amiga 
can t knock hell out of the ST! 

Of course there were many other 

things about SuperJAM that we liked. 
ARexx support, Bars & Pipes 
sequencer integration, and a host of 
other musical and technical goodies 
all led us to the opinion that this had 
to be the music product of the year. 

Best Music Buy of the Year - 
OctaMED Professional 
With a price tag of only £22.50, or 
£12.50 if you were upgrading from 
the earlier OctaMED V2, OctaMED 
Professional had an almost unfair 
advantage over other commercial 
MIDI/music offerings in this 'Best 
Buy' award category. 

Tracking, ie composing and 
creating sample based songs for 
playing via the Amiga's sound chips, 
is one of the oldest of the Amiga's 
music areas and this program, 
although almost completely re-written 
since early Amiga days, did of course 
have its roots in MED the Music 
EDitor program. 

Nowadays the program has 
grown almost out of recognition 
although it still uses the basic 
tracker' approach which allows 
songs to be created by defining and 
linking smaller blocks of music. 

However you are not limited to 
just the original MED Block Editor 

style of data entry. An alternative 
approach is the Graphic Notation 
editor which lets you enter, edit, play 
and print music using stave notation, 

The editor functions superbly and 
of course having entered music in 
conventional note form you can 
switch to the block editor to add any 
special commands that might be 
needed. In addition to this there is a 
Synthetic sound editor and a sample 
editor and there's no doubt that 
having a sample editor available is a 
big plus for the new program 
because it allows you to remap 
sample frequencies and do all the 
usual types of ranged 
cutting/copying and paste editing 
without ever leaving the OctaMED 
Pro fess ionaf en vi ro n m ent. 

It also allows you to collect 
samples from any standard parallel- 
port sampling hardware. One other 
editor, the Sample List editor, is also 
available for storing details of 
instrument names and locations. In 
addition to all this you also get 
things like the OctaMEDPiayer 
program. 

OctaMED Pro has some good 
documentation on disk (which 
includes quite a lot of information for 
programmers) but there is now also 
a pri nted use r-gu i de ava ilabte. 

Quite simply there's nothing to 
beat it on price and it is heartily 
recommended it to anyone who 
needs a decent tracker! 

Best 8-bit Sampler Package - 
Audio Engineer Plus 
There is still nothing to touch this 
Ramscan/GSOFT offering and it is 
generally acknowledged to be the 
best 8-bit Amiga sampler package 
available at the current time. 

Unfortunately it is also the most 
expensive. The stereo digitizing unit 
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Blue Ribbon Soundworks' SuperJam - the brilliant music composition program 
that Is extremely easy to use, yet very powerful, and which wins Music 
Product of the year. With ARexx and sequencer support H's also knocked 
spots of the ST's custom music software. 
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...in Word Processing with Perfect Printing 

rora the makers of Pen Pal comes a 
brand new, unique WYSIWYG Word 
Processing package, that's simply the 
only choice for those who demand the 

| most from their Amiga. 

Final Copy H is not only the Amiga's most powerful 
Word Processor with every feature you'd expect 
- plus many more found normally in DIP packages - 
but also the only Word Processor that gives superb 
scaleable outline fonts from any Amiga - even 13\ 
Imagine outputting to your printers highest resolution, 
with almost Postscript™ laser perfection - no matter 
which printer you may have. Even with a simple 
nine pin dot matrix you'll get perfect 
printing* from Final Copy's 
20 smooth outline typeiaces 
that are included! 

it** 

With its pmer$& new feature^ tfwif'j no better Word ftvcessorfPuMsker 
forytTur Amiga You'U quiddy realise the benefit whkk were once the exclusive 

preserve of the Moctrmxsh™ md other high end publishing systems. 

x primer with normal Word Processor 

With multiple newspaper 
style columns and integrated 

drawing tools - for boxes, borders, 
squares, lines at any angle, ovals, circles, 

arrows etc,, plus colour text, along with many 
other fonnatting tools - yoiF dements will look 
and read just as you want them to. 
Final Copy II includes a 110,000 word British- 
English Collins Proximity Spelling Detector & 
Corrector, to help typing errors become a thing of 
the past, along with an 826,000 synonym 
Thesaurus, for that extra irapiratioa 

final Copy E is so easy to learn and use, that 
i you'll become an accomplished author in no 
i' time at all - but if you need extra help you're 

not on your own as our support hotline is there 
for all UK version users. Look out for the UK 

logo on the box! 
Word Processor     -^^^M^H ^ ^^^^^ti 

...Final Couvn 

X     »/   Only £99-95 
ible with... FROM ALL GOOD SOFTWARE DEALERS 

Amiga-A500/600/600HD/1500/2000/3000, 
System requirements.,, wan of 1Mb. RAM and two Floppies 
or a Hard Disk Drive [A600HD requires at least L5MbJ. 
*Any Workbench supported graphic printer, coJour or mono, 
including,.. Citizen l20Dt I24D, 224, Swift W24, 
Star UCtO, 20. 200, 24-200, and XB Series; Canon BJlOex; 
HP [nk/Paimjet; Postscript™ devices and many more 

rade Distribution by.. 

* CentresoMBD ♦ KB Marketing ♦ Leisure soft ♦ 
♦ Meridian Distribution ♦ SDUPradis ♦ 

Dealers... Please call Harwoods for your supply of leaflets 
and mcJuskKi in the list of stockists we provide to customers 

United Kingdom version imported A supjwned Ipu 

GORDON 

Gordon Harwood Computers * Mew Street * Alftelon 
Derbyshbc ■ DE55 7BP • Telephone; 0773 836781 

inal Copy II encompasses a whole range of other advanced features, here's just a selection: 

♦ Uses the latest Workbench 2 Style interface on all Amigas ♦ On screen command ribbon controls (format your 
document with the simple touch of a button) ♦ 25% to 400% editable page reduction and magnification command   ^ ^ 
♦ Tide page, master pages & style sheets ♦ Right/left pages with binding offset ♦ Open multiple st^<$^J\ 
documents ♦ Fast mouse document panning and zoonVun-zoom ♦ External and internal mail     ^ A 

merging#Cut,copyandpaste^Searchandreplace40nscreenmaths4 Auto-hyphenation   ^ <d&ffi> 
♦ Import resize and crop IFF, HAM and 24Bit JLBM graphics and auto-flow text    ^fi^ . 
around them ♦ Text over graphics ♦ Outline fonts on all Amiga screens, and any      ^t^0^^^ ^ 
nori-Postscript™orPostscript1\ompatibieprinter44r»intupto300point y-QO$V 

C° 
[over 4" high] smooth text rmnung ♦ Text leading and spacing rt1 

controls ♦ Condensed and expanded characters ♦ Positive 
and negative obliquing ♦ Background printing, 
allowing simultaneous editing & printing of two 
or more documents ♦ Fast proof printing 
facility ♦ Comprehensive range of \^ 
additional attractive font 
volumes available. 
E.AO.E. ^ 

1ft A& 



P   D AWARDS 

includes two separate, and. fast, A/D 
(analogue to digital) converters and 
the hardware, which is capable of 
sampling rates in excess of 3D0K 
samples per second. 

It also contains switchable 
microphone and line inputs, signal 
level adjustment, and printer switch- 
thru connections. Audio Engineer 
Pius is the 8-bit sampler by which all 
other 8-bit Amiga samplers are 
judged! 

Audio Engineer it incidentally, the 
software provided with Audio 
Engineer Plus, gets its own award... 

Best 8-bit Sampling Software - 
Aegis Audio Master IV and Audio 
Engineer II 
This award is shared simply because 
Ramscans Audio Engineer it is 
essentially the same package as 
Aegis's AudioMaster IV. 

It is a brilliant piece of sample 
recording and editing software, 

As well as offering all the usual 
editing, resampling, and effect- 
creation options provides all sorts of 
other goodies including time- 
stretching and time-compression, 
and software-filter based frequency 
cut and boosting facilities. 

Best Amiga Music news of the Year 
- Mlcrodeal's Clarity 16 
Jumping the gun? Yes, but why not - 
8-bit sampling resolution has limited 
the interest in Amiga sound sampling 
for long enough and the prospect of 
'affordable' 16-bit sampling has got 
to be something to shout about. 

r..1 71 

is- 
hi 

i ^ 

OctaMED Professional - at only 
£22.50 it's got to be one of the best 
value music products ever released. 
Tracking and sequencing samples 
has never been easier 

Clarity 16 is the first low cost 
hardware+software stereo 16-bit 
sampler to be produced for the 
Amiga - it will probably be available 
by the time you read this and it is 
going to provide a 16 bit system that 
can sample at up to CD rates - an 
impressive 44.1 KHz. The software 
will convert between 8-bit and 16-bit 
formats (using SSVX, AtFF and AVR 
formats as far as we can tell) so you 
will still have IFF S-bit support as well 
as some new 16-bit file formats. 

Samples will be able to be 
played both through the stereo 16 bit 
cartridge output or through the 
Amiga's standard output channels 
and the hardware will include an 
integral MIDI interface. 

Paul 0 vera a 

The last year or so has seen 
some great PD- and some 
real turkeys, too. Since I 
started doing the Amiga 

Shopper PD World column in March, 
I've looked at well over 100 
programs in depth, and {with a few 
exceptions) they've all had their 
good points. But some have really 
stood out; on this page are some of 
my personal favourites, in no 
particular order. 

TOOLSDEAMON 1.0 
By Nico Francois 
Fish Disk 561, supplied by Unique 
Computing 
Nico is a familiar person on the 
Amiga shareware and {more often) 
freeware scene- at times it seems 
that virtually every Fred Fish disk 
released features something by him. 
Tootsdeamon is a really nifty little 
utility which allows you to add 
program names to the Tools menu in 
Workbench 2.0; just select the name 
and the program automatically 
launches. Adding program names is 
as simple as just dropping an icon 
on to the ToolsPrefs window, which 
automatically generates the 
commands needed to run the 
program. 

TERM 2,0 
By Olaf Sarthel 
Fish Disk 534, supplied by Unique 
Computing 
This gtftware program (send him a 
gift if you like it) is great. Although 
many Amiga users have stuck with 
NCorrtm, the most popular Amiga 
comms package, Term outstrips it in 
terms (no pun intended) of looks and 
features. It requires Workbench 2,0, 
and supports ARexx, any Amiga 
screen mode and any transfer 
protocol libraries which you have 
installed (it comes with things like 
XModem, ZModem and Kermit 
supplied)* It will even narrate your 
session for you, using the Amiga's 
speech synthesis feature. 

TEXT PLUS 
By Martin Steppler 
PDSoft disk V261 
In May I took a look at three of the 
best PD and shareware word 

| processors available, and Text Plus 

was easily my favourite. It's a 
shareware program, with a £15 fee- 
for which you get a registered version 
which doesn't have annoying 
requesters appearing all the timet 
telling you that it's shareware. 

Text Pius really does rival 
commercial word processors on 
many counts; its list of features goes 
on forever, and it has a really 
inpressive user interface- it looks 
like Martin has been studying the 
Mac, because a lot of the requesters 
look mighty familiar to a Mac user. 

CASS 1.1 
By Jorn Clausen 
Fish Disk 579, supplied by Unique 
Computing 
Cass is one of those little programs 
that you find yourself using time after 
time. It performs a simple function: 
to print cassette labels. Nowf I don't 
for a minute want you to think that I 
go around taping CDs- after all, 
Home Taping Is Killing Music. 

However, for those 90 minute 
records of bird noises in the garden, 
neighbours having rows and so on 
that I record, Cass is invaluable. 

MAGNETIC PAGES 1,30 
By Mark Gladding 
POSoft disk V688 
Anyone who is considering creating a 
disk magazine should immediately 
get themselves a registered copy of 
the shareware Magnetic Pages, It's a 
full disk mag creation package, and 
I'm astounded that more disk mags 
aren't using it 

It is based on the concept of 
electronic pages, and allows text and 
graphics and sound to be 
incorporated on any page, along with 
buttons to branch to other pages, 
PowerPacker can be used, so you 
can fit more on a disk, and things 
like page colour, text and text box 
colour, drop shadows and borders 
are all totally under your control. 
MED and SoundTracker are both 
supported, so you'll have no problem 
incorporating music into your mag. 

FILEM1NDER 
By Joel Swank 
PDSoft disk V573 
This $10 shareware program is the 
nearest thing to XTree for the Amiga. 

XTree is a famous PC disk navigation 
utility from the days when Windows 
was just a glimmer in Bill Gates' 
wallet, and is well loved by all whoTve 
used it Although FHeMinder ls 
obviously different in some ways (we 
wouldn't want any nasty copyright 
lawsuits, now would we) it is easy to 
use, and makes finding files and 
moving them about a dream. It has 
its limitations- there's no facility to 
view IFF graphics, although you can 
view text files- but that's not the 
point. The point is that everyone with 
a hard disk should have a copy of 
this program, 

LHA 
By Stefan Boberg 
Various suppliers 
OK, so file compression utilities 
aren't the most exciting things in the 
world, But they are certainly 
necessary- as anyone who's 
downloaded a non-compressed file 
from a bulletin board will tell you. 
Although not the most widely used 
program (an accolade which goes to 
the older LHArc), it's by far the 
fastest compression utility that I've 
come across- and, in fact, it can be 
persuaded to produce LHArc- 
compatible files if you can master its 
rather complex command syntax. 

THE A64 PACKAGE 
By Cliff Dugan 
Fish Disk 555, supplied by Unique 
Computing 
If you've upgraded from a 
Commodore C64 to the Amiga, or if 
you're nostalgic for the bygone days 
of computing, this one s an absolute 
'must have7. 

It's a superb C64 emulator, 
which provides an almost exact copy 
of the real thing on your Amiga. And 
registered users (the registration fee 
is about $45) receive a hardware 
interface which allows you to use 
your C64Ts disk drive and printer- 
and software which dumps the C64s 
ROM to floppy, so that you are 
guaranteed 100 per cent 
compatibility. 

THE ELECTRONIC BABY 
BOOK 
By Unda Uillle 
PDSoft disk V65B 
I just had to include this one- not 
because it1s great, but because it is 
probably the naffest shareware 
program of the year. 

In it, you can record every 
nauseating detail of your nipper's 
growth to spotty adolescence, and 
embarrass them by not only telling 
boy/girlfriends all about their 
formative years, but also by proving 
that you're a complete nerd and have 
kept all the details on a (by then) 
completely outdated computer. It's 
unbelievably tacky. 

Ian Wrlgley 
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WE MAY BE NEW IN TOWN 

BUT WE'RE NOT NEW TO THE BUSINESS 

\ FTER SALES SERVICE 

l\TO NONSENSE 
^ ^TECHNICAL ADVICE 

1 INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. 
1 £USTOMERS COME FIRST 

QANDAAL 
Amiga A500 Cartoon Classics Pack 
(lMb + Games Pack! JE69.no 
A60D .£269.00 
A600 + 20Mb HD JA25M 
A600 Wicked Pack  
(for 2Mb on above computers please add £40) 
Amiga A1200 POA 
Amiga A1400 POA 
AI500 {Home Accounts Pack) £5&M 
£2000 POA. 
A300G POA. 
A570CDTV Drive £&9M 

______ 

Novia 60S internal hard disk .£349.00 
tfwfaSSi .£449.00 
AdSpeed ,£12$M 
Flicker Free Video 2 £169.00 

Please phone for other ICD 
products 

DESIGN 

Citizen 120+ D  „ ,_£109.00 
£179.00 

Citizen Swift 24E Colour  „ ..JE239.00 
Citizen Swift 9 136 Column   POA, 
Citizen Swift 240 Colour .. JE279.00 
Canon BJI0 ex  .-£205.00 
Canon BJ20 <   jmSM 
Canon BJ33G  JE499.00 
Panasonic 1123  £175.00 
Panasonic 2180 Colour  JEl&OO 
HP DeskJet Colour   £499.00 
HP LaserJet III & HIP   POA 

Please phone for any printers not listed 

MEMORY 

A500 
512k 4 chip with clock,  H£23.95 
512k 4 chip no clock  XI 8.95 
Lip to 8Mb plugs into sidtr port. 

Full thru1 port. Also for A500+ 
2Mb  , XI 19.95 
4Mb  ,-£179.95 
6Mb  JE239.95 
HMb  £299,95 

A500+ 
1Mb upgrades A500+ to 2Mb  X39.95 

A600 
 X49.00 

1Mb no clock   X45.00 

A1500, A2000 
Memory master, up in rtMb voted best quality. 

Uses 1x4 Zip Ram. 
2Mb J-129.00 
4Mb X189.0U 
6Mb JE249.00 
8Mb X'il9.O0 

X8.99 
Deluxe Paint 4  ...IS$.W 
X-Cad 2000  .£89.00 
X-Cad 3000  .£229,00 

.£99,00 
Pro Draw 3  

WP/DTP 
Kindwords 3 » „.ti„. 
Pen Pal  , ,£44,00 

,,£79.00 
Pro Page 3  Rmoo 
Pacesetter  £129,00 

POA. 
Home Accounts 2  £i4.0t) 

PROGRAMMING 
.£29.00 

Dev Pack 3  moo 
System 3  , X39.00 
Lattice C 5.1  ;J&15$<00 
Quarter Back  XJ4.00 
Super base Pro  POA. 

-£69.00 

EDUCATIONAL 
English, French, German & Spanish 
Vocabulary and Grammar  each £21.95 
History t & 2  each £21.95 
British Politics  .£24.95 
Cnmnaraliv* Pnlitu's  

DAATA SCAN VRO  
ALFASCAN PLUS with OCR -£199,00 
ALFASCAN  .-£114.95 

3 Button track ball £29,93 
290dpi Replacement Mouse £tL\U5 
300dpi Optical Mouse 429,95 
Optical Pen Mouse £34.95 
Budget Replacement Mouse JE9.99 

Philips 8833 mk2 £199.00 
Multisync monitor £349,00 
Goldstar TV/monitor £195,00 

HARD DRIVES 
GVP A530 with 40MHz accelerator and 

optional maths co-processor 
52Mb M$M 
120Mb £795.00 
240Mb £1029.00 
CO-Processor kit POA. 

PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS OF 
OTHER CVP PRODUCTS 

Top quality 400 dpi scanner ideal for scanning 
photos and line art for use in DTP newslet- 
ters, reports and brochures. 

NEW!! 
V3.0 COLOUR SOFTWARE 
Supplied with the latest version of the 
DaalaScan Professional software. 

:—ispsi 

PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS OF 
OUR A4 FLATBED SCANNERS 

Kickstart switch £14.95 
Boot selector switch .£9.95 
A500 original PSU JE34.95 
Auto joystick/Mouse switcher £12.95 
IMbSimms... £25.00 
1x4 Zip foam , £13.95 
10HD35"Maxel disks £15.00 
10 DSDD 3,5" Maxel disks £6.95 
100's of leads and cables can be made. 

Please phone 

Blitz Amiga X23.99 
Cenitizer Graphics Tablet £129.00 
A500 Dual Port Expander £19,00 
Action Replay 3 JG59.00 
JOYSTICKS 
Full range stocked including: 
Megastar Junior X14.99 
Top Star JE19.99 
Super Star £10.99 
Foot Pedal Controller £22.99 
Manta Ray .£9.99 

Ait prices include VAT and are subject 
to change. Specifications are subject to 
change without notice. Please enquire 

about p & p with your order. 

FEATURES 
Real-time scanning display, 
Image size limited only by memory. 
Save in tiie popular IFF file format. 
Crop, rotate, Hip, resize, lighten, darken. 
16 colour palette from 4096 colours, 
Variable zoom & edit facility. 
Full drawing tools - box, line, circle, test. 

COMPLETE PACKAGE £89,95 
Version 3 software upgrade* £20 
Pandaal Interface/software upgrade £40 

Record and mix sounds front a walkman, CD 
player, or extract samples from games, 
• True stereo sound sampling cartridge. 
• Sou n d record i n g and m ixi ng s< iftware. 
• Stunning real-time effects. 
• Song and MIDI sample sequencers. 
FRKL siKur;u U;AD      ONLY £29.95 

The UK's newest Amiga store is conveniently located in central London sandwiched between London Kings 
Cross, Euston main line and tube stations and Russell Sq, Holborn and Tottenham Court Road tube stations, 

making us easy to reach from almost every corner of the country. Alternatively you can order from the comfort 
of your arm chair, just pick up the phone and speak to our experienced safes/technical staff for 

satisfaction guaranteed. Government and Educational orders welcome. 

ANTIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

56 TAVISTOCK PLACE LONDON WC1H 9RG 

TEL 071 278 7602   FAX 071 837 9024 



WWLABLEWUMITED 
QUANTITIES 

Phone ujjordgaila. 

latest 

AMIGA technolog 

acknowledged expe 

FLOPPY 
DISK DRIVE VERSION 

Available as either... 

Pack with Deluxe Paint III 

and a MYSTERY game 

But only whilst stocks .last 

at .us: .J |io> 
I2691 

FLOPPY 
DISK DRIVE VERSION 

WITH A NEW... B 

MMMSHJ SOFTWAREg 

PUSHOVER 

♦SILLY PUTTY* 

PROSE GRAND PRIX 

•DELUXE PAiNT lli- 

kin 

0 £319! 

AMIGA® 
Oft UADnW 

HARD DRIVE VERSION 

WITH A NEW... B 
IJHilim SOFTWARE | 

EPiC  'MYTH' ROME 
•DELUXE PAINT III- 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT TRIPLE LANGUAGE VERSION [Frtfifli. torn**, Enflllih] 
MULT I LANGUAGE 

■DICTIONARY' 
AM'IGATEXT WORD 

PROCESSOR 
at only... 

£459- 

All Harwoods new A600's are United Kingdom specification 

and include the following features... 

1Mb. Disk Drive, 1Mb. RAM, 4096 Colours, 

Integral TV Modulator, Mouse, Workbench 

Disks, Manuals, PLUS all Leads ■ AND... 

FREE 1 YEARS TN HOME SERVICE' 

EXCLUSIVE! 

i<3 vC v>.v J> 
HOLD SPECIAL EDITION 

dA D D  our great 
GROWER PLAY PACK 

your order for onl 
t o 

£49 

you get:A Superb High Duality 
Mkroswttched Competition Pro 
5000 Joystick * 10 Essential 3,5* 
Blank Disks-Disk Storage Box* 
Tailored A6G0 Dust Cover and a High Quality^ 
Mat to enhance accuracy & protect your mouse ^3 
PLUS THE NEW MEGA-RELEASE GAME...ZOOLI ■ 
and a FANTASTIC selection of TWENTY more great games; la 

THESE TITLES ARE NOT PD BUT FULL PROFESSIQNALGAMES WHICH 
ORIGINALLY SOLD FOR PRICES OF BETWEEN £20 TO £30111 ^— 

Xenon 2 Megablast * Pinball Dreams * TV Sports Football ■ 
Hostages ■ Jumping Jackson * Striker * Bubble Plus *TiniTin on ^» 
the Moon * Bloodwych • Stir Crazy * Krypton Egg 1 Skychase 
Eliminator * Purple Saturn Day * Safari Guns > Lombard RAC 
RallyCaptain Blood'Strike Force Harrier'Lancaster3 Sky Fox 11% ■ 

AND.Transwrite - Word Processor for the Amiga 
With ALL THIS you won't need to buy anything more for ages! 

why not buy your Amiga A600 with 
a FULL 2Mb, for just £39.95 extra 

and 

POWER-PRO 

^ULTIMATE 

^ENTERTAINMENT 

professional 

<^v   Amiga 600HD 
with 20Mb Hard 

p.   Drive & 2Mb RAM 

Q> Philips CM8833/II* 
^ Stereo Colour Monitor 

*0 and a new Swift 200* 
f—■< Colour 24pin Printer 

Including a complete set 
3  of 3 tailored dust covers 

*Replaca the CM8833 with a 
Philips Monitor TV for only 

r*0 £39.95 extra. 
r^    tPrefer an alternative 

printer? Simply pick 
^jh>   another one & pay 

, V A     the difference 
I AND.,.      /f^ [seepages] 

NEW Final \AK 

Copy It.,.The VT^ 
Best Amiga Word 
Processor/Publisher 

j Superbase, database 

Superplan, spreadsheet ^ 

Deluxe Paint ill, Amiga j-r-j 
Text, Multi Language ^ 

| Trivial Pursuit & Dictionary ^ 
(French, German, English), ^ 

| Three Great Games  ^ 
Epic, Myth and Rome, ^ 
Why not add our ^ 

jPowerpIay 
[Pack to your 
order! * 

If you want a 
DIFFERENT SIZE 
hard drive simply 
ask for the price! 

^Finance Facilities Available, 
please contact us for your personal information pack. 



1500§ TWIN FLOPPY DRIVES 

MATE ST 

■^workbench 
fMHy E R S I 0 N 

2 OPERATING! 
But more than an 
ordinary 1500... 

THE SPECIFICATION: 

Fitted with a 120Mb. 
GVP Hard Drive 

Twin 3.5" Floppies 

3Mb RAM INSTALLED 

PLUS SOME GREAT 
SOFTWARE... 

•T o k i*  -Elf* -Puzznie* 
•Home Accounts* 

■Deluxe Paint III* 
■The Works* 

and the book 
GET THE MOST 
OUT OF YOUR 
AMIGA 1992 

£999 
Phone (or prices on 
other spec. A1 5 0 01s 

J\MIGADO 

3000 

AM I G A 

MULTIMEDIA AT HOME 
H E NEW T 

C D T V M 
PACKAGE 

AMIGA 
U L T I M E D I A 
HAS   THE LOT 

INCLUDING 
CDTV Player, Keyboard, Infra- 

Red Mouse, 3.5" Disk Drive, 
Workbench Disks, Welcome CD, 

and Remote Controller 
LIX> 

£479^ INC VAT 

a  ■ A MIG A S  
£ A500 1/2Mb £29.95     A500+ 1Mb £39.951 
Q A600 1Mb £44.95 

All RAM expansions inc. Battery Backed Real Time Clock 
==  SIMMS FOR GVP'S  
a_ HC8 & HDB Drives add RAM in 2Mb. incrementsts 
=> IMbSimm £22.95     4MbSimm £89.95 

32-Bit SIMM for GVP Accelerators [min. 2Mb. increments] 
1Mb x 32Bit £52.95   4Mbx32Bit £152.95 I 

Latest Workbench 2 

25MHz. - 2Mb. RAM 

52Mb. Hard Drive 

3.5" Floppy Drive 
Including.,. 

FINAL COPY II 

and AMIGA VISION 

>£1233 

ll£1479 

52 
Mb. 
IX? [3> 
105 
Mb. 

free on site maintenance 

.28' dot pitch 

CBM1960 

.28" dot Ditch 

£265 

£429 

.95 

95 

cd ROM 
DRIVE for A 5 0 0 +. 

P*** use music cd's &CDTV 
Untitles on your A500 Plus) 

l< Only... £329.95 

AMIGA 

CDTV I 

LUMULTIMEDIAS 
CDTV player with Welcome 

Disk, Remote Controller, 
Hutchinsons Encyclopaedia 

| and the great game Lemmings 

i£3798 

monitor TV's 

wmr GDI DISCOUNT 

Add a CM 8833/11 monitor or 
a Monitor/TV when buying £194,95* 
your Amiga and pay the low " 
PHILIPS GOLD DISCOUNT MONITOR/TV 
prices to save even more! £229.95 

l*only when purchased with an Amiga*} 

m 

nee Facilities Available, 
please contact us for your personal information pack 

15"Monitor/Television 
Pro' 2000 definition RGB colour Monitor^ 
FASTEXT Teletext, Infra Red Remote, 
Satellite and Video Connections, Headphone 
Socket, 2000 Character Higher Res Tube 

IX>   ; Jdes a FREE 

l 

239 

■ 

> 

o 

5 



ie extensive 

range o 

3 PRINTERS 
DOT T R I X 
INKJETS AND 
I     A     Q    P    R <5 

AM our printers are supplied 
for immediate use including 

a cable, paper and labels 
FREE OF CHARGE. 

Dot matrix models come 
with a tailored dust cover. 
We also include our specific 

Amiga driver disks for 
Citizens, Stars and Canons. 

ALL Citizens have 2Yr Warranties 
Please call for prices on any models not listed 

& 

INTERS 

STAR LC 20 MONO £134.95 
NEW STAR LC 100 COLOUR£164.95 
STAR LC 200 COLOUR £194.96 
CITIZEN 120D+ MONO £124.95 
CITIZEN SWIFT9COLOUR£179,95 

INTERS 

n or 

STAR 
LC 24/200 COLOUR 
XB 24/200 COLOUR 
CITIZEN 
SWIFT 200 MONO 
SWIFT 200 COLOUR 
SWIFT 240 MONO 
SWIFT 240 COLOUR 

£269.95 
£369.95 

£209.95 
£239.95 
£249.95 
£269.95 

H ) 
I 

G 
H * R E S 

RINTERS 

STAR SJ48 INKJET £209.95 
CANON BJIOex INKJET £224.95 
CANON BJ20ex INKJET including 
automatic sheet feeder £319.95 
HP DESKJET 
500 MONO £369.95 
HP DESKJET 
500 COLOUR £559.95 
HP PAINTJET COLOUR £679.95 
STAR LASERS FROM... £749.95 

PRINTER 

CITIZEN 120Dt 
CmZEN 124 
CITIZEN SWIFT9 
SWIFT 24/24E/224 
STAR LC1O/M/100 
STARicaaa 
STAR L&IJiM 
STAR XB RANGE 
STAR SJ4S INK CARTRIDGE 

BLACK ONLY 
BLACK ONLY 
BLACK/COLOUR 
BLACK/COLOUR 
BLACK/COLOUR 
BLACKr'COtOUR 
eiACK/COLOUFt 
BLACK/COLOUR 
BLACK ONLY 

£4.75 
£4,75 
£4J5 
£4 75 
£4.45 

£5.95 ZXB 
£6.95 Z24 
£395 224 

BUCK RIBBON SIX PACK' 
£22.95 
£22 95 
£22.95 
£22.95 
£23.95 

COLOUR ! COLQLffi RIBBON RIBBON   I 'SIX PACK' 
N/A N/A 
N/A N/A 

£16.45 £94.95 
£16.45 £94,95 
£5.95 £34.95 

£32.95 2X9 £12.452*aa £64.95 Z**CL 
£39,95 Z24 £12,95x240. £69,95 XZXCL 
£49,95 224 £14.95»ici £74.95X»CL 

£15,95ea. BJIOBX Bubblflj&t 
CHDEnaaCcOrnna^ EJ7JS CdaurKSiALL modelibul 1241 32K RAM Exwnaion £13.98 

s     | Sjj . 
L24Pin to * 

OI u ial Ciyisumabies DESKJET 500... Black 5nk cartridge 
COL Ink Carl [Sid] 

PAINTJET... Blacfclr* Cartridge £22.95 Cokxir irk Carlriaae m,S5 Single Sheet Paper SB Z-FaH Paper Transparency Fihi: Pa* of 50 Sheels tB3.S9 
AUTOMATIC SHEET FEEDERS' to Ah. Star a Ciftrei 80COQ.TP nipdeSs   Only,-E69.95 [pfeBSe r,al& model »ten irfcnrg| 

Only... £199,95 
Only. £299.95 
Only... £349.95 

IGA£> 111. 

UAPn   « 80Mb. 
rlJF^IlMr    ML -J    Prices include courier collection & 

return of your Amiga, installation 
& a full 12month Warranty 
for both your drive and Amiga. 

600HD Owners, trade up your 20Mb, Hard Drive! Phone lor details. 
DRIVES 

HARDO 

D1S K ^5 
D RIVE 5W!th ^rs wa,ra"*v^J 

oanfis;mp1 v 

m A to the 
\ Amiga 

s i d e p o r t 

HD8 Hard Drives 

RAM 
0Mb. 
2Mb. 
4Mb. 
8Mb. 

52Mb. 
£339.95 
£379.95 
£419.95 
£499.95 

120Mb. 
£439.95 
£479.95 
£519.95 
£599.95 

A 5 3 0 Combined 
Hard Drive and 
68030 Accelerator 

RAM 
1Mb. 
2Mb. 
4Mb. 
8Mb. 

52Mb. 
£659.95 
£699.95 
£799.95 
£979,95 

120Mb. 
£759.95 
£799.95 
£899.95 
£1039.95 

68882 Maths ^ 
floating point £- 
unit for A530's S3 

S nternal 

115100 
HC8 Hard Drives 

HARD 
DISK 
DRIVE 

RAM 
0Mb. 
2Mb. 
4Mb. 
8Mb. 

52Mb. 
£279.95 
£319.95 
£359.95 
£439.95 

120Mb. 
£409.95 
£449.95 
£489.95 
£569.95 

CUMANAI 
I with free disk head cleaner J 

■LONG CONNECTING- , 
|CABLE -THROUGHPORT■ 

£54iS5 

i EXTERNAL 

* Finance Facilities Available, 
please contact as for your personal information pack. 



AMIGA 

IGA 

software 
Listed below is a sample from our vast range 

of software at competitive prices, If you need a 
product not listed simply phone us and we will 

be delighted to quote for your requirements, 

word processors/publiShingHJ   animation and graphics 
Pen Pal V1,4 £79.35 
Final Copy II V2.0 £99.35 
Kindwords 3 £39,95 
Wordworth VI,1 £109.95 
Tra nswrite £29.35 
Prowrite 3.3 £79.95 
Pagestream V2.2 £129.95 
Professional PageV3,0 £129.35 
Pagesetter II £44,95 
SoftClips Clip Art... 
Classic Clip Art £29.95 
People Clip Art £29,95 
Collectors Clip Art £29.95 
Animal Clip Art £29.35 
Electric Thesaurus £29.95 

ntegrated titles 
Mini Office 
Gold Disk Office 

a t a b a s e s 
Homebase £19,95 
Superbase 2 Personal £29.95 
Gallery Pictorial Slide Show/DB £39,95 

CAD & structured drawing 
Intro CAD Plus £79.85 
X-CAD 3000 £269,95 
Professional Draw 3 £89,95 

video 
Scala 500 
Sea la Professional 
Broadcast Tit I or 2 
Pro Video Post 
Video Studio V3 

Deluxe Paint 4 £64.95 
Real 3D Prof ess i o n a I 
Turbo £249.35 
Art Department 
Professional V2 £144.95 
DCTV Composite Video 
24-Bit Graphics 
System |PAL) £379.95 
Imagine 2.0 £189.93 

utilities & development 
Disk Master V2 
Quarterback V5 
Quarterback Tools 
Dos-2-Dos 
Easy Amos 
Amos The Creator 
Amos Compiler 
Amos 3D 
New SAS Lattice C V6 
Devpac 3 
Directory Opus 

£44.95 
£44,95 
£54.95 
£29.95 
£24.95 
£36.95 
£23.95 
£25,95 

£219,95 
£54,95 
£27.95 

miscellaneous 
GB Route Plus £39.95 
Professional Calc £1 24.95 

games & entertainment 
Phone for access to our massive 
competitively priced range now! 

AMIGA+   x   a   cl 1 

rn .ADI titles 11tolZ: 
english £18.35 
maths 
franch 

easy kar 
FOR EDUCATION 
micro maths - to GCSE standards        £18.95  tf* maths £18.95 
micro english - to GCSE standards £18.95 franch £18,95 
micro trench - to GCSE standards      £18.95        AD I titles T2tol3: 
micro german ■ to GCSE standards    £18.95            english £18.95 
primary maths • 3to12's       £18.95         W maths £18.95 
mega maths - A level      £19«95                trench £18.95 
reading and writing                        first shapes - 3to8 £12.95 
course - over 3's    £18.95        "puzzle story book - 3to8 £19.95 
compendium six £29,95 * dinosaur discovery kit - 3toS £19.95 
fun school 4 software: C+ first letters and words - 3to8 £12.95 
choose - under 5's, 5to7's & t 
or 7to11'sr only...£19.95 each GCSE 'A' standards 

Amiga for Beginners £12.96 
Getting the most from your Amiga £13,9§ 
Amiga Machine Language £14.95 
Amiga DOS inside and out £24.95 
Amiga Hardware reference manual £21,95 
Amiga C for beginners £13.95 
Other Books: ..call us with your requirements 

■ Stereo Speakers with a 
1 separate power supply 

Ic>*-* Power Mono Hand 
i Held Scanner 

Power Colour Hand 
: Held Scanner 

_; Sharp JX 100 Colour 
| CO Flatbed [A6 Paper size] £549,95 

ProGen - Perfect high quality 
[~ JJJ entry level true video signal 
^ o genlock £64,95 

Rocgen Plus £119,95 
Multi connection cable kit for 
all genlocks £14,95 
HQ Micros witched mouse £13.95 
HQ Micros witched mouse inc. 

^= Mouse Mat & Holder £19.95 
Naksha Micro switched mouse 
with Mat & Holder £21,95 
High Quality micros witched 
Optical mouse £28.95 
HQ Microswitched Trackball £29.95 
Superb Automatic Mouse and 
Joystick Switcher £17.95 

S2 KCS Powerboard Plus 512KRAM 
P IPiease state A5Q0 orptus when 
00 ordering-not A&QQ compatible! 

Now supports most hard drives! 
supplied without DOS £184.95 

£ % supplied with DOS 4.01 £214,95 
1500/2000/3000 adaptor £69.95 
GVP286 PC emulator card for 
A500 HD8/530{no DOS}. Simply 
plugs into your GVP drive £189.95 

3« Premier Control Centre & Monitor 
tig Plinth with shelf; 
o^5 For Amiga A500 £39.35 
£   For Amiga A600 £34.95 
JgZipstickautofire £11.95 
15 Competition Pro-Star autofire, 
"K burstfire & slow motion £13.95 

Full range of Quickjoy and other 
makes stocked - call for prices 

SIM 10 Sony 3.5" DS DD £8.95 
TZT 50 Sony 3.5" DS DD £34.95 
VJ Certified Bulk Disks with labels: 

TO with library case £6.95 
,A 50 Disks-only,.. £24.95 
V# 250 Disks - only... £79.95 
Q3.5" Disk Head Cleaner essential 

for reliable loading £2,95 

VISIT OUR SPACIOUS SHOWROOM: 
Why not take a trip out to visit us and see our full advertised ra 

f and more, available at the SAME COMPETITIVE PRICES. (Pt 
see opening times) There's plenty of FREE parking nearby too! 

HOW TO FIND US  

.OPENING TIMES! 
'9.00 until 5.00 Monday to Saturday 

Wednesdays - 9,00 until 1,00 

^Finance Facilities Available, 



BIG BLUE VORTEX 

Put a top-of-the-range PC in your Amiga with the Golden Gate 30486! 

H HI avin^ sPent hours taking 
BrtfJfB PC emu^atorS >n and out 
HHH of A500S and A2000s 
H Hi (for my Issue 19 roundup 
of Amiga PC emulators), the phone- 
call from Gorman-based Vortex 
came as quite a surprise. They 
wanted to give Amiga Shopper a 
world exclusive on the first 486 
emulator for the Amiga 2000, 3000 
or 4000. Named after the recently* 
launched 386 model, this new 
Golden Gate 80486SLC represents 
the ultimate in emulation - a PC for 
Amiga users which will perform as 
well as any 486-based machine with 
the same specifications. 

This really represents a major 
landmark, and a real thorn in the 
side of all of those PC hacks who 
make disparaging remarks about our 
favourite machine. It means we can 
perform afl of the so called Industry 
standard' routines and run the usual 
quoted packages just as fast, or 
even faster, than PCs themselves, 

NORTON SI, MIPS TESTS, 
AND All THAT 
No doubt youP as I do, get fed up 
with ail the rhetoric about "Number 
of screen colours" and "Compared to 
a basic XT../', and "Which version of 
Windows are you running?", Well, 
cop this, the Golden Gate 486SLC 
runs at a blistering Norton SI of 45. 
That's right, 45 times faster than a 
standard IBM PC. Now think about 

the fact that a standard Amiga 500 
comes out at about 4.3, and you get 
some idea of the speed. It is 10 
times faster than an Amiga 500, half 
as fast again as the Amiga 3000 and 
2.5 times faster than the Golden 
Gate 3S6, the jewel in the crown of 
my earlier PC emulation review. If you 
want to engage in some serious 
number-crunching, then a socket is 
provided for an optional 80387sx-2 5 
arithmetic coprocessor. 

WHAT DO YOU GET? 
I had half expected this new product 
to be a simple development of the 
386 board, but not so. This is a 
completely new design, and as we 
have come to expect from German 
engineering, Vortex has produced an 
outstanding piece of kit. The six 
sandwich board is magnificently put 
together, and fits across a Zorro/ISA 
bus slot in the 2000's motherboard. 
Installation is as per the 386, and 
requires the removal of the 68000 
CPU in order to install a CPU 
adapter. This is a simple double- 
sided socket into which the 68000 is 
plugged, and then the whole unit Is 
replaced in the motherboard. The 
adapter is needed to accommodate 
a capacitor across two of the pins of 
the CPU, a necessary addition which 
enables the card to operate but in no 
way affects the normal working of the 

I Amiga. (This modifcation is only 
i n ecesary o n th e A2000,) 

El'e    £tl t    View    Qbjcii Line 

PeirXcr 

m 

Deslgnworks shows its capabilities, having loaded quicker than ever before 

Exclusive! The first ever '486 PC 

emulator for the Amiga, Wilf Rees 

takes the new Vortex for a spin 

With the card and adapter, you also 
get the software and manual, 

ADDED ADVANTAGES 
The manual is the usual multi- 
language offering with over 100 
pages dedicated to each. The 
English is impeccable, written in 
easy to follow, logical language, and 
not overburdened with technical 
jargon. Photographic and text- 
supported descriptions more than 
adequately describe the installation 
process, and a text file on the 
Goldmine1 software can be printed 

out to help with the installation of 
the set-up procedures, I must admit, 
I never referred to either until I hit a 
problem, and then a quick reference 
to the manual put me right The 
technical reference section is 
extremely comprehensive, providing 
any tech no-freaks with all the data 
they'll ever need for possible 
customising or peripherals. 

The software was a doddle to 
install on my Amiga hard disk, and 
within a few days of using, was 
replaced by an updated version. This 
shows that Vortex is continuing to 
improve the product performance. 

MEMORY LINGERS ON 
To get this beast going, we obviously 
need some onboard memory. There 
is no skimping in this quarter, as the 
board comes with 2Mb of RAM. 
Provision is made on the card for the 
installation of 1Mb or 4Mb SIMM 
memory modules, enabling the 
Vortex to be extended to 16Mb. 

Flexibility in the design of the 
board allows you to use up to 4Mb of 

Microsoft Word - PCSQFT.OOC 

Golden Gate RAM as autoconfiguring 
Amiga RAM, extending the Amiga's 
capabilities. Likewise, the Golden 
Gate can use up to half of your 
Amiga RAM, though the performance 
of this memory will usually be slower 
than Golden Gate RAM - unless 
you're hooked up to an A4000! 

Due to the extensive facilities on 
the Golden Gate setup routine, the 
memory can be configured to either 
extended or expanded, Similarly, the 
serial and parallel ports can be 
configured as C0M1 and LPT1. 

SUPPORT FOR DISKS 
If your Amiga is equipped with a hard 
disk, then a hard disk partition 
and/or a large Amiga-Dos file can be 
directly assigned as an MS-DOS 
partition. MS-DOS can be booted 
directly from one of these partitions, 
and a total of 24 possible partitions 
can be installed, 

Should you not wish to do so, 
the Golden Gate comes complete 

I  with its own IDE interface. This 
makes it possible to connect a 
separate hard disk dedicated to PC 
software, or partitioned to extend the 
capabilities of your Amiga. 

The card offers the facility for 
using the Amiga drives as PC drives. 
5.25" Amiga drives are supported, 
along with Amiga high density drives 
(found in later A3000 and all 
A4000s). With the addition of an 
82077AA disk controller, up to three 
disk drives can be plugged directly 
into the Golden Gate. All types of 
drives, up to 2.88Mb, can be 
connected. This option offers higher 
disk performance than using an 

Eilc    Ldit    View     Insert     FormoJ     TQOIB     T^ble     Window Jdc'P 

Jal -ii .-i^^J.^-i -^-J^H,..U-.. JSiTu.«^JL^u~ 

Th.*i#'S icflwirr out liiern which, cam. rooka you dtiw liice MDTIU^ pair.iL iUlco- Junta layc* uid i.v-ril* U*:« Whietlar Or ■ omslhmgffln that E4 Rickelts ■wima through th* software e»uitAdceih»i up with 6 few rare fish (what?) 
GRAPHICS 
DrLuxn Paint EJ*ClJfOTUC Aft 
Pretty mwh • 
tools you cou 
SO OfX Call SO: FCF Rating - " 

Righlpainl 
MLI-ICISC apt G- 

Spelling: English (UK) 
Not in Didiunaiy: Ittrap/ 

| lonots 1 1 EIEFIC=| I» All 
1 1 Uhange All "j 

&rfd II iliv.J-.i i,.i.w | 
il Cartcia! | 

Add Wurd« To:     I CUSTOM-DIE 

Here we have the classic Word for Windows, running no with problem at all 
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Amiga drive. Vortex's philosophy of 
offering the floppy controller as an 
additional extra is one I question. 
Sure, if you want to save and load 
everything via hard disk, fair enough. 
But I feel that the controller should 
have been included in the overall 
price, perhaps surface-mounted for 
higher reliability, 

GRAPHICS EMULATION 
Display quality can be the deciding 
factor for most PC emulators. A card 
may have a 486 running a 50MHzt 
but if the display performs like a tired 
old ZX81, then who cares if it has 
100 megs of 20 nanosecond multi- 
port 32-bit hyper-velocity RAM? The 
Golden Gate emulates most of the 
popular video displays, including CGA 
in 16 colours, Hercules, Olivetti, 
Toshiba T3100 and EG A/VGA 
monochrome. These screen 
emulations are quite slow, but an 
accelerator will help to speed up the 
screen update. Flicker fixing cards 
will cure the eyeball-itching interlace 
that is used in some of the more 
powerful resolutions. 

The only way that you can see 
the Golden Gate perform like a true 
486 is to use a VGA card In one of 
the ISA slots. Stand back in 
amazement to see your favourite 
flight sim, perhaps Falcon 3, in full 
detail with 256 colours out of a 
palette of 262,000! 

MONITOR THE QUALITY 
Having joined the crowd who decided 
to purchase a multisync monitor (in 
my case, a NEC Multisync II), It has 
looked a little absurd having a 
monitor serving the PC, and a 
Commodore 1084S attending the 
Amiga needs. All went well until my 
Commodore monitor became poorly, 
and I continually went through the 
absurd process of switching off the 
power, swapping the leads, and re- 
booting with the NEC attached to the 
appropriate VDU output. 

A phone-call from Vortex may well 
resolve this problem, however, as 
they tell me that they have developed 
a device they call Monitor-Master. 
Apparently this is a piece of 
hardware which connects between 
the Golden Gate card, the ISA 
graphics card, and the Amiga RGB 
output. This device will be keyboard 
controifabte, and enable instant 
switching from Amiga to PC. I had 
hoped to include this kit in the 
review, but unfortunately deadlines 
prevailed. Watch this spacel 

SOFT COMPATIBILITY 
Along with this lush card, Vortex 
kindly sent me a 180Mb hard disk 
full of wonderful programs. Windows 
3.1 launched into action with a 
collection of icons heralding those 
famous applications we all know of 
and lust after. The only problem was 

that the damn thing was all in 
German, and only having Windows 
3.0, \ was somewhat stuck. Not to 
be daunted, 1 went down to my locai 
dealer, David Bell of Microtec in 
Morpeth, and he quickly saved the 
day by providing the necessary disc 
to convert all this gobbledy-gook into 
English. The poor man must be sick 
of the sight of me! 

Everything worked like a dream. 
The speed was blistering, and the 
performance faultless, If you are 
accustomed to operating a PC, as I 
do at work, I can honestly say this 
compared more than favourably with 
the humble 386 which sits on my 
desk at work. 

During the time that I have been 
throwing software at the 486SLCr 
only one threw it back at me. This 
was F-29 Retaiiator-thQ plane 
refused to take off! I also found that 
the re-booting sequence (with all its 
memory checks) occasionally 
decided that It did not want to go any 
further, but this was cured by simply 
re-booting again. Apart from these 
minor quirks, the entire machine was 
as stable as any real' IBM PC- 
compatible on the market. 

MAKE YOUR MIND UP 
There's not really a lot to say, this is 
'state of the art\ quality kit, that 
does everything that it claims to do. 
An Amiga that will also do anything 
that even the best of the PC world 
can offer, but with the added ability 
to switch files between each other - 
and all under one lid. I love it, I 
desperately want onet but I have 
kept the sting in the tail until the 
end: the price. At £699 this is a lot 
of money, You gain all the benefits of 
not needing a whole new load of kit tf 
you buy a separate PC, occupying all 
that additional space. But with the 
price of PCs tumbling, and 486sxs 
with monitor, SVGA, big hard disk, 
and a bundled package of software 
currently going for around £900, you 
have to ask yourself; is this really 
good value for money? I'm not sure. 
Were Vortex to offer this package for 
a couple of hundred pounds less, 
they would in all probability sell so 
many that the income would 
supersede the likely safes at this 
current price. Only conjecture (and 
time) can answer this question. 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

Vortex Golden Gate 486SL025MHz 
PC/AT Emulator _£699 

Vorlex Monitor Master £79 

From: Vortex 
^ 010 497 131 597229 
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Packager 
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Not as good, of course as our Amiga GUI but at least Windows works as as a 
poor second best. I Just wish 1 could get this resolution without interlace! 

JARGON BUSTING 

AT - This is the second generation 
of PC computers that employ 
faster processors and even 
address memory in 16 or 32 
bits. The processors involved 
are the 802861 '386, '486 and 
'586, These can be clocked at 
any thing up to 66 Mhz and can 
be up to 70 times faster than a ... 
slow XT. 

fVSDA - Monochrome Display 
Adapter. A graphics adapter is a 
piece of hardware that allows a 
PC to display itself. MDA is 
Monochrome, which only allows 
text to be displayed. Graphics 
are not supported. 

Hercules - This is a graphics 
adapter that is very similar to 
MDA, with the small difference 
that it can support graphics. 

CGA - Stands for Colour Graphics 
Adapter. This type of adapter 
enables a PC to display in 
colour, with up to 16 colours of 
text, or up to 4 colours in 
graphics with a resolution of 
320x200 or 2 colours with a 
resolution of 640 by 200. 

EGA - Enhanced graphics adapter. 
This graphics adapter allows 
mjuch greater graphics power 
than a CGA card, supporting up 
to 16 colours with a resolution 
Of 640 by 350, 

VGA - Video graphics array. This is 
the most popular of graphics 
adapters in the PC world, 
currently the flagship of PC 
graphics. It allows more memory 
to be fitted to the card {Super 
VGA) to enable a maximum 
display of 256 colours out of a 
palette of 256,000 with a 
resolution of 1024 by 768, This 
all might seem very nice, but 

any software emulation of this 
adapter on an Amiga would 
have to have its wings clipped. 
The Amiga can only display 16 
colours at its highest resolution 
(640 by 512). Normal VGA 
allows a maximum of 640 by 
480, so this is ail the software 
emulations wiil support- 

ISA Bus - [Industry Standard 
Architecture) This is the place in 
a PC where all the expansion 
cards are plugged into, As such, 
it performs a rather similar 
function to the ZORRO slots on 
an A2000 or 3000. if you've 
ever opened up an Amiga 2000, 
you will see on the top left-hand 
area of the motherboard there 
is a few extra expansion 
sockets. This is an iSA bus. An 
XT PC using the ISA bus will 
communicate with expansion 
cards in 8 bits per data 
movement where an AT will 
communicate in 16 bits. 
Occasionally, H486 PCs will have 
EISA buses {in other words, the 
Extended Industry Standard 
Architecture). This allows the 
processor to communicate with 
expansion cards in 32 bits per 
data movement. 

Expanded memory - When PCs 
were first thought of, they were 
limited to being able to address 
640K of memory. Expanded 
memory provided a way round 
this, but due to the versatility of 
extended memory, expanded is 
not as popular as extended, 

Extended memory - This is memory 
above 640K on 80286 
processors and above. Jt is 
used by more applications than 
expanded memory. This type of 
memory is usually a fair degree 
faster than extended. 
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THE RACE IS ON! 

You already know the specification, but how does 

the Amiga A1200 compare to its forerunner, the 

ASOO? Jason Holborn was there with the stopwatch 

After months of hype and 
speculation, Commodore 
has finally released the 
Amiga A1200, a machine 

which it is badging as the "next 
generation in Amiga technology". 
Sporting 2Mb of RAM, a zippy 
68020 processor running at 14.2 
MHz, true 32-bit architecture and 
those infamous 'Double-A' custom 
chips, the Amiga A1200 certainly 
seems to be a machine to be 
reckoned with. 

You've probably already read the 
specification of the new machine in 
countless other articles (if you 
haven't then check out last month's 
issue), so we thought we'd approach 
the machine from a slightly different 
angle. The Amiga community has 
been getting along quite swimmingly 
with the 'classic' 7,14 MHz 68000- 
based Amiga for over seven years 
now, so is all that extra power really 
needed? What advantages can that 
extra spurt of speed give? Will it 
speed up ray tracing? How about 3D 
modelling and general operation? 
Now, in what must be one of the 
most revealing reviews of a new 
Amiga evert we present the answers 
to these questions and more... 

BENCHMARKS 
Some people swear by system 
benchmark figures, so below you'll 
find a selection of benchmarks for 

you to compare. The figures were 
taken from both the A5QG and the 
A1200 using the PD benchmark 
program, Amiga Intuition Based 
Benchmarks (AIBB) - the same 
program that we used to compare 
the processor accelerators reviewed 
in last month1 s issue. As an 
indication of how the A1200 
compares to a 68040-based 
machine (the Amiga equivalent of a 
Ferrari F40), we've also printed the 
A4000 results from last month's 
issue (Figures 1-4). 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
Ask veteran Macintosh DTP users for 
their main complaint about the 
Amiga desktop publishing software 
and you'(I hear the same old tune 
over and over again - why is Amiga 
DTP software so slow? Thankfully 
programs such as Professional Page 
certainly do benefit from the 
A12QQ s faster processor, but the 
speed Increase still isn't enough to 
make using ProPage quite as smooth 
and enjoyable ast say, Macintosh 
QuarkXPress, The ProPage user 
interface certainly benefits from the 
A1200 s 32-bit operating system 
though - ProPage's numerous 
requesters pop up onto the screen 
faster than a speeding bullet. Screen 
update is a vast improvement over a 
standard A5QQr but you can still be 
left waiting a long time when working 

CPU Tvp^: 
iZ&i^j. hsffj:'J^l-Ji> |[nst Cache:        IBur-st Hod»: — 
iwase [airtfrigffi- 
All the benchmark figures were found using the PD program AIBB 

on documents containing a lot of 
Compugraphic text. 

Rumour has it that Gold Disk are 
shortly to release update versions of 
both ProPage and ProDraw which will 
be able to benefit from the 
machine's new Double-A chip set. In 
theory, this should allow ProPage to 
display picture boxes in full colour, 
instead of the monochrome 
representations that we've grown 
accustomed to. Rest assured that 
we'll bring you a full review as soon 
as they arrive. 

DESKTOP VIDEO 
The A1200's new Double-A chip set 
should really come into its own when 
applied to desktop video and indeed 
any application that requires 
colourful high resolution graphics to 
be displayed at high speed. Unlike 
previous chip sets, the new Double-A 
chip set is capable of displaying 
animations at a full 25 frames per 
second regardless of the display 
mode (providing you have the 
memory, there's no reason why you 
couldn't animate a 262,000 colour 
1280 by 512 pixel bitmap!). This sort 
of high speed animation capability is 
certainly good news for both 
animators and videophiles alike, 
giving resolutions much closer to 
broadcast quality. Desktop video and 
animation programs should soon 
start to arrive that support the new 
screen modes. 

The increased colour palette is 
also great news for anyone working 
with digitisers and scanners. Grey 
scale hand scanners should 
theoretically be capable of producing 
up to 256 shades of grey whilst 
colour digitisers and flatbed 
scanners will be capable of 
producing images with higher quality 
shading. Consider this - if the 
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previous chip sets offered a 
maximum palette of 4096 colours 
and the new chip set offers 16.8 
million colours, that roughly equates 
to an extra 4096 (yes, 4096!) 
colours to choose from for every 
colour offered by the old chip set. 
Pretty impressive stuff. 

IMAGE PROCESSING 

ASDG's Art Department Pro already 
provides direct support for the 
1200 s new chip set 

If you1 re working with 24-bit graphics, 
or indeed any form of graphics, 
image processing will no doubt play 
an important role in your life. An 
Image processing program uses 
advanced mathematical formulae to 
perform complex operations on 
image files ranging from fairly simple 
scaling to image conversion, 
cropping, colour optimisation, and so 
on. But fike all applications that 
employ complex mathematical 
operations, image processing takes 
time. So how much faster can the 
A1200 carry out such tasks? 

As a test, we loaded up ASDG s 
excellent 24-bit image processing 
program Art Department Professional 
on both machines. We then fed both 
an identical 340K 320x512 pixel 24- 
bit image and carried out a couple of 
common image processing tasks - 
scaling and image format conversion. 
For the scaling option, we reduced 
the size of the 320 by 512 pixel 
down to just 160 by 160 pixels. 
Then, using the bitmap at its original 
size, the 24-bit image was converted 
into a HAM-8 image (Figure 5), 

One thing to note here is that the 
current version of Art Department Pro 
(version 2.1) provides direct support 
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Figures 1-3: AIB benchmarks (in seconds) for the 3 machines. A1200 (1} were carried out with standard 68000 code, A1200 (2) with optimised 68020 code 
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RAY TRACING - THE TOUGHEST TEST OF ALL? 
for the A1200's double-A chip set, 
so it s actually possible to view your 
24-bit images in up to 262,000 
colours, giving a much better idea of 
the quality of the 24-bit image, In 
some ways, there's no reason why 
you should ever need a 24-bit display 
card with the A1200 - providing you 
don't need massive screen 
resolutions, the double-A chip set's 
new HAM S screen modes are a good 
(and cheap) substitute. 

WORKBENCH 3.0 
The A1200's new Workbench version 
3,0 is certainly a vast improvement 
on both Workbench 2.04 and - in 
particular - Workbench 1.3. Thanks 
to the operating system now living in 
32-bit RAM, the entire Workbench 
environment benefits from the 
A1200's faster processor. Windows, 
gadgets and requesters are drawn at 
a lightning fast pace, making 
Workbench appear not only 
smoother, but more professional too. 

Workbench 3.0's new Locale 
feature turns the Amiga into a truly 
multilingual machine 

To the casual user, Workbench 
3,0 doesn't took that different from 
Workbench 2.0, the version of 
Workbench now regarded as the de 
facto standard. Upon closer 
inspection though, you'll notice a 
couple of very nice changes and 
additions, Probably the most 
documented new feature of 
Workbench 3.0 is the inclusion of 
Consultron's Crass DOS, a device 
driver which allows Amiga users to 
read and write to PC-format diskettes 
from within any Intuition-based 
application. Workbench 3,0 also fully 
supports the new Double-A chip set, 
allowing you to increase the 
maximum number of colours that the 
Workbench screen uses from 16 
(under Workbench 2.04) to an 
amazing 256 colours. Surprisingly, 

BEACH BALL 

this doesn't seem to slow 
Workbench down one bit - if 
anythingt a 256 colour Workbench 
3.0 appears to be actually faster 
than a 4-coiour Workbench 2,0. Once 
again, we've got the A1200's 32-bit 
design to thank for this, 

A number of extra Preferences 
options have also been added. The 
Workbench Palette requester has 
now changed into a very Mac-like 
colour wheel which gives you a far 
easier method of picking the colour 
that you want. The Workbench 
Pattern program has also been 
extended, allowing you to use an 
image with up to 256 colours as a 
background for both the Workbench 
and windows. 

Another very major new feature 
of Workbench 3.0 is Locale, a 
system which Commodore hopes will 
make the Amiga the first truly 
International computer system. 
Locale makes the Amiga a truly 
multilingual computer by allowing the 
user to select the language that they 
wish to appear in all of Workbench's 
various gadgets and requesters. 
There's an absolutely huge choice on 
otter including some that frankly I 
haven't even heard of. For users in 
those countries though, this feature 
will prove to be invaluable. 

SHOULD YOU BUY ONE? 
Well, the performance figures that we 
obtained are certainly a real eye- 
opener. One thing's for sure - the 
basic Amiga A1200 clearly doesn't 
deliver the five fold speed increase 
that Commodore claim - 
approximately three-fold is perhaps a 
more realistic figure. This is 
especially true when the machine is 
applied to real world applications. 

However, it's important to realise 
that several factors can effect the 
speed of the machine . For starters, 
you'll never get the A1200 to run at 
its full capacity unless you fit fast 
RAM to the machine, Jf the machine 
is equipped with nothing more than 
chip RAM, the processor suffers 
terribly from what the teenies call 
'cycle stealing' - that is, the custom 
chips stop the processor from 
running at its full potential. Fast RAM 
would definitely cure this. 

Those new screen modes eat up 
a lot of RAM too - both the new 256 
colour and HAM-8 screen modes use 

The Amiga 1200rs faster 
processor and 32-bit design 
should certainly come into their 
own when applied to heavily math- 
intensive appHcations such as ray 
tracing and solid modelling. We 
constructed and then rendered a 
scene on both the A500 and the 
A1200 using Digital Multimedia's 
Imagine 2 ray-tracing program. 
Here's how they fared: 

• Modelling. Imagine's tri-view 
editor certainty benefits from the 
A1200's faster processor. Thanks 
to the machine's true 32-bit 
architecture, screen redraw is 
considerably faster than the A50CL 
Whereas complex scenes often 
seem to take minutes to redraw in 
Imagine's perspective view, the 
1200 leaves the A500 standing. 
Running on an A1200, imagine 2 
is transformed totally from a rather 
slow dog of a program to a really 
quite usable system, 

• Rendering. Considering that 
Commodore are claiming that the 
new machine runs five times faster 
than an A500, it came as bit of a 
surprise that the A1200 only 
managed to render the scene just 
over two-and-a-half times faster 
than the A500. Ray tracing is 
perhaps the one application that 
will truly highlight the performance 

of a processor, so Commodore's 
claimed 500% speed increase 
failed to materialise (Figure 6). 

Fitting the 1200 with a 
relatively inexpensive 68SS1 FPU 
maths co- processor could quite 
easily increase system throughput 
considerably providing that the 
software that you're running 
supports this option. Most solid 
modelling and ray tracing programs 
come in both integer (processor- 
based) and floating point 
(FPU-based) versions, so the 
addition of a floating point 
processor would be a good Idea. 
Another factor that could well 
effect the rendering time of the 
1200 is RAM. Our review machine 
was equipped with just 2Mb of 
chip RAM, so the absence of fast 
RAM was bound to slow the 
machine down, 

• Display. According to the 
developers of both Imagine 2 and 
Reai 3D, plans are already afoot to 
produce upgraded versions of both 
programs which will allow the 
displaying of rendered scenes in 
the new double-A chip set screen 
modes. Currently though, you1 II 
need an Image processing 
program such as Art Department 
Pro for EA's new DPalnt-AA to 
display 24-bit images in 256 
colour of HAM-8 screen modes. 

8 bitplanes to display a single image, 
which all adds up to a lot of RAM - 
for example, a 1280 by 512 pixel 
HAM-8 image would eat up a 
massive 655k of chip memory. 
There's no doubting that the A1200 
is a great machine - its graphics 
capabilities undoubtedly blow away 
Atari's FalconE But all that power 
comes at a price - if you want to use 
the A1200 for serious applications, 
you're going to need a lot more than 
just the basic 2Mb of chip RAM, 

Don't let this put you off though 
- for price versus performancet the 
A1200 is still the most amazing 
Amiga since the A500. So is it worth 
spending the extra £100 above the 
price of the A600 for the A1200? 
Well, put ft this way - if someone 

offered you a new Lamborghini for 
£1000 more than a Ford Escort, 
which would you choose? To quote 
Commodore, the Amiga A1200 truly 
is the machine to aspire to. 

Heavily math-intensive applications 
such as imagine 2 benefit from the 
1200 s faster processor 
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IMAGE PROCESSING RAY TRACING 

Figure 4: The last of the AIB benchmark results Figure 5; Image processing with Art Department Pro    Figure 6: Ray tracing (figures in seconds) 
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COMMODORE 
1085S STEREO 

MONITOR 
Including FREE Lead 
ONLY £199-00 

| PHILIPS 8833 MK II 
i STEREO MONITOR i 

Including FREE Lead 

ONLY £199.00 

L . 
i 

HARD DRIVES 

AMIGA 1200 
NOW IN STOCK 
£369,00 

I 
I 
I 

Open Monday to [~ 
Saturday 9am - 6pm ( 

Callers and Mail] 
Order Welcome t 

Easy Parking 

KCS POWERBOARD 
PC Emulator 

For Amiga A500 

ONLY£1_59.00 

" GOLDSTAR 
MULTIMODE HIRES 

MONITOR WILL 
ACCEPT AMIGA AND 
VGA INPUTS £249.00 

J 
i 

i 
i 
i 
I 

i 
I 

.J 

GVP SERIES II 
1500/2000 

210Mb Seagate 
Space for 8 m RAM 

£539,00 

GVP SERIES II 
1500/2000 
120Mb Maxtor 

Space for 8Mb RAM 
£379.00 

GVP SERIES II 
1500/2000 

120Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£405.00 

GVP SERIES II 
1500/2000 
105Mb Seagate 

Space for 8Mb RAM 
£359.00 

GVP SERIES II 
A500 

120Mb Maxtor 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£405.00 

GVP SERIES n 
A500 

120Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£425.00 I 

I  AMIGA A60O FUN PACK —i 
Amiga A600, Mouse. Modulator, Manuals, Workbench, Joystick, Disk Box, 10 

Disks, Dust Cover. Dpaint 3, 1Mb RAM, PLUS 13 GAMES, Lemmings, Simpsons, 
Captain Planet, Safari Guns, Bubble Ghost, Tin Tin, Purple Saturn Day, Jumping 

Jackson, Hostages, Bobo, Krypton Egg, Shuffle Puck Cafe 
ONLY £329.00 inc VAT 

COMMODORE 
386 x 20 

Bridgeboard 
£399.00 

"Amiga A600 ' 
Amiga A600 Wild, Weird, Wicked Pack ,,£335 j 
Amiga A600 Cartoon Classic Pack,. ..£299 j 
Amiga A600 Epic Pack £479 I 
Amiga A600 Standard Pack ,.£289 

SOFTWARE 
FINAL COPY 2 £69.00 AMOS PROFESSIONAL £55.00 
AMOS + EXTRAS DISK £32.00 QUARTERBACK V5 £39.00 
BROADCAST TTTLERII £139.00 PRO-WRITE V3.2 m 00 
HOT LINKS £49.00 IMAGEMASTER £92.00 
DIGIV1EW MEDIA STATION £89.00 PHOTON PAINT 2  £25 00 
LATTICE C V6 , £199.00 FINAL COPY  £45.00 
PAGESETTERV2 £42.00 VIDEO EFFECTS 3D  £69 00 
PAGESTREAM V2.2,. £125.00 DOS 2 DOS... , .£28.00 
PAGESTREAM FONTS PACK £49.00 Q/BACK TOOLS  £42 00 
X CAD 3000 £249.00 WORDWORTH £72.00 
CROSS DOS V5 „ £39.00 SUPERJAM „ ,...£85.00 
SCE NTCRY ANIMATOR £53.00 REAL 3D B EG1NNERS £9 9 00 
TURB 0 PRINT PROFESSIONAL £38.00 
PEN PAL, Excellent easy to use word processor . . £53,00 
IMAGINE 3D V2.0 Animations & ray-tracing  £179 00 
ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL ,  £11900 
DIRECTORY OPUS  £29 95 
KEND WORDS 3  £39 00 
BARS + PEPES PROFESSIONAL £179 00 
DPAINT 3  £12 00 
THE WORKS PLATINUM. Integrated package.... ..£39.00 
IBM EMULATOR emulates a PC on the Amiga , .. „„ ,,,.£39,00 
VISIONARY Adventure creation language ...  £53 00 
WALT DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO  £ 54 00 
REAL 3D TURBO/PROFESSIONAL  £269 00 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE V2.1 with tutorial video £115.00 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE V3.0 New Version  £ 129 00 

HARDWARE 
COMMODORE 3BG Bridgeboard For 1600/2000.. 
ROM V2.04 AMD ECS DENESE  
ASTOCDROMfcrASOO.. 
 £399.00 
 each £29 00 

j MEGACHtP 1SGO/2000/500. Gives 2 Mb of chip m™«Y ^t9fl 00 1 WIRELESS MICROPHONE Ideal for sampling £75.00 
I GVP PC EMULATOR (lor GVP A500 hard drives) 16Mh2 £195.00 
I A530 40 MHz Accelerator with 52 Mb hard drive with 1 Mb ram ;. £639.00 

J A530 40 MHz Accelerator with 120 Mb hard drive with 1 Mb ram £749.00 
I DPW TV TUNER far Philips + Commodore monitors £49.00 
I GCI.15KN GAT - 5S6/2B Bridgeboard foi 15C0.7C00/3000   £425.00 
I TV TUNER for Philips and Commodore monitors £69 i.00 j 

PRINTERS 
STAR LC24/100 COLOUR 24 pin inc. free lead ...£269.00 1 STAR LC100 9 pin colour inc. free lead £175.00 

I STAR LC20 9 pin mono inc. free lead .„ , ,.,,.£132,00 
| CITIZEN SWIFT 24E 24 pin colour printer inc free lead £265.00 
I HP DESKJET 550 COLOUR Cnkjet inc free lead ..,..,..£569,00 

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR 9 pin colour printer inc free lead £175.00 
[ CANON BJ10 EX bubble jet printer inc free lead £219.00 
I STARJET SJ48 bubble jet printer inc free lead ,,,...,......,,.£225,00 
i HP DESKJET 500 inkjet inc free lead £349.00 
I HP DESKJET 500 COLOUR Inkjet inc free lead £479.00 
I CITIZEN 200 COLOUR 24 pin printer inc free lead ..£215,00 

CITIZEN 240E COLOUR. 24 pin printer inc. free lead £275.00 

I  
I 
I 
i 

AMIGA AlSOO 

The AlSOO inc. Philips or CBM 1084s or 5 monitor, Twin drives, Dpaint 3, 
The Works Platinum, Home Accounts, 3 Games + Joystick 

ONLY £739.00 
AMIGA A500 part exchange available - please phone 

MEMORY 

SUPRA RX500 8mb RAM BOARD FOR AG00/A5OO-J- 
With 1Mb £92.00    With 2Mb £117.00 
With 4Mb , £185.00    With 8Mb £285.00 

A500 512K With Clock £29.00 
A500+ 1Mb..... £32.00   A600 1Mb.... £47.00 
ROM 1.3/2.0 Sharer With Switch {Rom 1.3 £22.00) £12.00 
ROM 1.3/V 2.0 Sharer by Keyboard reset (Rom 1.3 £22.00) , ,,,.,,£22,00 

ACCELERATORS 

j Microbotics Accelerator VXL-30, 25MHz .£222,00 j 
j Microbotics Accelerator VXL-30, 40MHz .£351,00 | 
I Speed Merchant Doubles Amiga Speed ,.£129,00 | 
I GVP 68030 25MHZ WITH 1 Mb RAM , £545.00 i 
I GVP 68030 40MHZ WITH 4 Mb RAM .,£779.00 J 
I GVP 68030 50MHZ WITH 4 Mb RAM                                       .£1090.00 ' 
I „, I 

MODEMS & FAX 
Supra 14400 Fax Modem v32 bis inc, corams software £255.00 
Miracomm WS4000 v2l , v23 modem £49.00 
Supra 9600 v32 Fax/Modem inc. comms software ,. £189.00 
Supra 2400 Plus, MNP5 & V42 Bis {speeds up to 9600) £129.00 
Supra FAX MODEM SOFTWARE ,.. £29.00 
Supra 2400 Plus internal Modem for A1500/B2000 £99.00 
Tornado 14400 HST Fax Modem {Speeds up to 57000) NEW IN £499.00 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Either call our number 
below with your credit 
card details, or send 
cheque/PO or credit 
card details to our 

address. Cheques made 
payable to 

THE 16 BIT CENTRE 
Prices subject to change without 

notification. 

All prices include VAT and Courier Service 

16 BIT CENTRE 

Units 15-17, 

Lancashire Fittings Science Village 

Claro Road, Harrogate HGl 4AF 

Tel (0423) 531822/526322 

EXTENDED WARRANTY 
AND MAINTENANCE 

CONTRACTS AVAILABLE 
ON ALL ITEMS. PLEASE 

CALL FOR FURTHER 
DETAILS 

Access 
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OUR EXPERTS TACKLE YOUR REAL-LIFE PROBLEMS 

LOCATION: Future Entertainment Show, London, Nov 7th 1992 

SUBJECT: Amiga Answers Panel Live 

QUESTION: Which Fish Disk does Par net appear on?' 

ANSWER: Ho problem...Disk 400' 

CONCLUSION: No problem's too tough for these guys... 

SO WHAT DO ALL THOSE ICONS MEAN? 

Beginners: 
this icon 
will appear 
next to any 

questions which are 
'basic' in content. 

Printers; 
this icon 
denotes a 
query 

about printers, printer 
drivers and so on* 

1> General: 
I this icon 

used for 
M any 

general Amiga-related 
queries. 

Technical: 
any 
queries 
about 

programming wiil have 
this icon next to them. 

Caution: 
be sure 
that you 
fully 

understand the answer 
before trying it out, 

Video: this 
icon 

I relates to 
any query 

about using your Amiga 
with video hardware. 

Danger: 
the answer 
to this 
question 

could well invalidate 
your warranty - or you! 

Ah 

Music: this 
icon is for 
questions 
about 

MIDI, sampling, 
synthesizers and so on. 

Hardware: 
this icon is 
used to 
denote 

questions relating to 
gen era E hardware, 

Programs: 
any 
program- 
specific 

queries have this icon 
next to them. 

Buying 
advice: we 
use this 
icon if the 

question asks us for 
buying advice. 

Comms: if 
your 
question 
relates to 

comms, this is the icon 
that well use. 



WHATEVER YOUR PROBLEM WITH THE 

That's the task we have set ourselves In giving you the best 
possible support for your Amiga. We are confident that our experts 
can cope with any technical questions you can throw at them. If 
they don't already know the answer to your problem, they will find it 
out for you. 

We are prepared to deal with any problem you have with the 
Amiga, from general enquiries about Amiga DOS or Workbench, 
through questions about specific pieces of software and hardware, 
to advice on what you need to buy to do a particular task. If it's to 
do with the Amiga, we will help out. What we cannot do Is offer this 
service over the telephone - do not phone us with your enquiries, 
but write to us at the address below. 

We also cannot enter into persona! correspondence - all 
enquiries will be dealt with in the pages of the magazine. This does 
mean a bit of a delay in solving your problem, but you 11 just have to 
be a little patient and wait for it to appear in print. You won't get a 
personal reply even if you enclose an SAE with your letter, so please 
don't bother. 

Send your question on the form below to: Amiga Answers, Amiga 
Shopper, Beauford Court, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BAl 2BW. 

The Amiga Answers panel consists of our consultant editors 

AMIGA, WE ARE HERE TO SOLVE IT 

Mark Smiddy and Jeff Walker - and, of course, our resident deputy 
editor Cliff Ramshaw. We will also be calling on the services of ad 
our other contributors, so you won't be able to catch us napping - 
whatever the subject of your query. 

Each panellist will be dealing with queries in their own specialist 
area(s) so it would help us greatly if, when writing, you label your 
query envelope with the name of the expert who can solve your 
particular problem. 

Below Is a list of areas of expertise. It's a list that we will add to 
and update every month, so you will know who to write to about any 
subjects not mentioned here. 

Oary Whiteley - Video 
Paul Overaa - Programming, music 
Toby Simpson- Programming, hardware 
Jeff Walker- Desktop publishing, programming 
Mark Smiddy- Amiga DOST business, CDTV, hardware projects, 

hard and floppy disk drives 
Jason Nofborn - Public Domain, AMOS 
Jotyon Ralph - Programming, hardware, CDTV 
Cliff Ramshaw- All the other bits and pieces 

If you send in a question for the Amiga Answers experts, please fill 
in and include the form below (or a photocopy if you dont want to 
cut up your magazine). And please also make sure that you include 
all the relevant details - version numbers of software and so on - 

so that we have the best chance of helping you. Send your form and 
question to: Amiga Answers, Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath 
BAl 2BW. Sorry, but we cannot personally reply to any questions - even 
ff you include an SAE. 

Name: 

Address: 

Hard disk: Mb as DH : Manufacturer 

Extra RAM fitted - type, size in Mb and manufacturer . 

Details of any other hardware which could help us to answer your question: 

Now, use this space to describe your problem, including as much relevant 

Information as possible. Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. 

Your machine: 

A500 Q A500 Plus Q A600 □ A1000 □ A120Q □ 

A1500 Q    A2000      □    A3000 Q    A4000 Q 

Approximate age of machine:   

Kickstart version (displayed at the 'insert Workbench' prompt) 

1.2 Q 1.3 □ 2.x □ 

Workbench revision (written on the Workbench disk) 

1-2 Q 1.3 Q 1.3.2 □ 2.x □ 3.0 Q 

PCB revision (if known). Do not take your machine apart just to look 

for this!   

Total memory fitted (see AVAIL in Shell tor 1,3 Workbench)   

Chip memory available (see AVAIL in Shell)  . 

Agnus chip (if known)   

Extra drive #1 (3.5V5.25") as DF : Manufacturer  

Extra drive #2 (3.5y5.25f'} as DF : Manufacturer  
AS 21 
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NO PROBLEM! 

Welcome once more to Amiga Answers? the 
section of the magazine where we endeavour to 
straighten out your hassles with that wonderful 
but occasionally stubborn machine, the Amiga. 
Every month we devote more space and apply 
more resources than any other Amiga magazine 
to solving your problems- We receive something 
like 100 queries a week, so the service is 
obviously appreciated. 

It's my job to co-ordinate the whole thing: 
sorting through the questions and sending them 
off to the relevant chappies for the kind of in- 
depth answers you've come to expect; and 
compiling them into the lovingly crafted pages 
which you see before you. 

I call on a variety of expertise to make sure 
you get the answers you need, which is why 
Amiga Answers is so successful. There's Mark 
Smiddy, industry guru, AmigaDOS-tamer and 
business applications wizard; Jeff Walker, 

probably the most knowledgeable Amiga desktop 
publisher there Is; and Jason Hoi bom, long-time 
AMOS explorer and PD sampler, as well as good 
all-rounder (or should that be all round good 
guy?); and Toby Simpson, lead programmer for 
Millennium and accelerator expert. 

If it's a question about video, Til pass it on 
to Gary Whitetey, our professional videographer 
for whom the word 'genlock* means 'mixing 
Amiga graphics with video for magical results' 
and for whom the word 'snlpwirrai' means nothing. 

Programming queries are dealt with by Paul 
Overaa, who's not afraid to code In any 
language, and who doubles as a MIDI maestro to 
solve your sequencing slip-ups. 

Our hardware guru Is Jolyon Ralph. This man 
knows just about everything about disks, both 
hard and floppy, and what he doesn't know about 
memory he's probably forgotten. Communication 
breakdowns are flxed-up by Phil Harris. 

All in all, a formidable team, supplemented 
by my own not Inconsiderable Amiga suss. Let's 
face it. If we can't answer your question, it's 
probably one of the Mysteries of the Universe. 

Starting soon will be a new section - The 
Code Clinic - in which Toby Simpson will 
endeavour to iron out those annoying bugs in 
your programs. Send your problem programs to 
the normal Amiga Answers address, marking the 
envelope The Code Clinic'and he'll sort it out. 

Don't forget to keep sending us those 
problems - we love them! 

Cheers, 

C QUESTIONS 
a) How do I get 
window output in a 
certain window using 
C (like in Basic 

where you have commands like 
WINDOW OUTPUT 1)? 
b) How do I load a module/song 
and play it? 
c) How would 1 use the Alloc M em () 
function In order to allocate Image 
data memory? 

Mohmud Ahmad 
Thorton Heath 

You've asked loads of things in 
addition to the above points and, as 
a general warning to others (because 
many of you are now asking dozens 
of questions in each letter), I'm 
afraid that two or three query 
answers per letter is now going to be 
the maximum (after all, it isn't fair 
on everyone else if one person hogs 
all the space for a dozen questions 
at a time). 

a) Each window will have its own 
rastport and pointers to these are 
specified in most graphics/text 
drawing operations. To identify each 
rastport just look into the window 
structures and extract the values - 
then whenever you do a graphics 
operation just make sure you use 
the appropriate pointer. 

b) With most tracker players 
you'd kick off the player program as 
a separate Amiga DOS process using 
the 'run' command. The OctaMED 
player would be started using: 

run octamedplayer songname 

(adding of course any device:filepath 
info that is needed to specify the 

locations of the player and song f le.) 
c) Image data needs to be 

placed in Chip memory so you must 
use the MEMFCHIP flag as in the 
following example; 

image_data_p=AllocMeni(3ize, 
MEMF_OiIP) f 
PAO 

POUNDS FOR DOLLARS 
f^i      H I have installed 

KindWords 2 on my 
hard drive as per the 
instruction manual, 

but quite a few keys do not behave 
as they are supposed to. I get a $ 
instead of a £ for example. Why? 

Also, when I print my 
documents I can't get bold or 
underline to work with my Star 
LC24-200. Why is this? 

Mrs K Metcalfe 
Basingstoke 

Your machine is currently using a US 
key map, but you have a British 
keyboard. You need to tell the 
computer to use the GB keymap. So 
open a Shell or CLI window and type: 

ed s: startup-sequence 

Go to the bottom of that file and, 
just above the End CLI command at 
the end, add a line that reads: 

sys: system/setmap gb 

Save, Quit, and re-boot the machine. 
Now when you run KindWords the £ 
will be on the £ key and the $ will be 
on the $ key, and everything else will 
be where it should be. 

Your LC24-200 won't do bold or 

underline probably because you are 
using the wrong printer driver. You 
should be using EpsonQ, and bold 
and underline should work perfectly 
well. There's a better driver for the 
LC24-200 called Star24Plus. You 
can get the latest version from JAM 
^ Q39b 274449.1 don't know how 
well it will work with KindWords 2 
though. I recommend you buy 
yourself a better word processor. JW 

ROMBO TROUBLE 
have recently 

purchased a Rom bo 
Vidi-Amiga Complete 
Colour Solution and 

am experiencing some problems 
when using It with my parallel port 
sharer and Amiga 500. 

When grabbing frames most are 
distorted in some way although a 
clean image occasionally appears. 
When the Vidi-Amiga is connected 
directly to the Amiga's parallel port 

the image is fine. Do I need to feed 
the Vidi more power in addition to 
its own external power source? Or 
is something else the problem? 

My other problem concerns my 
RocGen Plus genlock. It was fine 
when I first bought it. Since then I 
have changed my video source to a 
Goodmans GVR-4000. When trying 
to record an image from the 
genlock to tape It is unstable and 
often only appears in black and 
white. Is the genlock not giving a 
stable enough signal for this video 
to use or is my video useless? 
When connecting the video output 
from the TV modulator to the video 
the Image is fine. 

Jonathan Bond 
Cobham 

Surrey 

The solution to your Vidi-Amiga 
problem is obviously connected to 
the parallel port sharer you are 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Allocmem - a function in the Exec library. When called, it returns a pointer to 
an area of memory of a size specified by the function's parameter. This 
is useful for creating temporary space for data while a program is 
running, especially if the size of this space is unknown when the program 
is written. 

C - a compiled language designed primarily for systems programming. It was 
used to write much of the Amiga's operating system, and is used in the 
writing of many Amiga applications. 

Digitiser - a device which takes the analogue information taken by a source 
such as a video camera and converts it to digital screen information for 
use by a computer. 

Keymap - one of several files that are used by the Amiga to translate key 
presses to the relevant characters for a given country, since different 
countries have different layouts for their keyboards. 
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using, as the Vidi works fine when it 
isn't connected to the switch box. 
I've tried a Vidi-12 on my A2000 and 
used a data sharer supplied by 
Rom bo without problems, but judging 
by the number of you having this 
trouble all is not well. 

Strictly s pea King, it is better not 
to use a data sharer at all (as you 
have discovered) because the rapid 
data flow from the digitiser to the 
Amiga can be disturbed by 
unshielded wiring, over-long cables or 
other associated problems, So for 
the time being, whilst I know it is 
inconvenient for many of you, the 
obvious answer is to complain to the 
supplier of the data sharer and put 
up with manually connecting your 
printer or digitiser (after switching 
the power OFF!). 

Regarding the RocGen Plus 
problem it appears that there is 
something askew with the genlock, 
since you are generally happy with 
the recording quality of your VCR. 
Have you tried feeding the RocGen 
with an external video signal while 
you are recording its output? This 
may have a bearing on the signal 
quality. Also, have you looked at the 
genlock's video output on a monitor 
to see if anything odd is happening? 
Beyond that and advising you to 
contact the supplier of the RocGen if 
the problems continue, I'm afraid I 
can't be of much more help, GW 

BITS OF MAPS 
I have been using 
Lattice/SAS C now on 
my A600/A590 
combination for some 

months, and can now use intuition 
fairly well, but I have a few 
questions relating to super-bitmap 
windows and screens. 

a) Can I use a paint program, 
Deluxe Paint for example, to create 
graphics for backdrops, sprites etc. 
If so, do I need to convert them in 
any way and what with? 

b) How can I initialise a memory 
area and get my screen or window 
(or both) to look at that area? 

c) How can I persuade a 
program to load picture data into 
that area from disk? 

I have a good selection of C 
books, but none of them seem to 
cover this point. 

Rob Edwards 
Worksop 

Notts 

a) Yes you can. The problem arises 
when you try and actually use this 
data. DPaint saves its brushes and 
pictures in the IFF file format. To use 
this, you will need to learn how to 
use EFR IFF uses a crude, but usually 
effective form of compressfon called 
'Byte Run 1'. Simply, Byte Run 1 
compresses repeated runs of bytes 
into smaller chunks. For example, a 
black line would compress nicely into 
two bytes, This falls over on complex 
pictures which have no large areas of 
continuous colour. Decoding IFF, 
fortunately, is rather easier to 
program than writing an encoder. IFF 
information can be found in the 
Amiga Autodocs, second and third 
edition. Bitmap windows require 
decoded image data: a Bitmap, You 
could, in theory, use some PD 
program such as Deiuxetff wh ich 
convert IFF to Bitmap fifes for you, 
but this is not as preferable as 
actually doing the conversion in your 
own program. 

b) You will need to allocate a 
bitmap. Roughly, you would first 
create your BitMap structure using 
initBStMap; 

struct BitMap rnor_bit_map; 
Ini t B itMap (&my_bi t_map, 
depth, width, height); 

and then link It into your program. 
You really need to buy the Libraries 
reference manual third edition, as it 
is invaluable for information about 
this sort of thing. 

c) It's best to allocate some 
memory, load in an fff image, 
decrunch it to a pre-allocated bitmap 
memory area. 

Don't try and be clever and take 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Basic - Beginners1 All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code is a high-level 
programming language, much favoured by micro-computer users. It 
combines a fair amount of power with ease-of-use. 

Bitplane/bitmap - an area of memory where every binary bit corresponds to 
a pixel on the screen. One bitplane represents a monochrome image, 
several can be overlayed (a bitmap) to represent a colour image. 

Hard drive - like a floppy drive, but much bigger and faster. Also, the disk 
cannot be removed, so once the hard drive has been fitfed, it's either 
time to delete excess files or get another one. 

Intuition - the part of the Amiga's operating system concerned with window 
handling, menus and so forth, it interprets user input from the mouse 
and sends information to the relevant windows via the Intuition Direct 
Communication Message Ports. 

MIND YOUR LANGUAGE 
would like to leam to program my computer, I have bought 

a book called Amiga BASIC by Paul Fellows, but I've found 
that I cannot use Amiga BASIC on my machine as it stands. 
What can I do? I want to write games but have found 

Amiga BASIC totally unsuitable- Which language would you recommend? I 
have seen several ads for AMOS BASIC and the AMOS Compiler. Do I need 
to buy the compiler in order to run AMOS BASIC programs? 

David Brew, Crosby, Isle of Man 

AmigaBASIC is totally unsuitable for programming anything other than very 
simple utilities, simply because of its slow execution speed. Assembler ts 
definitely the best choice for games programming, but it's a rather tricky 
language to master. Learning the assembler command set is only half the 
story - to be able to write high speed arcade games, you will also need a 
very thorough understanding of the Amiga's custom hardware, its registers 
and how they are used to produce onscreen effects. 

If assembler language doesn't sound like your cup of tea, then a much 
better bet is Euro press AMOS BASIC. As a regular reader of Amiga Shopper, 
you may have noticed that we dedicate four pages to this very impressive 
language every month. AMOS ES ideal for games programming simply 
because ft not only runs very fast, but its command set {over 700!) is geared 
specifically towards the task of writing high speed arcade games. The latest 
version of AMOS, AMOS Professional, comes complete with a runtime 
system which allows you to freely distribute your AMOS programs without 
infringing the copyright owned by Europress themselves. 

For added speed though, the AMOS Compiler is worth buying too - 
however, you should note that the current release of the compiler ts not 
completely compatible with AMOS Pro, although ft will happily compile 
standard AMOS programs without question. Europress cfaEm that a new 
AMOS Pro Compiler will be available some time in February. JH 

short-cuts with this sort of thing - 
make sure you're within the 
programming rules. Some of the new 
features on Workbench 3 are causing 
some people's programs to fall over 
because they did not go correctly 
though the operating system. One of 
these worth mentioning here is the 
Interleaved Bitmap feature. TS 

WHICH HARD DRIVE? 
I was considering 
buying a GVP hard 
drive (52Mb) for my 
A500. However, after 

doing my sums, I figured it would be 
cheaper to sell my A500 and buy an 
A600HD (I would get the benefits of 
WB2 as well), but I feel 20Mb 
would be a bit too small, so would I 
be able to put another hard drive in 
the expansion slot on the side? 
Apparently, I could buy a PC hard 
drive and bung it straight onto the 
Amiga 600, Is this true? Also I have 
seen 1Mb upgrades for the A600 at 
£50. Do these fit in the trapdoor 
expansion slot or does the case 
have to be opened to fit them? My 
other alternative is to wait for the 
*A800' but I can t decide until I 
know how much it will cost. Do you 
have any idea? 

Sam Smith 
Alconbury 

Cambs 

1 agree the 20Mb drive in the 
A600HD is a bit pathetic really. Tve 
got some animations on my hard 

drive that are over 20Mb long each! 
In the US the A600HD is sold with a 
40Mb internal drive, a little better 
(but remember US machines won't 
work in the UK without a new Power 
supply and modulator). You can t add 
another hard drive onto the side of 
the Amiga 600 yet. While there are 
some PCMCIA hard drives in 
development that will plug into the 
slide slot these will be both 
expensive and may not work on the 
Amiga without special software. You 
could buy the plain Amiga 600 and 
add your own hard drive (any 2,5" AT- 
IDE hard drive should work, although 
you'll need cables, mounting screws 
and hard disk installation software, 
not to mention automatically voiding 
your on-site warranty). It's tricky so I 
wouldn't recommend it. 

The A600 1Mb RAM upgrades do 
indeed fit into the trapdoor without 
voiding your warranty. It would 
appear your best options are to 
either upgrade your 500 r buy a 
600HD and put up with 20Mb of 
storage (you can upgrade this later, 
but again you void your warranty), or 
wait for Commodore to launch some 
new machines. 

I know very little about what 
Commodore are planning for low-end 
machines and without knowing what 
specifications the machine will have 
it s impossible to guess a price, 
although as the Amiga 3000 is now 
only £1500 it would have to be 
between £500 and £1000, 
depending on what it contains. JR 
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3 H O E N I X 

4w \T     Welcome to our three ^ 
V page Christmas-Special which h& ^r        t page Christmas-Special which has all 

the products you need to make this a "Happy Amiga Christtnas!" 
Page one is devoted to 'Options', packs which are designed to take the headache out of your choice this Christmas. 

AH year we have been gathering regularfeedback from our customers on what they think are the essentia! items to be 
found in a pack. From this information we have assembled what we and the Amiga buying public believe to be the 

ultimate in packs at unquestionably the best prices. 

Make 'Options'ymr only option this Christmas! 
James Millard 

Managing Director 

OPTIOISh 

ARCADE ACTION PACK 
This Pack, 
built around 
theA&QQIMb 
machine, 
will provide 
you with 
everything 
you need to 
to create 
your own      "^iife'*^™1 r^ 
in house' aII-action arcade environment 
Exploit the Amiga as the ultimate games 

I       I   w-^^^^™ machine!!! 

NORMAL R.R.P. inc VAT  
PHOENIX 
OPTION 1 

OPTION 

FAMILY PACK 
Based on Commodores EpicLanguage 
pack. Option 3 gives the whole family 
maximum use of the Amiga. 

Ift/M       have added 
f^3F HtflLVi to The lop 

* WSB T "     *"t,t,es 

jf^ BvB^^^^P1 ~ " already in 

^^^j^fct     ~*   choice of 
fun school titles for the children and Monkey 
Island 2, (Amiga Format Gold winner). They 
complete what is an unbeatable software 
based pack, Whether it's word processing, 
learning, heme accounts or just good old game 
playing, the FAMILY PACK is all you need, 
NORMAL RJt.P. inc VAT.  
PHOENIX 
OPTION 3 

WHAT YOU GET! 

AGOO 1Mb 
Phillips Monitor 

8833 Mkll 

10 Capacity 
Dish Box 

10 Phoenix Bulk Disks 
wilh Labels 

Two Joysticks 
(fully micro switched) 

Mouse-Joystick 
Switch 

Phoenix Stereo Hi-Fi 
Sound Speakers 

ZQOL 
Software Pack 

(10 Hirjti quality Games Inc. 
IDOL, striker) 

8mm Mouse Mat 

WHAT YOU EET! 

OPT.ON^ 

HOME OFFICI 
This pack is based round the A6D0 HD 
giving you all the advantages of an 
electronic office environ ment in the 
  comfort of your 

J AI n " g s i d e tti e 
Hfi^^A™^-^ A600 HD, Phoenix 

jjBr aise provide yny 
WHKj^BSS^ ^fe^ w't'1 a l0P selling 
^f^^,^^^^ 9 PIN dot matrix 

colour printer, 
a highly rated software package - rated 84% in 
Amiga Format - our own Phoenix Deluxe drive, 
and a full range of top quality accessories, 
making day tn day household management 
BHsy!f 
NORMAL R.R.P. inc VAT...  
PHOENIX 
OPTION 2 LZ 

WHAT YOU GET! 

A600 1 Mb 
(20Mb HD) 

Phillips Monitor 
esse Mkii 

Star LCI 00 
9 PIN Colour Prinler 

3.5" External Drive 

PA 001 
RAM Expansion 

Eunrjpress 
"Mini Office" 

10 TDK 3,5" Bisks 
A4 Copy Holder 
Anti-Glare screen 

500 
sheets of Paper 
8m Mouse Mat 

f pic/Language pack 
(20Mb Hard Drive) 

Phillips Monitor 
8833 Mkll 

Star LCI ID 
9 rifj colour Printer 

PA B01 
1 Mb HAM Expansion 

Fun School 3+4 
Monkey Island Z 

50 Capacity Disk Box 

10 Phoenix Bulk 
Disks wilh Labels 

Joystick 
dully microswitched) 

8mm Mouse Mat 

OPTIOINM^p^ 

CHRISTMAS CRACKER 
"Unbelievable", "Crazy", are just some of 
the quotes from the industry regarding 
the demise of the A5O0+. 

V     tffitev %i Destined never 
\JRfiP^**if%?& t° he sold again 

the largest 
stocks in the UK of the Cartoon Classics Pack 
and offer you the very last chance to purchase 
this legendary machine!! 

WHAT YOU GET! 

A500+ 

1Mb of RAM 
expandable to 10Mb 

Workbench 2.04 

Real-Time Battery 
Bached Clock 

Full Comprehensive 
Manoal Set 

Mouse 

TV Modulator 

External PSU 

Lemmings 

PHOENIX t:ap,alnPlanE, 

OPTION 4 The Simpsons 
A 500+ Cartoon 
Classics 2Mb  Deluxe Paint III 

WHY 
* ALL PRODUCTS are lull UK spec. 
► ALL PACKS supplied witfi full connecting cables for immediate operation. 
* FREE Gelling Started1 techiu'cal guide. 
* FREE RETURN TO PHOENIX pick-up on all faulty hardware within 30 ART I fill O 

dap or purchase. UP I IUMIU 1 FREE UK DELIVERY on all 'Options' packs 
If you wish to upgrade any major item of hardware in the 'Option Pack', simply tell us at the time of ordering and we will just 

charge you the difference in price between the two products. Easy! 

FREE DTJST COVERS for Computer, printer and monitor when 
purchasing an options pack. 
EXCLUSIVE technical helpline number, 
THE KNOWLEDGE lhat you are purchasing from one of the premier mail 
order companies in Europe. 

SPECIAL  CHRISTMAS OPENING TIMES 

Mon-Sat 9.00-7.30 

Our friendly; highly trained sales 
team will ensure that your order is 
dealt with efficiently and with the 
minimum of fuss. 

At the time of 
{ placing your 

. order we will 
■■■ advise you of 

anticipated . 
^, delivery time 

and answer 
any other 
queries you 
may have 
regarding your 

• purchase. All 
major credit cards accepted. 

(T c r h it f c 

u p p 0 i- * 

ce you have made the 
cision to purchase from 
oenix your order will he 

dispatched 
promptly and 
without fuss. 

Using one of the 
countries 
leading courier 
services 
ensures that 
your goods 
arrive on time, 

same condition act and in the 
y left our stock. 



PHOENIX 

AMIGA 1200 

Incorporating a now En 
I many more exciting and powe 

features, this machine truly takes the Amiga 
family into the next generation!! INT]!! 

68020 Processor Running at U Mhz • 2Mb Chip RAM 
(expandable to 10 Mb using 4Mb fast memory PC 
MCIA cards and 4 Mb 32-bit RAM in CPU slot! • Naw 
double "AA" graphics chip set * 256 colours on 
screen from a 1B.B million colour palette * Full Amiga 
Key board (with Alpha numeric key pad) • CPU local 
BUS slot kard edge). CO^ik QO 
Phoenix Price Only LJ/J.JJ 

NEW PACKS 
'THE WILD, THE WEIRD & THE WICKED' 

1 Mb A 600 as standard and includes the excellent value 
Software titles: Deluxe Paint III • Formula One Grand Prix * 
Putty •Pushover ,f OOQ OA I 
Phoenix Price Only, t JJU! 
A 600 2Mb (rid. above software).,.. £379.99 

lEP1C*LAM&UAGE PACK' 
TMb A 600 as standard and Includes 20MB HARD 
□RIVE the excellent value Software titles: Deluxe 
Paint III - Trivial Pursuit* Epic * Myth * Rome 
Phoenix Price Only £484.99! 
A 600 ZMb+20 Mb Hard Drive ...£524.99 

The stand-alone 
i 600 is compact, 

"semi   portable, ^K^^Jlv C 
fully featured and 
can be purchased ■ 
in the following ^^B'^'^^ijJk* 
configurations: 
A 6oo £274.99 
A600HD MEM£429.99 
A GOO 2Mb £314.99 
A 600 HD 2Mb £469.99 

RAM EXPANSION 
1 

Phoenix PA 601-populated-IMb £44.99 
Phoenix PA 601-onpopulated-0Mb...£24.99 
Phoenix A 600 ROM Sharer £29.99 
Keyboard switcfrabia I 

1 
AMIGA 4000 

Features Include: 6BQ4D 32 Bit Processor running 
at 25 MHz (upgradable) • New Double AA chipset 
with 16,8 million colours * high density 1.44 Mb 
floppy ■ 120 No IDE herd drive • New Workbench 3 

AMIGA 4000  £2,229.00 
A4000 witfi4QV24Q/425 Mb Hard Drive £P0 A 

AMIGA 1500 

The incredible speed of 
32-Bit technology at a price 
you can afford only from 
S S L Ray tracing an image - 
that takes 24-hrs on a standard Amiga takes just 
1 nr. 36 mins, with an A5000I! FREE maths co-pro 
included with both A/B5000 accelerator cards. 
A5000 + 1MB 16.67 Mhz £249,99 
A5000 + 2MB 16.67 Mhz £289.99 
A5000 + 3MB 16.67 Mhz £319.99 
A5000 + 4MB 16.67 Mhz ... ,.1349,99 
B5000 + 1MB 25.00 Mhz .£499.99 
B5000 + 2MB 25,00 Mhz £669.99 
B5000 + 3MB 25,00 Mhz £829.99 
B5000 + 4MB 25.00 Mhz  ...£979,99 

HARD DRIVES 
£GVP IMPACT SERIES II Hard Drives, the 
^fastest Hard Drive/Controller for the Amiga. 

Features Game Switch, external SCSI port, 
FAAASTR0M SCSI Driver, GVP's custom VLSI 
chip and internal RAM expansion up to 8 meg! 
Units use high specification fast-access 
QUANTUM Hard Drives coming with 2yr. guarantee, 
A500^HD8+ 42 Mb £3352 £289.99 
A5O0-HD8+ 80 Mb  HUZZ £379.99 
A500-HD8f 120 Mb £424.99 
A5O0-HD8+24OMb £689.99 

ROCTEC 

SALE OF THEC ENTURY! ! 
Phoenix in association with Roctec and 
Conner, continue to achieve massive sales 
on this high specification, quality product. 
Due to the buying power of Phoenix we are 
able to maintain these incredible prices- 
prices that have left the competition GREEN 
with envy-and the Amiga buying public 
licking their lips. Stocks will only last until 
the end of November. 
ROCTEC 40 MB   .£259.99 
ROCTEC 85 MB . £299.99 
ROCTEC 120 MB £364.99 
Featuring Connor drives-very fast access times- 
j19ms or better I • expand up to S Mb using 1 Mb 
Simms only * 1 year guarantee * slimline design 
ideally colour matched to the A50Q * Own power 
supply. 
ROCTEC (controller Only) ,.£164.99 
Same specification as the above but without the 
hard drive fitted so you can fit your own. Please 
specify IDE or SCSI. 

EXTRA MEMORY Only £25.99 per Mb. 

HARD DRIVES 
1500/2000 

Series II Hard Disk Controller/RAM card...£114.99 
Series II 42 Mil Hard Disk and RAM card..£2G9.99 
Series II 80 Mb Hard Disk and RAM card..£339.99 
Series I1120 Mb Hard Disk and RAM card„.£399.99 
Series II240 Mb Hard Disk and RAM card £639.99 

EXTRA MEMORY Only £25.99 per Mb. 

ACCELERATORS 
GVP COMBINATION ACCEPTORS & HARD DRMS-TTMJ 
ultimate expansion product for the Amiga 500! 
A530 Combi 40MHz + 52Mb Hard Drive £659.99 
A530 Combi 40MHz + 120Mb Hard Drive...£757.99 
A530 Combi 40MHz + 240Mb Hard Drive £979.99 
A530 68882 Co-Processor. £204.99 

ACCELERATORS 
1500/2000 

GVP G-Force 030-25MHz + 1Mb,.. 
GVP G-Force D30-40MH2 + 4Mb  

..£545.99 
.£784.99 

2.04 Workbench includes: Deluxe Paint3, Platinum 
Works, Home Accounts, Tokir Puzznic, x Elfr Amiga 
Format Book and Joystick r*r*wi rin 
AMIGA 1500.... BUB £539.99 

GVP PC-286 16MHz £239.99 
KCS Powerboard twiHi DOS 4 0i) £199.99 
KCS Powerboard .,.,...£184.99 

^ KCS adaptor for 1500/2000... £59.99 
Vortex A Tonce Plus 286 UGMHZ). £214,99 

■ A A £k A 

GVP G-Force 030 50MHz + 4Mb £1099.99 

ACCELERATOR 
RAM Modules n 

1Mb Simm 32 Bit 60 Nanoseconds £65.99 
4Mb Simm-32 Bit 60 Nanoseconds £182.99 

EMULATORS 
11500/2000-3000/3000T 

Vortex GOLDEN GATE' £419-99 
This emulator is the ultimate bridge between 
PC/AT platf orms and the Amiga, If you think this is 
for you, cross to page three for specification 
details in this months Trail Blazers' sectionf 

PRINTERS 

ic% Colour mw £159,99 
9 PIN colour printer with paper parking, eight fonts 
and electronic DIP switches. 
1x24-100 £189.99 
24 PIN with compressed data mode, 16 K buffer and 
10 letter quality fonts,(with Star printer driver only), 
LC-2« £129,99 
LC 200 Colour... £195.99 
LC24-20 , £199.99 
LC24-200 Mono £219.99 
1X24-200 Colour ..£268.99 
XB24-200 Colour £379,99 
SJ48 Bufabiojot .hmmm £219.99 
Star printers come with one year warranty, 
CITIZEN 
Swift 240 Colour....... ..smr £279,99 
Swift 240 Mono.  fZBT £259.99 
Swift 200 Colour, ..IZIWJ? £219.99 
Swift 200 Mono /rare £199.99 
Swift 9 Colour MifflmuM £179.99 
Citizen printers come with 2 year warranty. 
HEWLETT PACKARD   
Deskjet S50C (colour printer^ tMZZ £559.99 
300 dpi laser quality output * sharp blacks arid 16 million 
colours available * six built in type faces-4 scalable • 
improved media handling * several paper sizes • FOUR 
TIMES FASTER than previous H.P. Deskjet range. 
Deskjet 500 .... ffifflfM&jd £329,99 
Deskjet-500 Colour., £449.99 
HP printers come with 3 year warranty, 
HP black ink cartridge ...£24.99 
HP colour ink cartridge £29.99 
AUTO SHEET FEEDERS 
STAR ix2o mmm £57.99 
STAR LC200 £59.99 
STAR LC24-20U £62,99 
STAR 1X24-20 £62,99 
STAR SJ48  £49.99 

BUBBLE JET 

CANON BJ lOeX. £224.99 
Upgraded version of BJ10er the worlds biggest 
selling portable mkjet printer. 
CANON BJ 20 mm £319.99 
More Features than the BJl0f includes Auto sheet 
feeder. Top selling-Highly Recommended 
CANON BJ 300 mm £374.99 
80 column bubblejet provides laser quality output 
CANON BJ 330.. £7515? £499.99 
136 column bobblajet 
CANON Bubblejet cartridges. ...£17.99 

PHOENIX PRINTER PACK 
Supplied with ALL printers containing 1,8m std. 
printer cable, printer ribbons/cartridge and 250 
sheets of paper absolutely FREE. 

PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
Ws have a large range of nigh quality printer 
accessories for all the printers we sell including: 
dust covers from £2.39 * Ink cartridges from 
£13,99 • Mono ribbons from £3.50 * Colour 
ribbons front £7.99 * Printer stands from £7.99 

CHIPS 

AMIGA CUSTOM CHIPS 
Kickstart Z.tH ROM, .,£34,99 
Kickstart 1J ROM, ,£27.99 Falter Agnus B372A. £34.99 
NEW Super Denise £29 99  CIA 8S20A £9 99 

MEMORY CHIPS 
4 Mb x 9 (-701 Sinm...£9a59 1 Mb x 4 j-fifl) Zip *£34 99 
1 Mb x 91 -60) S i mm.,.£27.99 256k x 4 (-80) I i p *£29.99 
256k x 9 {-801 Simm...£12.99 1 Mb x 1 DRAM... £3.49 
256k x 4 DRAM £14$ *This price is Ipr 1 Mb of RAM 
These chips cover practically every popular memory 
expansion or Hard Drive system on the market for the 
Amiga ie. GVP, SUPRA, MICROBfJTICS, COMMODORE 

"J must write to congratulate you on 
the efficiency of your mail order staff." 

Robert S. Blair - Denmark 

MEMORY 
EXPANSION 

SUPRA 500RX the ultimate in Fast Ram 
expansion umteJ*Uses 256x4 Zips) 
8 Mb pop to 1 Mb*., ... £99.99 
8Mb pop to 2 Mb* £124.99 
8 Mb pop to 2 Mb £149,99 
8 Mb pop to 4 Mb £209.99 
8 Mb pop to 8 Mb ...,........£309.99 

MONITORS 

PHILIPS 8833Mk II MSI £194.91 
Colour Stereo Monitor now including 'Lotus Turb 
Challenge*, and 1 years on-site warranty. 
COMMODORE 1085 SDI £216.9! 
COMMODORE 1084 SDI £199.9! 

ite for connection to your Amiga 
MONITOR ACCESSORIES- 
14" Dust covers ... £4.9! 
14" Tilt & Swivel stand £13.9! 
Anti-Glare filter screen. ..£19.9! 
A4 Copy Holder............. ,,£12.9! 

"This is is the second tune I have deal 
with you and each time have had 

excellent service and rapid delivery " 
Peter W. Beaumont- HuddersfieJd 

DISKS 

Don't confuse these quality disks with other 
currently available. 3.5" 100% certified error free 70' 
clip. All disks include FREE high quality Phoenix label: 
TO £4.99 2W £72.9 
25 £12.99 sou £174.9 
50 £22.99 750 £259,9' 
100,, £39.99 1 000 ,,,£339.9' 
TDK Branded disks- High performanc 
media from the experts-box 10 with labels, 
10 ,.£5.99 1.00 £52.9! 
so £26.99 son £249.9' 
1000 Phoenix Disk Labels £9.9! 

I LEADS 
& CABLES 

Midi-Midi 2m, £3.99 Modulator ext £9 J! 
Midi-Midi 3m ,.£4.99 Amiga-Scart £9.9! 
Midi-Midi 5n £5.99 Amiga-8833MkJI.£9.9! 
Disk Drive ext .£9.99 Joystick long ext.£4.9! 
Mouse/Joystick ext   £4.9! 
Mouse/Joystick splitter , £4.9! 
"Serial/Modem cables   £9.9! 
"Amiga-Multisync ,,,from£9.9! 
* Amiga-Mi crovitec £9.9! 
*Amiga-CPC monitor..., ,..,£9,9! 
*Amiga-RGB/TV £9.9! 
*SCSI Cable various £9.9! 
Printer 1.8m £5.99 Printer 2.0m HQ...£7,<K 
*For full details of these cables oi 
information regarding the right cable fo 
the job call 0532-311684. Custom built lead: 
are no problem Phoenix. 

PHOENIX 2 Meg 
RAM Upgrade Modules [ 

1 A PHOENIX RAh 
1 module can expan 
1 your chip RAM up t 
1 2 Mb by using th 
1 trapdoor expansio 
1 port.   Extra   RAM i 
1 n^cssssry tn nnicnsh th 
1 incrEdihfe graphics capa 

-1  V ■ 

bilftiee of your Amiga. AN our boards carry a full 2 year n> 
qiiihhlei rep acumen; guarantee It's never beei 
cheaper to upgrade! 
1 Mb Fully populated m r\r 
RAM board.... IMMW £34.9S 
1 Mb unpopulated RAM board £16.9! 

MULTI-MEDIA 
Romnu's Vidi Amiga 12 is the replacement for thei 
complete colour solution bringing you tho world': 
first mass market colour digitiser for under £100. 

VIDI-AMIGA 12 ffl37£79,9£ 
Outstanding features and plenty of VfW.-fVatm 
for money!}- H i g h ly Re co mm end a d. 
ROCGEN Plus £129.9£ 
Ctu a lity f eatu res a nrj pe rf o rni a n c e- Re co mm end e d. 
ROCKEY BY ROCTEC 
The new chroma key unit - used in conjunction witl 
a Genlock - allows you to superimpose live videi 
over graphics or video-substitute the brightnes: 
portion of a video source with a keyed image 
Embed live video in graphics] _ _ 
Phoenix Price £269.9% 

^^S^ ^Sr^ 



VORTEX GOLDEN GATE1 

Designed for the Amiga 1500/2000/3000 
and 3000T this is a 25MHz 80386SX PC/AT 
Emulator. PC/AT slot support-Max 16 Mb 
PC/RAM, 4Mb for Amiga-Will use PC/AT IDE 
Hard Disk and floppy disk drives 2,88 Mb under 
Amiga DOS, highly recommended. 
Phoenix price . ......£419.99 

PRODUCT 
n 

MOUSE/JOVSTICK SWITCH £13.99 
Don't damage your Amiga's portslThis device saves 
wear iind tenr makes switchover FAST, arid does NOT 
require pgwer unlike many UI'IUIE. 
COMPUTER/VIDEO SCABT SWITCH... £19.99 
Flip between V id go/computer signals attlie push of a button. 
Phoenix Stereo speakers £73137 £29.99 
Superb sound and excellent dynamics. These two- 
way stereo Hi-Fi speakers are an Amiga standard- 
Excellent companions on any gaining soiree! 

DISK DRIVES 
All drives feature super slim design, enable- 
disable switch, thru pert and come with a 1 year 
replacement guarantee! 
Phoenix Deluxe Drive, £47.99 
Roctec Roclite £64,99 
This famous drive has now been upgraded to 
include Anticlick and Virus Checker 
Disk head cleaner £3.99 

FREE FAST UK DELIVERY 

NEXT-DAY COURIER ONLY E4.50 

ROCTEC ROCLITE 
This famous super slim drive has now 
been upgraded to include Anti-click 
and virus checker - We have 
reluctantly had to raise tire price of this 
product due to the variance of the 
dollar rate. However to soften the blow 
we will include a FREE disk head 
cleaner worth £3,39 
Phoenix price...  E64J99 

OPAL VISION 
Amazing new 24-6it graphics card and 
video system for the Amiga 1500, 2000 
and 3000. Includes software suite 
worth hundreds of pound. With an 
incredible performance, this is simply 
awesome. 

Phoenix price  £739.95 

AMIGA MUSIC 
Attention all you music lovers! Phoenix have 
kept this unbeatable music deal running for you 
throLipjhnEJt the Christmas period. 

HUSIC-X Jnr....onlq CIRHfl 
When pure h asi ng e ither a §m | U ■ UU 
Phoenix Stereo Sampler or Pro Midi 2 Interface 
Please Note: this is a limited offer only while stocks last! 
STEREO SAMPLER £29.99 
Combine's esse of use with state of the art analogue to 
digital conversion technology.(inc, FREE sample editing 
software+audio lead] 
PRO-MIDI 2 INTERFACE.... £24.99 
This fully featured professional quality mirJi interface is 
very flexible giving semi-patch bay facilities. It has five 
ports in, out, thru and two switch able outfthru. (inc. FREE 
midi lead} 
GVP DIGITAL SOUND STUDIO £54.99 
High quality sound sampler for all Amiga Computers 
Amiga Music Made Easy-Only from Phoenix! 

MICE & 
TRACKBALLS 

NAKSHA Upgrade Mouse £24.99 
(With 0 pe rati on Stea lthr mat & hold er) 
Roc tec Mouse........... £13.99 
GOLDEN IMAGE _„ M 
Mega Mouse.... xlZ.33 
(Has just received 90% Amiga Format Gold Award) 
Optical Mouse.,   £29.99 
High precision, pointing device. 
Crystal Trackball . ■■■■..■■■■£37.99 
Inf rared-Cordless-Mouse... £47.99 
[Rechargeable top selling innovation.) 
Optical Pen Mouse M £39,99 
High Quality 8mm mouse Mats £3,99 

SCANNERS 
Powerful image processing tools for the 
office or the home environment. 
POWER-Features include: 100-400 dpi»64- 
Greyscales Thruport to printer • FREE Editing 

Power Scanner v2.D....  £94.99 
Power Scanner Colour. £234.99 

GOLDEN IMAGE Hand Scanner Series 
Features: 400 dpi * 256-Greyscale • Touch up 
and Merge it software, 
AlfaScan .. £124.99 
AlfaScan Plus £149.99 
AlfaScan OCR {inc OCR Software/,--.£279.99 
EPSON GT-6000 FLAT BED FULL 
COLOUR SCANNER-Plug into Amiga 
parallel port, 600 d.p.L resolution, up to 16 
million colours rQQQ HA 
Phoenix Price.... MoU.UU 
ASDG-SOFTWARE Scanning software 
comes in two forms, integrated into art 
development as a new module or used as a 
stand-alone programme. ft f|Q 00 
Phoenix Price L I 

ACCESSORIES 

Control Centre....... £34.99 
Heavy duty constructionjubber edging, 
perfect colour match, makes an ideal 
workstation for the A50G/A500+ A GD0 
control centre now available. 
DATA SWITCHES-tf5p/n D type) 
2 way £15,99 
3 way ....£17,99 
4 way £19.99 
STORAGE: 
90 Capacity BANX £11.99 
150 Capacity POSS0 £16.99 
Disk Box 10 Cap...... ., £1.99 
Disk Box 25 Cap ...£2.99 
Disk Box 50 Cap   £4.99 
Disk Box 100 Cap £6.99 
Disk Box 120 Cap ... £7.99 
Top grade, heavy duty injection moulded boxes. 
Low cost, high quality- 

A S70 CD ROM 

This essential add-on has finally arrived, 
suitable for A500/A500+, A570. 
Phoenix price...     £329,99 

1 
RELEASE 2 

Now Only.. 

£79.99 
^ 1 

The popular upgrade kit for 12 /13 owners from 
Commodore is in stock and selling fast! 

WORD PROCESSING / DTP 
Kindwords 3 £36.99 
Final Copy 2 m £OT £66.99 
Professional Page 3 .SETS£129.99 
Saxon Publisher... Him £189.99 
Page stream v2,2 „ £126.99 
Pagestream Font pack 1 £44.99 
Pen Pal I.4.... gMMMm? £39.99 
Prowrite v3,X £57,99 
Quickwrite -£36.99 
Wordworth .£79.99 
Hot Links .£52.99 
INTEGRATED PACKAGES 
Gold Disc Office £59.99 
Mini Office ,.„ ZZSEW £39.99 
CAD & DRAWING 
Design Works £53.99 
Professional Draw 3...... fflmi&Pii £79.99 
Intro CAD Plus ...» £74.99 
X CAD 2000 £99.99 
XCAD 3000... ....£269.99 
UTILITIES   
Lattice C v6.. iTMSJ £214.99 
A-Talk 3 ...£44.99 
CrOSS DOS V5 tine. Cross PC EmulatorK £29.99 
Diskmaster 2 ..£43.99 
Dos Z Dos ,£29.99 
Opus Directory ...£29.99 
Xcopy ... £36,99 
Quarter Back   .. £45,99 
Quarter Back Tools Vs 5 £49.99 
DATABASE 
Superbase Pro 4 £164,99 
Superbase Pers 2 fflM37 £39.99 
VIDEO PRODUCTION/TITLING 
SCALA 500 £79,99 
SCALA Professional ..£219.99 
Big Alternative Scroller £35.99 
Broadcast Titier 2 , £179.99 
Font Pack 1 for Broadcast Titier 2 £88.99 
Font Enhancer for Broadcast Titier 2,.£88.99 
Pro Video Post £168.99 
TV Show Pro ....,£51.99 
TV Text Pro £84.99 
FRACTAL AND SPECIAL FX   
Race Trace  £51? £93.! 
Deluxe Paint 4 £63.! 
Deluxe Video 3   ...£71.f 
Image Finder £44,! 
Pixmate , . £43.! 
Scenery Animator ....£62.! 
Vista £43.! 
Pro Vista £71.' 
ANIMATION 
Take 2 .....£42,99 
Image Master £129.99 
3-D Images .., ...£36.93 
Amos £36.9S 
Am os Profe ss i o na I  £44, 9£ 
(97% in CU Amiga-Software release of the year} 
Amos Compiler £21.91 
Amos 3D £25.99 
Easy Amos £22,99 
Deluxe Paint 4   .........£63.99 
Director v2 £71.99 
Imagine v2 nmHM2 £189.99 
Map master for Imagine £59,99 
Presentation Master £169.99 
Surface Master for Imagine £29.99 
Sfiowmaker .£142,99 
Video Director £107.99 
PRESENTATION & SLIDE SHOW 
Can Do vl.6 EMW £72.99 
Art Department Pro v.1 £143.99 
Art Department Pro Conv. Kit £57.99 
Can Do It V.I.G £94.99 
Hyper Book £44.99 
ACCOUNTING   
Personal Finance  KMT £29.99 
Arena Accounts £83.99 
Home Accounts 2 .,,,£39.99 
System 3 £43.99 
Cashbook Combo £57,99 
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LOOPING THE LOOP 
I have a lot of short 
Amiga Basic 
programs which 
consist of endless 

loops that run until I deliberately 
stop them, But when changing to 
other programs I get a 'File already 
open' error. What Instruction can I 
put at the start of a program to 
ensure that the previous programs 
files are closed? 

Ron Martin 
Burwell 

Cam bridge 

If you interrupt programs that have 
files open halfway through execution 
in order to run some other program 
then you deserve all the problems 
you've experienced. This really is 
very bad programming practice. 
Trying to get a subsequent program 
to clean up after the first by closing 
the previous programs' files is 
another convoluted idea that you 
ought to forget about completely. 

As it happens it is actually quite 
easy to close ail the open flies of a 
running program which has been 
interrupted: Just type CLOSE in the 
AmigaBASIC output window. After 
that all will be well and you will be 
able to run further programs without 
getting file related errors. PAO 

NOVICE NEEDS HELP 
I am a new Amiga 
owner, having Just 
exchanged my PC for 
a WB 1.3 A2000 with 

a 40 MB hard disk and 4Mb RAM. I 
also have a multi-sync monftor, a 
1084S RGB monitor and a Roc Gen 
Plus genlock. I would like to know If 
it is possible to use my 'flicker card' 
with a video card? Also, will two 
genlocks allow me to dissolve from 
one video source to another? And, 
where can I Jeam about upgrading ? 

AL Woodcock 
Horndean 

Hants 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Accelerator board - a device which either includes a central processor like 
the Amiga's, or a more advanced one in the same range, but operating at 
a higher speed. 

Emulator - a device, either hardware or software, that enables programs 
written for another machine to be used on the Amiga. The emulator 
makes the Amiga take on all (or most) of the characteristics of the 
foreign machine, and is transparent to the programs running under it 

Genlock - a way of slaving one video source (an Amiga) to another (a video 
tape) In order to synchronise their signals. This allows stable wipes, 
mixes and other effects including overlay between the two sources. 

24-pln - similar to a 9-pin printer, but with a printhead containing 24 pins. 
The textual output of such a printer is of a higher resolution, and 
therefore much better quality. 

32-bit Memory - normally, memory on the Amiga is 16-bit This means that 
when information is received by the processor from RAM, it is done so In 
chunks of 16 binary digits at a time, 32-bit memory is sent fn 32-bit 
chunks, thus increasing the speed of information transfer. 

Welcome to the world of Amiga 
video, Mr Woodcock. As you've 
already discovered It's a confusing 
set of jargon and equipment you're 
going to be dealing with, but this 
applies to all computers, not just the 
Amiga, Now, on with the show. 

Since you haven't said what kind 
of 'flicker card' you have I'm not sure 
what the answer is, except to say 
that if it takes up the Video slot of 
your Amiga then unless you remove it 
from the slot you won t be able to 
use any other video cards which also 
use this slot If the flicker card is one 
that fits in a chip socket then the 
answer may or may not be yesT 
depending on what video card you 
are planning on using. 

Without getting technical, the 
short answer is that two genlocks 
won't let you mix from one video 
source to another. In order to be 
able to do this, you'll need a proper 
vision mixer. 

As for advice about upgrading 
the chips and so on, keep reading 
magazines like Amiga Shopper. GW 

HIGH QUALITY, LOW PRICE? 

I have been asked to recommend a printer for use with the 
Amiga 500 Plus. I myself am mainly Involved with PC and 
Vax systems, although I have a great respect for the 
powerful capabilities that the Amiga has to offer and am 

Intending to buy one for use at home. 
A friend Is already using the 500 Plus and now wants a printer for 

producing high quality documents as well as graphics. The price limit Is 
around £300. 

Kevin A Mills, London SE1 

High quality for £300? Well, you can pick a 24-pin dot matrix up for about 
that, but I wouldnTt call 24-pin dot-matrix 'high' quafrty. Good quality maybe, 
but not 'high'. 

For high quality you need to start at the inkjet or bubble jet level, and the 
only models that fall into your price range are the monochrome Canon BJ- 
IQex and BJ-20 (or clones). If you hunt around you might find the 
monochrome Hewlett-Packard DeskJet 500 going for just over £300. JW 

PUTTING YOUR FOOT 
DOWN 

I am very seriously 
considering 
purchasing a GVP 530 
hard drive/accelerator 

combo. Having nearly saved enough 
beads, I was wondering if you could 
answer a few questions for me? 

My setup consists of an Amiga 
A500 Plus, with 2Mb of chip and 
2Mb of fast memory In a Supra 
500RX. I also have a Datel Action 
Replay III cartridge. 

I intend on selling my external 
drive, but i am not sure about the 
Supra memory expansion. Will the 
drive sit on the Supra through port, 
or will there be problems? 

What level of compatibility can I 
expect? Can you foresee any 
problems I might have with the 
other equipment I have? 

1 know the 68030 can address 
the IS bit memory, but can the 
68000 address the 32 bit memory? 
If that was so, I would then be able 
to sell the Supra. 

Finally, do you think Commodore 
have done the right thing, In putting 
a 14MHz 68020 In the new Amiga. 
Do you think It Is fast enough? 

Martin Grundy 
Newbury 

Bolton 

In theory, the Supra should work. In 
practice, it s not recommended to 
hang things off your A500 expansion 
port using through connectors, it's 
much better to expand the memory 
slots inside the A530 and sell the 
Supra. You do have a smaif catch 
with regards to using the A5301s 
memory whilst in 68000 mode: you 
can't. The switch on the top is really 
only to allow you to run games and 
so ont as when you disable the 
turbo, you disable the hard disk and 
memory also. 

One of the other problems you 
will have is the Action Replay 
cartridge. You will not be able to use 
this with the A530 plugged in, as the 
A530 does not have a through port. 
This is sensible, as Commodore 
have always said you should never 
daisy chain devices off the expansion 
port. Even if you could plug it in, it 
wouldn't work as the Action Repfay 
cartridges have compatibility 
problems with faster CPUs. 

With regards to the 14MHz 
68020,1 think it is excellent The 
68EC020 processor found in the 
A1200 is extremefy cheap. This is 
what allows them to sell a 2Mb AGA 
computer for 399 pounds. TS 

64 QUESTIONS 
Would you be kind 
enough to advise me 
regarding Commodore 
64 emulators which 

are available for the Amiga? 
a) What hardware or software 

do I need which will enable me to 
use a C64 C2N cassette recorder 
on the Amiga? 

b) Do most C64 programs run 
OK on the Amiga C64 emulators? 

c) Can I save the C64 programs 
onto Amiga floppies once they have 
been loaded? 

d) Can you recommend a good 
virus checker which will protect a 
hard drive from infection? 

e) Which is the best 'budget' 
accelerator card for the A500? I 
have seen several advertisements 
for faster 68000$ such as ICD's 
ADSpeed and Power Computing's 
Blizzard Turbo board. I don't really 
need anything particularly fast, but 
I'd still like to speed up general 
system performance, some DTP 
programs as well as the odd game. 
What would you recommend? 

Anon 

a) I'm afraid it's not possible to 
connect a cassette drive to the 
Amiga using any of the currentfy 
available C64 emulators. Although 
I've seen several Spectrum 
emulators which claim to allow 
cassette loading via a sound 
sampler, none of the C64 emulators 
support this. What you will need to 
do is to borrow a friend's C64 disk 
drive, transfer all your cassette 
programs to disk and then connect 
this to your Amiga. Sorry I couldn't 
be of more help. 

b) Surprisingly, the overall quality 
of emulation is very good indeed, 
although there's stiff a noticeable 
decrease in speed when fester C64 
programs (games and such like} are 
run under an emulator. 

c) Providing that you can load the 
programs from a C64 disk drive, 
most of the emulators that I ve seen 

continued on page 56 
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AMIGA SUPER VALUE PACKS 

A600FD STANDARD FEATURES 

★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 

ON SITE MAINTENANCE 
1MB RAM 
1MB DISK DRIVE 
BUILT IN TV MODULATOR 
4096 COLOURS 
SPEECH SYNTHESIS 
MULTI-TASKING 
4 CHANNEL DIGITAL STEREO SOUND 
MOUSE 
WORKBENCH DISKS 
COMPREHENSIVE MANUALS 
ALL CONNECTING CABLES 

A600FD BAD INFLUENCE PACK 
IA600FD COMPUTER AS PER STANDARD SPECIFICATION 

PLUS ASTRA TEN GAME PACK PLUS BAD INFLUENCE GAMES PLUS ACCESSORY PACK 
Datastorm 19.95 WWF WRESTLING ..£29.99 2 MOOSWITCH JOYSTICKS ..£25,98 I 

I Dungeon Quest 19.95 A must for wrestlemania fans Not one but two quality joysticks 
E-Motion 19.95 FINAL FIGHT £29.99 TAILOR MADE DUSTCOVER .£12.991 

[Grand Monster Sam ... 19.95 Arcade martial arts at its best! Essential protection 
RVF Honda 24.95 PITFIGHTER £29.99 HIGH QUALITY MOUSEPAD..£7.991 

[Driving Force 24.99 Ringside fighting action Keeps your mouse squeaky clean 

Skweek 19.99 retads hr over £650' but     f 9QO 
iTower Of Babel 19.99 is available to you for only A ^ ^ -99 

A600FD GAMESMASTER PACK 
■incorporating Commodores TTHE WILD, THE WEIRD AND THE WICKED* 
A6O0F& COMPUTER PLUS ALL ITEMS LISTED IN 'BAD INFLUENCE* PACK 
PLUS WILD, WEIRD & WICKED PLUS SPORTSTARS PACK        PLUS BASIC PACK 

WANT 2MEG OF RAM? 

UPGRADE YOUR A600 TO A MASSIVE 
2MB OF RAM FOR ONLY 

£39.95 
WHEN YOU ORDER YOUR A600 

(Normal RRP £59.95] 

WANT AN A500 PLUS V.2? 
LOOK AT PAGE 3 

UNDER SPECIAL PURCHASE 

DELUXE PAINT III £49.99 
I Essentia! painting package 
GRAND PRIX £34.99 

I The best racing Simula Hon ever! 
| PUSHOVER ...£29.99 
tnfuriatlngly addictive puzzle 

Igame 
PUTTY..... £29.99 

[Brand new release from 
I System 3 

KICK OFF,...............£29,99 GFA BASIC ,.„. .£49.991 
The original and greatestbdhd\ game Essential for Basic programming 
PRO TENNIS TOUR..£29.99 PRECISION DISKS,...£12.991 
Stunning gameplay & effects Ten branded disks to get you going 
GFL GOLF ..£29.99 40 CAPACITY DISK BOX,,..£9.991 
Play o round in the comfort of home Essential for storage 

This super value pack 
retails for over £950, but 
is available to you for only 

£349 .99 

A600HD EPIC/LANGUAGE LAB PACK 
UOOOND as standard with 20Mb Hard Disk built In 
|PLUS ALL ITEMS LISTED IN 'BAD INFLUENCE1 PACK 

PLUS EPIC/LANGUAGE PACK PLUS BASIC PACK PUIS PAINT PACK 

iTRiVIAL PURSUIT..,£39,99 GFA BASIC  £49.99 PHOTON PAINT 2 ..,£89.951 

EPIC—*£29 " Ten branded blank disks        comprehensive painf| 
Space shoot-em-up 40 CAPACITY DISK BOX ,.£9.99 packages on the market, 

I ROME „ . £29.99 Essential for storage 
iMillenium classic This super value pack retails     g± jm -f* 
MYTH £29.99 for over £ /140, but is avail-    £499 99 

I Arcade adventure able to you for only 



II 

BERING 

ABE EASY 

BY PHONE Tig 
Simply call our Head Office quoting your Accejs/Viso 
number on 0234 218060 (5 lines) 
Open 9,00am - 8.00pm 

BY CALLING PERSONALLY 
Sfmpfy call in to your nearest Future World store 
where our fully trained personnel will be more than 
happy to deal with your requirements. 

BY POST 
Make cheques, Building Society drafts or Postal 
Orders payable fo 

FUTUREWORLD COMPUTERS LTD, 
UNITS 25-27 SERGEANTS WAY 
ELMS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE BEDFORD 
MK41 OEH 

Please write cheque guarantee card number on the reverse of | 
cheque to ensure same day clearance. Cheques without a 

card number subject to 10 days clearance, 
I 1 REMEMBER ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT | 

| & COURIER DELIVERY (UK Mainland only) 
I ^—SATURDAY DELIVERY £10.00 

FINANCE 
Finance avaliable to suit your specific needs. Written details on 
request. Instant credit is available in all Future World stores. 

PREMIER GOLD CARD 
• 7 day money back guarantee on goods purchased if not 

completely satisfied (subject to goods being returned in mint 
condition) 

• 30 day exchange for new policy should a fault occur 
• 1 year guaranfee giving free collection and delivery service 

should a fault occur 
• Exclusive Premier Gold Card with Personal Membership 

Number entitling you to special offers 
I • All this for only £19.95 per item purchased 

1 YEAR GUARANTEE 
For the whole guarantee period, warranty service will be 
completely free of charge 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON SITE 
ENGINEERS 
Being authorised service centres for AMSTRAD, 
COMMODORE & STAR, we are equipped to deal with the 
majority of queries. Lines open 3.00pm to 5,30pm 

FULLY COMPUTERISED 
ORDERING SYSTEM 

I This enables our telesales staff to provide up-to-the-minute stock 
1 information coupled with efficient dispatch. 

FULL TESTING PROCEDURE 
I All computer hardware is tested prior to dispatch 
| our motto: 

BEST 

STAR 

^PRINTER! 
All our Star Printers now come with the following 

value pack worth £34.96 COMPLETELY FREE 
QUALITY COMPUTER CABLE , .RRP £9.99 
UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND RRP £9 99 
200 SHEETS CONTINUOUS PAPER . RRP £4 99 
TAILOR MADE DUST COVER RRP £9,99 
16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION 
• PLUS % PD DISK PACK CONTAINING 

Wordprocessor 0 Spreadsheet • Database • 
Virus Killers 0 Backup Utility 

STAR LC20 MONO PRINTER 
9 Pin Dot Matrix180/45 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £268.01 
But yours lor an unbelievable £ 1 39. 95 

NEW STAR LCI DO COLOUR PRINTER 
9 Pin colour, 180/45 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £299,95 
Bvt yours for an unbelievable £ 1 79. 95 

STAR 1X200 COLOUR PRINTER 
9 Pin colour 185/45 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £339.95 
But yours fur an unbelievable £ 1 99, 95 

STAR LC24-200 MONO PRINTER 
24 Pin mono printer 220/55 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £386.29 
Bat yours for aa unboliovablo £239, 95 

NEW STAR LC24-100 MONO PRINTER 
24 Pin mono, 192/64 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £349,95 
Bui yours for an unbelievable £189. 95 

STAR LC24-200 COLOUR PRINTER 
24 Pin colour printer, 220/55 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £445.04 
But yours for an unbelievable £289* 95 

STAR SJ48 INKJET PRINTER 
High speed/quality mono printer. lOOcps (LQ) 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £3/9.96 
But yours for an unbelievable £234. 95 

STEREO COLOUR 

MONITOR 

Exclusive to FutureWorld 
PHILIPS 8833 MKII 
LOTUS/? 19 PACK 

Features: 
+ Award winning stereo monitor 

* On-site maintenance 
★ LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2 

PLUS 
★ Fl9 STEALTH FIGHTER 

ONLY 

£199.99 

MEMORY DRIVES 

ft SCANNERS 

MEMORY 
| S12K RAM EXPANSION WITHOUT CLOCK £19.95 

WITH CLOCK £24.95 
1.5 MEG EXPANSION (Nor Plus compatible] £79.95 
1 MEG EXPANSION (Gives your A500 plus a massive 

I 2MB) £39.95 
1 MEG EXPANSION WITH THRU-PORT £49,95 

I NEW 8 MEG RAM BOARDS FROM POWER 
Complete with Thru-Port Populated board with 0 Meg RAM £99 • 

I 2 Meg RAM £119 #4 Meg RAM £189.95 »8 Meg RAM £299.95 

DRIVES 
DIRECT A500 REPLACEMENT DRIVE with instructions £4495 
POWER PCSBOB Robust slim drive with anti-click £49.95 
CUMANA C AX 354 SLIMUNE DRIVE £54.95 
POWER PC 8606 with Blitz/Virus hardware £69.95 
POWER PC880B + X-COPY PROFESSIONAL £99.95 
DUAL POWER PCSSOB complete with Power supply £124.95 

HARD DRIVES 
IGVP 52 MEG HARD DRIVE WITH RAM EXPANDABLE 
I TO 8MB. 0 Meg HAM £379.95 • 2 Meg RAM £429 .95 
I • 4 Meg RAM £499 .95 • 8 Meg SAM £679 .95 
I GVP 105 MEG HARD DRIVE WITH RAM EXPANDABLE TO 8MB 
I tO Meg RAM £579.95 #2 Meg RAM £619.95 • 4 Meg RAM 
I £729.95 • 8 Meg RAM £899.95 

POWER SCANNER WITH VERSION 3.0 SOFTWARE £99.95 
I UPGRADE KIT FOR NON POWER SCANNER UNITS 
I Complete with hardware interface ond new version 
13.0 software £49.95 

— 

maintain 

All goods subject to availability 
All prices correct at time of going 
to press . E & 0E 

AMIGA 1500 CARTOON CLASSICS SUPERPACK 
NEW AMIGA I 500 featuring Workbench/Kichtart 2, The Works. D Paint Ell, Home Acds etc RRP £699.95 
ASTRA TEN GAME PACK 10 individually packed games (see A500 Gamesmaster pack far details) RRP £229 
OFA BASK Essential for basic programming      RRP £49,99 
CARTOON CLASSICS SOFTWARE 
Bart Simpson Vs Space Mutants * Lemmings* 
Captain Planet RRP £79.97 
2 FIGHTER JOYSTICKS RRP £15,98 
QUALITY MOUSEPAD RRP £6.99 

TOTAL RRP £1082.62 
But yours for an unbelievable 

£599.95 

M.B This Machine requires m TV/Modulator (£24*95) if it is to be used with a television 

computers 



VISIT YOUR 

LOCAL STOKE 

AT £29.95* 

* With any 

purchase 
£100 

over £50 

Simply call in one of our stores 
or ring our telesales department. 

Make any purchase to the value of £50 
or more and well supply you with the BEST Amiga word processing package 

on the market for just £29*95 - saving you £100! 
But hurry stocks are limited at this crazy price! 

Alternatively you can buy Wordworth vlJ on its own for £69.95 

SPECIAL PURCHASE *★ 

A500 PLUS VERS 2.0 

CARTOON CLASSIC PACKS 

FEATURING: 

DELUXE PAINT III 

BART SIMPSON 

CAPTAIN PLANET 

LEMMINGS 

TOP   TEN CHRISTMAS) 

GIFT  IDEAS AT GIVE- 
AWAY   PRICES   WHEN I 

I YOU SPEND OVER  £25 IN I 

ANY OF OUR STORES OR PUR- 

CHASE MAIL ORDER * 

NORMAL GIFT 
PRICE PRICE 

RRP 

SUPER LOW PRICE 

£299.99 

SPECIAL PURCHASE 

ITEM 
Jp* 40 Capacity 3.5" Lockabb Disk Box £9.99 £2*99 
Jj| 80 Capacity 3.5" Lockable Disk Box £14,99 £4.99 

.jjj^ Pack of Ten Branded Precision 

3.5fl Disks 
jj^ 3.5" Disk Drive Cleaner Kit 

High Quality Semi-soft mousepod £7.99 £1,49 
200 Sheets of Continous Printer Paper £7.99 £L99 

Standard Microswitch Joystick 
Zipstick Superpro Autofire Joystick 

Jph Quickjoy Topstar Joystick-The Ultimate £23.95 £U.99 
jyft Replacement Amiga Mouse £24,95 £9.99 

★ LIMITED TO ONE GIFT 
PER TRANSACTION 

£12.99 £3,99 
£9.99 £1,99 

£9.99 £3.99 
£16,99 £8.99 

PROFESSIONAL AMIGA REPAIRS 
"Simply the Best" Commodore authorised repair centre 

FREE COLLECTION & DELIVERY BY COURIER Moke one simple phone col! and leave the rest to us! 
GUARANTIED 7 DAY 1WN AROUND We guarantee to return your computer WITHIN 7 days of collection 

FULL OVERHAUL INCLUDING OVER 50 DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS Your Amiga will look as good as new 
3 MONTH COMPREHENSIVE GUARANTEE Our engineers work to the highest standard 

All INCLUSIVE PRICE We won't con you with hidden extras 
FREE 50 GAMES SOFTWARE PACK 

For a limited offer we will give you a 50 games pack completely free! 

ALL FOR THE INCREDIBLE CREDIBLE fPII 
PRICE OF X 97*95 

NB Personal callers in to one of our stores may deduct £10 from the above price. 
We reserve me right to refuse computers thai have been tampered with or are beyond 

economical repair. In this instance a nominal £10 charge will be made to cover carriage casts. 

EXTEND YOUR WARRANTY TO A TOTAL OF 1 YEAR FOR ONLY AN ADDITIONAL £20.00 

BASILDON 

MEGASTORE 
12/13 South Walk, Basildon 
Telephone (0268) 270013 

IdflbBEDFORD 

MEGASTORE 

1 The Howard Centre, Bedford. 
Telephone (0234) 212460 

LUTON 

SUPERSTORE 

3 Arndale Centre, Luton 
Telephone (0582) 482680 

NORTHAMPTON 

SUPERSTORE 

1-7 College St, Northampton 
Telephone (0604) 33996 

ST. ALBANS 

SUPERSTORE 

34 Market Place, St. Albans 
Telephone - Call Head Office 

WELWYN 

GARDEN CITY 

16 Church Road, W.G.C. 
Telephone (0707) 390029 

OPENING SOON 

MEGASTORES 

jd^ALDERSHOT 

I WEMBLEY 

SUPERSTORES 

|a£>BARNET 

tWALTHAMSTOW 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT * COURIER DELIVERY 



continued from page 52 

(both PD and commercial) do allow 
you to transfer C64 programs on to 
Amiga floppy disks. 

d) ! personally recommend Frank 
Veldthuis' Virus Checker program, It 
can be installed via your drive's 
startup-sequence and will happily run 
in the background monitoring any 
disks that are inserted into your 
Amiga's drives. I've had Virus 
Checker on my system for several 
years now and I've never suffered 
from the dreaded lurgy. 

e) To be perfectly honest, I'd 
recommend you to sell your system 
and buy yourself a new A1200. Et 
comes as standard with a 6S020 
with 2Mb of 32-bit chip RAM and 
provides provision for a separate 
maths co-processor. Not only that, 
but it can easily be upgraded to a 
faster processor for very little cash. 
Ok, you1 II be starting from scratch 
again (your A500 hard drive won't 
work on the 1200), but you'ff have a 
considerably better system [not to 
mention the new AGA chip set!). JH 

CDTV CONTACTS 
H. have bought a CDTV, 

Can I hook It up to to 
the Amiga 2000 to 
take advantage of the 

Hard Disk and extra memory? Can I 
Increase the CDTV from 1Mb? Can I 
update CDTV Klckstart to 2.01? 

James Robertson 
Brechin 

You can link the CDTV to your Amiga 
using the public domain network 
software Parnet This allows you to 
fink your CDTV and Amiga with a 
custom parallel cable (which costs 
around £10 to make) and access the 
CDTV devices from your Amiga, and 
vice versa. The Parnet software can 
be found on Fred Fish Disk 400 (All 
Fred Fish disks are available for 
CDTV on the CDPD Public Domain CD 
from Al math era t* 081 6S3 6418 
priced £19.95). 

You can upgrade the CDTV to 
2Mb of chip ram using the DKB Meg- 
A-Chip board, and you can go up to 
6Mb of fast ram (and double the 
speed of your 68000 at the same 
time) with the Blizzard expansion 
board, available soon. Upgrading the 
Kickstart is more difficult as you 
require three ROM changes, not just 
the Kickstart ROM (see my answer to 
Matthew Laye's letter in this issue 
for more information). JR 

AREXX INSERTION 
I'm getting interested 
In ARexx and have 
Installed the 
RXJ ntul.library In my 

User-Startup. Since then I've been 
getting the message "ARexx server 
not active*. Can you please tell me 

why because, before insertion ef the 
line rxlib rxjntul.library 0 -30 0\ 
everything was OK? 

S H Dyhall 
Great Yarmouth 

Norfolk 

The error is definitely telling you that 
the ARexx resident process has not 
been started. Check your startup 
scripts because I suspect that you 
have inadvertently removed the 
rexxmast command (which starts up 
the ARexx resident process) during 
your startup editing operations, PAO 

SATISFYING RESOLUTION 
My Star LC24-20 24- 
pin printer won't print 
graphics at the 
highest resolution of 

360 by 360 dpi. I've tried the 
EpsonQ and Nee Pin writer drivers, 
but the only driver that prints 
graphics at all Is the 9-pFn EpsonX 
driver. What am I doing wrong? 

Geir Haatvelt 
Drangedal 

Norway 

EpsonQ has a highest resolution of 
360 by 180 dpi, so that's why that 
doesn't work properly. The 
Nec_P in writer is Epson compatible 
and does 360 by 360 dpi, and in 
theory it should work with the LC24- 
20 perfectly well provided it is in 
Epson mode. As ever, you should 
check your DIP switches. 

Your best bet is probably the 
proper Star24Plus printer driver, 
available on the Printer Driver disk 
for £2.95 from JAM, 75 Greatfields 
Drive, Uxbridge UBS 3QN. JW 

MONITOR TROUBLES 
AGAIN,„ 

I have a second hand 
Mitsubishi CT- 
2517TX colour 
television which has 

a SCART/Perftel socket which I 
would like to use to Improve my 
picture quality, At the moment I am 
having great problems trying to find 
a compatible lead. I've tried most of 

the leads available but the only one 
which seems to work Is the Amiga- 
Sony one. 

Unfortunately, when using this 
lead the picture output Is Incredibly 
dark, and the only way of 
brightening the picture up Is to take 
the back off the TV and adjust the 
Internal contrast control, which 
then makes normal television 
viewing too bright. 

! have written to Mitsubishi but 
all I received was a 'return postage7 

envelope saying that they were no 
longer at that address. Is there any 
help you can offer? 

Andrew Hawkins 
Plympton 
Plymouth 

Don't panic! Consumer Division at 
Mitsubishi tell me that this is how to 
connect up your Amiga RGB to the 
CT-2517's SCART: 

AMIGA SCART 
3 RED 15 
4 GREEN 11 
5 BLUE 7 

10 CSYNC 20 
22 + 12V 8 
23 +5V 16 

So, make sure this is how you do it. 
Alternatively you could contact the 
usual monitor experts - Meedmore 
Ltd on * 051 5212202 or Tri logic on 
-a 0274 691115. 

Incidentally, Mitsubishi weren't 
messing you around - they really 
have moved. Their new address fs 
Consumer Division, Mitsubishi 
Electric UK Ltd, Travellers Lane, 
Hatfreld, Herts ALIO 8XH ^ 0707 
276100. GW 

TIME ENOUGH FOR 
ASSEMBLER 

I recently bought 
DevPac 3 and am 
now trying to code In 
Assembler. I am not 

having much success and so I 
would like to ask soma questions: 

a) I am trying to use the DOS 
function DateStamp to assign the 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

ARexx - an interpreted programming language that is included as standard 
with Workbench 2 and above. It is used extensively to control other 
programst and is a great aid to multitasking. 

Assembler - a program which converts an assembly language program 
written in words (well, almost) into the machine code numbers that the 
Amiga1 s 68000 processor understands. Writing programs in assembly 
language ensures that the best possible speed and memory efficiency is 
gained from the machine. 

CD-ROM - Compact Disc Read Only Memory is the latest technology in 
storage devices. A CD can hold over 600Mb of data, compared to around 
100Mb for a hard disk and 880K for a floppy disk, The big disadvantage 
is that users cannot store information on a CD, only retrieve it, but this 
doesn't stop CD from being a potentially revolutionary medium. 

time to a variable* In a C book, this 
was accomplished with; 

long time[3]; 
DateStaaqp(tinie); 

I translated this to: 

move.l 
CALLDOS 
move.1 
raw time: 

#raw_time,dX 
DateStamp 
dQ,raw_tiirue 
ds.b 12 

It didn't work, could you print some 
code to do this? 

b) I have the RKM Includes and 
Autodocs and a general €8000 
assembler book, but I was 
wondering what books I should buy 
to hack Into the OS, I have an 
excellent Mastering Amiga System 
and would like to know if there Is a 
similar book for assembler freaks, 

c) Are there any PD disks with 
assembler examples on them? 

d) Also, how can I convert a 
decimal to a floating point number 
In order to use the functions in the 
mathffp.ilbrary? f am trying to write 
a program to display the Mandelbrot 
set and so using the amiga.llb 
functions for each loop would be 
very slow. 

Shallesh Patel 
Leicester 

a) The function DateStamp returns a 
pointer to the structure it filled. In 
this case, it returns exactly what you 
sent it. The returned DateStamp is 
actually three long words, one for the 
day, one for minutes and one for 
ticks. To get a real date out of this - 
days, months and year - is actually 
quite complex. It's much better to 
use the 2.0 DOS functions DateToStr 
for that To correct your code, simply 
remove the move. I dO,raw_time. On 
return from DateStamp, you can read 
in the days, for example with 
something like: 

include "dos/dos.i" 
lea raw_t ime, aO 
move, 1   ds_Dayj3 (aO), dO 
; Read days in* 
move.1   ds_Minute{a 0), dl 
; And minutes in day. 
move *1   ds_Tick(aO),d2 
; And ticks in minute. 

b) The RKM books are perfect, 
except that they are biased towards 
C, which is hardly surprising as the 
Amiga Operating System was written 
in C. If you're thinking of writing large 
OS based applications, then 
assembly language is the wrong 
choice. C would really be better, 

I am not sure what you meant by 
"hack the OS". There is no book on 
"hacking" into the operating system, 
You're better off getting a good book 
on CT and reading a bit of that so 
that you are able to convert from C to 
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assembler a lot better. You don't 
actually have to learn C, but a basic 
understanding will suddenly make 
the RKMs look a lot more helpful! 

c) Phone or ask around, A lot of 
the public domain utilities written in 
assembly language come complete 
with source code. 

d) You should not have to do 
your conversion every loop. Either 
deal in FFP, or Integer, and convert 
where absolutely necessary, FFP 
work using Commodore's maths 
libraries is far easier for you. Try 
looking in your library book under 
mathffp.library, and you'll find they 
are very "assembly-language 
programmer friendly". TS 

AMOS ANSWERS 
I am a very keen 
AMOS user and as 
such I have a few 
questions to ask. 

a) As I am going to try to write a 
word processor, it is obvious that I 
am going to need some printer 
routines. AMOS only seems to be 
able to print text and not graphics. I 
want to Include the option to insert 
IFF pictures Into a file so J have to 
be able to print graphics. Are there 
any ways of doing this? 

b) Is It possible to make my 
word processor work with printers 
other than the model which I own 
(an MPS 1500C)? 

c) Is ft possible to print different 
fonts as text so as to avoid printing 
them as (much slower) graphics? 

d) When printing, how many 
pixels will make up an inch? 

e) What is a pica? 
f) I also enjoy writing small 

games. However, when I use more 
than seven or eight bobs on screen, 
they start to flicker badly, making 
them pretty useless for anything 
other than strategy games. Is there 
a way of overcoming this problem? 

g) Another problem is the speed 
of the LOCATE and PRINT 
commands. If I try to use these 
when an alien Is killed to display the 
updated score, all the other non- 
AMAL Bobs Jerk horribly. Is there a 
way of displaying the score using a 
faster technique? 

h) Is Add SCORE,10 faster than 
SCORE=SCORE+10? Alternatively, 
will the DEEK and DOKE commands 
work even faster? 

I) Would the AMOS Compiler 
help me with these any of these 
problems that I have encountered? 

J) When I open a hires screen, It 
is only 640 by 256 pixels in size. Is 
there a way of displaying a full 640 
by 512 pixels on the screen? 

k) I also have GFA BASIC 3.5. 
After a quick glance through the 
manual, I have noticed that GFA 
offers a HARDCOPY command which 
prints graphics. Is this facility 
available through AMOS? 

PC COMPATIBILITY 

I have had an A500 for 4 years, and have decided I need a 
bigger machine. 1 also need PC-AT compatibility for my 
studies. I have my eye on an A1500 with an A2286 
bridgeboard and a 1.2MB 5.25 Inch floppy drive. I 

don't want to spend too much money to start with and I want a system I 
can gradually expand (with a hard disk, VGA and such). Could you tell me 
what the best strategy is, or would I be better off with another system? 

Justin Baker, Lower Earfey, Reading 

Good question! f have had a sleepless night over this one. Half of me says, 
"Buy a PCT it would be better for you ill the long run and a lot cheaper if PC 
compatibility is important" and the other half says "No! Buy another Amtga, 
they're better." To be perfectly honest with you, if you donTt really need the 
Amiga compatibility but absolutely require a PC with VGA, then it would be 
much more economical to buy a cheap 286/386 PC with a VGA card and 
monitor* The newer Amigas, such as the A1200 are far superior to the VGA 
graphics system, and the Amiga's operating system is much better than 
Windows, Currently, you cannot emulate the PC on the A12Q0. The A1500 is 
getting a bit dated now, and is very slow with just a 7.14MHz 16 bit 66000. 

In an ideal world, you'd be able to buy a cheap PC and an Amiga 1200 
and sell the A500. That would cost pretty much the same as buying an 
A1500 with 2286 bridgeboard, TS 

I) Having programmed In 
assembler on the Spectrum, I know 
it is a lot faster than any other 
language. Gould you advise me on 
which assembler to buy? 

James Bosson 
Lanzarote 

Canary Islands 

a) Printer support was rather weak in 
the original AMOS, but Euro press 
have enhanced it immeasurably 
within AMOS Professional. As well as 
direct support for the system 
Preferences settings, the new 
release of AMOS provides a 
selection of brand new printer-related 
commands that give you far more 
control over your printer. Euro press 
are offering an upgrade path to 
existing AMOS users, so I'd advise 
you to upgrade as soon as possible. 

b) Once again, upgrading to 
AMOS Pro will solve your problem, 

c) Solving this problem is a little 
trickier, simply because of the huge 
number of different printers on the 
market. Unless you want to program 
the printer s character set directly (a 
very tricky and time consuming task), 
all you can basically do is to allow 
your users to "embed' printer control 
codes which allows the word 
processor to access the printer's 
built in fonts. 

d) This depends entirely upon the 
resolution of the screen that you are 
printing. On average though, there 
are basically 25-pixels per inch for a 
medium resolution screen. 

e) A pica is a unit of 
measurement used in DTP< 

f) The easiest way is to turn off 
AMOS' automatic bob updating 
system and update the bobs 
manually within a Jmain game loop'. 

g) Turning off automatic bob 
updating will solve this too. But try to 

avoid using print - AMOS's TEXT 
function is much faster. 

h) Yes, the Add command is a lot 
faster than the more conventional 
SC0RE=SCORE+10 command. It's 
not really possible to use DEEK and 
DOKE unless you know the exact 
address of the SCORE variable. 

i) Yes, the AMOS compiler will 
speed up virtually every aspect of 
your AMOS code. 

j) To get a full high resolution 
screen, just use the 'LACE1 option 
with the screen open command. For 
example, 'SCREEN OPEN 
O^O^.ie.HfRES+LACE' will 
open a 16 colour high resolution 
screen. Earlier versions of AMOS 
didn't have this option, so you may 
have to purchase an AMOS update 
disk to get this to work. 

k) AMOS Pro has a Hardcopy 
command, so an upgrade should be 
at the top of your shopping list. 

I) For assembler language 
programming, the only real choice is 
HiSoft s Devpac version 3. It costs 
£69.95 and is available from Hi Soft 
on 0525 718181. JH 

STRIPEY SCREENS 
HI have recently 

upgraded my Amiga 
500 from 1.3 to 2.0 
which I have found 

very easy to work with, but 
sometimes when I work with 
applications which need a great 
deal of chip RAM, such as sampler 
programs, sequencers, Deluxe Paint 
IV, word processors or Just games 
that use advanced graphics (410- 
Tank Hitter, for instance) strange 
stripes appears on the screen. 
Sometimes they just flick but 
sometimes the machine will guru, 
which is the case when I work with 
Audition IV. If this has occurred, I 

will after a reset get black 
horizontal stripes along the borders 
on the Workbench screen, and 
sometimes I will also get diagonal 
stripes all over workbench. The 
"Reset WB' command doesn't work, 
but sometimes the 'Backdrop* 
setting will and the stripes will be 
gone when I unselect Backdrop. 

Now I am writing with ProWrite 
3.2.4 and I have got annoying 
strrpes and blurs all over. The scroll 
gadget to the right is completely 
destroyed. I have made the 1Mb 
chip RAM modification and I have 
checked the solderlngs and cuts but 
they are all OK. What could be 
wrong? Could it be possibly due to 
the fact that my internal chip 
memory is 60ns? It says so after 
the series number on the JC. Is my 
expansion memory 120ns as stated 
with "-12" on the IC? I also have 
another question: How come I could 
buy Issue No 17 for September In 
the second week of August? 

Resus Carlsson 
Malmo 

Sweden 

I think your chip RAM problems are 
due to the speed of your RAM chips. 
Yes, your internal chips appear to be 
60ns and your expansion RAM is 
120ns. That is too slow for your 
machine - try and get a board with 
80ns or less, preferably one of the 
fourchip designs. 

You got your magazine in the 
Second week of August because it 
obviously took two weeks to get to 
you from the UK. As I write (27th 
September) the November 
magazines are just popping through 
the letterbox. Magazines tend to 
come out over a month before their 
cover date - this is so journalists can 
start their Christmas parties at the 
end of October, JR 

HEAD GO SLOW 
When Citizen Print 
Manager is installed, 
the print head on my 
Swift24 printer stalls. 

It travels about two-thirds of the 
way across the paper, stops, and 
then does the rest of the line. 

Though the good quality of the 
printout is unaffected, this does 
slow down the printerT and I assume 
ft puts extra wear on it as well. 
Thinking the printer is at fault, I 
have returned this printer to Citizen 
whilst still under guarantee. I have 
tried another copy of Print Manager 
disk, but the fault still occurs. 

E G Pohl 
Rain ham 

Essex 

It's probably just the way Citizen Print 
Manager or the Swift 24 driver 

mpage 60 
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Award winning innovative products from 

A2000 Hard Cards 

GVP Series 2 HD 
■ Up to 8MB SIMM RAM on-board 
■ Supports external SCSI devices 
■14MHz SCSI controller 

Bare .£129 
40QMBGMB £2 4 9 80QMB0MB .£349 
40QMB2MB .£299 80QMB 2MB £399 
4DQMB4MB .£349 80QMB 4MB £449 
40QMB 8MB £429 80QMB 8MB £539 

Nexus Hard Card 

■Upto 8MB RAM on-board 

Bare £129 
40QMB 0MB £249 80QMB 0MB £349 
40QMB 2MB £29 9 80CLMB 2MB £399 
4GQMB 4MB £349 80Q.MB 4MB £449 
40QMB 8MB £429 8QCLMB 8MB £539 

Bare SCSI Hard Drive 

40 Quantum £17 9 80 Quantum .£229 

(Suitable for GVP G-Force, GVP HD or Nexus HC) 
Other sizes of HD available, please call 

RAM Expansion 
■ Aries A1500/A2000 RAM 

2MB £129 6MB £209 
4MB £169 8MB £249 

Macintosh Emulator 

"This really is the best emula- 
tor we've seen for the Amiga. It 
behaves Just as if you really 
were using a Mac" 
Amiga Format Sept 1992 

AMax II Plus 
■Amiga 1500 and above /fT"\ 
■ Runs Mac software (HI > 
■ Runs System 7 
■Full support for all SCSI Mac 

peripherals and the ability to read Mac 
disks in your drives 

■68020/68030 compatible 
■ AppleTalk emulation 
■ Can use Amiga ECS 
■ Easy to install 

AMax-ll Plus  
(Mac ROM chips required) 

£229 

24-Bit Colour 

Opal Vision 
■24-bitgraphic card 
■ 16,8 million colours available 
■ Operates in alt standard Amiga 

resolutions 
■VLSI Microcode graphics co-processor 
■ Double buffered 24-bit and 15-bit 

animation is available in all resolutions 
■ Palatte-mapped' design updates screen 

colours in real-time, Fade pictures in and 
out and change their palettes 

■Equipped with 1.5MB of display RAM 
■ Auto-config for NTSC or PAL 
■ Available for ah Amigas 

Software included 

OpalPaint 
■ 24-bit painting and image processing 

Opal Presents 
■ Presentation program 
■ Control OpalVision images, Amiga 

graphics and live video 
■ Includes fades, effects etc. 
■ Many more features 

King of Karate 
■ 24-bit computer game 
■ Exciting karate competition 
■ Demonstrates OpalVision capabilities 

OpalVision .....£699 

More information available 
OpalVision roaster chip available soon 

Auto ROM Sharer 

■ Kick-off is the latest Amiga add-on from 
Power 

■ One of the most advanced kickstart 
ROM sharers available 

■ A clever design on a small reliable 
board 

■Fits A500 , A500+, A1500 
■ Kickstart RDM can be selected from the 

keyboard 
■ No messing about with switches 
■ No "CIA adaptor" or other trailing wires 
■ Jumper to select which ROM boots on 

switches 
■ Compatible with old Amiga board 

revisions 
■ Simple internal fitting* 
* Kick,-off requires the lid to be removed from the Amiga. 
This may inva I id ate you r wa rranty. 

ROM Share £17.95 
ROM Share inc. kickstart v2.04 , .£55 
ROM Share inc. kickstart v1.3 ,.£39 
ROM Share for A600  £29 

Optical Hard Drive 

■ Manufactured by Power Computing 
■ 128MB on one optical disk 
■ Read and write optica! disks 
■40ms running speed 
■ Built-in power supply 
■ High power cooling fan 
■ 25-way and 50-way SCSI ports 
■Thru port built-in 
■ SCSI ID switch 
■ Compatible with major SCSI controllers 

128MB optical drive (Internal) £729 
128MB optical drive (External) £999 
128MB 3.5" optical disk £39,95 each 
SCSI controller card 
forA1500/A2000    £129 
(Compatible with Amiga, PCP and Mac, A SCSI 
controller is required on the Amiga and PC) 

Commodore A1SOO 

■ 1MB of RAM 
• Two 3.5 internal disk drives 
■ Fully expandable, accepting all A2000 

peripherals 
■Keyboard and mouse 
■ Software included 

The Works Platinum Edition 
Oelux Paint 111 
Home Accounts 
Puzznic game 
Toki game 
Elf game 

A1500 £599 

Accelerator 

GVP G-Force 
■ 68030 accelerator board 
■ 68882 Maths co-processor 
■ DMA SCSI controller on-board 
■ 68000 fall-back mode 
■ Only CPU slot is used 
■ Internal and external SCSI connector 
■ Converts to hard card with Hard Drive 

mount kit 
■ 32-bit RAM as standard 

25MHz 1MB RAM £529 
40MHz4MB RAM  ,,,.£759 
50MHz 4MB RAM  , £1249 
Hard drive mount kit .£35 

Distributor for Power Computing in Italy, D.R.R. SRL 00142, Roma. Via Duccio Di Buoninsegna Tel (061 5193431/482 Fax 5040666 
Power Computing, France, 15 Bid Voltiare 75011, Paris, France. Tel (1) 43386206 (6 lines!   Fax (1) 43380026 



Power Computing Ltd ■ Tel 0234 843388 

Scanners 
"If your in the market for a 
hand scanner then forget the 
rest and get Powerscan" 
Amiga Format July 1992 
Power Scanner v3.0 

■ 100-400 DPI scanning resolutions 
■ 64 grayscales 
■Thru'port for printer 
■ Award winning editing, image manipu- 

lation & scanning software 

Power Scanner v3,Q  , £99 
Power Scanner Colour £239 

Epson GT-6000 

■600 DPI Colour flatbed scanner 
■24-bit colour 
■ A4 reading area 
■ Software included 

Epson GT-6000 £799 

Epson GT-8000 
■ 800 DPI colour flatbed scanner 
■ 24-bit colour 
■A4 reading area 
■ Software included 
■ Amazing scan quality 

Epson GT-8000 . . ,.£1199 

Upgrade Offers 
If you consider your scanner system to 
be inferior to the Power Scanner, we will 
happily upgrade your software and inter- 
face. (Power Scanner is compatible with 
most scanning heads) 
v3.0 Upgrade (inc. interface),....,,.£49.95 
v3.0 Software upgrade for PowerScanner 
users (send SAE) .£15 
The Amfga can only display 16 g-reyscales 

Floppy Drives 
"This drive contains more gad- 
gets than Batman's utility beit" 
Amiga Computing Febl992 

PC88OB Power Drive 

■ Award winning drive manufactured by 
Power Computing 

■Super slim design 
■Anti-click(Curesthat annoying click) 
■ Virus blocker (Prevents viruses) 
■ Built-in backup hardware 

PC880B with Blitz Amiga ...„, ,£60 
PC880B with Blitz & XCopy £75 
PC880B (Cyclone compatible)* .....£65 
PC880B in black case .., £65 
*This drive is only available to registered owners of XCopy 
Professional. You must provide proof of purchase of XCopy 
Professional 

Power Drives 
PC880E Economy drive £49.95 
PC881 A500 Internal drive .....£40,00 
PC882 A200Q Internal drive £45.00 

Dual Drive 
■ Two high quality disk drives built into 

one compact unit 
■Same features as PC880B 

Dual drive ...£125 

Blitz Amiga 
■ Backup disks at lightning speeds 
■ Stops all external drives from clicking 
■ Contains anti-virus from being written 

into the bootblocker 

Blitz Amiga . , £20 

Floptical Disk Drive 

■ Stores 20MB on one 3tt" disk 
■ Cost effective mass storage unit 
■ Can be used as a 1.44M B floppy with 

Amiga DOS and A MAX 
■ AM AX compatible with DMI Mac driver 
■ Packs an entire back-up onto one 

floppy 
1 Additional disks available 
■ Internal version for A1500/2000/3000 
■ External version for A500 
■ SCSI Interface required 
Internal A2000 kit £289 
Internal A3000 kit , .....£289 
External A500 kit.... £389 

RAM Expansions 

A600 Memory Cards 

1MB RAM with dock £39.95 
1MB RAM without clock £34.95 

PC501+ RAM Card 
Our RAM board is designed especially 
for the A500+computer and comes with 
1MB of RAM on board to expand your 
memory to 2MB of chip RAM. Plug-in and 
go operation (Fits into the trapdoor) 

PC50H RAM card £35.95 

8MB for any A500 
■ Plugs into side slot fully auto config, full 

thru'port Expand 2MB-8MB 

2MB£109    4MB£169    8MB£289 
1 X42IP chips . ...£14,95 

2MB for any A500 
■ Economy 2MB RAM externally cased 
- 16-chip (1 x 1 DIP) 
■No thru'port 

2MB RAM £79 

1.5MB RAM Board 
■ Fully supports 1MB of chip RAM 
■ Fully compatible with Fatter Agnus 
(Kickstart 1.3 and above, nol compatible with A50Q*} 
(Your Amiga needs tg be opened, this may effect your warranty] 

1.5MB RAM board , , £75 

1MB with Thru'port 
■ Expand your ASOO's memory up to a 

total of 2MB without disposing of your 
existing 512K upgrade 

■ Works with 1MB of Chip RAM 
(512K RAM must be 4 chip type or not exceeding Scrrs in length) 
(your Amiga needs to be opened, this may effect your Warranty} 

1MB with thru'port  .....£45 

ABOO RAM Card 
■ 512K RAM expansion with clock & free 

software (A500+ compatible) 

512K RAM {4 chip) £29 
512K RAM without clock £24 
512K RAM {16 chip) with clock £24 
512K RAM (16 chip) without clock .....£19 

Power Shop, 86 Walton Road, East Molesey, Surrey KT8 ODL. 081 941 9073 
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works. Or it could be the program 
that is doing the printing (you didn't 
say what it was!). I shouldn't worry 
too much, it certainly will not harm 
the printer. JW 

MORE MONITORS 
Recently I bought a 
Samsung CI5322T 
television to use with 
my Amiga 500. The 

TV has a SCART socket on the back 
so I decided to connect my Amiga's 
RGB port to it. The connections are 
as follows: 

AMIGA 
5 BLUE 
4 GREEN 
3 RED 

22 +12V 
10     C SYNC 

SCART 
7 
4 
3 
3 

20 

But when I plugged it in all I got 
was a black screen. I know the 
video switch works because all the 
channels were the same (switched 
to AV channel). The only time I 
could get a picture was when I put 
the TV In Teletext mode and I could 
see the Amiga's picture behind the 
on-screen graphics of the TV. 

I have tried putting a ISO Ohm 
resistor on pin 8 (as advised In AS 
19), but the problem still occurs. 
Can you tell me the correct wiring? 

Michael Batiste 
Warrington 

Cheshire 

Michael - unless your Samsung has 
a really weird SCART socket t think 
you've got your wires crossed. You'll 
find that in most cases pin 4 of the 
SCART is for art audio earth and pin 
3 is an audio output - so no wonder 
nothing much is happening on the 
picture front for you. Take a look at 
the earlier fetter and try that 
connection arrangement, or contact 
Meedmore w 051 5212202 or 
Tri logic * 0274 691115. GW 

QUANTUM LEAP 
I have an Amiga 3000 
25/100 with 
Workbench 2.0, one 
of the first 3000s to 

reach the UK. I recently purchased 
a Quantum 100Mb internal hard 
drive to use principally for my 
AMaxll Plus emulator, but also as a 
data storage device because my 
floppy drives (Internal and external) 
were becoming unreliable - as likely 
to corrupt a disk as to write to it! 

I fitted, formatted and 
partitioned the second hard drive 
through HDTootbox and the devices 
winked happily throughout the 
process. However, no Leon for the 
drive or its partitions appear on the 
Workbench, neither is it 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

ASCII - American Standard Code for Information Interchange, it is the data 
storage method commonly used when we type text files and enables 
data to be exchanged between different computers. 

Interlace - a method used to double the apparent vertical resolution of the 
monftor by alternately refreshing the screen at a slight vertical offset. 

Printer driver - a program that sits in between any applications program 
producing output and the printer. It converts any codes describing text 
and graphics format into a form suitable for a specific printer. 

RGB - Red Green Blue - a standard for video signals that provides better 
quality than composite or Radio Frequency signals. 

SCSI - Small Computer Systems Interface is the standard used for 
connecting hard drives, CD-ROM drives and tape back-up units to 
computers. 

acknowledged by any of my 
software. The drive is set to SCSI 
address 3 with the original drive at 
6. There appears to be no way to 
change the LUN of the drive through 
the Workbench 2.0 software, 
neither can Autoboot be set to 'off' 
as CBM Technical Department 
suggest. How can I make the drive 
usable by the system? 

Also, DFO: has now given up the 
fight and is represented by 
DFO:???? on the Workbench. My 
external floppy seems happy to read 
data files but any attempt to write 
to disk or format a disk corrupts it 
beyond repair. The nearest Amiga 
repair centre is about 6000 miles 
away. What do you suggest? 

C H Corker 
Francistown 

Botswana 

Firstly, are you using the latest 
version of the Amiga 3000 Kickstart 
(Version 37,175)? If you are not you 
must upgrade - the early versions 
originally supplied were very 
unreliable, and had lots of problems, 
not least with the SCSI. Assuming 
you have selected your partitions 
with HDToolbox, select Advanced 
Options and you can then enable or 
disable autoboot. Once you have quit 
HDToolbox, open a Shell and type 
INFO. This will list the devices and 
your new partitions should be shown, 
although they are not formatted. 
Assuming your partitions are called 
QDHO: and QDH1: for the purpose of 
this example, type in the following: 

system/format drive qdhO: 
name KyNewPart i t ion noicons 
quick 
eystem/format drive qdhl: 
name KyQtherNewOne uoicons 
quick 

After you have done this, reboot and 
your partitions should be available. 

As for your 3.5" drives, could 
your climate In Botswana be causing 

the problems? Try using a disk 
cleaning diskette regularly in your 
drives and see if this prevents the 
problems - it may be a build-up of 
dust, if it is too late to save your 
internal drive then replacements are 
available from good dealers and are 
easy to fit. If your floppy drive is 
dead it's not usually economic to get 
it fixed. JR 

HUGE PROBLEMS 
I am currently using 
Huge to design 
windows and Images 
for my G programs. 

Unfortunately it cannot handle 
anything approaching a full screen 
size. Are there any programs you 
could suggest, either commercial or 
public domain, that can1? 

Kevin Lawrence 
Pontypool 

Gwent 

I think you'll find PowerWindows will 
do the job (through its load IFF 
gadget image options}. PAO 

STREAKY COLOURS 
Please could you help 
me to sort out my 
printing problems, 
samples of which are 

enclosed. These have been printed 
by a Citizen Swift 24e using Citizen 
Print Manager, 

I have tried all possible 
combinations from the various Print 
Manager prefs screens, but I have 
been unable to get two consecutive 
Identical printouts. By that I mean 
that the corruption is different each 
time, even though no settings have 
been changed. 

This corruption does not seem 
to happen using the EpsonQ and 
EpsonJX80 Workbench Preferences 
drivers, but the overall quality is not 
as good as the good parts done with 
Citizen Print Manager. 

Why does the yellow always 
have red dots In it? By the way, the 

printer ribbon goes loose and then 
"fluffs up' when Print Manager 
starts to corrupt. 

Robert Harling 
Kings wood 

Bristol 

The 'streaky' printouts you sent me 
are caused by the ribbon feed 
mechanism going haywire. This could 
be a fault with the printer itself, or it 
could be a dodgy ribbon cartridge. 
You really should contact Citizen, or 
the dealer you bought the printer 
from, and ask their advice. 

The JX80 and EpsonQ drivers put 
red dots in the yellow bits because, 
frankly, they are old and quite poor 
printer drivers. Try playing with the 
Colour Correct buttons In Workbench 
Printer Preferences (Graphics 2) to 
see if there is any improvement. The 
Swift 24e emulates the Epson LQ- 
850, so it should work with the much 
better Star24Plus printer driver 
(which, handily enough, is available 
from JAM on * 0895 274449). JW 

YET MORE MONITORS 
I have a chance to 
buy a second-hand 
Digivision monitor, 
model No MC20 RGB 

10-010. At the back are eight BNC 
sockets grouped in four pairs - red, 
green, blue and sync. The sync 
sockets do not Indicate whether 
they are composite, vertical or 
horizontal sync. Next to each pair of 
sockets is a switch marked TERM. 

If it is possible to use this 
monitor with my Amiga 500 can you 
give me details of where I can get a 
lead from? 

Keith King 
Pontefract 

W. Yorks 

As far as I am aware Digivision are 
no longer in business, but if the 
monitor is working OK that should be 
no reason to put you off - as long as 
you don't expect to buy spares, have 
it serviced and such like. 

The pairs of BNC sockets will be 
for input and loop through, which is 
why there is a TERM switch next to 
each pafr. If the signal is not looped 
out to another device the TERM 
switch must be set to ON or 75 Ohm 
as this supplies the proper loading 
for the signal. The last device in the 
system should always be terminated. 

I think that the sync input is 
probably going to be composite, so 
you'll need a lead which has an 
Amiga 23-pin connector at one end, 
wired up to separate BNCs for Red, 
Green, Blue and Composite syncs. 
Don t forget to ground each 
connector as welL Use good quality 
cable and to make things easier you 
may find that building a breakout box 
will be simpler than trying to cram all 
the cables into the back of a D-Plug 
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cover. Connect up the signals, make 
sure the terminations are correctly 
set and you should be up and 
viewing in no time! GW 

FAX OF LIFE 
HI own an Amiga 600 

but with no other 
expansions except a 
Citizen Swift 24 

printer. My problem is as follows: I 
am trying to get my fax machine to 
be a scanner. I nearly did it on the 
C64, but Basic does not run fast 
enough - the routine needs to go at 
over 2MHz! Anyway,I have got the 
scanner hooked up to the joystick 
port and I need to know how to 
write the routine into DevPac and 
save the screen produced. 

Another problem, Is that the 
manual does not say how many 
pixels are across the screen at 
maximum resolution. If you could 
give me the bare bones of this in 
assembler, I would be extremely 
grateful and subscribe to Amiga 
Shopper forever! 

Evan Tuer 
Pitlochrym 
Perthshire 

If by 2MHz, you mean 2 million 
operations per second, then I'm 
afraid you're out of luck. The 
standard Amiga 600 does less than 
1 million instructions per second, so 
you're going to have problems. On 
the other hand, you may still get it to 
work if this is not quite the case. 
Below is a simple routine that 
checks to see if the joystick is up, 
down, left or right. By calling this 
routine and checking the return 
values, you should be able to do 
what you require: 

Joystick.! 
void JoyStickf) 
No inputs, NO Outpute, no 
registers corrupted* Seta 
one Q£ four flags, 
js_Dp/Dawn/Left/Right 
depending on joystick 
movement. 

_OJSTCM:        equ SdffOOO 
include "hardware / CUB t om. i " 

Joystick: 
rnovem.w dO-dl, - (sp) 
lea        _CUSTQHf &5 
move.w  joyldat(a5)#d0 
btst      #501fd0 
hne*s JS_Joy lRi t e 
btst      #$09,dO 
bne,e JS_JoylLeft 

JS_CheckUD: 
move,w dO,dl 
Isr.w    #$01,dl 
eor,« dO,dl 
btst    #$00,dl 
hne - s JS„JoylDown 
btst #$08,dl 
fone. s JS_ Joy IDp 

JSjQuit: 
movenuw (sp)+,dG-dl 

; Joystick movement code. 
rts 

JS_JqylRite: 
st.b js__Right 
bra ■ B JS_CheckUB 

JS^JoylLeft: 
st.b je_Left 
bra. s JS_GheckUD 

JS_JoylUpj 
st,b jsjjp 

JS_JoySkip; 
bra.s JS_Quit 

JS_JoylDown: 
st.b js_Dcjwn 
bra.s JS_Quit 

; Stubs to set flags, 

js_pp; dc.bQ 
js„Dowu: dc.b 0 
js_Left: dc.b 0 
js_Right: dc.b 0 
i Flags for 
TS 

HOME FOR HARD DRIVE 
Having fitted a 52Mb 
Quantum drive in my 
A590 I now have a 
20Mb drive doing 

nothing. The drive is a Western 
Digital XT drive. Is there any way I 
can utilise this drive by connecting 
It up to the A590 connector, or am I 
better off binning it and saving for 
another SCSI drive? 

John Fuller 
Blackburn 

Lanes 

Don't throw your drive away! It would 
make an excellent door stop or book 

end, or a surreal addition to any 
designer fish-tank. Yes, your 20Mb 
drive is really not worth using. Your 
best bet is to offer it second hand to 
someone who has managed to blow 
up the XT drive in their A590. JR 

WHICH MONITOR? 
I'm lost! Monitors, 

monitors, monitors - 
there's almost too 
many to chose from! 

What monitor do I need to get 
TV or video quality from my Amiga 
3000? Can I get rid of the jaggy 
edges? Do I need a video card? And 
if so. which one? 

Mark us Ri setter 
Dublin 

Republic Of Ireland 

Well no, you don't need a video card. 
Firstly, because the A3000 already 
has a built-in deinterlacer or "flicker 
fixer, you can connect it directly to a 
multisync monitor such as 
Commodore's I960. Secondly, you 
can connect directly to any SCART 
equipped monitor from the RGB port 
of the 3000 (assuming that you have 
the correct lead, of course). 

Your choice of monitor mainly 
depends on whether you want to do 
video work and animations, 
productivity applications or DTP work, 
and of course on how much money 
you want to spend. If you want to do 
animation and play it back from your 
computer then a normal 15.6KHz 
RGB monitor such as the 
Commodore 1084$ or Philips 8833 
will do you fine, though you'll have to 
live with the interlace flicker, if you 

THE GREAT ESCAPE 

I'm creating a disk of reviews and POKEs for a computer 
fanzine that I'm producing. I start by typing out the reviews 
using Workbench's NotePad utility and then I convert the 
files to ASCII flies using Ktndwords. CU escape codes are 

then added using MeMacs* As you can probably start to appreciate, this is 
quite a long-winded process. Is there a word processor (commercial or PD) 
that caters for all of the CL1 escape sequences? Is Wordworth suitable for 
this particular application? 

Could you also tell me whether there is a program available (again, PD 
or commercial) that Is capable of producing 'countdown' clocks for DTV 
use like those used by TV companies. The program should be able to count 
down to three and then show a logo. Please help. 

Alan BrlttonF Crossing, Essex 

The process you're using to create ASCII text files is certainly long-winded, 
Alan. Why not just use MeMacs to type all your copy? OK, It's not quite in the 
same league as a dedicated word processor, but at least it's considerably 
faster than both NotePad (an abysmally slow program) and Kindwords (even 
worse!). If you really are opposed to using MeMacs, then why not check out 
any one of the many PD text editors available? Most offer word wrap and full 
support for embedded escape codes, although you'll still need a reference 
guide to find the exact codes you need. 

As for the PD video clock program, you ll be pleased to Searn that you're 
in luck. What you need Is the Video Presentations pack which is available 
from George Thompson Services. This pack includes a wide variety of video- 
related PD programs including a video clock and VideoToois, an excellent 
little utility which can produce a wide variety of video test pictures. JH 

want rock steady display then you'll 
need a multisync, and if you want 
both you'll need a multisync which 
can run at 15.6KHz as well as 
31.2KHz, as animations tend to look 
strange when deinterlaced. 

As for the jaggies, if they are part 
of your image then you'll see them, 
as the monitor only displays the 
signal it is fed. That's just how it 
goes, I'm afraid, GW 

□ 

DELETE AS APPLICABLE 
have Kind Words 2.. I 

have saved my work 
to disk and I have 
looked through the 

manual for a way to now delete it, 
but so far I have had no luck. 

So, basically, I would like to 
know how to delete. Maybe I have a 
block somewhere. 

H Coomer 
Liverpool 

The Amiga ts a multitasking machine. 
This means (among other things) 
that many of the day-to-day disk 
housekeeping type jobs can be done 
from Workbench rather than from 
within any particular application. 

To delete any file, bring the 
Workbench screen to the front, find 
the file's icon and click on it once, 
then select Delete from the 
Workbench menus. If the file does 
not have an icon you will need to 
open a Shell or CLI window and use 
the AmigaDOS Delete command. JW 

DPAINT III PROBLEM 
I have Installed 
DPaint ///(and its 
associated files and 
directories) on my 

Amiga 1500's hard drive. But when 
I try to load animations or other 
items from their Icons I just get a 
requester saying Insert volume 
Dpaint in any drive1. It appears that 
the Amiga does not know or 
recognise that it is already on the 
hard disk. What's the trouble? 

S RcJton 
Bex ley Heath 

Kent 

Don't despair, Mr Rolton, the 
solution is easier than you think. 
What is happening is that each of 
the icons you are trying to use has a 
sort of direct ton pointer attached to it 
which first calls the program that it 
needs to run the animation, display 
the picture or whatever, You can see 
this path by first clicking on the icon 
once to select it, then selecting Info 
from the Workbench pull-down 
menus. A display with quite a lot of 
information will appear, with a text 
box which might say something like 
'DPaintllhDPaint1 to the left of the 
words 'Default Tool'. This is the crux 

tm pap 66 
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THE WILD, THE WEIRD AND THE WICKED P, 

CUSTOMER CHARTER 

INDI Direct Mail is original and very 
exciting. Before you buy mail order 
you must first bo confident that you will 
receive the product you've ordered and 
that the supplier will still be there in the 
future, should you need thorn. 

A mail order purchase from INDI Is a 1 
safe and secure decision, and here's 1 
why. 

INDI is a wholly owned subsidiary of a 
public company now in its tenth year of 
trading and specialising in the supply 
af computer products. 

With a turnover approaching £30 
million per annum, we hove the 
resources and the purchasing power to 
offer you the best deals, deliver them 
next day nationwide and always be 
around when you need us* 

SALES AND SUPPORT 

The JNDI sales team have been trained 
to take your order with the utmost care 
and efficiency. All stock offered for saie 
is held in stock, centrally at our group 
warehouse complex and is aval Fable 
for next day delivery, direct to your 
home or business. If at any time we are 
out of stock your money will not be 
banked until the product is available 
(a point worth checking should you feel 
tempted to purchase elsewhere). 

General information regarding 
product is available from our sales 
team, however technical support is 
alwayson hand should you need 
assistance. 

All prices quoted are inclusive of VAT. 

INDI TELESALES 
Tel 0606 43860 Fax 0606 43825 \ 

Once again Commodore have put together 
a winning theme pack to complement the 
already popu la r Amiga A600. 
The Wild, the Weird and the Wicked Pack is 
an ideal starter pack containing a considered 
mix of software making the most of the 
Amiga's amazing capabilities. 
To make this pack a perfect gift INDI have 
added a further four award winning games 
and a staggering list of valuable extras totally 
FREE of charge. Also included at no extra cost 
to you are the latest 'Zapsac' carry case and 
Zappo T-shirt. Crucial Amiga accessories. 
Impressed. Who wouldn't be. 

RACK AS STANDARD CONTAINS 
• Amiga A600 single drive 
• Built in TV Modulator 
• 1Mb memory 
» Push Over* Silly Putty 
• Grand Prix • Deluxe Paint III 
• Mouse and Manuals 

• Zapsac Carry Case 
• Zappa T-Shirt 

DESPATCH 

INDI PRICE 

£33922 

INDI VALUE ADDID FREE 
• Micro Switch Joystick 
• Lockable Disk Box 
• Disk Wallet 
e 10 Blank Disks 
• Kick off 2 • Pipemania 
• Space Ace • Populous 
• Zapsac Carry Case 
• Zappo T-shirt 

TOTAL 

£9.99 
£9.99 

£12,99 
£5.99 

£122.52 
£12,99 
£8.99 

£183.46 

AMIGA A600HD  (HARD DISK) EPIC PACK 

EPIC by name.., definitely by content. 
Commodore's talent for pact creation has 
never been better. The software included in 
this pack: EPIC, Rome, and Myth totally 
exploit the stunning features of the Amiga 
AoOO, Add to this Trivial Pursuits language 
ab edition (playable in 3 languages}, Amiga 

Text (Wordpro) and the now standard 
graphics package; Deluxe Paint III for 
serious/educational applications and you'll 
start to realise just how dynamic this pack is. 
As with all products supplied by INDI, we 
have added our extra dimension to an 
already incredible offer (see below for INDI 
Value Added Pack totally free af charge) 

PACK AS STANDARD CONTAINS? 
• Amiga A600HD (Hard Disk) 
• Built in TV Modulator 
• Mouse and Manuals e 1Mb Memory 
• EPIC, Rome, Myth, Trivial Pursuits 
(language lab edition), Amiga Text, Deluxe 
Paint III. 
INDI VALUE ADDED FREE 
• Micro s w itch e d J oy stic k 
• Lockable Disk Box 
• Disk Wallet 
• 10 Blank Disks 
• Kickoff 2 • Pipemania 
• Space Ace * Papulous 
• Zapsac Carry Case 
• Zappo T-Shirt 

TOTAL 

£9.99 
£9.99 

£12.99 
£5,99 

£122.52 
£12.99 
£8.99 

£183.46 

1084S COLOUR/STEREO MONIT 

The latest the ultimate, the best home computer 
available. 16.0 million colours, superfast 
processor, superb stereo sound, lightning speed 
- the oil new Amiga 1200 has mem ail. Marvel 
at the ease with which the Amiga 1200 and its 
amazing 32-bit processing power devours the 
most demanding software. At this price the 
A1200 has no equal — Forget the rest, it's 
definitely the bestl 
1200 STANDARD FEATURES 
• 66020 
« 2Mb Chip RAM 
* AA Chipset 
£ Alpha-numeric 

keypad 
INDI VALUE ADDED FREE • 3 Superb Games « I niterm-qrEono I 
Sport* Challenge * The tool Croc 
* Pgrcdroid 90 * Ww FREE Zaptac 

& TShiri. 

• PCMCIA Slot 
• 3.5* Internal Floppy 
• Built-in TV modulator 
• Free 12 Monfhs At* 

Home Maintenance 

£394 

Commodore's own Amiga Monitor, Designed 
solely For use with the Amiga range of 
computers. With its ©rgonomic design, 
Hi-res graphics display and stereo sound 
capabilities, the 1Q84S will really bring 
your Amiga to life. 

INDI PRICE 

Apart from offering this product at a very 
competitive price INDI are including two 
great software products totally free of charge 

£189-22 

INDI VALUE ADDED FREE 
• Days of Thunder 
(Driving Simulation] 
• Night Breed (or alternative 
exciting gome) 

£19.99 

£19.99 

All orders received by 6pm Monday to 
Friday ore despatched that day for 
next day delivery using our national 
carrier — SecurScor, (UK Mainland only}, 
Saturday deliveries are available at a 
small surcharge. If you are out when 
we deliver a card will be left at your 
home giving you o contact telephone 
number to arrange a convenient re- 
delivery. 
Delivery queries can be resolved 
immediately using our on-line 
computer. 
All orders are despatched on a next 
working day delivery basis. Cheque 
orders are despatched immediately on 
cheque clearance, usually 10 working 
days from receipt. A delivery charge 
of £5.00 is made per item unless 
otherwise stated. 

WE ALSO ACCEPT B.F.P.O. 
ORDERS (DUTY FREE). 

CARRIAGE CHARGED AT 
UK POSTAL RATES. 



AMIGA CDTV    THE MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER 

TOTAL HOME ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

COMMODORE AMIGA CDTV ES3 
THE MULTIMEDIA-COMPUTER I 

MONITOR NOT 
INCLUDED 

AUDIO 
Blue* Brother 

(CD Audio) £12.99 

AMIGA 
Pipemonia* Populous 
Kickoff 2 * Sfwce Are 

□22.52 

MULTIMEDIA 
Lemmings CDTV 

The problem with any new product is that it always takes time for 
everyone to realise its full potential, CDTV is no exception and in 
our opinion everything we have read does a pretty poor job of 
explaining just whot CDTV can do and why it is so exciting. 

THE INDI GUIDE TO CDTV 

IT'S A CD PLAYER—Yes, it will play all your Primal Scream, 
Pavarotti, Pink Floyd and any other CD you care to mention in superb 
high quality stereo, with remote infra red control, 
IT S AN AMIGA —Plug in the keyboard, switch on the external disk 
drive and the colossal range of inexpensive Amiga software can be 
used on your CDTV 
IT S A MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM -Just imagine, stereo sound, 
images and text all on screen. It asks a question, you respond, it 
rejponds — truly interactive! Each CD disc holds hundreds of 
megabytes of data with instant optical access, The whole of 
Hutchinson's Encyclopedia fits onto 1 disc, This interactive system is a 
unique aid for Education, Business or Leisure. The future is hereJ 

GOLDSTAR U" REMOTE TV/MONITOR 
FEATURED AVAILABLE SEPARATELY AT £179,99 

INDI PRICE 
£489-99 

RACK CONTENTS AS 
STANDARD 
• Amiga CDTV Player 
• CDTV keyboard 
• CDTV 1411 3.5" Disc Drive 
• CDTV Infra red remote 
controller 
• CDTV wired mouse 
• CDTV Welcome Disc 

• Manuals 
• Fred Fish CDTV 
INDI VALUE ADDED 
» Lemmings CDTV (£34.99^°^ 
• Blues Brothers (£l2.99) 
• Pipemania, Populous, 
Kickoff 2, Space Ace (£122.52) 
| CDTV CONNECTS DIRECTLY TO YOUR TV SET ] 

CDTV If you already own a CDTV or are just about to purchase one you'll be 
pleased to know that INDI stock probably the largest and most 
comprehensive list of CDTV software in the country. Below is a list of top 
selling titles we are offering at very competitive prices. For more details 
please phone our sales team. (Prices include postage}. 
EDUCATION ENTERTAINMENT 
A Bun for Barney 24.99 Defender of The Crown 24.99 
Asterix and Son English 19.99 Battle Chess 34.99 
NASA The 25th Year 19.99 Battle Storm 24.99 
The Paper Bag Princess 
Thomas's Snow Suit 

29,99 Classic Board Games 29.99 
29.99 Hound of Baskervilles 24.99 

Tale of Peter Rabbit 34.99 Psycho Killer 24.99 
My Paint 24.99 Trivtal Pursuit 45.99 
Cinderella 34.99 Wrath of Demon 24.99 
MUSIC Basketball 24,99 
Music Maker 31.99 Dinosaurs For Hire 14.99 
Remix 24.99 All Dogs Go To Heaven 29.99 
REFERENCE Raffles 29.99 
DrWellman 49.99 Prehistorik 24.99 
Guinness World of Records 31.99 Town With No Name 29.99 
Illustrated Holy Bible 
Electronic Cook Book 

24.99 Team Yankee 29.99 
29.99 Snoopy 

Sim City 
29.99 
24.99 

AMIGA CDTV EXTERNAL HARD DISK DRIVE 

You've got the CDTV, you've got 

the keyboard and floppy disk 

drive - for a total computer 

solution all that's needed is an 

ultra-fast hard disk drive. 

The CDTV-HD unit boasts a 

massive 65Mb of hard disk 

storage with lightning fast access 

times through its SCSI interface. 

The unit comes complete with 

Workbench 1.3 and all 

necessary cables. 

INDI PRICE 

£34922 

ACCESSORIES 
CDTV Starter Pack - Includes CDTY Remote Control 
Hutchinsons, Lemmings & Welcome Disk CD's 

A570 External CD drive for the A500 & A500 + 

MEGACHIP - 1Mb ChfpRAM Upgrade far CDTV 

CDTV Keyboard (black) 

CDTV 3.5" External Floppy Drive 

ENCORE SCSI Controller + Internal Mount Kit 

CDTV Internal Genlock 

CDTV Remote Mouse 

GOLDSTAR TV/Monitor with Remote Control 

S CART TV/Monitor Lead (inc. stereo phono lead) 

£379.99 

£349.99 

£159.99 

£99.99 

£109.99 

£79.99 

£49.99 

£14.99 

£179.99 

£12.99 



Panasonic Quietp riniing 

We researched the colour printer market in great depth to find a colour printer good enough to cope with Amiga's powerful 
graphic output, yet at an affordable price. 
We found the perfect printer in the Panasonic KX-P2180 + KX-P2123 quiet printers. 
We then considered that if you were going to buy a Panasonic printer, you would probably need a quality word processing 
package to use with it We found that too, in 'Wordworth/, yet at a retail price of £ 129*99 we thought that might be a little too 
expensive on top of your printer purchase! So together witn Panasonic we decided to give a copy of 'Wordworth7 free with 
every Panasonic printer How's that for added value? 

Panasonic | KX-P2180 Panasonic KX-P2123 

The new Panasonic KX-P2180 9 pin quiet colour printer. 
Produces crisp clear text in mono or in 7 glorious colours with new quiet 
technology. The new KX-P2180 is typically 15d8A quieter in operation, 
than the competition. 
• Fait Printing Speeds 192CPS Draft and 38 
CPSNLQ 
• Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue, red, 
green, yellow, violet, mag en to and black} 
$ Qut*t Printing Super quiet 45-48dBa sound 
level (most matrix printers are typically in excess 
of 60d BA) 

q Resident Font* Over 6,100 type styles 
using Courier, Prestige, Bold PS, Roman, Script 
and Sans Serif Fonts 

3 Paper Pathi Paper handling from bottom, 
top and rear for total flexibility 
• 1 Year Warranty For total peace of mind 

INOll 

£199" 

The new high performance Panasonic KX-P2123 24 pin. 
Quiet colour printer offers leading edge quiet printing technology at an 
affordable price. 

Fait Printing Speeds 192 CPS draft, 64 
CPSLQcnd32CPSlQ. 
• Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue, red, 
green, yellow, violet, magenta and black) 
• QuietPrtnting Super quiet 43.5-46kBA 
sound level (most matrix printers ore typically in 
excess of 60d BA) 
• 7 Resident Fonts Over 152,000 type styles 
using Super LQ, Courier Prestige, Bold PS, 
Roman, Script and Sans Serif Fonts 
• 24 PIN Diamond Printhead High 
performance and high quality output 
• 1 Year Warranty for total peace of mi nd. 

INDI 

£239" 

JOJNDI 
* WORDWORTH — COMPLETELY FREE! 

WITH PANASONIC QUIET PRINTERS 

The writers choice. The ultimate word processor for AMIGA computers. Wordworth is undoubtedly the ultimate word/document 
processor for the lull range of AMIGA computers. The graphical nature of WORDWORTH makes producing documents faster and 
easier, with the enhanced printing fonts (including full Panasonic KX P2180 and KX P2123 colour printing support), Collins spell checker 
and Thesaurus, no other word processor comes close. 
"Without doubt this is one of the best document processors for the AMIGA, Today/' (Amiga Format). 

NORMAL RRP £129.99 inc. vat 

Panasonic PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
Following the outstanding response to the Panasonic printer range 

we are now in a position to offer new and existing Panasonic printer owners a complete range of accessories saving £££'s on recommended prices. 
Panasonic Colour Ribbon 6 Pack 
6xColour Ribbons for the KX-P2180 & KX-P2123 

INDI PRICE fc07.77 
Panasonic Ribbon Pack 2 x Black & 4 xColour 
Ribbons for the KX-P2180 & KX-P2123 
RRP £99.99 «# Q QQ 
INDI PRICE t07.77 

Panasonic Shoot Feeder 
Automatic A4 Sheet Feeder for the KX-P2123 
& KX-P2180 printers. Holds 80 sheets paper. 
RRP £89.99 r7Q QQ 
INDI PRICE ±7 9* 99 

KX-P2T80/KX-P2123 Deluxe Accessory Pack 
Pack Contains: ** Automatic Sheet Feeder 

2 x Black Ribbons * 2 x Colour Ribbons 
• 1 x Dust Cover • 2 Piece Printer Stand 

INDI PRICE tlOi.77 

AMSTRAD NOTEPAD 

INDI tICE 
£199 

The new Amstrod Notepad Computer couldn't 
be easier to use because you simply follow 
the instructions on the screen as you go along. 
Has built-in Wordprocessor, 48,000 word 
spell checker, Calculator, Diary, World Time 
Clock, Address & Telephone book, BBC 
BASIC, and weighs less than a kilo (2.2lbs) 
PCMCIA MEMORY CARDS 

FOR AMSTRAD NOTEPAD 
64 K £45.99   128 K £57.99 
256K £79,99 
512 K £129.99 
1Mb £179.99 

.99 

AMSTRAD :AXPHONE 

Fully featured hands-free phone that 
can send and receive faxes and can even 
make copies of letters and documents. 
It's a group 3 fax machine, has 20 
memories, 9 one- 
touch dialling 
keys and Mercury 
compatability, 

INDI 

£299" 



AMIGA A1500 

The A1500 is the ultimate home computer 
for the whole family and is designed to 
cover every computing requirement. 
INDI are able to offer you exclusive deals 
on this outstanding product in various 
configurations and bundles {see options 
on opposite page). 
All configurations come complete with 
the following software and accessories:- 

FEATURES: 
• Fully functional keyboard with numeric 

pad separate from CPU 
• Includes 2x3Va" disk drives as 

standard with 5!4 w Disk Bay. 
• Integral memory and card expansion 

capabilities (most cost effective 
expansion route] 

• Work bench 2.00 and Kickstart 2.04. 
^ ^ UtAVliUJI 

CONTENTS 
• Keyboard, mouse, reference manual, Puzznic, Told, Elf (Games], D Paint III (Graphics Package), 
Home Accounts, The Works (Platinum edition: Wordpro, Spreadsheet, Database) Joystick 

AMIGA Al 500 FEATURED (see photograph above) • 52 Mb SCSI Hard Disk • 1084'S Monitor & 
Panasonic KX-P2123 24 pin colour printer. 

INCLUDED FREE Amiga Vision, Nightbreed, Days of Thunder, Wordworth Worth £268.99 

INDI VALUE ADDED FREE ^H^\ FROM 
• Amiga Vision [authoring software) 
worth £99.00 

£499-20 

Amiga A1500, complete with FREE 
Amiga Vision (worth £99.00} 99 

INDI >RICE 

Amiga A1500, Complete Pack 
as detailed above 

INDI I PRICE j    tl|59 ii 

AMIGA & CDTV ACCESSORIES 

Due to overwhelming requests for Amiga and CDTV Accessories we are pleased to offer the following 
products with the usual INDI guara ntee of Quality and Service, not forgetting the IN DI price benefits! 11 
- Great gifts at Christmas, 
ZAPPO FLOPPY - External 3.5" drive suitable for all Amigas £44.99 

ZAPPO601NC - 512K Amiga 600 RAM upgrade (no clock) £29.99 

ZAPPO 601C - 1Mb Amiga 600 RAM upgrade (with clock} £49.99 

MULT1 START II ROM SHARER+1 . 3 ROM - Use both 1.3 & 2.04 Kickstart ROMs £34.99 

ROCTEC GENLOCK - Cost effective video overlay for ail Amigas £69 • 99 

SUPRA RX 2Mb - External 2Mb RAM upgrade for A500/500+. nil A nn 
Can be increased up to 8Mb 111 9 . 99 

2Mb SMARTCARD - Credit card style RAM card utilising A600/A1200 PCMCIA SLOT £129 * 99 

4Mb SMARTCARD - For A600/A1200, maximum RAM with a lifetime guaranteel £199 . 99 

COMMODORE C64& 1541 DISK DRIVE PACK - The worlds best selling home pi -fl M 
computer complete with disk drive and software pack 115 9 • 7 7 

REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLY - for the Amiga A500/A600/A1200 £24 . 99 

AMIGA 3000 - With 2Mb RAM, 120Mb Hard Disk, Publishers Choice, Amiga Vision 

AMIGA 4000 - With 6Mb RAM, 120Mb Hard Disk & Amiga Vision 

COMMODORE 1960 - 14" High resolution monitor for use with A3000 & A4000 
Or if bought with A3000 or A4000 

OPAL VISION 24-BIT GRAPHIC SYSTEM - For the Amiga 1500/2000/3000/4000. 
Launched to rave reviews, the most amazing graphics enhancement for your Amiga 
at an unbelievable price. 

£1526.32 

£2348.82 

£369.99 

£351.99 

£699.99 

* INDI TELESALES * 

TEL 0606 43860 • FAX 0606 43825 

AFTER SALES AND 

SPECIALIST SERVICE 

All products are guaranteed for 12 
months. Some products carry a 12 
month at home service/repair 
guarantee (whore indicated}. 
In the unlikely event that any product 
Curchased from INDI arrives at your 

ome faulty, we will collect from your 
home and replace the product 
completely free of charge. 
If you own an AMIGA 1500 or 3000 and 
would like to expand its hard disk or 
memory capability or add any other 
peripheral INDI can offer yau a 
complete door to door configuration 
service together with an additional 12 
months Back to INDI warranty. Why 
not atk for a quote? 

Products advertised represent a small 
sample of our Instock range. A 
complete price list Is available on 
request. 

All products purchased come with a 
complete list of all products available 
from INDI with special customer 
loyalty offers. 

AS PART OF OUR POLICY OF CONTINUAL 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND REFINEMENT, 

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE 
SPECIFICATIONS OF PRODUCTS ADVERTISED. 
PLEASE CONFIRM CURRENT SPECIFICATION 

AT THE TIME OF ORDERING. 

PRICES ARE VALID FOR MONTH OF PUBLICATION O 

HOW TO ORDER 

BY POST — simply fill in the coupon 
below. 
BY PHONE — ring 0606 43860 where 
your call will be answered by one of 
our INDI soles team. After 6,00pm 
each day your coil will be answered by 
answerphone. If you would like to 
place on order have all details at hand 
including Credit Card. The message will 
guide you through your order* 

SEND YOUR ORDER TO 
INDI DIRECT MAIL 
FIRST FLOOR OFFICES, 
85 WITTON STREET, 
NORTHWICH 
CHESHIRE CW95DW 

Please send  
Price*.,,*  -I- Delivery 

I enclose cheque/PO for £  
or charge my Access/Visa No, 

Expiry date 

Signature.*  
Send to Name, 

Address  

Daytime Tel.*,< 

Postcode  

/ 



of your problem, because every time 
you double click on the icon it 
attempts to run DPaint.from a disk 
called DPaintfll. 

But as I said the solution is 
simple. Click in the text box of the 
Info requester and then replace the 
words 1D Pa i ntl 11 /Dpai nt' (o r w h ateve r 
it says in your case) with the correct 
path name for wherever the 
DeluxePaint program is stored on 
your hard disk. This might be along 
the lines of: 'DHl:Graphics/DPaint'. 
Save this setting and try double 
clicking on the icon again, if you have 
been successful DPaintfll will load 
and display whatever the icon 
represents (assuming it is a picture 
or anim). Then check each of the 
relevant icons you transferred and 
change them if you need to. And 
please, don't type in the [r signst 
they are just there for clarity. 

If you can't work out what path 
name to use, run DPaintfll, make a 
quick picture and save ft. Then check 
its Default Tool from the Info menu 
and you1 II see it clear as day. 

Now you've discovered Default 
Tools you'll find how easy it can be 
to display text files, run animations 
and so on all with just a simple 
double click of the mouse. GW 

PROTECTION RACKET 
I've been working on 
a Home Accounts 
program in Amiga 
Basic and the listing 

is more than 20 pages long. Last 
week I happened to save It as 
"HomeAcc'%P (in other words, as a 
list-protected file) and that was a 
big mistake since I had not kept a 
backup. Is there any way I can get 
the listing back to normal Amiga 
Basic In ASCII or do I really have to 
type It In all over again? 

Egil Lovang 
Oslo 

Norway 

Sorry, but I think you are going to 
have to re-type it. In theory, if you 
knew the encryption method that 
Microsoft use, it would be possible 
to read the program as a binary file 
and decipher it. Unfortunately I don't 
know of this and I've not heard of 
anyone successfully deciphering an 
AmigaBASIC protected source. If 
anyone does know - send me details 
and 111 pass them on! PAO 

CARTRIDGE CAPERS 
I have recently heard 
that the Amiga Action 
Replay cartridge from 
Date I Electronics 

does not work on a machine with 
more than 3Mb of RAM. Is this true 
or am I just very gullible? If Action 
Replay does work with a machine 

with more than 3Mb, could you 
recommend a good (preferably 
cheap) 4Mb expansion for my A500* 

Brian Hatter 
Chestnut 

Herts 

Date I don't like to publicise the factr 
but the Datel Action Replay cartridge 
most certainly doesn't like machines 
with more than a minimal amount of 
RAM. When \ last spoke to Datel 
concerning this incompatibility 
program, they informed me that the 
cartridge would only work on 
machines with 2Mb or less. I'm not 
quite sure whether this also applies 
to the new Mk.3 Action Replay, but I 
doubt whether this problem has been 
solved simply because of the way the 
cartridge works. 

If this still hasn't turned you off 
of buying a RAM expansion, then I'd 
highly recommend the Cortex range 
of RAM expansions. Check out the 
advertisements in this issue for the 
best pricing. JH 

SEQUENCE OF ERRORS 
I own a Roland MC-50 
sequencer used with 
a Roland synth. When 
I bought my Amiga 

the idea was to use it as a second 
sound source. I have tried using 
Sequencer One (and OctaMED) but 
so far I can only get sounds playing 
for two samples. Can you tell me 
how to set my system up? 

Johnathan Amor 
Thatch am 

Berks 

With Sequencer One each track can 
be made to play an internal sound 
rather than a MIDI instrument but 
you need to remember that the 
Amiga sound channels play two 
voices on the left and two on the 
right. To control four samples 
therefore you need to select two JL' 
and two 'R' track settings, PAO 

IDE CONNECTIONS 
I have recently 
purchased an IDE 
Quantum 52Mb hard 
drive and would like 

to know If I could use it with my 
Amiga 500 Plus, If the answer is 
'yes\ what peripherals would I need 
to set it up? 

BJohnston 
Airdrie 

Scotland 

There are now two or three new AT- 
IDE controllers for the Amiga 
500/500 Plus although I have not 
been able to test any of them yet. 
[CD have done an AT-IDE interface for 
quite a while* but it requires fitting 
inside your Amiga and you will lose 
your internal floppy when you fit the 
drive, so avoid it. 

IVS make the IVS Trumpcard AT 
500 which will work with your drive 
and Dataflyer have just launched 
their new Dataflyer Express which 
can support both AT IDE and SCSI 
drives in one interface. JR 

COLOUR DTP 
^■rlV I wish very much to 
By  pjj buy a DTP package in 
fi^^B order to produce 
BKJM I colour cassette 

covers. But I've read somewhere 
that PageStream and Professional 
Page produce graphics on mono 
only. Is this on the screen or on the 
final output? 

I already own Citizen Print 
Manager, but I'd like to print the 
odd poster or two. Does Turhoprint 
Professional have a driver for the 
Swift 24? Finally, which DTP 
package gives the best colour IFF 
results on a dot-matrix printer when 
printing cassette sized covers? 

Dewter P Hackenbecker 
Erith 
Kent 

Both Professional Page and 
PageStream can display colours on- 
screen and output them to printers. 
IFF-ILBM graphics are displayed on- 
screen in black-and-white in 
PageStream and in four greys in 
Professional Paget but these are just 
quick screen representations - both 
packages will print in colour. 

Professional Page works with 
Citizen Print Manager and Turboprint 
Pro fessional (which does come with 
a Swift 24 driver), PageStream 
doesn't work with either. For this 
reason Professional Page will give 
you better colour dot-matrix output 
than PageStream. JW 

TURBO TECHNIQUES 
I have been using 
TechnoSound Turbo 
to produce voice 
samples for a utilities 

disk that I am compiling. I am 
however unable to play the samples 

Ah 

via CLL Is there any way in which I 
could do either this or convert the 
samples to a form which I can play 
using the PlayMOD command? I 
have been saving the samples in IFF 
formatT but I could quite easily 
convert them to binary. The song 
sequencer in TechnoSound Turbo 
could be the answer but it's a bit 
tricky to use given that I have only 
1Mb of RAM. 

Daniel Page 
Dyfed 

Wales 

Your best bet is to lay your hands on 
a program which is capable of either 
playing samples from the CLI or - 
even better - a utility which can 
convert an IFF sample to an stand- 
alone executable. You'll be pleased 
to know that the PD libraries have 
the answer here. Just contact your 
local PD supplier and they should be 
able to furnish you with the 
appropriate disk. In particular, you 
may want to check out PlaySound on 
Fred Fish disk 684. JH 

ON THE MAKE 
I am writing to ask 
you for a bit of advice 
about a business 
venture I have been 

thinking about for quite some time. 
It involves printing out the 
documents from public domain 
disks and magazine cover disks. 

There is quite a lot of 
information I would like to know, 
but the main points are' 

a) Would it be a viable 
proposition - in other words, is 
there a need for such a service? 

h) Would it be an infringement 
of copyright to print the documents, 
and would I need permission? 

c) What sort of printer would I 
need for this task? 

d) How much do you think I 
would I be able to charge? 

e) Which printing program would 
be best? I have heard of something 
called 'Land Scaping1 where 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Sample - a digital (or computerised) representation of a sound. A sample 
can be sent through a digital to analogue converter (the Amiga has four 
of these) and be heard as a sound. Changing the speed at which the 
sample is played back changes the frequency (or pitch) of the sound- 

Sequencer - a piece of software on a computer (or sometimes built into a 
keyboard) which stores musical scores and transmits this information in 
real time via MIDI to synthesisers which will then play iL Some 
sequencers have the facility to receive and memorise MIDI information 
from a music keyboard so that music can be entered live' instead of 
note by note. 

Shell - a method of communicating with the Amiga's operating system via 
the keyboard rather than the more usual mouse and windows method of 
Workbench. The SheM is the interface which 'surrounds' the Kernel, the 
central part of the operating system. The terminology comes from Unix 
systems. 
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MWhen I power up my A590 the drive makes the most horrible 
"beep.., beep... beep...1' until it finally boots up and all Is 
well. It only happens on a cold start, and If I boot from a 
game or something first, there is no problem. It has come on 

gradually and I first thought the 20Mb drive was fragged out, so I backed 
It up, reformatted, and the problem still persists. The system never reports 
any errors, and I don't have any problems after the initial boot-up. I intend 
to buy a 52Mb Quantum drive to put in the 590 at a later date. Will this 
solve the problem? 

Paul Stanley, Stamford, Lines 

Your problem is very common, and although it isn't harmful you'll have to put 
up with it until you dttch your less than wonderful XT drive. Replacing it with 
another drive will solve your problem, although remember that Quantum SCSI 
drives are no longer available (unless you want to buy 100,000) so I'd save 
up your pennies to get the 120Mb Maxtor drive, the smallest SCSI drive now 
readily available, JR 

documents are printed lengthways 
so you can make small booklets. 

R Wood 
Bognor Regis 

W Sussex 

a) I don't know if there is a need for 
such a service. I doubt it. Judging 
from the number of printer-related 
letters I get, I'd say that most Amiga 
Shopper readers own printers, so are 
able to print out instructions for PD 
programs for themselves. 

b) it is not a breach of copyright 
to print the documents that come 
with PD programs, but it certainly 
would be against the law to self 
copies of those documents - for any 
amount of money, or for payment in 
kind - without the written permission 
of the copyright holder. You may 
even be breaking the letter of the law 
if you give copies away for free, 

c) A laser printer will be able to 
churn out duplicates for you at 
between four and eight pages a 
minute, but it'll probably work out 
cheaper and quicker to print one 
master copy and get it photocopied, 

d) Without the permission of the 
copyright holder, you may not charge 
for providing printed documentation. 
Remember, although the type of 
program we are talking about is 
referred to as 'public domain1, it is 
not in the public domain in the legal 
sense of the term. Magazines use 
the term PD' because it is easier to 
write. In actual fact almost all of 
these programs are either 
'shareware', 'freely redistributable' 
or 'freeware', In almost ail cases "All 
Rights are reserved worldwide" and 
copyright is claimed by the author in 
the documentation. The program and 
any associated files (like the 
documentation) belong to the author. 
This is to prevent people starting 
"business ventures" and making 
money for themselves out of another 
person's hard work. 

e) To produce the type of A5 
booklet you are talking about, the 
best bet would be either be a 

desktop publishing program like 
Professional Page or PageStream, or 
the AmigaTeX typesetting package. 
Whichever you choose, to be 
productive you'll need a hard drive, 
lots of memory, and probably an 
accelerator board* JW 
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LIBRARIAN REQUIRED 
Does an 
editor/ librarian 
program exist for the 
Yamaha SY22/SY35 

synth? If not can AMOS be used to 
read and write data to the voice 
memory locations? 

John Truman 
Penn 

Wolverhampton 

As far as I know there isn't one 
available at the moment. But... Dr T 
is in the middle of producing an XOR 
definition at this very moment, so it 
is only a matter of time before XOR 
will provide the support you need. 
I've not used AMOS to do any 
system exclusive work but since I've 
done similar thing (on other synths) 
with AmigaBasie I should imagine 
that a few AMOS experiments would 
be worth trying. PAD 

AMBITION TO ANIMATE 
F~I      ^ I am planning to 
r\.      ! produce an animated 

video using just pure 
ray-tracing, but i am 

having some problems which will 
hinder this, I have an Amiga 500 
with 5Mb of memory, 25MHz CSA 
Mega Midget Racer ('030) and a 
52MB hard drive. 

a) Since I installed the CSA 
MMR the Shell no longer works, 
although the CLI still does. When I 
try to use the Shell it comes up with 
an Indecipherable software error. 

b) Whan rendering animations 
using Real 3D 1.3 (which still takes 
bloody ages - stick a mirrored 
surface in and you're guaranteed 45 
minutes per frame) I can only run 
about 80 frames in the 5Mb of RAM 

that I have. This means that I'll 
have to record lots of short sections 
of animation and then edit them 
together later. Is there any way of 
increasing the amount of frames I 
can play back? Incidentally, I don't 
think Real 3D saves a Delta 
animation (just the differences 
between consecutive frames) but 
saves each picture separately. How 
do PD ray-traced animations use 
more than 100 frames which all fit 
on the one disk? 

c J Is there any reasonably cheap 
way of editing the video myself so 
that it runs without a hitch and 
looks all lovely? What are the 
minimum equipment requirements 
for the job? Is a genlock essential? 

d) l*m thinking of buying 
Imagine 2, but itTs a hell of a lot of 
money (again)- Is the animation 
management better than Real 3D's? 
What is RTAP and is it easy to use? 

e) On the subject of adding 
music to video, I have a 4-track 
(without sync), OctaMed Pro and a 
Zoom 9020, with guitar of course. 
Can I get the music sequences 
timed to the scene changes in the 
animation without spending 
hundreds of pounds? 

f) How on earth do you do a 
donut and a spring with Real 3D? I 
think it's absolutely impossible! 

g) Taking a look at Amiga World 
ft has occurred to me how much 
British people are ripped off in terms 
of extras. For instance, Imagine 2 
costs US $209, but £190. These 
ridiculous prices are the same on 
everything from joysticks to 24-bit 
cards. DCTV $399 there or £399 
here - come off it! Please can you 
justify this? 

As an afterthought - is a single 
frame VCR any use for recording 
each frame separately to tape 
instead of running the animation on 
the Amiga and taping it? Would this 
solve the editing problem? 

S Hamilton 
Ayr 

Ayrshire 

Well S, several chapters of a book 
would be required to fully answer 
your queries, Til do my best to 
answer your extensive list, but I II 
have to keep it brief, 

a) You shouldn't be having 
problems like this. I suggest that you 
double check that you have installed 
the CSA utilities properly and that 
your startup-sequence is correctly 
organised, as this is likely to be the 
root of your problems. 

b) Real 3D is a little strange in 
the way it handles animations. After 
rendering all the frames you must 
compile them into an animation 
using the DeitaConvert program. 
Make sure you save the results in 
Anim5 format and then quit Real 3D, 
otherwise the original frames will still 

be held in memory. Then use a 
player program such as View to 
replay the animation. Another point 
to bear in mind is that Real 3D 
makes multiple copies of objects 
while doing wireframe views, so 
these too reduce the amount of 
available memory. 

Remember that it is very difficult 
to judge how much memory a delta 
animation will take up, though it's 
true to say that the greater the 
changes between each frame then 
the larger the animation file will be. 
More colours, frames and higher 
resolutions will also tend to produce 
larger animations. So you can see 
why a 100 frame animation can take 
up substantially less space than an 
SO frame one. If you have Deluxe 
Paint 3 or 4 you can test for yourself 
how many bytes animations in 
different resolutions and cofours 
might take up. 

c) The short answer is no. But 
it's actually more complex than that 
For instance, if you want premium 
quality you'll need to consider 
producing 24-bit images, which take 
up massive amounts of storage and 
require a 24-bit card with video 
output for single frame recording to a 
video recorder capable of frame- 
accurate recording* 

An alternative method, which will 
inevitably result in some quality toss, 
is to record sections of non-24-bit 
animation to the best quality video 
format you can afford. Then, when 
you have enough material recorded, 
edit it all together, along with the 
music* You may well need to find an 
edit suite to hire so that you can do 
this. Whatever, there's no avoiding 
the fact that quality costs money. 

d) ff by this you mean "Does 
imagine make animations directly?" 
then the answer is 'Yesf, it does 
handle animations better than Real 
3D. RTAP is a simple-to-use CLI 
program which allows you to play 
back animations larger than available 
memory directly from disk, wrth 
adjustable parameters for speed, 
looping and so on. 

e) ff you can define exactly how 
many frames of animation will be in 
each scene, and exacf/yhowthe 
music works with the animation, then 
you should be able to calculate the 
precise timings for your soundtrack* 
If OctaMed Pro can work in 25ths of 
a second (which I don't know as I 
don't have it} then you'll be able to 
get spot-on timing. However, you1 II 
need to edit the soundtrack onto the 
animation after the pictures have 
been recorded and for accuracy at 
this stage you'll need to have access 
to a frame-accurate edit suite. 

By using multi-track layering (as 
video decks at this level have at 
least two separate audio tracks) it 
should be possible to build up the 
soundtrack to your specifications. 
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Mind you, it is very time-consuming 
and painstaking work, so plan on 
spending at least as much time on 
the soundtrack as the animation. 
And of course this could cost a 
substantial amount of money. 

f) For the donut, lathing a 
freehand circle around a vertical axis 
will sort you out. As for the spring, 
there are two possible ways, though 
both are a bit of a compromise. The 
first method is make a cylinder and 
use a material liked Striped with 
spiral wrap, NO 0 COL and CLIP MAP 
in operation to make a see-through 
spiral. The second is to create or 
acquire a spring in Sculpt format and 
convert it with the SculptToReaf 
utility, Real 3D vlA will allow you to 
model a spring yourself, but that's 
no help to you as you don't have it. 

Remember, if you are a Real 3D 
owner, the official help-line is run by 
Alternative Image on 0533 440041, 

g) No, of course I can't justify It. 
But don't forget that suppliers have 
to pay VATr import duty and carriage 
from the US before they add on their 
own costs and profit margin, Since 
you wrote your letter the $/£ rate 
has changed greatly, and what this 
will do to costs remains to be seen. 

Finally, I dent know about the 
facilities you have in Ayr, but it is 
probably worth your while 
investigating local (or even regional) 
editing facilities, community video 
centres and so on, asking for prices 
and assistance in your animation 
projects. Your local Arts Council can 
supply further details. 61V 

SCREEN SCENE 
My A500 Pius is used 

191 with the TV modulator 
and a Goodmans 14 
inch TV, The display is 

very good but it is slightly shifted 
about an inch to the right. This 
doesn't matter when using 
Workbench and DPaint as it can be 
corrected using Preferences. With 
other programs, however, there Is 
an annoyingly wide border down the 
left hand side of the screen. This Is 
especially noticeable with AMOS 
and I feel that there must be a way 
of correcting it. Also, could you 
please tell me whether it Is possible 
to modify a conventional TV to take 
an RGB unit. 

Mr J Freestone 
Wanstead 

London 

I've got some good news for you and 
some bad news. First though, the 
good news - there's absolutely 
nothing wrong with your Amiga 
whatsoever. Now the bad news - 
your Goodmans TV needs adjusting. 
What you are suffering from is simply 
an image positioning problem, 
Unfortunately it's not really possible 
to correct this yourself. Because 

such a task involves internal 
adjustments on the TV's tube, it can 
only be carried out by an experienced 
TV engineer. You'll be pleased to 
leam that it shouldn't cost too much 
to have this problem rectified - tt 
really involves nothing more than a 
single adjustment to one of the pots 
inside the TV. As for the RGB 
modification, I'm afraid the answer's 
no - It's just not possible. JH 

ENHANCEMENT ENQUIRY 
I have an Amiga 500 
with Klckstart 1.3 
which has a 1.5Mb 
Power Computing 

memory expansion (with 1Mb chip 
memory modification). I am 
considering getting the ECS and 
Klckstart 2.04 or 2.05. In what way 
will this affect my memory upgrade? 
Will I be able to use the upgrade at 
allT or will I have to get one of the 
new upgrades designed for the 
Amiga 500+? If 1 can use the old 
upgrade will I still have to undo the 
chip memory modification? I would 
also like to know what is the 
maximum chip memory I can have 
under the new chip set; where can I 
purchase it from, and at what cost? 

David Aughey 
Portadown 
Co Armagh 

N Ireland 

Your 1.5Mb expansion will work fine 
with Kickstart 2 and the ECS Denise 
chip fitted. You don't need to get 
A500+ expansions, which won't work 
with the Amiga 500 even if upgraded 
with the new ECS chips, 

You can upgrade your Amiga 500 
to a total of 8Mb of Fast RAM and 
2Mb of chip RAM (although to do this 
requires the DKB Meg-A-Chip board 
at around £175). iff 

FILED FOR LATER 
A few C problems: 
With fread() how do 
you know how large 
to set the I/O buffer 

to, since you don't know the size of 
the file? How can you find the file 
size? What does the sizeof(long) do 
in freedO? When you load a file and 
write it back you always find 
garbage (control characters, for 
example) at the end - how can I get 
rid of them? Also hew can I get a 
complete list (and details of their 
usage) of functions and macros In 
all the C header files? 

William Murphy 
Chichester 

Sussex 

I suppose you also want the 
bouncers dressed in pink! Seriously 
though, you can get most of this 
stuff from any decent general C 
book* However, there is an Amiga- 
specific way of getting file sizes and 

that is to use the AmigaDOS tnfoO 
function. This fills in a data set that 
contains amongst other things the 
filesize (see the Bantam AmigaDOS 
manual for function call details). The 
garbage characters you talk about 
are just the random contents of any 
unused end locations in the last 
block!For C header file details you 
are in luck because a brilliant new 
book, written by P J PI auger (who 
Ghaired the ANSI C committee), has 
just been published. It's called The 
Standard C Library' and is published 
by Prentice Hall (ISBN 0-13-131509- 
9) - it will tell you everything you'll 
ever want to know about the header 
file contents and use. PAO 

SONIC BOOM BOY 
T| i frequently connect 

i\       | my Amiga up to my 
hit! (TEAC amplifier 

3 with Wharfedaie 
speakers). However, a friend of 
mine reckons that I could be 
damaging my hffi due to the high- 
frequency signals the Amiga is 
capable of producing. Is this true? 

Sam Smith 
Alconbury 

Cambs 

Don't believe a word of it Sam. 
Although the Amiga is capable of 
producing some pretty complex 
waveforms, the frequency response 
of the Amiga sound chips are (to the 
disappointment of many) nowhere 
near that of a CD player. If your 
amplifier and speakers can handle 
the signal produced by a CD player, 
then you can bet that it'll handle your 
Amiga with no significant risk of 
damage to either. JH 

RAM UPGRADES 
I recently bought a 
second-hand 512 K 
Amiga. It has a 1.3 
ROM upgraded from a 

1.2. It also has Fatter Agnus 
(S372A) and ft has the _EXRAM 
track disabled and Pin 41 isolated. 

a) I wish to upgrade to 2.5Mb 
with 1Mb chip and 1.5Mb fast RAM 
using one of the trapdoor 
expansions available, and as far as I 
am aware the above modifications 
disabled the trapdoor expansion slot 
from using fast RAM. ts this true, 
and if so how can I go about 
Increasing the memory to the 
desired level (preferably still using 
the trapdoor)? 

b) I am also Interested in 
learning assembly having 
programmed In BASIC for a number 
of years, and I am hoping you could 
tell mo the best way to go about it. 
For instance, are there any good 
books or software to buy? 

James Kavanagh 
Co Wicklow 

Ireland 

It's not recommended to put any 
more than 512Kb in the Amiga 500 
trapdoor slot, although there are 
some 1.5Mb boards that will give 
you 1Mb of chip and 1Mb of fast. 
True fast memory should be added 
to expansions that plug into the side 
expansion of the Amiga, and the 
Cortex Is the best of these I have 
seen,But it may be better if you get a 
combined Hard disk/Ram interface 
like the GVP or Commodore A590. 

The first thing you need for 
learning assembly language is a 
decent assembler, and there is only 

WHY SO LONG? 

I am having trouble with my new printer, a DeskJet 500. 
Before this I had a Citizen 120D+T and used Excellence 2 
quite happily with it. The trouble Is that printing takes about 
10 minutes using Graphics print and the Amiga bitmapped 

screen fonts. Can you please explain what the problem Is? Is it the printer 
driver, the printer, or Excellence? Is It that the printer doesn't have enough 
RAM, as It will print one line and then wait about 20 seconds before 
printing another? 

Peter Campbell, Cullyfaackey, Norn Iron 

Your Citizen 120D+ has a maximum resolution of 240 by 216 dots per inch, 
so a square inch of graphics printout will contain a total of 51,840 dots (240 
multiplied by 216). The DeskJet 500 has a maximum resolution of 300 by 
300 dots per inch, so the same square inch now contains 90,000 dots. Just 
from this you can see that almost twice as much data is having to be being 
calculated, passed to the printer, and then printed. 

That's the main reason the DeskJet 500 takes longer to print graphics 
than the Citizen 120D+, but the problem is compounded by the printer itself 
being a bit slow at printing bitmapped graphics (most inkjets and lasers are), 
and the Workbench HP_DeskJet printer driver not being very good at its job. 

The only way to significantly increase the speed of graphics data 
calculation and transfer is to fit a faster CPU - with a 68030 board and 
some 32-bit memory fitted, for example, that 10 minute wait will drop to 
under two minutes. And yes, I appreciate we' re talking lots of money. I wish 
there was a cheaper solution, but there isn't. JW 
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Font ~ the group of letters, numbers and special characters that comprise 
one variation of typeface, for example: 12pt Times, 12pt Times Bold, 
12pt Times Italic. Sometimes (mistakenly) used in desktop publishing 
to refer to a type family. 

Modulator - a device which combines the output signal from a video source 
with a high frequency signal for further transmission. The video source 
is said to be modulated with the 'carrier signal', This is required for 
input into TVs, which receive their signals at high, radio frequencies. 

RAM - Random Access Memory, so called because any part of it can be 
accessed immediately, rather than having to search through from the 
start of memory to the point of interest, RAM is used to hold programs 
while they are being executed and temporary data. The contents of RAM 
are lost when the power is switched off. 

one choice for the Amiga now, 
Devpac 3.0 from Hisoft. There are 
two or three books on learning 
68000 for the Amiga, although I have 
only read one, the Abacus 'Amiga 
Machine-Code Programming', which 
isn't very good at all. If you want to 
program games you will need the 
Amiga Hardware Reference Manual, 
for more serious programming the 
rest of the manuals, Rom Kernel 
Libraries, Devices, Autodocs and 
Style Guide books are needed. A 
personal favourite book of mine is 
'Mapping the Amiga' by Compute! 
which is an excellent little reference 
book, although it does not claim to 
teach you how to program, and it 
only documents functions present in 
Kickstart 13, not the new Kickstart 
2.0 or above features. JR 

FONTS WITH GFA 
Having started to 
write some programs 
using GFA Basic, I 
have stumbled across 

some problems. How do I load and 
use different fonts ? 

DA Monro 
Moss ley 

Lanes 

You need to first use the Exec 
OpenLibrary() call to open the 
diskfont library. Having done that you 
need to set up the Basic equivalent 
of a TextAtt structure and then call 
the OpenFontf) routine. The system 
calls are explained in the GFA 
manual but Amiga Shopper ran a GFA 
Basic series from issue 7 to issue 
10 which will provide you with more 
tutorial help on library call use. PAO 

UPSTANDING CITIZEN 
have recently 

received the Citizen 
1 Print Manager 

program free of 
charge as mentioned In your 
magazine recently. The problem is, 
the Print Manager is so big that ft 
won't fit on my DPaint program 
disk! As I am not Interested In 
animation, what directories/files 

can I delete to make room for the 
Print Manager program? What else 
could be sacrificed? I also enclose a 
copy of the output from my 'as new' 
printer. Will the Print Manager 
remove horizontal banding? 

In your July issue you stated 
that in view of the discontinuation 
of the A500, owners should upgrade 
to the new chipset and Workbench 
2.04. Could you please provide 
specific details of the chip set and 
what should be done to fit It. What 
will It enable me to do? Also, is 
Workbench 2.04 on these chips or 
is that something completely 
different? If I upgrade, will software 
such as AmigaBASIC, DPaint 3, 
andWordworth continue to run? 

Finally, what are the differences 
between AMOS and AmigaBASIC? 
Is it worth buying AMOS if I already 
own AmigaBASIC? 

D Ludgate 
Light water 

Surrey 

There's not really a lot on the DPaint 
3 disk that you can lose without 
effecting the workings of DPaint. If 
you1 re satisfied with your Preference 
settings, then you could delete the 
1.3 Preferences program I suppose. 
Failing that, why not use a program 
file cruncher such as Imptoder 4 or 
PowerPackeno crunch the DPaint 
program? This will probably free up 
something like 80k at least! fmpioder 
4 and PowerPacker are both PD 
programs and are therefore available 
from most good PD libraries. 
Installing the Print Manager program 
won't totally remove the horizontal 
banding in your printouts, but it can 
reduce banding considerably. 

To be perfectly honest, it's 
probabiy not worth your whife 
upgrading a 1.3-based Amiga to 
Workbench 2.04 and the Enhanced 
Chip Set unless you own add-ons 
that connect to the machine's bus 
connector. Your best bet is to sell 
your A500 and then use the money 
that you would have had to spend 
out on the ECS chips, installation 
and ROM upgrade kit to buy yourself 

either an A600 or - better still - an 
A1200. Upgrading the machine will 
undoubtedly cost you around about 
£150 and you'll still be left with a 
machine which is not completely 
compatible with current 
developments (PCMCIA cards, AA 
chip set software and such like). 

Comparing AMOS to AmigaBASIC 
is like comparing a 1300L Escort to 
an Sierra Cosworth, Although they 
are theoretically very similar, AMOS 
is better than AmigaBASIC by miles. 
If you don't believe me, why not 
check out the latest issue of our 
sister magazine Amiga Format- 
you'll find the complete AMOS 
program on the coverdiski If you 
really want the ultimate in AMOS 
programming though, go straight for 
AMOS Professional, the latest (and 
definitely the greatest) release of 
AMOS. Check out the review in Issue 
21 of Amiga Shopper, JM 

CLOCK ADDITION 
W        I have a 512K RAM 

expansion board by D 
& S Designs without 

*f WKk the battery backed 
clock and what I would like to do is 
add the missing components to the 
board: the battery, resistors, and so 
on. There is plenty of room on the 
board and the circuit is intact 
making this addition possible. I 
need a full list of missing 
components from the board plus 
details of price and possibly a 
supplier if my local Maplins store do 
not carry all parts. 

Currently I own a 1.3 Amiga as 
well as a CBM 64, after having 
started out on a Vic-20 over ten 
years ago, and so far I have spent a 
fortune on computer peripherals, 
games, hardware and other 
software. My question? is ft 
worthwhile upgrading from one dead 
computer to another, since the 500 
Plus has gone the same way as the 
500? What advantage is there Is 
upgrading a computer to ROM 2.0 
since there are fewer 500 Plus 
machines than 500s, and all the 
software is compatible with i.3? 
What I really need to know is what 
makes the 2.0 ROM worth the 
£50-£100 in upgrading *~ certainly 
nothing that I have read about the 
500 Plus so far, as it appears only 
to enhance the other chips - Super 
Denise and Fat/Fatter Agnus. 

My last question concerns hard 
drives. It Is cheaper to buy a hard 
drive for a PC than an Amiga, for 
which I would require a drive either 
IDE or SCSI. But as I don't know 
what the difference is between 
them or why there is a vast price 
difference between PC and Amiga 
controllers, I'd like to. Does a hard 
drive for an Amiga come with a Hard 
drive controller integral to the unit 
or would one have to be bought? 

Finally, on a similar point, would a 
C64 tape streamer be at all 
compatible if an interface could be 
made up to link it to an Amiga? 

Gordon Moss 
Gateshead 

Tyne and Wear 

Unfortunately I don't know what you 
would need to upgrade your RAM 
board to give you a real-time clock. 
Your best bet is to try telephoning 
the original manufacturer. 

If you're not sure what benefits a 
new computer would give you, then 
Td say don't upgrade until you are 
sure. There's no point spending your 
money on an upgrade when you don't 
know if it is of use to you. If you use 
the Workbench a lot then you will 
love the new Kickstart 2.0. If you 
spend more time playing games or 
tinkering around in the Shell, then 
there are less advantages. 

In general it's not any cheaper to 
buy separate hard drives and 
interfaces. Apart from having to set 
everything up yourself, there's the 
problem that your drive and interface 
may not be 100% compatible, So It's 
best to buy a drive and interface 
together, something like the GVP 
Impact II, which is better value than 
buying the drive and interface 
separately. JR 

INCLUDING C 
I am using NorthC to 
learn to program in C 
but when a program 
calls for system 

include files such as exec/types.h 
the program doesn't compile 
because these files are not on the 
NorthC disk. However I have found 
them on the Lattice C public domain 
disk and have copied them to my 
NorthC disk. They seem to compile 
OK but the compiler stops when it 
can't find functions.h, another 
include file In my program. Where I 
can get this tile? 

J E Aldridge 
Walsall 

I should imagine that functions.h is 
just a file of function prototype 
definitions and if this is so the file 
will be of no use to you anyway 
because NorthC does not support 
the use of prototypes, i suspect that 
the program you are trying to compile 
has actually been written using ANSI 
C - if new style function definitions 
are present the program is not going 
to compile under NorthC anyway. The 
bottom line is that whilst you will not 
need the functions.h file that you've 
mentioned, you will have to check 
your code just to make sure that it is 
in K&R style form. Have a look in 
issue 11 of the mag - there was an 
article called 'Compiling the PD C's' 
that shows the sorts of translations 
that you may need . PAO CD 
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VIDEO 

Scaling the 

With the eagerly-awaited release of Scala 

MM20Q, Gary Whiteley asks: has the best 

Amiga multimedia program got even better? 

Making good looking presentations 
with Sea la's Improved text editor. 

Anew version of Scala has 
arrived. It's been a long 
time in production, and It 
shows, Scala MultlMedia 

MM2QQ Is BIG - in price as well as 
in features I 

If you're not famfStar with Scala 
perhaps ! should tell you that it is 
almost certainly the leading desktop 
video and presentation program for 
the Amiga, finding favour worldwide 
with even seasoned professionals. it 
is available in several versions and 
MM200 ES currently the top of the 
impressive range. 

With Scala MM200 computer 
graphics, animations and text 
presentations can be quickly and 
easily arranged and played back with 
synchronised sound effects, either 
automatically or under interactive 
control, By making use of supported 
external devices the presentation 
can also include CD audio, video 

s now even easier 

SCALA 
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The List Editor is the control centre 
of Scala MM200, unless you prefer 
the new-fangled Shuffler screen 

images from 
laserdisc and 
other sources, 
MIDI music 
production, and 

a range of other powerful options. A 
large selection of high quality 
backgrounds are provided, along with 
17 fonts - most in a variety of sizes 
- and a wide selection of screen and 
line transitions. 

MASSIVE ATTACK 
There's no doubt about it, Scala 
MM2007 will be well received by 
professional multimedia users in all 
areas of the communications 
industry, whether industrial or 
corporate, educational or broadcast. 
Because once again the core Scala 
product has been remade, 
remodelled, extended and generally 
spruced up to provide yet more 
innovative solutions and help take 
the chore out of all that ceaseless 
multimedia choreography. 

In addition to consolidating the 
nucleus of the program by improving 
and streamlining some of the 
functions, a wealth of new features 
have been added to bring Scala right 
up to date. Current Scala owners will 
see that there have been many 
additions: new device drivers to 
control external audio-visual 
hardware, the capacity to play back 
Amiga sounds and music, improved 
button handling, ARexx 
communications, fast hard drive 
access for AN I MS, recordable timing, 
improved interface layout and a 
Shuffler graphic interface. And there 
are more wipes, more control 
functions, CDTV support and plenty 

NEW FEATURES IN BRIEF 
• EX Modules for controlling external hardware 
• SHUFFLER for pictorial manipulation of presentations 
• SIMAPLOAD for faster disk loading 
• WIPES - more picture wipes and text transitions 
• OUTLINE FONTS - supports WB2 outline fonts 
• SOUND - now supports MIDI, SMUS, Soundtracker and GVP DSS modules 

and IFF samples 
• AREXX support and scripting 
• RECORD TIMING for mouse controlled presentation timing 
• BUTTONS - improved button controls 
• UTILITIES - for faster anims and script sorting 

Three control menus - for Sound, 
Canon ton and Sony Laserdisc 
control. You don't normally see 
three at a time though 

of interesting demos to study and 
learn from. 

SO WHAT'S NEW? 
Like the previous 1.13 version, Scala 
MM200 comes on eight disks, 
though this time the data is 
compressed. Everything can be 
easily (and selectively) installed onto 
hard disk, requiring at least 10Mb of 
space for the whole thing - or more if 
you choose to save the backgrounds 
as overscan images, which is 
another new option. 

The best thing is that Scala has 
actually got easier to use, as well as 
much more powerful. It's easier to 
set up, and the user interface has 
been made configurable in that the 
columns can be user-defined for 
width as well as functiont making it 
easier to see what you're doing. It's 
also been dongled (or 'keyed1, in 
Scala speak), though at least the key 
has a pass-through and is very 
discrete when connected to either 
the joystick or mouse port, 

The simplest way to tell you 
about the new features is to list and 
describe them. I've been trying to 
figure out a better way, but short of 
coming round to your house with a 
copy of Scats MM200 and 
demonstrating them all individually, 
I'm afraid I can t think of one. 

EX MODULES 
EX (pronounced ,J EE-ECKS,r) modules 
are custom device drivers which are 
used to control external audio/visual 
equipment, Six EXes are provided 
with Scata MM200 to allow to control 
of the Canon Ion still video camera, 

MIDI music equipment, Pioneer and 
Sony Laserdiscs, the VideoComp 
DVE-iO vision mixer and another 
Commodore baby - CDTV. 
Incorporating EX modules is easy - 
just drag them into the Scata Startup 
drawer and they will be loaded 
automatically every time you run the 
program. 

Each module has its own control 
panel which pops up in Scala 
MM200 when an EX function is 
selected. The user then selects the 
appropriate actions - whether it be 
playing a MIDI music file, displaying 
clips from laserdisc, playing back 
audio tracks from CDTV, or loading 
images from the Canon Ion, for 
instance. 

New EXes are being made 
available which will extend control to 
a large range of hardware including 
V-LAN video control, the Phantom 
SMPTE unit, Harlequin, Impact Vision 
24 and OpalVision graphics cards, 
G2 Vtdeocenter and Magni genlocks, 
the Video Toaster, a wide range of 
Panasonic, JVC, Philips, NEC and 
Pioneer VTRs - including the 
professional Mil format - and 
Control-L type applications. But it 
appears there will be no EX for Sony 
VTRs for a while, which seems odd 
as there are so many Sony decks in 
both broadcast and industrial use, 

I should point out that if you wish 
to use more than one external device 
you'll need to add more serial ports 
to your Amiga. There are a number of 
multiple serial port peripherals 
available, including Commodore's 
own A2232 card. 

SHUFFLE 
Shuffler is a visual management 
system for manipulating a 

SCALA MM200 

* OUTLINE FONTS (WB2) 
* SOUND SUPPORT 
* RECORD TIMING 
* EX MODULES 
* SNAPLOAD 
* SHUFFLER fifa 

Just some of the many features 
which go to make up the state of 
the art Scata MM200 
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presentation, an alternative to Scafa 
MM200's standard List Editor. When 
Shuffler is in use a grid of thumbnail 
images will be generated from all the 
pages that Scala is currently using in 
the presentation, somewhat like a 
traditional storyboard. By dragging a 
thumbnail to a new location on the 
screen a corresponding change will 
be made in the presentation. 

The display grid is user-definable, 
from 3 rows of 3 images to 14 by 8, 
with thumbnails being scaled to fit 
accordingly, so it is possible to see 
up to 112 thumbnails at once. All 
parts of the presentation are shown, 
not just the images, so it's possible 
to see at a glance just how 
everything is laid out, including music 
and other ingredients. 

SOUND 
Scafa MM200 can utilise several 
different types of Amiga-generated 
sound files. Soundtracker modules 
can be played back directly, as can 
SMUS files and GVP DSS files, or IFF 
sound samples can be triggered as 
required. Sound files can be 
synchronised with page reveals or 
other functions to add a new 
dimension to desk top presentation. 

AREXX AND LINGUA 
Although Scafa MM200's use of 
script files is not new, its ability to 
also save them in an ARexx format 
definitely is. 

Couple this with MM200's ARexx 
port and it becomes possible to 
communicate with other software 
from a Scafa script, substantially 
increasing the power of the program. 

The beauty of having access to a 
text version of a presentation script 
is that it can be edited with a 
standard ASCII word-processor or 
editor, providing yet more flexibility. 

By the way, the Scala language 
has recently had a slight name 
change - from Lingo to Lingua - 
though don't ask me why. 

THE NAME GAME 

In a flurry of recent name 
changes Digital Vision, the 
makers of Scala, have renamed 
themselves 'Scala', while Scala 
1.13 becomes Scala Video 
Studio VS113, and the budget 
Scaia 500 is renamed Scala 
Home Video Titter HT100. 

OUTLINE FONTS 
If you use WB2, Scata MM200 can 
make use of its two native Bullet 
fonts andT after a little delay, scale 
them smoothly to your chosen sizes. 
If you have any Agfa Compugraphic 
fonts you can also use these after 
converting them to Bullet format with 
the WB2 Fountain program. The 
advantages of using such scalable 
fonts is that, unlike bitmapped fonts, 
they don't suffer from the jaggies 
when scaled up to larger sizes. Of 
course, Scala MM200 still supports 
all the normal Amiga fonts and 
Colorfonts, as well as having its own 
3-1 eve I anti-aliasing to add extra 
smoothness where necessary. 

IBM • »4 if 

MB Edit A Urtiirlpt sgsiea 
Strom     sietett wen sera:t Mini 

The Shuffler screen makes changing 
a presentation very simple - just 
click and drag any mini-picture 
around to change the running order 

AND THERE'S MORE,*, 
What else is new? Well, the Buttons 
functions have been extensively 
overhauled so that making screen 
hots pots is even easier and more 
powerful than before. A selection of 
powerful new wipes has been added, 
as well as a crawl function for 
moving a line of text horizontally 
across the screen, though some of 
the new wipes really need 2Mb of 
chip RAM to function correctly. It is 
now possible to link lines of text 
together on a page and appfythe 
same transition to all of them 
simultaneously, though, 
unfortunately, large text can stutter a 
bit with certain line transitions. 

A new Record Timing function 
has been added so that 
presentations can have their timing 
set interactively by using the mouse, 

| which means that graphics can be 
accurately controlled to tie in with 
music, speech or simply tweaked to 
best advantage. 

Animation handling has been 
improved, and animations larger than 
the Amiga's available memory can be 
loaded from hard disk and played 

WHAT IS MULTIMEDIA? 

Multimedia Is a buzzword that's been around for some tlmeT but it's one 
which seems to have been adopted (and adapted) by different 
manufacturers for their awn ends. 

As far as I can see, multimedia is about integrating diverse audio and 
visual sources to produce a coherent performance or product under the 
control of a host computer. This could involve computer-generated graphics, 
animations, text, speech, music and other sounds, CD audio, videotape, 
laserdisc, still video cameras and 35mm slides, MIDI-equipped music 
equipment, genlocks, vision mixers, and even comms hardware. 

Of course, the Amiga has always been well-placed to take advantage of 
multimedia, and indeed there have already been a number of programs 
which have allowed controi over external devices - including Gold Disk's 
ShowMaker, Commodore's own AmigaVision and, of course, Scata, whilst 
also giving full access to Amiga-generated media such as graphics, sound 
and animation. 

glitch free - though an accelerator 
and fast hard drive are 
recommended for the best results. 
Of course, if enough memory is 
available it is possible to pre-load 
files automatically for instant recall 
when needed. This really worked a 
treat on my 10Mb Amiga when I set 
up an animation juke-box1. After a 
short delay for loading around 8Mb 
of animations from hard disk, 
playback was virtually instantaneous. 
I was well impressed! 

In order to improve animation 
playback speeds a utility called 
AnirnLab has been provided. This 
converts standard Anim5 format 
animations into one of two 
proprietary Scala formats and the 
subsequent playback speed 
increases really are noticeable - 
though at the expense of slightly 
larger file sizes. 

Additionally, Animlab can make 
animations from a series of frames, 
split animations up into frames, or 
convert PAL animations to NTSC and 
vice-versa. Using AnirnLab isnht 
mandatory though - most animations 
will run just fine without conversion. 

AND MORE! 
Scafa presentations can now include 
branching commands which will 
execute either an ARexx script, 
another Scafa script or run a program 
from the Workbench or CLI before 
res u m i ng th e p re sentati on. 

There are numerous other minor 
additions and improvements - better 
text editing, the use of variables, 
better interface, and faster handling, 
for instance - all of which help to 
make Scala MM200 a joy to use. 

Mind you, f m not happy about 
everything. One thing I particularly 
miss is being able to make a stand- 
alone graphics presentation for 
distribution on disc, since the new 
ScafaMMPlayer requires a hardware 
'key' be present on the target Amiga. 

Scala MM200 has come a very 
long way in a relatively short time. 
The basis of the program is now said 
to be complete, though there are a 

few minor bugs yet to be fixed, and 
future work will be channelled 
towards new and improved EX 
modules, more fonts, additional 
backgrounds and so on. And, heaven 
forbid, there might even be an EX for 
a serially-driven coffee machine to 
serve the audience at the end of 
another successful, all-singing and 
dancing, Scata MM200 presentation. 

OOC3000000 

SHOPPING LIST 

ScahMMWQ .....£395 plus VAT 
by Scala 

Upgrade (or registered Stah J owners 
£119 including VAT. 

Available from Scala UK Lid, r-— 
Mill Sfudio, Crane Mead, Wore, \ / 
Herfc,SGl?9PY 
» 0920 444294 

CHECKOUT 

SCALA MM200 

Documentation     • • • • O 
Generally excellent, with lots of tutorials 
and inform at ion, but with quite a few typos 
and a bit of confusion thrown in for good 
measure. 

Features • • • * • 
Packed to the gills - backgrounds, fonts, 
wipes, drivers, ARexx, and too many 
others to mention here. 

Accessibility       • • • • • 
Makes multimedia production a pleasure - 
and you don't need a degree in computer 
science to use It. 

Price Value • • • O O 
Destined for (and aimed at) the 
professional user, the price reflects the 
quality and depth of Scafa MM200, 

Overall rating 

Scala MM200 is going to be difficult to 
beat. If there's a piece of software which 
will seil Amigas to the professional 
multimedia user, this is it. 
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VIDEO 

THE FOURTH DIMENSION 

With its simple user interface 
Expert 40 Jr could hardly be 
accused of being cluttered 

As a long-time user of 
Amiga 3D modelling 
programs I've worked 
with all kinds of different 

software, from early packages such 
as Vtdeoscape and Sculpt 3D 
through Silver, Turbo Stiver, 
Imagine, Lightwave and Real 30. 
I've also checked out others such 
as 3D Professional, Draw4D, 
Ray Dance and CaiigarL Some lTve 
loved, some I've hated, but most 
I've found at least some Innovation 
in. Expert 4D   is no exception, 
though Td have to hesitate to say 
that I tike It. 

Expert 40 Jr is a budget 3D 
product which consists of two main 
modules: a modeller for constructing 
the objects which make up a scene, 
and a Tenderer to turn the scene into 
2D images or animations. 

There's also a picture viewer for 
those without another alternative, 
such as Dpaint IV. But the bulk of 
the work Is carried out in the 
modelling module, so that's where 
I'll start my mini-tour... 

El - THE MODELLER 
The choice of a 3D modeller is a very 
personal thing. Some I like, some I 
J oath. Expert 4DJr's modeller (known 
simply as El) falls in between - it 
has some nice touches, and some 
real let-downs. In common with 
almost all modellers, Expert 4D Jr 
provides both Primitive and point- 
based construction methods. 
Primitive construction, the simplest 
way, uses basic 3D forms such as 
spheres and planes as building 
blocks for larger objects. Point 
construction, which is far more 

Expert 40 Jr wi7/ model and 

render 3D objects - for under 

£40, Gary Whiteley examines it 

from all the angles 

Don't let your eyes deceive you. This car 
might look nippy but it took around 30 
minutes to render this fairly simple scene 
even with a 40MHz 68030 accelerator! 

Another of the Expert 4D Jr demos. 
I wasn't that Impressed 

suited to building intricate objects, 
lets you draw a point-to-point outline 
and then extrude or spin it into a 
brand new shape* 

The objects themselves are 
shown as wire frames in 3D space. 
By moving individual parts around 
and glueing them together new 
objects can be 
made. One of 
the nicer things 
about the 
modeller is that 
objects can be 
selected and 
manipulated at 
will - rotated, 
resized and 
moved - by 
dragging out a 
box around the 
chosen 
article(s) and 
then using the 
grab boxes 
provided to 
make the 
desired 
changes. A 
numerical indicator shows where and 
how your object is being 
transformed, but there is no way to 
enter the absolute co-ordinates for 
the action you wish to take - which 
is a pain if you're trying to be 
accurate. Another plus is that both 
points, and the edges which join 
them together, can also be pulled 
around as you wish, so deforming 
objects can be quite easy, i missed 
being able to snap points accurately 
to a defined grid though. 

Objects can have their colouring 
and surface settings (Matt, Shiny, 
Metallic or Plastic) defined, as well 
as having smoothing (Phong shading) 
on or off, but there are no fancy 
textures, and no chance of making 
the infamous chequered floors so 
beloved of novice modellers. 

A scene is created by placing the 
objects, and up to 10 definable light 
sources, as you want them to appear 
in the final pictures. 

By producing several scenes with 
variations in object positionings a 
series of 'key frames' are produced. 
When transferred to the Tenderer 

they form the basis for generating 
your animation. 

E2 - THE RENDERER 
SoT you've saved your scenes and 
want to generate an animation. What 
now? Enter the R end ere r module. 
Then load the scene, decide on the 

rendering 
mode 
(wireframe, 
polygonal or 
pixel) and 
resolution (up 
to hi-res, and 
including 
HAM), 
position the 
ambient light 
set to 'record1 

and GO! A 
new screen 
pops up with 
information on 

what's 
happen ing1 and 
the rendering 
begins. 
Depending on 

exactly what you're rendering and 
how many frames you're doing, you 
could be in for a considerable wait, 
possibly several hours or more. 

Oh, i almost forgot! If you're 
rendering an animation there is an 
additional setting which sets the 
interval (in frames) between each key 
frame. What this means is that 
between every key frame Expert 40 
Jr will automatical ly do the 
"inbetweening* and generate the 
images to link the positions of 
objects from one key to the next. 

THE VERDICT 
In scientific circles the fourth 
dimension is generally reckoned to 
be time. With Expert 40 Jr time 
seems to mean time warp, as tne 
rendering times are often very slow! 
On the positive side, at least Expert 
4D Jr multitasks, so your Amiga 
won t be held captive while a picture 
is formed* Incidentally, while the 
program isn't designed to support 
accelerators, I was really glad to 
have my GVP 40MHz 68030 card to 
speed things along. To give you an 

idea of the rendering speed of Expert 
4D Jr I did a trial with a very simple 
object - a Phong-shaded, shiny 
sphere of about 6cm diameter with 
320 x 256 HAM resolution, at the 
best detail setting. It took around 
two minutes with the '030 and 
around five minutes without, which in 
my experience is rather appalling. 
Translate these times into complex 
scenes such as the Roadster demo 
provided (30 accelerated minutes) 
and you'll realise that overnight 
rendering (or an accelerator) is a 
must, especially if you intend making 
animations with Expert 40 Jr. 

For very simple animations and 
non-critical rendering applications 
Expert 40 Jr may well satisfy the 
needs of the novice. Its heart is in 
the right place, and in some respects 
it is an improvement over some of 
the older 3D programs. But I'm afraid 
it is still far from the "irreplaceable 
tool for graphics in the art or 
advertising worlds" which the manual 
would have us believe. 

Requirements: Any Amiga, at least 
1Mb RAM (3Mb recommended), 2nd 
DDorHD useful. 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

Expert 4D Jr €39.95 
by Genisoft Ud 
Genisoft Ltd, Unit 3, Poyle 14, 
Newlands Drive, Colnbrook, 
Berks. SL3 ODX 
^0753 686000 

CHECKOUT 

EXPERT 4D JR 

Documentation    • • • O O 
Too little and too vague. 

Features • • • O G 
A little short-handed, by current standards. 

Quality liOOO 
Sluggish - at best. 

Price Value tttOC 
Budget price, and some budget features. 

Overall rating • • • • c 

Some interesting aspects, but I found 
Expert 4D Jr counter-productive, slow and 
somewhat lacking in finesse, though the 
price could make it attractive to the 
no-vice. 
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VIDEO 

SURF'S UP! 

Some years ago, frustrated 
at the lack of an easy way 
to make a series of rippling 
water objects for 

Videoscape 3D, I decided to try and 
write an Amiga BASIC routine to 
calculate and construct the 
necessary 3D files, I realised that I 
had to be able to change certain 
parameters to give me more 
flexibility and that as far as possible 
the production of the objects should 
than be automated- I worked hard, 
but not being a regular programmer, 
I only got about halfway thereT even 
after a lot of struggling. But I 
learned a lot In the process, so It 
wasn't a complete washout. 

Evidently there were similar plans 
being hatched in Italy and, unlike my 
efforts, these began to bear fruit, 
eventually leading to the release of 
the third version of Powerwaves, 
cunningly titled 3.1, which I'm going 
to tell you about now. 

FLUID POWER 
Powerwaves 3,1 is designed to 
produce a range of 3D objects which 
are, not surprisingly, based upon 
waveforms: moving liquids, flags 
blowing in the breeze and so on, The 
variety seems to be almost infinite, 
since the user is able to manipulate 
a host of parameters which all affect 
the way the waveforms turn out. By 
specifying the waveform 
characteristics, how many frames it 
takes to complete the wave cycle, 
and what format to save the results 
in, a sequence of 3D objects is 
produced which can then be 
imported into a suitable 3D rendering 
programme. Alternatively, a series of 
2D frames can be rendered from the 
data and then turned into an 
animation with a program like Dpaint 

Powerwaves 3.1 works with just 
about any Amiga setup - WB1.2,1.3 
and 2.0 - and can make full use of 
an accelerator, if one is available* 
The manual says at one point that 
the program needs at least 330K of 
chip RAM and 128K of fast RAM, so 
it will even work on Amiga 1000s (as 
long as they have at least 512K of 
memory) - though elsewhere it 
states that 1Mb of RAM is required. 
Hard drive installation is reasonably 
straightforward - drag the icons from 
the disk into a new drawer - and 
replace a couple of libraries if you 
have an accelerator. There's a flaw 
in the Install library routine which 
means you have to do it by hand, or 
edit the disk name in the batch file 
to correspond with the Powerwaves 
disk name. 

SWIMMING IN TREACLE 
Powerwaves is not at all difficult to 
operate, though the parameters 
menu can be intimidating at first. 
The object here is to set up all the 
relevant details which control the 

Moving fluids have always been 

difficult to animate - until now. 

Gary Whiteley navigates the 

highs and lows of Powerwaves 3.1 

Don't be intimidated by the 
control panel - there's a lot of 
wave power hidden in there 

number of frames, the number of 
cycles that the waveform goes 
through, the offsets of the X, Y and Z 
axis centres, the scale of the object 
sequence, the level of surface detail 
(or smoothness, if you like) and, 
most importantly, the style of the 
waveform. With 40 waveforms to 
choose fromT and the possibility of 
mixing up to three different ones 
together to make a totally new 
hybrid, there's plenty of scope for 
e x pe ri me ntati on. Anyth i ng from small 
ripples to massive great troughs and 
ridges can be constructed. By 
adjusting the speed of change with 
the cycling and frame number 
parameters the flow can be adapted 
to represent anything from water to 
cold treacle. To make choosing the 
waveform easier a small programme 
called Visuaiiser lets you display an 
animated wireframe representation 
of each of the 40 various formulae in 
turn, which is actually a great help 
when you get stuck* 

OLD 3D STYLE 
As for saving the waveforms as 3D 
objects, Powerwaves offers two 
possibilities: Sculpt 3D .script and 
Videoscape .geo files. It says on the 
nifty pop-up requester that it also 
supports imagine format, but these 
turn out to be Tgeo fiJesT which is a 
disappointment. It is possible to 
save the complete sequence as a 

series of objects, or just do a one-off 
save of the currently displayed 
frame. As the likelihood is that many 
users have now forsaken either 
Videoscape or Scufpt for Real 3D, 
imagine or other more recent 
programs then the only way to use 
the objects generated with 
Powerwaves is to convert them to 
your preferred format by using a 
program such as Pixel 3D or 
interchange. This could obviously 
cause additional expense, though 
regular 3D'ers will probably already 
have one of these immensely useful 
programs already. Reai 3D users can 
always take advantage of the Sculpt- 
Real converter which comes with 
their software. 

When it comes to using the 
objects in an actual animation 
Sculpt4D users have a slight edge 
because Powerwaves includes a CLI 
program called MakeTake which, as 
far as I can make out from its Italian 
readme file, is designed to make a 
Take file from the sequence of 
separate objects which Powerwaves 
spits out. Other programs require 
that each object in the sequence is 
loaded into Its own frame before 
rendering, which can be a real pain 
with a program like imagine, though 
this isn't Powerwaves 'fault 

AND FINALLY 
What else is there to say? WellT 
there are three render modes for 
showing what your wave objects look 
like in 2D: wireframe, solid wireframe 
and coloured solid, the latter being 
blue and grey checks. Solid 
representations help to show how an 
object will deform over time, and are 
probably more useful than normal 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

Po werwaves 3J 
by UUSofhrore £17,95 
Distributed by Database Direct Ltd, 
PO Box 2, £ llesmere Port, 
SoutfiWErralr Cheshire L65 3EB 
^ 051 375 1275 

wireframes, which can sometimes 
seem confusing. Any parameter 
combinations that are particularly 
pleasing (or not, for that matter) can 
be saved for later recall. 

Whilst Powerwaves is certainly 
not perfect I reckon that as it stands 
it should more than fulfil the 
waveform-generating needs of most 
3D modellers- Hopefully a new 
version might support more 3D 
formats. Use Powerwaves to make 
flags, undulating surfaces, waves 
and other related objects. Add 
surface mapping and textures from 
your 3D program and It's possible to 
get some very lifelike ray-traced 
results from Powerwaves objects. At 
£17.95 it's not too expensive either, 
particularly as it isn't one of those 
pieces of software that you'll use 
every day. 

CHECKOUT 

POWERWAVES 3.1 

Documentation     • • • C O 
Sparse, but readable. 

Features • • • • O 
Does what you'd expect. 

Price Value * # • # 
Seems reasonable enough. Try 
programming it yourself! 

Overall rating ••••o 

Nothing else does what Powerwaves does, 
even though it isn't perfect. 
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PESKTOP PUBLISHING 

Oh my word! 

Wordsworth 2 promises more 

fonts, more page formats and lots 

more features than ever before, 

Jeff Walker puts it to the test 

Wordworth 2 is much 
more than just a 
'word processor'. It 
enables you to 

format your documents 
professionally, Incorporate graphics, 
create an index and table of 
contents, mall merge, and print out 
at extremely high quality. Letters, 
leaflets, books; monochrome and 
colour; dot matrix and PostScript - 
Wordworth can cope with them all. 

Now there are certain word 
processing features that you take for 
granted: obvious facilities, such as 
the ability to type normal and 
'alternative' characters on the 
keyboard. Then of course there's 
cutting, copying and pasting blocks 
of text, within a single document and 
between m u 11f p I e doc u m ents, 
automatic wordwrap to save you 
pressing the [Return] key at the end 
of every tine, and those simple but 
undeniably popular text styles of 
plain, bold, italics and underline. 

Wordworth can do all thfs 
commonplace word processing stuff, 
so we won't waste time going into 
detail about it 

Instead, let's dive right in at the 
deep end and take a look at 
Wordworth's support for fonts. 

THREE-PRONGED ATTACK 
Wordworth is a WYSIWYG word 
processor - What You See Is What 
You Get - so the font you use on the 
screen looks just like the font that 
gets printed. The first version of 
Wordworth supported Amiga 
bitmapped fonts and many fonts that 

32 columns per page mean that very 
sophisticated layouts are now 
possible with Wordworth, 

were resident inside particular 
printers; version 2 also supports 
AGFA Compugraphic fonts. 

First a few words about Amiga 
bitmapped or "screen' fonts, 
because the way Wordworth uses 
these has changed. It used to 
employ some scaling-up-and-down 
wizardry to print these low resolution 
screen fonts at high resolution, but 
the inclusion of Compugraphic 
support has made this F Ultra print' 
feature redundant, 

Wordworth now supports 
ColorFonts, the same kind of many- 
coloured bitmap fonts that Deluxe 
Paint can use. One is supplied, more 
are available. Workbench 2 and 3 
directly support ColorFonts, but 
Workbench 1,3 users will need to run 
the ColorFont program that comes 

with Deluxe Paint - rt 
isn't supplied with 
Wordworth itself. 

Amiga bitmapped 
fonts, including 
ColorFonts, will print 
out at their low screen 
resolution - in other 
words, with jagged 
edges. If you want 
high resolution text 
output of screen fonts 
you use the 
Compugraphic 
'outline' fonts, 

Wordworth 2 comes with a good 
selection of Compugraphic fonts, 
There's Palacio and Benguiat Book, 

two serif fonts that are good for body 
text; Shannon Bold, which is good for 
headings; Univers Medium and 
Univers Medium Condensed, handy 
for subheadings; the non-proportional 
typewriter-like Courier for any text 
where every character needs to be 
the same width; a fancy serif font 
called Goudy Handtooied, ideal for 
leaflets; a couple of script fonts, 
Park Avenue and Signet Roundhand, 
that emulate handwritten text and 
are good for invitations and the like; 
four maths symbols and three 
dingbats symbols fonts; plus IBM PC 
versions of Courier and Benguiat 
Book that contain the standard PC 
line and box drawing characters, 

That's an impressive IS 
Compugraphic typefaces all told, 

FONTASTIC VOYAGE 
By default these fonts are kept in 
Wordworth's own I nte I i ifo nt d i recto ry, 
and file sizes range from about 
60,000 bytes to more than 200,000 
bytes. So you can see that if you are 
working from floppies you can only 
get a few fonts on a disk. Wordworth 
will allow you to use multiple 
Intellifont disks, but the manual 
suggests that you create a few disks 
that contain just the fonts you want 
to use in a particular document, and 
stick to just the one disk for that 
document. This should avoid the 
problem that if you have this font on 
this disk, that font on that disk, 
another font on another diskT and 
then use all three fonts in one 
document, you'll be forever swapping 
disks like crazy. 

Hard drive owners won t suffer 
from this problem, of course, as they 
can create the one Intellifont 
directory and put everything in there. 

The Compugraphic fonts that 
come with Workbench 2 can be 

TO BUY OR NOT TO BUY... 

I think It's fair to say that buying a word 
processor is a major purchasing decision for most 
home Amiga users. Just like a car or stereo 
system - or a computer for that matter - it's 
something you'll want to buy once, and then use 
until It wears out. 

Now, if you buy a car without a sun-roof, you 
cant expect to be able to open the top in the 
summer. But you would have thought about this 
before you bought the car. You would have decided 
whether you wanted a sun-roof, found out how 
much extra it costs, and then made up your mind 
whether to pay for it or not. Similarly, If you buy a 
stereo system that doesn't have a CD player, you 
can't go back to the shop afterwards and complain 
that it doesn't pfay compact discs. 

"Aha!" I pretend to hear you cry, "but I can fit 
a sun-roof later when I can afford it, andf if I want 
one, 1 can also buy a separate CD player and hook 
it into my stereo system." 

Yes, you can. But if you buy a word processor 
that doesn't do what you want it to do, you can't 
buy just an extra little bit of a program to make it 
do what you want it to. No, you have to buy 
another complete word processor, or wart (and 
wait and wait...) and hope (and pray) that the 
developers will upgrade your existing software. 

FOOLS RUSH IN... 
So, don't hurry your purchase. Think about your 
word processing requirements, investigate what 
you can afford, and then buy your word processor. 

And you shouldn't be fooled by fancy looks or 
extravagant claims. Many's the mug who has 
bought a second-hand car because "it's nice and 
shiny and got a lovely clean engine that goes like 
the ctappers'* - only to discover two weeks after 
buying it that the steering rod's bent, there's a 
hole in the floor, and that It drinks more oil and 
water than petrol. 

Along with what you want to do with your word 
processor, you have to consider your system set- 
up, if you are considering buying a word processor 
that says it requires 3Mb of memory, and you've 
only got 2Mb, then you have to add the cost of 
1Mb of memory to the cost of the word processor. 
If the word processor is really powerful and comes 
on umpteen disks, and you've only got a single 
disk drive, then you'll have to consider buying at 
least one more floppy drive, or perhaps even a 
small hard drive for ease of access. 

All this should be thought about before buying 
the word processor. After two weeks or so of 
intensive use, It's usually too late to complain that 
you are sick of swapping disks or that you keep 
getting "Out of memory" messages - you should 
have bought another word processor that didn't 
demand such heavy 'system requirements'. But 
keep in mind that this will almost certainly mean 
compromising on features. 
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Wordworth 2 supports high quality 
AGFA Compugraptilc fonts, at sizes 
from 4 to 800 points 

used, All that needs to be done is to 
copy the '.type' files from the 
FONTS^BulletJDutlines' directory 

into Wordworth's intellifont directory; 
and then run the supplied 
AGFAInstall program which updates 
Word worth's font list. 

The Compugraphic fonts used by 
Gold Disk products, and those 
converted from Adobe Type 1 with 
Gold Disk's FontMana^er program, 
can also be used - you need to copy 
the '.lib' files into tbe Intellifont 
directory, run the AGFAInstall 
program, and away you go* 

If you don't fancy duplicating 
every Jib1 file in your CGFonts 
directory, then you can set a 
Wordworth Tool Type that makes the 
program look in a specified place for 
its Compugraphic fonts. If the file 
ends in '.type', vtyp1 or '.lib', 
Wordworth will recognise it as a 
Compugraphic font definition file and 
start using it as such. 

Floppy users can do all this as 
well, but the process isn't quite so 
simple as you need to make up lots 
of special disks. The manual guides 
you through this process. 

CHANGING YOUR STYLE 
The Compugraphic fonts work with 
Workbench 1.3, Workbench 2 and 
Workbench 3. Any size from 4 to 800 
points can be used (about l/18th of 
an inch to about 11 inches), and the 
standard styles of plain, bold, italic 
and underlined can be applied to any 
of them. So, for instance, by applying 
the bold style to the Shannon Bold 
font, you get a Shannon BoldBold 
font Italics are created by simply 
slanting the font, and the result of 
applying the italic style to a font isn't 
the proper italicised font For 
instance, applying the italics style to 
Times results in a slanted Times 
Roman font, which in all honesty 
looks nothing like the proper Times 
Italic font. 

For proper styles you need the 
proper typefaces, but the bolding and 
slanting Wordworth does should be 
more than good enough for all but 
typesetting perfectionists. 

Compugraphic 
fonts use a lot of 
memory. Wordworth 
itself now requires at 
least 1.5Mb, and if 
you are going to use 
Compugraphic fonts a 
lot then another 
1.5Mb, making 3Mb in 
total, is very likely to 
be needed. 

If you want an 
ultra-fast spelling 
checker and thesaurus 
as well, achieved by 
dragging the dictionary 

drawer into the RAM disk, then we're 
talking about a minimum of 4Mb. If 
on top of this you want multi-page 
documents that incorporate lots of 
coloured pictures, we're up to 5Mb 
and more, 2Mb of which had better 
be chip or 'graphics' memory. 

DOWN MEMORY LANE 
Remember that not only do 
Compugraphic fonts and coloured 
graphics take a lot of memory to 
display on the screen, but they take 
even more when you want to print 
them, especially at high resolution. 

Wordworth is un rival led in its 
support for printer fonts - those 
fonts that are built into printers when 
you buy them. The advantage of 
using printer fonts is that they print 
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Wordworth will run In medres or 
hires, on the Workbench or on a 
custom screen, In 2 to 16 colours 

very much more quickly, and they 
use very little of the Amiga's 
memory. The disadvantages are that 
you are restricted to the oneT two or 
however many fonts that are inside 
the printer, that they can only be 
printed in a few small sizes, and that 
you cannot mix printer fonts and 
pictures in the same document. 

Nevertheless, there are many 
occasions when it will be much more 
sensible to use a printer font than a 
Compugraphic font. Currently 
Wordworth claims to know about the 
internal fonts of 172 models of 
printer, including the HP DeskJet 500 
and LaserJets; Canon bubblejets; 
Epson LQ-1000 and LQ-2500 fonts; 
EscP2 (the new Epson scalable 

fonts); Amstrad LQ-3500; Kyocera F 
series; NEC P6 and P2200; 
Panasonic KXP-1124, KXP-2123, 
KXP-21S0, KXP-4420 and KXP-4450; 
and Star LC models. 

The Wordworth install ati o n 
process asks you to pick out your 
model of printer from a list of more 
than 400, and the correct fonts and 
printer driver are installed for you. 

MIXING AND MATCHING 
Chopping and changing between 
printer fonts in your document is a 
simple matter of highlighting text and 
selecting the required font from the 
list. There are no restrictions: you 
can use all of your printer's internal 
fonts on one page if you like, 
provided, of course, that Wordworth 
has screen equivalents. 

But you can't mix printer fonts, 
and Compugraphic/Amiga fonts in 
the same document. In fact 
Wordworth is intelligent inasmuch as 
it will look at the currently selected 
print method - Normal, Internal 
Printer Fonts or PostScript - and will 
not let you select a type of font that 
cannot be printed using that printing 
method. So if the Normal (or what 
used to be called 'graphics') printing 
method is currently selected you 
cannot use printer or PostScript 
fonts, only Compugraphic or Amiga 
fonts; if 'Internal Printer Fonts' is 

selected, Wordworth 
will only tet you use 
printer fonts. The 
same applies for 
PostScript, for which 
you can select any of 
the classic 35' 
PostScript fonts. 

A small point 
here. Wordworth 
supplies a Helvetica 
Narrow PostScript 
screen font, whereas 
some PostScript 
printers use Helvetica 

^ Condensed. These 
two fonts are not the 

same: they have different widths 
(and, of course, different names), so 
PostScript printers with Helvetica 
Condensed will lose the use of three 
faces - the plain, bold and italic 
versions of that font. Perhaps Digita 
should consider supplying a 
Helvetica Condensed as well? 

GRAPHIC EXAMPLES 
Wordworth's graphics facilities are 
nothing special. But there are 
enough features to enable you to 
spruce up your documents with 
plenty of pictures and diagrams. 

Those features haven't changed 
much from version 1. The IFF-ILBM 
file format is supported, of course, 
from 2-colour up to HAM (4,096 
colours), but 24-bit support is not yet 
implemented (they're working on it). 
Support for PCX, BMP and 

Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) 
graphics has been implemented, 
although the latter format cannot be 
displayed on-screen and can be 
printed only on PostScript printers. 

Any graphic you load gets 
converted to the same number of 
colours as the current screen mode. 
If you're working in 4-colour mode 
and you load a sexy HAM picture, 
don't expect the result to be worth 
looking at on the screen. Nor when 
printed, because Wordworth prints 
exactly what's on the screen. 

To use and print multi-coloured 
pictures you need to work in 8-colour 
or 16-colour mode. Wordworth 
converts the palette and is able to 
change colours 4-16 of its own 
palette to those used most in the 
graphic. If you load another graphic 
that has a different palette, then you 
can ask Wordworth to use this new 
picture's palette, but then the 
colours in the previous graphic will 
get altered to the new ones, which 
will make it look really weird. 

There is a Remap facility which 
will attempt to build a compromise 
palette. Sometimes this works weft, 
particularly for monochrome output, 
but on the whole you end up with two 
bad pictures instead of one good one 
and one bad one. 

WORDS AND PICTURES 
So, to use coloured graphics in 
Wordworth properly it's best to 
create them all with the same 
palette, Basically, you should 
experiment to work out the 8 or 16 
screen colours that print best on 
your printer, and stick to those. 

For monochrome printouts you 
could use Deluxe Paint or a graphics 
conversion package to convert all 
your pictures to the same 16 shades 
of grey. And with black-and-white clip 
art there is no colour conflict 
problem, of course. 

Wordworth is able to run text 
around a graphic: either the vertical 
left or right edge of the whole 
graphic. Alternatively, the background 
colour (colour 0) can be set to 
transparent so that text can run 
around the contours of the drawing. 
The distance inserted between the 
graphic and the text - the standoff1 

- can be altered to suit. 
The only new additions to the 

graphics facilities in version 2 are 
the file links. Here you have three 
options: hot, cool, or no link. 

No link means that the graphic 
will be loaded as normal, converted 
to as many colours as the current 
screen mode allows, and saved 
permanently within the document. 

The magic happens when you 
select the button that creates a hot 
link between the document and the 
graphics file. The file is loaded, 
converted and displayed as normal, 
but when you save the document the 
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Wordwortb screen image of the 
graphic is discarded and only the 
path and filename of the graphic is 
saved. Upon loading that document 
again, Wordworth will first load the 
document, then trundle off and look 
for the graphic and load that. 

Can't see the point? Ah, come 
here, there's more. Say you load the 
graphic into Wordworth and you 
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load it and you'll end up with a 
document with no picture. You 11 
have to re-load it manually, unless of 
course you've deleted it, in which 
case you'll have to draw it again, 
Serves you right for being so stupid. 

The cool link is like the hot link 
in that the graphic is not saved as 
part of the document, but this time 
any changes made to the graphic 

while multitasking a 
painting package with 
Wordworth will not be 
automatically 
reflected on the 
Wordworth screen 
after saving it. Of 
course, if you change 
a cool-linked graphic 
and save it with the 
same name, the next 
time you load the 
document the 
changed graphic gets 
loaded with it, just as 
with a hot-linked one. 

'Hot links' mean that any changes 
made to a graphic are automatically 
updated in Wordwortb 

suddenly see that it's not quite right. 
Worm ally you would have to delete 
the graphic from the document, run a 
painting package, load the graphic, 
alter it, save it, and then re-load it 
into Wordworth again. 

Wouldn't it better if you could 
simply leave the graphic where ft is 
in Wordworth, run the painting 
package, alter the graphic, save it, 
and have it automatically re-load into 
Wordworth? Yes it would, and that's 
what the hot link does. 

it doesn't require ARexx, nor 
does it require the painting package 
to have an ARexx port or any other 
special feature, nor does it require 
any other special third-party 
software. It does require Workbench 
2 because this 'hot finks' feature is 
something that has been built into 
the new Amiga operating system. 
Surprisingly, not many developers 
know about it - Wordworth 2 is one 
of the first products to use it. 

HOT PROPERTIES 
You don't have to multitask for the 
hot link to work. If you've used a 
particular graphic in a Wordworth 
document and some time later you 
decide to alter that graphic, then the 
next time you load Wordworth and 
the document the 'latest version1 of 
the graphic will be loaded - provided 
that you saved it with the same path 
and filename after altering it. If a 
graphic is not saved as part of an 
actual document this would have 
happened anyway, of course. I'm 
merely pointing put that it doesn't 
matter if you do ft that way. 

However, if you change the path 
or filename, or delete the graphic, 
then Wordworth will not be able to re- 

THE WAY TO LAYOUT 
Wordworth '$ layout and formatting 
features revolve around a couple of 
requesters, a few tools in the tool 
bar, and the horizontal ruler. 

The Page Layout requester 
contains six sizes of paper: A3, A4. 
A5, US Legal, US Letter, and Wide 
Tractor, plus a Custom button whfch 
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Changes to paragraph formats can 
be made in this requester, from the 
tool bar, or on the ruler line 

allows you to enter page sizes up to 
29.5 by 29.5 inches. (Measurements 
can be specified in inches, 
centimetres, picas, points, pixels, 
lOpitch, 12-pitch and 15-pitch.) 
Here you also enter your margin 
dimensions, including those for 
headers and footers. A Facing Pages 
option enables you to have mirror- 
image margins for left-hand and 
right-hand pages. 

The Columns gadgets are new 
additions to version 2. You can 
specify up to 32 columns, plus the 
'gutter' distance that should placed 
between each. These are 'snaking' 
columns, newspaper styie - all the 
way down one, then up to the top of 
the next, and so on. 

This arrangement is fine for 
certain applications - designing 
newsletters, for instance - but isn't 
particularly convenient if, say, you 
are writing a script, and often need 
to switch between adjacent columns. 
This may not be a feature that is in 
mass demand, but Et does mean that 
there are better Amiga word 
processors than Wordworth for 
writing and formatting scripts. 

WELCOME FORMATS 
With your page layout decided you 
can begin to format your text. 

Every paragraph may have its 
own format - a paragraph being the 
text between two carriage returns. 
With the text cursor sitting anywhere 
in a paragraph, margin, indentation 
and tab setting changes made on the 
ruler affect that entire paragraph. By 
dragging a block over more than one 
paragraph, changes can be made to 
chunks of text, or, of course, the 
entire document. A paragraph format 
can be copied and applied to another 
paragraph or block of paragraphs. 

The details of a paragraph format 
are quite sophisticated. Left and 
right indents can be set, plus a 
special left indent for the first line of 
a paragraph; left, right, centre and 
decimal tabs can be placed on the 
ruler with a click of the mouse; 
justification can be left, right centred 

or flush; line spacing 
can be anything from 
1 to 999 points; and 
extra space can be 
specified before 
and/or after any given 
paragraph. 

All these settings 
are made either from 
the toot bar, on the 
ruler, or from a 
Paragraph Format 
requester. A new 
addition to this 
requester allows 
hyphenation to be 

selected or deselected for each 
paragraph. Wordworth now uses the 
Proximity Hyphenation System for 
improved accuracy (welf, that's what 
it says here), But you still can't 
create an exceptions dictionary, nor 
specify how many letters of a word 
must be together on a line before a 
hyphen is allowed, or how many lines 
on the trot may be hyphenated. 

Ah yes, and there is now a 
rudimentary 1 widows and orphans' 
feature that, when selected, will 
ensure that paragraphs are not split 
over page breaks. 

PLAYING WITH TAGS 
The font, style and colour of the text 
does not form part of the paragraph 
format. From a desktop publishing 
point of view these details would 
normally form part of a style format 
or 'tag1 and help to speed up the 

formatting of things like 
subheadings. For example, instead 
of having to highlight each 
subheading and then choose a 
typeface, point size, style, colour, 
line spacing and so on, you merely 
choose your preset 'subheading' 
style tag from a list: two clicks 
instead of umpteen. If some time 
later you decide you want to change 
the way your subheadings look, then 
you change the details of the 
subheading' style tag and all the 

subheadings in the document that 
have that style tag applied to them 
change in one fell swoop. I hope this 
is a feature Digita will consider for a 
future version. 

There has obviously been some 
thought along these lines because 
changes to the Find and Replace 
requester now allow you to search 
for text that is set in a particular 
typeface in a particular point size 
and change it all to another typeface 
in another point size. A small step in 
the right direction. 

Further changes have been made 
to Find and Replace so that you can 
now search for special codes in the 
document - things like tabs, carriage 
returns, text styles, dates, or times. 

TAKE A BREAK 
Page breaks can be entered in order 
to force text on to the next page. 
Similarly, column breaks can be used 
to force text into the next column. 

A special code for the page 
number and page count can be 
entered into the header and/or 
footer, but not in the document 
itself. Page count is the total number 
of pages in the document, so you 
can have something like "Page 3 of 
15" at the top or bottom of each 
page. There are five numbering 
styles: ordinary numbers, uppercase 
Roman, lowercase Roman, 
uppercase letters, or lowercase 
letters. The starting page number of 
each document can be specified, 
allowing you to have the chapters of 
a book as separate documents while 
preserving the correct page numbers. 

There's an option to have 
different headers and footers for 
even and odd pages, but you can't 
change the text in a header or footer 
part way through a document. The 
first page of a document can be 
printed without headers and footers, 

The current time and/or date can 
be entered anywhere in the 
document, header or footer, and so 
can an updating time and/or date. 
This 'updating' option means the 
time and date printed is the time and 
date at the time of printing as 
opposed to the time and date at the 
time of writing. There are five time 
and 10 date formats available. 

Endnotes {notes that get printed 
at the end of the document) are now 
supported but not footnotes (notes 
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! Price Busters!!! 

^ Graphics & General 

AmigaVision 44.99 
£ AntiA 24.99 

Art Department Pro 2....129.99 
Big Alternative Scroller ...34.99 

* Big Alternative Scroller 2...S4.99 
Broadcast Titler 2... 149.99 

£ Deluxe Paint 4.1 54.99 
Charts & Graphs..... 59.99 

£ Expert Draw. 49.99 
Expert 4D Jr 39.99 
Font Grabber ....19.99 

* Gallery - NEW!.......... 39.99 
Gold Disk Office 2 79.99 

* Hotlinks 49.99 
Imagine 2.0 169.99 

^ Maxiplan 4.0  39.99 
* Morph Plus - NEW! 129.99 

Personal France Manager Plus, J 9.99 
* Personal Font Maker 29.99 

Presentation Master 149.99 
£ Professional Calc 99.99 

Pro Draw 3.0 89.99 
. Real 3D Beginners ....99.99 
* Real Things - Dogs 19.99 

Scala 500 64.99 
* Take 2 34.99 

Video Director .........99.99 
jfc Vidi Amiga 12  84.99 

Vista Pro 2 49.99 
XCAD 2000 89.99 

* XCAD 3000......... 279.99 

m Educational 
Compendium 6 24.99 
Distant Suns 4.1 ....39.99 

* Fun School 4 Series 15.99 
GB Route Plus 29,99 

$ Micro Series 16.99 
Tekno Amiga... 59.99 

* Development & Utilities 
AMOS 29.99 

^ AMOS 3D   22.99 
* AMOS Compiler ,...19.99 

Easy AMOS.,. 22.99 
Amos Professional 44.99 
Cross DOS Plus 5.0 24.99 

£ Blitz Basic 39.99 
Can Do V1.6...... .....64.99 

- Can Do V2 - NEW! .........99.99 
* Dev Pac 3.0 ..49.99 

Directory Opus ...........25.99 

Hi Speed Pascal 64.99 
Home Accounts 2 36.99 
Quarterback 5.0 39.99 
SASC V6 199.99 
Turbo Print Pro 2.0 ....39.99 

Hardware 
Data Switch..... 19.99 
Kick Back with 1.3 ROM ....39.99 
Colourburst 249.99 
1.5Mb RAM with Clock....82.99 
Invision Plus/Live... 399.99 
Flicker Fixer 2 A500 199.99 
Naksha Mouse 22.99 
Optical Mouse, 29.99 
Rename 8802 he Ext C£fcle...149.99 
RocGen Genlock., 84.99 
RocGen Plus.,,...., 129.99 
RocLite Drive , 54,99 
RocKey, 249.99 
Podscat Graphics Tablet...,179.99 
Star LC200 Colour Printer...169.99 
Star LC24-200 Mono Printer ..189.99 
Touch Screen for Amiga ..229.99 
3 Button Track Ball 34.99 
Zydec Trackball 29.99 
Zydec Amiga Drive. 49.99 
Zyctec A5001IVb RAM Cad ....44.99 
Zydec A60011vb RAM CarcL..4439 
ara^JX100MonoScanner.349.99 
Sharp JX730 Cotour Prrter....j899-99 

Music & Sound 
AD1012/Studio 16Caid...399.99 
Aegis Sound Master 89.99 
Audio Engineer Plus 2 ..149.99 
Music X 1.1 .. 49.99 
Pro Midi Interface 19.99 
Stereo Master 29.99 
Techno Sound Turbo 29.99 

DTP & Wordprocessina 
Excellence 3,0 39.99 
Final Copy 2 - NEW! ,..,...64.99 
Kindwords 3.0 ..34.99 
Mini Office. 39.99 
Page Setter 2 34.99 
Page Stream 2.2..... 129.99 
Pen Pal 34.99 
The Publisher - NEW! .....39.99 
Pretext V5.5 ...99.99 
Transwrite ...29.99 
Wordworth 2.0 - NEW! ....79.99 
Works Platinum 34.99 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Post & Packing £1.50 - Securicor £5.00 

* 48 hour despatch - Cheques 7 days * 
Access and Visa accepted 

* (Cheques should be made payable * 
to Softstore) 

SOFTSTORE, PO Box 1720, 

* Slough SL3 0YX * 

* 0753 683336 * 

ARTWORKS CLIP ART 
Each disk contains between 115 and 570 original, high quality, images for use with Amiga art and DTP 

programmes - Deluxe Painth Pag©setter, Pro Page, Pagestream, Wordworth, Penpal etc. 
\. Pets     a. Castles, cottages & Churches     3. Trees 

4. Signs & symbols      5. Wild Animals      6, Prehistoric Life 
i. Signs & symbols II     8, Weddings & family occasions 

£6,99 each - Buy 3 or more for only £6 each - Over 1400 images for only £48 
m      _ ^        Inclusive of t st class P&P 

Please make cheques/PO's payable to ARTWORKS 
(Dept ASh) 1, Pond View, Wootton, Uloeby, S.Humberside, DN39 6SF * 0469 588138 

GA 

GRAPHICS ASSEMBLY L1M 

^fURST TERRACE LONDO 

* HOO Dpi Scanning from our Scanner 

* We can accept disks to run out from all 
Amiga Desktop Publigh^ng & Paint Progn 

Documents tan be output ut high res} 

to Film or Bn 

Tel: 071 275 71 s| 

& Paint rrogra 

t%t high rcsjjjm 
our Lino&gM 

Fax: 071 275 7535 

if MODEM VIDEO * 

First time available in the UK, this video shows you exactly how to 
operate a modem from the beginning, it shows you exactly how to 
set up the software, it shows how to log onto boards. It explains 

the jargon in plain English, shows you how to download files and 
get them running - and it comes with 200 board numbers free, four 

software packages free plus extra special offer. 
PRICE £26.95 + £2 F&P, 

End the frustration, send stamp for details or ring 0942 523387 

CRYSTAL CONCEPTS (AS) 
85 Danes Avenue, Wigan WN2 4EQ or tel 0942 523387 

The information package we wilt sendyon icitl 
change your life Jf&r&v&r 

Iff 

Te l Ktt u 

f t kU 

Educational 

Programs 

Written by experienced 
teachers. 

88% in ST Format June 91 
Trade enquiries welcome 

Do you want to see your children use the computer for something 
other than shoot-em-ups? 
Would you like them to use more than four keys and a joystick? 
Do they get fed up with being killed off while trying to work out which 
button does what? \mm ^jgf 

Tel: 0626 779695 
Day or evening 

Coomb* Valley Software may have what you are looking for 

Send SAE for information or di$k/50p for demos, state computer 

To C.V.S. 18 Nelson Close, Teign mouth, Devon TQ14 9NH 



Looking good Sounding great with 

NEW ■ A MODt.'f.AK l\Fl T/OUTPlT PORT FOR THE AMIGA \R\\S\IIIUI \JUK WULlHVr HE.fKkM] IYE I * \ M \£]\i.Ml IVIMC ROBOTS LEARX ■1BQL T MOTttKS\\I> Hf.MStlftS IM) EHAI 101 SI- Till M TlJ ( lAl hDJ KlJliniS. 

t.i^uU Delr/i (Only few what you Med) 
8 Otilpufs. 6 Inputs 
Outpvt. Input, Motor Driver, ffelay Modules 
AJI modules Opto-isoianed to jxoiect computer 
All Modules havie *ett to show On/Off state 
Modules plug into sockets on man rxartf 
Supplied wilh demo ol Rotomascer software 

uri-quB. easily underwood control language. Al I commands preserved m screen. Mouse topol of c-anrnands. (no typing) 
CoropffihHsivB on-Hne help. detailed manual wilfe many ewmpte. 

iNPUTi^UTPUT PORT 
OUTPUT MODULE 
INPUT MOOUlf 
MOTOR DRIVER 
please stale voltage) 
RELAY tXUNSIGN 
iPpease state voltage) 
StiKSCfl STAftTEfl KIT 
jUghtt touch sensors + leads) 
fiOflQMWTEfl SOFTWARE 
Mate ad3plof5: natter and l&ds 
ptwngfoTdgtaito  

£25.95 
£5.95 
£4.95 

£11.95 

£5.95 
£16.95 

14 DAY mm BACK GUARANTEE 
if you afe not satisfied, return product within \A 
d$ys tor rtrfurtd 

ORDERS TO: 
DEVELOPMENTS, UNIT 1, HARTLEY S YARD, 

PHONE 0753 552383 
LANE, WEXHAM, SLOUGH SL3 6LD 

INKJET REFILLS 

For HP Deskjet, Canon, Star printers. 

Refill your cartridges at less than half price. 

From only £12.95 for 2 refills 

Full colour printing kit £24.00 

Over 24 exciting colours to choose from 

Write or phone for free information pack to: 

PIJ AC Ml Y   104 Skipton Road, llkley, West Yorks LS29 9HE 

ccDX/ircc TEL: (0943> 607256 

jtKVSLtj All prices fully inclusive UK mainland 

D-Sam 

\ Powerful new AMOS extension from AZ Software. 

There are forty six new commands and functions that will enable 
you to write programs that can play sound samples directly from 
hard disk, floppy disk or memory, 
This is an extremely memory efficient way of playing real sound. 
For example, if your system only has 512K, you can still play an 
8O0K sample from floppy I On the other hand with a hard disk, extra 
memory and an accelerator card, D-Sam becomes amazingly 
powerful, getting close to CD quality. 
Audiomaster features are supported by D-Sam, such as sequences 
which make it possible to play parts of a sample in a sequence, 
giving the impression of a much longer sample than is actually 
being played. 
Among the many features in D-Sam, there is support for fading, 
oversampling, playing raw or IFF samples and playing compressed 
samples. 
The possibilities for using D-Sam as a true Multimedia tool are 

1TIfm so impressed with it that I'm using it in my next commercial release. You realty must 
see it to believe what it can do to samples." Len Tucker, TOTALLY AMOS 

"If you are working on anything that will require a good degree of sound quality, and 
or hts of samples, D-Sam is for you!" 

Aaron Fothergill, The Official AMOS CLUB NEWSLETTER 

Price above includes VA T.  Please add £1M P&P outside UK. 
Please make cheques payable to "AZ Software". 

AZ Software, FREEPGST CGI .410). Storehouse, GLOS. GL10 3BR.   Tel 0453 825864. 
NO STAMF REQUIRED. 

Software (Sj-Sam 

White Knight 

AMIGA Specialists 

lecnnoiogy \ 

(0992) 714539 4 
10am - 9pm Mon - Sat      E&OE | 

G80Z0 

ACCELERATORS" 

Commodore 2620 14MHz 020 
2Mb 32-Bit RAM (Exp. 4Mb) 
& 68881 Co-Pro + MMU   £ 299 
Or with 4Mb RAM £399 
SSL A500O, 16.7MHz 020 + 881 
2Mb RAM (Exp. 4MB) £ 249 
With Full 2Mb RAM £ 349 

08030 

ACCELERATORS- 

SSL B5000, 25MHz 030 + 882 
4Mb RAM (Exp. 16MB)     £ 499 
GVP G-Force 030^25MHz 
1Mb 32-Bit RAM (Exp. 13Mb) 
With Onboard SCSI        £ 549 
GVP G-Force 030-40MHz 
4Mb 32-Bit RAM (Exp. 16Mb) 
With Onboard SCSI £779 
GVP G-Force 030 - 50MHz 
4Mb 32-Bit RAM (Exp. 16Mb) 
With Onboard SCSI £1099 

\A wait* 

PRICES 
INCLUDE 

VAT & 
POSTAGE. 

FOR 
COURIER 
ADD £10 

GVP A530 Turbo 40MHz 68030 
Accelerator And 1 Mb 32-Bit 
RAM (Exp. 8Mb) & Hartl Disk 
With 120Mb Drive £ 769 

0804-0 

ACCELERATORS- 

GVP G-Force 28MHz 68040 
For A3000. 2Mb of 40ns RAM 
{Exp. 8Mb), 22Mips £1525 
GVP G-Force 33MHz 68040 
For At500/2000. 4Mb RAM 
(Exp. 16Mb). Has SCSI And 
A Serial & Parallel Port. £1525 
PP&S Mercury 28MHz 68040 
For A3000. Upto 32Mb RAM 
Onboard. Runs at 22 Mips 
Mercury 0Mb RAM CALL 
PP&S 040/2000 28MHz 68040 
For A1500/2000. Exp. to 32Mb 
RAM.. Fitted with 4Mb £1299 
PP&S ZEUS   (A2000) CALL 
PP&S 040/500 (A500) CALL 
RCS FUSION FORTY 28MHz 
68040 (A1500/2000) - 4Mb £1175 

kiARD DRIVES 

GVP HD8+ 80 £379 
GVP HD8+120 £429 
GVP HD8+240 £699 

IVS Trumpcard 500 AT 
500AT with no drive £ 139 
42Mb IDE Version £279 
100Mb IDE Version £375 

IVS Trumpcard 2000 £ 79 
IVS GrandSlam 12000. SCSI 
To 8Mb, Parallel Port £179 
GVP HC8+ £125 
GVPHC8+80 £345 
GVP HC8+120 £409 
GVP HC8+240 £ 649 
GVP HC8+420 £1049 

52 Mb 
105Mb 

£189 
£285 

ProFage + ProDraw 3 £lki> 
Imagine 2,0 - Now £149 
XCAD 3000 - Only ¥249 
Lattice/SAS 'C V5,l £169 

®£®®® 
25MHz 68040 + 6Mb RAM 

120Mb - £2299 
4Mb 32-Bit SIMM £175 

25MHz & 2Mb RAM 

52   Mb - £1399 

105 Mb - £1599 

4Mb SC ZIP RAM £189 
Other Configurations Available 

OPAUViSiON 

PO BOX 2395, WALTHAMCROSS, HERTS*, EN8 7HQ, ENGLAND 

VIDEO BACICUF sYsrTsm 
Backup Hard or Floppy Disks To Video 

Tar>e Using A Home VCR. 
QUIZ pi&ee gQ3 

far 6w La IE£| Pficci. Ai\d Call 
THE, Bid BANG BJE^QCR BAR BBS 
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Annoylngly, the huge non-draggable 
thesaurus requester won't allow you 
to see your word in context 

that get printed at the foot of the 
same page as the notable' text). 
Endnotes are numbered from 1 to N 
for each document, so you can't 
have many separate chapter 
documents and have a whole 
endnote section at the end of the 
book. You'd need to have an 
endnote section at the end of each 
chapter instead. 

Endnotes are marked in the text 
by a raised number in the same 
typeface and size as the current font. 
It s up to you to make sure the line 
spacing is great enough to allow 
room for the raised number, 

For easy reference, the Goto 
requester now allows you to jump to 
any endnote or named bookmark, as 
well as a specific page number. 

TURNING THE TABLES 
Two welcome new features are the 
ability to create indexes and tables 
of contents. 

Index markers can be inserted as 
you type, or you can finish writing 
and then go through marking entries 
later ff you like, There is a facility to 
include every occurrence of the 
marked word or phrase in the index, 
and along with the main index entry 
you may have two subentry levels. 

Before actually creating the index 
you can specify whether you want 
every single page number to be listed 
next to an entry, and whether there 
are consecutive page numbers or 
not. Alternatively, you can tell it to 
use page ranges, so that if an index 
entry is on pages 3, 4 and 5 the 
numbers will appear in the format 
"3-5" instead of as "3,4,5". 

A table of contents can be 
generated in much the same wayt 
complete with sub-levels. 

The thesaurus has changed 
since version 1, It's now the Collins 
one that has 30,000 entries and 
826,000 cross-references. On the 
whole Wordworth '$ thesaurus is a 
pleasure to use, but the bleed in1 

great requester obscures almost the 
whole of the screen so you can't see 
your word fn context. Digita says it 
will address this problem, probably 
for the next upgrade* 

The spelling checker is 
the same as before, the 
Collins/Merriam-Webster 
137,000-word version. Words 
can bo easily added to and 
deleted from a single user 
dictionary, If I was being really 
picky I'd have to say that a 
lacking feature is the ability to 

I create specialised user 
i dictionaries and tell 

Wordworth which ones to use 
| while checking spelling. Pd 
also like to see a 1 batch' 

spelling mode, allowing the spelling 
checker to go right through a 
document checking all the words, 
and then present me with a list of 
dubious spellings at the end of 
checking the whole document, rather 
than having to correct each misspelt 
word as it finds it. 

The spelling checker will pull you 
up if it finds the same word typed 
twice in a row - a common typo - but 
it does not check to make sure that 
the letter following a full stop and 
one or more spaces is a capital 
letter, another common error* 

PRINTS CHARMING 
After writing and formatting your 
document, you'll want to print it 

Version 1 of Wordworth featured 
a print requester that had so many 
buttons on it that it could have held 
its own among the knobs and levers 
in the Science Museum. But no 
onger, thank heavens. 

Printing is much simplified* Three 
methods are available: Normal for 

own margins (top, bottom, left 
and /or right) in order to feed the 
paper in or out, or, like laser printers 
and inkjets, to prevent toner or ink 
from being sprayed into the printer's 
innards. Once these Print Borders 
are set up for your particular printer 
(from details gleaned from the 
printer's manual) Wordworth will not 
let you set physical page margins 
that conflict with them. 

This feature should help 
enormously with one problem a lot of 
beginners have - the top line of 
multi-page documents being printed 
progressively lower down the page, 
But of course you'll only notice an 
improvement ff the Print Borders and 
on-screen page size and margins 
have been set up correctly. 

QUALITY CONTROLS 
Print quality with the new 
Compugraphic fonts system can be 
excellent, but is necessarily 
dependent upon the quality of your 
printer* In other words, you shouldn't 
expect high quality printouts from a 
9-pin printer - at least 24 pins are 
required. Printouts from 300 or 360 
dots-per-inch Enkjets and laser 
printers look superb. Having said 
that, whatever printer you have, 
using the Compugraphic print 
method and the Density set to 7 you 
are always going to get the highest 
quality printouts that your printer can 
possibly manage. 

Turbo print Professional and 
Citizen Print Manager owners will be 
especially pleased to hear that 

I5P Wordworth works perfectly 
with those programs, enabling 
you to enhance the output of 
pictures as well as text, 

PostScript support is 
rudimentary, but adequate for 
word processing, Output is 
monochrome only* and can be 
sent to a printer or a file. 
There are rotation, scaling 
and offset gadgets, plus the 
ability to send a Ctrl-D end-of- 
file character should your 
PostScript device require it. 

_F!N 

Wordworth 2fs Page Preview has 
been speeded up with the addition of 
a black-and-white mode 

Compugraphic and Amiga fonts and 
anything that has pictures in it; 
Internal Printer font; or PostScript. 

The printer driver can be always 
be selected from the Setup 
requester, which is handy if (like me) 
you tend to print to a number of 
different printers. This saves you 
mucking about with Workbench 
Preferences, Density and Smoothing 
can also be selected, plus black-and- 
white, Colour or Grey printing, and 
continuous or cut sheet paper, 

A new feature is the Print Border. 
This is for printers that impose their 

FURTHER FEATURES 
Wordworth is a big program, and 
there's still quite a lot I haven t got 
space to go into detail about. 

Mail merging, for instance, now 
offers conditional merging facilities. 
The Page Preview mode has been 
improved, with a new, quicker, black- 
and-white mode. The icons in the tool 
bar have been made a bit smaller so 
that more tools could be added. Also 
new is the Glossary, Wordworth J$ 
equivalent of 'macros', whereby you 
can feed whole chunks of commonly 
used text into a Glossary requester* 
From there it can be placed fnto any 
document at the click of a button. 

Wordworth really Is a smashing 
word processor. It's always nice to 

look at and sometimes stunning. Fun 
to use, powerful when you need it, 
helpful when you're stuck. But 
unobtrusive when all you want to do 
is bash out words* 

Version 1 had perhaps fallen 
behind the pace slightly, but version 
2 has put Wordworth a good length 
clear of the field. 

OOCJOOOOOO 

SHOPPING LIST 

Worcfworth 2  £129.99 

Upgrade from Wordworth l,xfar 
£49.99 (registered Wordworth 
upgraders receive free Clip Art and 
ColorFonIs worth £75). Upgrade from 
any other word processor for £59,99. 

Wordworth 2 is available from: 

Digita International Ltd, 
Black Horse House, 
Ex mourn, Devon 
EX81JL 
* 0395 270273 

CHECKOUT 

WORDWORTH 2 

Ease of Use • • # # O 
There's a lot to learn and some of the 
specialised functions are by their nature 
quite complex, but the manual explains 
everything in plain English, 

Features • • • • O 
New additions include Compugraphic font 
support, multiple columns, indexing and 
table of contents generation, AA chipset 
support, bigger thesaurus, and support for 
PCX, BMP and EPS graphics formats. 

Speed • • • # O 
In use, a bit faster than the previous 
version, and perfectly usable on a 68000- 
based Amiga in 4-colour mode. Be warned 
that printing an A4 page using outline 
typefaces at high resolution can take half 
an hour on a 68000-based machine. This 
is not Wordworth's fault, it's simply how 
long it takes the 68000 CPU-to convert 
the outline data into a bitmap that a dot 
matrix printer can print- 

Documentation     # • • • • 
Superb 350-page manual. Easy-to-follow 
tutorial; excellent chapter on typography; 
comprehensive sections on printing with 
fonts and graphics; lots of useful 
reference material and troubleshooting in 
the appendices- 

Price Value • • # • • 
You get a lot for your money, including 60 
days' free technical support direct from 
Digita themselves. 

Overall rating • ••• 

Wordworth 2 is currently the most feature- 
packed word processor for the Amiga. But 
bear in mind that it needs to be used in 
hires mode to be seen at its best, and 
Compugraphic fonts are slow and awkward 
to use from floppy. 
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COMPUTER LIFE 

So far in these articles 
we've been following the 
progress of Gene, a 
simulated cockroach, as 

he struggles to find food in his 
simulated forest. This month, in the 
final part of the series, we'll see 
how the individual components of 
his mind slug it out in a process 
remarkably like natural selection. 
Plus we'll be able to watch the 
'intelligence' which Gene needs to 
find food evolving out of what was a 
completely chaotic beginning. 

SEE THE TREE FOR THE 
WOOD 
If you dig out the tree diagram I gave 
you last month you II see there are 
big two areas of the program left to 

the individual 

components of his 

mind slug it out in a 

process remarkably 

like natural 

selection/' 

cover: Procedures GENETIC and 
GRAPH_RESULT. 

The first thing to notice about 
GENETIC is that it only happens with 
a percentage of 25%. If it is called 
more frequently rules don't have 
time to adjust their strengths 
according to their merits before they 

parent... 

are involved in genetic operations* If 
it is called any less then the time 
taken by Gene to learn anything 
seems to rise dramatically. 

The first section of code within 
the procedure selects one of the 
pfeces of information about the world 
Gene owns. In other words, it picks a 
classifier from Gene's rule base - 
we'll call this rule Rl. To do this, the 
code uses a probability directly 
related to the rules' strengths. The 
strongest rule is most likely to be 
picked, but it's not absolutely certain 
that this will happen. 

THE MECHANICS OF 
MATING 
Next a decision ss taken, again using 
probabilities, as to whether this 
selected rule will be mated' with 
another member of Hie kn□ wlodge 
base in a process of cross- 
fertilisation, or whether it will just be 
be reproduced and its done inserted 
back in. If it is reproduced then it Is 
copied and the copy simply replaces 
another rule, again selected 
completely at random. 

fft however, Rl is to be spliced 
with another rule then Procedure 
CHOQ$E_X_QVER picks the spiicee, 
R2, with probability according to 
strength, from the subset of the 
classifiers that have the same action 
as Rl. Procedure X_OVER then 
splices Rl and R2 together to 
produce, we hope, a new super rule. 
A cut point is chosen at random, and 
the offspring, R3, is built out of the 
parts. R3 is added to the rule base, 
and a classifier is deleted. 

Figure 1 explains the mechanics 
of the splicing action. Most of the 

Random 
Splicing 
Position 

1010 

0001 

1010 

0 001 

110011101010 

110101010111 
Parent Strings 

110101010111 
Child Strings 

110011101010 

Figure 1: Two mating bit streams caught In the act! 

What if your children turn out 

smarter than you are? In the 

fourth part of his series on 

artificial life, Philip Gladwin 

shows how intelligence evolves 

from one generation to the next* 

PLUS: the final installment of the 

virtual cockroach program 

THE MECHANICS OF SWAPPING GENES 

To mate two strings fine them up, and, using a randomised method, select 
a point somewhere along the string. The sections of the strings to the 
right of that cut-off point are exchanged to produce two new strings. 

One of the new strings contains the bits of the first string up to the cut- 
off point plus the bits from the second string beyond that cut-off point. The 
second child contains the other combination (see Figure 1), 

These children are then inserted into the community in place of another 
string. This means that the size of the population remains the same, while 
the quality slowly increases. 

Another way to mimic the effects of the background mutation found in 
the real world (which I didn't include in the program) would be to introduce 
some method of very small random change such as flipping every 10(000th 
symbol from 0 to 1 or vice versa. 

While this won't be sufficient to push the community in any particular 
direction, it will supply enough background noise. Just as in the 'real world \ 
this will help to make sure that the population doesn't become too uniform 
or rigid, incapable of further development. 

time both Rl and R2 will be kept as 
well as R3, and so the child will go 
into direct competition with the 
parents. Better children (that is, 
those which obtain the largest 
rewards) should become stronger 
than their parents and eventually 
drive them out, whereas poor 
children should soon weaken and 
lose their own places. 

Well, there you have it. That's all 
the code that makes Gene do what 
he does - all that remains is to look 
at how we know what Gene does, 

GENE'S GRAPHICAL 
PROGRESS 
As the program runs we can get a 
vague measure of how well Gene is 
doing by simply sitting back and 
watching him wandering around in 
the wood. Amazingly enough, this 
can get a little bit tedious by the 
500th repetition - and it does take 
that many cycles for something really 
significant to develop in a rufebase. 
Procedure GRAPH_RESULT tackles 
this problem in a brilliant and subtle 
way - it draws a graph. More 

precisely, it draws a graph which 
plots the average number of steps 
taken per food problem, over the last 
50 problems. 

The wood that Gene finds 
himself in is quite a friendly wood - 
he is never more than 4 steps away 
from food, and if he were as 
intelligent as you or I, the average 
number of steps he would need to 
get to the nearest bit would be only 
2.39. On the other hand, if you were 
simply to wander around the wood 
completely at random, then the 
average number of steps you would 
take per problem is more like 32.12. 

"Better children.,, 

become stronger 

than their parents 

and eventually 

drive them out 
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COMPUTER LIFE 
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We want Gene to be as clever as 
we can make him, so we are aiming 
at getting his score down as close to 
the human average as we can. The 
line traced on the graph (as shown in 
Figure 2) is a good illustration of just 
how well he is doing- And 3 think 
you'll agree, if you study the graph 
for a moment or two, that Gene really 
does rather well. 

Starting at the random average 
of 32.12 Gene quickly learns a thing 

/fWe are aiming at 

getting his score 

down as close to 

the human average 

as we can 9 
ft 

or two and gets this average down to 
below 10. From then on his average 
cycles between 6 and 12 - the upper 
limits are presumably when one or 
two of his better rules were deleted 

Figure 2: The line on this graph indicates Gene's gradual progress towards 'intelligence'. Mastermind here we come! 

before they had time to reproduce 
properly. But I still reckon that his 
final performance isn't bad, 
especially when you take into 
account the fact that he started life 
as a random mess of Os and Is! 

WRAP-UP TIME 
I have to thank Stewart Wilson, 
whose paper Knowledge Growth In 
an Artificial Animal provided the 
intellectual backbone for the series 
and the algorithm for the program. All 

mistakes are, naturally, mine and not 
his. And that's it for this series - I 
hope you've enjoyed it, If you have, 
and you want some more of the 
same, then all you have to do is 
write and tell Amiga Shopper. 

GENETIC ALGORITHM PROGRAM - PART 3 • GENETIC ALGORITHM PROGRAM - PART 3 

' GENETIC ALGORITHM J 
PROGRAM PART 3 
' Type in after last J 
month'B listing 
* AMDS 
1 Philip Gladwin 

Procedure 
CHOOSE_X_QVER[CLASSIFIER] 

Shared SPLICE(},PERCENT() 
For I«l To 110 

PERCENT(I)=0 
Next I 
For 1=1 To 40 

If 
Mid$ (RULE$ (1,2}, 1,1) =Mid$ J 
(RULE$(CLASSIFIER,2),1f1) 

If IoCLASSIFIER :J 
Rem don't let it pick itself 

SPLICE(I)=1 
End If 

End If 
Next I 
' Work out combined J 

strength of rules that can J 
be spliced 

S_STRENGTH=0 
For Iml To 40 

If SPLICE(I)=1 

S_STRENGTH=S_STRENGTH+STRJ 
ENGTHIMI} 

End If 
Next I 

PTR=1 
For 1=1 To 40 

If SPLICE(I)=1 

STR=Int((STRENGTH#(I}J 
*100.0)/S_STRENGTH) 

If STR>0 
For J=l To STR 

PERCENT(PTR)=1 
Inc PTR 

Next J 
End If 

End If 
Next I 
Repeat 

RTN=PERCENT(Rnd{99)+1) 
Until RTN>0 

End Proc 
Procedure GENETIC 

Shared PERCENT() 
'-Select classifier J 

according to strength 
For 1=1 To 110 

PERCENT(I)=0 
Next 1 
' Work out combined J 

strength of P 
F_STRENGTH= 0 
For 1=1 To 40 

P_STRENGTH=P_STRENGTH+ STR J 
ENGTH#(I) 

Next I 
PTR=1 
For 1=1 To 40 

STR=Int((STRBNGTH#(I)J 
*100.0 J/P_STRENGTH) 

If STR>0 
For J=l To STR 

PERCENT(PTR)=1 
Inc PTR 

Next J 
End If 

Next I 
Repeat 

MAIN=PERCENT(Rnd{99)+1} 

Until MAIN>0 
'Classifier selected 
If Rnd(l)=0 

CHOOSE_X_OVER [MAIN]   ! J 
Rem splice the rule with J 
another one: 

SECOND=Param 
X_OVER [MAIN, SECOND] 

Else 
'copy the classifier J 

randomly into the rulebase 
POSITION=Rnd(3 9)+1 
RULE$(POSITION,1)=RULJ 

E${MAIN,1) 
ROLES(POSITION,2)=RULJ 

E${MAXN,2) 
End If 

End Proc 
i 
Procedure GRAPH_RESULT 

Shared AV{) 
r 
If FIRST_TIME=0 

For 1=1 To 50 
AV(I}=32.12 

Next I 
FIRST_TIME=1 

End If 
AV (CYCLE_COUNTER) ^WALKED 
For 1=1 To 50 

TT#=AV(I}+TT# 
Next I 
AVERAGE tt=TT#f5 0.0 
Y=(4*(50.0-AVERAGE*))+10 
Ink 5 
X=Xgr+l 
Plot X,Y 
Locate 8,0 : Print " J 

Current average: J 
" ?AVERAGE#; " 11 

End Proc 

Procedure MAKE_0LD_A 
For 1=1 To 40 

OLD_A(I)=0 
If A(I}=1 

OLD_AlI)=l 
End If 

Next I 
End Proc 
t 
Procedure 
X_OVER [MAIN, SECOND] 

i 
X=Rnd(15)+l 
Y=l€-X 

HEAD$=Lef t$ (RULE$ (MAIN, 1) ,X) 
TAIL$=Right$(RULJ 

E$(SECOND,1),Y) 
ACTIONS =Mid$ (RULJ 

ES (MAIN, 2), 1,1) 
POSITION=Rnd(39)+1 
RULE $ (POSITION, 1) = (HEA-J 

D$+TAIL$>-" " 
RULE$ {POSITION, 2 ) =ACTION$ 

End Proc 

PUZZLED BY THOSE SYMBOLS? 
Because of the width of the 
columns, we occasionally have to 
break a listing across two or more 
lines. Where this has occurred and 
you enter two or more lines 
without a [Return] between them, 
we've used the following symbol J 
Watch out for these symbols when 
you're typing in one of our listings 
- or you could spend a long time 
looking for J on your keyboard! 
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MULTITASKING 

This month I'm going to 
demonstrate Just how much 
of a boon the Amiga's 
multitasking abilities can 

be. I'm going to outline the sort of 
task that might well be encountered 
in the real world and show how it 
can be made so much easier, and 
performed that much quicker, by 
having several programs running at 
once, working In conjunction with 
each other. 

I'm a journalist so the example 
I'm about to give you is the kind of 
thing that I am likely to run into, but I 
think you'll be able to see how the 
same principles would apply to your 
own projects. So here's the brief: 

Our brave and noble journo has 
been commissioned to write an 
article on fractals, It's to be aimed at 
people who can already program, 

"...the likes of 

PCs use a form 

of multitasking 

kludge known 

as a 'Terminate 

and Stay 

Resident' 

program" 

with a view to outlining the principles 
of writing fractal algorithms. Of 
course, no article on fractals would 
be complete without a goodly 
selection of screen shots. 

The conventional method would 
be something like as follows. First 

more 

our journo would be more than likely 
to boot up his word processor and 
start writing his introduction. After a 
while he'll need to write some 
programs, both to test that his 
examples work, and to produce his 
screen grabs. So he must save his 
work (he did have a blank formatted 
disk prepared, didn't he?) and quit 
from the word processor. Then he 
needs to boot up a suitable 
programming language and get 
cracking with some code. 

GETTING SHOT 
Once the programs are working they 
can be run and some screen shots 
produced. Getting some screen 
shots can be pretty awkward. The 
easiest way is to run a screen 
grabbing program in the background, 
and use this to create IFF format 
pictures of the screens created by 
the fractal programs. This would be 
impossible without some form of 
multitasking (the likes of PCs use a 
form of multitasking kludge known as 
a Terminate and Stay Resident' 
program), if he didn't have this, there 
would be two alternatives: one is to 
modify the programs so that they 
save their screens as iFF files - how 
easy this will be will depend on the 
program language chosen - or to use 
a rather more expensive piece of 
digitising equipment. 

Assuming that our hero finds 
some way of getting the screen 
shots, he then has to load up his 

THINGS THAT WILL HELP 

There's no question about it, to 
multitask effectively you'll need 
more than a basic Amiga. 

For a start, you'll need plenty of 
memory. As the Amiga's operating 
system stands, all programs that 
are running at any one time must 
simultaneously be present in 
memory. You won't get away with 
running too many things at once 
with only 1Mb. 

More complex systems, such as 
Unix, use a technique known as 
'virtual memory', whereby programs 
can be swapped between a hard 
disk and memory nearly 
instantaneously, so that the 
machine appears to have much 
more memory than it actually does, 

Virtual memory hasn't yet been 
implemented as an official part of 
the Amiga's operating system, but it 
no doubt will be in time. 

The other main requirement is a 
fast processor. When several 
programs are multitasking, the 
processor is constantly swapping 
between themh running one and 
then another so quickly that it 
presents the user with the illusion 
that they are running 
s i m u It aneou s ly. Ci ea rl y each 
program will run more slowly than if 
it were running by itself, There is 
also the small time overhead of 
swapping between programs. So, if 
you intend to do lot of multitasking, 
you'll need an accelerator too. 

In the final part of the series, Cliff 

Ramshaw gets stuck into a real 

world example of multitasking 

and shows how it can be an 

invaluable aid to productivity 

word processor once more and 
continue writing. 

if at any stage he realises he's 
forgotten to include something in one 
of his programs then he has to quit 
out of his word processor, load up 
his programming language and make 
his adjustments. Then he has to run 
them again, get a new set of grabs, 
load up his word processor and 
make the necessary changes to his 
text,,, you can see what a hassle it 
could all turn into. 

As you probably know, fractal 
programs, especially Mandelbrot or 
Julia set generators, take an awfully 
long time to run. During this time our 
journalist can do nothing but drink 
cups of tea, It's a waste of time, 

LOOKING DIFFERENT 
With a multitasking operating 
system, things look quite different. 
Things begin similarly enough: the 
journalist boots his word processor 
and begins to write, probably 
beginning with a headline and some 
sort of introduction. 

Being a sensible sort of chap, he 
then decides it's time to save his 
work, He digs out a floppy disk from 
his collection and puts it in the drive. 
If he's unlucky, the disk will have a 
virus on it, and he stands to lose all 
his work. Fortunately, he's got Kill Da 
Virus running in the background, so 
he needn't worry. 

Next he needs to format the 
ftoppy so he can fit all his work on it. 
Rather than going through the 
rigmarole of quitting from the word 
processor he simply clicks on the 

swap screen gadget at the top of its 
screen and returns to the 
Workbench. From here he can open a 
Shell and format the disk. He can 
leave the format program to its own 
devices and switch back to his word 
processor to write a little more text. 
When the disk has been formatted 

"..•you can see 

what a hassle 

it could all turn 

into." 

he can save his text and continue 
writing with a sense of security. 

Once our hero gets into the nitty 
gritty of his subject he'll probably 
want to start programming to test out 
his ideas. Now he could quit out of 
the word processor at this stage, 
since he's not going to be using it for 
some time, but there's really no 
need. Besides, leaving the word 
processor in the background will 
save a certain amount of loading 
time when it's needed later on. 

So Amiga Basic, for example, is 
loaded up, and our journalist begins 
coding. Once he's got his programs 
working {a lengthy process at the 
best of times), it s time to get some 
screen shots. No problem! He loads 
up his copy of ScreenX - a handy 
little program that sits in the 
background until it is told that it is 

Shown here is the excellent ScreenX utility, which sits In the background until 
its services are required. At this point It creates Its own screen, from where 
you can choose to save out any of the screens present on the system 
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MULTITASKING 

than one 

required, at which point it will save 
any screen as an IFF file. 

If it's a Mandelbrot generator 
then It will be some time before it 
produces any output worth grabbing. 
So instead of hanging around our 
journalist flicks screens back to the 
word processor and starts writing 
about the programs he's created- 

"...more 

quickly than, 

on certain non- 

multitasking 

computers we 

could mention/' 

He'll probably want to include 
segments of his code in the article. 
There are a few ways he could go 
about this. The first is to just type in 
the listings. This is both time 
consuming and dangerous, since he 
might make a typing error and all his 
readers are going to end up entering 
a program that just won't run. 

Another method is to load the 
program files into the word processor 
and use its cut and paste facilities to 
insert segments of the programs into 
his document. If he's using Amiga 

Basic he1s going to run into a 
problem here, since Amiga Basic 
saves its code in a non-standard 
format which will turn out as a 
load of gibberish on the word 
processor screen. 

A SNAP OF POWER 
Our journalist could switch back to 
the Amiga Basic screen and save his 
text as ASCII, or, if he's running a 
handy utility such as PowerSnap (it's 
on this month's cover disk - who 
says we don't look after you?) he 
could copy sections of code straight 
from the listings window and paste 
them directly into the word 
processor with no more hassle than 
a couple of mouse clicks and one or 
two key presses.. 

There1 II come a time when one of 
our journalist's programs has 
finished producing its output. Again 
he clicks on the swap screen gadget 
at the top right and goes to the 
Workbench screen, Then he clicks 
with the left mouse button on 
ScreenXs window to make it active. 
Clicking again with the right-hand 
mouse button will give him a list of 
possible screens to grab. He just has 
to click on the one heTs interested in, 
give its file a name, and away 
ScreenX goes. 

If he's using a reasonably 
sophisticated document processor 
such as Pen pal, he can load the 
picture directly into it and place it 
beside the relevant piece of text. He 

Cheat] | Fx' -At: t A 
uf   fx- A. 
-r ii ndy FI*AC t A 

the 
be to 1 thi* ki 
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Shown above Is Pen Pal, running in its own custom screen. It's a document 
processor that can Incorporate both text and graphics in the same document 

This screen shows several of our journalist's programs running In harmony. 
Amiga Basic is In the foreground, ready to run a Mandelbrot generator. Behind 
that Is a Shell window, in which the disk formatting program is running. 
Towards the bottom of the screen is Kit! Da Virus, ever watchful, while Pen Pat 
is waiting for more text In a screen of its own 

can now return to Amiga Basic and 
start another of his example 
programs running, ort if he s got 
plenty of memory to spare, he may 
well have been using several 
versions of Amiga Basic at once, 
each with a different fractal program 
running, in which case he can keep 
on writing white waiting for the next 
one to finish. 

As the article he's writing comes 
together, our journalist may decide 
he's not entirely happy with the way 
his screen shots have turned out. He 
could, for example, be writing for 
Amiga Shopper, in which case they 
will all be printed in black and white. 
If he hasn't given careful thought to 
the colours produced by his 

programs, it could be that the 
screens they've produced have 
insufficient contrast to be clear when 
printed in black and white. Well, all 
he has to do is boot up Deluxe Paint, 
load each of the pictures in and 
adjust their palettes until the 
contrast is better, Then he saves 
them and re-imports them into his 
word processor. 

HOT LINKS 
The latest generation of desktop 
publishers and document processors 
make this last process even easier, 
They include a facility known as hot 
1 inks'P whereby any files that are 
linked to a document can be 
modified by another program and the 
versions residing in the document 
will be updated automatically without 
any need to re-load them. 

So, the job is finally done, much 
more quickly than it would have 
taken on certain non-multitasking 
computers we could mention, And all 
of this means he can take a well- 
earned break down the pub. Cheers, 
and happy multitasking! 
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AmigaDOS - one of the most basic parts of the Amiga operating system 
- the collection of programs that take care of the general running of 
the machine. AmigaDOS concerns itself with device-handling: control 
of the keyboard, basic screen output, printers and so on. 

ASCII - American Standard Code for Information Interchange. This is the 
data storage method commonly used when we type text files and 
enables data to be exchanged between different computers, 

Basic - Beginners' All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code is a high-level 
programming language, much favoured by microcomputer users. It 
combines a fair amount of power with ease-of-use. 

Fractals - Patterns created by the constant repetition of a simple 
pattern at smaller and smaller scales. One example is a triangle with 
smaller triangles on each of its sides, with smaller triangles on each 
of their sides, with smaller triangles... 

IFF - Interchange File Format is a means by which data from graphics or 
sound sampling programs are saved in a compatible way. 

Multitasking - the ability of a computer to run more than one program at 
once. In practice, only one program is run at a time, with the others 
waiting for their turn. The part of the Amiga's operating system 
called Exec handles the switching between programs, which is done 
so quickly that they all appear to be running simultaneously, 

Operating system - a constantly running collection of programs 
which control the basic operations of the computer, such as disk 
accesses, memory allocation and so on. 

RAM - Random Access Memory, so called because any part of it can be 
accessed immediately, rather than having to search through from 
the start of memory to the point of interest, RAM is used to hold 
programs while they are being executed and temporary data. The 
contents of RAM are lost when the power is switched off. 

Run - An AmigaDOS command which sets a program going as a 
background process, multitasking with whatever processes are going 
on in the foreground. 
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C PROGRAMMING 

In this month's tutorial: how 

variables enable your programs 

to deal with different situations. 

Cliff Ramshaw shows why C 

programmers always have 

'something to declare' 

Variety, It is often said, Is 
the spice of life. Every 
programming language 
must be able to deal 

with varying circumstances. One of 
the key ways in which this is done 
Is by the use of 'variables'. 

Cast your mind back to last 
month's column, with the program 
that printed Hello world' to the 
screen. This printed text is constant 
- it never changes, no matter how 
many times the program is run. 
Programs that operate in this manner 
are very limited. Imagine, for 
mstance, a program that added two 
numbers together, but which always 
used the same two numbers, It 
would be next to useless. What is 
needed is some way to make the 
program add together whichever two 
numbers the user requires. 

Such a program could be broken 
down into three parts: the bit that 
finds out from the user which two 
numbers are to be used; the bit that 
adds these two numbers together; 
and the bit that tells the user the 
answer. It's a classic program 
structure; input data, manipulate 
data, output data. 

Once the data has been entered 
by the user, the program itself needs 
some way to refer to it so that it can 
perform the addition. This is where 
variables are useful. Any data 
entered into a program is given a 
name - this name is the variable. 
Any future references to the name 
are then taken to mean the data that 
it represents. 

Imagine a variable called 'fred'. 
We could assign the value 73 to it by 
means of the following piece of code: 

£red=73; 

If later in the program the printf 
function is used to output fred, what 

you will see on your screen is the 
number 73', The reason variables 
are so called is because the data 
they refer to can be altered from 
within the program* We couid write: 

fred=fred+5; 

which would add 5 to the previous 
value of fred. In this example, fred 
would then have a value of 78. 

So for our program to add two 
numbers we will need three 
variables; two to hold the user's 
input and one to hold the result to be 

£iWs a classic 

program structure: 

input data, 

manipulate data, 

output data. 

output. We'll call them 'first', 
'second1 and 'answer'. 

In C, all variables must be 
'declared' before they are used, This 
gives the compiler a chance to make 
space for all the data that will be 
used (since all data takes memory). 
It also helps prevent errors. If you 
initially declare a variable named 
'first', but subsequently refer to it as 
'fist' because of a typing error, the 
compiler will spot it. The error would 
go unnoticed in a language such as 
BASIC, which would treat 'fist' as a 
variable independent of 'first', 
causing subtle anomalies in the 
program's behaviour, 

To declare a variable in C you 
must tell the compiler both the 
variable's name and its type. For now 

We now have the means to store our 
numbers and arrive at an answer to 
the addition. This answer will be sent 
to the screen by means of the printf 
function introduced last month. 

Getting the data into the 
variables from the user is done by a 
function called 'scanf. This is used 
in a similar way to printf, but has the 
opposite effect: printf displays stored 
information on the screen, scanf 
stores information taken from the 

CHOOSING A COMPILER 

There is quite a number of C compilers available for the Amiga. The 
package most professionals choose is SAS Lattice Ct available for £229 
from HiSoft -a 0525 718181, This is a lot of money for a language that you 
are as yet unfamiliar with, and which you may not be sure is the one for 
you. It's far safer, then, to try something from the public domain. We 
recommend NorthC, a package which includes a linker, assembler and 
numerous examples. It's on PDOM disk 211. We got our copy from Public 
Dominator which can be contacted on ^ 0279 757692. NorthC is now a 
charity ware product. A lot of work has gone into it, and so we urge you to 
send £15 to the Spastica Society as the author Steve Hawtin requests. 

we'll be working with integers (whole,' ?   keyboard. Scanf is conveniently 
or non-fractionalt numbers). Their 
type is designated as Int', Our three 
variables could be declared in the 
following manner: 

int first; 
int second; 
int answer; 

Now you could get a bit tired of 
typing 'int' every time. Fortunately, a 
shorthand way of writing this is 
provided in C. So long as all the 
variables are of the same type, then 
they can all be declared in one line, 
separated by commas: 

int first, second, answer; 

present in the same header file as 
printf. So, the entire program now 
looks as follows; 

ttinclude <etdio.h> 
void mainO 
{ 

int first, second, answer; 

scanf{"%d%a",&first,&second); 
answer■f i rst+second; 
printf("%d\n"ranswer); 

} 

The strange characters which appear 
within the quotes in both the scanf 
and printf lines are explained in the 
box on 'Formatting Strings' at the top 
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Assembler - A program which converts an assembly language program 
written in words (well, almost) into the machine code numbers that the 
Amiga's 6S000 processor understands. Writing programs In assembly 
language ensures that the best possible speed and memory efficiency Is 
gained from the machine. 

Compiler - A means of translating a program to render it understandable to 
the computer. A compiler translates the whole thing into machine code 
before it is run. The compiled program is generally much faster than its 
interpreted counterpart, but developing it will usually take longer, due to 
the time spent waiting for it to be compiled. 

Editor - An editor, like a word processor, is a means of entering text into the 
computer. Programs are written with an editor before being turned over to 
a compiler or interpreter. 

Executable object - A file which can be loaded into the Amiga and run as a 
program, as opposed to a data file which requires another program to 
give it meaning. 

Interpreter - Another means of translating a program for the computer's 
convenience. An Interpreter translates a program line by line as it is 
running, and therefore tends to be slow. 
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FORMATTING STRINGS 

The C functions printf and scanf 
make use of the rather peculiar 
concept of formatting strings. 

You may remember that last 
month I said functions in C require 
a set number of arguments. I also 
said that printf is an exception to 
this rule. The other major exception 
is scanf. The formatting string is the 
means by which these functions get 
around the rule and consequently 
achieve their power* 

Not only do both functions take 
an indefinite number of arguments, 
these arguments can also be 
different kinds of variables 
depending on what needs to be 

input or output, The formatting 
string tells the function both what 
kind of arguments it is dealing with 
and how many of them there are. 

A number of different character 
combinations can appear within the 
strings, corresponding to the types 
of variables to be dealt with. The 
only one we are interested in at the 
moment is the integer variable, 
which is represented by the '%d' 
characters, 

if one integer is to be printed 
out, then the corresponding 
statement looks as follows: 

printf ("%d", number) ; 

(The     sign tells the compiler not 
to print the [d\ but to print the 
number instead,) More than one 
number can be printed in the same 
statement by including formatting 
characters for each of them; 

print f ("^a^aSsd", first , second 
,third); 

The same <$l>applies for inputting 
numbers using the scanf function. 
Different types of variables can be 
mixed with both printf and scanf - 
well deaf with this case once the 
types of variables themselves have 
been discussed. 

of this page. Another thing which 
you've probably noticed is that the 
variables first and second are 
mysteriously preceded by the %* 
character in the scanf line. The 
reason for this is a little involved, 
and will be discussed later in the 
series. Suffice to say that whenever 
you use scanf to get a number from 
the user into a variable, you can take 
it as read that the variable's name 
must always be preceded by l&'. 

Ef you type the above program 
into an editor and save it as add.c, 
then it can be compiled under NorthC 
by typing: 

cc ad&.c 

and once compiled it can be run by 
simply typing; 

Now that we've dealt with addition, 
It's a simple matter to convert the 
program to handle, subtraction, 
muitiplication or division. Change the 
line reading: 

answer=first+fl econd 

to one of the following: 

answer=f i r st - second ; 
answer=f i rat * e econd; 
answer^ f i rat/s econd; 

Notice that the **' is used to mean 
multiply, and the '/' represents 
divide, If you try compiling the 
dividing version of the program, you 
may notice some strange results 
when you run it Because all the 
variables used are integers, no 
fractional answers will be given. The 
result of 6 divided by 4 will be given 
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Library - The Amiga has many special features, and programs are already 
present in the operating system to make use of these features. These 
programs, or library functions, may (and should} be used by applications 
programs, obviating the need for each programmer to write a similar set 
of routines. 

Linker - A program which joins together the various segments of code 
produced by a compiler, along with any relevant library routines, and 
produces a finished, executable program. 

Object file — A runnable program: one which works without the aid of an 
interpreter. 

Source code - A program represented as a text file and presented to a 
compiler or assembler for input. The output is known as object code. 

Type - Describes the kind of information a variable Is to hold. Before a 
variable is used if must be declared to be of a certain type - whether it is 
an integer, character, floating point number or a more complex user- 
defined type. 

Variable - A method of storing information which may vary as a program 
runs. In C, each variable is given a name, and the information it contains 
can be accessed or changed by reference to this name. 

as 1. It has been rounded down to a 
whole number. 

There is a way around this using 
a type of variable called 'float', which 
will hold numbers with fractional 
parts. Well deal with these in a 
future installment. 

COMMENTS PLEASE 
One of the generally accepted rules 
of good programming practice says 
that you should always include 

"Segments of code 

that appeared 

obvious will take on 

the aspect of 

propositions by 

Wittgenstein," 

comments in your programs. 
Comments are segments of text that 
appear in a program but are ignored 
by the compiler. They serve only as a 
reminder for you or as an aid to 
understanding for someone else 
when looking back over your code. 

The above example seems 
simple enough, so comments aren't 
really necessary. But imagine the 
situation in which you've written a 
program over 100 lines long. Imagine 
that after a few months you've 
decided to go back to it and make 
some improvements. If there aren't 
any comments in there, you1 re liable 
to have a hard time trying to work out 
what the program is doing, and by 
what means. Segments of code that 
may have appeared obvious when 
you wrote them will take on the 
aspect of propositions by 
Wittgenstein. 

And if you can't read your own 
source codeT imagine how 
impenetrable it will look to someone 
who's never seen it before, Out in 
the real world, well-commented code 
can save both time and money. 

Including comments in C source 
code is simplicity itself, so there 
really is no excuse for not putting 
them in. A comment is defined as 
anything included between the '/*' 
and '*/' symbols- SoT taking things 
to an extreme, our addition example 
could be re-written as follows: 

/* retrieve input/output 
definitions from standard 
library */ 
#include <stdio.h> 

/* beginning of main program 
*/ 
void main{) 
{ 
/* declare variables */ 

int first, second, answer,* 

/* get numbers to be added 
from user */ 

scanf("%d%d",&first,^second); 
/* perform addition */ 

answer-f i rst+second; 
/* output result */ 

printf ( "^dAn'1, answer) ; 
} 

On the theme of readability, it's 
important to choose the names of 
your variables carefully. Many people 
would write the above program with 
variable names such as 'a', Jb' and 
so on. Not only does this suggest a 
lack of imagination, it's an invitation 
to confusion when these people 
come back to look at their code in 
the future. At least with names such 
as first' and 'second1 you will have a 
fighting chance. 

There are some restrictions on 
variable names in C. For a start, you 
can't use the 'reserved keywords' of 
C. These include words such as 
'void', 'int1 and several others that 
will be revealed in time. Furthermore, 
all variables must start with a letter. 
From then on in, both letters, 
numbers and the underscore 
character ( J) can be used, Alan', 
B128' and 'BX^23G' are legitimate 

names: 'lAlan' and J_BX23G' are 
not. Case is significant for letters, so 
the variables 'A' and 'a1 are distinct 
from each other. 

Next month we'll be looking at 
some more types of variables, 
including those that can store text. 
We'll also be taking our very first 
look at simple looping - the 
technique which enables computers 
to carry out lots of similar operations 
with only a small amount of prodding. 
Until then, see if you can't come up 
with a few variations on our simple 
calculator program, 
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10 

The Mini* loader icon won't win any design awards 

YOU LITTLE 

Ml NIX! 

u 

NIX Is an effective 
resource-sharing multi- 
processing environment, 
and as such, It appears 

very similar to Amiga Dos In terms of 
low-level functionality. This being 
the case, why should anyone want 
to switch from the Amiga's native 
environment to something 
developed 20 years ago, on a 
completely different machine? 

Well, for day-to-day tasks, using 
Amiga applications, there really is no 
need to switch, but for anyone who 
needs to develop for several 
platforms, UNIX is rapidfy becoming 
an industry standard, Despite the 
number of different flavours of UNIX 
currently available, they all 
descended from that first AT&T 
version, and have a great deal in 
common. Thus, with a little care, it is 
possible to produce software that 
behaves identically on a range of 
different architectures, Good 
examples of this are the X-Windows 

system, the TeX typesetting package, 
and just about any GNU package you 
come across, Furthermore, with 
extras like Sun s NFS (network file 
system) and the standard networking 
protocols it is possible to link UNIX 
systems from different 
manufacturers together to share 
disks, printers, tape streamers, 
comms links to the outside world, 
and more, Equally important, from 
my own point of view, is the fact that 
UNIX embodies a large number of 
important operating system 
concepts, making it an ideal example 
for teaching purposes. 

In the Amiga world there are 
basically two choices for anyone who 
wants to run UNIX - Amiga Unix 
(Amix), Commodore's own version of 
System V Release 4 (SVR4) - or the 
version known as MINIX. 

Amiga Unix was one of the first 
releases of SVR4 and Is 
acknowledged to be a complete 
implementation with full support for 

If you're tired of AmigaDOS, why 

not invest in a whole new 

operating system? Angus 

Marshall tries out a new version 

of UNIX for the Amiga 

networking, virtual memory and X- 
Windows, For the majority of Amiga 
users, however, it is just too large 
(needing at least 100Mb of hard 
disk, and preferably more than 
200Mb) and expensive {around £860 
plus VAT for a 2-user license). It also 
requires a 68020 or better, because 
of the need for a MMU (Memory 
Management Unit) to support paged 
and virtual memory operation, 

MINIX, on the other hand, Is in 
reach for a great many more 
Amigans. ft costs around £150 
(including VAT, unlimited users, and 
a free site licence for academic 
sites), and will run on all machines 
from an A500 upwards with at least 
1Mb of RAM. Naturally, you don't get 
a full implementation of UNIX - VM is 
not supported, networking is quirky, 
and don't even think about X- 
Windows {though there are supposed 
to be two windowing packages 
available for MINIX: MGR and MinhX). 

WHAT IS MINIX? 
Professor Andrew Tanenbaum was 
one of the academics who found it 
difficult to teach operating system 
concepts without being able to 
reference the UNIX source code. He 
wrote his own mini-UNIX, embodying 
most of the important features of 
UNIX, but in a smaller package 
suitable for micro-computers. The 
result was MINIX, released in 
January 1987. Since then it has 
undergone several revisions and has 
been ported to most popular micros 
including the Macinstosh, Atari ST, 
and our very own Amiga. 

Indeed, MINIX has become so 
popular that a major publisher, 
Prentice-Hall, has taken on the job of 
distributing the system for the PC, 
ST, Mac and Amiga, 

AMIGAMINIX 
So, what do you get for your £150? 
In the standard Prentice-Hall 
distribution you should find: 

# Nine system disks - one boot 
disk, one root file system, one /usr 
file system, two system binaries, one 
Kernighan & Ritchie (K&R) 
compatible C compiler, one operating 
system source code (compressed) 
and two commands source code 
(compressed). 

• A 680-page manual giving 
instructions on how to install, 
maintain and re-build MINIX, along 
with descriptions and usage of over 
175 utility programs (the 
commands), the C compiler and the 
editors (compatible with four popular 
UNIX editors). 

Also in the manual is the complete 
source code for the PC version of 
MINIX, which, apart from really 
messy low-1 eve I stuff, is identical to 
al l other versions of Mi NIX. If you 
really want to see the Amiga specific 
parts of MINIX, you can always 
uncompress the relevant sections 
from the supplied source code disks. 
Additionally, if you buy MINIX from 
the MINIX Centre, you should receive 
details of its support and update 
schemes, including MINIX versions of 

A BRIEF GUIDE TO THE COMPLEX HISTORY OF UNIX 

In the mid-1960s a team from AT&T Bell Labs, 
General Electric and M3T were working on a new 
operating system - to be called Multics - with the 
aim of providing efficient resource sharing to the 
greatest number of users possible, In 1969, 
AT&T decided that progress on Multics was 
unlikely to produce a working system within a 
reasonable period of time and pulled its team 
members out of the project. 

This left it without a suitable operating 
system for their Research Centre. 

Because of this, Ken Thompson and Denis 
Ritchie (both members of the original Multics 
team) and their colleagues sat down to design a 
new operating system to fill the gap left by the 

rejection of the Multics project. By 1971, they had 
a working prototype running on the infamous PDP- 
11 architecture, and it was known as UN1CS (a 
pi ay on the name Multics, reportedly devised by 
Brian Kernighan). it was while developing 
compilers for the new UNIX operating system that 
Kernighan and Ritchie created the B and, later, C 
programming languages. The whole operating 
system was eventually written in C. 

Because AT&T was not allowed to sell 
computer products at this time it released copies 
of the new operating system, including the source 
code and development environment, to 
universities for educational purposes. Hence the 
popularity of UNIX spread and local variants were 

developed to cater for a wide variety of machines 
and situations. Unfortunately for us, as the 
popularity of UNIX grew, AT&T decided that it 
should restrict access to the operating system 
source code and, as of Version 7, it became 
impossible for universities to use UNIX source as 
part of their teaching programmes. 

UNIX has also been split into two distinct 
streams: 4.x BSD originates from the University of 
California at Berkeley, where Version 7 was 
ported to the DEC-VAX architecture, while System 
V, now moving into the business world, was the 
result of AT&Ts own modifications to Version 7. 
Both streams are slowly coming together again as 
the POSIX standard takes over. 
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M I N I X 

some popular GNU packages, and 
upgrades to Ml NIX that are not 
supported by Prentice-Hall, 

For those of us lucky enough to 
own Amlgas with hard drives there is 
one minor problem. Prentice-Hall's 
AmigaMinix 1.5 does not support 
Amiga hard drives. This is decidedly 
inconvenient because, although it is 
possible to run MINIX from floppy 
there is a need to swap disks, 
especially since the system binaries 
are spread over four disks (six, if you 
include the boot disk and root file 
system). As for hacking the source 
code - forget it! The remaining three 
disks of the Prentice-Haif distribution 
are filled with compressed source 
files for the operating system and 
commands. In order to rewrite your 
favourite part of the operating 
system you need either a lot of RAM 
to use as RAM disk, or at least 
10Mb of hard drive. 

Notice I said that the Prentice- 
Hall distribution doesn't support hard 
drives? Fortunately, the MINIX team 
are active on Usenet and frequently 
post patches and revisions to ftp- 
sites and bulletin boards for 
interested parties to download. As 
far as AmigaMinix is concerned, the 
most important of these are the 
patches to upgrade from 1.5 to 
1.5.10.1 and from 1.5.10,1 to 
1.5.10.2, Not only do these bring in 
support for CBM's hard drive 
controllers, but they also add further 
features and fix bugs which caused 
problems with floppy drives. 

One other thing: Amigalvlinix 
binaries are compatible with STMrnix 

looting HLIILX\1\U'Copyright W1 PniiticHhll Inc. 
Insert ROOT diskette awf hit RE TURN (or specify MM 
rlljiur Siie(l) Nm 

113 i 
i Hinixloot 

IB t Ninito 
m n I 

The Minix boot screen, waiting for 
the root Image disk to be inserted 

and vice versa - you can run the 
same programs on both without 
recompiling. As for other versions of 
MfNIX, you'll find that they are 
source level compatible - in other 
words, a program written for one 
machine can be recompiled on 
another without changes (unless, of 
course, you're going in and hitting 
the hardware directly). 

USING AMIGAMINIX 
Starting AmigaMinix is simplicity 
itself. Either boot directly from the 
supplied boot disk, or double-click on 
the MINIX icon. After a few seconds' 
drive activity, the Amiga is 
impersonating an early-80s text-only 
UNIX system (which gives rise to my 
first quibble; if MINIX can run in a 
window on the Mac, why can't it do 
the same under Intuition?). 

The first thing you see on booting 
is a request to insert the root file 
system disk, or specify a root device. 
This is because MfNIX uses a file 
system very close to that of full UNIX 
implementations, allowing it to 
spread its directory tree across 
several volumes, without the user 
really knowing what is happening. 
Because fifes can be located on any 
correctly configured disk connected 
to the Amiga, a root file system, 
containing the links to the other file 
systems, is maintained on RAM disk 
and loaded every time the machine 
boots. This fife system also contains 
just enough commands to get the 
operating system going without 
needing to link in the other disks 
immediately, 

LOGGING OFF 
Because MINIX is designed to run on 
personal micro-computers, It gives 
you a good feel for the way UNIX 
works, particularly since you're likely 
to be your own system manager, It 
can be very daunting at first, trying to 
get to grips with the more arcane 
features, and most users have 
problems with the two-fingered 

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 

AmigaMinix will run on an A500 
with 1Mb of RAM and one floppy, 
but it is difficult to do any more 
than get an impression of the 
operating system under these 
conditions, especiafly since using 
the C compiler will be impossible. It 
booted successfully under Kickstart 
1.2, 1.3 and 2.04 without any 
problems. 

I strongly recommend that 
anyone thinking seriously about 
purchasing MINIX should get hold of 
the l,5.10,x patches and the 
1.5.10.2 demo disk enabling them 

to install MINIX on a hard disk. All 
Commodore hard drive controllers 
are supported (A590 XT and SCSIP 
A2090, A2091 and the A3000 
controller) except the A600 IDE 
controller. Installation requires at 
least 5Mb of disk, and preferably 
10 to 20Mb for a working 
installation. Since virtual memory 
isn't currently supported, the more 
RAM you can squeeze in the better. 
The test system was an A2000HD 
with 3Mb RAM and a 40Mb hard 
disk (A2091A controller), 7.5Mb of 
which was dedicated to MINIX. 

1%    25        DK8 3,194 

Mehorysize = 2W8k MINIX = 184k    RAM dtsk 

MM disk Loaded 

Checking zone nap 
Checking (node nap 

524k Available : 2232k 

Checking [node list 
biocksize = 1824    zonesize : 1824 

693 Regular files 
33 Director Us 

8 Block special files 
1 Character special files 

1558 Free modes 
1 Haned pipes 

1112 Free zones 

/deu/s&i8p2 haunted 

Sat Sep 5 15:83:03 1992 
He Icon* to MINIX - Trial Systen 
Snail hard disk on Aniga mm uitfi VXL-38 

Console Login ! 

The Minlx boot after /etc/rc has executed. Now it's waiting for a user login 

typist' approach that came up with 
command names like 'cmph 

(CoM Pare two files), Jcp' (Copy a 
file), 'mv1 (MoVe or rename a file). 
Then there are the really wacky ones 
such as 'grep' (Global Regular 
Expression Parser) and *bawkr (Basic 
AWK - AhoeP Weinberger and 
Kernighan - named after its 
authors!). Yet on the whole familiarity 
brings confidence, and within a few 
weeks you should be qualified to 
read messages in comp,unix.wizards 
without feeling left out. 

In use, I found AmigaMinix to be 
very stable, the only major crashes 
occurring when I modified the file 
system process to allow some 
normally forbidden actions, but no 
reaf damage was done, in terms of 
speed, it's a little stretched when 
supporting four virtual terminals and 
a serial terminal line on an A2000 
with a VX130-25 (no 32-bit RAM), 
but nothing unbearable. With only 
one terminal on a bare 68000 
performance is adequate, 

The commands and utility 
programs supplied were comparable 
with their real-UNIX counterparts, 
with only a very few options missed. 

OOOOOOCJOO 

SHOPPING LIST 

AmigaMinix ....£150.00 

Avar labia on order from: 
Most good bookshops or if can con be 
ordered directly from: 
The Minix Centre, Fornceit End, 
Nr Norwich, Norfolk 
NR161HT 
*r 0953 789345, 

Amiga Unix (SVR4) is available from 
Applied System Group Ltd., 
The Flarepath, ElshomWold, Brigg, 
North Humberside DN200SP 
^0652688330. 

JARGON BUSTING 

GNU - Gnu's Not Unix - a project 
coordinated by the Free 
Software Foundation to provide 
freely distributable software. 

Virtual Terminal - Although Amiga 
Minix doesn't support a 
windowing system, it is possible 
to have up to four sessions 
logged in from the system 
keyboard. Each session is 
treated as a distinct terminal 
and the keyboard is only 
connected to a session when its 
screen is displayed on the 
monitor, 

Virtual Memory - Although multi- 
processing systems appear to 
have huge amounts of memory 
connected, only a small fraction 
of this may be real memory. The 
remainder is made up of swap 
files on disk. As processes are 
switched, their memory may be 
saved to disk to free real 
memory for the next process. 

X-Wrndows - A windowing comms 
protocoJ available on most UNIX 
machines, but requires custom 
software to drive the bitmapped 
displays. 
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AREXX 

Jason Holborn continues his 

tutorial on ARexx programming, 

PLUS: the start of a regular look 

at public domain ARexx add-ons 

LISTING I 

: /* Nested IF, .THEN demo */ 

say "Please enter budget" 
pull budget 

if budget < 300 then 
say "Keep saving pennies!" 

else 
if budget -> 300 then 

say "Buy yourself an A600" 
else 

if budget -> 400 then 
say "Buy yourself an A1200" 

else 
if budget -> 2500 then do 

say "Buy yourself an A4000" 
end 

ADDING FUNCTION LIBRARIES 

I hadn't intended covering the task 
of adding function libraries to 
ARexx for at least a couple of 
months, but I've recently noticed 
within the Answers section that 
many of you have had problems 
with this relatively simple task. 

External function libraries (such 
as the RexxIntuition library) can be 
added to the ARexx system in two 
ways - using the ARexx function 
ADDLIB0 or from the Shell using the 
ARexx command RXLIB. Both of 
these methods require you to pass 
exactly the same parameters, so I'll 
restrict most of this explanation to 
the RXLIB command. RXLIB is an 
external program that can be found 
in the Rexxc directory of your 
Workbench 2,0 disk or hard disk 

boot partition. Its sole role in life is 
to add the name of an ARexx 
function library held in the UBS: 
directory to ARexx's library list. Once 
added, ARexx scripts can access 
the functions in that library as if 
they were built into the ARexx core. 

RXLIB expects to be passed four 
parameters - the name of the 
library, the library's priority, its 
offset value and a version number. 
The name of the library is pretty 
obvious because it's simply the 
filename of the function library as it 
appears in your LIBS; directory 
(don't forget that all library files - 
including ARexx libraries - must be 
held in the LIBS; directory). The 
precise format of the RXLIB 
command is as follows: 

Welcome back to 
ARexx for All, the 
column dedicated 
to bringing the art 

of ARexx programming to the 
masses. Last month we took our 
first tentative steps towards 
mastering ARexx. The commands 
and functions that we covered were 
still pretty basic, but if you've 
grasped all the concepts that we 
discussed, then you're already well 
on your way to becoming an ARexx 
hack. This month we continue the 
theme with a look at two more 
control structures. Plus well be 
digging deep Into the PD libraries to 
see what's on offer for the ARexx 
programmer. So boot up your 
Amiga, install ARexx and get those 
typing fingers ready... 

DECISIONS TIME 
In last month's installment, we took 
a brief look at ARexx's IR.JHEN 
structure* a very handy command 
that you' ft find in just about every 
programming language under the 
sun. Decision making is very 
important within any programming 
project, regardless of whether you Ye 
writing a control script for an image 
processing program or a complete 
ARexx application. ARexx's IF...THEN 
structure is probably one of the most 
powerful implementations you1 re 
likely to find because it atlows you to 
build up what are known as 'nested' 
control structures. These are a form 
of decision-making structure that can 
perform a particular task based 
around more than one decision 
performed by the structure, 

A nested decision-making 
structure can be very handy when 
you want to make further decisions 

RXLIB < Library Name> 
<Priority> <Offset> 
< Version* 

The priority parameter is simply a 
value between 100 and -100. In 
most cases though, go for a priority 
value of O. 

Next up we have the offset 
value which is slightly more 
complex. There's no general rule for 
obtaining this value - all you can do 
is to check the documentation 
which comes with the function 
library that you're trying to install 
(this offset value is always stated 
with the documentation of a 
function library - if it isn't, then the 
library is useless). Don't try putting 
any oid value here. If you do, the 

based around the decisions made by 
an earlier IF...THEN structure. Say, 
for example, you wanted to write a 
script that advised the user which 
Amiga to buy based around their 
budget. In plain English terms, the 
decisions that the script would have 
to make would look a bit like this: 

If your budget is less than £300 
then keep saving those pennies 

If your budget is not greater than 
£300 then buy an AGOO 

If your budget is not greater than 
£400 then buy an A1200 

If your budget is not greater than 
£1200 then buy an A3000 

If your budget is not less than 
£2500 then buy an A4000 

Obviously you should never base 
your buying decisions around such a 
simple algorithm, but as an example 
of a nested decision making 
structure, it serves its purpose well. 
In ARexx code, we could write this 
set of decisions as four separate 
IF...THEN structures, but it would be 
much neater (and faster in operation) 
if it were coded as in Listing 1. 

GOING WITH THE FLOW 
The logical flow of the nested 
condition structure is pretty simple to 
follow. As you can see, the code 
starts by asking the user how much 
money they have to spend. This is 
then stored in a variable called 
budget1. Once ARexx knows how 

much you have to spend, the 
decision making starts. First off, 
ARexx checks whether you've got at 
least £300 to spend. If not, the 
message 'Keep saving those 
pennies1 is displayed and ARexx 
jumps out of the IF...THEN structure. 

Amiga is more than likely to 
complain bitterly and a less-than- 
amusing 'Software Failure" 
requester will be displayed. 

Finally we have the version 
number. The version number isn't 
really that important unless you're 
writing a script that will only work 
with an updated release of a 
particular library, Under normal 
circumstances though, just state a 
value of 0. 

If you wish to automate this 
process, you can use the ADDLIBQ 
function from within your scripts. 
This will allow your ARexx scripts to 
access the functions within a 
function library without you having to 
add the library to the library list first. 
The format of the function is very 
similar to that of the RXLIB 
command which we saw previously, 
and is as follows: 

addlib("1ibraryname.1ibrary" 
, Priority, Offset, Version) 
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LISTING 2 

/* Select...When Decro */ 

say "Please enter budget" 
pull budget 

select 
when budget < 300 then 

say "Keep saving those pennies J 
when budget -> 300 then 

say "Buy yourself an A60Q" 
when budget -> 400 then 

say "Buy yourself an A1200" 
when budget ~> 1200 then 

say "Buy yourself an A3000" 
when budget -< 2500 then 

say "Buy yourself an A4000" 
otherwise 

If you've got at least £300 to spend, 
the IF...THEN structure then checks 
your budget to see which type of 
Amiga you can afford. 

One significant thing to note here 
is the use of the 'do' instruction on 
the end of the last fF statement. The 
do instruction is very important 
indeed because it tells ARexx that 
the line where it appears is the last 
part of the nested structure. It 
doesn't actually mark the end of the 
structure though, so you should also 
use the 'end' instruction to terminate 
the structure, 'Do' should therefore 
be appended onto the end of the last 
IF or ELSE instruction (whichever 
comes last). I guess I should have 
told you this last month, but better 
late than never. 

HEAD CASE 
However, it has to be said that 
nested IF...THEN statements are a 
little untidy and perhaps a little hard 
to understand. A neater and easier 
method of grouping decisions is the 
SELECTtt+WHEN structure, the ARexx 
equivalent of BASIC'S CASE. 

The SELECT,».CASE structure is 
used for much the same decision- 
making operations as a nested 
IF...THEN structure, but it has the big 

advantage of being far more 
readable. You should therefore use 
the SELECT..,WHEN structure in 
preference to a nested IF...THEN 
structure whenever possible, Listing 
2 is the same program that we 
coded before, using the 
SELECT...WHEN structure instead. 

Sure, it's not very exciting, but at 
least it's more readable than the 
nested version we covered earlier. In 
fact, it's very close to English, 
However, one thing worth noting is 
the 'otherwise' clause at the end of 
the structure. The otherwise' clause 
is really there as a sort of safety net 
that comes into play if ail the 'when' 
tests prove false. Think of it as a 
sort of 'if all eise fails, then do this' 
option. Although it's technically 
optional, it's always worth putting it 
in just in case. If this happens and 
no 'otherwise' clause is found, ARexx 
will chuck up an error message 
informing you that the 'otherwise' 
clause is missing, But if one or more 
of the 'when* tests does prove to be 
true, ARexx doesn't complain about 
the absence of an otherwise' 
clause. Hmmt I have to admit that 
this is one peculiarity of ARexx that 
I'm not overly keen on. Oh well, see 
you next month! 

; rx.dhhdeno.r enter btttteet 
ourself an R30GG 

_J rx dhl:deno>rexx lease enter budget 

say."Please enter budget" pull budget 

Ed2.W 
Select.♦ ■When De«o */ 

?lect 
when budget < 3@G then 

budgl? 1 uhen 
when 
when budget 

then 
budS? -!uKaW *n6W" 

'Buy yourself an M0Bff" 

Whenever possible, try to use the SELECT...WHEN structure in preference to 
a nested IF...THEN structure. The main reason for this advice is that a 
SELECT...WHEN structure is simply easier to understand! 

EXTENDING AREXX FOR FREE 

As we discussed In the first 
installment of the ARexx column, 
the core of ARexx actually 
contains very few commands. But, 
thanks to ARexx's modular 
approach, It's possible to extend 
the language almost Infinitely by 
calling external libraries 
containing ARexx functions. 
Sourcing these libraries Is actually 
much simpler (and cheaper) than 
you may think. Mow much for all 
this added power? £100? Nope. 
£50? Nope. £10? Nope. How does 
'free of charge' grab you? Believe 
It or not, but the PD libraries 
contain an enormous selection of 
ARexx libraries and utilities. 

As a bit of a sideline to this 
column's ARexx tutorials, we'll be 
taking a look at what the PD 
libraries have to offer the ARexx 
programmer. Thanks to the 
wonders of CD-ROM technology 
(isn't the A570 wonderful!), I was 
able to scour the Fred Fish library 
in search of ARexx utilities. I 
wasn't expecting to find anything 
particularly impressive, but how 
wrong I was. The PD libraries have 
proved themselves to be a 
wonderfuf source of ARexx utilities 
and tools - I even managed to find 
an ARexx compiler! Without further 
preamble, let's get stuck in to all 
that tasty ARexx PD... 

REXXINTUITION 
Fred Fish #463 
Jeff Glatt of Dissidents Software 
has done Amiga ARexx 
programmers proud with 
Rexxlntuition. This function library 
that allows ARexx programmers to 
write scripts that can take full 
advantage of Intuition, the Amiga's 
powerful windowing interface. By 
simply adding the library to the 
ARexx library list using the AddLlbQ 
function or the DOS command 
RX LIB, your ARexx scripts can open 

screens and windows, manage 
menus and communicate with 
Intuition through the I DC MP 
(Intuition Direct Communications 
Message Port) without messing 
around with complex library offsets. 

Considering the complexities of 
programming Intuition using 
conventional languages (have you 
ever tried to program intuition 
through C?), Jeff Glatt has done a 
fine job of simplifying the process 
without removing the power of 
Intuition. A wide selection of demo 
scripts are included to show you 
practical uses of the library and all 
the function calls are documented 
in the sort of lucid English that 
such a complex subject requires. 
Although beginners may still find 
the library somewhat difficult to 
master, experienced ARexx 
programmers wishing to add 
Intuition front ends to their scripts 
should check it out, In all, 
Rexxlntuition is one extension that 
shouid not be missed. 

REXXHOSTUB 
Fred Fish #682 
if you1 re an applications 
programmer, then RexxHostLib is 
for you. It's a totally re-entrant 
library that will allow you to add an 
ARexx port to your own programs, 
regardless of whether they're 
written in C, assembler, Pascal or 
even AmigaBASIC. Adding ARexx 
support to programs is usually 
quite a complex task (especially if 
you're not programming in C, 
ARexx's native language), so the 
library could prove to be a real 
boon for both amateur and 
professional software developers 
alike. The library comes with all the 
(header, linker and FD1) files that 
you'll need to access it from a 
variety of different languages 
including Cr assembler and Basic. 
Highly recommended, 

rxlib " bcaru (library) 

□1 Gadgets AM3 

r □ 
This is ny string. 

□ | Effects of DranModgs and p#n colors 
node £JHM1> JM5 

Add an Intuition front end to your ARexx scripts and macros with Jeff 
Glatt's excellent Rexxlntuition function library 
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AMIGADOS 

CRMlNSthe shell 

Graphic displays in AmigaDOS 2? 

Mark Smiddy demonstrates how 

your scripts can produce bar 

charts and calculate fractions 

m       |nr hy would anyone In 
M       K their right mind want 
HIV to use a DOS 

IV   command language 
to produce graphics? Back In the 
days when computers didn't have 
proper graphics, everything was 
done with fixed width characters. 
As a respectful salute to those 
pioneering machines I now present 
an AmigaDOS screen-based charting 
program. The example given here 
produces horizontally-aligned bar 
charts for integer data values 
between -10000 and +10000, 
which can be automatically or 
manually scaled. 

This might appear something of 
an esoteric problem, but the solution 
addresses some interesting areas, 
not least how to handle fixed point 
arithmetic- FORTH programmers have 
being doing such things for years, 
but most of us take floating point for 
granted in other high-level languages 
such as BASIC. The theory behind 
fixed point arithmetic is quite 
involved so the discussion is 
featured in its own box on page 94. 
The program requires AmigaDOS 2 
{sorry about that) since it makes 
extensive use of the new 
environment handier. 

The BarGraph script (given in full 
on page 91) reads data and iabels 
from a text file. Typically a data file 
will look like this: 

Bl 200 
Ll Jan 
D2 325 
L2 Feb 

and so on. Data Values are prefixed 
by Dn and labels by Ln where V is 
the number of the data Item or label 
{1-11 characters) attached to it. 

".../ now present 

an AmigaDOS 

screen-based 

charting 

program" 

Every data item must have a label 
and all the items must be separated 
by two spaces. This is slightly more 
complex than spreadsheet-based 
graphics, but is necessary for speed; 
and AmigaDOS isn't exactly fast at 
the best of times,. Once the data file 
has been created and saved with the 
name Data' ion the T; directory, the 
script is called like this: 

l>Bargraph T:Data 

Using the default settings like this, 

SMIDDY'S RED HOT TIP 

It is reasonably well known that 
AmigaDOS can refer to the current 
directory using a null string "". 

This overcomes the problem of 
required arguments In commands 
such as COPY. For instance: 

COPY to DP0;FooBar ; useJ 
current directory as source, 

and 

COPY DF0:Fred to "" ,* useJ 
current dir as destination. 

However, other commands can 
also use this facility. Temporary 
assignments can be made quickly 
and easily, like this; 

CD SYS:utilities 
ASSIGN FOOBARi 1,11 

ASSIGN U: ■« 

This makes both FOOBAR: and U: 
point to SYS:Utllitles. If you were 
to change to a different directory 
and do the assigns r they would 
point to that directory Instead. 

the script determines the maximum 
and minimum values for the X axis by 
taking the highest and lowest values 
from the data set. This may produce 
unwanted results, so either or 
both of these can be set at run-time. 
For example: 

l>Bargraph TiData Min=50 
1>Bargraph T:Data Max=300D 
l>Bargraph T:Data Min=-200 J 
Hax=200 

The number of data items that can 
be plotted depends on the height of 
the current CLI window — although 
the width of the plot assumes a full- 
width, hi-res screen. Using an 
interlaced screen with a larger 
window will afford better results. 

Finally, a simple X axis label, 
header and sub-header can be 
defined like this: 

l>Bargraph TiData Min=Q J 
Max=5000 Headers"AJCcounts" J 
sub="3/l/93"   XJbcis=" Pounds" 

HOW IT WORKS 
(Remember - don't type in the line 
numbers; they are just there for 
reference purposes.) 

1. Defines the key as described 
above. Note the data file name is a 
required argument, all other 
parameters are keywords and must 
be supplied with the data. 

2-4, Re-define the "bra\ *ket" and 
"dollar" characters. 

5. Copies the data file to the T: 
assignment {in RAM} with the 
filename *DATA\ 

6-8, Add EVAL, SEARCH and JOIN to 
the resident list* While you are 
testing the program the ADD switch 
should be omitted to save memory in 
case the script terminates 
abnormally. 

9, Sets the constant "K" to 100000. 
This is the scaler described in the 
detailed description of fixed point 
arithmetic. 

10. Sets "width" to 56 — the usable 
window width. This value is used to 
determine the scaling factor for the 
program's data. You may experiment 
with this value, but it must always be 
an even number for BarGraph to work 
correctly* 

.an esoteric 

problem, but the 

solution addresses 

some interesting 

areas 

11. Sets scan ON. The chart is 
plotted in two phases, the first 
phase scans the data for the upper 
and lower boundaries — the second 
plots the chart. 

12-14. These three local variables 
are set to the contents of the axis 
labels. If any are missing, a single 
space is set instead. 

15-17. These set the default scan 
values for the lowest, middle and 
maximum points on the chart. Global 
variables are used because they can 
be written to directly by AmigaDOS 
commands. 

18. Directly writes the global variable 
"Middle" to half the value of Width. 

19. Stores an adjusted value to 
centre the X axis - held in 
"MidPoint". 

20. This line is not usually used, but 
is provided here as an alternative 
graph style. Using the listing as 
shown, the bars will be black. By 
replacing line 21 with this one, the 
bars appear with a hatched pattern. 
You can use either of these or 
design your own — but do not use 
asterisks {*) or dollars ($) since 
these have a special meaning to 
AmigaDOS. 

21-22. Set the bar and X axis styles 
to spaces. 

23-24. Concatenate the strings 
defined at 21 and 22 and store them 
in global variables. 

25. The script will have been running 
for a few seconds by now, so this 
prints a progress message to 
indicate the start of the scan phase 
and prevent the user from getting 
worried. During this time the script is 
looking for values outside those 
determined by Max and Min, 
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A M I G A D O S 

LISTINGS • LISTINGS • LISTINGS • LISTINGS • LISTINGS • LISTINGS • LISTINGS • LISTINGS 

Listing I: BARGRAPH 27. setenv loop 0 52. echo 
26, lab Read_loop ii 

.key aval $loop + 1 to env:loop 53. echo 
data/a, Bdn/k,max/k, xaxie/k, header/fcf em 30. eval $loop to envinumber ■f 
/k 1 format " Eflen " 54. set scan SHOW 
2. .bra { 31. eval $loop to env:labels 55. echo 11 *e [41m*e[32m" noline 
3, .ket > 1 format "lAn " 56. endif 
A. .dollar | 32. search >env:data Tsdata $number 57. if $scan EQ SHOW 
5. copy {data} Tidata nonum 56. search >env:lab T;data 
6. resident creval add 33. if warn "$labels" nonum 
7. resident c:search add 34. skip done 59. echo >env:labels "$lab$XAxisM 

e. resident c:join add 35. endif first-4 len-10 noline 
$, set K 100000 36. echo "Sdata*' first=4 to 60. eval ( ($ndata - $nxin) * $K ) 
10. set Width 56 env:ndata /$Scale to env:dlen 
11. set scan ON 37. if val $ndata QT $Max 61. echo "*&[44m*1 noline 
12. set Header {header[" "} 38, setenv Max $ndata 62. echo 11 $ labels 11 len=10 noline 
13. set Subhead {subl" "} 35. endif 63. echo "*e[41m<* noline 
14, set Axis {Xaxisl" "> 40. if val $ndata HOT GE $Min 64. echo H$BarM first-1 len=$dlen 
15. eetenv max (max 11} 41. setenv Min $ndata noline 
16. setenv min {minlO} 42. endif 65. echo *,*e[44m'1 noline 
17. setenv mid 1 43. if $scan EQ OFF 66* echo "$ndata" len=12 
18. eval SWidth/2 to envsBCiddle 44, echo "$XAxia $XAxie $Axis" 67. endif 
19. eval $ Middle -2 to env: Midpoint len^SMiddle 68. skip Rea4_loop back 
20. /echo >T:G "AA/VAAAA" 45. eval (($Max-$Min) • $K> /SWidth 69. lab done 
noline to env:Scale 70. if $ecan EQ ON 
21, echo >T: G   " ■ 46. eval (($Max-$Hin) /2 > +$Min to 71. set scan OFF 
noline env: Hid 72. skip again back 
22. echo >T:H ■             » noline 47. echo ■                ■ noline 73. endif 
23. join T:G T:G T:G T:G T:G T:G 4B. echo n$Hin$XAxis" first=l 74. echo p,*e[44m*e(31m" 
T;G T:G T:G as ENV;Bar len=$BfidPoint noline 75, echo ,,*e[I$Header" 
24. join T:H T:H T;K T:H TfH T:H 49. echo "$Mid$XAxis" firsts! 76. echo '•♦etlSSutonead1' 
T:H T:H TsH as ENV:XAxis len=$BidPoint noline 77. resident cteval add 
25. echo "Scanning..." 50. echo "$max" 78. resident c:search add 
26. lab again 51. 79. resident c:join add 

26, Marks the start of the main loop. 

27, Sets the global variable "Loop'' 
to 0. This value Is used as a data 
index, as you will see later. 

28, Marks the start of the scanning 
loop. 

20. Increments "Loop" by 1. 

30. Writes the global variable 
"Number", prefixing the value with 
"0" and suffixing it with a space. On 
the first loop, therefore, Loop=Dl. 

31. As 30 but storing Ln In "Labels". 

32. Searches the data file for the 
current data item (for the contents of 
"Number") and stores it In the global 
"data", The "nonum" switch 
suppresses SEARCH'S unwanted line 
numbering facility. Using the example 
data file supplied here, If 
"Number=Dl" then "Data" receives: 

Dl 2200 

Note the entire line is read from the 
data file - this is corrected later on. 

33-35. if the numbered data item 
could not be found this test forces 
the script to exit either the scan or 
display phases. Under normal 
circumstances this will only happen 
when all the data has been read and 
displayed. 

36. String slices the numeric data 
from the string generated at Step 32 
and stores the result in the global 
"NData". Using the FIRST keyword on 
its own forces ECHO to retrieve the 
whoie string starting from position 
four and moving right, Using the 
current example: 

Dl 2200 

translates to 

2200 

37-39. Tests if the current data value 
is greater than the current maximum 
chart value, and resets maximum to 
the data value if it is, Since this test 
is in a loop, all data points are 
tested (the scan phase) so the 
highest point on the X axis is always 
at least equal to the highest value in 
the data, 

40-42. As above, but sets the lowest 
data point The function "NOT GE" is 
the AmigaDOS IF version of "less 
than" {written as     in some 
languages). 

43. If "Scan" is ON (the scan phase) 
control skips to Step 56 otherwise it 
continues at Step 44. 

44. Prints the right side of the string 
made up from a lot of space ($XAxis) 
plus the X axis ($Axis) label. This 
centres it roughly over the X axis. 

45. Calculates the scaling value 
described in the detailed description 
of fixed point Assuming Max is 500 
and Min is -500, the calculation 
works like this: 

Scaie=(Max-Min)*Kv 

Width  
Scale=(5QO-500)*100000 

56 
Scaie=1785714 

46. Calculates the value of the 
midpoint and it stores in the global 
*Mtd". 

47-50. Print the X axis labels. This is 
completed In several stages. 

47. Prints some blank space 
characters above where the labels 
will appear. 

48. Prints the Minimum scale value 
followed by some padding space - 
the amount of which is determined 
by the value of Midpoint, This is 
crude, but it works, 

49. Does the same as above with 
the Middle scale value... 

50. .-.and this displays the highest 
scale value, "Max*. 

€1-53. Display the X axis graticule. 
Not posh, but functional. 

54. Changes the "scan* variable to 

"SHOW" so the program will enter 
the display phase (at Step 57). 

55. Alters the display coiours to 
white text on a black background. 
The text foreground colour is 
changed primarily to show hatched 
bars (an option described above) but 
it also makes the labels and other 
markings stand out 

56. Closes the IF...ENDIF construct 
opened at Step 43, 

57. Tests if the "scan" variable has 
been set to "SHOW" (the display 
phase). 

It is important to note that since 
this is an iterative script, this 
variable is not changed until the 
scanning phase is completed. 

LISTING 2 

Sample data file 
(only five Items shown) 

iD1 2200 
D2 2300 
D3 2400 
D4 2100 
D5 2700 
LI January 
L2 February 
L3 March 
L4 April 
L5 May 
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AMIGA 600HD 
'EPIC 1   PACK 1 

£479-99 

\ 

> MOUftE 
> lwg MH 
> 3.5" DISK DRIVE 
> WORKS IJICJI 2 
> BUILT-IM TV 

HQOULATOR 
•UN 

> DELUXE FAINT 3 
> G&JUfD ntzx 
> PUEBDVEH 
> PUTTT 

Add £39.99 
for 2 meg 

3,3 " DISK DRXYE 
20KEO IUD DRIVE 
HDRKlElfCE 2 
BUILT  -  m TV 
MODULATOR 

run 
TRIVIAL nruuiTi 
iric 
HTTH 

91iE DRIVE 
2 

BUILT-    IE TV 
MODULATOR  

ALL Otitis 
HA VE FREE 
12MONTHS 

0*WTI 
WARRANTY 

AMIGA 600 &  1200 BARD DRIVES 
Z5H IDE HARD DftfVt - PITS IN INTERNAL HARD DRIVE BAY 
2.5" IDE HARD DRIVE -       SPEC IAL LIMITED OFFER 

PONT MISS OUR INCREDIBLE 
ZOOL BONUS PACK. 

INCLUDES:- 
• EOQX. rrp t25.99 

PIHBALL DREAMS 
* TRAH8WRITE 
(wor4prw*t tor) 
TOTAL VALUE 

€23,99 
taS*S9 
€49.99 

SAVE" 

£/00. 

ONLY£19.99 with anvAmwa,6W 
AMIGA *00 CONTROL CENTRE/HOHITOR RTAMD £29.99 

MORE NEW AMIGAS 1 
AMIGA 4000 ROW AVAILABLE FROM £2199 
frith 2SHE* 68040, taseg ruj & 40H*g sard Dti T* . 

ESTABLISHED 1984 - YOU CAN RELY OH US FOR OVER 500 
TOP QUALITY AMIGA PRODUCTS    - MOST EX-STOCK 
PHONE US NOW ON    0274 - 69 11 15 

OPEN SUNDAY 
10-4PM 

ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE VAT 

AMIGA 1200 

COMMODORE DO IT AGAIN ! 
ASTOUNDING SPEC: 
68020 32BIT Cpu 
14,19MHz CLOCK SPEED 
2 MEG RAH 
3.5" FLOPPY DRIVE 

FREE ON 
SITE 

WARRANTY 

PRINTERS 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9COLOUR ONLY £184.99 
spin printer capable of 192cpa draft, 46cps NLQ printing speed. Four bultt-in tern*. Friction A. tractor feeds. Paper park - save* naving to 
rwiwi contlnous pa par whan you want to uaa tingle sheets. Low coat ribbons, 2 year warranty. Epson & IBM Preprinter amulaKona. Low noise levei. 
CITIZEN SWIFT 240C COLOUR £284.99 
24 pin prints* with 240ope draft & $0 cp* letter quality print speed Nina letter quality fonts, i scalable hatter quality fonts. Papar parking push & pal tractor feed, frfctien feed. E paon LO670. NEC P» & 1B M 
i^oprinlef24*e emulations. Ultra low noise level. + (plat mode for even lower no.se £ year warranty. Incredible quality colour graph 
CniZEN SWIFT 240     SUPERB MEW MODEL & ONLY C214.99 24 pin printer wrth 240cpa draft A 90 cpa fetter quality print speed. Nina letter quality fonts. 2 scalable aaft*f quality fonts. Papar parking, push & 
pull tractor foad. friction faad. Epson LQ570, NEC P20 1 IBM 
Proprmler24)<e em ulations. Ultra low noise level, # quiet mode for even tower noise. 2 year warranty, 
CrTCEN PflOJET INK JET     LASER QUALJTV PRINT £399.99 
3Q0dp> Laser quality $0 nozzle INK jet printer. Fast 6 very quiet. 360cps 
draft & 240 cps letter quality print Speed Three letter quality fonts * optional form cards. HP Deskjet Plui emulation. Optional 12fik & 266k 
ram cards, too sheet eutomatte feeder. Optional tractor feed A. second 

FREE DRIVER DiSK WITH ALL CITIZEN PRINTERS  Printer lead just £3.99 extra with all printers. J 

PRICES 
INC VAT 

SALES 
0274 

16HILLIOH COLOUR CAPABILITY 
BUILT-IN TV MODULATOR 
WORKBENCH 3, HOUSE fi PSU 
BUILT-IN FLICKER FIXER £ VGA PORT 
32 BIT EXPANSION PORT 
Commodore hopes the 1200 will be 
COMPATIBLE WITH MORE SOFTWARE 
THAN ANY OTHER AMIGA - including 
much L3 software. They could be 
right. 1 

ONLY £389.99 
STOCKS ARE LIMITED - PEONS TO 

RESERVE YOURS NOW I 

THE ULTIMATE 
SOUND & PICTURE SYSTEM FOR 
YOUR AMIGA 1200 (or 3000/4000) 

14"  HI-RES MONITOR 
PLUS 

SUPERFI 2 20WATT / CHANNEL 
STEREO SPEAKER SYSTEM. 

ONLY £279-99 

NEW 
j£p AMIGA REPAIR BILLS 

FOR 3 YEARS. 
Underwritten by a In dint Uk Iniennc* Co. ACCIDENTS can happen to anyone - 6 they a rent 

covered! by the? manufacturers warranty. AND once this hat 
expired, you can bet things will start to go wrong - remember th* average minimum Amiga repair cost f» £49.94 so It ™K make 
sense for a one off payment of £44.99, to KNOW trial come KckJeftt or breakdown - you wl I never have AWY repair bills to pay for 3 YEARS. This Extended Werrerey/lnsursnce polity must be 
taken out within SQdeys of purchase. Fuji details on request. 

IT'S BACK! 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 

CARTOON CLASSICS 

BUILT-IN 3.5" 
DISK DRIVE 
lfraYO RAM 
MOUSE 
TV N30ULATOP- 

£■ 2. 
2Meg version 

CAFTAIH PLANET 
TEE SIMVSOJrf 
DELUXE PXIHT 3 

edd  juat £39.99 
3 STOCKS - HURRY - 

FIRST COME 
FIRST SERVED 

4^ ^ 

1.3 AM IG As WITH 1MEG RAM. 
PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS 

COMPLETE I EC CABLES 
(its below for apec) 

EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES 
ROCLITE RF382av 3.5    EXTERNAL DRIVE 

LATEST TYPE KITE ANTI-VIRUS AND 
ANTI-CLICK DEVICES rrp £79.99 

OUR PRICE £67.99 
All drive* feature thru port & disable switch. J 

h    TV MONITORS 
PHILIPS CK8833mk2 GOLDSTAR TV 

€199.99 HONITOR 
> I* SCflEEN £179,99 s-STtREO SOUf^D 
> ROB A COMPOSITE fNPUTS > 14' SCREEN > ON SITE WARRANTY > FU LL REMOTE CONTROL 
> LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE > SCARTSOCKET (rgb inpu^ 
> OFFICIAL UK MODEL > SUPERB PICTURE > DUST COVER > DUST COVER £7.99 
CONNECTING LEAD £3,99 > CONNECTING LEAD £3.99 

HI-RES 14" 
COLOUR MONITOR 

£229,99 
> 14" ANTIGLARE SCREEN 
> 0-E6mm DOT PITCH 
> 1024X 76B PIXELS 
> ANALOGUE ROB INPUT > TILT /'SWIVEL BASE 
> AMIGA 1200 & FLICKER 
FIXER COMPATIBLE 

TV  TUNER  - suitable for use with Philips 
i  Commodore monitors,   LAST rKW AT QUILT £39.99 

MEMORY UPGRADES 
A MICA 50G PLUS 1 MEG MEMORY UPGRADE 
Just plugs In. No soldering.Warranty unaffected. 

AS00: SCO* 1 ^ag upgrade without dock £21.99 
A500 f 500+ 1 ton eg upgrade with dock 1 battery £2499 
Just plugs in. No sdderng,Warranty unaffected. 
AMIGA HOG 1 m*fj upgrade ♦ c#och (unpopuleted) C2T.90 
AMIGA 600 lneg upgrade + clock 

complete- now    only £44,99 
Jusl plugs in, No sobering Werranry unatlacted. 

HARD DRIVES 

SUPERB GVP HARD DRIVES 
GVRHOBFoft A5001 Q00+ - NO DRIVE £194,99 
GVPsERkESilHDfttaa M*fl for ASOO LIM TED AVAILABLrTY GVP SERIES II HD9+I30meg lor ASOO - now only £429 » 
GVP SERIES H H08+ 240meg for ASOO - now only £999 99 
The HDa series II can accept ellver 1 or 2 or 4, 1 meg Sim me. OR & A nag simms. 
OVP SERIES II HCS for AlSOOVarxn - NO DRIVE en 9 99 
GVP SERIES II HCS + KZmog for AlBtXVaOOO LIMITED AVAILABILITY GVP SERIES H HCfl + 12Dmeafor A1500,^3000 - now only E409.99 
GVP SERIES H HCfl * 240m eg lor Al 500/3000 - now only £040.99 
The HC S Series II cell aocept upto S, 1 meg xSSlmmeln a meg step* 
A530 52M eg Hard drive * 68030 Accelerator for A5O0 MORSO 
A530i 2QMea Hard drfve 1 60030 Aocelerator tor Aaoo £769.99 
A530 aaoMeg Hard drive tc ABKD Accelerator tar A500     £9*999The 
The AE30 Combos feature a 68030 40MHz CPU, 1 meg rem expandebie to Sncgs. 6&aa2 mrihi c^proces&or socket, power supply, cooling fan, m mr 
expansion slot SCSI herd disk controller & hard disk as specified above. The 
A550 rvn aJt i2MIPS com pared to itandard Am kja's O.iTMIPS 
QVP 60002 MATHS C0-PROCE06OR KIT for A530 COMBO C200,90 
1M EG SIM MS FOR GVP DR IVES £29.90 4MEG n9 SIMMS FOR GVP DRIVES £99.99 
4MEG 33BIT SIMMS FOR A530 £199 99 
GVP IMPACT EXTERNAL TWIN 51/4" HARD DftWi CASE   El 74.90 
COMMODORE ASOO HARD DRIVE UPGRADES ASOO 40 n eg SCSI upgrade >««M to fit 1100.00 
ASOO 120meg SCSI upgrade - easy to fit £349.99 
A^OO MEMORY CHIPS C20.99.'MEG 
COMMODORE AMIOA 600 A 1200 HARD DRIVES We now stock a range of Larger Hard drives for the A600HD. 
The** can also be installed In the current AflOOs ii 200a,. aoM£G £259.00 

ACCELERATORS & EMULATORS iVi 

C UMANA COH301 ST505 DRIVE INTERFACE ESS 99 Feature \>2 m©g ram & battery backed clock, plus STSOfl hard drive Interface 
lor old PC drbes. {Cables 6 power supply required) 

KCS POWER PC CARD FOR AMIGA 800 * 500 PLUS £199.99 
KCS ABOVE without MS Dos4 £100,09 KCS POWER PC EM ULATOR CAR D FOR A MK3A 800 £POA 
AMIGA 1800/3000 KCO ADAPTOR £04.99 VORTEX AT ONCE PLUS 206 PC EMULATOR FOR A900     £219,99 
This » a 16MHz PC card for the Am IgeSOO ,500^, 1600,2000, enebtrtrj your 
Am Igeto run PC soffware. No soldering nstallation; VGA, EGA 6 CGA PC graohics modes supported; runt as a lask on the Amiga: supports hard drives £02*7 socket 
VORTEX GOLDEN OATE 306CARD FOR 13DO/2000 £440.99 The very latest PC Card tor the A1 £00/2000, using a 388 cpu running at 
25MHI. ID€ drive interface, t 44/2 09 Mb FDD controier. CGAJEGA/VQA 6 
Hercules em ulstion, 90167 socket etc. Runs as a task, runs Windows 1 in 
3fls Mode. Holds upto 16Mb ram ■ 4Mb can be used by Amiga. 
486 PC CARD AVAILABLE SOON epoA 

NEW G VP HARD DRIVES 
G VP HDS SERIES II40MEG HARD 

DRIVE FOR ASOO £299.99 
GVP HDS SERIES IISOMEG HARD 

DRIVE FOR ASOO £379.99 

GVPHCS SERIES II40 MEG HARD 
DRIVE FOR A1500/2000 £22939 

ORDERS ntOM PLCs „  LOCAL OOVERKKENT 

irnut HL tb» 4*J ;n 

EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS WELCOME. 4-11-92 

1.5 MEG A500 UPGRAGE tuily populated £69.99 GVP AMIGA 1600/2000 B MEG MEMORY CARD C99 99 t 1MEQ*9SIWMS EACH        £29 39 

PRINTER & MONITOR LEADS 
AMPt 1.6m PARALLEL PRINTER LEAD £9 99 
AMP2 3m  PARALLEL PRINTER LEAD C12.90 
AMPS 5m  PARALLEL PRINTER LEAD £15.90 M F1 2SWAY M ALE F EM ALE LEAD 2m LONG E10 99 
MM1 2SWAY MALE MALE LEAD 2m LONG E 10.39 MM2J6W MALE -MALE LEAD 2m LONG £12 99 
PR INTER SHARER 2 WAY I NC LEAD C27.09 
Z PIECE UNIVERSAL PLASTIC PRINTER STAND £7.99 UNIVERSAL METAL PRINTER STAND & PAPER HOLDER £12.09 
1 ACROSS s/adbesbe LABELS approx 3.5"x1.5-   1000 for £7.09 
CONTINUOUS flOgm PAPER 11'ffl.S' box of 20OOfot £21.99 
RIBBON RE-INKING SPRAY - Jet black ■ saves ££Es £11.99 
M 0N0 RIB BON S tor most Citizen, Am strad. Renosonic, Star E4.99 
CO LOU R RIBBONS ■ LC200/24-20O & SWl FT9/224/24^40 £ 15.99 
TAI LORE D PVO PRINTER DUST COVERS C 7 99 
For popular Citizen 6 Star printers - please state printer when ordering. 
ALl FOR TVs WITH SCART SOCKET {Notfc* VCRs) £13,99 Including Sony. Philips. Ferguson, Hitachi, Toshiba., Mitsubishi etc 
AL2 lor Ferguson Mc01 /M cO 3/M c05w tin fi pin Din socket £12,99 
AL4 tor Htachi/Granada sets with 7pin Din RGB input £12.99 
AL6 lor Am itrad CPC464/6126 m onrtor (wUi no sound} £12.99 
AL6B for new Am strad CPC stereo monitor £t 3,99 
AL7 for 1064s m onrtor with fi pin Din socket £14.99 
AL7P for 1053/10B4*yaa33 with Spin D tocket £14.99 AL11 with 9 pin D plug formultitync monitors E12.99 ALt 2 rtith 16 pin 3row socket for murtiaync m onilori £13,99 
ALt 3 with 15pin 3 row piug lor multisync monitors £13.09 
FLICKER FIXER LEAD  ■ 9 plug to 1 Sway 3 row plug £13.99 
MODULATO R EXTENSION LEAD ell m mates overhang E10.99 
CONTROL CENTRE FOR AMIGA 600 K9.99 DELUXE MONITOR STATION fits over Am iga 600 & 500 ♦ £49 99 
Includes m onitor/computer 1 piece PVC dutt cover, mouaemat 6 
joys-tic k/m ouse extension sockets. Both plinths hove cut out for drive access & hole* lor mouse/joystick extension sockets. 
U orator Station has cut out lor hard drive as well. 
MOUSE 6 JOYSTICK EXTENSION KIT FOR PLINTH 1 6 2 £7.99 par MONITOR Tl LTJSWIVE L BASE Tor upto 14'm onftors or TVS £ 10.99 

L HEAVY DUTY SWIVEL BASE FOR UPTO 17" TVs £12.99 d 



TOP AMIGA 

PROGRAMS 

TRILOGICl 

AS38 Bradford 

HOW OPEN SUNDAY 10-4PM. 
Carta v»fc*fat OpenMoiiFriBia-ftpB, Satfta* - 4pw. SUM KMpaj 
We's easy lofind, just \Mit*lm the m. Easy parhiig. Lera M«2 atjunctbn»tale 

to Bwfcrd, uph iL flftffl aboul 1.5 m ites. 4 M ossi the park, tum bit onto New Works Rd 
just owr a nibsy bridge. We're on the left *QQ^Mhef»ftQpp^teaPO walbCK 

A* 41 Budderstiald 

253 NEW WORXS RJD, 

SALES 
10274 69 11 15 

FAX 0274 60 01 SO 

ACCESSt VISA, 
SWITCH, DELTA 

CONNECT 
AMERICAN 
EXPRESS 

FAST MAILORDER SERVICE, 
SAM EDA V DESPATCH* 
wmmmMm 

1) Order    ph<?net uaIng your crwJR charge, or deb* card. 
2} Order by Mai - Minding cheque bankers draft or postal orders made 

payable to TfllLOGIC. 3) Pleas* add part postage & packing Of E1.00 to *frt air orders u rvrjer £100 
or £2.00 To small order* war £100. 

Minim um pip on heavy item a eg Dfek 
drives, Stereo ayttem a etc - +£3.50 (43ht delivery) 

4Bhr delivery any other order + C3.50 
Overnight carrktr ♦ CS.SO. {May take 

longer for outylng, remoter areas* Uk Mainland only), 
Saturday delivery - add £12,00. 
Datapost service available P.O.A. 
'Subject to goods being I n Block A 

order* received before 2,30pm. 
Goods remain ovr property until paid 

for In full. 
MB. Credit card orders for egflain 

Hemaaubjetfta 2% surcharge. Not 
appiicab!© to Switch, Data, Connect or other bank DEBIT cards S- existing 

cuB torn era 
EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME 

None EG countries - deduct 15%. + 
carriage. For EC Countries ■ UK vat m UJSI be charged from 1 -1 -S3. Contact 

ua tor carriage charges. 

DIGITISBRS,  GENLOCKS,   SCANNERS & ENHANCERS 
HOC GEM PLUS HOW DHL* £116,99 

A fcjpe-b i«kB GaTtekwm May! fader grfroa. RGB p» tmu Adfron ROCKS"1 jaw ^ ig mw teHcea 1 a* sea 
£94.99 

h ojrexpveisa Iha a byFathahaai BWhandnrrw -ntha pra brad*. *Xtirt 6* Mpe)9ea»>4 KcanartDiaaw 

ROC ICR Chrcau k*ying unit £239,99 SPECIAL OFTEM (rip£299) 
The idea/ puiwtormana^inPkK Thaadd^r,       unt a^pfdwor*1 area luftaChttHJiiyha lunikeyng Key Ihrouflh Q-Mfrcawnay. key windows 

fl£N PALE MOB ttENLOCK... 

r mat     JCW^rFrirnf ^Mfgte* 
E52SW     Franfl gutter, edou do. tea I grsok in ore unt uaaai     Frame gutter & cofcw d 5 tea In one jnt 
£493.99     jjwi|n^iry»»yru^i SVHS Genkck ■» ejajejBa] H9J4 

Fo^ro^ibi*aro«drn«l^S^ CMpeaLe^ntftoioi; le^ie«l-9rtfatta.£««1att A- iga to vtto Fada ig beck; sroia pcwaffui Wipaa. WflTC 0« VkUEFOKtKkEt 
®MB>CBfm£n.t*^^^,tiGW    tMM       Sar4» SVHS fetafc an Fades 1 wps fc 
OCIV w w  £37499   External graphics enhancer for al Antbas 
EPSON GT6000COLOUR SCANNER £67599 PMEDOWti P^med********™™* «PBbecJr»Bhjng i4?Uaonrxfcua;c< 254 le* pray acala *3SdareedirJa iJcAmgitfJiw 
OPALVISI0W SHbtt Video system    E88&99 SAVEO00offnp.fm^Am^^a^^tmt nth Opal paint a Opel Pwaerisa u graphal jneaitadi pnchaj» * Kng dKarta-jherm at a gn-#i 
IF.0IA5TATG N _  —. HOW OH.If t122Jt    Compass Dt&YIEW GOLD ¥d» digter fths bat rqr BB wkh a cams* ♦ DIGJPA- NT 3 ♦ ELAN FCTFCflfcER SAVE £1 7 00 
FLICKEfi FflEE VfflEO 3 .^,„. QS»     Fta npda >Otf A50Q.500-1920 or 2Dtn A m'mime anrryr^ mm UtM irrprofldianoa SeOJWSVGA Of MutayfcmtntofCOTI   ttt* t h ALL Am 0* VriiC moj* Owar atabatylo iuHscrar-dBpiay. r\ov«baaaninei 
.    SPECIAL OFFER SVGA H-flES CaCXB MOMTOR t FUCKER FREE V1D2- £43a99SAvE C3a00 

SPECIAL PRODUCTS 
SUPERFI 2 STEREO - HI FI OUATITY["20WATTR'CH 1 

tye*va tokfld high 4 bw For a PCWEffw, TOP OUALITT SIOTB ipaaka 9/iam fat ae w In moat Can puna keyftoirdt, Staac VCB* SatftiSwten? aWahn« F^wawfaundone-1 *tM w* aanainel diwtly mint powej. 3WBJ. so»kv *>wi 
,1 rw Bu tide tvaariwoirtiDaa gen* vthmntctflg halt Frtquentv vwa: Btt ■ 2C«HL ONLVtK* 

AMIGA    ROM SWITCH 0 ur Kqtard opr a* Two way Ron s*fcK nabn -^L to-jeeeir* c*2 Wrkte-xh roms To avtoh cw. fat hdd d>i Co^or 
AmigtyAniic^'*|iu4iyojreirabkjap IRtiaiuinani tefoa^twepto Varm uirtiththta-nmiioni FhASOQ^^flMiHtiD SUPLETOFIT-MO SCtOffma ..... Or* ttt* («l 'om) 

FBing irvajidxssoomjusawarrantv uniwrbad tyid Fffirgdia^moo   Pes* saswtKhyou ha*Mgi#rancfO?fku 
ROM SWITCH^ 1.3 ROM on^ £S4 &9 ROM SWITCH 4      ROM Onfr £64,98 

5 PORT MMOH IHTCRfACE Our IT que $ pen; Vo rtaface has in On iTh ncasts pAisEwc 
addtonai awtchobls Qn o Thm sockan lo inganaa vwHv 9o you can haw i in, 1 ajt4Snru, orl In, 1 ItYU43OU,or 1 R\ 3 

BUtitltVUl 
l^coriiiall*wrhadArrgaiS*Ci50r>*OT a^hsybOBrdi 

WOW ONCYC2A&& 
Extra Midi leads t .2m - E1     3m - C2 9S 

2 NOW OKLY £3409 
Our Supsb aoundaig =t0 SAMPLER 2 una in Hpatabe 
staa ri ihe at AG ctnpwfHd<i a*npt» so Fax fcapamewy datanarthHsxiird Eaa S' ac,ultd IHI srtid, eonneclirtg land 
tupuwl ft»> coffipat-y* wth at popjiir sam ^ JCAVJIB. 

f W |ttfl» MMPUNC SOFTWARE with vale* lampfe rat (ixio 4sooo MrnpfM pa laccrat in rnpm tjcoo umpla p*r itcond 
kinweol.yaiatie nfitftfma. % t»*amm& 

ULTIMATX  PRC AKAL03UE 
Sjpeiblcw salsinacth aiicnArdcquB pD^ocwth'i:e~rxttgn 

^irhnni p>j» cutsibaxu Etimmen, Maoaw4cnfiia 
tHiions, ajtcf in |m ai r^mee ajpocrt aiKf rd Idatlta fight : $ia A gamai suppart naJogui pyatit*] 

Only £19L» 

HOUSE  / JOTSTICK PO*T SWITCH 
tia.M 1 HunhetsrariPOHijcyAOL 1 Pushb-JCyiseeasrnouseoio/ad( 1 UHS no pewtr urth* dha typea 1 CcmnKtiewitS many dcngei 4 SaMwaL'&rBei OnmcUHPOft 

NAKSHA HOUSE i gpEWTCK STEALTH 0ffi PftCE ■ CM* 
N^louKiMlfvklir 

BUK?7 PF.=uSEHENTW5USc C1ASI 
SCgCKMOUSE,■   C159S 
GHAVS MOUSE STJCX... EOS 96 
DELTA 3A ANALOGUE JOYSTICK   
FRO 9XDMN-BLACK £1096 
ZPSTlCKAUWflE  C129B 
CRUISER JOYSTICK   ™ E9.99 
CKJOV SUPERSTAR C129B 
MEGA STiS HEAVY rXlTV JOYSTICK CSS SB AUTCF1RE El 1.96 
OPTICAL MOUSE  , E3*9H 
MOUSE MAT _._ Eaw 
MOUSE HOLDER  Cl.» JOYSTICK E*TEH$iON LEAD  £249 

w  PC ANALOOJOYSTlCX COFJVEHTER C7.S9 

AKTSTATIC, L«KA*Lt;WlrlTWT€DLI04 
SOStZE FUP TOP BOX C19 

LOCKMXE BOX Cfi » 
BOSIZELOCKABLE BOX  £7 89 
1QQ&ZE L0CKA8LEBOX C896 
HOm POSSG SIACKA3^ OftAMR TYPE   ' CI 9 99 
m<BRArjr^Qh:aMinPMcp3cof tan CA99 
OVSANJyCSrtJOlSKSBwefiO  fiaajytortattad w 144Mej fo P* *C I n Stosos b* 
as1 DRIVE HEAOClfANEn _ £4» 

Use regularly for greater reliability 

AMIGA PRINTER FORT EXPANDERS 
FOR USE WfTH FMNTEfB, SAMPLERS, VIDEO DC^TBERS, $CANHEfl$ ETC 

Then oanoai FuHy Swfched EKparaon bans mabkyev naonnad iKtcfew pavfrwaa toyoj compua. The cvr«toi 
or-lFe unt* a* the urn* type u the Compuaft piitH romecto acyco- peri*raajut Sug atraglt in A osma^ing Had 
worth Eiaaa ■ sm a aoemm bru [«• *Nch| a lupdnd Fiaatoiikihe £«pmdM to [he oompuia. All 2S cmrwlsre ar» 

swtihaci aneurrv; cotaJ e^cn tfaFmrnrtad Sanaa Alworkwth modcompuln Zwiy - Q4.99 3way - m.Sil Awa 
TWO WAT «CART SWITCH £17.99 

The can pad awn* tmmrw&mo* Tvsl Tv mcflbnsDutL 3CART'M=tjT. Tha y» can cwraayojr Am baft yon 
VCR toihamacai acckKcnyou A puth Men wish niim input ciao npu>c- iaVCflccflumpuaj ROB. A-jdc 4 Vidac inpu(» m entered Ako i jtaSw'y ayiwirg at**a wahea !VCO can far rarad onot 'rem MOM* >w 

/ai SPARES,  ACCESSORIES & MISC ITEMS 

HOW TO AVOID REPAIR, 
BILLS FOB. 3 OR 5 TEARS 

WCKSTART 1.3 ROM _ £249 WCKSTAHT2RCM  _ _ CN>Y OFFIOAJ. iiWBNCH £ UPGRADE tOT . £79 H> FATTER AGNUS B372A £3909 
wmmx - _  £39 Sfl GARY _   C3999 SEOAIiOCMP pwip/rterpcrt. CIS 99 1«Qjt9SlMVS   £39.99 
4MTGR9SIMVS .......^  £9699 29(^4DRAMS tbrASBOatc .-eg _  L2S'£: 
A52D MODULATOR „ 2599 AMGA INTERNAL DftfVE NOW £9096 MAINS SUPPRESSOR BLOCK *VWY .... £1299 UPRATED A5K>PCflM-R PACK  £44 » RXED FRJCE AMIGA REPAJRS ■  £4999 

Sim pie - take out an Extended warranty 
on your compulef, monitor or printer, within 30 day* erf pyfcFiawe, & ALL repair bins ■ from 

(eg ■piftagaa) are covered Com putert 
undet E40O - Oyear Extended warranty only £44.99: Sysar warranty ■ only 
£64.99. PiM»0 enquire for other Hem a. 

Acdesta SCG^OCH i exd-jd* 4* cafjt, paj I laytwl, 

1*1*) 
^a&xiFjcmoeDwTH Tvtse xws 

AMIGA FOR BANNERS £1469 AMIGA BA3C INSlOE I OUT  £41.89 
CFORBEQfM*ftS _  £17.95 
DISK DfllVES IN9.DE i OUT £27.95" DCSINSiDEiOJT £2295* 
DESKTOP WD£0 ..   E239S" 
GRAPHICS WIDE 4 CUT £31.96 IVW3NE CCVPA40N £2*95' J TTUE BUJ£ WKBEJJCH BK  £1496 
MAKKMUSIC ON THE AMGA £2799* MAPPING THE AMQA .  QQ9S 
USING APEXX ON >£AMGA  C2a93* 
USING ILLUME FVUNT    E19 96 
USING IMAGINe 2 ...„.„ _ E2A AB- 
USER INTERFACE MANUAL   £1990 
HAflDWAREREf MANUAL ..E21.95 
ROM KERNEL REF MANUALS'EACH £2895 

u VlDlAPAG£STF£AMOLiDE  £495 

'SEAL n TTf<*    TIPS THRU 
KET BOARD SKIM. 

DortlfakapMlagH-thntrrjanieedtaWttE dt 
fovAnaga, wasTjgd | moited ioFtsrugy aeraadi kay, hit 

n*4^B anojghlcTyos 'h j 
ABGA^Sfi(Wpl3Xli   , E1M 

ANTISTATIC DUST COVERS AMSASQDt SOPt*  C<.98 AMIGA SOttXHp ._.  £4.90 
AM WisajOTO PIECE £1296 AWGA15002000 KEYBOARD ... 
3F EXTERNAL DPI VE  £3.49 
993311^094 MONITOR  £7.99 
SWFT 9, LCaOOPfllHTER  ET.90 
SWFTStiLCZ^aCO  £7.98 

X COPY PRO NOW ONLY £37.99 
LaMwnabn- eomplil»«thCy:rjnaa<arraldlijvii 
 tatty, \jtittMsamM  

CYCLONE ADAPTOR £12.99 

MAJOR PRICE 

REDUCTIONS 
AMI 5UPERCARD £34,90 

{Pequirea an aartBWSj drive) 
0 TWER DISK UTHJTIEB 

ACTCH REPLAT3 FOHA9W ..„„ - CttJN ACTCHN REPLAY 3 FOR 15000000 ...... ... tUM 
hi MaJdro badnjpswthou the pmm Hon of the 

ADi ENSUSH i MATHS  .. E1996 AKSMSMACKCLilZIS £1499 BE TIER MATHS £1999 
BETTER S^tUJhW (B>) C1S9Q 
CC4TChDlUMi   £29 99 
DATAWORD 
L/ iLx3™Jr! UDuUVcnf rVj 1   
RRST SHAPES FM ..  H299 
i^^o 1 Li_ r_"o a. rpur'ua ^JCf 
R^SCHCOL4 RANGE  .   ri9 5Q FJN SCMQCH vxri k 
FHEF4CH UStRESS NEW [■16 39 
GERMAN MASTER   £1*99 ITALIAN TUTOR  .... £1499 JUWCR TYPIST (5-13 _   £1999 KIPS TYPE'.     £17.99 
KID TALK   £1293 LETS SPELL SERIES  „_  
UF+CMJroLASQJAGSS   £21.93 MAGIC STORYBOOK _  £1993 MATHS TALK(S-ltfRSl  ....... £1999 
MATHS TALK FRACTIONS.   £1993 MATHS MAMA -   £1990 MATHS ADVENTURE   £1990 MAVIS BEACON TYPtJQ _ £2490 MICRO WA-HS   Ef999 MICRO FRENCH  C199B MICRO ENGUSH  £1900 
MICRO GERMAN ....^   -E1999 MEGA MATHS , _  £1909 
MONEY MATTERS (4-7YRS)   m,£149B PLANETS _   £2499 PICTURE BOOK   £1896 PU2LE BOOKS 1 A 2 .  CIS 90 flEATJIsG toRlTiNG COURSE  £13 » 
RHYMN3 NOTEBOOK  „_   £1290 SPELL SOCK   _  £1990 SPAUSH TUTOR   .,.£1899 TARGET MATHS (*1  .E1699 
THP«ST0D01MTH SERES .. .  £1799 VOYAGER 1.1.    ££999 WEATHER WATCHER .  
WORLD ATLAS .-  241 39 

SPECIAL OTTER 
EDUCATIONALCOHPEHDKlia,.  £»W Excellent Value* boxed sat com prising:- 

* KID'S TYPE 
* WEATHER WATCHER 

* CALENDAR QUIZ * WORDS a N UMBERS * GAME SET & MATCH 
• WHAT IS IT WHERE IS IT ? Total value over £60 - save £30* 

MIRACLE MUSIC KEYBOARD SYSTEM 
"The Piano that teachea you how to 

play" 
incuOas 4 octme fUi SI2E Keyboml lOOinirumant seureu A rflaas MfisaJ n^gen^ sdtwvelcrEhe 

I 
LEARN 4 HAVE FUN AT THE SAME TIME. 

Our price £279.99 uve £20.00 

A335AiRaua.::: 
AS-ES OF THE EMPIRE ., ... „::::::: £2199 .... ESSE© AQUATIC GAMES  C1S99 S8C MATCH OF THE DAlr ... CIS39 ffi PCS OF PREY  E1S9B CHAM^0>^PMAN3EP3    E1499 CARL LEWS CHALLENGES   E1S93 CRAZY CARS IM,,   , „     £1899 ESPAMA'TVC GAMES  E23BB F1NALFUGHT  £1890 
RRE1KX  em 93 
FLOOR 13  .E3Q98 
FCflMULA 1 GRAnO PRIK— _.  £2598 GRAHAM TAYLORS SOCCER   ... E1S9S GLOBALEFFECT . . £2099 GOBUN9   C1BSS 
GREMJNS2.... £7 39 

; HAGARTHEHCme^E  £1999 INTE FNAU SPORTS CHALL  C2199 iSHAfl       £1099 LAST MNuJA 3  UhKS   Q4» 
JAGUAR   £199S 
JCHI BARNES FOOTBALL     £1499 KNOHTS OF THE SKY  £1993 LOTUS TURBO III  £1199 MAN UtD IN EUROPE   £1999 Ml TANK PLATOON MEGATRAVELLEfiSB  MEOAFORTF3S                            ' mm 
MONKEY ISLAND 2    E3S9 MTFTH  £1899 OMAR SHAJVS BRIDGE  £2499 PLAN 9 FROM: CUiER SPACE   £2198 PI N0ALL DREAMS   £1999 PflO TENMS TOUR..  „  £1490 
PCPUL0US2   £1490 
PROECTX   £1899 
PUSHOVER   £1890 

ALL som KAREUX VERS ON8 
ADVANTAGE     £4999 AM AUGMENT £4290 
AWBACK   £44 99 AWAS2 EB999 
AMOS    £3499 AM0S-EA$V £2299 
AM05£ £2390 
AMOS COM°iLE3 £2098 
AMOS PROFESSIONAL - HEW rrp fl» W 
AREXX VtJ —  ^ ARTDEPTPP0'"*aw'j^7^I^^III" 
ALOnON* AJXMASTER4A4VECT*  
AUOO ENGINEER 2 f !0 OFF 
8ARSARPE5  
68C EMULATOR 

£124 99 
E3738 
EH91 E1S9S9 
£10990 

BHCACCAS7T-1EH2 ffSOFF . ElSftfi 
CAN001I m OFF WMF STOCKS LAST CS999 
CASH BOOK CONTROLLER £44.99 

INCLUDING FINAL AC/5 CHQ5SaOSV5^aCamiJaK» £2299 
DAV3VDAY  
DELUXE PANT < 13 
OeUJWEMjSIC 
0€UfltEVCe03 
D£Y?AC3-mwvarac 
DGCALC rjffiEC^'cPus"r 
DSKMASTER .... 
DISK MASTER 2  
DRTi TIGER CUB.... 
DR TiKCS LEVELH E TVFE _ _ 
EXPERTPRAW 

£2399 £5939 
£4739 
£3959 

... CS1.93 
E21» £2699 
£3990 

. E4S09 
. C7999 
E22999 
£2999 . E4999 £3699 EXPERT <! JSP 

ummm .„... , 0294 
EXCELLENCE 2 _   £5999 
EXOTIC CARS FOR IMAGNE £3499 
F NA, copv i umr^mtOH       ess » 
FLOW V39 - CS999 GE^UTE PLJS < mZDQM C42» 
GALLERY - rATAWAflASE £5S 99 GOJiaSitOFFiCE VERSION       £94 99 
HIGH SPEED PASCAL _ w  £7499 HSOFTSAS-C E44 H HOME ACCOUNTS 2 £3599 
HCMEBASE _ _  C249S HCTLNKS £4999 
HVP6R900K  £44.99 IMAaNE2f»0Fr*fj»pf?49a4? £179 95 
IMAGINE OBJECTS DSK  £4490 iVASEVAS-cR-NEW LOW PRICE . .£124 99 
INTROCACPLUS   £7493 mtMmtmctoom £3599 
LATTICE C V6./SASC M5WVERSC3N . £20399 
MACRO flBOOOASSEMSLER £3993 VAJhOTPLJS £3799 
MAX1PLANV4 £4999 
MEaASMOW „. ES199 MEGAMX MA$TER HEW  C2493 W«CFPX£-ft4RG4JN 
ORGANISE  _ 
PAG£STEAM£2 PAGE SETTERS 
PENPAL -5PECW. OFFER  
PERSONAL TAX FLAKhER.. 
PERSONAL FINANCE MANGt   
PROFESSIONAL CALC PRODATA 12 
PROFESSIONAL DRAW VJ  PROFESSIONAL SAGE 3 TO CtEAfl AT .. 
FRCW'E ^33 - WEW VERSION  
DUARTER0ACR5 _. 3JIP7EHBACK TOOLS ?MQFr 
QUARTET   
SAXON PUBUSHER CM OFF   
SCALA8D01    
SCAU PROFESSIONAL .. 

£3799 
£46 99 .E13S99 
£23 35 
£J£3S 

. EU290 

.. C7S93 

.. ESS. 50 £9599 
£4999 
£4493 £3999 

.. E3J.09 
. £19599 

£7409 
C19990 

. E1GS9S SCULPT30XL SCULP ANIMATE CM ... 
SCNX E34 9S 
SCLNDMASTE^+AuOomaaterJ £9999 
STEREO MASTER £2999 SUPERAM £67 93 
SUPERBASE««F4L0WF<WCE  C1S499 
SUPEFPLAN  caaao 
SYSTEM 3a- _ ™ CS990 
TAKE 2 _ _  £3900 TECHNMDUN0 m  £2993 
TRANSWRfTE £2490 TJBSOPPATSROVS HO ACHY £3690 
VC£0 EFFECTS 30 ...£9090 
VIDEO TlTIER 3D £9793 
WORD PERFECT 41 £15996 WOflDIAO=TH<-NErVPERSON £7499 WCflDWCCTHiMAILSHOT. £10899 
KCA: 200C £10999 
XDAD3D _ £24990 3D.=R0FESSIC«AL. £14999 

SPECIAL OFFERSs 
PR0TEXTV4.3. _ E3S09 
GFA BASIC  £199 
DEJJXE PANT 2  ....£499 
jNFOFILE Oatlbue  £1299 PROIWR TE ^drxceaicr  £9.99 
PHOTON PAINT 2 _       _ £493 

£2599 
£1993 

RED BARON  flEDxre  _  
THE MANAGER  
SENSIBLE SOCCER SILENT SERMCE2  
SHADOW OF THE BEAST IH 
V* KINGS -  , 
WARRDRS — ™  
WWP WRESTLE MAMA Z0OL _ * 

£2493 
£2193 
£1899 E2S99 
£493 

.. £1999 



THE FIXED POINT THEORY - DECIMAL FRACTIONS IN AMIGADOS 

Amiga DOS does not handle numeric data 
particularly well. Even the simplest calculation 
must be carried out by a special command: 
EVAL But EVAL Is only capable of very simple 
arithmetic and does not handle decimal fractions 
at all. For Instance: 7/2 gives 3 remainder 1 and 
even this must be performed In two distinct 
steps. 

(The details following apply to any language 
- not Just AmlgaDOS - and can get machine code 
programmers out of some tricky situations. 
Unless shown most of the results are truncated 
Integers as would be returned by EVAL. This 
should be considered when checking the 
arithmetic with a calculator.) 

Consider the sum "7/2"* Using traditional 
methods: two goes Into seven three times, with 
one left over (the remainder). Pop the remainder 
(1) over the divisor (3) and you are left with the 
vulgar fraction 1/2, This Is fine for dividing up a 
cake, but not much use In computer maths. The 
decimal fraction version of this Is: 

Dlvldend=7=3.50 
Divisor 2 

Of course, most of us can do that In our heads, 
but AmlgaDOS cannot. Now suppose we change 
the scale of the figures somewhat by multiplying 
Just the dividend by 10. 

DMdend*Scaie=[7*10)=70=.35O 
Divisor 2 2 

The result Is to move the {purely Imaginary) 
decimal point one place to the right. However we 
have also retained the fractional part - this Is the 

essence of fixed point arithmetic. To show this In 
more detail let's take a slightly more complex 
problem: 2/5 for Instance, Using our Integer 
AmlgaDOS calculation, we get: 

2=0 
5 

Even though the real answer is 0.4. Now we'll 
use a constant {K} of 1000 to get something 
more realistic: 

{Dlvldend*K)=(2*1000)=2000=4QO 
Divisor 5 5 

Result=400=0.4 
K 1000 

So far so good— but what Is the point to all of 
this? Consider a set of values between 0 and 
1000 which must be scaled down to fit on an 
axis with 70 plottable points. The scaling factor 
can be calculated thus: 

Factor^  70 =0.07 
1000 

And any value can be plotted by multiplying ft by 
the scaling factor 0.07. Take a value of 500 
which Is half-way up the scale: 

Data* Factor 
=500*0.07 
=35 points 

Since AmlgaDOS would lose the fractional part In 
the original calculation - 0.07 becomes 0 - the 

scaled value would be useless. By using a 
constant of 5000, we can calculate the scaling 
factor thus: 

Factor=Max Data * K -1000*5000 = 71428 
Plot Width 70 

To arrive at a final result we must now divide the 
data by the scale factor and multiply the result 
by the constant: 

Polnts=Data * K = 500*5000 = 35 
Factor 71428 

Since no fractions are Involved In this 
calculation, AmlgaDOS can manage. Provided the 
scaler Is large enough, some fairly complex 
arithmetic can be performed. In some cases, part 
of what would have been the decimal fraction Is 
discarded, but this Is common In all maths and 
so Is nothing to worry about. You can see this In 
action by dividing 7 by 6 - a calculation which 
always results In a recurring fraction: 
1.16666666 (or rounded up: 1.167): 

(7*10000) = (70000) = 11666 
 S  —B~ 

As a guideline, the size of the scaler determines 
the accuracy of the calculations. A scaler of 
magnitude 10000 sets an Internal accuracy of 
one ten thousandth (the last digit Is dropped due 
to rounding errors) 

Unfortunately, the size of the scaler is finite: 
an error will occur if, in any calculation, the 
scaler multiplied by the scaled data exceeds the 
operational limit of EVAL. 

58. Extracts the current label (Ln) 
from the data file and stores it in the 
global "Lab". 

59. Prints the current label with the 
correct amount of padding spaces to 
position the cursor ready to print the 
bar. The length of the string printed 
is always 10 characters regardless 
of the length of any particular label - 
longer ones are truncated. 

60. Calculates the number of 
characters required to print the bar. 
If we assume that "Ndata" is 350 
and "Min" is -500, the calculation 
works like this: 

Dlen=(ndata-min)*K 
Scale 

Dlen=(35Q-500)*100000 
1785714 

Dlen=47 

So the length of the bar representing 
350 on a scale of 500 to -500 is 47 
characters of 56 possible (as 
defined in "Width" - see above). 
Work that out on a calculator and you 
will find the result is out by a 
fraction, but such things are outside 
the limits of the display. Using a 

"•..me size of ffie 

scaler is finite: an 

error will occur if... 

the scaler multiplied 

by the scaled data 

exceeds the 

operational limit of 

EVA!" 

proportional font {such as Times) 
could improve the resolution ten-fold, 
but the console device cannot cope 
In release 2. 

61. Changes the background colour 
to default (slate-grey). This, like many 
of the other colour changes must be 
done separately otherwise the string 
slicing will get in the way with 
unpredictable consequences. 

62. Prints the current label with one 

extra padding space. 

63. Changes the background colour 
to black. 

64. Prints a bar according to the 
magnitude of the current data. See 
Step 60 for details of how the 
variable "Dlen" is calculated. 

65. Changes the background to 
slate-grey... 

66. ..,and prints the actual value of 
the data displayed. This is an 
optional feature but has been 
included here to help overcome the 
deficiencies with the display 
resolution- 

67. Terminates the IF...ENDIF 
construct opened at Step 57, 

68. Jumps back to Step 28 and does 
it all again for the next data point! 

69. Marks the escape point. 
Control jumps here from the line 

at Step 34 when the last data point 
has been read or charted and the 
data table has finally been 
exhausted, 

70. Checks if the scan phase is still 
active. If the scan has been 
completed control jumps to Step 74 
and exits, otherwise,.. 

71. ..."scan" is set to OFF to mark 
the end of the scan phase and the 
start: of the charting phase and... 

72. Control jumps right back to the 
start and does the whole lot again, 
though this time It's for real. 

73. Terminates the IF...ENDIF block 
opened at Step 71. 

74-76. Put everything back to 
normal, print the header and sub- 
headers... 

77-80. ...and finally remove 
SEARCH, JOIN and EVAL from the 
resident list. 

Next month I'll be including a resistor 
calculator which uses some unique 
and unusual features found in 
AmlgaDOS Release 2+ 

I'll also be shewing you even 
more wild and wonderful things that 
you can do with the wonderfully 
powerful AmigaDOS. © 
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Remember this ? 

EPSON won an Amiga press 
Gold Award for its GT6000 
colour scanner - it became the 
first sub £1000 full A4 flat-bed 
scanner for the Amiga and , 
offered scan rates of up to 
300dpi in both 24bit pQ 

colour and 256 grey 
scale monochrome. 
Now EPSON have^. 
done it again. They have^<^ 
launched the GT6500 and 
prices start at £799 

then SCAN THIS !!! 

With glorious 24bit( 

16.7million colour 
technology, the new 
Epson GT-6500 and 
GT-8000 flatbed 
scanners produce 
high definition, 
professional colour 
images. 

Do you prefer him in 
colour or black & 
white? 

Yet they also handle 
line art and 256 
greyscale images (for 
mono DTP, optical 
character recognition 
and computer aided 
design) with equal 
clarity and verve. 

"isn't colour wonderful?. 

Output resolutions of up to 
600dpi* are available on the 
GT6500 and 800dpi* on the 
GT8000. 

Transparencies as well! 

With the optional 
transparency adaptor and 
automatic document feeder, 
these scanners are almost 
too accommodating (or words 

* sub scan logic doubles the standard 300dpi/400dpi maximums 
and working in 200% zoom mode, in line mode can offer 
1200dpi/1600dpi when used in conjunction with certain software 
hardware configurations.  

Available from your local Epson scanner dealer 
{where you see this Epson Scanner sign) 

Distributed by: 
HB Marketing Ltd, Unit 3, Poyle 14, 
Newlands Drive, Colnbrook, Berks., SL3 0DX. 

ACCELERATORS Unlimited 
LBADINO UJK* AIIHMiri ON ACCMJBKATOItia 

P.O. BOX 87, LYTHAM St ANNES* LANCS, FYS 5SP 
TEL 0253 795796      FAX 0253 736035 

OPEN I0AM TO 5PM MONDAY THRU' THURSDAY 
ACCESS and VISA Mail Order Only-Overseas Welcome Prices include VAT 

PROGRESSIVE PERIPHERALS 
PROGRESSIVE 040 28mhz for 2000/1500 with 4 megs £1250 
PROGRESSIVE 040 33mhz for 2000/1500 with 4 megs £1450 

ZEUS 2000/1500 28 Mhz 040 With 4 Meg And Scsi £1499 
ZEUS 33mhz version 4 megs and SCSI £1799 
SPECIAL 25 mhz 040 for 300O/3OOOT £699 

MERCURY 28 Mhz 040 zero K For A3OO0/A30O0T £1350 
MERCURY 35Mhz (28mips!) £1550 

NEW 28 MHZ 040 FOR 500/500P With 4 megs £875 
68000 fall-back mode works ALL hard drives tested. 

FUSION FORTY 040 
28 mhz 2000/1500 4 meg £1174 works with 16 bit ram 

GYP 040 G Force 
33 mhz 040 with 4 meg and SCSI 2000/1500 £1499 

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH M 

T,OWnESTPttTCE030'S EVER 

030 for 500/1500 25 mhz 030MMU chip/68882 FPU £250 
030 25 mhz with 4 meg £475 with 8 meg £675 with 12 meg 

£799 with 16 meg £975 
GVP 25mhz 030 and SCSI £525 

GVP 40mhz 030 and SCSI £750 H/D mount kit £33 

f,QWEST PRICE 020>s EVER 
020 far 500/1500 X6mfaz with 1 meg £230 with 2 meg £275 

with 3 meg £315 with 4 meg £335 
We rtMrvs (he right to iit«pcie<* wilhoui miice due to ewhuigo focturtioi* UK! pace iranuci All pricr« uc * VAT 

MAIL BYTE 

Orders & Enquiries: 081 974 6767 

AMIGA Software 

Phone for prices on our huge range 
of Amiga leisure, business & 

creative software,   
AMIGA Hardware 

Amiga 500+ £Call 
Amiga 600 £Call 
Amiga 600HD £Call 
Amiga 1200 £Call 
Amiga 1500 £Call 

Colour Monitors 

Commodore 1084SD2 £197 
Philips CM8S33 Mkll  £197 
Memory Products 

512 Exp + Clock £29.99 
512 Exp £24 99 
1MbSimms(70Ns) £29 99 
4Mb Simms (70Ns) £110.00 
A6001Mb Exp + Clock £44.99 
A5Q0+1MbExp  £36,99 

GVP Hard Drives 

Call for the now even lower prices on 
Great Valley Products' Hard Drives, 

Accelerators & Video Boards. 

Accessories 

Auto M / J Switch £12.49 
Amiga to Philips Mkll £5.99 
Amiga to Sony Scart £8.99 
Amiga to Scart £799 
Parallel Printer £399 
All Serial Cables £699 
Citizen Swift Stand £24.99 
Mouse Mat £2.75 
Squick Mouse £899 
TecnoPlus Mouse £13.99 
Amiga 500 Soft Cover £3.25 
Amiga 600 Soft Cover £4.25 
ZipstickAutofire (BEST?) £9,99 

Discs & Boxes 

Highest Quality Bulk Discs 
50x 35" Bulk Discs £23.50 
100x 3.5" Bulk Discs £45.25 
200x 3.5" Bulk Discs £89.50 
500x 3.5" Bulk Discs £17825 
1000x3.5"Bulk Discs £356.75 
80 Cap Disc Box £4.99 
Posso 150 Cap Box £19.99 

Bubble Jet Printers 

Canon BJIOex £215.00 
1Gex Sheet Feed £58 99 
Canon BJ200 NEW LCal 
Canon BJ300 £359.00 
Canon BJ330 £469.00 

Remember all our prices include 2-3 day delivery* 
Add £4,50 for Next Day Courier Service 

Orders by Fax: 081 974 6102 or Orders by Mail: 
3 Enterprise Way, Teddington, London TW11 

Tel: 0753 686000 Fax: 0753 680343 



RAZY CHRISTMA 

LOOKING FOR DISKS & BOXES??? 

LOOK   NO FURTHER 
REMEMBER ALL DISKS SOLD BY BCS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED 

! DISKS! DISKS! 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

PLUS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 
50 3.5" DS/DD X22.99 

100 3.5" OS/DO £38*99 
150 3.5" DS/DD £54.99 
200 3.5" DS/DD . . £70.99 
300 3.5" DS/DD . £105.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD . , * £139.99 
500 3.5" DS/DD £167.99 

1000 3.5" DS/DD »*,.CALL FOR LATEST PRICE 

All prices include VAT/free labels, 
REMEMBER, THESE PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY 

DISKS + 80 CAP BANK BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

50 3.5" DS/DD + 80 Cap Barm Box £31,99 
100 3.5" DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box. £46,99 
150 3,5". DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes £70.99 
200 3,5" DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes,.. £87,99 
300 3,5" DS/DD + 4 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes ...£139.49 
400 3,5" DS/DD+ 5x80 Cap Banx Boxes £182.99 
500 3.5" DS/DD + 6x80 Cap Banx Boxes £216.99 

All prices include VAT/ free labels & free delivery 

3*5 DELUXE STORAGE BOXES 
10 Capacity £1,00 
40 Capacity (Lockable) * £4,10 
100 Capacity (Lockable) , £4.50 

^  

' STACKABLE 
3.5" 80 Cap Banx Lockable Box ,„£9.9i 
3.5" 150 Cap Posso Box , ..,.£15,50 
5.25" 70 Cap POSSO .Box £16.50 

100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
5.25" DS/DD Disks 21peacf 
5.25" DS/HD Disks 39p each 

DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

PLUS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 
50 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box £25.99 

100 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box £41.99 
150 3.5" DS/DD+ 100 cap box £58.99 
200 3.5" DS/DD + 2 100 cap boxes £75.99 
300 3.5" DS/DD + 3 x 100 cap boxes £113.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD+ 4 100 cap boxes £149.99 
500 3.5" DS/DD + 5 100 cap boxes £178.99 

1000 3.5" DS/DD + 10 100 cap boxes £ call 

All prices include VAT/ free labels 
REMEMBER THESE PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY 

DISKS + 150 CAP POSSO BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

50 3.5" DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box £35.99 
100 3.5" DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box £51.99 
150 3.5" DS/DD+ 150 Cap Posso Box £66.99 
200 3.5" DS/DD+ 2x150 Cap Posso Boxes £97.99 
300 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes £131.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 3 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes £180.00 
500 3.5" DS/DD + 4 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes £219.99 

Ail prices include VAT/ free labels & free delivery 

5.25 STORAGE BOXES 
10 Capacity .„...,.....,...£1,00 
50 Capacity (Lockable) £5.10 
100 Capacity (Lockable) £5.90 
  

3.5" HIGH DENSITY DISKS 
100% ERROR FREE / FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

60PEACH £61 For 100 incldelivery/labeis/VAT 

RANDED 3.5" DISKS (KAO/TDK) 
10 3.5" DS/DD , £6.50 

£^50^ 

"SOX OF PAPER 11 X 9.5,60GMS MICR0PERF 2,000 SHEEl.X11.75    BOX OF A4 PAPER, 70GMS MICR0PERF 2,000 SHEETS..X12.95 

NALTCSHA /HOUSE , 

j£22.^C        i j 

A/HAZING PRICE! 

A57C CD RDM DRIVE 

ALUMS YCU TO LOAD & PLAY CITY 

Software on your Amiga 

ECS Price only Ois.cc 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
PRINTER 

Citizen 1 SOD 
Citizen Swift 9 
Citizen Swift 24/24E/224 
Panasonic 1124 
Star LC 10 
Star LC 20 
Star LC200 
Star LC24 10/15 

\^$tar LCS4-200  

BLACK RIBBONS 
BRANDED 

£3,40 
£4.70 
£6,50 
£447 
£4.47 
£6,11 
£5.58 
£5,58 

COMPATIBLE 

£2,70 
£2.70 
£3,58 
£3.06 
£3.06 
£4.70 
£3.53 
£3.53 

COLOUR RIBBONS 
BRANDED 
 R7?T" 

C      INKJET CARTRIDGES & REFILLS 
HP Deskjet Black Ink Cartridge , , „£14.98 
HP Deskjet Black Dual Capacity Ink Cartridge £23.95 

:^4P Deslqet 500C Coour Ink Cartridge . £26.96 
> Canon BJ1 Oe/ex Black Ink Cartridge  ... ........£19.9B 

Black Twin Refill Kit . ,L \ £14.98 
Colour Twin Refill kit VHLW£14'98 

500C Colour Refill Kit „^HHP^. £14.98 
Amiga Colour Separation Software., £39.95 
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FFERS FROM BCS LT 

AM I GAS!   AMI GAS !   AM I GAS! 

PACK 1 

NEW AMIGA 600 

THE WILD, THE WEIRD, THE WICKED 

A600 1MB FDD 
DELUXE PAINT III 
MiCROPROSE GRAND PRIX 
SILLY PUTTY 
PUSHOVER 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL, 
MOUSE ETC 
ON-SITE WARRANTY 

ONLY £318.99 

PACKS 

A600 +20 MB HD 
1MB RAM 
TRIVIAL PURSUITS 
EPIC, ROME, 
MYTH 
AMIGA TEXT WP 
DICTIONARY, MOUSE ETC 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL 
SOFTWARE 
ON-SITE WARRANTY 

ONLY £458.99 

PACK 3 

NEW AMIGA 600 BCS PACK 
A600 1MB FDD 
DELUXE PAINT III 
MYSTERY GAME 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL SOFTWARE 
MOUSE ETC. 
ON-SITE WARRANTY 
10 3.5" DS/DD DISKS 
DISK BOX 
MOUSE MAT 
TAILORED DUST COVER 
MICROSWITCH JOYSTICK 

ONLY £293.99 
V LIMITED STOCK 

c 

s 

10 3.5 DS/DD DISKS 
DISK BOX 
MOUSE MAT 
TAILORED DUST COVER i , 
MICROSWITCH JOYSTICK ,    f ' 
3,5 CLEANING KIT r>-4-T 

ONiy £17.00 
WHEN PURCHASED WITH PACK 1, $ OR 6 

NEW ZOOL PACK INCLUDING: 
ZOOL 
STRIKER . ' ' ' I 
PIN BALL DREAM ,   I    , i 
TRANSWRITE WP 

ONIY £15,50 WHEN PURCHASED WITH 
AN AMIGA, OTHERWISE £19.99 

' OVP SERIES II HARD DRIVES 
& ACCELERATORS FOR A500 

GVP 42MB HD8II £27° 
GYP 52MB HD8II .J^Sa. £319 
GVP 80MB HD8II 1(t, #^ £359 
GVP 120MB HD8 II 2.<=S=S^ ,,£409 
GVP 240MB HD8 II M, £649 
GVP A530 COMBO 40 MHz +80MB £629 
GVP A530 COMBO 40MHi + 120MB, „„£719 
GVP A530 COMBO 40MHz + 240MB,.. .£949 

CALL MOW FOR PRICES OH RAM UPGRADES 
V, FOR GVP DRIVES , 

'    STAR/CITIZEN PRINTERS 
CITIZEN 120D 9PIN MONO £124 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9PIN COLOUR „X179 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24PIN 224 COLOUR^ £220 
CITIZEN SWIFT 241 COLOUR /^'x £245 
CITIZEN 200MONO A       fc i £209 
CITIZEN 240 MONO >.,.MflfcJM£245 
CITIZEN 240 COLOUR . ^     W L<268 
STAR LC-200 COLOUR ./^^T,„X199 
STAR LC-24 200 COLOUR... £259 
SEICOSHA SL 90 MONO 24 PIN £185 

ALL PRINTERS COME WITH LEAD & DUST COVER 
^   tm«f< PRINTERS \m 2 YEAR WARRANTY , 

PACK 5 

PHILIPS CM8833 MK II 

COLOUR STEREO MONITOR 

LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 

ON-SITE WARRANTY 

UK SPEC 

CONNECTING LEAD 

DUST COVER 

ONLY £199 

i i i 

t > 

PACK 6 

NEW AMIGA 1 MO 

• 68020 PROCESSOR RUNNING AT 
14.19MHZ 

• 2MB CHIP RAM 
• 16 MILLION COLOURS 

• AA CHIP SET 
• NUMERIC KEYPAD 

• ON-SITE WARRANTY 

ONLY £374.99 
OR £389.99 with 
new 
zool pack 

i 

GVP SERIES II HCS HARD DRIVES 
FOR A1500/2000 

GVP 4SM8 HCS It £255 
GVP 80MB HCS II JFbj, .£325 
GVP 120MB HCS ll..££^X £395 
GVP 240MB HCS M.Z.ZZ. £615 

CALL NOW FOR PRICES ON RAM 
UPGRADES FOR GVP DRIVES 

ACCESSORIES/JOYSTICKS 
1000 COLOURED LABELS £8 
1000 TRACTOR LABELS (WHITE) £10 
MOUSE MAT £9.75 
MOUSE HOLDER  ..£8.50 
14" MONITOR STAND / . \ £10 
PRINTER STAND M^ftt^kkJ £6 
3.5" CLEANING KIT V.XS.75 
PRINTER RIBBONS ^Bl B^ .XCALL 
PARALLEL LEAD £8 
ZIPSTICK £11.50 
QS PYTHON IIIM £9.50 
CHEETAH 125+ £8 

AMIGA BIT'S 'Pi* BOBS 
A5001MB UPGRADE £29 
A600 1MB UPGRADE ,|iC^,£42.99 
A600 2MB UPGRADE {MDgf. £123 
A600 4MB UPGRADE £193 
A520 TV MODULATOR £29.99 
AT ONCE CLASSIC PC286 EMULATOR £119.99 
3.5 CUMANA DISK DRIVE £52.99 

^   ■ 

DUST COVERS 
A500 £3 
A600 £3 
STAR LC200 f'  £3.50 
STAR LC-24 200 ....fc^-v^. £3.50 
CITIZEN 9 V    W. £3.50 
CITIZEN 24 £3.50 
PHILIPS MKI/II £3.50 
ATARI £3,00 
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M, M WHY ORDER FROM BCS? m ^ 
Established for over 3 years BCS is well known for the quality of its products and servicesFTV# 

~ WE HAVE THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS ACROSS THE UK. 
Fast and efficient delivery service provided. All products sold carry 1 year minimum guarantee. Ail products 

UK spec only. All prices include VAT. DONT DELAY ORDER TODAY CALL IN OR SEND CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO 

BCS LTD 

349 DITCHLING ROAD, BRIGHTON, EAST SUSSEX BN1 6JJ 
ADD £4 PftP UNLESS STATED. ADD C10 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY (MON-FRI) (UK MAINLAND ONLY) 

ORDER HOTLINE 0373 506969/0831 279084 ^A 

Ek j\      All offers subject to availability. E&OE. Prices/pack details may change without notice. 
Due to currency fluctuations, all prices may change without notice - Please call for latest prices. 
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Any sampling program worth using will allow you to adjust the frequency at 
which your sounds are digitised* But finding the correct rate for any 
particular sound Is a different matter altogether! 

Just the other day, somebody 
asked me why his samples 
never sounded as good as 
those from commercial and 

PD sources - even though he was 
sampling all his sounds at "the Ideal 
rate". After a bit of additional 
questioning it turned out that the 
chap In question was a computer 
buff, not a musician, and the ideal 
sample rate', twice the frequency of 
the note being sampled, had been 
obtained from the manual of his 
Amiga sampler. 

As is often the case, 
straightforward questions often have 
less than straightforward answers 
and with sampling the final audible 
result can depend on many factors: 
in particular, the quality of the 
original sound, and whether the 
sample was taken directly (in other 
words, with the audio source plugged 
straight into the sampler's input 
sockets) or whether a microphone 
was used, In the latter case much 
depends on the quality of the 
microphone, and sometimes even its 
suitability for the sound betng 

ercSynthC2 

sampled, However, given that a 
decent strength quality input signal 
is being provided, about the only 
other thing that can put a 'spanner in 
the works' is the sampling frequency. 

The idea of sampling at a 
frequency double that of the sound 
being sampled stems from 
something known as the 'Nyquist 
theorem'. Since this is an area 
where a little knowledge can be a 
dangerous thing, some background 
details might be useful. So, this 
month I'll first explain what the 
Nyquist relationship is, and then 
proceed to reveal why you in fact 
need to take it with a large pinch of 
salt (or should that be two large 

/f,.,with sampling, 

the final audible 

result can depend 

on many factors 

Keep this 

Choosing the correct sampling 

rate is vital to the quality of your 

sounds, Paul Overaa clears up 

some common misconceptions 

pinches?) when deciding the 
sampling rate to use when sampling 
most musical sounds. 

TAKING A SAMPLE 
To understand sampling more fully, 
let s go right back to the basics, You 
all know that a musical note is made 
up of sound waves that have a 
certain pitch (frequency) and a 
certain loudness (amplitude). When 
you listen to a piece of music, or 
listen to anything else come to that, 
what you are hearing is a mass of 
sound waves which include many 
different frequencies and 
amplitudes. The result, in most 
cases, is a very complex waveform. 

If at any point in time you could 
■freeze' the sound you were hearing 
you could measure the amplitude of 
that part of the sound wave- Using 
some agreed convention you could 
then express that amplitude as a 
number. If you did the same thing 
over and over again a whole series of 
numbers could be obtained and, at 
the end of the day, you would have a 
list of numbers that corresponded to 
the numerical equivalent of the 
original sound, 

These ideas are of course the 
basis of 'sound sampling'. By using 
special hardware which grabs and 
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A lot of fundamental research has been done on the sampling of continuous waveforms! Even If something sounds 
simple to the human ear, the chances are that the waveform will have distinctive high frequency components. If your 
sample does not Include these, the sound quality will be degraded when It Is played hack 

measures (or in other words, 
digitises) that amplitude information 
many thousands of times a second, 
it is possible to build up a detailed 
digital copy of the original sound. On 
the Amiga the hardware which does 
this usually attaches to the parallel 
port. Once a sample has been taken, 
a whole new world opens up because 
sample editing can then be used to 
carry out sophisticated 
transformations. This makes it 

"Once a sample has 

been taken, a 

whole new world 

opens up 

possible to achieve effects which are 
quite simply not feasible with 
conventional analogue recording 
techniques. A user can, for instance, 
take pieces of one sound and mix 
them with another, can speed up or 
slow down the rate at which a 
sample is played, or even shift the 
time-position of a sample before 
adding it back to itself to create 
some very interesting effects. 

Now this all sounds fine - until 
you try it and realise that sample 
recording and editing is not always 
as easy as some would have us 
believe. There are a number of things 
which can cause poor quality 
samples but in the final analysis the 
upper quality limit stems from the 
Amiga itself, 

As you would expect, the quality 
of any sample depends on the 
accuracy of the digitisation process 
and here there are two variables to 
consider: sampling rate and the 
resolution of the numbers used to 
define the amplitude. Fast sampling 
rates would intuitively be expected to 
give better waveform detail but it 
should also be pretty obvious that 
quality can also be improved by 
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frequency clear 

increasing the range of numbers 
used to represent the amplitude 
measurements. 

On the Amiga, amplitude 
digitisation is performed to an 
accuracy of 8 bits, so there are 256 
possible values. Using the Amiga's 
internal sound chips this is sufficient 
for producing some excellent 
playback sounds. Although rtTs not 
as good as CD technology sampling 
(which uses 16-bit amplitude 
resolution) it is possible to get 
surprisingly good results. It is 
incidentally the amplitude resolution 
that has limited the interest in Amiga 
sampling for the more demanding 
professional applications. 

So, in order for a computer to 
digitally record a sound, the signal 
has to be sampled at some regular 
interval. In effect, what the sampling 
hardware does is take snapshots of 
a continuously changing signal (the 
sound you are providing as input to 
the sound sampler). Because of both 
computer and hardware limitations 
these "samples' are both time 
quantised and limited to discrete 
steps in amplitude, 

ENTER THE NYQUIST 
RELATIONSHIP 
Mathematicians have a lot to answer 
for - they produce absolutely 
rigorous results but constantly fail to 
tell the rest of us that their 
'mathematical models' only 
approximate real-world behaviour. Is 
from the world of mathematics that 
this Nyquist theorem comes,.. 

The Nyquist sampling criterion 
attempts to relate characteristics of 
the digital sample to those of the 
original waveform. In fact the general 
Nyquist criterion is obtained by 
taking a mathematical description of 
a sample's frequency spectrum and 
applying some rather complicated 
Fourier transform mathematics. 

The result is a relationship which 
can be stated in many ways, but 
essentially says this: a continuous 
time waveform, when sampled at a 
frequency greater than twice the 
maximum frequency component in its 
spectrum, can be reconstructed 
completely from the sampled 
waveform. Samples can suffer from a 
waveform distortion known as 
'aliasing' when taken at sampling 
rates of less than this Nyquist- 
p re dieted frequency. 

What this is often wrongly taken 
to imply is that if you are sampling a 

sound with a frequency of lOKHz you 
will need to collect data at a 
frequency of at least twice this 
(20KHz, in other words) to get a 
decent sample. With 'pure' tones 
this would be true but fn real life 
things go sadly amiss... 

THE BIG SNAG 
Supposing you wanted to take a 
sample of the open sixth string of a 
guitar,With a normally-tuned guitar 
this string has a frequency of about 
82.4Hz. So, according to the Nyquist 
relationship you'd expect that a 
sampling rate of 165 samples per 

PercSyntbC2 

sampling frequency at least twice as 
fast as the frequency of the highest 
frequency component present in the 
original waveform. The Nyquist 
relationship, as a practical tool for 
estimating sampling frequencies, 
gets btown out of the water when you 
realise that you also have to capture 
the harmonic overtones in order to 
recreate the sounds of most musical 
instruments. This is because you will 
never be quite sure of the 
frequencies present in the overtones 
of a particular musical instrument! 

The only real solution is to forget 
any ideas of calculating sample rates 

MUSIC 

best quality and keeping sample 
sizes to a reasonable level, but 
there's nothing to stop you starting 
with a high sampling rate and 
reducing it until you are sampling at 
a frequency just above the one where 
you felt there was an unacceptable 
quality difference. 

The Nyquist theorem does tell us 
something qualitatively useful by 
suggesting that when things start 
going astray it is the higher frequency 
information which is lost first. This in 
turn suggests that if, for example, we 
are checking the sampling quality of 
a particular guitar note we should be 
listening not to the fundamental 
note, but for the presence (or indeed 
the absence) of those all-important 
harmonics that give the note its 
distinctive sparkle. 

Incidentally, there is another 
source of distortion-based quality 
loss that is worth mentioning. Some 
software allows the IFF SSVX sample 
data to be 'compressed' to save 
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Here our sampler has drawn a graph of a relatively pure tone, which consists of several sine waves superimposed on 
each other. Pure tones tend to be rather dull to listen to - you can bet that most of the real-world sounds that you're 
interested In will have high frequency components, which means high sample rates, and big samples! 

second would be fine (or as near to 
that figure as your sampler can get)- 
In practice these predicted sampling 
rates lead to samples that, sound- 
wise, are a complete and utter dead 
loss! Why? It is because when you 
hit something like a guitar string you 
don't just get the fundamental note 
frequency - you also produce a 
whole range of other frequencies, 
called harmonic overtones. These 
overtones or 'harmonics' can include 
frequencies which are a factor of ten 
or more higher than the main note. 

Harmonics affect the 'timbreh of 
the note and are what make the 
perceived sounds of a particular note 
from, say, a guitar distinctly different 
from the same note played on a 
piano, flute or other instrument. This 
is bad news for anyone thinking that 
they'll be able to get away with low 
sampling frequencies just because 
they are sampling sounds that have 
a low fundamental tone frequency. 
What the Nyquist relationship really 
means Is that you must use a 

and so forth, and do what musicians 
have always done - listen to the 
sounds and let your ear tell you 
whether you have a good sample or 
not. Musicians definitely have the 
upper hand here, especially when 
sampling instruments that they are 
familiar with, because they can 
instinctively tell when those harmonic 
overtones are either missing or 
poorly recreated. 

There is always going to be a 
compromise between getting the 

"The only real 

solution is to forget 

any ideas of 

calculating 

sample rates 

and so forth*./' 

space. Fibonacci-delta compression, 
the technique that is always used, is 
not really suitable for compressing 
musical instrument samples - it can, 
and usually will, introduce distortion 
that is especially noticeable on 
samples recorded at low sample 
rates. Sometimes you can get away 
with it but as before, the only safe 
solution is to experiment and let your 
ear be the judge! 

Just in case you are wondering 
why so much effort has been put into 
the mathematics of sound sampling, 
let me hasten to add that it wasn't 
the advent of sound sampling in the 
musical sense that provided the . 
impetus for this massive amount of 
research, Physicists, instrumental 
chemists, and many other scientists 
have been interested in the sampling 
and analysis of continuous 
waveforms for ages, All that has 
happened as the low-cost sound 
sampling era took off is that the 
results of this research has been re- 
applied to this new area. 
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FUTURE 

MAKING MUSIC WITH MODERN TECHNO ti 

How do ^ 

they do it? 

I 

I MAKIN( 

I 

Get It taped 

Free sample? 

Get a bargain 

Meat Beat Manifesto's 
icks of the trade 

Kick 

Axe! 

We put the Roland 
GR-1 guitar synth 
through its paces 

m the 

ROLAND JW-50 
Our comprehensive tost of j UlUrg 
Roland's MW workstation ^^HV*., 

News pages 

packed with 

previews, 

personalities, 

the latest 

launches, 

opinions, 

updates 

^ and events 

Your computer, your creativity and Future 

Music are all you need to enter the 

fascinating world of making music. Well 

guide you to the right software and 

hardware at the best prices, then show you 

how to get the most out of them. 

Every month we will open up for you the 

entire world of music technology, from 

creating and playing live to recording and 

producing. Your computer can be the 

starting point for making superb music - 

STs, Amigas, Macs and PCs are all at the 

hub of making music today. 

We won't swamp you with jargon and 

technical drivel because we know just how 

confusing the business of music technology 

can be. You'll get clear, concise and 

entertaining reviews and features, written by 

experts who know what they're talking 

about and can show you how to do it too. 

Find out just how 

exciting creating music 

can be, Future Music 

issue two is at your 

newsagent now! 

♦ Informative interviews with 

performers and sound crew 



world of mus 

Take control of your music! 

Road test I Technical Specifications 

♦ Expert technical advice on all your 

musical problems every issue 

Don't just listen - play! 

uthoritative reviews of all the 

latest hardware and software 

Technology plus creativit 

Buyers' Guide 
Lnttglw bt iW it™ ftlrtMi« Mftm tujtrt IWi ■ M cfctM+lh* Hi Mint L* m Up «ib ritft ft. A** IU M 

4 Comprehensive buyers' guides to 

hardware and software 

FUTURE 

I lie technology lor iiuikin^ music is becoming increasingly 
affordable, giving more people than ever the access to equip 
men! thai can create, play and record to a high quality level, 
What you need to know is what equipment is l ight for you and 
how io get the most out of it. We will guide you through this 

complicated world - ripping out needles^ 
jargon, giving authoritative reviews, provU 
ing essential advice and keeping Vow up to date 
with every thing to do with music technology. Join us every 
moiilli and he pail ol a unique club of music enthusiasts. 



MUSIC 

Sonic Boom 

Boom Box, the newest product from Dr 1, is aimed 

directly at the less serious musician, Paul Overaa 

finds out how easy it is to make an instant hit 

Products which 'get music 
into the hands of the 
masses' seem to be the 'in 
thing' at the moment: 

packages like Blue Ribbon 
Soundwork s SuperJAM have 
certainly shown that the mass- 
market philosophy can pay off 
handsomely. However, even 
programs (Ike SuperJAM need some 
guidance. If you are not particularly 
Interested in learning about things 
like chord progressions, using MIDI 
or the ins and outs of style creation, 
then the chances are that even 
these types of 
programs will 
still leave you 
musically 'out In 
the cold". 

Suppose you 
dorVt want to be 
bothered with any 
of the serious 
music issues at all 
- but you do like 
the idea of 
tinkering around' with a system that 
makes light work of creating funk, 
rap, and pop-type music and allows 
you to add sample effects and 
simple melodies to backing created 
by the program. If this sounds like 
your bag then your wait is over and 
you'Et find Dr T's new Boom Box 
package an ideal partner. Boom Box 
is a program which allows you to use 
the mouse or Keyboard to play 
drums, bass and synthesiser 
patterns and to trigger various solo 
sounds. It's designed for the 'less 
musical' masses, comes with a 
manual that takes only ten minutes 

"a system that 

makes light work of 

creating funk rap 

and pop-type music 

to read from cover to coven and 
makes no pretence of being anything 
other than a Hfun to use' music 
program that, at the end of the day, 
produces something reasonable to 
listen to. 

Boom Box is available for both 
the Amiga and the PC and the 
manual deals with both program 
environments at once by providing 
'box outs' which deal with various 
machine-specific issues. Within this 
format the manual divides into two 
parts. There is a 'front panel' section 
which deals with the main Boom Box 
  controls, and a back- 

panel reference 
section which 
provides an easy 
guide to the menus 
and other features. 

Boom Box will 
run on any 1.3 or 

ff WorkBench 2 
machine with 1Mb or 
more of memory. 
When the program 

starts the Boom Box screen (Figure 
1) appears and (surprise, surprise) it 
looks very much like a 'Boom box'- 
style portable tape-deck. Pressing on 
the Amiga top row number keys lets 
you play a selection of samples. If 
you then press 'Play' you'll hear 
some backing that you can play 
along with. Press Record' and do 
the same thing and your efforts will 
be recorded until you hit the 'Stop' 
button. At this point, the 'mix' (which 
includes the backing) automatically 
rewinds and Boom Box enters 
playback mode, ready for you to 
listen to what you've created. 

"5-8 year-olds 

especially 

are going 

to love W 

Control-wise the main Boom Box 
screen couldn't be simpler: There1 s a 
set of tape-transport controls (Play, 
Stop, Record, Fast forward and 
Rewind), and four drag sliders so 
that the relative volumes of drums, 
bass, synth and solo instruments 
can be adjusted and viewed via a set 
of four on-screen VU meters. There s 
also animated tape cassette rolling 
and speaker movement thrown in for 
effect but basically that is about all 
there is - we are talking about 
seriously easy-to-use software here. 

A SOUND INVESTMENT? 
The Remix screen works a bit Irke the 
main screen only it lets you do rather 
more. It's possible to change tempo, 
add effects using the special FX 
fader controls, re4rigger samples 
and so on, The third screen, called 
the Jam screen, looks like the remix 
screen but it allows you to switch 
patterns - at the bottom of the 
Remix and Jam screens there is a 
set of controls which allow you to 
select one of four drum patterns, one 
of three bass patterns and one of 
four synth patterns using the 
function keys (Figure 2). A couple of 
other gadgets control the loop mode 

and sample re-triggering facilities, 
Also included with the Remix and 
Jam screens are six solo pads which 
can be tied to particular SSVX 
sounds you care to load. These can 
then be played using either the pads 
or the number keys. 

There are some nice touches, 
including the recording of fader 
changes in a way which allows you to 
see the fader movement during 
playback. Plus, hitting the Help 
gadget, and then hitting any other 
object on a particular screen, will 
bring up some information on the 
selected object. 

Boom Box is a "fun music' 
program strictly for non-serious 
users. It's also going to be great for 
kids: 5-8 year-olds especially are 
going to love it because it'll turn 
them into budding pop/funk/rap 
stars overnight! 

I will admit that, from time to 
time, I enjoy playing about with Boom 
Box for a couple of hours - but I 
wouldn't go out and buy it. Having 
said that - I know a man who would! 

oooooooool 

SHOPPING LIST 

Dr T's Room Box costs £45 
(including VAT) 
The package contains ihe program itself, 
an additional samples disk, and a manual. 

Distributed in the UK by* 
Zone Distribution 
»Q7173B5444 

Figure 1: If you can work a tape-deck there's a good 
chance you'll be able to work Boom Box 

Figure 2: Mixing and effects the easy way with the 
buttons and sliders on Boom Box's Jam screen 

CHECKOUT 

BOOM Box 

Ease of Use • ••• 
Learning how to use Boom Box is 
definitely not going to cause you brain 
damage. If you are 5 years old or over, 
and still alive, then you'll handle it! 

Features ••OOO 
No MIDI and no clever stuff so there's not 
that much in the way of additional goodies 
for most of us to get excited about, 

Documentation •••GO 
Adequate because Boom Box has been 
made deliberately easy to use! 

Price Value • • • O O 
A dodgy area this - considering what 
Boom Box is, what it does, and the current 
state of the market my opinion is that the 
package is slightly overpriced! 

Overall rating •••oo 

With Boom Box, it's a case of "you pay 
your money and you take your choice'. 
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OMEGA 

PROJECTSLEIGH 

OMEGA HOUSE 

83 RAILWAY ROAD 

(EUROPE) LTD 
LANCS, WN7 4AD 

SALESONL^ 0942 682203 

STL
R
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S
W
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L
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V 0942 682204 

I£^O
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R
L

E
Y 0942 682205 

°S!eF?fls 0942 682206 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

ALL CHEQUES, P.O., 
ETC SHOULD BE MADE 
PAYABLE TO OMEGA 
PROJECTS LTD. WE 
ALSO TAKE ACCESS, 
VISA, MASTERCARD 

1 & EUROCARD 

SOUND ENHANCER 
IF NOT SATISFIED WITH THIS PRODUCT SIM- 
PLY RETURN FOR A NO QUIBBLE REFUND. 
THIS IS HOW SURE WE ARE THAT YOU WILL 
BE MORE THAN IMPRESSED. YOU'VE GOT 
TO HEAR IT TO BELIEVE FT. 

100% COMPATIBLE 

WITH ALL SOFTWARE 

*f-XSi1, THOUGHT THAT THE AMIGA SOUND WAS GOOD THEN YOU ARE IN FOR A REAL SHOCK, 
AS YOU CAN ENHANCE THE SOUND TO NEW HEIGHTS WITH THE BRAND NEW RELEASE 
FROM OMEGA PROJECTS: LOOK OUT FOR THE REVIEWS 

NOW WITH BASS 

ENHANCEMENT 

CSA 

ROCKET LAUNCHER 
A BRAND NEW PRODUCT to enable 
people that own the Commodore 

A2630 Accelerator to increase Its speed 
to a full SOMHz whfle retolning full origi- 
nal compatibility. So don't even think 

about swapping your anginal card for a 
faster one until you have seen the 

ROCKET LAUNCHER. 

595.00 
TURBO CHARGE YOUR CBM 

A2630 ACCELERATOR 
ST-506 HARD DRIVE INTERFACE 

£69,95 AS00ONLY 

KICKSWITCH ROM SWITCHER 
DOES NOT REQUIRE MACHINE TO fit SWITCHED OFF TO SWAP ROMS 
1. RIBBON CABLE MOUNTED 
2. WORKS WITH ACCELERATORS 
3. AUDIBLE SWITCH OVER 
4. EASY INSTALLATION 
5. FULLY AUTOMATIC 

24.95 (Bare) 
44.95 fine 1.3 Rom) 
49,95 fine 2 x Rom) 

150/250Meg SCSI 
TAPE STREAMER 

The ULTIMATE back-up device 
INTERNAL 449.95 

AMIGA DOS 2.0 
EXTERNAL    549.95 COMPATIBLE 

AMI-BACK 
til* WORLDS faif«l, FnMf rdtoblt herd cfttf back-up utility avail- abb tor lh« AMIGA, tack) up 1o 4 floppy drive* {no* 2 IIK« the eompalftgrj) or hi TAP! STREAMER without lh« rvMd tor addWonal *oftwor», hot a buHMn SCHEOUUR. S*l#cHv* backup, or Disk Image, ftuorariteftd, teller Irian any oiti*r on ih* marl! el, 

V2.0 49.95 AMIGA DOS 2,0 
COMPATIBLE 

V-LAB VIDEO DIGITISER 
£299.95 

Real time frame grabber for A1500 

AMIGA A600 & A600/HD 
This latest addition to the Amiga range of home 
computers is the ideal solution for those of you on 
the move, due to its size & internal TV Modulator. 
Comes complete with 1 meg ram, Mouse, PSU, 20 
Megabyte internal Hard Drive (A600/HD). 

1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY FREE 
A600 299.95 
A600/HD 499.95 
New SOFTWARE included PACKS 

SUPRA RAM 500 RX 
External memory expansion for Amiga 
500 & 500 Plus. Adds up to 8 meg. 

1 Meg 119.95  4 Meg 199.95 
2 Meg 149.95   8 Meg 349.95 

BARE SCSI and IDE DRIVES 
Quantum 52Meg 199.95 
Quantum 105Meg 329,95 
Quantum tTOMeg 449.95 
Quantum 2lOMeg 639.95 
Fujitsu 44 Meg 1 79.95 
DEC «5U Meg 1299.95 
SCSI Case inc PSU 109 95 

S YQUEST REMOVABLE HARD DRIVES 
44Meg inc. cartridge 399,95 
38Meg inc. cartridge 499,95 

200 WATT PSU 
COMPLETE WITH A500 POWER 
CABLE & OPTIONAL HARD 
DRIVE POWER LEAD 
KSoPLUQ 79-95 ™ COOLED 

TRUMPCAKD PROFESSIONAL 
HARD DRIVE SYSTEMS 

A500  44MEG 299,95 
A500 105MEG 399,95 
PLUS UP TO S MEG RAM 

VORTEX 
GOLDEN GATE BRIDGE BOARD 
25Mhz - 386sx PC Emulator 

A1500 
£479.95 

A600 UPGRADE DRIVES 
These 2.5M Drives will fit NEATLY 
inside your .Amiga 600, 

20 Meg £139-95 
60 Meg £229*95 
80 Meg £299.95 
ICD NOVIA DRIVES 

These FULLY internal Hard Drives 
do NOT require you to remove 
your DFO. 

60 Meg £339.95 
80 Meg £389.95 
120 Meg £479.95 

GVP SERIES II 
A1500/20O0 COMBO ACCELERATOR 

25Mhz + IMeg 569.95 
40Mhz + 4meg 899.95 
SOMhz + 4meg 1449.95 

A500/500+ A530 ACCELERATOR 
52 Meg + 40Mhz + 1 Meg £699.95 
120 Meg + 40 Mhz + 1 Meg £799,95 
240 Meg + 40 Mhz + 1 Meg £1039,95 

HARD DRIVES 
1500 500 

52 
105 
120 
170 
240 

259.95 
399.95 
429,95 
599.95 
699.95 

359.95 
479.95 
499.95 

N/A 
799.95 

[AMIGA A1200 

With or without hard 

drives 

From 

£399.95 

CSA MEGA-MIDGET RACER 
The UKs biggest selling ACCELERATOR card. For the A500/20CIO. 
Offering a modular design allowing you to buy what you can afford then 
expand later. Up to 38Mhz CPU + SOMhz Co-pro + 8 Meg 32bit ram + 
512K Shadow (STATIC) ram, 
68030 accelerator 25, 33, 38 Mhz 
Co-Processor socket for 68882 up to 50 Mhz 
68000 socket on board for FALLBACK compatability 
Gives you more power than the A3000 
Optional DRAM expansion up to 8Meg 32 bit ram 
Fits INSIDE A500/1500/2000 easily and quickly 
Creates a monster machine for progs like FALCON etc 
Cuts Ray Tracing times 3Ox - 60x for SCULPT etc 
Speeds up screen refresh and overall performance 
Lowest price 68030 THAT WORKSIII! 
As the ONLY OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTORS for CSA we offer a 50% 
buy back policy* This means that if you upgrade you won't be 
stuck with anything. 

349.95 
449.95 
449.95 
549.95 
349.95 
599.95 
99,95 

219.95 
399.95 
599.95 
718,95 
879.95 

25Mhz EC68O30 
33Mhz EC68030 
25Mhz MC68030 
33Mhz MC68030 
25MhzMC + GS882 - Special offer 
33MhzEC + 68882 
STATIC RAM (512K) 
2Meg 32Bit ram 
4Meg 32Bit ram 
8Meg 32Bit ram 
25/25 + SRAM + 2Meg 
33/33 + SRAM + 2Meg 

CSA 

40/4 MAGNUM 
68040 28 or 33Mhz 
HIGH SPEED SERIAL PORT 
HIGH SPEED PARALLEL PORT 
4 MEG RAM (standard) 
EXPANDABLE TO 65 Meg RAM 
HIGH SPEED SCSI 1 & 2 CONT 
CALL FOR MORE INFO 

1699.95 

YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR 

OPAL VISION 
Complete 24 bit graphics card 

£699.95 
now in stock 

CSA DERRINGER 

BUDGET 68030 

ACCELERATOR CARD 

PRICES FROM £299.95 

INC 1MB OF 32 BIT RAM 

CALL FOR MORE DETAILS. 



Power Computing Ltd ■ Tel 0234 843388 

Auto ROM Sharer 

■ Kick-off is the latest Amiga add-on from 
Power 

■ One of the most advanced kickstart 
ROM sharers available 

■ A clever design on a small reliable 
board 

■Fits A500,A50Q+rA15QQ 
■ Kickstart ROM can be selected from the 

keyboard 
■ No messing about with switches 
■ No "CIA adaptor" or other trailing wires 
■Jumper to select which ROM boots on 

switches 
■ Compatible with old Amiga board 

revisions 
■ Simple internal fitting* 
* Kick-off requires th-e lid to be ramovad from the Amiga. 
This may in valid am your warranty. 

ROM Share ,„ . ......£17.95 
ROM Share inc. kickstart v2.04 £55 
ROM Share inc. kickstart v1.3 ..£39 
ROM Share for A600 £29 

Kickstart v2.04 
2,04 Kickstart (chip only) £39.95 
2,04 Kickstart ROM, workbench software, 
install disk 2,04, font disk & extras £79.95 
2 04 kit with ROM sharer ..£99 

Video Backup System 

■ Use VCR as a backyp storage device 
■ Blank video tape is all that is required 
■ 200 Amiga floppy disks will fit on a 4 

hour tape 
■ Can be used for hard disk backup 
■ There is room for 175MB of data 
■ Backup an Amiga diskette in 1 minute 
■ Restore even to an unformatted disk 
■ Hard disk backup, software allows you 

to specify which files and directories to 
be stored 

■ Low cost storage, 2 pence per MB 
■ Menu driven software 
■ Allows you to watch TV on a 1084s 

monitor 
■Veryhigh reliability 
■ Log files, contain title and counter 

position of every backup 
■ Video connection check, ensures fool 

proof operation 
■ Effective error-correction scheme 
■ Easy to understand manual 

Video Backup System £59,95 

A500 Hard Drives 

GVP A53Q Turbo HD 

■ 40MHz 6B030EC accelerator 
■ Optional 68882 maths co-processor 
■ Up to 8MB 32-bit FASTRAM on-board 
■Award winning 

42QMB HD 0MB RAM „ £549 
800MB HD 0MB RAM ,,.....,...,£649 
240MB HD 0MB RAM £1054 
68882 Upgrade kit £224 

GVP Series 2 HD 
■ Up to 8MB FASTRAM on board 

40QMB 0MB £32 9 80QMB 0MB .....£399 
40QMB 2MB £3 7 9 80QMB 2MB .,.,.£449 
40QMB 4MB £440 80QMB 4MB £499 
40QMB 8MB ..,..£50 9 80QMB 8MB £549 

■ CD Novia Internal HD 
■ Fits inside your Amiga 500 
■ Comes complete, just plug-in and go 

Novia 401 40MB HD £279 
Novia 80180MB HD £349 

ICD Flicker Fixer 

Flicker Free Video 2 
■ Stop that annoying flicker 
■ Fits internally in the A500 
■ Multi-sync monitor required 

Flicker Free Video 2 £199 
NEC4FG Multi-sync monitor ,....£549 

Chips 
4MBx8SIMM .... .£90 
IMBxSSIMM ... , £25 
256Kx4DRAM £4.00 
1MB x IDRAM £3.95 
1x4 ZIP . £14.95 
1 x 4 DIP  £19,95 
A3000 Static column RAM £19.95 
SIMM32x1MB-60 .£65 
SIM32x4MB-60 £243 
(These chips cover most memory & hard drives i.e. 
GVP, Supra, Commodore) 

The Power BBS 

■Freetechnical and buying advice 
■Thousands of free files available for 

download 
■ Great discounts on all Power products 
■ On-line ordering to ensure speed of 

delivery 
■ Conferencing with top computer 

magazines 
■ Regular bulletins with latest product 

information 

The Power House BB! 
O 2 3 4 841503 

24 hours 
All speeds up to 16.SK 

Commodore CDTV 

■CDTV player 
■Welcome disk + caddy 
■Keyboard 
■ Floppy disk drive (black) 
■Wired mouse 
■Workbench 1.3 and manuals 
* fnfrared remote control 
CDTV multi-media pack £595 
A570 CD-ROM drive for A500 , €345 

CDTV Software 

A Bun for Barney £29.9! 
Barney Bear goes camping £29.95 
Battlechess £39.95 
Case of the Cautious Condor £34.95 
CD Remix v2 £34.95 
Fred Fish CDPD Collection ,.£19.9! 
Fun School 3 (under 5's)  £24.95 
Fun School (5-7yrs) , £24.95 
Fun School (Over 7yrs) ...£24.9! 
Guiness CDTV Disc of Records ..£34.9! 
Illustrated Holy Bible  £29.9! 
Music Maker £34.95 
NASA Heroic Age of Space £19.9! 
Power Pinball £29.9! 
Sim City £29.95 
Trivial Pursuit £49.9! 
World Vista Atlas .£54.9! 
Xenon 2 Megablast £29.9! 
More  titles available 

Distributor for Power Computing in Italy. D.R.R. SRL 0O142, Roma. Via Duccio Di Buoninsegna Tel (06) 5193481/482 Fax 504066 



Tel 0234 843388 

rinters 

All printers include cables 
and next day delivery 

Star Printers 

LC200 colour      , £199 
LC24-200 mono £239 
LC24-200 colour ,  £289 

Citizen Printer 

Swift 24e ,£279 
(includes colour kit and AMI) 

Epson Printers 

Laser 
EPL-4000 £639 
EPL-4300  _ „ , £799 
EPL-8100 ......,„..„„. .£1349 

Inkjet 
SQ-870  ,£509 
SQ-1170 M £629 
(132 column printer) 

Dot Matrix 
LQ-570  . , £289 
LCH070 . £449 
(132 column printer) 

Colour PowerScan 

The Power Computing colour hand-held ■ Images are displayed as HAM pictures 
scanner for the Amiga is now available. ■ HAM images maybe loaded from disk 
This scanner offers the following features and edited using PowerScan 3 

■ Image size that can be handled is limited 
■ 4096 colours only by the amount of memory available 

Jfcta^fl   -^"^B    " 50-400 DPI ■ Memory does not have to be chip 
■ 4 Scanning modes memory as in many art packages 
■ Text - Images cars be saved in various file I or mats 
■ Grayscale ■ View whole image function 

LQ-100 , £209   B Colour halftone ■ Scale/rotate/skew image or clipboard by 
LX10D , £189   H Colour any amount 
  ■ Crop image 

Supra Moderns          The Amiga interface plugs into an ■ Clean upp lighten or darken image 
Al 500/A2000/A3000/A4000 expansion slot ■ Variable zoom mode 

Supra Fax Modem Plus ,£129   wi* a separate version which connects ■ Draw freehand, lines, circles, boxes and 
Supra Fax Modem v32Bis £275   t0 ^ expansion connector of the polygons in various fill patterns, brush 
Supra Modem 2400 (External) ,,.,£75   A500/A500+. The A500 version has a sizes, paste modes, or with the clip 
Supra Modem 2400 Zlplus (internal) .£134   through-port which is compatible with all board image 
Supra 9600 .,. ...£210   Ami9a 500 expansion peripherals, ■ Clipboards may be scanned directly, or 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ any shape can be cut from the main 

Miscellaneous          Tne software supplied with this scanner image 
is the new PowerScan Professional 3, ■ The software is compatible with all 

Power Mouse JE15   wnicn also supports the greyscale scan- Amigas 
Optical Mouse , , £29.95    ner and wi)l be available as an upgrade ■ Supports Workbench 2 and ECS screen 
Replacement optical mouse mat ..£9.95   t0 exjstin9 usefS of PowerScan for £15, modes 
10 Maxell disks, optical mouse, _ 
lipstick                                    £45     Colour PowerScan v3.0 features Colour PowerScan now available 

Maxell multi-colour disks HO) « 95   - Real-time True-feel'scan option in New v3.o Scan software 
Floppy disks bulk £POA     C0|our haHtonB mode 

Aviator 1 joystick . £35   . images are stored internally as 12-bit PowerScan Colour v3.0  £239 
ntruder 1 joystick ....£29-99     graphics, not HAM. This means that no PowerScan Greyscale v3 0 £115 
Maverick 1 joystick , £15.99     quality is lost due to the Amiga only PowerScan v3.0 software upgrade ,..£15 
Python 1 joystick £9.99     being able to display HAM images in 
Apache 1 joystick ^ ..,.,,£7.99     4096 colours The Amiga can only display 16 greyscales 

distributor for Powtr Computing in Italy. D.R.R. SRL 00142, Roma, Via Duccio Di Buonirtsegna Tat (OS) 5193481/482 Fax 5040666 

Award Winning Manufacturers 
Power products come with 

full technical support 

Order Form 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

Tel, No. 

Description 

Credit Card No. 

I I I I I I I 
l l l I I I I I 

Expiry Oate 

Signature 

I enclose cheque/PO for 
£ 

Tel 0234 843388 
Fax 0234 840234 

Power Computing Ltd 
Unit 8 Railton Road 

Woburn Road fnd. Estate 
Kempston Bedford 

MK42 7PN 

fistoblisked 1935 
Specifications & prices 

subject to chsrvge without notice 
All trtdamarts acknowledged, VAT incluttad 

4UK mainland ontyl 
4flHr deliver, £2,50 24Hr delivery E4.50 

Parcel past (JsJivery El 
fNotforortf&ra oucrfSQ) 



COMMS 

Fast talking 

This month, Dave Winder tries out the 

SupraFaxModem. Does it really bring high 

performance within the reach of a low budget? 

PLUS: the latest news from the world of comms 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Archiving - In comms terms this means compressing the file you want to 
transfer, using a special program, so that it is smaller and therefore 
takes less time to arrive or send. 

CIX - Compulink Information Exchange. The biggest conferencing system in 
the UK and home-fro m-ho me for many Amiga developers, journalists, 
and the like. 

ELS PA - European Leisure Software Publishers7 Association. Works in 
conjunction with FAST to achieve the same afrns. 

FAST - Federation Against Software Theft. An organisation that attempts to 
stamp out software piracy. 

Hayes - An industry standard set of commands for telling your modem 
what you want it to do, For exam pie t ATDT tells the modem to dial a 
number using Tone Dialling. 

internet - A network of thousands of online services across the globe. 

MNP5 - A protocol which improves the accuracy of the information 
transferred by using error correction, 

V32bls - Another way of saying 14,400bps. 

V42bls - Not a rating of speed, but a method of data compression which 
effect i ve ly speeds u p th ro ugh put. 

bps - Bits Per Second. The rate at which information is passed along a 
data channel. 

Choosing a modem is one of 
the hardest comms 
decisions you*II ever make. 
The advice that I have 

always given Is to go for the fastest 
modem you can afford, the only 
problem with this being that few 
people could afford the really 
speedy models. But with the release 
of the SupraFaxModem V32bis, high 
performance modems are now 
available at a lower price* 

The SupraFaxModem itself is 
surprisingly small, approximately the 
same size as a video cassette* It is 
a no-nonsense clean design, sturdy 
enough to take the inevitable knocks 
of everyday use. To facilitate the rack 
storage of the unit, the case has 
been designed so that the ends can 
be removed - a nice touch which 
means it will find a ready market in 
the corporate sector as well as with 
hobbyists, The front panel rates as 
one of the most informative on any 
modem: instead of the usual run of 
LEDs there is also an alphanumeric 
status display, so even the novice 
can easily understand what is 
happening during a comms session. 

One point to consider is that 
since the modem is American, it 
doesn't come with a BT type phone 
jack* However, the supplier of the 

modem we tested, First Choice, will 
provide the necessary phone lead as 
part of the package. 

BREAKFAST TIME 
So we have determined this is a well- 
built, good-looking machine, but what 
does It do? The answer is just about 
everything except make the 
breakfast! Rrst of all it supports the 
highest of modem speeds, V32b1s, 
which means it can connect at a rate 
of 14,400 bits per second. However* 
because it also sports V42bis data 
compression and MNP5 error 
correction, the effective transfer rate 
can increase to an impressive 
38,400bps- Of course, to allow 
compatibility with systems that are 
using older and slower modems, the 
SupraFaxModem also supports the 
lower speeds of 4800, 2400,1200, 
and 300 bps. 

Secondly, this is also a fax 
machine as well as a modem. It 
supports Group 3 fax, and the 
industry standard Class 1 and 2 fax 
commands, thus allowing maximum 
flexibility and compatibility with fax 
machines and software. 

If you are just upgrading from a 
slower modem you will have no 
trouble in setting up the 
SupraFaxModem, as it is fully Hayes 
compatible. The Hayes command set 
is the standard used by just about 
every modem these days, and allows 
you to set up different modems using 
the same simple commands. If, 
however, you are new to comms you 
may find things somewhat confusing. 

This is no fault of Supra - it is 
just a fact of life in the world of 
comms. The 'Getting Started* 
booklet that comes with the unit is 
rather simplistic, but should prove 
adequate to get you up and running* 
ideally, you should read through the 
'Reference Manual' as well - you 
may find some of the jargon puzzling 
at first, but you wlH need to 
understand a fair proportion of it 
(especially the Hayes command set) 
in order to deal with any problems 
you may come across* 

NEWS t NEWS # NEWS • NEWS • NEWS. NEWS • NEWS • NEWS • NEWS • NEWS • NEWS. NEWS • NEWS • NEWS 

LICENSED BOARDS? 
A rumour reached my ears the other 
day about the Federation Against 
Software Theft (FAST) and the 
European Leisure Software 
Publishers' Association (ELSPA). 
The story was that they were 
planning to lobby Parliament with a 
view to getting a law passed 
requiring all UK bulletin boards to 
be licensed. To get to the truth of 
the matter, i called the Chief 
Executive of ELSPA, Roger Bennett. 

He told me that the rumour is 
true: licensing BBSs is one of the 

options that FAST and £LSPA are 
examining to combat the growing 
problem of pirated software and 
hard core pornography being made 
available via the telephone line. 
However, Mr Bennett is well aware 
that the vast majority of systems 
are operated entirely within the law* 
ELSPA beiieve that most legal and 
genuine bulletin boards will 
welcome some form of registration 
in order to maintain their good 
reputation. uWe do not wish to 
undermine the honest people," Mr 
Bennett confirmed. 

MY CONCERNS 
It appears that the scheme is being 
considered to aid the trace ability of 
pornography and pirate software, 
and not as a method of raising 
money to subsidise losses due to 
piracy. That can only be good news. 
However, this columnist is 
concerned that many smaller 
bulletin boards could be forced to 
close if they have to pay a 
substantial amount for a licence to 
operate. Passing the cost on to the 
users of the system could also have 
exactly the same effect. 

I understand that a Member of 
Parliament is involved In the 
licensing plan, but ELSPA wouid not 
confirm the name at the time i 
spoke to Roger Bennett. I hope that 
whoever It is has a full 
understanding of the nature of 
bulletin boards in this country, and 
does not force the death of hobbyist 
comms for the sake of a few people 
who abuse the system. 

If you have strong feelings on 
this, contact either FAST on 0628 
660377, ELSPA on 0386 830642, 
or write to us at Amiga Shopped 
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Sending a fax with the Supra Modem 
can be just as easy as printing a 
document - and uses less paper! 

NO MORE MIGRAINE 
Once the modem is plugged in and 
ready to gos the alphanumeric status 
display comes into its own, I really 
do like this feature - after many 
years of watching blinking lights on 
the front of my modem and giving 
myself a migraine by trying to recall 
what the various combinations mean, 
it is sheer joy to be told what is 
happening in more or less plain 
English. For example, if the modem 
is ready to use, the display says OK. 
If the display shows Dl, the modem 
is busy dialling. You can tell at a 
glance if the modem has made a 
connection to a fax machine or fax 
modem, what speed you are 
connected at, and so on. 

There have been problems with 
early versions of the 
SupraFaxModem, or more precisely 
with the ROMs used in them. These 
problems made it very difficult, if not 
impossible, to make a connection at 
14t400bps. As the speed advantage 

A lot of power in a small package - 
the modem itself is about the same 
size as a standard video cassette 

WM  is one of the main selling 
points of the modem, this 
was a serious disadvantage. 
The modem would reduce its 
speed until it could connect, 
usually at 12,000bps. This 
is still quite fast, but not 
what you had paid for. Supra 
were obviously aware of 
this, and have now upgraded 
the ROMs. The review model 
I used had these new ROMs 

fitted and I had no trouble in making 
14,400bps connections on all the 
systems I tried. First Choice inform 
me that all their current stock have 
the new ROMs fitted. 

WOOOOSH! 
A modem of this specification is all 
about speed. The faster you can 
transfer files or messages to or from 
your computer, the more money you 
will save. So how did the 
SupraFaxModem perform in this all- 
important area? The answer must be 
u except io na I ly we I r. Wh e n 
transferring an un arc hived text file I 
managed to get average download 
speeds of around 3500 characters 
per second; on archived files 
(including binary, or program, files) a 
very healthy rate of 1650cps was 
achieved. One should bear in mind 
that my home system features a 
68030 with lots of fast 32-bit RAM, 
so you may find speeds on a 
standard A500 or 600 are a touch 
slower, but the difference should not 
be substantial. 

The fax side of the modem is 
very well implemented. You will, 

however, need to purchase 
the appropriate software for 
sending and receiving faxes, 
as none is supplied with the 
modem. For the purposes of 
testing the SupraFaxModem 
I made use of the AmigaFax 
demo, which was good 
enough for the job in hand. 
This isn't a review of fax 
software so I won't go into 
any real detail of the 
program at this point. At its 
simplest, sending a fax 

using your Amiga is a matter of 
typing a document into your favourite 

STOP PRESS - LATEST NEWS! 

Literally as I write, I have been given permission to announce that CIX now 
has full Internet access available. The Internet gives access to thousands 
of online services across the world, from NASA databases to multi-user 
games, and of course thousands upon thousands of Amiga programs to be 
downloaded. I'm also able to announce the launch of a new multi-user 
game on CIX, the DiscWorld MUD, Based on the series of books by Terry 
Pratchett, and authorised by the man himself (who is also a CIX user, by 
the way), the CIX DiscWorld MUD looks like being one of the finest games 
of its sort available. It is certainly one of the most addictive, 

There are to be no extra charges for either of these new services. You 
can find out more about CIX by ringing « 081 390 8446 (office hours). 

word processor. Instead of sending 
the word processor output to your 
printer, it is directed to the modem. 
The modem then sends the file to 
the fax number you have given the 
software. The big advantage over a 
stand-alone fax machine is that you 
don't have to print the letter from the 
computer and then feed it through 
the fax - it is all done from the 
comfort of your Amiga, 

There is, it must be said, one big 
problem with the SupraFaxModem 
and that is the fact that it does not 
currently have BABT approval. I am 
aware that many people use 
modems which are not approved, as 
well as phones and answerphones 
for that matter. However it is still 
illegal and cannot be seen to be 
condoned. If Supra could hurry up 
and get the approval through I would 
not hesitate to recommend the 
SupraFaxModem V32bis as the best 
buy modem avaiiable. Oh, what the 
heck! I do say the SupraFaxModem 
V32bis is the best buy modem 
available - just bear in mind the 
approval issue when you are 
considering the purchase- 

OUR READERS SAY 
So for sheer power and value for 
money the Supra cannot be beaten. 
Not only do you get one of the 
fastest modems avaiiable but you 
get fax as well! But donTt just take 
my word for it, I asked some Amiga 
Shopper readers on CIX what they 
thought of it, and here are some of 
their comments: 

• Steve Goddard: 1 consider it to be 
wefl worth the money." 

• Matthew Llkierman: ' It's good 
looking, small, sturdy, and does 
what f want it to do." 

• Francis Lock: 'My only grouse is 
that, being so small, it tends to 
disappear under the rubble on 
my desk!" 

• Jim Hawkins: "It's very easy to 
use and very fast. The 
price/performance ratio is 
excellent. I don't think there is 
much around to beat it." 

BUDGET ALTERNATIVES 
If you can't quite afford the 
SupraFaxModem V32bis, then the 
SupraFaxPlus may be the answer. It 
is the same in most aspects to the 
V32bis model, except it does not 
feature the alphanumeric status 
display and the maximum speed is 
2400bps (giving a throughput of 
around 9600bps with V42bis). The 
fax side runs at 9600bps rather than 
the 14,400 of the SupraFaxModem, 

Dave Winder, (also known as 
'Wavey Davey') is the moderator of 
the Amiga Conference on CIX. You 
can E-mail him as dwinder a @ 
clx. compullnk. co, uk. 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

The SupraFaxModem V32tis costs £259.99 
The SupraFaxPlus costs £139.99 

From: First Choke 
0532 319444 

Prices include VAT and delivery 

CHECKOUT 

SUPRAFAXMODEM 

V32BIS 

Ease of use • • m • 
The easy-tounderstand status display 
takes much of the mystery out of 
connecting with comms, 

Performance        # O # • # 
One of the fastest modems available. 

Value for money   # • • • • 
A super fast modem, and a fax machine 
as well. What more could you want? 

Overall rating 

If you are considering entering this 
fascinating area of computing, or if you 
want to upgrade to a faster modem, look 
no further than the SupraFaxModem 
V32bis< However, do bear in mind the 
legal aspects of non-BABT approval. 

CHECKOUT 

SUPRAFAXPLUS 

Ease of use • • • i 
As for the SupraFaxModem {above}. 

O 

Performance ••tOO 
Only opt for this much slower speed if you 
really, really cannot afford the 
SupraFaxModem V32bis. The £120 
difference is money well spent and it is 
amazing how quickly you can get your 
money back by means of smaller phone 
hills. 

Value for money   • • # • 
For the price, even allowing for the much 
slower speed, this still represents 
exceptional value for money. 

Overall rating 

A damn good buy if money is too tight to 
afford the SupraFaxModem V32bis. 

COMING NEXT MONTH 

In next month's issue I will be 
taking a look at the Internet: what 
it is, why should you want to use ft, 
and how you get onto it. 

And don't forget I will also be 
keeping you up-to-date with what is 
happening in the world of comms. 
See you then! 
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ST ALBANS OPEN SUNDAYS 
lO.OOAM- 4.30PM 

LATE NIGHT OPENING FROM MID 
NOVEMBER - PHONE! 

AMIGA 500+ 

A500+ with A570CD + PDCD .£519.991 

LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE - PHONE! 

12 MONTH ON-SITE MAINTENANCE 
Latest version, 68030 25MHz, 3.5" BOOK FD + spore drive bay (or 4 

spare bays on Tawer)r512K 32 bit ROM, 4 Zorjo IE, sbls with ?PC AT slols 
{or I CPU, 7 Zorro III, 2 PC AT on Tower), hard drive and memory as below: 
DESKTOP 52MB 120MB 210MB 425MB 
1 m video 4 1 MB Fast Ram 1269 1469 1729 2249 
2MB video + 1MB Fast Ram 1437 1679 1959 2359 
2MB video + 4MB Fast Ram 1599 1729 2029 2429 
2MB video + 6MB Fast Ram 1729 1859 2149 2559 
TOWER 
1MB video + 4MB Fast Ram - 2299 2549 2949 
2MB video + 8MB Fast Rom - 2449 2699 3199 
With Muttfntftiftd Pack: AmigoVismj, 

febxe Paint 4.1 and State ADD £195.99 
With extra 4MB Fast RAM (fitted if rcquircdjADD £169.99 
With PniBpi SVGA 28dpi int. tilt & $wive!ADD £259.00 

AMIGA 4000 

NewAGA Chip Set + blistering 68040 processor 256,000 colours from 
16,6 million start doubling for flicker free display 25 MHz, Mouse, Amiga 
35/176 MB 3.5" drive flus Cross DOS lor transfer of files between 
Amiga DOS +MS DOS, 2 rear + 2 front 35" boys, 1 x 5.25" bay, Hard 
Drive as below, Amiga DOA10 system and utilities, Gold Service Warranty 

ALONE _ (id 
120MB HD 2 +4MB £2089 inc. VAT  TRADI RLE 
] 20MB HD 2 + 8MB £2239 fnc VAT flfftil**** 
240MB HD 2 +8MB £2399 inc. VAT 
With SVGA low radiation high-res 28 dot pitch col. monitor 
inc tilt anrj swivel ^pjj £259 

NO OTHER DEALER CAN BEAT 
OUR CREDENTIALS 

• B+- years experience in Commodore product ond here !o stay 
• Commodore trained staff are friendly and helpful and are 

parents, multimedia, educational, games, programming or 
technical specialists (usually mare than one!) 

• Open 9 6 pm Monday to Saturday and 10,00 am to 4.30 pm 
Sundays for convenient shopping. 

• Callers welcome for advice and demonstration at our 1600-1- sq 
ft High St, lawn Centre branches 

• Ne*1 day delivery for most orders received by 5.30 pm; express 
am and Saturday services available 

• Hardware carefully handled and delivered safely and reliably 
by caged, insured, too name courier service 

• IVe dflspalch testing on Amiga systems 
• Free 3D day; next day courier collection and delivery of NEW 

replacemenUexcept product with on-site maintenance) 
• Hotline support and in-house engi neers 
• Uporade and trade in offers to keen you up to date 
• Exceptional after sales service 
• BFPO and Export welcome 

AMIGA 600 
A600 with 12 month on-site warranty, 
1 MB, WB 2,05,3.5" FD 4 Smart Card interface, 
Mouse and Manuals 

WITH 8833/CBM 
ALONE       1084 +ON-SITE 

A600 259.00 439,00 
A600 20MBHD     419.00 599,00 
A600 40MB*       469.00 649,00 
A600 80MB*       494.00 674.00 
A600 120MB*      594.00 774.00 

2MB VERSION ADD £39=95 
See below/across for alternative software packs 

* lop qualify 3rd party drives, covered by fall 12 month retura- 
to-base warranty 

AMIGA 1200 
1200 SB 359,00 
1200 40MB 559.00 
120O aOMB 629*00 

2 MB, 68020 with new AGA chip set 256,000 colours 
from 16 million colours plus on-site. 
First supplies now arrived • Very limited 

THE HOT LIST 
CURRENT TITLES VARY - INCLUDES: 
Paperboy 11 Hunt for Red October 
Colossus Chess Blmkys Scary School (under 12) 
Challenge Golf Battleships 
Ancient Games - 5 events licence to Kill- Bond Game 
Gsco Heat - Police car race Silkworm Helicopter jeep mission 93% CU 
Edd the Duck (under! 2)   Continental Grots - 8 Int race drcurts 92% M 
Master Blazer - 3D spoils Zwatbrusto - Thrust clone 94% Zzap 
Onslaught Formal 6 %% Ihunderstrikr- fighter Flight Sim 
+ LOTS MORE - AT LEAST 25 TJTHS TO CHOOSE FROM! 

1500 PACK EXTRA 
(ALSO FOR A500,A500+, A6O0 

CDTV, 3000) 
VAIUE/RRP 

• The Works Plnlinum, word processor, spreadsheet, 
database 1*9.95 

• Deluxe Paint III with animation 79,99 
• Gel the most out of your kiig a book 9.9 5 
• 80 Prog. Hobbyte PD Greats Pack ■ see 'Hottest Lot Pacfc1 39.99 
■  4 cfist f00 Clip Art pics/gmpfe for DPaint 111 9.99 
• Puzznic        OR Lemmings 24.99 
• Taki               Captain Planet 24.99 
• EH               The Simpsons 29.99 
• Dipita Home Accounts 29,99 

TOTAL VALUE 429.82 
WITH AN1GA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 
PLUS Starter Pmk 

49.99 
69,99 
67.99 

STARTER PACK 
WAX VALUE/RRP j 

Mkroswilched Joystick 9.99 
80 cap, lockable disc box PLUS i 0 blank discs 16.98 
4 great baud games ■ See HOT LIST 159.96 
Phone for current choice OR Home Accounts 
OR DPaint III +700 dip Art Pics/graphics 

Mouse Mat and Dust Cover 9.9* 
CDTV T Shirt 6,99 

TOTAL VALUE 203.90 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 19,99 
SEPARATELY 29,9? 

WE WANT TO 
BEAT ALL PRICES! 

CALL US!! 

inc. on-site 
' Full UK spec. #ilh 1 MB RAM, mouse, expansion as 2000, leads, manuals. New 

including Kickstart & Workbench 2,05. Hand disc configuration inc the high 
performance GVP El controller card, 
EXPANDABLE TO 8MB. 
Dual Drive 469.00 
DD+GVP+52MB HO 732.00 
DD+-GVP+8GMB HD 799.00 
DD+GVP+120MB HD 872.00 
DD+GVP+120MB HD 1049.00 
WEthB833/t084S ADD 179.99 
Wilh7CW + M/WFrAOD 379.99 
Per etirn 2MB fitted to GVP 
Aka with Kickstart 1.3 + ROM Sharer 
Also with Gtken W 24 pin Col Printer + Starter Pack 

ISM snows 
1 /2 PRICE 1500 S/W PACK EXTRA Ibis rr 
only with 1500r 1500 Pack Extra at only ....£24 
1500 HD + ON-SITE, 8833/1084S, CITIZ 
200 24 pin col printer, 1500 Extra software pad 
Starter Pack + AmigaVision 
52MB £1149,00 120MB £1329 

ADD £60.00 
ADD £39.90 

ADD £199.00 

CDTV 
1 MB, with Disc Caddy, WelcomB CD +■ tutorial + remote control unit. 

AS ABOVE    WITH MATCHING DRIVE 
KEYBOARD, MOUSE+ WB 1.3 

At above £369* £459 
With Goldstar Bhxk TV £549* £639 
monitor + remote control 
Extra RAM £POA 

Ptas Hutchinsons Encyclopaedia + Lemmings 
See below/across for software pacts •RICES! 

THE HOTTEST LOT RACK 
VALUE/RRP 

• Mas Starter Pack 203,90 
PLUS: 

- Another 10 GREAT in dividuatly packaged games, BETTER 269.82 
THAN THE REST previous RRPs up la 39.99 each, phone la 
choose from HOT LIST, ar leave it to usl Children's gomes available. 

• 80 Prog. Hobhyte PD Greats Pack II - Includes ton games like 
Bottlecars, Star Trek, Computer Conflict, Megabali, dozens of arcade 
classics, board classics ana 'shoot-em-ups', DPaint dip art, Utilities. 
Word Processor, Spreadsheet, Database + Desktop Publisher and the 
ufti mole virus killers a most far every new Amiga owner I 39.99 

TOTAL VALUE 513.71 
WITH AMIGA 
SEPARATELY 

SPECIAL: ALSO 10 extra'Hoi List' 

49.99 
69,99 

ADD 25.00 

WWW EXTRA - OR 
'ANYTM  NO YOU CAN 

• www 

• Dtointmwmaramolion 79*99 
• 700 tiip art pics/graphics for DPaint 111 9.99 
• 3 disc Home Pack ind. W Processor, Dbase, Spreadsheet 9.99 

•   Virus Killer 4.99 
TOTAL VALUE 182.93 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 49.99 
SEPARATELY 59.99 

EPIC PACK EXTRA 
Needs 1MB and Hard [hive    VALUE/RRP 

Epic Pack:       Trivial Pursuit, language Lab, Amiga text 29.99 
Epic, Rome, Myth 77.97 

DPaint IH with animation 79.99 
700 dip art pics/graphics for DPuim III 9.99 
3 disc Home Peck End W Processor, Dbase, Spreadsheet 9.99 

•  Virus tiller 4.99 
TOTAL VALUI 212.92 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 39.99 
SEPARATELY 49.99 



PROFESSIONAL 
FAMILY PACK 
(1MB REQUIRED) 

VAUJE/RRP 
* Cartoon Cloaks Gomes: Lemmings OR EM K.9$ 

The Simpsons TDICI 24.99 
Captain Pjarrer Puzuiic 25.99 

■ Deltiwe Pnim III with Qnimatioii + 700 dip Art pics 89.99 
■ The Works Platinum Wnnl Processor, Spreadsheet 

and Database 169.99 
* EddikDuck 29,99 

OR Round the Bend OR Digital Home Accounts 
* Virus Killer Disk 4.99 
* 80 Prog. Hnbayte PO Groats Pack - see 'Hottest Lot Pock 39*99 
* 4 disc DP pock int. Fonls, Cqj Art and Disc Tutor 9*99" 
* Hobfayte Infant, Junior (specify) or Secondary 

Educational Pack 19,99 
* 10 Blank Discs + BO Capacity loricable dbc box 26.98 
* Mouse Mai + Dust Cover and Joystick 19.97 

TOTAL VALUE 438.85 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 79.99 
SEPARATELY 99.99 

SPECIAL Also with Citizen 200 24 PEN 
Colour Printer and Starter Pack ADD 199.00 

+ SCHOOL PACK 
Zocl - Number 1 Charthuster 25.99 
Striker ■ H% Ql Amiga 25.99 
Pintail Dreams - 94% AUI 25.99 j 
Transwrile UK WP +Spe[lchecker 49.991 
AD I French, Moths or English (11-15, specify age) 
ADI the lovable extra terrestrial gifted teacher, guides yau 
through National Curriculum. Ideally compliments school work. 
From th e award win ning Fun School team 2: 

OR 
25.991 

6 HOT LIST Games 209.941 
Koabyta 80 Programme PD Greals Pack - See Hottest Lol'  39-99 1 

Hobhyle Secondary Educational Pack 19.99 
Micraswitched quality joystick 9.99 

TOTAL VALUE 407.8? 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 49.99 
SEPARATELY 69,99 

ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS 
PACK 3-13 YEARS 

VA1UE/RRP 
Your choice from: 
Fun School 2, 3 or 4 (far 3-9 yrs * specify one, 9 diff, 25.99 
versions available) Up to 6 stunning UK educational games in each 
package, with heaulilul pictures, exciting animation +■ music that 
helps to develop numbers, word + other skills. Up to 6 feds of 
difficulty. Conforms with National Curriculum. 
Merlin's Moths (for Ml yrs] from the award winning 
Tun School1 stable, 6 engrossing games to teach essential maths 
skills, in a way children will love. 
Spelling Fmr (for 7-13 yrs) all the fun of the fair on 6 levets makes 
learning spelling addictive and fun, Includes 6 games plus 31100 word 
dictionary + special selection of words for needs of dyslexic children 
+ parents can create own dictionary of words requiring special 
attention, 
Edd me Duck (7 yrs) OR flf [7+ yrs) OR Round the Bend 25.99 
Habbyte Infanl or Junior (specify] Educational Pock, featuring up to 
11 'learn while yau play' a^mes 19.99 
Hobiyte 30 Easy Chifdrens Games, 10 pock disc including Train 
Set and other top entertaining PD titles 19*99 
Deluxe Paint HI with animation + 700 Clip Art pics for DP £9.99 
inc. children, Fairytale tLegend characters, Sport Cartoons etc 
Joystick f 10 blank discs 15.98 

TOTAL VALUE 197.92 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 39.99 
SEPARATELY 59.99 
SPECIAL: Each extra title front first 
selection add (ust 15.00 

A3000 24 BIT 

WE SPECIALISE 
• Extra RAM • 68040 accelerator 

124 bit colour card • 24 bit colour real time digitizer] 
* 24 bit 3D Art + animation s/w 

■ Fitting and Free 1/2 day customised training 

TELEPHONE JP 

TRAMPY'S, THOMAS'S 
OR NODDY'S PACK 

2-8 YEARS 
AT LEAST 57 EDUCATIONAL/FUN FILLED GAMES! 

WAX VALUE/RRP | 
* The Shoe People - 6 colourful and entertaining games 29*99 

featuring Trompy and Friends to encourage earfy number reading and 
pre-reading skills. With Shoe People music 

OR Thomas the Tank Engine s Fun with Wards - 6 separate easy to use 
learning programmes with animation and sound. 

OR Noddy s Playtime !to 7 years) ■ fl magical learning games at 3 levels, 
PLUS Junior Art package inc. Colouring electronic Tuny Felt', FREE Toy 
Town map, Keyboard overlay and wobbler. 

■ Shapes and Colours - Bobby the Clown entertains and lays down the 
foundation for maths and wrrting in 6 colourful animated games, 9,99 

* Fun School 2,3 or 4 - the "Fun School" suite have won just about every 
award going. 5 or 6 wonderful animated games. 24*99 

OR Picture Book: 4 colourful and amusing games from ex Fun School" 
design manager will delight young children. 

* Deluxe Paint III with animation + 700 Clip Art pics for DP 
inc. children, Fairytale fLegcnd characters. Sport, Cartoons, 

* Hobbyte Infant EaucationafPD Pock, containing 10 
fun while you learn games 

* Hobhyle 3D Easy Children's Games Pack 
* 10 Blank Discs, Joystick, Mouse Mat 

TOTAL VALUE 
WITH AWIGA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 
SPECIAL: Each extra litle from first 
selection add fust 18.99 

89.99 

19.99 

19.99 
26,96 

221.90 
49.99 
69.99 

ARE GO! 
We hope! We are trying to organise pack for 

Christmas, complete with ale-cast toy, no promises, 
But phone for latest!! 

is 

IN, 

K 

o 

ACCESSORIES 
Blitz virus preleclar + backup ,23.99 Golden Image Nappy Mouse 18.99 
A520 Modulator 19.99 Gl drush Moose + DPIE. . 23.99 
WOO Deluxe canlrol centre 44.99 Gl Oplicol Mouse 28.99 
1600 Control Centre.. 29.90 Gl Crystal Trackball 35.99 
CDTV Keyboard 39,99 

MODEMS 
toistrod SM 2400 Modem,... 11&.99 
iupra Fax 2400 + 5 year warranty,.... , .....76.95 
MJpra Fax 2400 Plus + 5 year warranty , 137,95 

FLOPPY DRIVES 
fydet 3.5 external drive, daisvehain +■ on/ofL.  
[umana (At 354 3,5 exlemaf drive, beige  
[DTV external 3.5 drive, black +10 blank discs .... 3C 88QB withanti click + Blitz back up and virus protector ,„...65,00 
K 880 B as above. Cyclone compatible 78.99 
3ual drive as PC BB0B._ „.. J 25.00 
ceplacement A500 drive „„„ ,„„ ...,,,34.95 

.,.48.95 
 .52.99 

49.99 

/i 
IM 10&4SDI monilor + leads + 2 great Hot 1st1 games 179,99 
'hilips UK 8833 MKII men.tleods* Turbo Challenge +■ on-site, 179.99 
nit +■ swivel stand for Philips 8833 12.99 
*hilips 3332 FSTTV/Monitar 238,99 
M 196C High res monitor _ 399,99 
'hilips 7CM Hi res SVGA 28dp inc, lib & swivel ...259,99 
^EC 4 FG Multi-Sync ,„„„ 544,99 

124,99 
197.90 

Aicroway Flicker Fixer...., ,„.  
□ flicker Free Video 2 A50B _  

SCANNERS & DIGITISERS 
ipson GT 4000,600dpi 24 bit A4 789.00 
json GT flOO0rB00dpi 24 bit A4 A192.99 
Wer Hand Scanner, 400 dpi, 64 Grayscale, ?owerscan software 88,99 
Wer Colour Hand Scanner « , ^219,49 
Ihorp JX 100 A6 Scanner + scanlab s/w up to 16 bit ....469.99 
harp JX 320A6 Scanner + s/w up te 24 bit . 898.99 fidi Amiga 12. ,„„ 73.99 
umma Sketch IIA4 Tablet Digilher 319.99 
umma Sketch II A3 Tablet Digittser m . 529.99 

GENLOCKS 
WMUbbmtttt POA RocgeaPkB^^ 
BMKenddeSaO^SVHS 529,99 Ptogm..  
!otgm,_ „ „ _7&V95 Video Pflol v330 994.94 

DISCS 
0 Blank 0S/DD discs in box. 6.99   50 Blank DS/DD discs 17.99 
0 Blank DS/HO discs ..a.99   50 Blank DS/HD discs 27,99 

A5301MB120MB_. 
A500/6CM 
 728.99 20MB HD upgrade TT9.00 

S/HO 
O 

A530 1MB 240MB 908.99 4QM HD upgrade 199.00 
4530 68882 .20199 40M8 HO upgrade., 225.00 
GVP HD8 52MB 318.99 80MB HO upgrade 275.00 
GVPHDS 120MB 408.99 IVSTrumpcard42MBHO....279.99 
GVP HDS 240M8.. 663.99 Extra 2MB fitted to any above.62.99 
A590 20MB 259,99 Acrobatics VX130 25MHz . 219.99 
A570 for 2.04 1MB 500 3A9.99 2MB Buri MM for ota.^ 179.99 

ACCELERATORS? 
HD Al500/2000/3000 

(W5eriesll4flMfl_,„.„„24iOO GFarce O3050WHZ4MB^.1099.99 
GVPScriBsll80MB„ „32&00 GFarce04028MHZ 2MB 1489.99 
GVPSenesll24QMB_ 63199 f\ogZ^[M02aMr24W8,_ 1739.99 
GVP Series II420MB 103199 Prcg^nuy040 28MHZ POOO) 1349.99 
G force 030 25MHZ 1MB—.54199 Sy^removotie HD BaMB.S49.95 
GForce 030 40MHZ 4MB .......783.99 Extra 2MB frired to uny otx^'c... .62.99 

EXPANSION 
A50O 512k Ram Exp+ClocL. 19,90 A6O0/1200 2MB exp (fast)l T7,99 
A500f 1 MB B*p ,„.2199 A60O/1200 4MB exp (fasti 179,99 
A500+- Switch 1MB exp ...37,99 A50O Ram Sharer 1.3 POA 
CBM 2.04 upgrade krt 74,99 A5O0 Rom Sharer 2.04^ POA 
A600 1MB exp (chip) 39.99 AfiOO Rom 5h. 4 1.3..... POA 
Chip fitting and board upgrade available, by 
our qualified engineers or OtY kit   , .POA 

EMULATION 
KB Powerhoard POA    G Gale 3B6sx 25MHi ....43199 
KG Powerhoard with DOS .POA    G Gale 486SX ~ 795,99 
KCS aduplor POA    GVP 286 for GVPII +530 ....216,99 
AT Bridgeboard for 1500 299.00 AT Once 214.99 
386 Bridgeboard for!500...POA    GVP40/4 for 1500   945.99 

ALONE 

J 14,49 
_8199 

□liiftri 120+D 110.9? 
Star LC20, 113.49 
Slur LC100 9 pin col,...146.49 
Star LC20D col 16X19 
GlaenSwrfl v* 163.49 
SlarLC 24-20 173.49 
StarlC2il0024pin....l63.49 
SlarLC 24 200 197.25 
SlarLC 24 20D col 236.49 
Citizen 1240 176.99 
Epson LQ TOO 189.99 
Gton S200 24- 179.99 
Citizen 5200 24 coh ....169.99 

%bo Print Pro 

WITH STARTER 
PACK ALONE 

Glizen5240 24cei* 259.99 
Citizen S24x col* 296.99 

<y rtPOeskietSGO 329.99 
a"  HPOeiltietcol^ ,..399.99 

* HP DesJcfet 550C 519.99 w HPPulntjetS 439,19 
— BJlOeicBubblsjct port. ...204.99 

"WITH 
STARTER 

PACK 

BJ 20... _ 304,99 w 
BJ330A3... „....J69.99 
BJ300,, 33B.99 a. 
Star SJ 48 191,49 

^ H.P LosAfffair 11P +■ 619.99 
QMSInkJei col A4 4999.9S 

driver/util s/w highly retain mended ADD £39.95 

Amiga price i, except wh sre iloted ate int. VAT. E.&O.E. 
1 STARTER PACK: 500 Sheets A4 or continuous paper, Amiga to 

printer fend, Universal Printer Stand & Driver * with Prtnl Manager 

HP AUTHORISED DEALER • CITIZEN DEALER PLUS • 

1   1   1  \  \ J  V A 

24 BIT 
A Video 24 wrth TV Pain!for 500. 588.90    Harlequin 4H00 24 bit card ...1289,99 
Art Dept. Rro2.1A.. 
DOV  

 174.99 
 395.99 

firecracker , POA 
GVPIV + V1U-S.... 1389.99 
GYP1V + Viy-CT 1759.99 

GRAPHKS/CAD 
AjrvgaVtson 47.50 
Art0ept.Pro 2.1 ...98.99 
Deluxe Poinl IJ1 9,49 
Deluxe PainllV 53.99 
Expert 4 DJunior„.3 6.99 
Expert Draw 48.99 
Imagine v2 186.99 
Pro.OrawS..... 69,99 
Real 3D leg 1.4 ...85,99 
Real 3D 
Turoo Pro 1.4 ...229.50 

Scaia 500 68,99 
ScalaMM200  434,99 
Scalo Pro 1.13....173,50 
Sculpl 

Animate 4D 198.99 
Spectra Colour .57,99 
X CAD 2000 89.50 
X CAD 3000 238,90 

image Master.. J 049.00 

VIDEO PRODUCTION/ 
TITLING 
Amiga Vision... 47.50 
Broadcast 
ThlerJl ,.148.99 
Deluxe Phalolab ...51,49 

SOFTWARE 
Pro Video Plus.. .137.99 
TV Show Pro 51.39 
TV Text Pra 68,99 
Video Director... .106.99 
EDUCATIONAL 
Any Fun School, 14.99 
Any ADI 17.50 
See aba software packs 
UTILITIES/ 
LANGUAGES 
AMAXII Plus 289.99 
Amoi 3D  21.49 
Amos the Creator ..30.95 
Amos Compiler., 19.49 
Easy Amos 22.49 
Cross Das v5 22,75 
Disk Master II 43,75 
GFA Basic 17,99 
Latticed  179.99 
Quarter back.... 30,50 
Quarter bock Tools44.99 
Xcopy Pro  .29.49 
APPLICATION 
Arena Accounts 89.50 
Excellence 3  ...88.99 

OpalVision 24bil board 4 Opal Paint, Opal 
Presents, Karate 24 hit s/w..^^.689.00 
Rembrandt 24 bit hoard 2489.99 
V lab 24 bil real timedigitiser..,.279.99 

Final Copy II POA 
Kind Words III 35.99 
Maxiplon Plus v4. 38.99 
Mini Office ......43.99 
PagesEream 2.2 ..122.99 
Pageselter II 42.49 
Pen Pal 1.4 ,,,,,,52.50 
Personal Finance 

Manager Plus ,31.99 
Pro. Pogev3 137.99 
Saxon Publisher.. 177.95 
Superbose Pro 4.148,99 
Wordsworth .....69.99 
Works Platinum ...43.99 
MUSIC 
AD1012Slutfiol6 

Sampler 349.95 
Audio Engineer 

Plus 2 Sampler. 188.99 
Audio Master 4 44.49 
Bars £ Pipes 

Pro LOL.... 172,13 
GVP Digital 
Sound Studio 48.99 

Midi Interface 19,95 
Rombo Megamix.. 23.99 

r jf 

ORDEMNOt 
t   flUMUf HQs f0727) S6005 

Neja da/ delivery for credit card orders placed befafe 5pm subject to mutability. Altemarirelv send theqye, postal oidorr bortkers 
draft or nM order (PLCs, Education and Governmerrt bodies only) to; Dept. AS, Hobbyte Computer Centa, 10 Market Ptace, St. 
Albons Herts AL3 5DG, Pleow oiow 7 working days for cheque dearonce. Subject to availability, despotch is nDjrnalljr witiiin 24 
hours of receipt of cleared paynwrt Prices ore carreer at lime d going to press, however, we are sometimes forced to cfiaixje 
tfieni,. eitiier up or ijown. Rsas* check before ariKiring, AdJitional services and different pockages rray be offend in our 
showrooms, end prices may vary from M\ Older prices. Personal (oilers pre raked to quote m ad to ensure Moil Order pockarjes 
ore offered. 

LJK MAINIAND (NOT HIGHLANDS) 
Small consumables S Despatched by post, pteose dieck 
software items charges when orderkg 
Olher items, except lasers Next doy courior service, E10 per box 
Offshore and Histoids Please enquire 
IN ADDITION WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING EXPRESS SERVICES: 
Satuiday defiveries flormol rate phis £15 + VAT per Jwr 
Am JWrt day Jlarmal rate plus EG + WJ per ban 

NO DEPOSIT 
CREDIT FACILITIES 

Credit terrm al 34 8% APR tvamrbk) tan 
be anonpd for purcliawi over V150 sailed 

to status. Competitive leasing uhemes are 
□ko available l« buunesses. mdudtng wk 
Troder> and porlneufiipi Ju^i lelephone lot. 

wutfen aelaiK and opptkotion form. 



AMOS 

O 

MOS 

Jason Holborn 

answers more of 

your AMOS 

problems, brings you 

a feast of AMOS 

news and tricks and 

even manages to 

show you how to 

write 3D games - 

without using 3D 

graphics! 

Welcome back to 
AMOS Action, the 
liveliest and possibly 
the fluffiest AMOS 

column you're ever likely to 
encounter. Fluffier than a mohair 
jumper washed In Dreft Automatic 
and more exciting than an 
Instal l merit of Neighbours, t his is 
the place to be If you want to know 

what's hot and what's not in the 
world of AMOS programming. And 
what an exciting (and not to say 
fluffy) month It has been! 

Hot on the heels of the launch of 
the new Amiga 1200 comes the 
news of an upgraded version of 
AMOS Professional - which 
Europress claim will allow AMOS 
programmers to take full advantage 
of the machine1 s exciting new screen 
modes. When I spoke to Richard 
Vanner, Europress' resident AMOS 
supremo, he assured me that 
Monsieur Lionet will be starting work 
on the upgrade as soon as he 
returns from his well-earned rest 
(let's face it, Francoise certainly 
deserves that rest after the sterling 
job he did with AMOS Professional). 
When the upgrade arrives, AMOS 
coders everywhere will be able to 
write arcade games and demos that 
take full advantage of the A1200 s 
powerful graphic facilities. Just think, 
VGA-quality 256-colour and even 
VGA-beating 256,000-colour games 
will soon be within our grasp. 

I should have my hands on a 
A1200 by the time you read this 
(that Is, if that nice Mr Kelly Sumner 
gets around to sending me one!), so 
I'll be bringing you a full update as 
soon as the upgrade arrives. If you 
haven t yet upgraded to AMOS Pro, 
then do so now. Although the current 
release of AMOS Pro doesn't support 
the new screen modes, Europress 
assure me that existing users will be 
able to upgrade, so there's little 
point in hanging on for the new AGA- 
compatible release. Anyway, AMOS 
Pro is just tooooooo good to miss! 

From what I understand, the 
AMOS Pro Compiler is also coming 

along quite nicely. The compiler, 
which is due some time in February 
(don't worry, you'll hear about it here 
first!), is a wee bit different to the 
original AMOS Compiler. Instead of 
all those fancy graphics which were 
lovingly crafted by Nic Wilson for the 
original release, the AMOS Pro 
Compiler will be far more integrated 
Into the AMOS Editor. So you'll be 
able to edit, test, debug and compile 
your AMOS Pro programs without 
having to mess around with a 
separate accessory program. 

Time for a quick tip. Those of you 
who have upgraded to AMOS Pro but 
still have the original compiler may 
be interested to know that it can still 

"Just think, 

VGA-quality 

256-colour and 

even VGA-beating 

256,000-colour 

games will 

soon be within 

our grasp/' 

compile AMOS Pro code - providing 
the code doesn't use any of the new 
commands unique to AMOS Pro. You 
can make sure of this using the 
'Check 1.3' option within Pro: if the 
editor tells you that your code is 
compatible with AMOS 1.3, then it 
will compile perfectly well under the 

AMOS ANSWERS 

If AMOS is causing you sleepless 

night, then write in to AMOS 

Answers* Jason Holborn, our 

resident night nurse, answers 

more of your problematic puzzles 

CARD TRICKS 
I am writing a program to deal 
playing cards with the help of 
AMOS, My code starts with the 
following lines: 

Screen Open 1, 640,200,8,Hires 
Load IFF 1,dfliPack.ABK" 

The file 'Pack.abk* Is a complete 
pack of 52 playing cards designed 
using Deluxe Paint. I then grab out 
each playing card In turn using the 
AMOS 'Get Block' command, Is 
there any way this picture file can 
be hidden from view whilst the 
program grabs the cards? 

I also have another problem. As 
I add more lines of code to my 
program and then run the program 
to test if, the disk drive whirrs away 
and will not stop. Although this 
Isn't too much of a problem, I'm 
worried about the life expectancy of 
my disk drive. Is there any way of 
storing this file In memory, and 
therefore prolonging the life of my 
disk drive? (The same file has to be 
loaded over and over again.) I 
suspect that these two problems 
are related, so I'd appreciate your 
answers. 

Charles Murray 
Eastbourne,East Sussex 

You're making life very difficult for 
yourself by continuously loading the 
same picture file over and over 
again, A much better solution which 
would solve both your problems 
would be to use the AMOS Sprite 
Edltorto cut out each card as an 
icon - which could then be pasted 
onto the screen using the Taste 
Icon' command. What's more, once 

the icon file has been loaded, it 
never needs to be loaded again 
because AMOS saves the icon bank 
as part of your program source code 
(the Load "Icons.bank" doesn't even 
have to be part of your source code 
-just enter it from direct mode and 
it'll be loaded and stored for good). 
This system is very similar to the 
blocks that you're using, but they 
aren't permanent - as soon as you 
run the program again, the blocks 
bank is cleared. 

For your reference though, there 
is a way of hiding a screen once it 
has been opened. All you need to do 
is to include the line Screen Hide 
<Screen Number> to hide the screen 
and Screen Show <Screen Number> 
if you wish to bring it into view. I 
hope all this helps' 

SWAP SHOP 
One of the reasons I buy Amiga 
Shopper is the AMOS column, 
especially the Beginners section. 
As a novice, I'm still having 
problems with the listing you 
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AMOS 

TOP TIP 

AMOS does a pretty good job of 
keeping everything running 
smoothly, but jitters can often be 
introduced when scrolling the 
screen - simply because AMOS 
continues to multitask even when 
your program is running. Although 
this multitasking support can come 
in very handy when developing 
software (did you know that you 
can swap back and forwards 
between AMOS and the Workbench 
by pressing [Left Amiga] + [A]?), 
these jitters can be a damned pain 
when writing high speed arcade 
games. Thanks to Laurie Lee in 
Irthlingborough though, you can 
kiss goodbye to those jitters 
forever. 

Using the Exec library call 
Forbidf), you can turn off this 
multitasking support from within 
your AMOS code by including the 
line D=Execafl(-132) at the start of 
your code. This will give you 
beautifully smooth scrolling, but 
it's important to note that this call 
also turns off AMOS [Ctrl] + [C] 
handler, so make sure your 
program doesn't get stuck in a 
continuous loop. If it does, you'll be 
forced to reboot AMOS. Once the 
program has finished doing its 
stuff, you can turn multitasking 
back on again using the 
D=Execait(-i3S) call (that's the 
Exec library offset value for the 
Permitf} function). Cheers Laurie! 

AMOS compiler, OK, so you can1! 
use any of those wondrous new 
commands such as the AMOS Pro 
interface language or Pro's support 
for animation files, but at least you'll 
be able to get by until the full AMOS 
Pro compiler arrives. I'm sure too 
that Europress will allow existing 
AMOS Compiler owne rs to upgrade - 
if they don't, I promise you that HI 
have a good old grumble in the 
Europress ear! 

SPRITELY EDITOR 
If the official Sprite Editor offerings 
don't quite meet with your approval, 
then look out for Nice Aardvaark 
Software's new Sprite Editor Pius 2, 

interesting innovations of its own. 
Here's a list of what it has to offer; 

• Colour Control. See sprites as 
they will appear within your own 
programs using one of four sprite 
palettes or on a dual playfield 
screen. You can move the sprite 
around the screen with the mouse. 

• Size, Edit sprite images of up to 
320 by 200 pixels in size, regardless 
of the display mode. 

• Range Functions. Some functions 
can automatically be repeated 
across a range of sprites. For 
example, if you define a range of 
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It looks good and performs equally weli ■ 
from Nice Aardvaark Software 

a dedicated sprite editor designed 
with AMOS owners in mind. Based 
around the best that both the 
standard AMOS and AMOS 
Professional Sprite Editors have to 
offer. Aardvaark's Sprite Editor 
claims to offer a smoother user 
interface than either, plus a few 

that's the new Sprite Editor Plus 2 

images and a starting and ending 
size, Sprite Editor Pius 2 can 
automatically scale the range of 
images tnbetween. 

• Fonts. Any standard Amiga 
bitmapped font can be used to add 
text to your sprites. 

If this has whetted your appetite, 
then you can obtain a copy of the 
Sprite Editor Pius 2 through Deja Vu 
License-ware. Like all of Deja Vurs 
Licenseware products, Sprite Editor 
Pius 2 costs £3.50. Failing that you 
can obtain more information by 
contacting Nice Aardvaark Software 
(great name lads!) on 0294 63787. 

CUBIC AREA 
I rarely review or even mention 
demos within this column these 
days, but one demo which recently 
caught my eye was Brain Damage, 
from a very talented AMOS coder by 
the name of Cubic. Cubic's new 
demo features some of the most 
impressive AMOS tricks and 
techniques that Tve seen for a long 
time - scrolling copper bars, high 
speed star fields, scrolling 
perspective chess boards and the 
obligatory unlimited bobs effect are 
only a small sample. What's more, 
Cubic assures me that the entire 
demo was coded in AMOS with not a 
single assembler opcode in sight! 

Better stillt Cubic very kindly 
supplies the entire source code to 
his demo on the disk and 
encourages potential AMOS coders 
to flick through his code to learn how 
it's all done. Straight 'ripping1 of 
code is not encouraged, but Cubic is 
happy for you to use his code as the 
basis for a more advanced 
procedure, Good on you, Cubic! 

You can obtain a copy of Cubic's 
excellent demo by contacting the 
AMOS PD Library at their usual 
address. If you want to see a damn 
good demo and Jearn a few new 
programming tricks to boot, then this 
is one I can thoroughly recommend, 

published in the October 1992 issue 
which demonstrates Screen 
Swapping. Although Tve checked 
through the code, all I get is a 
Syntax error every time AMOS 
reaches the line Box COUNT-2,100 
to. What am J doing wrong? I would 
be obliged if you could sort this 
problem out for me. 

Also, is there a source of music 
modules that I can put into my 
AMOS programs? The only way I can 
get music to run Is to use my A500 
Plus upgraded to 2Mb, but they 
refuse to run on my daughter's 1Mb 
A500 because of memory problems. 
Do any PD libraries have some short 
music programs? 

John Foley 
Newton Abbot, Devon 

You've stumbled across a problem 
that is shared by quite a few readers, 
John. Because of the size limitation 
of each column of text within the 
magazine (you'll notice that Amiga 
Shopper is based around what DTP 
experts caii a Tour column grid5), it's 

If you want an original music score for your AMOS games, then you need a 
decent Sound Tracker program. Here's Teijo Kinnunen's excellent (and justly 
famous) OctaMED program strutting its sonic stuff 

not always possible to print source 
code without breaking longer lines 
into two. When this does happen, we 
indicate this break using an arrow 
symbol. When you see this symbol, it 
means that the line has been broken 
into two. You should therefore join 
this line with the line directly below it 
in order to produce a single line of 
AMOS code. 

The easiest way to get original 
(small) modules into your AMOS 

programs is to write them yourself 
using one of the many Sound Tracker 
utilities that are freely available 
within the PD libraries. The one that I 
would recommend either MED 3 or 
Protmcker 2.0, both of which I use to 
write all the music for my AMOS 
games. When writing modules, try to 
restrict yourself to the smallest 
samples that you can. This will cut 
down the overall size of the module 
and will allow you to run your AMOS 

programs on your daughter's 1Mb 
A500. Both MED 3 and Protracker 2 
can be obtained from just about any 
good PD library, 

DEPECHE MODEM 
How do I receive data via a null 
modem cable when programming in 
AMOS? 

Paul Linsell 
Gainsborough, Lines 

Simple - just use the AMOS serial 
commands which are held within the 
1/0 extension. AMOS provides a 
wealth of commands designed to 
handle the task of communicating 
with other computers and devices via 
the serial port. Just use the Serial 
Open command to open the port and 
then send and receive data using the 
Serial Send and Serial Get 
commands. The speed, parity and 
number of bits used must be 
identical on both machines for 
connection to be made. 

more AMOS questions answered on page I IS 
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THE CENTRE OF TE< 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD, CHAUL END LANE, LlT 

Amiga 600 Pack 
* UK specification 
•1MB system RAM 
* Mouse 
* Full workbench disks, manuals & leads 
* Free game included in pack 
* Deluxe Paint III or Photon Paint III 
* Two Python joysticks 
* 100 capacity bckable disk box £295 

Amiga 600 HD Pack 
• Plus internal 20MB hard drive £395 
* Plus interna] 40MB hard drive £475 

Amiga 1S00/2000 Pack 
• 1MB System RAM 
• Workbench 2,04 
• Twin Floppy 
• Mouse 
• Works (Platinum addition) 
» Deluxe Paint III 
• Home Accounts 
■ Elf game • Toki game • Puzznic game 
• Two Python joysticks 
• 100 capacity bckable disk box 

• Amiga 1500/2000 Pack 
• A1500/2000 with 52MB HD 
• With 2MB Chip Memory 

£48 
£75 

add £12 

A1200 Pack Philips 8833 MKII Monitor Star Print 

• Game players paradise 
• Push Over game 
• Formula 1 Grand Prix game 
• Putty Game 
• Extra free game 
• Deluxe Paint III 
• 2 Python joysticks 
• 100 Capacity disk box 

•A600 Pack £329 

• A600 Pack & 20MB hard drive £429 

•A6G0 Pack & 40MB hard drive £509 

• 32-bit 68020 Full power 
• Super Hi-Res graphics 
• 2MB Chip memory 
° PCMCIA Technology 
• Alpha numerical keypad 
• Two Python joysticks 
■ Free game 
• 100 Capacity disk box 

•A1200 Pack £385 

• A1200 with 20MB hard drive £485 

•A1200 with 40M8 hard drive £585 

• 14 inch high resolution colour 

display 

• High clarity stereo sound output 

• Full RGB and composite inputs 

• Free 1.5 metre long RGB cable 

• Full UK warranty 
• 3 Free games 

• Philips 8833 MKII Monitor £199 

• When purchased with £189 

an Amiga 

Star LC20 Mono 
* 180 characters per second, NLQ mode 

multi Font 9 pin head £1: 
Star LC2Q0 Colour 
•225 characters per second, NLQ mode 

multi fontr 9 pin head £1! 
Star LC24-100 Mono 
•204 characters per second, LQ mode, 

10 fonts, 24 pin head £1! 
Star LC24-200 Colour 
•222 characters per second, LQ mode, 

10 fonts, 24 pin head £21 
Star SJ48 Bubble Jet 
• Quality comparable with a laser printei 

very quiet and portable. Mains and bal 
tery powered, adaptor supplied £21 

Workstations 

• Economically sound 
• Facilitates up to three external floppy 

drives 
• Made in the UK 
• Strong and robust 
• Aesthetically pleasing 
• Keep your desk neat and tidy 
• Supplied complete and assembled with 

free mouse mat 

•AS00 Workstation £36 

•A600 Workstation £36 

• Swivel and tilt monitor stand 
for the above £5 

Peripherals Scanners 

e 100 Capacity lockable disk box £4.99 
■ Squick mouse £13.99 
9 Mouse mat £1.99 
• TDK high quality DSD (10) disks £9.99 
• 1000 colour disk labels £12 
• LC20 printer ribbon 0.49 
•Jet Fighter joystick £13.99 
• Apach e joy st i c k £6.99 
• Python joystick £9,99 
• Zipstick joystick £ 14.99 

c Vast range of leads for many 
applications - Please call 

• Allows image processing in a useful and 
unique fashion 

• Comes complete with operation 
manual and the latest version of 
processing software 

• One of the fastest growing applications 
for home and professional users 

• High specification coupled with cost 
effective pricing 

• Power Hand Scanner 
• 64 greyscales 100-400 DPI 
• Thru'port to printer 
• Fully compatible with Delux Paint 4, etc, 

• Power Hand Scanner £93.99 

h Highest quality stereo sound 
sampling 

1 Compatible with A500, 
A1 500/2000, A3000 

GVP Digital Sound Studio £4 

* Screen Beat Speaker System £2 
{Adds amplified stereo sound to the Amiga 

* Megamix Master 

* Stereo Master 

£3 

£3 
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BEDS, LU4 8EZ TEL (0582) 491949 (6 LINES) 

Est since 1934 

Pro Agnus 2MB 
• Provides a full 2MB of Chip Memory for the 
Amiga 500 and A1500/2000 • Designed and 
built in England • Supplied with 8375 Obese 
Agnus • Includes 2Mb Memory on board in 
the form of low power Zips • Allows the pro- 
cessing of elaborate animation and sound 
sampling • Provides the same max. chipmem 
as the A3000/A600 &50Q+ • Increases 
addressable memory space from 9MB to 
10MB • Complete with full instructions • 
British made 
• Pro Agnus 2MB 
• Fitted 

£139 
£159 

Memory Expansions 
A500 Pro-RAM 0.5 Meg. Upgrade 

• Chip memory compatible • British made 
• Without clock £16 * With clock £19 

A500 Pro-RAM 1,5MB Memory Upgrade 
• Gives a full 2MB of internal memory £74 

A500+ 1MB Memory upgrade £29.95 

Supra RX500 (2MB-8MB) 
• 2MB £138 MMB £194 * SMB £299 

A600 1MB Memory upgrade £38 
10MB Memory upgrade A500 £408 

High Current Power Supply     Cumana 3,5" External Drive Supra Modems 

Allows the addition of peripherals 
without damage to computer or power 
supply 
Why risk damaging your expensive kit 
when one simple investment will ensure 
total peace of mind now and for the 
future 
Switch mode design 
Full crow bar projection 
A500, A500+ and A600 compatible 
British Made 

• A500 Power supply unit £44.95 

» A590 Power supply unit £44.95 

• High Quality 
• Renowned and proven reliability 
• Top notch specification 
• Anti-click 
• Long moulded cable 
• Slimline design 
• High impact plastic 

• Cumana external drive 
• Cumana external drive 

+ 100 capacity disk box 
• Cumana external drive 

+ 100 disk box + 20 blank disks 
• A500/A50Q+ 

Internal replacement disk drive 

£54 

£57 

£63 

£39 

Chips and Spares 

• Utilise hundreds of PD Bulletin Boards 
y Communicate with fellow computer 
users 

•Cuts down on telephone bills by using 
fast efficient baud rates 

1100% Hayes compatible 
1 Tone pulse, Auto Dial/Auto Answer 
1 Standard RS232 Interface 
1 Programmable number storage 
1 Free Corns software 
1 Supra 2400 £84 
Supra 2400+ £129 

' Supra Fax Plus (0-9600 BPS) £148 
■ Supra v3,2 (Fax Modem) £199 
Supra v32 BIS (Fax Modem) £258 

• WTS have sole distribution rights from 
Americas biggest Commodore chip 
distributor 

•Workbench 2,04 Kit £78 
(Includes manuals, disks & chip) 

• Kickstart 2.04 £32 
• Kickstart 1.3 £24 
• Kickstart ROM Swapper £18 

(Swap between kickstarts) 
•Fatter Agnus 8372 £32 
• Obese Agnus 8375 £48 
•High Res Denise £29 
• 1 MB x 9 Simms £22 
• 1MB x 4 Zips £16 
• 8520 CIA £8 

O SALES HOTLINE 0582 491 949 (6 UNES) OR 0480 4711 17 

Credit Card ordering by phone is easy. Simply phone our sales hotline quoting your credit card number., expiry date, name and address and 
the products you wish to order and well do the rest. Alternatively write the above details on your letter when ordering by post. 

When ordering by post in cheque form please write your cheque card guarantee number on the reverse of the cheque and send along with 
your order. Postal Orders are also accepted, 

NO DELIVERY CHARGES TO UK MAINLAND. NO MINIMUM ORDER AMOUNT, 
Should you wish your order to be sent by Group 4 Security service please add £5. This method is normally faster than the postal service. 

WARRANTY: One year return to base (excluding chips). 
ONE YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY: Available on at! products (excluding chips) at 10% of purchase price when ordering. 

WHERE TO FIND US! 

Head Office 
WTS Electronic Ltd 

Chaul End Lane 
Luton 

0582 491949 

Computer Mall Bedford 
No. 16 Downstairs 
The Harpnr Centre 

Bedford 
0234 21822a 

Computer Mall St. Neots 
Mo.e 

Priory Mall Shopping Centre 
St. Neots 

0480 471117 

Computer Ma If Hertford 
49 Railway St. 

Hertford 
0992 503606 

Computer Mall Dunstable 
84 High Street North 

D unstable 
Bedfordshire 

Ml prices quoted or products stocked are subject to stocking levels and availability. WTS cannot be held liable for force majeure, or items, which are out of stock due to demand or low 
tock at its suppliers. WTS reserve the right to amend prices or revise packs or specifications without prior notice at any time without liability upon itself. 
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COMPUTER 

SUPPLIES 

Sttppliers of Discount Software since 1984 

Educational, Local Authority and government orders 
welcome. European orders please call or write for a 

quotation. All goods subject to availability, prices subject 
to change without notice. E&OE. 

Prices include VAT and delivery by post. 
Courier delivery available on request. 

Please allow 5 days lor cheque clearance, 
TO ORDER: Credit card orders can be 

placed by calling the telephone number 
below - or send a cheqiie/PO's made 

out to MJC Supplies to: 
IWJC SUPPLIES (ASH) 

Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way, 
Letchworth, Herts- SG6 1UX 
Tel: (0462] 481166 (6 lines) 

MIC 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 

AMIGA COMPUTERS 

NEW-AMIGA 1200 
The very latest Amiga computer- now offers 

twice the processing speed at 14.9MhzT 2 Mbyte 
of Chip Ram as standard t the new AA enhanced 
chip set offering up to 16 million colours, a full 
96 keys with numeric keypads, Workbench 3.0 

and 12 months On-site warranty. 
MJC PRICE £359.00 

(price includes free courier delivery) 

AMIGA 600 

The "portable" Amiga, features surface mount 
technology for greater reliability and Workbench 

2. Comes with 12 months warranty. 
MJC PRICE £271.00 

(price includes free courier delivery) 

AMIGA 600 HD EPIC PACK 

Amiga 600 with a genuine Commodore 20 
Mbyte hard drive fitted. The Epic pack comes 
complete with four games, Deluxe Paint 3 and 

an Amiga Easy Text Word Processor 
MJC PRICE £429.95 

(price includes free courier delivery) 

PLEASE NOTE:- All the above computers are 
genuine UK models with nothing taken out of the 
packs. All come with 12 months On-site warran- 
ty and free courier delivery. 

AMIGA STARTER PACK 
Includes:-10 disks, 40 capacity disk box, joy- 

stick, dust cover and Mouse mat 
MJC PRICE £19.95 

(Or just £15.95 if purchased with an Amiga) 

AMIGA 600 CONTROL CENTRE 

Manufactured by Premier Micros these are made 
of sheet steel and epoxy coated to exactly match 
the 600. They are precision made to fit the 600 

and offer a perfect base for a monitor and a shelf 
for your extra disk drive or peripherals. 

MJC PRICE £34.95 
(Or just £29.95 if purchased with an Amiga 600) 

A600 1 MEGABYTE EXPANSION 
Increase your memory to 2 Mbyte. 

Includes Clock. 
MJC PRICE £44.95 

(Or just £39.95 if purchased with an A600) 

THE FUN SCHOOL RANGE 
Probably the best selling educational software 

for the Amiga. Fun School 3 and 4 also conform 
to the National Curriculum 

Fun School 3 for Under 5 £15.95 
Fun School 3 for 5-7 years £15.95 
Fun School 3 for over 7 £15.95 

Fun School 4 for Under 5 £15.95 
Fun School 4 for 5-7 years £15,95 
Fun School 4 for Over 7 £15.95 

FUN SCHOOL SPECIALS 
In response to consumer demand a range of 

FUN SCHOOL SPECIALS have been developed to 
help children with specific areas of learning. 

Merlin's Maths 
Spelling Fair 
Paint and Create 

£17.95 
£17.95 
£17,95 

KOSMOS SOFTWARE 
Kosmos software produce a superb range of 

educational software including the Answerback 
Quiz programs and four foreign language aids as 

well as the hugely popular Maths Adventure. 

Answerback Junior Quiz (6-11 years) £14.95 
Answerback Senior Quiz (12 to Adult) £14.95 
Factfile Spelling (requires Junior Quiz) £7.95 
Factfile Arithmetic (requires Junior Quiz) £7,95 
French Mistress £14.95 
German Master £14.95 
Spanish Tutor £14.95 
Italian Tutor £14.95 
Maths Adventure £17.95 

LCL SOFTWARE 

LAUGH AND LEARN WITH ADI 
The ADI series are aimed at being fun to use as 

well as being a serious education! tool, Each 
package is specifically designed to follow the 

National Curriculum for a particular school year. 

Primary Maths Course (3-12 years)£ 18.95 
£18.95 
£18.95 
£18,95 
£18.95 
£18.95 

Micro Maths (GCSE LevelO 
Micro French (GCSE Level) 
Micro English (GCSE Level) 
Micro German (GCSE Level) 
Reading & Writing Course (3 years+) 

ADI - English 11/12 years 
ADI - English 12/13 years 
ADI - Maths 11/12 years 
ADI - Maths 12/13 years 
ADI - French 11/12 years 
ADI - French 12/13 years 

£17.95 
£17.95 
£17.95 
£17.95 
£17.95 
£17.95 

COOMBE VALLEY SOFTWARE 
This ts a range of excellent educational adven- 

ture games for various ages. 

Maths Dragons (5-12 years) £12,95 
Cave Maze (8-13 years) £12.95 
Reasoning With Trolls (5-12 years) £12,95 
Fraction Goblins (8-13 years+) £12.95 
Picture Fractions (7-10 years) £12.95 
Tidy The House (5-9 years) £12.95 

AMIGA SERIOUS SOFTWARE 

AMOS • THE CREATOR 
Easy Amos - Simple but powerful £22,95 
Amos vl. 2 The original language £31,95 
Amos Compiler £18,95 
Amos 3-D £2L95 

NEW - AMOS PROFESSIONAL 
An enhanced version of the very popular Amos pro- 

gram. Contains over 200 new commands. 650 page 
brand new manual and many more new features. 

MJC PRICE £47.95 

NEW - WORDWORTH 2 
The latest version of this very popular Word Processor. 
Now includes 17 Compugraphic fonts, it produces silky 
smooth on-screen fonts at any size. Columns, New tool 

bar, Indexing, Table of contents, Lists, improved mail 
merge and many more new features. 

MJC PRICE £74.95 

Protext V4.3 
Pen Pal VI .4 
Kind words 3 

£39.95 
£54.95 
£32.95 

MINI OFFICE AMIGA 
Great new integrated package featuring a Word 
Processor, Database, Spreadhseet, Graphics 

and Disk Utilities. 
MJC PRICE £39.95 

VIDI AMIGA 12 

Vidi Amiga 12 is the latest low cost colour digitis- 
er from Rombo. RGB Splitter is built in and 

colour images can be captured in less than a 
second. Mono images are grabbed in real time. 
Features multi tasking software r composite or S- 

VHS Input HAM, EHB and overscan. 
MJC PRICE £75.95 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Pro Midi Interface £19.95 
Stereo Master £29.95 
Techno Sound Turbo £29.95 
Rombo Mega mix Master £28.95 
Rombo Take 2 £39.95 
Page setter 2 [requires 1 Mbyte) £39.95 
Hisoft Devpac 3 £49.95 
Hi soft Highspeed Pascal £69.95 
Final Copy 2 £65,95 
Deluxe Paint V4.1 £64.95 

FINANCIAL 
Home Accounts 2 £36.95 
Personal Finance Manager Plus £29.95 
Maxiplan 4 £34.95 

AMIGA ACCESSORIES & ADD-ONS 

ACTION REPLAY 3 ROBOSHIFT 

MJC PRICE £57.95 Auto sensing joystick/mouse switch box. 
MJC PRICE £13.95 

NAKSHA UPGRADE MOUSE 

280 DPI quality replacement mouse - Pack SQUICK REPLACEMENT MOUSE 
includes Mouse house, Mat and Operation 

stealth game, 
MJC PRICE £22.95 

Great value replacement mouse. 
MJC PRICE £12.95 

VISA Remember - prices include VAT & delivery! 
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GAMES PROGRAMMING 

DUNGEON MASTER GAMES 

We've covered some 
pretty heavy games 
programming tricks 
and techniques over 

the past few months and we certainly 
aren't going to be putting on the 
brakes this month. If you've 
mastered the Maze Crazy code that 
we covered two issues ago, then 
you'll be ready to transform that 
code into the next 
(third) dimension. 
Programming games 
such as FTLrs 
Dungeon Master and 
SSI's brilliant Eye of 
the Beholder 2 may 
seem an almost 
impossible task, but 
you may well be 
surprised to learn that 
they're actually very 
simple games indeed. 
OK, they look damned 
impressive, but the 
code required to 
generate those 3D 
displays is actually 
very straightforward. 

Don't worry if the 
thought of 3D graphics reduces you 
to a cold sweat - believe it or not, 
but there's virtually no 3D 
mathematics involved at ail. Even 
more surprisingly, you don't even 
need AMOS 3D to write a Dungeon 
Master clone. All you need to get 
started is a copy of AMOS or AMOS 
Professional and Deluxe Paint. First 
though, Jet's explain how we adapt 
the Maze Crazy code to work in 3D, 

3D MADE EASY 
Although games such as Dungeon 
Master look very complex, if you 
study them very closely, you'll notice 

Shorn*s true seeing spell expires. 

With the techniques discussed here, you toe will scon 
be able to write games that'll give SSI's Eye of the 
Beholder 2 a fair run for its money 

that the 3D display is actually very 
simple, All the walls, walkways and 
doors that you'll encounter in these 
games are actually made up of 
discrete graphic blocks. These are 
pasted down in the correct position 
to build up a 3D display. The actual 
3D map data is held as a 
dimensional array - it's therefore 
very simple indeed to modify the 
Maze Crazy code so that instead of 
reading each 'block' in turn from 
data statements, the entire map is 
held in memory within a dimensional 
array. Say, for example, your 
dungeon was 100 by 100 blocks in 

Enter a shadowy "world of three- 

dimensional dungeons where all 

is simpler than it first appears* 

Jason Holborn is your guide 

size. All you would therefore need is 
a dimensional array created using 
Dim MazeData(l00,100)< Position 
2,3 within the maze would therefore 
be held within the array at positions 
1,2 - don't forget that the array 
actually starts at 0 and not 1, so it's 
necessary to deduct 1 
from both the X and Y 
positions to find the 
data within the array! 

So how do you go 
about drawing the 3D 
display? Well, this is 
just as easy- All you 
do is draw up a set of 
icons which represent 
each block as it would 
be viewed in solid 3D. 
This Invariably takes a 
bit of playing around 
to get right - probably 
the best approach to 
draw up a 3D grid like 
the one shown on the 
following page. You 
can then cut out each 

section and draw it in as a solid 
object. All these wall parts can then 
be saved to disk, cut out within the 
AMOS Sprite Editor and saved as an 
icon bank. 

To draw the 3D ghd^ you just 
interrogate the map data array to find 

SSL* 

SJEB 

As they say in true Blue Peter fashion, here's one I 
created earlier. Although the wall graphics are 
currently a little basic, you could quite easily add a 
brick-work effect to each icon within DPaint 

AMOS ANSWERS 

GOT THE HUNCH? 
i am attempting to write a 
Hunchback style game in AMOS but 
I have encountered a problem with 
the design and display of the game 
screens, I want my on-screen 
hunchback character to 'walk' 
along the floor, but to fall down any 
gaps, is it possible for my 
hunchback sprite to check for the 
existence of a wall block? Will I 
have to program a massive set of 
co-ordinates into my program? Also, 
how do I go about displaying a 
single, static screen? If I use 
DPaint obviously 1 can't check for 

the presence of a block and I can't 
find a memory-efficient way of 
displaying them. 

Richard Palmer 
Shirley, Solihull 

I've never actually attempted to write 
a Hunchback-style game myself, 
although it shouldn't prove to be that 
difficult. The easiest (and possibly 
the most memory efficient) way of 
handling the various screens is to 
use the Maze Crazy code that was 
published two issues ago. Although it 
was designed specially for maze 
games, there's no reason why it 

couldn't be modified to handle the 
task you describe. You could then 
use exactly the same movement 
routines that were discussed in that 
article for the player's movement, it's 
not quite ideal, but it works! 

I don't quite understand why you 
need to handle static screens within 
your game. Do you intend to use 
these for the game screens? If so, 
then you don't need to use them at 

all because the Maze Crazy routine 
will handle all your game screens for 
you. If you want to use them as a 
backdrop image, then the Maze 
Crazy routine will still work - just load 
in each picture and paste the icons 
straight on top of your image. If you 
only want to store one screen, then 
why not just use the AMOS Spack 
and Unpack commands to pack, 
store and then retrieve the image? 

AMOS AGONY AUNT 
Ok luwiesT so you say you've got a problem with AMOS? Will you do 
something for me luvvie? Will you please? What I want you to do is to put 
pen to paper and write to that nice Jason Holborn on Amiga Shopper. Don't 
worry, he's a very understanding chap who can help with virtually every 
aspect of AMOS coding. Will you do that for me luvvie? Send your 
problematic prose to: 

Jason 'Clare Rayner5 Holborn, AMOS Action, Amiga Shopper, Future 
Publishing Ltd, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 
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AMOS 

out which blocks are empty, which 
blocks contain walls and which 
blocks contain doors. Doors are a 
strange case - while they are 
technically the same as walkways (in 
that you can walk through them), the 
3D engine which constructs the 
display draws them first as solid 
walls and then pastes the door 
graphic on top of the wall icons, 

a* A almost had to 

slow the code 

down because the 

player was 

whizzing around 

the 3D map too 

quickly,' 

therefore creating the illusion of a 
door. Clever really. 

Of course it would be ridiculous 
to draw each and every block within 
the grid (after all, a 100 by 100 grid 
will contain 10,000 possible block 
positions), so you need to draw only 
those blocks that are actually visible- 

You could speed up 
your drawing routine by 
writing a piece of code that 
instructs the 3D engine to 
only draw those blocks that 
are visible, but the code 
required to do this tends to 
slow screen update still 
further. I've managed to get 
a very playable Dungeon 
Master clone up and 
running using the technique 
covered in the last 
paragraph and I can assure 
you that it's very quick 
indeed - because AMOS 
uses the Amiga's blitter 
chip to plot these icons, 
it s capable of drawing all 
15 wall block icons in just 
4 frames. And, as any 
games programmer will tell 
you, that's more than 
enough, In fact, it's so 
quick that I almost had to 
slow the code down 
because the player was 
whizzing around the 3D 
map too quickly. 

Transforming a grid into 

3D graphics 

Position of player 
within grid looking north. 

/    3 \ 

/   « \ 

/      1 \ 

BALL BEARING 
However, drawing the 3D display is 
only half the battle. Unlike the simple 
maze games that we covered two 
issues ago, the player doesn't just 

As the great Chinese philosophers used to sayt a picture tells a thousand words - this 
thousand words of pixel Used mastery demonstrates perfectly how the dimensional array Is 
transformed Into a 3D display on the player's unsuspecting screen 

Here's just one of the three DPatnt screens which had to be drawn up to hold 
all the icons required for my game. Each and every block you see here was 
then cut out and stored as an AMOS icon 

As you can see from the diagram 
elsewhere on this page, in total only 
15 blocks are actually drawn: five at 
the back, then another five, then 
another three and finally two at 
either side of the player's position. 
Not all these blocks will be directly 
visible - some will be hidden by 
other blocks appearing nearer to the 
player's position. To construct a 
realistic 3D display, the plotting of 
wall graphic icons must therefore 
start in the distance and then move 
forward. If an icon is drawn over the 
top of another icon, then that's the 
way it goes. 

move up, down, left and right. Just 
like in the real world, a 3D game 
must also handle a bearing direction 
- that Is, the direction the player is 
facing in. To keep things nice and 
simple, all we need are four 
bearings; north, south, east and 
west. As you'll no doubt appreciate, 
taking account of the player's 
bearing introduces another problem. 
To demonstrate this problem, 
consider the following. Will a player 
that is facing north move in the same 
direction as a player that is facing 
south when that player chooses to 
go forward? Of course not] Because 

the action of moving forward 
depends entirely upon where you are 
facing, a move forward in a southerly 
direction will produce exactly the 
opposite effect to a forward 
movement in a northerly direction. 

To handle this, you need to 
create another dimensional array to 
hold another set of co-ordinates. 
These dictate the direction of 
movement according to the player's 
bearing. For example, to move 
forward a player facing north, the Y 
(up and down) co-ordinate would be 
decremented (presuming that 
position 0,0 is north of position 0,1) 
whilst the X (left and right) co- 
ordinate would remain unchanged. 
To carry out the same operation in a 
southerly direction, the Y co-ordinate 
would be incremented, therefore 
creating the opposite {but technically 
correct) effect. 

Believe it or not, but you now 
know everything you need to write a 
very simple Dungeon Master clone. 
OK, it's still technically not a game, 
which is why we'll be taking it one 
step further next month by covering 
the programming techniques needed 
to get monsters roaming around our 
3D display. We might even chuck in 

a few static objects to be picked up 
and carried around by the player, and 
discuss the subject of handling 
locked doors. 

With all this knowledge under 
your belt, there's no reason why you 
won't be able to churn out Dungeon 

"...there's no 

reason why you 

won't be able to 

churn out 

Dungeon Master 

clones at a rate of 

knots!" 

Master clones at a rate of knots! And 
if you manage to get one on the 
market, please don't forget me - I'll 
expect a nice royalties check from 
every game based around my code. 
(Tm joking of course - though you 
can take me seriously if you're 
feeling generousf) 

WHAT'S IN STORE FOR YOU NEXT MONTH... 

OK, OK, I know that there's still no AMOS For Beginners section in this 
month's column, but I hilly intend to correct that next month with a 
whopper of a section dedicated entirely to all you trainee AMOS coders. 
For the more experienced, I'll be continuing my look at writing Dungeon 
Master clones by adding monsters, objects and doors. And as if all this 
exciting stuff wasn't enough, I'll be bringing you another healthy bevy of 
news and juicy gossip from the world of AMOS. Can you bear the wait? 
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Now's your chance 

to take advantage 

of all the bargains 

we've lined up for 

you at special 

prices, a chance you 

can't afford to miss Order direct from Amiga Shopper 

Hwrt in Elr« uii (films ika fcitin? « Lit Iwi if 9>* butt, jutJwC 
BitT|tf& 
h * pifcjttl iwtd ill idLints isnti iLid ri Lh a fifLi«t w sri* M+t itt p 
flj J finjJf IIIEt HH. TW< BWIJ k ttfrmrWiij tag Fir rtW nu, ft, Fill 

DIGITA WORDWORTH 

ONLY 

£89.95 

MtACCOMS 
when you order Digita Wordworth Diglta Wordworth 

GASTEINER OPTICAL MOUSE 

Digrta's acclaimed Wordworth word 
processing package was first reviewed in 
issue 4, when Jeff Walker said: "Heavens, 
there's so much to the package." Since 
then it has been further improved. It comes 
with a spell checker, a thesaurus, an on-line 
help facility, and one of the best manuals 
we've ever seen. It also has a whole load of attractive fonts and, of 
course, excellent facilities for incorporating graphics into documents. 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
£89.95 SHWORD 

Order using 

the form on 

page 120 or 

use our credit 

card hotline on 

0458 74011 

SAVE SAVE SAV 

PRICE ORDER 

£24.99 SHRAM 

DESCRIPTION 
Gasteiner 
Optical Mouse 

DESCRIPTION 

SAVE £6 
This mouse solves all 
of those sticking 
trackball problems - It 
doesn't have one. 
Instead ft uses solid 
state technology for 
tro u b le-f ree operation. 
PRICE ORDER 

£29.95 MOUSE 

DESCRIPTION 

WTS RAM Upgrade 

SAVE £6 
This excellent 
expansion for the MplMHBHi&J^^ 
A500 will take your HBiinHi 
computer up to 
1Mb. It has a 
battery backed-up 
clock and follows Commodore's guidelines. 

RAM UPGRADE WITH CLOCK 

HOME ACCOUNTS 2 

SAVE £10 
Keep complete track of your 
accounts with your Amiga 
and Horns Accounts 2. With 
Digitas unique Human 
Interface Protocol, finance 
control couldn't be easier, 

PRICE ORDER DESCRIPTION 

Digify Home Accounts £44.99 SHACCOU 

PRICE ORDER 
Connections Internal 
M5024 modem 
This handy little modem will get 
you Into the world of comms 
with a whizz. With MMP4 error 
corrections and MNP5 data 
compression, it will provide data 
transfer speeds of up to 4,800 bits 
per second. 

£299.95  CONN INT HYUNDAI MODEM 
The Hyundai modem is an 
excellent item for the beginner in 
comms. It has data transfer rates 
of up to 2T400 bits per second 
and supports the V21, V22 and 
V22bis protocols. You'll also need serial cable 
and comms software to get started. 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 

INTERDIAL M5024 MODEM 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
Hyundai HMD2401 
modem 

£99.95 HYUNDAI 

Technosound Turbo £29.95 SHTECH 

SAVE £10 
Yo - sample the action S 
Technosound Turbo provides 
everything you need to sample 
the delights of Amiga audio. 
Plug it into your printer port, 
grab sounds, edit them and 
add amazing effects. 

TECHNOSOUND TURBO 
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The best Amiga painting package just got 

better! With a host of features at your 

disposal, you'll create masterpieces 

Since the early days of trie Amiga, Deluxe Paint has held the position of king of the 2D 
paint packages, In its latest release, it offers even more power to get those pixels 
painted. HAM mode is now supported, so you can draw with up to 4096 colours on screen 
at once. Morphing is also supported to enable you to achieve Terminator 2-styte effects. 
And, of course, there's Deluxe Paint's acclaimed animation system! 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
Deluxe Paint 4 £65.95 SHDP4 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 

MASTERING AMIGADOS 2 VOLUME 1 £19.95 SHMAD 1 

MASTERING AMIGADOS 2 VOLUME 2 £17.95 SHMAD 2 

MASTERING AMIGA SYSTEM £27.95 SHSYST 

MASTERING AMIGA PRINTERS £17.95 SHPRINT 

MASTERING AMIGADOS 2 VOLUME 1 BY MARK SMIDDY AND BRUCE SMITH - BRUCE 
SMITH BOOKS 
This is the essential book for the beginner to Amiga DOS. It explains step by 
step everything from the rudiments of opening a Shell and copying a disk to the 
advanced use of scripts. 
MASTERING AMIGADOS 2 VOLUME 2 BY MARK SMIDDY - BRUCE SMITH BOOKS 
The second volume in the Mastering AmigaDOS range will rapidly become one 
of your most valuable reference works. It contains an explanation of every 
single AmigaDOS command, from version 1.2 right up to the new version 2,04. 
MASTERING AMIGA SYSTEM BY PAUL OVERAA - BRUCE SMITH BOOKS 
Paul Overaa, programming expert and computer journalist, explains in detail 
how to make use of the Amiga's operating system in your own programs. 
Learn how to create efficient, operating system legal code and to utilise the full 
power of Intuition. 
MASTERING AMIGA PRINTERS BY ROBIN BURTON - BRUCE SMITH BOOKS 
Just about everyone has problems with printers and the Amiga. But now, no 
matter what your set-up - dot matrix, bubble jet or laser - you'll learn how to get 
the hardcopy results you want with Mastering Amiga Printers, 

SAVE £2 PLUS FREE DISK 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POSTAGE AND PACKING 

INI OFFICE 

Get your accounts in order 

With Europress Software's 

Mini Office - a uniques all" 

in-one package for the 

small business person 
Mini Office has everything the up and coming entrepreneur needs 
to keep ahead in the busy world of business. It includes a word 
processor, spreadsheet, database, graph plotting facilities and a 
collection of disk utilities, all presented with an attractive, easy to 
use interface. 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
MINI OFFICE £49.99 ASMINOF 

TO ORDER 

TURN TO PAGE 

120 AND FILL 

IN THE COUPON 



AMIGA SHOPPER SPECIAL OFFER 

UNDLE AMOS, AMOS COMPILER AND AMOS 3D 

verything you need to create 

unning programs - games or 

plications - is included in this 

pzing bundle. 

AMOS is one of the best implementations of 
Basic available for the Amiga. With it 
incredible visual and audio effects are 
achievable. And when used in conjunction with 
the Compiler and AMOS 3D the possibilities 
are limitless! 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
AMOS BUNDLE £89.95 AMOSBUND 

EASY AMOS 

DESCRIPTION 
EASY AMOS 

PRICE ORDER 
£29.99 SHEASYAM 

Delve with confidence 

into the world of 

programming with 

Europress' Easy Amos. 

Easy Amos retains all the features that have made AMOS so popular - easy support for graphics, sound and 
so on - but makes the task of programming so much easier for the beginner with on-line help, tutorials plus 
much more. 

ORDER EASY AMOS AND SAVE £5 NOW 

WRN YOUR MM MO 4 P 

WITH THE KCS POWERBOARD 

£fcr 

AMIGA 

fJW;-.r-.--'-.S:iL- 

Take advantage of the wealth of 

business software for the PC, 

without changing your computer! 

The KCS Power PC Board plugs 

into the Amiga to provide almost 

100% PC XT compatibility 

The KCS emulator is available as a trapdoor expansion for the A500 and 
A500 Plus, or with a plug-in card for the A150G/A2000/A3000 series. It 
oomes with 1Mb of extra memory, too 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 

KCS POWERBOARD PC £179.95 EXCLUDING DOS SHPCONLY 

£199.95 INCLUDING DOS SHPCDOS 

SLOTS INTO ANYA500 FOR COMPLETE PC COMPATIBILITY 

POWER PC BOARD 

ADAPTOR FOR 1500/2000 

You need this adaptor to plug a Power PC Board into 
your A1500/A2000. Look with envy no longer at A500 
owners - now you too can explore the benefits of the IBM 
PC compatible world. 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
Power PC Board £65.00 SHPCADAP 
adaptor for 1500/2000 



DESCRIPTION 
AMOS 

PRICE ORDER DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
£35.95    SHAMOS    AMOS COMPILER 

1 I* Otttf |Eiit QttwI Ovrwitt |r»ldUTInf>H Ln» Insgi 
I   L-132   C-l   Text-2^698 CMp-lM4536B Edit: sebastiaflsxo.ai 
For )ti lo 1 m 

Fw Y:l !• 3 . ; fl 
If LEAS fSOFAR KB TOFF 

If !Otf&(X,Y)=DIPTY 
BOARD(X.V):TflJ» 
KIHAXl" - hffH.-CBIOFT, -LEAS I SWAR] 
If ParartHASTSOFAR 

LCASTSOFAXrfaraH 
End If 

Eif If 
Next Y U 

Next X 
RCSULI--LEASISOFAR 

Ui If T? 
E»4 Proc[RESHLr1 
P?owdure BESTMOVEITURNJ 
Skared BMHO.HK^YEST.DfflY 
6AME0VER 
If Par m-Iru* 
. XBESTrf ; Yim^   fl 

£21.95 SHAMCOM 
AMOS 
AMOS Is one of the best 
implementations of Basic available 
for the Amiga. With it, users can 
quickly create stunning graphical and 
audio effects. It's no slouch when it 
comes to writing serious programs, 
either. 

AMOS COMPILER 
AMOS programs are pretty fast, but 
if you feel the need for even more 
speed, then the AMOS Compiler Is 
for you. Your programs will become 
stand-alone applications, independent 
of the AMOS interpreter. 

DEVPAC 3 
HiSoft's Devpac 3 is 
probably the most 
advanced assembly 
language programmin, 
system you can buy 
for your Amiga. Not 
only does it come 
with a fully-featured 
assembler with 
macro support, 
but it also 
includes 
HiSoft's editor 
and debugging 
program MonAm. "^^^ 
Commodore's header files are 
supplied, so you can create Amiga 
applications immediately. 

DESCRIPTION 
DEVPAC 3 AMOS COMPILER 

BOOKS BOOKS BOOKS... 

PRICE ORDER 

£65.95    DEVPAC 3 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 

INTUITION: A PRACTICAL AMIGA PROGRAMMERS GUIDE   £14.95 INTUIT 

PROGRAM DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR THE AMIGA £14.95 DESIGN 

MARK SMIDDY'S LITTLE BLUE WORKBENCH 2.0 BOOK £12.95 LITTLE 

ORDER FORM 

Name 

Address 

Post code 

Telephone No 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
Amiga Shopper, 
Future Publishing Ltd, 
Somerton, 
Somerset, TA11 7BR 

Do not send cash through the 
post with your mail orders 

Please make all cheques 
payable to Future Publishing 

INTUITION: A PRACTICAL AMIGA PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE 
BY MIKE NELSON - KUMA PUBLICATIONS 
Use of Intuition, the Amiga's graphical interface, is 
essential for giving your programs that professional look 
and maintaining compatibility across different versions of 
the operating system. This book shows you how, with 
sections on screens and windows, communications, menus, 
gadgets and requesters. 
PROGRAM DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR THE AMIGA BY PAUL 
OVERAA - KUMA PUBLICATIONS 
If you've ever written reams of code only to find that it 
doesn't work and you can't find the bugs, then this book is 
for you. It shows you how to design your programs before 
typing them in, ensuring more reliable and efficient code. 
MARK SMIDDY'S LITTLE BLUE WORKBENCH 2.0 BOOK - 
KUMA PUBLICATIONS 
Mark Smiddy, probably one of the most knowledgeable 
Workbench gurus, brings you this guide to the Amiga's 
operating system. Handy tips include how to make a boot 
disk, how to set up a printer with the right driver, and how to 
customise your startup-sequence, with extensive examples. 

HISOFT PASCAL 

Description Price Order No 

Total Order 

Machine (please circle) A500 • A500+ • 

Method of payment (please circle) Access • Visa • Cheque • PO • 

Credit Card No Expiry Date. ..Signature.. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

,J 

At last there's a version of this 
popular programming language 
for the Amiga! Pascal is 
popular throughout the 
academic world for its clarity 
and precision, so much so 
that it has been taken up 
large portions of the 
commercial sector. Find 
out why it has done so 
well with HiSoft's 
blindingly fast version, 
Highspeed Pascal. A 
full set of files are included 
accessing the Amiga's operating system,^ 
as well as an integrated editor and a debugger. 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
HISOFT PASCAL £89.95 HISOFT P 



AMIGA REPAIRS 

JUST £44.95 inc. 

* Commodore registered, 
* Over 10 years experience with Commodore computers, 
* Up to 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal. 
* We will undertake to repair your Amiga 500 computer for just £44,95 including 

parts, labour, VAT and post & packing, 
T*r Some computers should be repaired within 24 hours of booking in. 
* Prices include full service check, overhaul, soak-test and replacement of power 

supply unit if necessary. 
* Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£25 extra if these units are 

unrepairable and require complete replacements). 
* All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty. 

Upgrade your Amiga from 512K to 1Mb of memory for just £16.00 
SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER: 

If you submit your computer to ourselves for repair, enclosing this 
advert along with just an additional £16.00, we will supply and fit a 512K 

memory expansion at no extra cost, 

How to take advantage of this exceptional offer: simply send or hand 
deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed right, enclosing 
payment and this advert and we wilt do the rest. (If possible please 
include a daytime telephone number and fault description). 
* If you require 24 hour courier to your door, please add £5 else your 
computer will be sent back by contract parcel post. 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD 
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE 

CHAUL END LANE 
LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ 

Telephone (0582) 491949 - (6 lines) 
WTS reserve the right to refuse machines that in our opinion are beyond reasonable repair, Nri-n.il >. \■..>.<::>.<.' .\y.\->\:>.■:-. 

PREMIUMBULK3.5"DS/VDDISKS 

25 10.99 

50 Z0.50 

100 36.99 

250 34.99 

500 164.99 

ALL DISKS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED 
AND ARE COMPLETE WITH LA3ELS 

3.5"SUPERIORL0CKABLEDISK BOXES 

100 Capacity 
120 Capacity 

4.49 
6.49 

) 

3.5" PREMIUM DISKS WITH OUR BOXES 

100 Cap box + 503,5" PS/DP 24.49 
120 Cap. box +100 3.5" PS/DP 42.99 
BO Cap Sank box + 503,5" P5/PP 29.40 

3.5"BANKBOX-30CAPACITY 

A 5UFER3 PRODUCT WHiCH IB 30TH 
L0CKA3LE AND 5TACKA3LE 
ONE 935 
W0 13.95 
THREE 20.95 

SUPPLIES LTD 

0703 # 

457111 

RIBBONS-POSTFREE 

Full Mm* Brand 2aff Aoff 

FKJCE EACH 
Citizen 120P/124P Swift 24      2.75 2.55 
Citizen Swift 24Colour (Compat) 12.95* 
Panasonic KXM 0£0/1123/1124 5.25 3,05 
5tarLC10/LC20 2.60 2.40 
Star LC10-4 Colour 530 5.70 
5tarLC24-10 2,95 2.75 
Star LC24-10 Colour (Com pat) 9.95* 
StarLC200 5,00 2.30 
Star LC200 Colour (Com pat) 3.35* 
Star LC24-200 2.95   2.75 
Star LC24-200 Colou r (Compat) 9.95* 
Ribbon re-ink 12.95 

Minimum order - 2 ribbons except those 
L marked with sin a&teri&k * 

ACCESSORIES-POST FREE 

Amiga External Drive 
A500 !&ML3 upgrade with clock 
A500 '/EMB upgrade without dock 
Mouse Mat 
Mouse Holder 
Roll 10003.5 Pisk Labels 
Am iga A50 Odust cove r 
Phillips monitor cover 
Star LC10, Star LC20 cover© 
Star LC24-10, Star LC24-200 covers 

49.99 
23.99 
21.99 
2.99 
2.99 
&.99 
5.50 
3.99 

3.99 

A It products aresu bject to availability - All prices incf ude VAT. 
Fleaseadd £330 p+p for disks and boxes. E&0E. 

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD Fax: 0703 457222 
Unit 16, The Sidings, Hound Rd, Netley Abbey, Southampton S03 5OA 



NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY 

A500 HARD DISKS 

[Evesham Micros] 

JOINT WINNER OF 
COMPUTER.SHOPPERS 

'Best Customer Crl 

£ervi$$ If 

MWARD FOR 1991^1 1 

PRICES INC.DELIVERY & VAT @ 17.5% 

HERE TODAY - HERE TO STAY 
Evesham Micros First. First for Choito, prices and service. Established 
for over (line years, wilh a strong financial slalirs and secure future. Our Computerised Telesales Order Processing investment moans fast, efficient service. Well appointed Retail Showrooms with large product 
range on display, Our huge Customer database, high percentage of 
repeal custom and personal referrals underlines our popularity, REMEMBER - when you need us. we will still be here. Our extensive 
expansion program means we could eventually ba there as well... 

HOW TO ORDER 

jjj  Call us now on 

« 0386 765500 

™™    TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 
S9am - 7pm Monday-Friday 

9am - 5.30pm Saturday 

Send Cheque, Postal Order or 
ACCESS/VISA card details to: 

Evesham Micros Ltd. 
Unit 9, St Richards Road 

Evesham, Worcs. WR1T 6XJ 

ACCESS / SWITCH / VISA 
Cards Welcome 

% i 
GavernmerH. Education &. PLC Wderfi wefcome 

Same day ctespatcri whenever possible 
Express Courier delivery (UK Msinland only) £6.50 extra 

Please note that 5 banking days must be allowed (or cheque clearance. Immediate clearance on Sank Drafts. 
Credt card orders: We da not charge the card until Uie gooda are despatched 

Moif Order Fax: 0386-765354 

RETAIL SHOWROOMS 
Normal Opening times: Monday-Saturday, 9.00-5-30 

Late Night Opening Until 7pm Wednesday-Friday 

EVESHAM BIRMINGHAM 
Unit 9 St Richards RdP 

Evesham 
Worcs WR11 6XJ 
^0386-765180 

fax : 0386 765354 

251-255 Moseley Rd, 
Highgate 

Birmingham B12 OEA 
^021-446 5Q50 

fax : 021 446 5010 

CAMBRIDGE MILTON KEYNES 
5 Gfisson Road, 

Cambridge 
CB1 2HA 

^ 0223*323898 
fox: 0223 322BB3 

320 Witan Gate, 
Milton Keynes 

MK9 2HP 
0908-230898 

fax : Q90B 230865 

•S 0386-40303 
Monday to Friday, 10,00 - 5.00 

1 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL GOODS 
Oetaits correct at f/me of going to prCSS ■ Atl goods subject to a vaitaMtty 

Uigi st Wordwortfi .£ 00.00 MR Backup E £9.95 Kind WondcS ... C 37.95 AMOS , £ 37.50 Prah  £ 120.00 HiSolt Lnllicn C £ 199 00  £40.00 QFA BASIC Compile*       £ 24.95 Dsfi X'..' p-nnl 4. ....  £ 79.98 Devpac 2.15 ,,,,.,..£44.95 Diil'. xe Vdeu fl    £ 64.95 WorKbeocft Management,, ,£ 9.9ft 

AT LAST.** the chance to buy Quality, 
High Capacity Hard Disk Systems far the 

Amiga 300 at realistically low price si 
it SCSI HARD DISK MECHANISMS tor Optimum pBriarmancs. tori 

Access Time & Autopark^no. 
tfr Includes Its own DEDICATED PSU. CBM recomrrvends. against use of 

Hard Disks withou! independent power supply 
& Option tor up to 4MB additional easy HAM EXPANSION, using SIMMS' 
"Ar COO I— oy oopular dt-rrund we have fitteri a Cnn'ing Fanl 
■ft GAME SWITCH allows Games tr>    loaded wiJhout disconnection 
■ft Includes SCSI THROUGHPORT at rear For Further expansion 
H High quality metal casing, colour and siylematched to Ihe Amiga 50o 
■fr Includes 'MRBACKUP PHO' as well as ConfrguraTiDru'Fonrnat software 

40Mb MODEL ONLY £229 

100Mb MODEL ONLY £329 
2Mb RAM Version: ADO £60 . 4Mb RAM Version: ADD £ 120 

AMIGA 500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES 

A500 512K oNll£ lOOO 
RAM/CLOCK ' M mw w WkniTlf VLVWIV        flSfC^ VAT Atsi& DELIVERY 

UPGRADE 

ALSO WITHOUT CLOCK 
FOR ONLY: 

£ 16.99 
■£r CONVENIENT ON / OFF MEMORY SWITCH > AUTO-RECHARGING 

BATTERY BACKED REAL-TIME CLOCK ft COMPACT, ULTRA-NEAT DESIGN 

THE FASTEST AND EASIEST WAY TO 
UPGRADE YOUR A500+ TO 2MB RAM! 'A500 PLUS' 

1 MB RAM 

UPGRADE   I ONLY £37.95 

Simply Plugs Into trapdoor expansion area ,,V 
Increases total RAM capacity to 2Mb 'ChhpRAM1 

,V RAM On/Off Switch „7 Compact unit size & 
Only 8 low power RAM IC's ft High reliability 

1.5MB RAM BOARD UPGRADE 
/*o2 "^T Fu,ly P°Pu,ated board increases total RAM in ASOOto 2Mb! ft Plugs j 

, apf^ «82J9f        into trapdoor areaT & connects to GARY1 chip > Includes Battery- "Hi 
f\ ^\   Backed Real-Time Clock & Socketed HAM ICs on 512K / 1Mb Versions 

Unpopulated RAM board with clock £ 34.95 
With 15Mb FASTRAM installed £ 62.99 

N.B.; The expansion board retjurres Kickstart 1.3 ID 
Operate - Kiekstart 1.3 upgrade 

avai a Die •'on us fci V.'i'-jSb 

• I 'MEGABOARD' 

\ 

With our MEGABOARD, you can further 
expand your A500 s memory to a total of 

2MB without disposing of your existing 
512K upgrade (must be 4 x RAM-chip type. 

or not exceeding 9cm in length). 

CONNECTS TO YOUR 

512K RAM UPGRADE 

T06IV11.5MI 
MEGABOARD r>eeds Klckstart 1.3. lo operate 

|Ll I ^# ^% (KICkfitart 1.3 upgrade available from lor 
fl^l L I     r^is ^Hr      • JFJT Installallcn requires connection to I lie OARY chip. Easy to follow instructions provided. 

A500 EXTERNAL 8MB RAM UNIT 
T
> Thro ugh port for further expansion 
ft Very low power consumption 
.V Style matched to the A500 
ft RAM access LED 
T> RAM test/run switch 
ft Available fitted with 2Mb, 4Mb, 

or fully populated with 8Mb 
£c Optional PSU (allows Amiga to power 

other devices) 

Incorporating the latest 'ZIP' DRAM 
technology, our new External Memory Upgrade 
allows the A500 / AS00+ to be upgraded by up 
to a further 8Mb of auto-configuring FASTRAM. 

With 2MB fitted...£112.99   with 4MB...£159.99   with SMB...£259.99 
PARTIAL! Y POfW TED UNITS EXPAND TO 8MB WITH 2MB MODULES, A VAILABLE SEPARA TELYAT ONI V £89.99 PEH 2MB * OPTIONAL POWER SUPPL Y £14.95 

/V. fl. Any memory fitforf to trus unit is in 
ACfddiOrt to thai on your machine already, 

to a maximum Of 8Mb on the externa! unit 

NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY i 



Evesham nicrosi NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY 

PRINTERS 
Prices Include VAT, Delivery 

and Connection Cable 
ALL EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE 
12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY 

Star LC 20 Successor to LC 10, 4 fonls, 180/44cps £ 129.99 
NEW! Star LC 100 Enlry level 9-Pin Colour, A fonls £ 168.03 
Star LC 200 9-Pin Colour, 4 Iqnts, 180/45cp& £ 193,88 
NEW!Star LC 24-100 24-Pin, 5 fonts, 192/64cps £ 196.23 
Star LC 24-20 24-Pin, 5 fonts, 192/64cps, excellent fealures . £ 204,45 
Star LC 24-200C Superb 24-Pin Colour, 5 fonts, 200/67cps,.~£ 269-08 
Automatic Sheet Feeder for 10" LC printers (pis.state model)-.,£ 64.95 
Star XB24-200 COLOUR 24-pin, 80 cal. power printer £ 368-95 
Star XB24-250 132 column version ol XB24-2QO £ 438-28 
Citizen Swift-24E including COLOUR hit, ,. ..,£ 299.00 
Hewlett-Packard DeskJet 500 £ 32T.&3 
Hewlett-Packard Deskjet SOOC (Colour) ........X 410.08 
MUM Hewlett-Packard DeskJet 550 Colour £ 527.58 Canon BJ-1QEX Inkjet Printer £ 222.08 
Epson LX4O0 budge! 10" carriage 9-pin 1BQ'25cns E 139-00 
Epson LQ100 24-pin l80V60cps, 8k buffer £ 205.00 
Panasonic KXP1124I uprated 24-pin model 300/1 OOcps £ 279.00 Panasonic KXP2123 good value 24-pin colour model...,       ,,£ 299.00 

TOP VALUE 400dpi 
HANDY SCANNER 

QUALITY SCANNING 
AT THE RIGHT PRICE I 
Al n genuine 4C0cui scanning resolution, this 
scanner produces Truly supefti quality scans. 
Has a full 105mm scanning width, variable 
brightness coniral and 100 1 200 1 300 > 400dpl 
fesofution. Daatascan Pculcssiuriul Version 3- 
scanning and editing software ellqws reel-lime' 
scanning m wlher line art or m up to 64 
Simulated grey scales. Provides powerful 
editing features and excellent compatibility wftti 
most DTP and Paint Packages, eg. Deluxe Paint 4, 
Touch-Up, Also supplied is Th» PuMMwr DeskTop 
Pubishing package, ideal For: ice>rporati no your 
scanneC mag*-: • i ■ I •.--» •■ ■< 

STILL ONLY £99.99 

TRUEMOUSE 
WE GUARANTEE that this is the 
smoothest, most responsive and 
accurate replacement mouse you 
can buy for the Amiga. Excellent 
performance, now with a 300dpi 
resolution. Amazing new price! 

£14 99 SJ GUARANTEED 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE Amiga/ST compatible - 
excellent travel+accuracy assured. NEW LOW PRICE!.. £ 29.00 

TRACKBALL 
High performance trackball, directty compatible to 

any Arnica or Atari ST. Plugs into mouse rx joystick 
pod. Super-smooth and accurate - you probably won't warn to use a mouse again after using 

this Trackball I Full one-handed control. Top quality opto-machamcal design, giving high 
speed end accuracy every time, No tJriw  software reeded! 

ONLY £29.95 

NEW! A500 ROM SWITCHER 
SWITCHING BETWEEN VERSIONS OF KlCKSTART ON 

YOUR A50Q IS EASY WITH OUR NEW ROM SWITCHER! 
You can improve software compatibility on your ASOO Plus! 6y filling Our ROM switcher, 
you can alternate between lha Kickstart 2 already resident and another version ol 
K»CK51art ROM chip, giving you the freedom of choice 
Fitting rs very simpie indeed, end requires no SGKSetir>$ or speciel technical knowledge. Fitting allows two methods 
at switching; either oy keyboard reset, or by an externa* 
toggle switch. H.B. KicKslarl ROM noi syppltgrf. A5Q* 
Revision 5A boards will require circuit modification. 

ONLY 

£24.95 
Klckstan 1.3 ROM supplied separately only £29.95 
Kickstart 2.0 ROM supplied separately only £39,95 
A5DO Revision 5A PCS Circuit Modification Service £29.95 

7Y- FI Amplified Stereo 
^ ■  rl Speakers 

REALISE THE TRUE SOUND POTENTIAL 
OF YOUR 
AMIGA WITH 
THIS PAIR OF 
FULL RANGE 

SPEAKERS! 
Your Amiga produces fine quality hi-fi stereo sound. En|oy quality stereo sound reproduction fo ffre ft/Jfwith this new design Iwrn speaker system I Incorporales a built-in amplifier wilh separate adjustable volume controls for each speaker unrt. Huns Irgm PSU fsupplied) or From belleries (not included), 

Speaker Dimensions 160x95x105mm (HxWxD) 

ONLY 

£39.95 

Evesnamnicrosl 

AMIGA 600~mmAMIGA 600 

SrAWARD PAQC 
Features: Delux Paint ■ Exciting game 
title <■ 12 months on-site maintenance 

ONLY £279.99 
2MB RAM/CLQC& VERSION C 314.99 

EPIC PACK 
Commodore's 20Mb Hard Disk version 

ONLY £449.99 
2MB RAM/CLOCK VERSION £484.99 

4MB RAM CARD 
For any A600.„„.».£1 49.00 

Built-in TV 
Modulator »Built-in 

IDE Hard Disk Controller - Kickstart 2 • 
1Mb ChipRAM * Accepts Memory Cards 

WILD WIERD 

WICKED PACK 

Features: Push-over* Qrand Prix 
■ Putty * Delux Paint III ■ 12 months 

on-site maintenance 

ONLY £324.99 
2MB RAM/CLOCK VERSION £359,99 

Evesham Micros] SPECIAL HARD DISK UPGRADED MODELS 
We are now able te supply Amiga 
ASOQ's with. larger hard disks. We 

take a single drive A&GO and install 
a high quality 27/ IDE ha rd drive. 
All! models are available with 2Mb 

RAM - please add £36.00 

Pt&*t9 notm rh* hard tBsk uMteltetton is not covorod \ byt>ti-*i:& w&tt&fity 
STAWAWFAQZ 

WWWPACK 

60Mb 120Mb 
£479.99 
£524.99 

£599.99 
£644.99 

AMIGA 1200 
KickStart/Workbench 3.0 • Fast 68020 processor • AG A chipset 

• CPU/DMA expansion port ■ PCMCIA expansion slot £379.99 

UPGRADE YOUR OWN 
A600TO HARD DISK 

Bring the benefits of a Hard Disk 
installation to your existing Amiga 
600 with our easy to fit upgrades. 

60Mb £229.00 
120Mb £359.00 

NEW FROM 
A600 1MB RAM/CLOCK UPGRADE 

UPGRADE YOUR NEW ASOO TO 2Mb WITH 
THIS SIMPLE PLUG-IN MEMORY UPGRADE! 

Simply Plugs into the ASOQ's 
trapdoor expansion area 
Increases total RAM capacity of 
A600 to 2Mb'ChipRAM' 
RAM Enable / Disable Switch 
Battery-Backed Real-Time Clock 

ONLY 

£ 39.99 

ROCGEN GENLOCKS 
OFFERING EXCEPTIONAL 
VALUE FOR MONEY, the 

Rocgcn Genlocks offer levels of 
quality, function and 

sophistication not normally 
available in this price category. 

SPECIAL OFFER' ROCGEH MK.H INCLUDES -HOME TtTLEf? SOFTWARE FOR ASOO 
Genlock Plus 

GENLOCK MK.I1 
ONLY £79.99 

GENLOCK PLUS 
ONLY £119.99 

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR 
With its detticaied monitor input, this model combines 

the advantages of a high quality medium resolution 
colour monitor with ttie convenience of remote 
control Teletext TV - a! an excellent low price I 

Features dark glass screen lor Improved contrast, 
plus lull range 3-way speaker sound output. 

£269.00 
Including VAT, 

delivery & cable 
Philips CMS833 Mk.ll Monitor [Genuine UK version), 
includes cable, 1 Year on-site maintenance 
and 'Lotus Esprit Turbo 2' game £ 219.00 

ACCESSORIES 
Add-on hBrd drive far ASM external cased untl with power supply 

40Mb  100Mb  MIDI Interfece connscls to serial part  Virus- Protector fits to (es1 drive in sysiem, ptolectng all drives  VIDM2 Amiga video digi;issr package inc. VFDl-Chrome  Amiga 500 Dual Cover ,  Amiga 600 Ouat Cover  

...C 246.00 ...C 390.00 19.&5 ...£ 6.95 ,..E 110.00 4.95 ,.JR 4.95 

PROFESSIONAL AMIGA REPAIRS 
Fixed rate repair service, includes disk drive faults.. £ 54.95 I 
Please contact us on 0386-446441 

Phinse note that we reserve the right to refuse any 
machine which Is beyond economic repair 

REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLIES 
Genuine Commodore Amiga A5001 

type replacement Power Supply I 
Unit. Good quality 'switch mode1! 

type, Super low price! I 

ONLY £39.95 
Replacement Power Supply for A590 Herd Disk £ 49.95 

372" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 

AMAZING LOW PRICE ! 

£47.99 
including VAT & delivery 

• Very quiet 
• Slimline design 
• Suits any Amiga 
• Cooling vents 
• Sleek, high quality 

metal casing 

REPLACEMENT ASOO 
INTERNAL 3.5" 

DRIVE KIT 

• Quality Citizen/Sony drive 
mechanism 

• Enable / Disable switch 
• Full SaOK Formatted Capacity 
• Long reach connection cable 
• Throughport facility for 

addition of further drives 

Fully compatible, with 1Mb 
unformatted capacity. 

Straightforward installation 
procedure. Kit includes full 

fitting instructions. 

ONLY 

£39.99 

NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY 



issing the complete set? - well get your back issues NOW while you ca 

ONLY 
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1 SOLD QpX   ;: Buying a paint package plus reviews of Pagestream, Colourpic, Sequencer 1, KCS Powerboard, and Scala.  s Accelerating the Amiga plus reviews of Bars 
& Pipes, Daatascan, ATOnce, DynaCADD and BASIC languages.   4 Buying a printer plus reviews of Pro-24, Real 3D, Wordworth, TEX, Imagine and Superbase 4 Amiga 
Answers special plus reviews of Spectracolor, Superbase 4 Touch-Up, Action Replay, VideoCenter Plus   fj The most comprehensive review of Amiga word processors, plus the 
Video Toaster and a free fractals guide 7 SOLD CUV $ A hardware and add-on buyer's guide special, tons of tips for Professional Page and the NAME colour system £s The 
definitive guide to the A500 Plus, down-loading satellite imges, choosing sequencng video and ProPage 2 xU Special graphics issue plus reviews of Audition 4, Sound 
eEnhancer and Showmaker   \\ Insight Into CDTV, a complete guid to printer preferences, 24-bit graphics , Genesis, Turbo Print and Sereo Master   \z Drive Guide speciai- 
all the facts on hard drives, quality video output with Impact Vfsion-24 card, DCTV graphics   is FREE Tracey plus special animation tutorial, Roc Tec's new hard disk, Amiga CDT 

Pixel 3D and Superbase   ^; Round up of best hand scanners, 5-page special on RAM boards, Artificial Intelligence, 3D animation and preview of Easy AMOS   15 PD special - 
Including PD postscripts plus reviews of ImageMaster, SaxonScript and Super Jam  tt: 200 Top Tips of essential Amiga advice, plus reviews of Hotlinks, Hit Kit and Professioal 
Calc  i7 DTP Special - the best package, high-end DTP hardware and typography tutorial plus reviews of Visionary and Mini Office   i£ Amiga Answers special identify the 
source of anyAmiga problem plus Imagemaster, MIDI coding and 3D graphics programming       PC Emulators plus What's in store for your Amiga, plus new series on 
Multitasking, ARexx and C Programming  £fi Raytracing - how to paint iwth light - plus Accelerators round-up, AMOS Professional review, A1200 v Atari Falcon, and ProOraw 3 1 



.but better still, book up for the year ahead - and never miss out again 

worth £4.95 

IF YOU SUBSCRIBE NO 

You benefit 

You save time 

You save trouble 

You guarantee your copy 

You get St delivered 

Subscribe now to ensure your copy 

each month. For just £17.95 you 

will get the next 12 issues 

delivered direct to your home. 

SAVE! 

on 2-year 

, subscription 

Keep your copies of Amiga Shopper safe and protected right from the very start! 

93    or free with every subscription 

FILL IN THE COUPONS BELOW OR CALL OUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE ON 0458 7401 

YES, YES, YES! I WISH TO SUBSCRIBE TO AMIGA SHOPPER 

Please tick the subscription you require / 2 issues 

□ UK £17.95 □ EUROPE £37.95 (Airniflil) 

□ REST OF WORLD £60.95 (Airmail) □ WORLD £37.95 (Surface) 

24 issues 

□ UK £33.95 □ EUROPE £69.95 (Airmail) 

□ REST OF WORLD £109.95 (Airmail) □ WORLD £69.95 (Surface) 

Total amount payable 

NAME  
m 

TELEPHONE HO 

ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

METHOD OF PAYMENT plwsetid 

VISA/ACCESS 

CARD HQ [ 

EXPIRY DATE 

CHEQUE 

Please make cheques payable to FUTURE PUBLISHING LTD and send 

together with this form in an envelope to the Mowing address: 

mf YES, YESII WISH TO PURCHASE THE FOLLOWING BACK ISSUES 

OF AMIGA SHOPPER AND/OR BINDER 
Please tick trie issues you require 

BACK ISSUES £1.75 EACH L 2 T 3 □ 4      5    ! 6 _ 3 J 9 

□ 10D 11    12 J 13    14 "15 

□ UNDER £4.95 

Total amount payable 

NAME  

TELEPHONE HO 

ADDIESS 

■ 

POSTCODE 

METHOD OF PAYMENT please M 

VISA/ACCESS □ CHEQUE 

CARD NO  ,    I   D ! CXI. I 

EXPIRY DAIT   ~l  _iL 

AMIGA SHOPPER, FREEPOST, "SOMERTON TA117BR 

Please make cheques payable to FUTURE PUBLISHING LTD and send 

together with this form in an envelope to the following address 

AMIGA SHOPPER, FREEPOST, SOMERTON IA117BR 



AMIGA A500 PLUS 
1Mb A500 version 2.04 complete 
with leads, p.s.u. etc. 

ONLY £254.95 

Above with 2Mb Ram £279.95 

1 Mb A600 complete with leads, p.s.u. 
etc. 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £254*95 
Above With 2Mb Ram (Expansion induces clock) 

£284.95 
THE WILD, THE WEIRD & THE WICKED 
A600 Value Pack from Commodore 
includes Deluxe Paint III, Formula 1 

Grand Prix, Putty and Pushover 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £309*95 
Above with 2Mb Ram (E^r™ includes CE«JO 

£339.95 

1 Mb A600 with 20Mb Hard Drive, 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £424.95 

Above wtth 2Mb Ram £454.95 
EPIC/LANGUAGE PACK 

A600HD Value Pack from Commodore 
includes Deluxe Paint III, Epic, Myth, 

Rome and Trivial Pursuit 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £439.95 
Above With 2Mb Ram (Expansion includes clock) 

£469.95 

A600 80Mb HD PACK 
DYNAMITE EXCLUSIVE 

1Mb A600 with built-in 80Mb Hard 
Drive, Complete with leads, etc, 

ONLY £499.95 
Above With 2Mb Ram (Exp^siQnmckdQCkck} 

£529.95 

Latest 1Mb 2,04 version complete 
with mouse, leads, etc. (requires 
modulator for TV use) 

ONLY £479.95 
1500 HOME ACCOUNTS PACK 

As above plus The Works - Platinum 
Edition, Home Accounts, Toki, Elf, 

Puzznic & DPaint III 

ONLY £524*95 

AMIGA 3000 
Latest V2, 25MHz, 2Mb Ram, 52Mb 
Hard Drive, 3W Floppy. 
Complete with Wordworth 1,1 and 
Amiga Vision. 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £1299*95 
Above with 105Mb Drive 

£1479.95 

New multi-media system 6Mb Ram, 
40Mb HD, AmisaDOS 3. 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MA3NTENANCE 

ONLY £1979.95 
Above with 120Mb Drive 

£2099.95 

AS 70 CD R^MM 
CD Drive for A500/A5QQ-f 

Super low price... 

ONLY £259.95 

CDTV complete with infra-red remote, 
leads, etc, 

ONLY £354.95 
CDTV MULTIMEDIA PACK 

As above plus keyboard, infra-red 
mouse, 3.5'1 drive, Workbench Disks, 

Welcome CD 
ONLY £354+95 

MONITORS PtOPP¥ DRIVES 

GOLDSTAR 14" 
TV Monitor complete with remote 
control & sleeptimer 

ONLY £154.95 
Amiga cable for above £4.95 

PHILIPS 8833 Mkll 
Simply the best value stereo colour 
monitor, UK model complete with 1 
years on-site maintenance. 

ONLY £169.95 

Ami3a cable for above £4.95 
Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 £6.95 

(when bought with 8833) 

CBM 10845 
Commodores official stereo colour 
monitor for the Amiga, 

ONLY £174.95 
Amiga cable for above £4.95 

CBM1935 
14" SVGA colour monitor .28 Dot 
Pitch 

A MUST FOR A30O0/4Q0O 

ONLY £254.95 
Amiga cable for above £4.95 

CBM1960 
14B Multiscan SVGA colour monitor 
.28 Dot Pitch 

ONLY £409.95 
Amiga cable for above £4.95 

MONITOR ACCESSORIES 
A4 Copy Holder £3.99 
14" Monitor Dust Cover £3.99 
12/14" Screen Fitter £6.99 
14" Tilt & Swivel Stand £9.99 
View Centre/Monitor Stand £24.95 
View Centre/Control Centre £99*95 

CUMANA CAX 354 
Reputation speaks for itself 

ONLY £49.95 

POWER PC880E 
Solid Drive with anti-click 

ONLY £49.95 

ROCTEC ROCLITE 
New superslim drive now with anti- 
click & virus checker 

ONLY £54.95 

POWER PC880B 
With anti-click, virus checker and built 
in blitz copier 

ONLY £59.95 

GVP HD8A500 
52 Meg Hard Drive £319.95 
80 Meg Hard Drive  £369.95 
120 Meg Hard Drive ...£409.95 
Additional 2Mb Ram for above .£39.95 
Additional 4Mb Ram for above. £79.95 
Additional 8Mb Ram for above ,£99.95 

GVPA530 COMBO 
52 Meg Combo £439.95 
80 Meg Combo £659,95 
120 Meg Combo £799.95 
213 Meg Combo £919.95 

GVP HC8 1500/2000 
52 Meg Internal £944.95 
80 Meg Internal ■ £329.95 
120 Meg Internal ...£394.95 
Ram upgrades available for A530 
Combo and HC8 internal - Phone for 
details, 

— , -—. . , , . ,—,  

mm OUR PRICE BLASTER PLEDGE m CAHHOT st BUTCH OH PMCC-ORDER HOW 

9am - 8pm ORDER HOTLINE. 



Price Blasters Pledge 

STAR PRINTERS 

RAM EXPANSION LC-20 
A500 Va Meg no Clock £14*95   9 Pin Mono, 180/45 CPS 

120D+ 

A500 Va Meg with Clock CI 7,95 
A500 Plus 1 Meg Expansion 
(upgrades A500 Plus to 2 Meg)£27.95 
A600 1 Meg Expansion 

no Clock £29*95 
MOO 1 Meg Expansion 

with Clock ..£34.95 

Keyboard Rom Sharer £1**99 
Keyboard Switchabie Rom 

Sharer . £19.99 
Kickstart 1.3 Rom £21.99 
Kickstart 2.04 Rom £32.99 

EXTERNAL RAM UPGRADES 
Made by Power Computing 
Expandable up to 8 Meg, fully auto- 
config with thru-port Suitable for any 
A500/A500+ 
2 Meg Ram Board £104*95 
4 Meg Ram Board  .... £144.95 
8 Meg Ram Board £279*95 

AMIGA CUSTOM CHIPS 
CIA 8520A. £4.99 
Super Denise £20.99 
Fatter Agnes 8372A £29.99 

ONLY £116.95 

LC 100 COLOUR 

9 Pin Colour, 180/45 CPS 

ONLY £149.95 

LC 24-100 

24 Pin Mono, 192/64 CPS 
ONLY £164.95 

LC 200 COLOUR 

9 Pin Colour, 185/45 CPS 

ONLY £166.95 

LC 24-20 

24 Pin Mono, 180/60 CPS 

ONLY £176.95 

9 Pin Mono, 120/25 CPS 
2 year guarantee 
ONLY £107.99 

SWIFT 9 

9 Pin Mono with colour option, 
160/40 CPS 
2 year guarantee 

ONLY £159.99 

Colour version £166.95 

ESSENTIAL PRINTER 
ACCESSORY PACK 

• Amiga to Printer Cable 
• 500 sheets continuous paper 
• Universal printer stand 
• Printer driver disk 

ONLY £9.99 
when purchased with printer 

SWIFT 200 

24 Pin Mono with colour option, 
180/60 CPS 
2 year guarantee 

ONLY £189.99 

TURN PAGE 

FOR/MORE. 

BARGAINS 



SERIOUS SOFTWARE & 
HARDWARE APPLICATION! 

SCANNERS 
Award winning Power Scanner 
with latest version 3,0 software. 
Extra value pack 1. Includes 
Wordworth VI.1, Word- 
processing Package (RRP 
£129.95) 
ONLY m%99 

Extra value pack 2, Same Scanner 
including Paint Pack comprising 
Deluxe Paint 3 and Photon Paint 2 
(RRP £139.95) ^A ^ 
ONLY  

Colour Scanner available with 
either of above packs _ 
ONLY ....£939*99 

MUSIC 
, ***, ,       , ***** I * £9*99 Music X Junior 

Music X Vers 1.1 £17*99 
Pro Midi 4 Port Interface****£14*99 
Rombo Megamix^ .*** £24*99 
GYP Sound Studio £49*99 

Scala 500*.,«,.„, £69.99 
Scala Professional £179*99 
Take 2 (New enhanced vers)** £39*99 
Vldi-Amiga 12 ****+***^*™,„. £74*99 
Vidi-Amiga 12 + Megamix*,* £96.99 
Rocgen . « £84,99 
Rocgen Plus**.** ~ £114.99 
Rocgen Rockey . £264,99 

Deluxe Paint \U „*£4,99 
Deluxe Paint III £9.99 
Deluxe Paint IV , £54.99 
Spritz Paint £4.99 
Photon Paint £4,99 
Photon Paint 2 £9,99 

WORD PROCESSING/DTP 
Kindwords Version 3„*.*„*** £34,99 
Final Copy 2 £59.99 
Wordworth Vers 1.1      /> <j A 
(Special Purchase) .fr4Y*99 
Pagesetter 2 £39,99 
Pro Page Professional £124.99 
Saxon Publisher £179*99 

UTILITIES/BACK-UP 
X-Copy Professional ,,.£29*99 
(includes Cyclone cartridge) 
Action Replay - Latest vers £54,99 
Amiga Release 2 £76,99 
Blitz Amiga £18,99 

ESSENTIAL ACCESSORIES 

3.5" DS/DD DISKS 
Bulk quality disks, 100% certified, 
complete with labels. 
Box of 50 £19.99 
Box of 100 £37.99 
Box of 200 £69,99 
Box of 500 £159,99 
Box of 1000 £319,99 
Branded precision disks made by 
top manufacture Dysan, All boxed 
in 10's complete with labels, 
shrink wrapped - top quality. 
Box of 10...,, £4,99 
Box of 20 £9.49 
Box of 50 £22.99 
Box of 100 £42.99 
500 Disk Labels,, ..,...£4,99 
1000 Disk Labels..,.. £7.99 

DISK BOXES 
10 Capacity Disk Box £1.29 
40 Capacity Lockable Box...,£3,99 
80 Capacity Lockable Box...,£5*99 
90 Capacity 'Banx',,... £7*99 
150 Capacity Tosso' £15*99 

CONTROL CENTRES 
Manufactured by Premier Micro's 
- the leaders in soiid control 
centres, Made from sheet steel 
and epoxy coated to match 
A500/A600. 
Comprises of monitor platform 
plus shelf to store extra drives, 
etc. AS00 version complete with 
extension leads for joystick/mouse 
ports. 
A600 version £27.29 
A500 version £32*99 

MICE & TRACKER BALIS 
Squik Quality Mouse... £9*99 
Roctec Mouse £12.99 
Golden Image Happy Mouse £18.99 
Golden Image Brush Mouse .£23,99 
Naksha Mouse ....£23.99 
Golden Image Optical Mouse. £28.99 
Zydec Trackerball £28,99 
Golden Image Crystal Traekerbaff £35,99 
8mm Mousepad £3.99 
Optical Mouse Mat £8.99 

SV119 JUNIOR TURBO 
6 micro switches, twin fire...£3,99 
SV123 SUPERCHARGER 
6 micro switches, autoflre ..,£7.99 
SV126 JETFIGHTER 
6 m/s, pilot grip, auto, S/M...£9,99 
SV125 SUPERBOARD 
10 m/s, stopwatch, variable 
A/F,S/M £14,99 
SV129 FOOTPEDAL 
ideal for Flying/Driving £19,99 
SV133 MEGASTAR 
Steel Shaft, 7 m/s, A/F, 5/M £19.99 
SV127 TOPSTAR 
6 m/s, Pistol Grip, Heavy 
Duty £16.99 

B0NDWELL - QUICKSHOT 
QUICKSHOT 1 
Basic Leaf Switch  £3,49 
QUICKSHOT 2 
Pistol Grip - Classic £4*99 
QUICKSHOT 2 TURBO 
Microswitch version ...£7,99 
APACHE 
Leaf switch, Pistol Grip £5.99 
PYTHON 1M 
Super Pistol Grip with m/s.,..£8.99 

NEW CHARACTERSTICKS RANGE 
Choose frorru 
BATMAN RETURNS, TERMINATOR 2, 
ALIEN 3 AND BART SiMPSON, 
Comes complete in amazing 
"MOVIE SET" GIFT BOX - IDEAL GIFT 
RRP £14.99 - SEE DIEGO'S 
SUPERSAVERS 
CHEETAH 125+ 
Industry standard, robust l/s £6.99 
MACH 1 
Robus Microswitch, steel 
shaft....... ,„„ £9.99 
STARPROBE 
Superb handling, m/s, steel 
shaft £11.99 
THE BUG 
Beautiful! Available in green/ 
black £10,99 
BOLUSTJCK 
Ergonomle hand held, 
gives NES/Megadrive owners 
a run for their money.... £6.99 

1. SENSIBLE SOCCER..,, £17*99 
2. ZOOL £17.99 
3. CIVILIZATION £24*99 
4. MONKEY ISLAND 2 £26*99 
5. PUSHOVER £17,99 
6. FORMULA 1 GP.,.. ..£24.99 
7. PREMIERE £21.99 
8. BEAST IH........ .; £20,99 
9. DUNE £21*99 

10. ADDAMS FAMILY .£17.99 
11. FALCON £10*99 
12. MAN, UTD £5,99 
13. PGATOUR+ £20.99 
14. TEAM SUZUKI £5.99 
15. GRAHAM TAYLORS....... £17,99 
16. WIZZKID £17,99 
17. ESPANA GAMES '92 £20,99 
18. SPACE CRUSADE...........£17.99 
19. COOL CROC TWINS £17,99 
20. STRIKER £17,99 

EDUCATIONAL 
FUN SCHOOL 2 
Under 6.. £6.99 
6 to 8 £6,99 
OverS ....£6.99 

FUN SCHOOL 3 
Under 5  
5 to 7  
Over 7  

.£14*99 

.£14.99 

.£14*99 

FUN SCHOOL 4 
Under 5 ■„ 
5 to 7 ,  
7to11 ,  

KOSMOS LANGUAGES 
French Mistress.  
German Master  
Spanish Tutor  
Italian Tutor  

,£14*99 
,£14*99 
.£14,99 

,£13*99 
.£13*99 
,£13*99 
.£13.99 

SUPER VALUE PACK 
All four languages...  £29,99 

NONE OF OUR COMPETITORS COME CLOSE-WHY PAY MORE? ORDER HOW 

9am - 8pm ORDER HOTLINE, 



CHECK OUT 

DIEGO'S TOP 10 

Christmas Supersavers 

CHHTAH CHARACTERSTICXJOVniCK 
The perfect sift, available as either: 
★ Batman Returns ★ Terminator 2 

★ Alien 3 ★ Bart Simpson 
Complete in movie set gift pack! ONLY £8*99 

TAILOR MADE 

AMIGA 500 DUSTCOVER 
A steal at just... £1.99 

DISK ACCESSORY PACK 
★ Box of 10 branded precision disks 
★ 40 capacity lockable disk box 
★ 3W disk drive cleaner kit 

ALL FOR ONLY £8+99 

GFA BASIC (RHP £49.95) 
Essential for prosramming 

6mm QUALITY MOUSEPAD 
At this price you can't go wrong 

£1*29 

ZIPSTICK SUPERPRO JOYSTICK 
Simply the best autofire joystick on 

the market 
ONLY £9.99 

CARTOON CLASSICS GAME PACK 
★ Bart Simpson * Captain Planet 

* Lemmings 

£14.99 

HOW TO ORDER 

Call us NOW on 
0234 21421S 

Send Cheque or Postal Order to 
DYNAMITE COMPUTERS 

Dynamite House, 
44a Stanley Street, Bedford 

MK41 TRW 

NB: Please write cheque guarantee card 
number on the reverse of cheque to ensure 
same day clearance (cheques without card 
number subject to 10 day clearance), 
Call into our showroom for a fast and friendly 
service 

Retail/Queries 0234 364428 

DELIVERY CHARGES* 
£&95 for orders less than £100 

£4.95 for orders over £100 
Next day express service £7.50 
Saturday delfvery only £15.00 

*Char$es applicable to UK mainland only 

PLATINUM SERVICE CARD 
Only £19.99! 

Features 
• Next day courier delivery 
• 30 day exchange for new 
• 1 year suarantee giving free collection and 

delivery should a fault occur 

TERMS & CONDITIONS: 
• Price pledge only applicable to individual 

items over £50 where the price differential 
exceeds £1. 

• Price pledse applicable to goods on a like- 
foMike basts and currently stocked by 
competitor. 

• Gift voucher may not be redeemed for 
cash. May only be used in future purchase 
where normal delivery charges will apply. 

• Goods all subject to availability, E&OE, 
• Alf prices subject to change without notice, 
• Platinum card is non-refundable and covers 

only one item. 
This does not affect your statutory rights. 

SEGA MEGADRIVE 
Basic console with joypads & p.s.u 

£99.99 

ASTRA TEN GAME PACK 
* Datastorm * Dungeon Quest * E,Motion * Grand 

Monster Slam * Powerplay * RVF Honda 
★ Shufftepuek Cafe * Soccer * Tower of Babel 

ALL 10 GAMES FOR ONLY 4*99 

AMIGA 1.3 BUSINESS PACK 
PRO WRITE 215 (Wordprocessor) 
MAXIPLAN (Spreadsheet) 
INFOFILE (Database) 

ONLY £24*99 

ORDER FORM 

  
Expiry date /  

Delivery. 
Total...... 

m GUARANTEE YOU cm BUY mm* THAH MNAMITE-ORQER NOW 

9am - 8pm ORDER HOTLINE 



DIY   HARDWARE PROJECTS 

Here it is - the finished product. The mouse plugs into one of the sockets on 
the box top, the joystick into the other. The box's plug goes to the Amiga 

ere's another excellent 
hardware project that you 
can build with the 
minimum of fuss and 

expense. It's a device that enables 
you to plug both a joystick and a 
mouse into the same socket in your 
Amiga, The unit will automatically 
switch between the mouse and 
joystick, depending on which one Is 
currently being used. 

The project comes from Steve 
Lewis, who will be receiving £70 for 
his efforts. Steve reckons it can be 
built in two or three hours, but he 
advises that you proceed with 
patience to avoid causing damage to 
your machine. The total cost for the 
project, including the box in which it 
is housed, is around £5, 

The basic idea is to prevent all of 
that irritating messing about with 
plugs that occurs when you've had 
enough of your word processor and 
decide a quick game of Xenon If is 
just what you need for relaxation. 
With Steve1 s device you can have 
both your joystick and mouse 
permanently connected, thus saving 
wear and tear on their plugs and the 
Amiga's socket, 

THE BASIC PRINCIPLE 
The switcher circuit constantly 
receives input from both the mouse 
and joystick. It must decide which of 
these two signals to send on to the 

Pin i 

Amiga. It does this by looking at the 
joystick signal. If the joystick is 
centred, then it is assumed not to be 
in use and the mouse signal is sent 
to the Amiga, It on the other hand, 
the joystick is in any other position 
but the central one then its signal is 
relayed on instead. 

HOW IT WORKS 
The components that do ail the work 
in this project are two 74 series logic 
devices. The first of these, the 
74LS157, is a quad, two in one, 
multiplexer. What this basically 
means is that it will take two sets of 
four inputs, and choose between 
these to give one set of four outputs- 
The inputs are labelled An and Bn, 
while the outputs are labelled Yn. 
Which of the set of inputs is output 
depends on the signal coming into 
the chip's SELECT pin. 

The four mouse signals V, H, VQ 
and HQ are fed into the A input pins 
of the multiplexer, while the joystick 
signals UP, DOWN, LEFT and RIGHT 
are fed into the B input pins. The 
chip's output pins are connected to 
the joystick socket on the computer, 

The second logic chip, the 
74LS21, contains two AND logic 
gates. Those of you who program 
should be familiar with the way in 
which an AND gate works, it consists 
of a variable number of inputs and a 
single output. The output signal is 

Grid 
74LS21 74LS157 

Shown here are the two 74 series logic chips, along with their respective pin- 
outs. Care must be taken especially when connecting the power supply pins 

The circuit for the mouse-joystick switcher is really very simple, with all the 
components fitting on to a tiny piece of strip board 

SWITCH 

that stick 

This months hardware project 

comes from Steve Lewis, who 

explains how to build an 

automatic mouse-joystick switch 

for under a fiver 

always low unless att of its inputs 
are high, in which case the output 
too Will be high. The 741521 
contains two AND gates, each with 
four inputs. 

The first of these is connected to 
the joystick signals. Its output will 
oniy be high if the UP signal and the 
DOWN signal and the LEFT signal 
and the RIGHT signal are all high. 
The Amiga's joystick uses an active 
low system, which means that if the 
joystick is moved left then the LEFT 

signal will be tow, and the rest will ail 
be high. 

The net result is that the output 
from the AND gate will only be high if 
the joystick is in its centre position - 
when it is not in use. This output is 
fed to the SELECT pin of the 
multiplexer chip, So when the 
joystick is centred the SELECT signal 
will be high and the multiplexer will 
send the mouse signals (outputs An) 
to the computer. If the joystick is 
moved, then SELECT will go low and 

LET'S BE CAREFUL OUT THERE 

Just a few words of warning before you embark on your voyage of 
electronic discovery: 
• Disconnect your machine from the mains throughout this project. 
• Amiga Shopper accepts no responsibility whatsoever for damage caused 

by you to your machine as a result of following these instructions. 
• Chips are static-sensitive, so be sure to earth yourself correctly before 

touching them. 
• Chips are heat-sensitive, so exercise extreme care when soldering. Don't 

let the soldering Iron touch the pins for more than three seconds. 

30 
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DIY   HARDWARE PROJECTS 

YOUR DIY PARTS LIST 

To complete the project, you will need the following Items: 
• A soldering iron, some solder, and something to hotel components while 

you are working on them 
• A 74LS157 logic device 
• A 74L521 logic device 
• A 0.1 uF capacitor 
• A 4K7 x 8 Single In-Line resistor array and two 4K7 resistors. 

Alternatively, you can use 10 4K7 resistors 
• Two 9-way IVtype plugs 
• One 9-way I>type socket 
• One 9-way cover 
• 20cm of 9-way multi-core cable 
• A small plastic box 
• A small piece of stripboard 
• Some nuts and bolts for the case 

the multiplexer will switch to sending 
the computer the four joystick 
signals (outputs Bn). 

The other AND gate of the 
74LS21 chip is used to combine the 
fire button of the joystick and the 
mouse's left-hand button. Remember 
that a high signal means that the 
button has not been pressed, so that 
if either the mouse or joystick button 
is pressed, the AND gate will give a 
low input - which will be the correct 
signal to send to the computer. 

THE NITTY GRITTY 
The circuit can be fitted on to a small 
piece of stripboard, around 70 by 

"...you've had 

enough of your 

word processor 

•••a quick game 

of Xenon II is 

just what you 

need..." 

55mm in size. It's best, though not 
essential, to mount the chips in IC 
sockets, making them easier to 
replace if they are faulty. 

The pins on the chips are 
numbered in an anti-clockwise 
direction, beginning with pin 1 at the 
top left (the top of the chip being 
denoted by a distinctive cutout notch 
at that end)+ 

The two logic chips get their 
power from the D-type connectors, 

' The positive supply comes from pin 7 

on the D-type connectors, and must 
go to pin 16 on the 74LS157 and pin 
14 on the 74LS21. Similarly, the 
ground line comes from pin S on the 
D-type connectors and must go to pin 
8 of the 74LS157 and pin 7 of the 
74LS21. These connections are not 
shown in the circuit diagram (below) 
for the sake of clarity. 

Once the power supply is in 
place, it is a simple matter of 
connecting the components together 
according to the circuit diagram. 
Refer to the diagrams of the chips to 
clarify which pins are which. 

The resistors are used to pull the 
input signals high. It's best to use a 
Single In-Line resistor network for the 
eight main input signals. However, it 
is possible to use eight individual 
resistors, but these will take up more 
space and the stripboard will 
consequently have to be a bit bigger 
in order to accommodate them. 

TESTING, TESTING 
Once you've completed the 
soldering, it's a good idea to check 
everything over a few times. A 
mistake in the wiring could possibly 
damage your computer. 

After that it s time to test it 
properly. Make sure your computer is 
switched off. Plug the circuit into the 
JOY1 port of the Amiga, and the 
joystick and mouse into their sockets 
on the circuit 

Now switch on the Amiga and 
boot up with Workbench, If anything 
out of the ordinary happens at this 
point, switch off your machine 
immediately and check the circuit 
once more. 

Once Workbench has loaded OK, 
centre the joystick and confirm that 
the mouse still moves the pointer 
around the screen. Next, move the 

joystick around and make sure that 
the mouse doesn't move the pointer 
while the joystick is in any position 
but the centre. 

Now load a program that needs a 
joystick plugged into JOY1 and check 
that the joystick works properly 
without interference from the mouse. 
When you are sure that everything is 
working according to plan, it's time 
to find a place to house the circuit. 

THE HOUSING PROBLEM 
The finished board can easily be 
fitted into a small plastic box, It 
looks reasonably attractive, and 

holes for the connectors can be cut 
in it with relative ease. 

Alternatively, you could try fitting 
the board insfde your Amiga's case. 
Bear in mind that doing so will void 
your warranty. Also, the JOY1 
connector will have to be removed, 
and you will have to cut a hole in the 
case large enough to enable easy 
access to both input connectors. 

Well, that's all it takes - a fairly 
simple procedure, with simple but 
hassle-free results, There'll be 
another project for all you solder 
addicts next month. Until then, keep 
those ideas coming in. 

SEND US YOUR DIY PROJECTS 

If you've designed an Amiga hardware project, you could earn yourself £70. 
Send us details (as an ASCII file on disk and with a printed copy) along 
with clear diagrams and photographs. Only built and tested projects will be 
considered. Send them to: DIY Hardware Projects, Amiga Shopper, Future 
Publishing, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 

HftY D SOCKET - TO COMPUTER 

This is the circuit diagram for the mouse-joystick switcher. The power line to the chips Is not shown to keep the diagram clear, although it must be connected 
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THE FIRST 
COMPUTER CENTRE 

'PEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
'EN MON SAT 9J0AM-5 30PM 
IN DAY OPENING 11.00 AM-3 00PM 
WRSDAY NIGHT LATE. 9.30AM-?.30PM 

CLOSED BOXING DAY 
PEN CHRISTMAS EVE UNTIL 4PM 

UTHORISED DEALERS FOR STAR, 
IllZEK COMMODORE ACORN 
PRIMA, ROMBQ. SUPRA c£ SEGA 

FREE DELIVERY! 

HOWTO ORDER 
rderby telephone quoting/our credit 
rd number, If paying by cheque pleas* 
ake payable to the: 

"FIRST COMPUTER CENTRE," 
In any correspondence please quote 
phone number & post code. Allow 5 
orking days for cheque clearance 

All prices include VAT and 
ttandard Delivery in the UK 
All hardware/computers 
are genuine UK spec. 
Free Fast Standard 4 to 7 
day Delivery 
Guaranteed 2 to 3 day 
Delivery only £2.SO 
Guaranteed Next Day 
Delivery only £4.90 
Open seven days a week for 
your convenience 
Overseas orders welcome 

echnical & Sales 6JUNES 

24 HOUR MAIL ORDER SERVICE!' 

3532 319444 

CUSTOMER CARE: 

0532 637988 
FAX 0532 319191 

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL 
CORRESPONDENCE TO 

DEPT. AS, UNITS 

RMLEY PARK COURT 

OFF CECIL STREET 

ITANNINGLEY ROAD 

LEEDS, LSI2 2AE 

Prices are subject to change 
without notice, E &G E 

.IMI ^ l-H 

FIRST COMPUTER CENTRE (LEEDS) Tel:0S32 319444 

AMIGA I 200 only £369.99 | I J ^ | J M ^ i Vl MONITORS 
This has got to be the best Amiga under £400.00 ^HAI?our o r' rite rs are UKsoec^^B ? 

produced. True 32 bit technology based on the  | '      H" "Uf Pr '"wr* *re UIV *Pec | ... mnrijtr,r<. ™ Ml/ cr>Pf HII our monitors are ui\ spec* 
AN monitors come complete with 

a free Amiga lead 
WARN ING: Before you pu rcha&e a rn □ nitor make s Lire 
it ha? a full UK specification. You might be buying what 

: you think is a similar monitor at a lower price but it is 
:.| likely to be a "GREY" import. These monitors do not 

GOMb , „ LLWW    /VII Star & Citizen dot matrix printers come      comply with British safety standards and are not covered 
80Mb£279,99    tftma\^ wifh m.intpt dvi^ & MMri|     | by an official warranty 
120Mb.. , £369,99 

Please add £15.00 if fitting is required, 
Please phone for details on warranty 

AMIGA 4000...only£2099.99 
With the power of the 3 2 bit proce ssor running at 2 5 M h z 
(upgradable), the new double AA graphics chip set & 16.8 
million colours. High density 1.44 Mb floppy, 120 Mb IDE 
H.ird drive & Workbench 3. 12 month on site warranty 

jr printers ai *e UK spec 1 

(CITIZEN; 

AH Star & Citizen dot matrix printers come 
complete with printer drivers & paper!.' 
Star LC20. , ,..£134.99 
'oO cps draft, 45 cp\. NLQ„ qUiet mode and mufti 
fo< iti. push button operation. 
StarLC200 colour..* 195.99 
9 pin colour. 8 fonts. 22 S cps draft, 45 cps NLQ. A4 

Star LC24-20 £199.99 
24 pin quality, HQ cpb droit. 60 Lps LQh I6R buffer 
expand italr to 48Kr 10 fonts and LCD front display. 

PHILIPS CM8833MK2 

stereo colour monitor 
Colour stereo monitor. 600*295 line resolution, green 
Kfeen facility, one years on site maintenance. 

now with Lotus Turbo Esprit.1! 

only £2l9.99uKsPec. 

Commodore 1084/5 SDI 
Stereo Colour monitor 

features .51 dot pitch resolution. Amiga cable included. 
Some People think these monitors are a legend in their own 
tinier 

only £209.99 

PHILIPS BRILLIANCE 

SVGA Colour monitor 

with overscan facility 
The Brilliance monitor has a high quality Super VGA 
resolution. Includes overscan facility, .28 dot pitch.and 
ult.'swivcl stand. 12 months an site maintenance. 

AMIGA 3000 RANGE     Star LC24 200 mono...£219.99 
25 Mhz with 52 Mb HD, 2Mb RAM. ,£ 1299.99 
25Mhz with \ 05 Mb HD £ 1549,99 

AM 3000's come with Amiga Vision 

AMIGA 500 Plus only £294-99 
Cartoon Classics Pack 

comes with Lcmnungs, Captain Planet, The Simpsons & D-Paint 3 
AMIGA 500 Cartoon Classics DeluK^Only 079.99 

with built in ROM sharer 2.04/1.3 
*   ■■      . - 

AMIGA 600 Base pack £279.99 
A600 with 20 Mb hard drive...£429.99 
A600 with 40 Mb hard drive....£499.99 
A600 with 60 Mb hard drive.,„£529.99 
A600with 80 Mb hard drive„.,£5 59.99 
2 Mb RAM add £37.99. Recommended with any HD 

AMIGA 600 20HD The Epic pack 
With 20 Mb Hard drive, Epic, Rome, Myth, & Trivial 
Pursuit, Dictionary. Language Lab & Deluxe Paint 3 
only £475.99 (Inc On Site Maintenance) 

The A600 Wild, Weird & Wicked 
inc Micro Prose Grand Prix, Deluxe Paint 3, Putty & Pushover 

only £327.99 
♦ 

A600 DELUXE ONLY £339.99 
A600HD DELUXE .ONLY £509.99 
inc. ROM sharer with 1.3 & 2.05 ROM's, making 
incompatibility a thing of the past. The A600 HD 
Deluxe conies with a Bulk in 20 Mb hard drive 

Just add 37.99 for a 2 Mb 600 Deluxe,'.' 
* 

AMIGA 1500+ only £4S9,99 
With 2.04 Kickstart chip and Workbench 2.04 .'.' 
AMIGA 1500+ SW Pack only £539,99 

mc 0 Paint i, ftst Wprti, Home Actourti, 1 pros, Amigarorma! Tips hook & Jarbticfc. 
AMIGA ISOOOduJte.-Qnly £$49.99 

With the Prima ROM sharer, IJ&2.04 Kickstart chip 
All Amiga's come with Workbench, mouse & 12 month 
warranty. The standard A&00\. A I 200. A 3 000 & A 4000 

come with i 1 months on site warranty All 600's also 
tome wich a built in integral hard disk option. 

CDTV MULTI MEDIA PACK 

AND A570 CD ROM j 
Complete with CDTV, Keyboard, Mouse , disc 
drive & Workbench IX.. Only £469.99 
CDTV inc Welcome disk Only £369.99 
CD Rom Amiga A570 . only £329.99 

Turns your Amiga 500 into a CDTV 

aft, 67 cps 
£xp;mdabl« 

LQt 10 fa 
:o 39K lands* ap^7k buffer expandable to 39K 

Star LC24-200 colour.£269.99 
Colour version with 3 OK buffer expandable to 62K 
Stat XB24-200 co!our....£379.99 
Professional Quality with     srti* n^aintt-nancc, very quiet. 
Star SJ48 Bubble jet £209.99 
Lasec QuaMty ultra quiet , £psor. compatible & portitbk: 
Star SJ48 Autosheet feeder £49.99 
Star Laserjet4 MK3... £739.99 

Pana so ni c C a jour Pri nters 
Panasonic KX P21 80 £189 99 
Ultra quit* 9 pin, 3 92 cps draft, 38 tps NLQ 
Panasonic^ KX-P 2123 .£229.99 
ultra quiet 24pin E 9Z< p* dr aft, 64cpt>{rQ,12 vps $ LQ I 

Spectai offer!! 
Wordworth Kl only £29 99 
with any Panasonic printer 

Citizen Printers 
Citizen Swift 9 Colour £179,99 
Excellent vahX 9 pin colour. Highly rtcomrnenHcd a 
NEW Swift. 240 Colour...£279,99 | 
M pip 240cj»3 c^rah 10 Co«ts. quiet modte. {40cp$ 
NEW Swift 200 Colour. £204.99 

1500VERSION £389,99 
with Flicker Free Video card 

A500 VERSION £489.99 

GOLDSTAR REMOTE 
control TV/monitor 

superior to a standard TV set with full remote control 
£169.99 

COMMODORE 1960 multisync 

only £436.99 

CD TV keyboard... 
Mouit/Joystick ir 
 only £49.99 
 IPOA 

CONSOLES MS" 
.ortly £77.99 

Uex Kidd 
SEGA MASTER SYSTEM only £77.99 

Inc Olympic Gold cartridge & Alex Kidd 
MASTER SYSTEM PLUS.. only £87.99 

Inc Rambo 3 game, Alex Kidd & Light gun 
SEGA M EGADRIVE i 6 bit., .only £ I 24.99 

inc. Sonic the Hedgehog or Olympic Gold 
OR ADO JUST i 15.0Q TO INCLU DE 

STREETS OF RAGE WITH MEG ADRIVE!! 
SEGA GAMEGEAR PLUS.......only I 24.99 

inc. Sonic The Hedgehog Si Mains Adaptor 

Full range of IBM compatibles available 

Automatic Sheet feeder....£79.99 
Canon BJIOex £219.99 
Laser quality output. Larger buffer than the 
SrarSj^Canon/Sta* bubblejet cartridges £1 7.99 
Canon BJ20  ...£309.99 
Built in auto shei-t fc-ttiei -nul vx.tr .1 facilicitt, thdn flj 10 
Canon BJ300 £379,99 
Dedttop bubhte j^t with laser quality 
Canon 8J330 £519.99 
Wide carriage version of the BJ30C 
BJI Oex Autosheetfeeder..,£S2.99 

Hewlett Packard Printers 
HPSOOmono    now £319,99 
HP 500 Colour .now £439,99 
HP 550 Cofour.now £554,99 

^ times faster than the HP500C.'.' 
HPS00 mono cartridges...,£ I 4 99 
Oouble life 500 cartridges,.,-£24.99 
All HP printers come with a 3 year warranty 

With the FIRST EXTRAS Pack you can 
make surtf you have- every thing you 
need when buying an Amiga - AM the 
essentials required for the first time 
buyer and at a bargain price.'! 
Comprises: 
• Top quaitty microswitched 

Powerplay Cruiser joystick 
• Mouse Mat 
• Dust Cover 
• 10 high quality Blank Disks 
• Plus 3 games 

only £29.99 

SPECIAL OFFERS ON ACCESSORIES WHEN 
BOUGHT WITH A MONITOR?/ 

TILT * SWIVEL STANDS 1.99 
14" MONITOR COVERS £5.99 
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SUPRA MODEMS 

The Supra-Fax Mod 
/.32 bis (14400 baud .'.'.') 

Allows you to send and receive fax message*. This 
new modem from Supra has full I 4400 baud capabil- 
ity. Spec include* V.32bis. V.32, V.22faist V22, V2lt MNP2-5, V.4I, V42bis, Cla«s I & J command;, 9*00/ 
14400 Group 3 Fax. Includes free comms software 
and modem cable 

only £259.99.'/.' 
Supra Fax Plus 
(up to 9600 BPS) 

With the ability to send faxes! Even faster than the 
standard 2400 from Supra with auto dial & auto receive. 
9600 bps Hayes comp. V22, V42 Bis, MNP 2-5 & auto 
adjust tu maximivu transmission speeds. Include* free 
modem cable & comms stw!t 

now only £139.99 

2400 PLUS without fax facility 
ONLY £ I 19.99 

Supra 2400zi Plus 
Internal version for the I SOOf2000/1000 range. Simi- 
lar to Supra Fax Plus but no Fax capability- Inc. free 
modem cable & A-talk 3 comms s/w 

only £99.99 

Supra 2400 
Get on line u$ingthi$ great value fast modem with auto 
dial & receive. 2400 baud Hayes comp, V22 BIS. Inc 
modem cable & comms s/w!i! 

only £79.99 
GP FAX SOFTWARE onlr £29.99 if bought with modem 
All Supra Modems come with a 5 year warranty.'.' 
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Whatever will AMIGA FORMAT do next in 1992? 

:omplete progn 

word processing package!!! 

IN THE MAG: 

Wow! Two new Amigas revealed, 
including a hands-on test of the 

A4000 plus full details of the 

all-new Amiga 1200! 

GET YOUR COPY ON 
NOVEMBER 12th! 

PLiti.ni* StrltbLt! @ CupvrL^t lillUftiUUiilCEZr PLUS1 

mh\c Suspense bf Karteile Hess _        Word worth 2 
en; BCmBM^B 

tim: H^mmmVI 
^Bnl     Iilw l«tJ Uindw: I Ha 

noisy kind," Her flrey eyes told of the fear sh* harbored* . "SDnet ines >1 flight L kin 'ear 'en ualkin' arcunJ, &ipgir.   ■.nI thiiws, bunplo' ttiings, afif there's stripey-tind oJ nouses, ll you finou ull^t ] Item." "Strapey nolsesr.     ,       ,        = :,, „, . ,.r ="r noises? "YesJn, like BO*i*thi.nri dr*g3ii>J «rosst the floor-, or sliding on s uall, you knnu? fin' satetinei I've- hured «i i03niiiJ soft, Jnost tike strain*, only » kind ?f u
SI>nS'" "How Ion* h.45 it teen sinte you've heard then, Higgit? "Jist a cauplJa nights ago," The frail girl shmt her ei 

^osst the floor, or ■j I'vt 3m bind of sad icn7 

ipiete program - tne amazing 
AMOS programming language!!! 

IN THE MAG: 
Pages and pages of ideas for 
creating your own software with 
AMOS, plus an amazing games- 

of-the-year tip special! 

GET YOUR COPY ON 
DECEMBER 10th! 



FREE! 

SOFTWARE PACK 
WHEN YOU BUY AN AMIGA 

FROM SILICA 

GFA BASIC 
PHOTON PAINT 2 

TOTAL VALUE OVER 
Silica are pleased to offer THE Software Pack of the Year FREE witti every Amiga 
purchased at normal Silica prices, II includes Ihe sensational new title ZOOL which 
has received rave reviews as the most original game ever seen on the Amiga, 
ZOOL - "Knocks the socks off Sonic." - 97% - /Ufa Compute - Nov '92 
STRIKER - ^Footbaler of Ihe Yea/ - and no mistake..." ■ 94% - CV Amiga - Jura a? 
PINBALL DREAMS ■ "It's quite simply superb' - 94% - AW - Sept '92 
TflANSWRITE - Pramiej ward processor (UK version) with a 9CK spefl checker. 
Plus, with every Amiga from Silica, we wffl give you Photon Painl 2 paint package 
and GFA Basic programming language. A total of over £265 worth of Jree gifts. 

200L PACK: 
ZOOL - platform fla cf U» year £25L9G 
5TWKSI - screw iimutefon... E2&99 
PINBAUDflyAlS-priKUirJaton ££99 mAtJSWRITC - Bad prttasser  £4&SS 
PLUS! 
GFA BASIC v3.5 ■ pograrrong lavage EM.O0 
PHOTON PAINT 2 - panL package .ESS19S 

i2T: 57 

NEW! AMIGA 1200 

5tl 

£399 
INC VAT-Ref: AMC1200 

BUILT-IN IS-KEY NUMERIC KEYPAD 

> Motorola &8020EC Processor 
»14.19MHz Clock Speed 
* 32-tMf Ajrchitccture 
> 2Mb Chip RAM Standard 
> Amirja DOS v3.0 
> AA Chip Set for Enhanced 

Graphics 
M6 Million Colour palette 
* 2-256 Colours on Screen 
»1 x 32-Bit CPUfflAM 

Expansion Slot 
> PCMCIA Smart Card Slol 

takes 512K-4MD PC Cards 
»Bulll-in TV Modulator 
* 96 Key keyboard with 

Numeric Keypad 
12K" Internal Hard Drive 

Optional Extra 
> 1 Year On-site Maintenance 

NEW! AMIGA 600 PACKS 
WILD, WEIRD & WICKED    EPIC 'HARD DRIVE' BACK 

The Wild, The Weird and The Wicked (WWW) is the 
title of Commodore's new Amiga 600 games pack. 
Priced at £349, it comes complete with Amiga 600 
computer and mouse, plus a range of high quality 
entertainment software. For pack 
contents, plus a lisi o! the FREE 
gifts from Silica with every Amiga 
600, see the chart on ihe right. £349 

For the more serious user, Ihe £499 Epic Language 
Pack is based around the A600HD, Ihe A&OO with 
20Mb hard dnve. 11 includes challenging adventure 
games and software for the linguistically minded! 
Details are shown on the chart on 
the right along with a list of the 
FREE gifts from Silica with every 
Amiga 600 purchased. £499 

The new Amiga 600 uses slale-of-1he-art 
surface mount technology, for maximum reliability 
and features a 31? floppy drive, mouse, TV modulator a.\ 
smart card $lot all as standard. The innovalive smart c 
accepts games, ROM or RAM cards (from 1 Mb up to 41 
advantage ol many future new developments. The very latest version ol the 
operating system, Kicksiart/Workbench v2.05 is used in ihe Amiga 600 and its 
enhanced chip set facilities include improved graphics resolution, increased 
genlock support and Ihe faciity for up to 2Mb of chip memory, The Amiga 600 is 
fully compatible with the A670 CD-ROM Drive and Interface which will give it 
access to a lull range of CDTV titles and audio CDs.The Amiga 600 is available 
Irom Silica in several configurations including a special 2Mb RAM upgrade 
optional extra ■ see the chart below. IMC VAT - Ret AMC 

AMIGA Plus CARTOON CLASSICS 
PACK INCLUDES: 
• tit JWfcA 500 PWS...CB9.99 
■ BULT* 1* WW... TOE 
mtsm WMO0UAT0R.. FREE 
• THE SWKCHS  IM.69 
• gun-Aft PLANET i THE PLANETEEFS  K»99 
• LEHMN&S  £25L&9 
*C£JJXS PANT II  
PLUS? FREE FROM S«JW 
• ZOOL PACK £127,92 
• PHOTON RAfft V2.B.. SH9.95 
• GFA BASIC i3i  BMP 

PACK VALUE- 
PACK SAVING. E525 B2 
SILICft PWCE: EHUC 

We are pleased to oifer iha □riolnal 1Mb Amiga 5O0 Pfus 
(Kick&iartWorltbanch v£.04), In- eluding □ built-in IB-key nu-nenc 
keypad and Cartoon Classics software al the unbeatable pnee Of only £299. The Amiga 5QO Plus 
can be upgraded, using any ol tie hundreds of peripherals that 
arc now available, which include the award winning range ot GVP hard drives. GVP peripherals car also provide PC emulation, additional RAM expansion, processor acce-teraiion and evXta. 
hard drive storage space, There is also a wide range of ex- 
pansions which give the A5O0 
Plus higher 'esolutions and more colour and genlockjng 
capabiiiiles. 
Inn A500 PLUS CARTOON CLASSICS 

£299 INC VAT - Rel:AMC0592 

$i fc £ f: 1 
AMIGA 600 COMPUTER OPTIONS 
• 1ut, AMIGA 600 + MOUSE, ty.- Disk Drive, TV Modulator, Smart Card Slot • 20A* HARD DISK - Very last, mass storage tor programs and dala • DELUXE PAINT 111 - Award winning graphics and animation package • LEMMINGS ■ Save me Lemmings as they drop into 100 screens of danger • MICROPR0SE GRAND PRIX - Rating Sim with all the thrills S Spills ollhe track • SILLY POTTY - The pliable arcade game of immense play ability • PUSH OVER - A game ol puzzles. Can G.i, Anl &av* Colin Curty's Quavers? • EPIC ■ A Sci-fi adventure. Can you guide a space fie*! across the solar system? • ROME - Your ooal is to became Emperor in this role playing arJventir? • MYTH - Can you stop the spread of evil and question the judgements Df ihe gods? • TRIVIAL PURSUIT .-,„ :■■ .„■,;.The area! Irivia quft Qamelor Ihe Amiga • WORD PROCESSOR + DICTIONARY |m4 Iwguaanl - Fur creating documents • t YEAR 0N-SIT£ WARRANTY PLUS! - FREE FROM SILICA • ZOOL PACK - Four top Amiga titles - see parvet above • PHOTON PAINT v2.0 - An art package with numerous features & special etleds ■ GFA BASIC INTERPRETER v3.5 - A language for programmers Ol all levels 

TOTAL PACK VALUE: LESS PACK SAVING: 
SILICA PRICE: 

RAM Wl 1 H HA I I h 

NO 20Mb 
HARD HARD 
DRIVE DRIVE 

LEMM N OS' WWW PACK EPIC rACK 
£299.99 £29993 £299.99 £299.00 E79-99 £79.99 £25.99 £34.99 £25.99 £29.99 £29.99 £25,99 £19.99 £29-99 

/ ✓ 
£127.92 £127.92 5:1 27.92 ££9,95 £99,95 E5O.00 £SO.I>0 £50.00 
£673.64 £734.62 i 91 % $2 
E374 B4 £395. S2 E473.32 

£299 £349 £499 
+£45 +£45 +£45 RAM 0510 RAM 06-10 FLAM 0010 J 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 
031?K-t015 

[   SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland. 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team or technical experts at your service. 
• PRtCE MATCH: We normally match competitors on □ ^Same product - Same price" basis. 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales. 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER {with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable. 
• BUSINESS f EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888. 
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London A Sidcup branches. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier. 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers +■ software and peripheral details. 
• PAYMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms. 
Before you decide when to buy your now Amiga computer, we suggest you think very carefuHy about 
WHERE you buy it. Consider whail it will be like a tew months after buying your Amiga, when you may 
require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice with your new purchase. Andr will the 
company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure lhat you 
will nave nothing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding 
which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it- Complete and return the coupon now lor our 
latest FREE literature and begin lo experience the "Silica. Systems Service". 

MAIL ORDER: Order lin<& Opon: Mon- 1-4 Tne Mews, Katherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: Sal 9 Ktam-G.IXlpro  HP Late tight Oaomng Ka£ 
LONDON SHOP: Ol-t!nirq l :.: .irs       V'.:r.-S..l J r^.ii 1-6.0^1 52 Tottenham Court Road. London, WtP OBA  HP Lale h'ighl OggKng  Tel: 

081-3D9 1111 Nrt 0FS1-3M D50& 
07V580 4000 Fa* No: 071-333 473? 

LONDON SHOP: Owning Hours- Selfridges lisi Fir^r. Oxford Street, Lgndrjn. W1A 1 A3 Tel: 'Fn 9.30^-7 0rjprn|SalCk!see3Qp?n: Late Highrt: Thursday • 6pm 071-529 1234 
SIDCUP SHOP: □pgning Haire; Mon- 
ESSEX SHOP: Opening Hount Won- 

1-4 Tne Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: ■Sat 9.0Cgni--5.3jrjrrj Ljfe Nlghl: Friday - 7pm Ftt 0Q1-3DZ 0811 
Keddies (2nd FiMd. High Street, Sauthend-ort-Sea, Essex, SS11LA Tel: ■Frl g.3ParTv5.S0p(Ti(5Bta.00ain-S.0Qpfn^ Ho Lata NigT. Opjr. -.- ^ 0702 462426 

SILICA 

SYSTEMS 

To: Silica Systems, AMSHP-0193-80,1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Rd. Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX 
PLEASE SEND A 64 PAGE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE 

Mr/Mrs/MissTMs:         Initials:.... 
Company Name (if applicable): 
Address:  

  Postcode:   
Tel (Home):   Tel (Work)"   
Which computer(s), if any, do you own? 80H 

... E&OE - Adveftaad prtra& and specrticallpna may change - Ptease return Ihe coui*" for hi 

ry^T\ MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

JL 081-309 1111 
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2Mb 2Mb 
RAM P/5K 

THE FANTASTIC 
AMIGA 1200 ZOOL PACK 

Featuring 
Zool 

Plnball Dreams 
Tianswrlte 
& Striker 

only 5399 Inc vat 
Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 

+Turbo Challenge II Promotion +lead 
only £619 Inc vat 

12 MONTHS WARRANTY 

we cannot be beaten 
on price 

2Mb 2Mb 
RAM   PJJK RAM 
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS PACK 

NEW AMIGA 1200 ZOOL PACK 
(At box A) 

Everything you r>e&d to be up & running 
with Wor coprocessing fjranswrlte) 

And 9 Pin Quality Printer 

12 MONTHS WARRANTY 
only £499 inc vat 

Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 
+Turbo Challenge II Promotion 

only £719 Inc vat 

ADD £75 FOR COLOUR PRINTER 
ADD £60 FOR QUALITY 24 PIN PRINTER 

we cannot be beaten 
on price 

2Mb 
RAM 

2Mb 

RAM PACK 

NEW AMIGA 1200 
Ultimate Hard Disk pack 
AMIGA 1200 ZOOL PACK 

{As Pock A) 
with 60Mb HARD DISK 

12 MONTHS WARRANTY 
£699 Inc vat 

Of with 8833 Mk II Monitor 
wrth Turbo Challenge 11 £799 Inc vat 

"HE" WARNING! Don't get caught short.. 
We recommend you invest in a 60Mb 
Hard Disk instead of a 20Mb. Lots of 
games are growing in memory size 

Eg. Workbench = 2Mb 
^^•t^pnkey Island \\ Game = 8Mb 

That equals 1/2 your hard disk gone 
before you start 

Who srivs sizft doesn't matter'? 

1Mb 
RAM 

Basic A< 

1Mb 
RAM 

only £268.95 Jtf* 
Captain Diamond's upgraded A600 
pocks using superb 2.5" Drives as 

used in most notebooks 
20Mb only £399 Inc vat 
60Mb only £449 Inc vat 
120Mb only £549 Inc vat 

Diamond Packs Include FREE 
D Paint 3 & Game 

Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 
+Turbo Challenge II Promotion 

Includes connecting lead 
ADD 5219 Inc vat 

Add £49.95 lor 1Mb extra RAM 
Commodores own 20 Mb £409 inc vat. 
Commodores Ep*c 20Mb £459 inc vat. 

Give your 600 a Hard Disk see opposite 
Hard Disk repairs: 12 months 

return to base 

MAILORDER HOTUNE: PHONE 071 580 4259 
Don't know whether to buy an Amiga or a PC? 

Weil don't panic. Everybody knows you need experience when 
purchasing a computer ours 

We serve a customer every 45 seconds & sell a PC every 10 minutes 
At Diamond our staff are fully trained to serve all your needs, so pop in and see us 

for an unbias opinion and try both machines side by side for yourself. 

SX40 FAMILY PACK 
Phoenix 386 SX 

40MHz 
Philips low radiation SVGA Monitor 

105Mb Hard Disk 
DOS 5 or DR DOS 6 

Joystick 
Ad-Lib Compatoble 

Sound Card 
Speakers 
A Games 

Mini Tower 

£938 inc VAT 

PHOENIX 386SX 25 PC s 
40Mb Hard Disk 

2Mb RAM 
Philips Low Radiation SVGA Monitor 

PRICES START AT AN 
INCREDIBLE 

£679 inc VAT 
Pop into any Diamond branch and try 

one out for yourself... 
You won't be disappointed you did. 

(DOS 5 or DR DOS 6 add £49.35 inc VAT) 

The NEW Adventures Of CAPTAIN MAtfflWDontors confcxm to new 1993 EEC ,e*aflon for L0W ^DIATION 
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fjr WANT A 1200 
W       With Workbench 3? 

GOT A 500 
SWAP IT FOR ONLY £299.95 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

BARGAIN OF THE MONTH! 

NEW Rochard 80Mb Drive 
for Amiga 500 expandable 

to 8Mb RAM 

now only an incredible 

£299 inc VAT 

THE CAPTAIN'S 1200f 3000 & 4000 CENTRE 

NEW AMIGA 1200 
68020 processor running at 14.19MHz, 2Mb RAM 
expandable to 10Mb, an amazing, 16 million colours, 
Work bench 3, AA chipset. Built in TV modulator. 
512K Operating system, 32-brt CPU slot, 880K 3.5" floppy 
drive, 4 sound voices & 4 great games Zoo], Striker, 
Transwrite & Pinball Dreams. £399 99 

Why not try Diamond's amazing Part Exchange 
offer on the 1200, We will give yoy £299.95 OFF 
against ANY old Amiga, pressuming It Is in a lair 
working condition. (Subject to managers discretion) 

THE NEW AMIGA 3000 
25MHz processor, 100 Mb hard disk, 2Mb Fast RAM, 

2Mb Chip RAM. £1699.00 INC VAT 

THE NEW AMIGA 4000 
68040 Amiga DSOS 3, 6Mb RAM, 120Mb Hard Disk 

£2349.00 INC VAT 

GRAPHICS & VIDEO 
New (CD Flicker fixer £209 
GVP Impact Vision 24 Bit Card 
(S500/2O00/30O0) from £1550 
DCTV (Pal Version) £440,00 
Rocgen £69.95 
Rocgen + £124.95 
Rendaie 8802 £119.95 
Rendde 8806 RGB £499.00 
Commodore 2300 Int £99.00 
G2 £575*00 
G2+ £999.00 
Video Riot V330 
(Video Editing) £1173 
Philips Editing System S399J00 

DISK DRIVES 
AMIGA Internal £59.95 
CDTV drive £74.95 
Roclrte Slimline no click & Virus 
protection on track 0. £79.95 

GVP HARD DRIVES / ACCELERATORS 

AMIGA 1500 / 2000 HARD DRIVE 
Impact Series II HCS+ Control Card only £134.99 
GVP HC8 + 42Mb Quantum for 2000 £259.95 
GVP HC8 + 80Mb Quantum for 2000 £339,95 
Impact Series II HC8+ & 240Mb Hard drive £639.99 
Impact Series II HC8+ & 420Mb Hard drive £1169.99 

AMIGA 1500 / 2000 ACCELERATOR CARDS 
G-Force 030-25MHz with 1 Mb 32-Brt RAM £549,99 
G-Force 03040MHz wtth 4Mb 32-Bit RAM £899.99 
G-Force Q30-50MHZ with 4Mb 32-Brt RAM £1269.99 
G-Force 040-28MHz wrth 2Mb 32-Brt RAM £1699.99 
FLOPTICAL DRIVE £549.90 (21Mb dik £57.60) 

I GVP HD8 + 42Mb Quantum £279.95 
GVP HD8 + 80Mb Quantum £369.95 

GVP AS30 + 80Mb Quantum £659.95 
A530 Combo 40Mhi + 120Mb WD £749.95 
A630 Combo 40Mhz + 200Mb H/D £999,00 
68882 Co-Processor for A530 £234.99 
GVP MEMORY RAM MODULES 
Series II RAM 8 RAM Card for Amiga 
1500/200 with 2Mb £149.99 
32 bit 60ns 1 Mb SIMM for Accelerator 
Cards (A530 + G FORCE) £64.99 
32 bit 60ns 4Mb SIMM 
CA530 + G FORCE) £179.99 

COMPONENT SHOP 
QUANTUM H/DISKS   IDE SCSI 
42Mb £139 AS £149.96 
127Mb £257 53 £269 00 
240Mb £429 96 £429 96 

NewftopticdDrtva £549,90, 
21Mb dWc £57.80 

SYQUEST DRIVE 
Removectolo cert 44Mb 28ms £299.00 
CONTROLLER for <±ov& add £49.91 

ROM SWITCHER Mow AvaHctol* 
13  2,04 ROM Switcher £9.94 
1.3 ROM avatfcfcJ© 9 £29,94 
2.04 ROM available 9 £39.94 

Workbench 3.0 P.O.A. 

CAPTAIN t CHIP SHQt 
4X256KDQAMS 
Fcx A590S etc £3.60 
1X1 MB DRAMS for Btp/Scpro £3.40 
lx9MbSIMMS 
For r^XUS/GVP/RochCfd 434.9* 
4x9Mh SIMMS POT GVP etc £149.94 
AVI0EO24 
24-bW graphics for the A5G0. 768x580 
qudtty rcsoluftoo 16,8mHion colour 
frame buff or. Smafl easy to fit drciit 
board. FuUv genlockable. Runs on 
standard A50 (1Mb chip RAM). 
WHh 24-btt parrt packageOV Paint). 
Alow* picture In picture £449 
NEW 34 BIT OPAL CARD 
24-bit colour. 16,8 mWon cokxjrs.RJ 
animation in of modes MTSC / PAL 
swttchable, m aH ArnJgos £349 

CAPTAIN DIAMOND'S 
ULTIMATE A6Q0/12Q0 

HARD DISK OFFER 

20Mb {Limited stock J £14995 
60Mb £199 95 
80Mb £249 95 
120Mb £299 95 
Turn ypuf A600. with a single $ 
floppy drive into the ultimate ? 
machine with a Hard Disk. 
12 months return to base:* ...: 
Only £29.95 tor fitting by one ;! 

<>f our qualified engineers 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE: PHONE 071 560 4259 

GENERAL ACCESSORIES 

MONITORS & TVS 
8833Mkll +Turbo Challenge II 4214.95 
CBM 1960 Monitor £449.95 
CBM Flicker Fixer 4290*95 
Philips 14*SVGA monitor, suitable for use wrth 
A3000 of 1500 with flicker fixer £220.95 
Please add 414.95 for connecting lead 
NEW CD! FROM PHILIPS £399 

MEMORY UPGRADES 
New Smart Card memory upgrade CA6QQ) 

2Mb only £129 4Mb only 4169 
New 2.04 Official Upgrade with 
manuals & ROM only 479.95 
A500 Plus 1 Mb Expansion 439,95 
New A600 1 Mb Expansion 454.05 
Supra 500RX2Mb Expan.{500/600+) 4139.95 
512K RAM Expansion + Clock (500) £34,95 
Above without clock £29.95 
1.5Mb Mb Expansion (Not Plus) £79.95 
1 Mb Expansion with Thru-Port (500) £49.95 
;8Mb RAM Board for A1500 or 2000 
Aries Board 0Mb £79.95 
For each 2Mb RAM add £69.00 
INTERNAL DRIVE KIT 
Replacement A500 Internal 3.5* drive kit, fully 
compatable wrth 1 Mb unformatted capac- 
ity. Come? with easy to follow guide £50.95 
EMULATORS 
Golden Gate 386-20for 1500/2000 4439.99 
GVP 16MHz PC-286 1500/2000 £239.09 
Vortex AT Once Plus 16MHz 4214.09 
MICE 
Noksha Upgrade Mouse 422.95 
New Roboshift Auto sensing Joystick/ Mouse 
switch box 413.95 
TRACKBALL 
One hand control unit, after using this you 
will never want a mouse again 429.95 
4500 ROM SWITCHER 
Switching between versions of Kickstart on 
your A500 is could not be easier than with our 
new ROM switcher. 40.05 
Kickstart 1,3 ROMcsuppited separately) £29.95 
Kickstart 2.4 ROM cappied wpwaWy) 439.95 
POWER SUPPLY 
Commodore A500 A600 PSU wrth the switch 
mode (£10 OFF wrth P/X) £49.95 
SOUND EXTRAS 
Amiga Sound Enhancer 435.99 
Stereo Soeakers 439.95 
CONTROL CENTRE 
Turn your Amiga into the ultimate hi-tech 
inter orated workstation environment 434,99 

^es^Yaov^ cueseeo-.r 
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P/X your old 500 
for a new Amiga 1200 
with Workbenceh 3.00 

for only £299.95 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

Part exchange ex demo 
A500 with 3 months warranty, 
£199.95 
Ex demo A590 s from £199.95 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

CAPTAIN DIAMOND'S PERIPHERALS PAGE 

Printer Driver Disk for your Amiga, £5.00 (Please specify model) 

APPLICATION SOFTWARE 

Graphics & Digitising 
Deluxe Paint IV £59.99 
Digi view Media Station 
Intro CAD Plus £64-99 
X CAD 2000 £89.99 
X CAD 3000 £239.99 
Image Master £106.99 
Image Finder £39.95 
Vista £64.99 
Pro Vista £64.99 
VDI Amiga Colour Solution £99.00 
Pro Draw 3 £89.95 

Music. Midi & Sound 
Audio Engineer +2 £189 
Audiomaster 4 £44-99 
Bars St Pipes Pro £174.99 
Dr T Copiest Apprentice £69.99 
Df T KC5 Level II V3.5 £179.95 
Music X 1.1 £44.95 
Stereo Master £29,95 
Pro Midi 2 Interface £19.99 
Techno Sound Turbo £34.99 

Video Titling 
Amiga Vision £49.99 
Big Alternative Scroller £39,95 
Broadcast Titler 2 
Font Pack 1 for above £74.99 
Font Pack 2 for above £74.99 
Pro Video Post £174.99 
TV Show £49.99 
TV Show Pro £59,99 
TV Text Pro 
Video Director 
Can Do VI,6 
Show Maker £149.00 
Scala 500 £69,99 
Scala Pro fit 751)0 

Animation * Rendering 
Art Dept. £44.99 
Art Dept Pro 2 
Imagine 2 £174.99 
Map Master tor Imagine £44.99 
Presentation Master £169.95 
Surface Master for Imagine £24.99 
Real 3D Beginners £64.99 
Real 3D Pro £229.95 
Sculpt Animate 4D £199.95 

CLUB MEMBERS PRICE ONLY 
(Prices are already discounted) 

Wordprocesslng 
Transwrlte 
Kindwords3 
Rnal Copy 
Wordsworth VI.1 
Excellence 3 
Home Office Kit 
Pageserter 2 
Page Stream 2,2 
Saxon Publisher 
Propage3 

A DTP 
£29.99 
£34 99 
£99.95 
£59.95 
£79.95 
£49.95 
£39.99 

£129.95 
£159.95 
£139.95 

Development & Utilities 
AMOS Starter Pack £39.95 
Easy AMOS 
AMOS 3D 
AMOS Compiler £24,99 
Cross Dos £34.99 
Dos 2 Dos £24.99 
Disk Master £34.99 
Dev Pack 3 
Directory Opus £24.99 
Lattice C 5.1 Dev Syst £159.95 
Quater BackVS £34.99 
Superbase Pro 4 
X Copy Pro 5.2 
Hi Speed Pascal £69.95 
Hyper Book £39.99 

Accounting 
Home Accounts 2 £34.99 
System 3 
Area Accounts £89.99 
Pro Calc £99.99 
Advantage £34.99 
Day By Day £24.99 

Educational 
ADIMathsll-12 £19.95 
ADI Maths 12-13 
A Dl English 11-12 
A D I English 12-13 £19.95 
Distant Suns 4 
Fun School s (Each) £19.95 
GB Route £49.95 

APPLICATION STAR BUYS 
Final Copy £99.95 
Wordworttl 1.1 £59.95 
Home Office Kit - Includes 
Spreadsheet, Database & 
Word Processor £49.95 

DOT     MATRIX PRINTERS 
STAR LC2D £115.15 
STAR LC 200 £172.72 
STAR LC 24-20 £184.47 
STAR LC 24/200 MONO £198.57 
STAR LC 24/200 COL £23735 
STAR 2A 200 COL 
STAR XB 24 200 COL £368.95 
STAR XB 24 250 COL £435.92 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COL £165,00 

INK JET PRINTERS LASER 

CITIZEN SWIFT 224 COL 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24E COL 
CITIZEN 240 COL 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24X 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24X COL 
SEICOSHA SP 1900+ 
SEIKOSHA 2400 
SEIKOSHA SL92 

£205.00 
£235.00 
£256.15 
£303.15 
£349.00 

£99.95 
£129.95 

£175 

PRINTERS 
HP DESKJET 
HP DESKJET COL 
HP DESKJET 550C 
CANON BJ10EX 
CANON BJ 20 
CANON BJ300 
CANON BJ330 
CANON BJ800 

£295 
£372.47 

RO.A. 
£186.83 
£287.87 
£326.65 
£442.97 

£1522m 

£499 

£680 
£939 

AMIGA BOOKS 
Advanced S. Prog. Guide £24.45 
3D Graphics Prog, Basle £13,95 
Amiga Basic Inside & Out £17.45 
Amiga C Advanced Prog, £24,45 
Amiga C far Beginners £ 13.95 
Amiga DOS Inside & Out £13.95 
Amiga Dos Quick Ref, 
Desk Top video Guide £13.95 

Oki400 
NEW Oki 01410 1Mb 
inc. HP HIP Emulation 
OKI LASER 810 
OKI LASER 830 
Postscript 2Mb 
NEW OKI OL 860. (Feature 
enhanced OL84Q)  

TOP 10 TITLES 
Zod 
Lotus 3 - Final 
Shadow of the Beast 
Sensible Soccer 
Wizkid 
Putty 
Aquatic Games 
Civilisation 
Le Chucks Revenge 
Premiere (1Mb) 

Disk Drives Inside & Out 
Amiga For Beginners £12.95 
Graphics Inside & Out £24.45 
Machine Language 
Printers Inside 8t Out £2445 
Systems Prog. Guide £2445 
Best Tricks & Tips 
Making Music On Amiga £24.45 

CLUB MEMBER PRICE ONLY 
Why dont you join 
Captain Diamond's 

Discount Club and save a 
fortune on all your games 

Personal ca!l#ri only 
Normal saving off RRP 

£1949 
£19.49 
£22.49 
£1949 
£19,49 
£19.49 
£19.49 
£26.25 
£28.49 
£23.25 

AMIGA BUDGET TITLES 
Wolf Chid, murxierhawk, Astertx, Chess Player 2150. DrMn' Force, Skyweek, 

Live & Let Die, Onslaught, Pipe Manta, Rick Dangerous, Rock N" RoM, 
Soccer .Trivial Pursuit, E-Motion, Dungeon Quest. Shuffle puck Cafe, Predator 
Tower of Babel, Data Storm. Grand Monster Slam, Powerpiav4 Kid Gloves, 
Predator 2, Carv-Up, Corporation, Cadaver, Line of Fire, Teenage Turtles, 
Back to the Future III, Gunshlp, Mke Reads Pop (Gazza W, Monty Pythons 

ANY FIVE BUDGET TITLES FOR ONLY £20 OR £5 EACH 

25% 

DIAMOND SHOPS AROUND THE UK 

AMIGA WORLD 
In the basement of 
232 Tottenham a Rd 
London Wl 
Tel 0715804355 
FAX 071580 4399 

NEW SHOWROOM 
410 Bath Rd 
Slough 
Tel 0628 6045S5 
Fax 0628 668952 
144 Ferry Road 
Edinburgh 
Tel 031564 3557 
FAX 031 554 2115 

HEAD OFFICE 
84 Lodge Road 
Southampton 
Tel 0703 232777 
FAX 0703 232 679 

1022 Stockport Rd 
Manchester 
Tel 061 257 3999 
FAX 061 257 3997 

406 Ashley Road 
Poole Dorset 
Tel 0202 716226 
FAX 0202 716160 

443 Gloucester Rd 
MM 
Tel 0272 622044 
FAX 0272 521738 
Amiga 1063 High Rd 
Chadweil Heath 
Romford 
Tel 081 697 8851 
FAX 081 590 8959 
PC Centre 
1045/47 High Rd 
Chadweil Heath 
Romford 
Tel 081 597 8861 
FAX 081 590 8959 

LONDON CORPORATE SALES Saran Duffy 071 5804355 Fax 071 580 4399 

HOW TO ORDER 
Slmpty telephone through your order, gMng your Access, Visa or American 

Express card number (AMEX has a 3% surcharge), or send a cheque or 
postal order to our Tottenham Court Rd. Branch 

MAIL ORDER Phone.071 560 4259,      Minimum Court* S*rvte# £17.43 
Corporate Sales:-Account Customers Min. order value = £60, New Accounts 
min. £500, Alow 10 working days for cheque clearance. Bankers drafts clear 
same day. All prices are correct at time of going to press, but are only valtd 

until the 10th day of month of publlcatton, due to this magazine actually 
becoming available the month prior to that printed on the cover.Eg. 
January fessue Is on the streets the first week of December therefore 

end date is January 10th. 
THE DIAMOND PRICE PLEDGE 

If, whilst buying goods from us, you can show us a better price for the same 
goods In stock with one of our UK competitors then we will match It. 

Even If our prices have increased we wll honour the price in this 
advertisement on Items in stock as long as you bring this advert with you. 

This pledge applies only to customers relying on this advertisement before 
the 10th day of the month of publication , It does not apply to competitors 

prices offered In closing down or stock clearance sales. 

MAILORDER HOTLINE: PHONE 071 5604259 

NOW OPEN IN SLOUGH : 0628 604555 
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You may have thought that one word processor would be very much the 
same as another, but you'd be wrong! Office Write (shown above)... 

Time (and computers) wait 
for no man; since I last 
looked at integrated 
business systems, the 

software houses have made a few 
changes. Rather than reviewing the 
whole lot again, here is a 
condensed overview of what the top 
three have on offer. Previously, I 
have concentrated on the merits of 
each package as a whole, but this 
time I am comparing each module 
directly to see which performs best 
in each of the primary areas: word, 
data or numeric processing. In this 
way you can decide which module 
you will be using most, and 
therefore make a more informed 
choice. But do bear in mind that 
Gold Disk Office 2 costs more than 
twice as much as the others. 

...has significantly more useful features than the older Scribble (shown here), 
which comes as part of the Platinum Works package 

WORD PROCESSING 
Word processing is all about 
generating text. It could be anything 
from a letter to a report or even a 
complete novel. None of the word 
processors in this feature are 
special; all lack the absolute power 
of Pretext and none have the 
document processing facilities of 
Final Copy II or Wordworth 2. 

However, you must also ask 
yourself: "What do I want from a 
word processor?". If you need the 

BUNDLES o/FUN? 

ability to produce a simple document 
quickly, then the systems described 
here will suffice. In addition, they can 
also usually do it with more ease and 
speed than a typical document 
processor - which will spend a lot of 
time updating the screen. fft on the 
other hand, you want to produce 
fetters with designs and fancy 
headers, logos and so on, you will 
need extra tools. 

My overall judgement? Office 
Write wins by a short head over the 
older Scribble - with Mini Office 
coming a poor third. Scribble, 
despite being the oldest third-party 

"The Mini Office 

word processor is, 

perhaps, best suited 

to beginners*,." 

Mark Smiddy compares the top 

three integrated business suites 

to find out which is best for your 

working needs.,. 

word processor, continues to perform 
brilliantly. All the systems have 
similar maiknerge and formatting 
options, but Write lacks the ability to 
incorporate graphics in the final 
output - in a pure word processor 
this is not a flaw. Write comes out on 
top because of its added 
functionality - features such as 
"widow and orphan" control and 
automatic indexing set it well above 
the others. But why is there no 
facility to create a table of contents? 

Speed is vitally important for 
professional writers and typists - not 
just typing speed, but the speed at 
which the word processor can move 
through the text search and replace 

and so on. Here again Office Write 
leads the pack with Scribble making 
a fair showing. Write also has the 
best page preview, letting you 'live' 
scroll quickly through the document. 

The Mini Office word processor 
is, perhaps, best suited to beginners 
whose lack of experience will ensure 
they don't miss anything; it also has 
the clearest WYSIWYG display. Write, 
with its Workbench 2 look-and-feel" 
wins overall because of its speed 
and power - although I suspect 
some folk would find the external, 
90,000 word spelling checker a bind 
and it does not have an integrated 
thesaurus - something which Works 
can offer over the other two. 

THE A-Z OF BUSTING THAT BUSINESS PACKAGE JARGON 

Application - Also called a package. A major 
program which fulfils a complete role in its 
own right. Word processors, databases and 
spreadsheets are alt applications. 

Criterion - A term used mostly in spreadsheet- 
based databases; used to select a set of 
records like a filter. 

Database (1) - An application intended to 
organise data. The classic example is the 
computerised Rolodex or diary - where the 
database is configured to keep track of 
telephone numbers and addresses. However, 
Many modern databases can do much more 
than this: clever report generators can be 
used to make statistical analyses or to 
generate business invoices and statements. 

In the pure home environment it is difficult to 
imagine many truly useful applications. 

Database (2) - The data held by a database 
application. Also called a database file. 

Field - Found mostly in databases (but also 
sometimes in more powerful spreadsheets), 
a field is a slot used to hold a single item of 
data (information). The vast majority of 
database applications support at least text 
and numeric fields although many have 
extensions to this. 

Fieldname - The name of a field in a database 
record. Every field must have a unique name 
so it can be identified for later use. Typically, 
field names are allocated mnemonics such 

as: FIRSTNAME, LAST NAME, POSTCODE and 
so on. These names may or may not appear 
on screen. 

Filter - User-defined database formulae which 
instruct the application to select only records 
which conform to a set of criteria. A typical 
criterion might be: TOWN-" LONDON", 

Flat File - A type of database or database 
application where the records in one file 
must be accessed as individual items. It is 
not possible to build reports or filters based 
on two or more linked files. For most 
purposes, flat file applications are perfectly 
adequate provided they have enough field 

Continued on page 140 
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Office Ftfe (here being used to create a report screen) is the easiest to use of 
the three packages on test. Handily enough, it's also the most powerful 

DATABASES 
Database applications are curious 
beasts. In the home environment, 
most databases can have little use 
other than curio value. The idea 
behind databasing is an easy way to 
organise a large amount of 
information linked by a common 
subject. The key phrase here is 
"large amount" and this is where the 
"home" problem crops up. In truth, 
no matter which way you paint it, few 
folk have enough related data to 
warrant using a database. In the few 
obvious cases (such as a music or a 
video collection), refreshing the data 
(keeping it up to date) will often be 
just too time consuming. 

Generally speaking, databases 
have to be maintained on a regular 

basis - typically every day or every 
week - although a lot depends on 
how fast the data being collated 
actually arrives. In a dental practice, 
the database might be updated as 
patients arrive for their regular 
treatment - so it could be on the go 
all day every day. A poll taken of 
cross-section of the population might 
entered all be in one go - by many 
typists on many different terminals, 
In either case, a large number of 
records are being handled. 

There are three distinct areas to 
database use: definition, 
maintenance, and repo rti ng. Defi ni ng 
the database should be simple - but 
more importantly it must be simple 
to add or remove fields at a later 
date, Maintaining the database is 

rFliTTriTTn HnrM! -5 Copyright J1  H Uro-Systems Software, 

The database supplied with the Works package Isn't as friendly as Office File, 
but it can exchange files with the popular PC database program DBase Ul 
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Office Catc isn't quite the perfect Amiga spreadsheet program, but has 
enough in common with Professional Catc to make it worthwhile 

about adding and removing records. 
Several factors will be at work here, 
for instance, is it possible to define 
customised entry screens? 0rP can 
the database be password protected 
for purposes of data security? Last 
but not feast, reporting is most 
important. A database is effectively 
useless unless it has comprehensive 
facilities available to extract the 
required information. 

Overall winner in this section has 
to be Office File - it is the easiest to 
use and more powerful than the 
others in all three areas. For pure 
business use, the Mini Office 
database (the only memory-based 
system) is a poor joke, leaving its 
comparably priced competitor, Works 
Platinum out in front. The Works 
database is nothing like as nice to 
use as Office File, but it does claim 
DBase lit compatibility - which could 
be a prime consideration for those 
with a need to share data with PO 
based systems. 

SPREADSHEETS 
Out of the all the main functions 
we're examining here, spreadsheets 
are the most complex business 
applications - simply because they 
require a certain amount of 
knowledge on the user's part. It's all 
very well for me to sit behind a 

keyboard with years of experience 
and prattle on about how amazing 
the new spreadsheet from XZY Inc is 
- but it will be precious little good to 
anyone unless they are prepared to 
learn at least the basics of 
spreadsheet programming. 

Due to their inherent complexity, 
a good spreadsheet should make 
every function easy to use and all of 
the functions should work exactly as 
you'd expect them to expect. A 
beautiful example which springs to 
mind can be found in Professional 
Calc. When a date is entered directly 
into one of this spreadsheet's cells, 
the program computes an internal 
'date number', enters that and sets 
the cell type to date - all without 
bothering the user. 

I have already made my 
allegiance to Professional Calc clear 
and since Office Calc is a variation 
from the same stable it must win 
hands down - even though it isn't 
perfect, Mini Office s spreadsheet 
makes a wild stab at being cute - 
indeed for the money it isn't too bad 
- but is the more difficult to master. 
Works is much better. Works and 
Office both offer file compatibility, to 
some degree, with the popular Lotus 
1-2-3 (.WKS) file format. Mini Offlcet 
on the other hand, does not and this 
puts it out in the cold. 

THE A-Z OF BUSTING BUSINESS PACKAGE JARGON (PART 2) 

Continued from page 139 

and reporting options; and that those options 
can be easily accessed, 

Graphics - Graphing facilities are usually 
provided as part of a spreadsheet - although 
with some software they are accessed 
separately. Graphics are used to produce 
visual representations of data - after all, 
humans assimilate visual information more 
easily than lines of text. 

Modem - A device used to link two computers 
together via a telephone line, The word is a 
contraction of ModuIator-Demodulator - the 
method used to code computer data into a 
form that can be transmitted over the phone. 

Orphan - A typesetting term to describe a single 
line of a paragraph left at the bottom of a 
page or column. Compare with 'Widow'. 

the usefulness or usability of another 
application or the computer hardware. Typical 
examples are sideways printing and graphics. 

Record - A collection of one or more fields in 
a database file, 

Spreadsheet - Number crunching software, 
Spreadsheets are 'open' applications which 
must be programmed before they actually do 
anything, Spreadsheet programming, while 
simpler than conventional programming, is 
still an art which takes time to master. A 
typical home example is a sheet to predict 
electricity or gas bills. 

Utility - A toot or support program. It may 
not do much in its own right but can enhance 

Widow - A single line or word stranded at the 
head of a page, Compare with 'Orphan', 

Word processor - Software used to generate and 
edit typewritten text and documents. Anything 
from letters to invoices and reports can be 
created. A good word processor will check 
your spelling, help with grammar and even 
improve your English. For most applications, 
a word processor without a printer is like a 
car without an engine, 

WYSIWYG - What You See Is What You Get. The 
screen shows what will eventually be printed, 
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GASTEINER 

ICD POWER 

Unit 3 

Mill mead Business Centre 

Millmead Road 

London NI7 9QU 

Tel: 081 365 1151 

Fax: 081 885 1953 

Amiga 
Shopper best 

buy 

256 Greyscale Scanners 
Total solution for scanning A4 images 

Features:~ True greyseales, 100-400 dpi, 105mm head, OCR option 

Top quality hardware with the latest version of software from Migraph. Allows real time scanning, provides powerful editing/ 
painting features. Compatible (imporUifcxports) FFJMG,PCX,TFF and MACRUNT formats.O>mpaUbfc w*Ji all Amiga's 
A500,A5CX)+,A600,A1500tA20DOIA2500 and A3000 

_   , WMfc    m ma Touch UP , Merge It and Special 
Touch UP and Merge It Software OCR software 

Full OCR Version 
Software Available 

£165.00 £119.95 

Miramum system requirement 2Mb RAM, and a Hard 
Disk 

£199.00 

Trackballs 
GOLD 

I AWARD 
WINNER 

IN ST 
FORMAT 

92% 

Stylish three button trackballs, 
with third button supporting ST 

RF^IEW 

£29.95 

With two colour 
shining Crystal Ball 

£34.95 

Optical Mouse 

St Format 81% 
Cu Amiga 79% 

Superb 300dpi Optical 
Mouse with erf art less micro 
switch buttons. Fast, smooth 
and reliable. 
Includes Optical Mouse Pad 
and Holder 

£26.00 

Auto Mouse/ 
Jos tick Switch 

a 
St Format 78% 
Automatic Switcher 

between two input devices 
with a click of a button. 

E.g. m ouse/mouse, 
mouse/joystick, joystick/ 

joystick. 

£12.95 

Optical Pen 

Mouse 

A stylish Pen Mouse with 
quality const ruction and 
smooth fast movement 
Micro switch buttons.Ideal 
for DH>artwork,etc 
Includes Optical Pad 

£35.95 

1Mb RAM with flock A 600 
1Mb RAM without dock A600 
512k RAM with dock A5G0 
1Mb RAM far A50CH- 
Kidcstart Switch 
Bootukctar Switch 
fcjwer Sl^ipty for ASM 
irExtenaJDriw 
1Mb Si mmi 
2-8 Mb RAM for A20ODAISD0 
Power Scanner 

£ 49.00 
£ 45.00 
£25.00 
£#,00 
£ 14.95 
£ 9.9$ 
£34.95 
£49,00 
£25.00 
£129.00 
£9500 

Mega Mouse 

GOLD 
AWARD 

WINNER 
IN AMIGA 
FORMAT 

90% 

A 290 dpi high resolution Opto-Mechanical Mouse. 
Top quality construction ensures rapid and smooth 

movement, with micro switch buttons. 

Mouse only 

£10.95 

Mouse with hard mat 
and mouse holder 

£14.95 

Cordless 

Infrared Mouse 

Cu Amiga 81% 
Remote control mouse* 
long working distance. 
Long life rechargeable 
battery. 260 dpi. 
Includes Hard Mouse Mat 

£45.00 

Hard Drives 

A500/A500+ 
40 Mb RAM Upgradable up to S meg £259.00 
85 Mb RAM Upgradable up to 8 meg 029.00 
120 Mb RAM Upgradable up to 8 meg £349.00 

A1500/A2000 
40 Mb RAM Upgradable up to 8 meg £249.00 
85 Mb RAM Upgradable up to 8 meg £319.00 
120 Mb RAM Upgradeable up to 8 meg £339.00 

Golden!mage Mouse 
with Mat 

£ 1195 
The BrusFTMouse with 

D-Paint. 

£ 19.95 
St Format 

88% 

GOLD 
AWARD 

WINNER 
IN AMIGA 
FORMAT 

90% 

NEW Golden Image/Gasteiner 

Mk II 400dpi made in Japan 

MOUSE £19.95 

Computers 

Amiga 600 £329.99 

Amiga 600 2Mb £379.00 

Amiga 1200 £379.00 

Hard Drive for 600/1200 

40Mb 2s" IDE HD £210.00 

80Mb 2i" IDE HD £310.00 

120Mb 2s" IDE HD £400.00 

Pkuc add £3 JO postage and packing to ill orders under £100.00 and Orders over £100,00 add £5.00 postage aud packing. COURIER CHARGE £10.00. All prices bckide VAX 
Ca^j&iru* aficxjAJk patfft/erti* by Vita, AOOB44> Ch&fiA sfc pfftfn>. <*ck*r 

E.£.O.rZ Rfafc Subject t» eJuxnge uStW nrim, CatcU Mirject te> a^tatal^ 5p«tfbati>a 4ut*rot t* change vtfhout rwtic* 



FOUR GREAT GAMES 
and all this Maths revision,.. 

Times Tables 
Addition 
Subtraction 
Multiplication 
Division 
Fractions 
Decimals 
Using calculators 
Shape & Space 
Money problems 
Measurements 
Number patterns 

MATHS 

ADVENTURE p 
National Curriculum Maths tor Ages 6 -14 

SUPER FREE GIFT* onty for Ko&moa malt order eu&tomora I 
CASIO SOLARl 
CA L. C ULA TOR I 

AMIGA MATHS ADVENTURE 

For ages 6-14 Price £25.99 inc. VAT 
Now available from your dealer or direct from Kosmos. 

Write or telephone for our new FREE 16-page colour brochure of 
Educational and Leisure software (Please state computer type) 

K3 

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed) 
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR 

Telephone 0525 873942 or 875406 

MAKE YOUR AMIGA EARN! 
Yes, making money with your AMIGA becomes incidental when you know how! 
Your AMIGA is, if only you knew itt a gold mine. The size and make is 

irrelevant. Make the initial effort NOW by starting your own 
HOME BASED BUSINESS. 

This may be the most important move you will ever make! 
REMEMBER; You'll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch". 

Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very rich in a relatively 
short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's more rewarding than 

playing games, 
The benefits are many and varied, 

Full or part time. 
For FREE DETAILS SEND SA.E. to. 

31 Pilton Place, AS13, King and Queen Street, 
Walworth, London SE17 1DR. 

^ENTERPRISES 
\jt E/LECTE0NIC SERVICES 

C/O WOOD GROUP FIRE PROTECTION, OCEAN YARD, SI IFF LING ROAD, 
GREAT YARMOUTH, NORFOLK NR30 3QP 

Telephone/Facsimile: 0493 332462 (24 Hours) 
PROFESSIONAL AMIGA REPAIRS 

Any repair 

£50.00 
Including P&P 

Keyboards and Drives extra 
MONITORS ALSO REPAIRED PLEASE ASK 

CALL ON THE ABOVE NUMBER NOW! 

FAST TURNAROUND 
We reserve the right to refuse any machine that in our opinion has 

been tampered with. 

Reach the top with 

LCL Self-Tuition Courses 

World leaders • Hons graduate/teacher authors • In educational software charts. 
• Excellent review* « £5 off total for 2, £10 off for 3. 

READING WRITING COURSE (3 12 years) 

N.C. (A.T. 1-5) 24 program course teaching the alphabet, reading, handwriting, 
creative writing & spelling with a book, manual and voice tape £24. 
MICRO GERMAN (Beginners - GCSE & business) 
Complete course with real speech, adventure game and business letter 
generator, 24 programs + book and manual. Superb graphics & music. £24 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

us: 
MICRO MATHS (11 years - GCSE) ^ 

Complete course with real speech St graphics adventure game, 24 programs 
+ a book and a manual. Superb graphics and music. £24 

Best selling GCSE maths course in UK. For ages 11 upwards in 24 program 
options plus a book and manual. Superb graphics and music. £24. 

MICRO ENGLISH (8 years -GCSE) 

Complete course taking students from spelling and punctuation to 
understanding literature. Also for EFL, With real speech, 24 programs, a 
book and a manual. Superb graphics and music £24, 

A1200 

ALL 
AMIGA'S 

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE (3-12 years) 
1 -*zmt* 

Complete course with full screen colour graphics. NATIONAL CURRICULUM 
(Levels 1-4). Counting, addition, subtraction, HTU, long and short multiplication 
and division, tables and fractions, 24 programs + a book and a manual £24. 

PHONE NOW 

IMMEDIATE 
DESPATCH 

MEGA MATHS (A level course) 

Step-by-slep course of 24 programs +- a book and manual. Full screen 
graphics for calculus £24. 
"Definitely a first class packaged AMIGA SHOPPER 

(*LCL courses are compatible with the N.C where appropriate) Most LCL courses run on 
rs (PC, SX Arc etc). Send chequcs^PO*s (+99p P&P) or pho hone orders or most computers (_ . 

requests for free colour poster/catalogue to: 
LCL (DEFT AMS), THAMES HOUSE, 73 BLANDY ROAD, HENLEY-ON-THAMES, OXON RG9 1QB 

BUILD YOUR OWN ROBOT 
With the AMIGA li\FUTVOl TPL I FORT 
Now you can use your Amiga to switch electric 
motors, respond to sensors and control robotic devices, 
11 Outputs for motors etc. Up to 13 inputs for senstin-; ^ 2 
analog inputs. FMSY to program in AMFGA BASIC, AMOS. CJFA 
SI H1SOFT. 21 page User Manual. 
"An outstanding value for money product," Amiga Computing: 

AMAZING SE\S()R & CONTROL EXPLRIUEMLRS KIT £1 OFF ifptirchased 
with I/O fori. 

6 plug-in Projects. No soldering required. Includes relay module, 
motor; ti£t sensor, real switch, Light bulb, 4 LEDs, powerful software on disk and FREE "Guide to Amiga Interfacing', 
JUST RELEASED. .ROBOT BUGGY KIT it 7.95 Easily programmed to movt forward, reverse, turn, draw shapes etc Requires 
I/O Port+Dual Motor Controller {U 7.95J tMains adapter f£7.50j+ Buggy Disk (14): Complete buggy package (exd 1/0 Port) = 144 

Thermo & Photo sensors plug into analog inputs +■ superb "Amitrol" software. 

{Standard n 

II run satisfied, 
3vturn wi\\ product 
within 10 dn\ s for i> 

lull rotund. 

socket), handles I Samps. FREE INFORMATION PACK ON ALL PRODUCTS: PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE 
Picas:' send cheque payable to SWTTCHSOFT or ring Switchsaft on 
0325 464423.  U 5DP&R Overseas add £4. muDjjjjjjjjjjji 
^   SWTTCHSOFT Dept AS1293 Ln 
S^TCHSOFT   26 Ridgeway, Darlington, 

7"? \ K       Co. Durham DL3 0SF 

Amiga-64-Link 

• Links C64 peripherals to Amiga parallel port     • C64 Not required 

Connects C64 printers to the Amiga 

• Supports MPS, DPS, VIC, Star, Brother, Seikosha & Citizen printers 
• Graphics output on dot-matrix printers     • Works with all software 

Transfers C64 disk files to the Amiga 

• File transfer programs      • Read/Write text, binary & program files 

Standard BAmi~64 Link" £35.25 Prices include VATend deft very 
Budget   "Ami-64-Link" £23.50   Budget stops multitasking during printing 

York Electronic Research (0904) 610722 _™ 
The Paddocks, Jockey Lane, Huntington, York Y03 9NE 
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Office Graph (part of ttm Gold Disk Office 2 collection) boasts intelligent' 
labelling of illustrations, taking text automatically from your headings 

GRAPHIC PROGRAMS 
The best of which must be,.. Office 
Graph. Gold Disk gets it again, this 
time only beating Mini Office by a 
whisker. The thinking behind the two 
systems is completely different, but 
because it's spreadsheet-based, 
Graph receives the acclaim. Probabiy 
the most powerful of the three is 
Works but it is also the most difficult 
to use - since there is no automatic 
'here's some data, now just get on 
with it" option. 

In Office Graph you simply 
highlight an area of data and the 
program does the chart for you - 
taking its labels intelligently from the 
row or column headings. This causes 
a problem when you want to chart 
data which is already surrounded by 
other data - the numbers appear as 
labels. In Works, every data setT has 
to be marked individually, and the 
data labets are then marked 
separately. There are arguments for 
and against each method - and my 
personal feeling is all spreadsheets 
should offer both variants, 

In terms of speed and 
presentation - also hugely important 
- Graph is marginally the best in this 
areat with Analyse trailing a poor 
third. Although Analyse s graphics 
are clear they look unsightly and no 
amount of fiddling can overcome 
this, Mini Office is top here because 
you can drop an IFF picture in as a 
backdrop - ideal for slide show and 
point-of-sale presentations. 

EXTRA 'FREEBIES' 
There's no overall winner in this 
category - tt rather depends on what 
you want because each of these 
offerings comes with a different 

'gimmick'. The freebies have been 
separated for this review since they 
are not strictly part of an integrated 
business system per se. That is not 
to that they are useless - but they 
should not be an absolute deciding 
factor in the final equation. 

• Mini Office: Perhaps one of the 
more thoughtful additions to this 
little bunch is a suit of disk utilities 
which, although nothing like as 
powerful as Directory Opus or even 
SID, are still very useful for 
mastering the more common 
functions of Amiga DOS. Generally 

"...about as much 

use in a business 

environment as a 

rubber pencil, 

speaking this would be about as 
much use in a business environment 
as a rubber pencil, but for home 
users it s invaluable. 

• Works Platinum: This comes with 
two freebies, though one (Sideways) 
is more of an adjunct to the 
spreadsheet than a real accessory. 
More interesting is the neat little 
communications package. You'll 
need a modem to do anything useful 
with it, but this utility opens up a 
whole world of possibilities. All the 
basic functions are supported plus 
some more esoteric ones: it even 
has its own file transfer protocol. 

The graphics facilities offered by the Works spreadsheet will certainly do the 
job, but they are beginning to look a little 'dated' by modern standards 

• Gold Disk OffJce 2: DTP is 
something of personal preference - 
some people need this facility, 
others do not and this is what 
separates Gold Disk s Office from 
the others. Office Page is not the 
world's best example of a page 
layout application but it does the job. 

Page is suitable for simple tasks 
such as flyers and posters, but the 
one Compugraphic font is a serious 
limitation. Also, in order to use this 
package to its best ability you will 
need a fast machine (68020 
minimum) and preferably a flicker 
fixer; the new A1200 for instance. 
Consider Page as an introduction to 
page layout - it is by no means a 
universal typesetter s panacea. On 
the other hand you can treat Page 
and Write as the ideal document 
processor. Although a document 
processor would gives all the 
facilities in one, this way you get the 
speed of a word processor and the 
extra features of DTP. 

THE FINAL SCORES 
All things considered, Gold Disk 
Office 2 tends to have the edge - but 
it does cost a lot more than the 
other two so you should expect it to 
perform better. Of the two budget 
packages, Mini Office and The Works 
Platinum, Works is far and away the 
better buy although the learning 
curve is steeper for most of the 
modules, and its circa 1987 vintage 
makes it look dated. This is 
something MSS should look into 
soon before the Europress offering 
overtakes it. 

Regular readers may be 
wondering why I have apparently 
changed tack regarding Mini Office, 

but if you care to look back at the 
earlier reviews you will see this is not 
the case, Mini Office wasT at the 
time of its release, a cost effective 
solution - with Works retailing at £30 
more. With the recession biting hard, 
every penny counts - and the only 
fair comparison is to see what the 
two equivalents priced systems offer 
the potential buyer. As the systems 
stand at the time of writing, I can no 
longer recommend Mini Office as the 
best budget business buy - MSS 
must take the acclaim. Watch out for 
a price war soon.,. CD 

OOOOOOOOO 

SHOPPING LIST 

The Works Platinum £59,95 
by Micro Systems Software 

from: HB Marketing, Unit 3r PoyleM, 
Newlands Drive, (olnbroolc, 
Slough/Berks SL30DX 
^ 0753 686000 

Mini Office £59.95 
by Europress Software lid. 

From: Europress Software, Europa 
House, Ad ling ton Park, Macclesfield 
SK1Q4NP 
*r 0625 859444 

Gold Disk Office 2.. 
by Gold Disk Inc. 

,029.95 

From: HB Marketing, Unit 3,Poylel4, 
Newlands Drive, Colnbrook, 
Slough, Berks. SI30DX 

0753 686000 

CHECKOUT • CHECKOUT  • CHECKOUT • CHECKOUT 

This special 3-way checkout box gives marks out of 5 for each package in each of the areas tested. 

Word processor      Database              Spreadsheet Graphics Freebie 

Overall 
(incl. value 
for money) 

Mini Office tiOOO • • 0 o o • MOQ • MOO #•000 • • • O 0 

Works Platinum      • • • • G • • too • •••O • • • o o • •••o 

• •••o • •••o • •••o • • mmo 
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AND 

HOW TO ORDER 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 17.5% BUT 

EXCLUDE CARRIAGE AT £3.50 PER ORDER 
J^^h'\   BY POST, JUST WRITE YOUR 
 ^ ORDER CONCLUDING THE STOCK 

CODES) ON A PIECE OF PAPER 
TOGETHER WITH YOUR NAME 
ADDRESS AND A DAYTIME 

AM/fA 600 

OUR AMIGA A6O0 VALUE PACK NCLUDES 
AMIGA A60Q COMPUTER COMPRISING 
INTERNAL FLOPPY DISK DRIVE . INTERNAL TV 
MODULATOR . 1 MB ON BOARD MEMORY . 
DIGITAL STEREO SOUND , MOUSE . WORKBENCH 
DISKS . ALL CABLES AND MANUALS. 
DELUXE PAINT III A SUPERB GRAPHICS AND 
ANIMATION PACKAGE 
MYSTERY GAME WORTH APPROXIMATELY £24.99 
PYTHON 1M JOYSTICK A SUPERB MtCROSWITCHED JOYSTICK 
QUALITY MOUSE MAT A MAT FOR YOUR MOUSE 
TO SIT ON 
TAILORED DUST COVER A HIGH QUALITY COVER 
TO KEEP YOUR AMIGA CLEAN WHEN NOT USED 
PLUS 1 YEAR FREE IN HOME WARRANTY, 
ALL FOR ONLY £299.95  CODE AMIGO1 

PHILLIPS 8833/11 COLOUR MONITOR 
INCLUDING LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO 

CHALLENGE II SOFTWARE 
QNLY£199.95 
STOCK CODE MON001 

EXPM&/M nun p/s/tfrrfs 

TELEPHONE NUMBER IT POSSIBLE. ENCLOSE 
YOUR PAYMENT AND SEND IT TO US AT THE 
ADDRESS BELOW. 

BY TELEPHONE 
fMSSiSZ' PLACE YOUR ORDER BY 
^^^T      TELEPHONE USING YOUR 

CREDIT CARD. ONE OF 
OUR STAFF WILL BE HAPPY TO HELP YOU. 

( -) DELIVERY ALL ORDERS 
_i ARE DESPATCHED ON AN 

T^—IfcSE* EXPRESS COURIER AND ARE NORMALLY WITH YOU 
WITHIN 72 HOURS OF PLACING YOUR 
ORDER (DEPENDING ON STOCK 
AVAILABILITY) 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
PLEASE NOTE: PERSONAL AND BUSINESS 
CHEQUES WILL REQUIRE FIVE WORKING 
DAYS FOR CLEARANCE WHEREUPON 
YOUR ORDER WILL BE DESPATCHED. 
CREDIT CARD ORDERS WILL BE 
DESPATCHED STRAIGHT AWAY AS WILL 
BUILDING SOCIETY CHEQUES, BANK DRAFTS I 
AND OFFICIAL PURCHASE ORDERS. 
EDUCATION, LOCAL AUTHORITY AND 
GOVERNMENTAL ORDERS MUST BE ON AN 
OFFICIAL PURCHASE ORDER. TERMS ARE 3C 
DAYS NETT. NO CREDIT TERMS WILL BE GIVEN TO 
LIMITED COMPANIES OR PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS. 
ALL ITEMS AND OFFERS ARE SUBJECT TO 
AVAIARIIITY. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
WITHOUT NOTICE. E.& O.E. 
DIRECT CHOICE POINTS 
WITH EVERY ORDER YOU PLACE WITH US YOU 
WILL RECEIVE DIRECT CHOICE POINTS. YOU 
WILL RECEIVE FIVE DIRECT CHOICE POINTS FOR 
EVERY COMPLETE FIVE POUNDS YOU SPEND 
(EXCLUDING SINGLE ITEMS OVER £120.00). 
YOUR DIRECT CHOICE POINTS CAN THEN BE 
EXCHANGED FOR FREE GIFTS.PLEASE ASK FOR 
DETAILS WHEN ORDERING OR CALL IN AT OUR 
SHOWROOM.POINTS WILL ALSO BE ISSUED FOR 
PURCHASES FROM OUR SHOWROOM. 

COME AND VISIT 

OUR SHOWROOM 

SHOWROOM OPENING SOON 

WATCH THIS SPACE 

MICROMANIA 
T5 RIVERDALE DRIVE 
CHELL, STOKE ON TRENT 
STAFFORDSHIRE ST6 6XS 

I! 

CALL OUR 
ORDER 
HOTLINE 

PURCHASE 200 X 3.5" DSDD 
DISKETTES FOR £76.95 AND 

GET 2x100 CAPACITY 
STORAGE BOXES FREE 

SPC001 £76.95 

ACCESSORY PACK - GET A 
MOUSE MAT , MOUSE 

POCKET, DISK CLEANING 
KIT AND DUST COVER 

ALL FOR £7.95 
A500 SPCAM3...S7.95 
A6O0 SPCA63...S7.95 

AMIGA 1MB UPGRADE PLUS 
AN EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE. 

A500+ SPC504...£89.95 
A600 SPC604...£89.95 

PRMTEPS 

STAR LCZ0 9 PIN MONO PRINTER 
THIS HIGH SPECIFICATION LOW COST PRINTER 
FEATURES MULTIPLE FONT OPTIONS. 240 x 240 dpi 
GRAPHICS ASWELL AS EXCELLENT PAPER 
HANDLING CAPABILITIES. 
PTRS01 STAR LC 20, „.. .. u £ T 39,95 
STAR LC24 20 24 PIN MONO PRINTER 
24 PIN QUALITY AT THE PRICE OF MANY 9 PINS. 
210 cps DRAFT, 64 CDS IN LQ. MODE, 10 
RESIDENT FONTS, LCD FRONT DISPLAY ASWELL AS 
AUTO EMULATION SELECTION. 
PTHS02 STAft LC24 20... .,,£199,95 
STAR LC100 9 PIN COLOUR PRINTER 
A LOW COST HIGH SPEC COLOUR PRINTER 
PTRS03 STAR LC TOO. ...._£ 
STAR LC200 9 PIN COLOUR PRINTER 
COLOUR 9 PIN PRINTER WITH 5 RESIDENT FONTS 
AND A HIGH SPEED OF 225 cps DRAFT AND 45 
cps IN NLQ, 
PTRS04 STAR LC200 ...£195.95 
STAR LC24 200 24 PIN MONO/COLOUR 
A HIGH QUALITY 24 PIN PRINTER WHICH 
FEATURES 222 cps DRAFT PRINTING AND 67 cps 
NLQ.THE PRINTER COMES COMPLETE WITH 10 
RESIDENT FONTS. 
PTR505 STAR LC24 200 MONO £224,95 
PTRS04 STAR LC24 200 COLOUR,,.,,,£269.95 

DONT FORGET !!! ALL OUR PRINTERS 
COME COMPLETE WITH CONNECTING 
CABLE, DRIVERS DISK AND A TAILORED 

DUST COVER 

GVP IMPACT SERIES II HARD DRIVES, THE 
FASTEST HARD DRIVE /CONTROLLER FOR THE 
AMIGA. FEATURES INCLUDE, GAME SWITCH, 
EXTERNAL SCSI PORT PAAASTROM SCSI DRIVER J 
GVP'S CUSTOM VLSI CHIP AND INTERNAL RAMI 
EXPANSION UPTO 8MB. UNITS USE FAST ACCESSj 
QUANTUM HARD DRIVES.ALL GVP DRIVES 
COME WITH A 2 YEAR WARR ANTY.SU I TABLE 
FOR THE AMIGA A5Q0 AND A500-K 
HDD 100 52MB DRIVE 0MB RAM $347.95 " 
HDD 102 52MB DRIVE 2MB RAM £391.95 
HDD104 52MB DRIVE 4MB RAM £435.95 
HDD108 52MB DRIVE 8MB RAM £523-95 
HDD2Q0 120MB DRIVE 0MB RAM £442.95 
HDD202 120MB DRIVE 2MB RAM £506.95 
HDD204 120MB DRIVE 4MB RAM £550.95 
HDD2Q& 120MB DRIVE 8MB RAM £636.95 
HDD300 240MB DRIVE 0MB RAM £724.95 
SIMCG1 1 MB SIMMS FOR ABOVE £ 24.95 

AMIGA A500 0.5 MB RAM EXPANSION 
FITS INTO YOUR AMIGA TO INCREASE THE TOTAL 
MEMORY CAPACITY TO 1MB. 
MAN UFACTURED BY ZYDEC    RBD0O2 £22.95 
AMIGA A500+ 1 MB RAM EXPANSION 
FITS INTO YOUR AMIGA TO INCREASE THE TOTAL 
MEMORY CAPACITY TO 2MB OHIP RAM' 
MANUFACTURED BY ZYDEC    RBD013 £39.95 
AMIGA A600 1 MB RAM EXPANSION 
FITS INTO YOUR AMIGA TO INCREASE THE TOTAL 
MEMORY CAPACITY TO 2MB 
MANUFACTURED BY ZYDEC    RBD014 £43.95 
AMIGA d MB EXTERNAL RAM EXPANSION 
PLUGS INTO THE EXPANSION PORT AT THE SIDE OF 
THE AMIGA TO GIVE UPTO 8MB OF EXTRA 
MEMORY. THE UNIT IS COMPATIBLE WITH THE 
AMIGA A500 AND A500-K IT USES 1 MB x 4 ZIPS, 
MANUFACTURED BY ZYDEC 
RBD005/0 UNPOPULATED MODULE £ 69.95 
RBD006/2 POPULATED TO 2 MB £112,95 
RBD006/4 POPULATED TO 4 MB. ,. £159.95 
RBD006/B POPULATED TO B MB £259.95 

AMIGA 3.5" EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE 
THIS DRIVE IS THE PERFECT PARTNER TO YOUR 
AMIGA IT'S FEATURES INCLUDE: ON/OFF SWITCH , 
LONG CONNECTING CABLE , VERY GUIFT SLIM 
DESIGN ASWELL AS A THROUGHPORT. 
COMPATIBLE WITH AMIGA A500 . A5GG+ A600 
MANUFACTURED BY ZYDEC    EXTD02 £49.95 
REPLACEMENT INTERNAL DISK DRIVE 
ALL YOU NEED TO REPLACE YOUR AMIGA 
A5O0/A5O0+ INTERNAL DRIVE. COMES COMPLETE 
WITH ALL FIXINGS AND INSTRUCTIONS. THIS 
PRODUCT WILL INVALIDATE YOUR WARRANTY. 
MANUFACTURED BY ZYDEC   INTDO1.... .£44.95 
A500/A500+ POWER SUPPLY UNIT 
IF YOUR EXISTING POWER SUPPLY HAS 
FAILED YOU, THEN THIS IS WHAT YOU 
NEED. 
MAN. BY ZYDEC  POWO01., £39.95 

_ £Y Fl STEREO SPEAKERS 
LISTEN TO YOUR AMIGA AS TT SHOULD 
BE HEARD WITH THESE SUPERB STEREO 
SPEAKE RS. THEY COM E COMPLETE^ " 
WITH EVERYTHING YOU NEED 
JUST PLUG THEM IN , TURN 
THEM ON AND AWAY YOU GO |_ 
SPK001 £34.95 
ACTION REPLAY 111 - BY DATEL 
FEATURES INCLUDE: FREEZEFRAME 
BOOT SELECTOR , VIRUS DETECTION AND 
MUCH MUCH MORE. ALL AT A SUPER PRICE 
A&OO/A500+    AREPO1 £56.95 
A1500/A 2000   AREP02 .£66.95 
MIDI MASTER MID! INTERFACE - BY DATEL 
MIDI IN - 3 x MIDI OUT & MIDI THROUGH 
COMPATIBLE WITH ALL LEADING MIDI PACKAGES 
COMES WITH 2 FREE MIDI CABLES 
A500 VERSION MIDI01- £ 1695 
AMIGA GREY SCALE SCANNER 
WITH ITS GENUINE 400dpi SCAN RESOLUTION THIS 
FAST, HIGH QUALITY SCANNER PRODUCES 
FAITHFUL MONOCHROME IMAGES FROM 
PHOTOGRAPHIC OR LINE ART ORIGINALS. 
TT IS COMPATIBLE WITH ALL MAJOR DESKTOP 
PUBLISHING AND PAINT PACKAGES. 
COMES COMPLETE WITH "DATASCAN 
PROFESSIONAL' SOFTWARE AND FILES CAN BE 
SAVED IN IFF FORMAT. 
MAN U FACTU RE D BY ZY DEC SCNQO1 £99.95 

3.5" DSDD BULK DISKETTES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

COMPLETE WITH LABELS 
DSK001/25 25 x 3.5' DSDD 135tpl £ 12.95 
D3KOO1/50 50 x 3.5' DSDD 135fpi £ 22.95 
DSK001/100 100x3.5' DSDD 135tpi £ 39.95 
DSKO01/20O 200x3.5' DSDD 135fpi £ 76.95 
D5K001/500 500 x 3.5r DSDD 135tpi £174.95 
3.511 DSDD TDK BRANDED DISKS 

100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
COMPLETE WITH LABELS 

DSKBR1/10 10x3.5" DSDD 13Stpl .£ 6.25 
DSKBFfl/50 50 x 3.5' DSDD 135tpi  £ 29.95 
DSKBR1/100 100 x 3.5 DSDD I351pi £ 57.50 
DSKBR 1/200 200x3.5' DSDD 135tpl ..£109.95 
DSKBR1/500 500 x 3.5" DSDD 135tpl £259.95 
3.5H DSDD BULK RAINBOW DISKS 

100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
COMPLETE WITH LABELS 

RED - YELLOW - GREEN - BLACK ■ WHITE - ORANGE COLOURS AND QUANTITIES OF YOUR CHOICE PLEASE SPECIFY COLOURS IN MULTIPLES OF 10 
D5KDR1/25 25 X 3,5' DSDD 135tpi £ 13.75 
DSKDR1/50 50x3.5 DSDD 135tpi £ 25 95 
DSKDR1/10Q 100x3.5* DSDD l3Stpi £ 44.95 
DSKDR1/2O0 200x 3,5' DSDD 135tpi £ 54,95 
DSKDP1/5O0 500 x 3.5' DSDD I35tpi £194.95 

AMIGA SQUIK MOUSE 
A LOW COST, HIGH QUALITY REPLACEMENT 
MOiiSF FOR ThF AMIGA 
MSE006 AMIGA SQUIK MOUSE £12.95 

OUR STORAGE BOXES 
ARE ANTI STATIC & LOCK ABLE 

COMPLETE WITH 2 KEYS AND DIVIDERS 
EXCEPT 10 AND 20 CAPACrTV DISKETTE BOXES 

DBX005 20 CAPACITY 3.5' DISK BOX.. £2.25 
DBX003 40 CAPACITY 3.5'DISK BOX £3.50 
DBX001 50 CAPACITY 3.5" DISK BOX £4,25 
DBX002 100 CAPACITY 3.5" DISK BOX £4,75 
DBX018 120 CAPACITY 3.5" DISK BOX £6.25 

DBX006 
ACITY 3.5- DISK BOX £6.25 
10 CAPACITY 3.5H DISK BOX 

50.95 each OR £7.50 
FOR TEN 

MMT001 QUALITY MOUSE MAT £2,50 
MPT001 MOUSE POCKET. £1.50 
DSKCLl 3.5* DISK CLEANING KIT. £1.95 
MSTQQ1 TILT AND TURN MONITOR STAND...£9.95 
PSTCC1 UNIVERSAL 2 PCE. PRINTER STAND.£4.95 
MMT004 MOUSE/CUTTING PAD (HARD)...£3.95 
CPH001 MONITOR COPY HOLDER £4.95 
SCF001 SCREEN FILTER 14" MONO £9.95 
SCF002 SCREEN FILTER 14" COLOUR £9.95 
DSTOOl AMIGA A500 DUST COVER. .£3-50 
DST017 AMIGA A600 DUST COVER £3.50 
DST006 STAR LC 10 DUST COVER... £4,95 
DST007 STAR LC20 DUST COVER .....£4.95 
DST014 STAR LC200 DUST COVER .£4.95 
OST012 STAR IC2A 200 DUST COVER .£4.95 
DST010 CITIZEN 120D DUST COVER .£4.95 
DST011 CITIZEN \2AD DUST COVER .£4.95 
DST008 CITIZEN SWIFT 9 DUST COVER .£4.95 
DST004 CITIZEN SWIFT 2A DUST COVER .£4.95 
DSTO09 PHILLIPS 6833/2 - CBM 1034S .£5.95 

BUY 

BOSSES 

/ AND 2 VF9£^ATjo° sf^? MOUSF 

AMIGA 
TRACKBALL TOTAL ONE 
HANDED CONTROL IS EASILY ACHIEVED WITH THE 
ZYDEC TRACKBALL. ITS TOP QUALITY OPTO 
MECHANICAL DESIGN ENSURES ACCURACY 
WITHOUT COMPROMISING SPEED OF 
OPERATION TKBQ01.,..—£27.95 

A    DST009 PHIL 

If 

TEL: 0782 818189 

PHONEFOROURFREECATALOGUE 

PYTHON 1M MICROSWITCHED JOYSTICK 
WITH AUTOFIRE 
JST004 £9.95 

MAVERICK 1M ARCADE STYLE 
MICROSWITCHED JOYSTICK WITH AUTOFIRE 
JST0Q7 £12.95 
ZIPSTICK SUPER PRO A ROBUST 
MICROSWITCHED JOYSTICK WITH RAPID FIRE 
AUTOFIRE 
JST001,.,. £12.95 
SPEEDKING AUTOFIRE A NEAT HANDHELD 
JOYSTICK WITH AUTOFIRE (MICROSWITCHED) 
JST015 .£10,95 
NAVIGATOR A HAND HELD MICROSWITCHED 
JOYSTICK WTTH TRIGGER TYPE FIRE BUTTON 
JST017 ..£12.95 
COMPETITION PRO STAR THE ULTIMATE IN 
CONTROL THIS ROBUST MICROSWITCHED 
JOYSriCK 13 SUPERB. IT ALSO HAS AUTOFIRE 
JST020 £13.95 
AVIATOR 1 THIS TABLE TOP MOUNTING YOKE 
STYLE JOYSTICK IS A MUST FOR PLIGHT SIM AND 
CAR RACE GAMES. rT IS FULLY MICROSWITCHED 
AND COMES WITH TWO AUTOFIRE MODES. 
JST023 £24.95 



C H A O S 

picture 

of chaos 

You don't need to he a 

mathematician to produce a 

Mandelbrot pattern. Conrad 

Bessant explains the theory 

behind the world's most famous 

fractal generator 

H n 1980, Benoit Mandelbrot 
I became the first person to see 
I the pattern we now know as 
I the Mandelbrot set. At the 

time, he could never have 
anticipated that his work would 
develop such a following, 
Mandelbrot's first plots were fairly 
peer monochrome print-outs, 
interesting not for their appearance, 
but for their relevance to pure 
mathematics. The Mandelbrot set 
epitomises a fractal, exhibiting all 
the interesting features such as 
infinite complexity and self- 
slmllarity, which we came across 
earlier in this series. 

Like the Lore nz attractor which 
we discussed last month, the 
Mandelbrot set is based on a 
deterministic iterative process. 
However, the results of the Lorenz 
equations were drawn directly on to 
the screen as a graph, white the 
relationship between the Mandelbrot 
equation and the resulting set is 
slightly more involved. The traditional 
way of drawing the Mandelbrot set 
entails the use of mathematical 
inventions known as complex 
numbers, Complex numbers can be 
difficult to understand, so we wiif use 
a different method here, one which 
only involves a circle, a line, and 
some elementary maths. 

MAGIC ROUNDABOUTS 
The first part of the process takes 
place in the 'Mandelbrot circle', 
shown in Figure L This circle is of 
radius 2 and has its centre at (0,0). 
Inside the circle there is a single 

point, which starts off at the position 
(a,b) - a distance of 'a' in the 
horizontal direction and Jb' in the 
vertical direction. The following 
equations are then repeatedly 
applied to make the point move 
around in the circle: 

pnew = p+p - q*q + a 
qnew - 2*p*q + b 
p = pnew, q; = qnew 

The variables p and q are used to 
store the horizontal and vertical 
positions of the point once it is 
moving, Another variable pair, pnew 
and qnew, is used to temporarily 
store the latest position during 
calculation, Both p and q are set to 
zero before the first iteration. 

To see how the process worksT 
we can perform a dry run1 for one 
point. In this example our starting 
point will be (-1,0.5) - in other words, 
a = -a, b = 0,5. Recall that both p 
and q are initially set to zero, so, to 
start off with: 

a=-lb=0,5p=0q=0 

Apply the equation: 

pnew = p*p - q*q + a 
m 0*0 - 0*0 + (-1) = -1 

qnew = 2*p*q + b 
m 2*0*0 + 0,5 m 0.5 

p ■ pnew, q = qnew 

So the first position is (-1,0,5), which 
is the initial point (a,b), 

Figure 1: A point which stays within 
the circle we have created 

Figure 2: This point, on the other 
hand, quickly leaves the circle 

The next step is for the equation 
to now be re-applied: 

pnew = p*p - q*q + a 
= (-!)*(-!) - 0.5*0.5 + (-1) 
- -0.25 

qnew = 2*p*q + b 
= 2 * C-1)* 0,5 + 0.5 = -0.5 

p   = pnew, q = qnew 

The point has moved to (-0.25,-0.5). 
Only two iterations have been 

performed here, in order to 
demonstrate how the equations 
work. Had more iterations been 
carried out we would have obtained 
the foi[owing results; 

iteration: 0 p - 0.0000 q = 0.0000 
Iteration: 1 p - -1.0000 q - 0.5000 
Iteration: 2 p = -0.2500 q = -O,50O0 
Iteration: 3 p - -1.1S75 q = 0.7500 

Iteration: 4 p = 0.1523 q = -1.2813 
Iteration: 5   p = -2.6184    q = 0,8904 

These results are reminiscent of 
those produced by the virus equation 
which we met earlier in the series: 
they are very complex and appear to 
be almost random. In fact, the 
results are not random as they come 
from a deterministic process, which 
will give the same values if repeated. 

Using only a table of numbers 
like this, it is difficult to spot trends 
and patterns. It is much more useful 
to plot the path of the point in the 
circle, which results in the image 
shown in Figure 1. This type of 
output can easily be achieved on the 
Amiga by calculating the values of p 
and q {in other words, the position of 
the point) for successive iterations, 
and then drawing straight lines 
between these positions. An Amiga 
BASIC program to do this is shown in 
Listing 1. Note that the iteration 
count is displayed in the top left of 
the screen to showjust how many 
calculations are taking place. 

ETERNAL TRIANGLES 
The program automatically stops 
when the point leaves the confines 
of the circle. Checking whether the 
point is outside the circle is done 
mathematically, using a technique 
known as Pythagoras1 theorem. The 
diagram shows that if (p,q) and {0,0) 
are taken as being two corners of a 
right-angled triangle, then the 
distance between these two corners 
is equal to the length of the 
triangle's longest side, This length 
(well call it r) can be calculated from 
the length of the other two sides 
using the Pythagoras" theorem 
formula, which is r*r = p*p+q*q. 

LISTING 1 

DEFDBL a, b,p,q,pnew,qnew 
INPUT "a:",a 
INPUT "b:",b 
CLS 
CIRCLE (260,90),200 
p=0 
q=0 
iteration=0 
FSET(32Q+a*100,90-b*50) J 
'Plot initial point 

WHILE p*p+q*q<4 J 
1 Check for stopping 
conditions 

pnew=p *p-q*q+a 
qnew=2 *p *q+b 
p^pnew 
q=qnew 
LINE -(320+pnew*10Q, J 

9D-qnew*50) 'Draw line J 
to next point 

it erat ion= it e rat i on+1 J 
'Increment iteration J 
count 

LOCATE 1,1 
PRINT J 

"Iteration:";iteration 
WEND 
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CHAOS 

If the point (p,q) is inside the 
circle then it is impossible for this 
length to be greater than two (so 
r<=2), which gives p*p+q*q<=4. It is 
this final form of the equation which 
is used in the WHILE line to check 
whether the program should end. 

Because the range of values for 
p and q is so small the plotting co- 
ordinates must be significantly 
amplified in order to make full use of 
the screen. This accounts for the 
large multiplication factors in the 
PSET line of Listing 1. 

THE MANDELBROT SET 
Much can be learned from watching 
the line In the circle, and you may 
want to spend some time 
experimenting with various initial 
positions of the point, but how does 
this relate to the Mandelbrot set? 

LISTING 2 

DEFDBL a,b,p,q rpnew,qnew 
FOR a=-2 TO 2 STEP .01 
FOR b--2 TO 2 STEP .02 

REM Set initial J 
values of variables 

p=0 
q=0 
iterations0 
REM Begin J 

calculation loop 
WHILE (p*p+q*q<4) J 

AM) (iterat i on< 3 2} 
pne w=p *p -g*q+a 
qnew=2 *p*q+b 
p=pnew 
q=qnew 

i te rat i on=i te rat ion+1 
WEND 
REM Plot the point «J 

if it is of type one 
IF iteration<32 THEN 

PSET(320+a*100l J 
100-b*50) 

END IF 
NEXT b 

NEXT a 

Well, each set of initial values (a and 
b) can be put into one of two 
separate categories - depending on 
the path of the corresponding point, 
as generated by applying the 
Mandelbrot equations. The two 
categories of points are: 

1. Those whose paths rapidly 
accelerate to infinity 

2. Those whose paths never leave 
the confines of the circle 

It would take an infinite amount of 
time to test a point thoroughly 
enough to determine whether it flies 
off to infinity or not, but it can be 
shown that if the point breaches the 
boundary of the Mandelbrot circle it 
will eventually reach infinity, Using 
this reasoning we can say that the 
initial point (-1.5,0.5) demonstrated 
earlier is an example of category 
one, An example of a category two 
point is (0,35,0.35)- whose path is 
shown in Figure 2; this was tested 
using Listing 1 and had still not 
exited the circle after 20,000 
iterations. Unfortunately there is no 
simple way to prove that a line will 
not reach infinity, so the brute force 
method of applying the equation 
many times must be used, When 
plotting the Mandelbrot set the 
number of iterations after which we 
terminate the process and assume 
the point will never leave the circle 
(the iteration ceiling) is arbitrary, but 
ceilings of 32 are generally typical (if 
the iteration ceiling is too high the 
program will be excessively slow, but 
if it is too low the edges of the set 
will not be sufficiently detailed). 

MAKING A POINT 
The categorisation of points 
according to their behaviour in the 
circle is the key to creating the 
Mandelbrot set. What we do is to 
take every point with initial position 
between a = -2, a = 2 and b = -2, b = 

2, put them through the equations 
and then categorise them. If all the 
type two points are left black and all 
others are coloured white we get the 
image shown in Figure 4, commonly 
known as the Mandelbrot set. An 
Amiga BASIC program which 
produces a similar plot is given in 
Listing 2, 

Note that not every value of a 
and b can be tested because there 
are an infinite number of values, 
meaning that they would take an 
infinite amount of time to process 
and they would not fit on the screen. 
Instead we plot a small portion of 
regularly spaced samples, allowing a 
reasonable approximation of the 
Mandelbrot set to be built up. The 
actual number of points tested Is 
determined by the distance between 
them - in Listing 2 this is the STEP 
size of the FOR...NEXT loops. This 
distance is optimised to give the 
maximum detail in the smallest 
amount of time, 

A BIT OF COLOUR 
Technically the Mandelbrot set is 
defined as the map of all the 
category two points on the plane (in 
other words, all the black points 
shown in Figure 3), but most people 
are more familiar with the version 
surrounded by colourful curved lines, 
These lines are known as contour 
lines (or dwell bands), and represent 
the ease with which each point left 
the circle. Listing 2 can easily be 
adapted to display these contours. 
The colour of each point is 
determined by the number of 
iterations performed before the point 
escaped (the fewer iterations it took 
the more easily this happened). 

In the Amiga's high resolution 
non-interfaced mode we can 
determine the colour by taking MOD 
16 of the number of iterations 
required to free each point from the 
circle. This gives a range of colours 
between 0 and 15. Obviously colours 
are repeated, meaning that no one 
colour can be assigned to any single 
iteration number, but the colour cycle 
ensures that no two adjacent 
contours are the same. The iteration 
ceiling of 32 ensures that all 
members of the actual Mandelbrot 
set are left black in line with 
conventions (32 MOD 16 = 0}. 

To add colour the following two 
lines must be inserted at the head of 
Listing 2 in order to open a screen 
capable of displaying 16. rather than 
the usual four, colours: 

SCREEN 1,640,200,4,2 
WINDOW 2,"Colour Mandelbrot 
Set'1, (0, 0)- [617,180) ,15,1 

To actually plot the points in colour 
the IF...END IF section of Listing 2 
should, be removed, and the following 
routine substituted in its place: 

!   COLOR iteration MOD 16 
'Set colour 
PSET(320+a*100/100-b*50} 
'Plot point . 

When plotting a Mandelbrot set to a 
monochrome monitor or printer the 
contour boundaries can become 
indiscernible due to the substitution 
of grey scales for colours. In this 
case the simplest thing to do is 
change the MOD 16 to MOD 2, so 
that contours are coloured 
alternately black and white. 

THE WAITING GAME 
The majority of Amiga Mandelbrot 
programs take the best part of 15 
minutes to produce the whole 
contoured set. although exact times 
depend on things as the 
programming language used (Amiga 
BASIC Mandelbrot programs are 
much slower than GFA BASIC or C 
ones) and the screen resolution (the 
higher the resolution, the more 
points there are to test and plot). 

You should now be able to 
appreciate why Mandelbrot 
generators take so long - remember 
that for each point on the Mandelbrot 
set the program must determine and 

i  categorise the behaviour of the 
■  corresponding line in the circle. If we 

assume that on average 16 
iterations are required to categorise 

j  each point, and that the size of the 
relevant screen area is 400 by 200 
pixels then altogether 400 by 200 by 
16 = 1,280,000 iterations must take 
place. That's 1,280,000 applications 
of the equations, the circle breaching 
test and all the associated program 
instructions. This is a clear 
demonstration of why a powerful 
computer like the Amiga is essential 
for chaos research. 

Of course, not all points require 
the same number of iterations. If you 
observe the contour drawing version 
of the program in action you can 
easily spot the changes in 
calculation speed. This is most 
noticeable in and around the actual 
Mandelbrot set, where more 

:  iterations must be performed per 
point than anywhere else. 

So, we've seen how to create the 
basic Mandelbrot pattern - without 
recourse to complex mathematics. 
Next month we'll be taking a look at 
how to zoom into the set and I'll be 
providing some extra information 
necessary to produce some rare 
Mandelbrot mutations. 

This series of articles uses 
information from Conrad Bessant's 
forthcoming book, Computers and 
Chaos: Amiga Edition, For details of 
price and availability, you can call 
Sigma Press s* 0625 531035 or fax 
0625 536800. Conrad Bessant can 
be reached by E-mail as ppyhcmb@ 
uk.ac.nott.vax. 
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PHOENIX 

The Phoenix board, from 
Australian company Phoenix 
Mlcrotechnologies, is the 
latest and greatest upgrade 

for the die hard A100O user. Much 
more than a simple enhancement, It 
is an entire motherboard 
replacement which not only brings 
the A1000 into the ECS/Kickstart 
2+ era, but also offers facilities not 
found on either the A500 or A2000 
machines alone. 

Few computers invoke the sense 
of loyalty that the Amiga does, In an 
industry where last year s technology 
is already out of date, even fewer 
computers can boast the longevity 
that the original Amiga A1000 has 
enjoyed as a usable system, 

It is estimated that Commodore 
sold over 200,000 AlOOOs before 
formally discontinuing the series. 
Much new technology has since been 
incorporated into the mainstream 
Amigas that has left the A1000 user 
behind, For instance, the AlOOO's 
Agnusr limited to 512K of chip RAM, 
came in a 48-pin DIP form factor, 
making it impossible to upgrade to 
the Fat and ECS Agnus parts 
(offering, respectively, 1 and 2Mb of 
chip RAM), which have an 84-pin 
PLCC packaging, 

Commodore also began work on 
the Kickstart 2,0 ROM, which 
requires 512K of ROM space; the 
A1000 design provided only a 256K 
area of memory (the Writable Control 
Store, or WCS) for ROM storage. This 
was one of the unique features that 
was unfortunately done away with in 
later Amigas - it allowed the user to 
load in different Kickstarts from disk, 
thus making devices like ROM 
switchers unnecessary- 

The first A1000 enhancement 
product designed to overcome these 
limitations was the Rejuvenator from 
US-based Expert Services (as 
reviewed in Amiga Stopper issue 3, 
July 1991). The Rejuvenator is a 
board for those AlOOOs which house 
their WCS in a daughterboard 
assembly (called the 'Kickstart ROM 
Tower'); it cannot be used with later 
AlOOOs which put the WCS onto the 
motherboard itself. 

A second similar product, the 
DVS-wonder card, was also 
announced more than two years ago. 
Just like the Rejuvenator, it was 
supposed to offer ECS and Kickstart 
2.0 compatibility; unfortunately, it 
never reached the market, 

The Phoenix board, on the other 
hand, is available now, though 
currently lacking a UK distributor. So, 
could this the add-on that every 
A1000 owner has been waiting for? 

PLUGGING AWAY 
installing the Phoenix board can take 
anything from one to several hours, 
depending upon which features you 
want to give the AlOOO, It is likely, 

A GRAND 

5i ZilVlf hTHw* T*fil it 

It sounds too good to be true: an upgrade which 

gives the A1000 the same facilities as the A500 and 

A2000 - and more. Farrukh Alavi tests the Phoenix 

however, that most people who 
purchase the board will want to 
install at least a hard drive and a de- 
interlacer card, which is the 
configuration we will discuss here. 

Disassembling the A1000 and 
removing its RF shielding and 
motherboard are relatively painless 
operations. The Phoenix manual 
gives complete instructions, 
including details of how to find 
difficult-to-reach screws. At this point 
it becomes necessary to check three 
things, which should really be done 
beforehand by anyone who wishes to 
order this board: 

1. If the 68000 CPU is of Hitachi 
or Thomson manufacture, it is 
advisable to obtain a Motorola one, 
otherwise overloading problems may 
occur when using the SCSI controller 
or the expansion bus. 

2, If the floppy disk connectors 
are soldered to the motherboard (as 
in some PAL machines), a Soldered 
Connector Cable Set has to be 
ordered from Phoenix to enable their 
use with the Phoenix board. 

",„fhe latest and 

greatest upgrade 

for the die hard 

user, 

3. If the disk drive itself is an 
NEC or Matsumi brand, it wili leave 
no gap between itself and the ROMs 
(which sit just under it) for the motor 
to rotate. Phoenix can supply a 
replacement drive for this purpose. 

There are five chips on the 
A1000 motherboard that need to be 
removed and inserted into the 
Phoenix board, namely: the 68000 
CPU, the two 8520 CIAs, Paula ana 
Denise (or ECS Denise). The 
68881/68882 maths coprocessor 
(which, incidentally, requires the 
purchase of an oscillator chip for its 
use) and the Kickstart 2.0 ROM also 
go into their respective sockets. (The 

JARGON BUSTER 

DIP - (Dual In-line Package) 
Rectangular-shaped 
computer chips, with pins 
along both lengths, 

PCS - Printed Circuit Board. 
The large flat item inside 
your Amiga which all the 
electronics are attached to. 

PLCC - Square-shaped 
computer chips, with pins 
along all four sides. 

SCSI - Small Computer 
Systems Interface. 

Zorro - The name of the 
Amiga's expansion slot 
protocol. The Zorro I was 
unique to the A1000 and 
the A500; Zorro II was then 
introduced with the A2000 
and Zorro ill made its 
debut on the A3000. 

CHIPS FOR EVERYTHING - THOSE PHOENIX FEATURES IN FULL 

Revolutionising what you can do with an AlOOO, the 
Phoenix board offers the following: 

• Full ECS support, with both 1 and 2Mb Agnus 
versions available. (The 1Mb version is upgradable,) 

• Sockets for holding four Kickstart ROMs 
simultaneously, with the ability to switch between any 
two of them at a time. The ability to load Kickstarts 
from disk is planned as a later upgrade. 

6 Comes with 1.3 ROM and 2Mb of motherboard RAM 
pre-in stalled, 

6 Audio filter and real-time clock built in. 
• One A2000 compatible Zorro II slot and one 

A2000/A3000 compatible video slot available on the 
motherboard. 

e Socket for installing a 688S1/6SSS2 maths co- 
processor. 

O Internal RS-232 connector, similar in concept to that 
found in A2000s (mostly used for fitting internal MIDI 

interfaces), The pin-outf however, duplicates the 
AlOOO serial port. 

• Internal SCSI port. As far as possible, the SCSI 
controller emulates Commodore's A2091. 

• Preserves all connectors at the back of the machine, 
for complete compatibility with AlOOO peripherals - 
although the composite colour connector now 
supplies only monochrome video. 

• Eliminates the need for a front panel 256K RAM 
connector - this port is left free for future expansion 
peripherals. 

The construction is modular: all chips are fully 
socketed for easy replacement, and most Phoenix 
functions (such as selecting the Kickstart ROMs, or 
booting from an external drive under 1.3) are activated 
by setting appropriate links on the board. The product 
itself is subject to improvements; ours was version 1,4, 
incorporating a SCSI Revision 1 driver EPROM, 
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PHOENIX 

Installing a new Amiga motherboard always Involves a fair degree of internal 
modification. But if you're determined to broaden your AlOOO's horizons, the 
Phoenix board is well worth the effort! 

Phoenix board has seven sockets to 
hold various Kickstarts: ROMs 1 and 
2 are intended for 1,3 and 2.0 
Kickstarts, ROM 3 is spread over 
four sockets into which Kickstart 1,2 
and earlier EPROMs can be inserted, 
and ROM 4 is a 2 megabit EPROM 
connector intended for custom or 
future 1Mb Kickstarts,) The Phoenix 
manual stresses the importance of 
proper grounding when handling 
these static-electricity sensitive 
devices. Certain modifications will 
need to be made to the A10QQ case 
at this stage, allowing Kickstart- 
floppy drive select switches, external 
SCSI/serial connectors and de- 
interlacer card monitor cable 
connectors to be made available at 
the back of the machine. The 
Phoenix board can now be inserted 
into the A1000 case, with some 
effort being required to match up the 
joystick ports and align the back 
panel at the same time. 

ADDING YOUR ADD-ONS 
The final stage in the installation 
procedure is the fitting of an internal 
hard drive and a de-interlacer card. 
Given the lack of a hard drive bay in 
the A1000 case, this entails carrying 
out some serious surgery on the top 
RF shield. Phoenix supplies a 
template for fixing Quantum LP (Low 
Profile) series SCSI hard drives 
inside the A1000. These drives are 
available in 50,105 and 210Mb 
versions. Although other SCSI drives 
will work internally with the Phoenix 
board, this would render the supplied 
template useless. This template is 
required in order to cut out a 
rectangular section from the top of 
the RF shield, slightly larger than the 
area occupied by the Quantum, 
Phoenix recommends the use of the 
so-called 'nibbling too!' from Tandy 
for this purpose - this, too, is 
available from Phoenix themselves. 

In practice, the use of the 
nibbling tool is the slowest process 

"fn a sense, the 

Phoenix hoard is 

the first 'Amiga 

clone',.." 

in the installation exercise - it 
removes an area of approximately 2 
by 5 mm from the metal at a time. 
Once the hole is complete, it is 
advisable to file the edges to remove 
any rough spots - the manual insists 
that this should be done away from 
the board, to prevent any pieces of 
metal from finding their way into it. 
The Quantum then fixes to the RF 
shielding via screws, using mounting 
brackets which are part of the hard 

I disk installation kit 
The Phoenix board has two 

identical internal power connectors 
(the original motherboard had just 
one) for supplying power to the 
internal floppy and hard drives. 
(Having both a hard and a floppy 
drive drawing power from the 
motherboard is not the problem here 
that it would be on an A500 - the 
A1000 power supply has a 
reasonably high rating.) The board 
also has two internal hard drive data 
connectors. One of these (a 50-pin 
header) hooks up via a supplied 

| ribbon cable directly into the 
Quantum, which must be configured 

[ vi a its j u m pe rs as SC S! device ze ro; 
the other, a 26-pin header, connects 
to an A3000-styie DB-25 SCSI 
connector which is mounted 
externally on the A1000 case. 

FIXING THE FUCKER 
Phoenix also supplies an internal 
display enhancer template for 
Commodore's A2320 board, as well 
as one for the German MultiVision 
2000. No template is supplied for 

the Microway Flicker Fixer, but since 
this does not handle PAL or overscan 
modes, in any case its usefulness is 
limited. Both the A2320 and the 
MultiVision can rest horizontally 
inside the A1000 case using right 
angled brackets. The video slot 
supplies all the signals that are 
found in the A2000/A3000 
implementations, an improvement 
over the similar slot found on the 
Rejuvenator (which, in addition to not 
supplying the audio and parallel port 
signals, was let down by the 
AlOOO's inability to generate 
analogue composite sync), 

In principle, therefore, it would 
be possible to use cards like 
NewTek's Video Toaster and GVPs 
IV-24 with the Phoenix board. Note 
that installing the A2320 requires 
modification of its PCB - a template 
is provided for this task, which can 
be performed with the nibbling tool; 
alternatively, Phoenix can supply 
modified A2320s, In the end, the 
display enhancer and the hard drive 
end up snuggling extremely close to 
each other if the RF shield is to go 
back on at all. 

TIME TO OPERATES 
Once the hard drive and the display 
enhancer have been installed, it is 
important to test the machine 
thoroughly before sealing it together 
one last time; you wouldn't want to 
open it up again without very good 
reason. Given the high quality of the 
construction, it was no surprise to 
find the Phoenix-Amiga combination 
worked perfectly first time. 

A utilities disk supplied with the 
package includes various useful 
tools for testing and using the 
Phoenix board. One of these is a 
version of Commodore1 s HD ToolBox 
utility program, which is used to prep 
and format the internal Quantum 
hard disk. With the supplied 
■vbscsi.device driver installed in the 
DEVS: directory, both the Quantum 
and an externa! Fujitsu SCSI unit 
connected to the external SCSI port 
were immediately recognised by the 
program. The Phoenix board SCSI 
controller fully implements 
Commodore* s Rigid Disk Block and 
SCSI-Direct protocols for hard disks. 
A pbscsi.amhd driver is also included 
on the utility disk for use with the 
AMAX I! Mac emulator. 

One of the problems that 
plagued all AlOOOs was signal noise 
on the 86-pin expansion bus 
connector, which led to frequent 
crashes as soon as an external 
device was plugged in. The Phoenix 
board expansion bus is noise-free. 
Like the original connector, it is 
almost identical to the A500 
expansion bus. It worked fine with an 
A1000 memory expansion board, as 
well as with A500 peripherals, such 
as Datef's Action Replay Hi cartridge. 

It even worked perfectly with an 
A590 hard drive plugged inh which 
had no problems co-existing with the 
internal and external SCSI units - but 
you can thank the Amiga AutoConfig 
architecture for this flexibility. 

THE DREAM MACHINE 
The Phoenix board is an excellent 
product. It incorporates in one unit 
the best features of the A500r the 
A1000 and the A2000, It turns the 
A1000 into the only Amiga with both 
a Zorro I and a Zorro It bus, giving it 
the ability to use both A500 and the 
A2000 cards simultaneously. (Note, 
however, that due to space 
constraints, it is not possible to have 
a Zorro II card plugged in without 
leaving the case open.) In use, this 
does not simply feel like a new 
machine, this is a new machine. In a 
sense, the Phoenix board is the first 
kAmiga clone'; much like PC clone 
motherboards, it would not be 
unfeasible to install it into one of the 
cheap replacement cases widely 
available in the PC world. 

Phoenix's support and service 
are also highly commendable. 
Available from them soon will be an 
internal 8Mb RAM expansion board 
with built-in IDE hard drive controller 
{a fa A600HD), which will plug into its 
own presently-unused slot on the 
board. Phoenix also assures 
compatibility with the large number 
of 68030 accelerators for the A500, 
such as CSA's Mba Midget Racer. 
There is also no reason to believe 
that the A570 CD-ROM drive will not 
work with the Phoenix board, in tact, 
with a hard drive, an accelerator, a 
display enhancer, an A2000 card 
and multiple Kickstart ROMs 
installed internally, together with the 
A570 and a freezer cartridge sharing 
the expansion bus, you get a 
multifaceted Amiga which an A500 or 
A2000 alone would have difficulty in 
matching. Vive la AlOOO! 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

(oil prices in Australian dollars) 

Phoenix Board (1 Mb Agnus)...So"95.00 
Phoenix Board (2Mb Agnus).SI 09100 
Right angled bracket kil 
for video slot.... J45.0O 
SCSI extension table $25.00 
Nibbling tool S25.00 
Postage and packaging SSO.OO 

Available from: 
Phoenix Microtechnobgies Pty Ltd 
IB Hampton Road 
Keswick 
South Australia 5035 
^010*18293 B752 
Fax: 010 618 293 8814 
No UK distributor a! present 
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AMIGA PERIPHERALS 

HGVP 
GREAT 
VALLEY 
PRODUCTS 

QUALITY AMIGA PERIPHERALS 
WITH A 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

Silica Systems are pleased to present the GVP range 
of peripherals, GVP are the world's largest third party 
manufacturer of peripherals for trie Amiga range and 
have a reputation for high specification, quality 
products. The company was founded only four years 
ago by a man who knows about the Amiga, 
Commodore's ex-Vice President of Technology. He, 
along with a team of Amiga experts including other ex- 
Commodore staff, understand the add-on requirements 
ot Amiga owners better than anyone. Not only do 
GVP provide peripherals that Amiga owners want, 
they also offer peace of mind, with a 2 year warranty 
on the products they manufacture. So, if you are 
looking for the very best in peripherals for your Amiga 
computer, look no further than GVP. 

FREE BROCHURE 
RETURN THE COUPON FOR YOUR COPY 

GVP's HD8+ hard drive and A530 hard drive with 40MHz accelerator, represent 
the highest quality Amiga 500 peripherals, at very affordable prices. Each 
incorporates a fast action hard drive, RAM expansion capability, custom 
VLSI chip and FaaaSTROM SCSI driver, for unbeatable performance. 
The HDB+ hard drive offers up to 8Mb ct standard 
internal Fast RAM expansion and the 
A530 Combo, up to 8Mb of 32-bit wide 
fast RAM expansion. Both feature a 
SCSI controller, which supports up to 
6 additional devices, and an 
Autoboot/Game cut-off switch. Both 
are available in SO, 120 and 213Mb 
hard drive versions. 
In addition, the A530 Combo zooms 
the Amiga forward with an 030 
accelerator, running at a blistering 
40MHz. This enables your Amqa 500 
to run at an incredible 12.1 MIPS, faster 
than an Amiga 3000! No other product in 
the world combines all the features found in 
the A530 Combo! A plug-in PC emulator option, 
shown below, is available for 
the HD8+ and A530 Combo. 

NOW IN STOCK! 

HARD DRIVE 
SCSI HftHL DRIVE 40, SO, 126A 213Mb VtRSICIIK 
ULTRA FAST ACCESS 

PC EMULATOR 
PLUG-IN OPTION FOR HD8+ St A53D 

« 16MHz 80286 processor 
» 287 Maths Co-Processor socket 
• 512K of PC RAM plus the use of Amiga RAM 
• Supports Hercules, CGA, EGA/VGA 

{monochrome) and T3100 video modes 
• Runs MS-DOS (3.2 and upwards) plus 

thousands of other PC programs 
This powerful 266 emulator module sirnply plugs into 
the "mini-slof of the GVP HD8+- or A530 (without 
invalidating the warranty). It has full access to the 
Amiga's resources ana allows 
you to run PC and Amiga pro- 
grams at the same time, giving 
you two computers in one. 

£149 v    Ref; EMU O5Q0 _. 

TRANSFER RATE UP TO 2,wm*ef i ■DERATE OF THE 213Mb HOi 
ACCELERATOR 

4DMHz BSOSGEC CPU 
□PTieNM 6HSB? MATHS CD-PRflCtS&OH 

* (FASTER THftJt AN A2fiC«) 
70 HAP KICK5WIT NtTD 32-Dlt Wlflf FAST WW FOR FASTER DPE0AT10M (UtfCAOWGTlf OPERATING STSTEWI 

RAM BOARD 

A530 

UP 70 8Mb OF 32-bit WIDE FAST RAM I3Z-DHWEE 5WMs-C0rt)  

OTHER FEATURES 

VLSI CUSTOM I'.Hir 
FAAA&T HUM SCSI DRIVER 
IDENTICAL COLOUR 4 STYLING TD THE ASJDC 

DEDICATED POWER SUHPi.T 
'MINI-SLOT' FDR FIFTUflE Rff ANS'ONS <EQ. PCEMULATOfll   

tASK-7D- USE SOFTWARE 
7 YEAR WARRANTY 

PRESS COMMENT1. 
Hvperb build, excellent aesthetics 
and blinding speed make this the 
best A5QQ hard drive'„ 

AMIGA SHOPPER (HD$+f 
'GVP claims this is the fastest hard 
dnvQ in the world and none of our 
fasts could prove thai wrong _ 
Untouchable, THEchoice' 

AMIGA SHOPPER W08*.) 
'Ball the best hard oW„ 92% 

AMIGA FORMAT 11/9} (HD&*) 
*GVP have done if again?- 94% 

AMIGA fORMAT (A530) 
*wm the build quality is excellent _ 
In terms of performance, their 
gear is the best- their 

f 
***** 

equipment is worth every penny*, 
AMIGA FORMAT 0IS (AS30) 

HARD DRIVES & ACCELERATORS 
PRICES FROM: 

£349 
MODEL       40Mb     80Mb    120Mb 213Mb 

HARD DR.«E i£349 £449 £529 £699 m*Q+ |   Htf:HARQ6<P   |   Hri: HAF) 0389   I   Reft HAR fjfl^j?   I   Ret HAR 0933 
A530 COMBO HARD DRIVE 6 ACCELERATOR - £849£929£1099 

FOR ALL AMIG ME 1500 + 2000 + 3000 PRODUCTS 
ACCELERATORS 

\—\—T—\mwt 

68039 68040 
12.1 15 B 

Speed MH; -.< 90 33 
M-Sri cc-prct ici'zl ma ma Suit in 

EMrcorcl 35-brtRAM lift 4n 
KM nun 32-WRAM 13* IB* 

Eilras ES SCSI SCSI scs 
CMS i.W. iff. ■-' 
pace £599 m £1199 £1499 

SOUND SAMPLER • 6-bit stereo sampler • Plugs into parallel port • MIDI support lot nooy input • Ex faredt ting lean ires 
Fgr (he sernHjroSBSsicnal and amfc heftbytstflhigri raft a-bit Mm SOUVj sampler thai corneas ink the parcel pen on any Arriba 500.600.1500.2CC0 or 3000 computer. Combined *::h Due ol ihe fasted, moa pwiEriul and easy-to-use sound artf 
II>JM eating programs avaJabte. (ncfuda Wrack HUVtCBCMr tie oarrpjrtie seqjefw, 
MUS 
2500 £49 '.95 

VIDEO GENLOCK • 2x Composite Video, 1x S-WS inputs • RGB Composite video & $- VHS outputs available simultaneously • Sound mixer, 2 mono inputs ami i output • Putt Software control via control panel, hotkeys and'or ARexx 
fiVFs G4cck ganl«k b a 1me pnceiferformflris Qre^crhnxigri. Tne G-lock rjsnlock worts with all Amiga, sompjters and tw&n suppDhs. ihe new ChA-vra Key 'ITWJK d' TO ECS'AA' cfip sel. II .$ me only cfBCS for TO irri-rarvje Arrga \i%o enfi 
VID 
25M £349 

fit GVP G-Fonx accelEfators can be turned 
into a hard card by addang a Mount KHr GVA 
42$\ i £39,96, maJuog it the ULTIMATE Amiga 
1500/2000 periphorsi. Any 1" SCSI drive can 
tfwn be mounted on to the accelefaJar. 

HARD CARDS • Factory installed Hard Drives 
• 0.60, 120, 213, & 420Mb options • OfJiLmu' Bkfr memory sorJtetri 
• Add up to G SCSI devices The Impact II HCS hard cards are tie equiralam 
of the HD&f hairj drive, bu forthB 1500 and 20C0 
mctce'v T"cy are *oi = w hars dnves 
available, and incorporate an unpopulaled BWh R AM expansion. 

0Mb Far. HAR 1300 £129 
12 0Mb Pmr: HAH 1422 £449 
21 3Mb PM HAR 16aa £699 

VIDEO ENHANCER • IrJimWwn TOtowrs 0 766 x 560 PAL Res » Supports amp video, S\VtiS& RGB • Broetfcest quality genlock • rVow wtfi RGB splitter Impact Veiw 24 % ihe l?tesl Professional Video Adapter. It leatures 16 milkm cotours on strwn an once, buiMn genlock, ficher timer, frame buffer, frame grabber and digital foytr, SuppliBd wllh Ca\mt\-U2A 3D modelling and rersdering sofrftare, ScaLa IV24 video rrrfing wftf'are. pkjs Macro Pamt 24-bil pair^ pacKage. A'&30'2WO requires addtionaJ adaptor. GV.A 122A. £49.95 
thlA VIU SPLITTER i*t vie wifil 499 
iv-24 - mitAMdooiiw MO7IB*£1899 

RAM BOARDS 
# Up So 8Mb of FAST RAM 
* Upgrade in 2Mb increments 
• Supports industry standard RAM chips 
« Diagnostic software included 
• Fully auto'Conligunng 
7?ie RA.V-8 otters an easy way "c jpgrade ycur 1SO0 or 2000 in 2Mb incremams up to tMb. 7ha RAM 8 is tuSy aulo-corrfijuring and is supplied with peacS'Of-mmd discirostic software 6Mt O0fl|pitfi)i suppcirlerf trrhricgetoard owners 
OMb populated w*«a» £99 
2Mb populated HMASBD? £149 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shspped in the UK mainland. 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your servk*. 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product * Same price' basis. 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales. 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and pmfilable. 
• BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 061-308 GSSS. 
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sldcup branches. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier. 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers + software and peripheral details. 
• PA YMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms. 
Before you decide when to buy your new Amiga products, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE you buy them. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, 
when you may require additional peripherals and software, or help and advice. And. will the company 
you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have 
nofhhg to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding 
which is second to none. But don't just take our word tor it, Complete and return the coupon now for our latest FREE literature and begin to experience tho "Silica Systems Service". 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Wewsr Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent. DA14 4DX Order Linei Opts MofrSai 9.00anv6.onpTi Mo Late Nir/it Opening  Tel: 0B1-309 1111 Fa* Ho 061-305 06Ce 
LONDON SHOP: Opening Hours      t.Vy-Sr. 3 30UT-6 OOPT. 52 Tottenham Court Road. London. WlP OfiA No Late NiciL Opening Tel: 071-530 40 DD Fan MB Q71-a?J 4737 
LONDON SHOP: SelfrrrJges (nt Floor). Oxford Street, London. W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234 Opening Hours:     Mon-Fn 9-3qMTh7.0Qpin (Sat <30« SjOpffl) Laie NigtrT 7hurafay - 8pm Bcension: 
SIOCUP SHOP:              '     The Mews, Hatherley RdT Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811 Opwilng Hotfs-    Mcn-Sa 3.0Qanv5.30pn Late Night: Friday - 7pm Fit* No- 061-303 0G17 
ESSEX SHOP:        Keddies (2nd Fiwrl, High Street Soutfiend-on-Sea. Essex, SS11 LA Opening HDUTS:     Mo«i-Fri 9 30pff> (Sat ? OOisin-6 OOpin^ No Late Night Opsnirsg Tel: 07D2 4F32426 Fax No: 0702 *B2363 

To: Silica Systems, AMSHP-0193-68, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rdr Sidcup, Kent, DA1 
PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE GVP RANGE 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/M$:         Initials:  Surname: 
Company Name (if applicable):   
Address:  

4 4D)Pl 

SILICA 

SYSTEMS 

1   Postcode:   
I Tel (Home):   Tel (Work):   
I Whtcft computer^ ff anyn OQ you own? .„ , ftdQj 

E1QE - AdM«Fii!(0(l twees and spealicalcrys UIHV change - Fleaae return the ctxipcn 1or ihe Liiesi .nlnrnwtinn 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

IV 081-309 1111 



EDUCATION 

Getting into gears 

Wilf Rees shows how Imagine 2 can be used 

to illustrate the insides of a working vehicle. 

PLUS: a new program that teaches the time 

■ n last month's Issue we 
I covered the design and 
I construction of an off-road 

■™ buggy, presenting our final 
design using a 3D modelling 
package. Communication of your 
ideas is essential in technology, 
Imagine 2 being a powerful tool for 
achieving such ends. 

Having illustrated the overall 
aesthetic design of the buggy, we 
need to show the internal workings in 
order to establish how the vehicle 
works. The best part of the buggy to 
illustrate this is the gear 
mechanisms that are needed in 
order to produce the right amount of 
torque, If you examine your buggy, 
it's clear that there is a definite need 
to show the internal workings, as 
otherwise people will only be able to 
sec the plain outer shell. You can 
play around sketching some ideas 
out but how are you going to show 
your design and movement of your 
mechanism before building your 
mock-up? Simple! All you need to do 
is to construct a model on imagine 
2, The software package contains all 
the facilities to produce gears, axles, 
push rods and such like. We will 
start with a simple gear. 

GEARING DOWN 
Let's say that your buggy is designed 
for climbing hills, so the speed of the 
motor wili have to be 'geared down1 

before it reaches the wheels in order 
to gain some torque and bring the 
speed under more control. 

First of all, do a few rough 
sketches of the layout of the gearbox 
in your buggy. The wheels on each 
side of your buggy (or caterpillars) 
may be driven independently for 
steering, in which case you will need 
two gearboxes. However, for 
simplicity, we will assume that you 
have only one gearbox in your buggy. 

THE COG 
As even the most amateur engineer 
will know, the basic part of any 
gearbox is the cog. The following 
steps illustrate the construction of a 
simple gear wheel with nine teeth. 

1. Load up Imagine and enter the 
Detail editor. 

2. Create a 'tube' primitive of 
radius 50, height 10, 18 circle 

sections, and 1 vertical section. 
Don't select the 'stagger points" 
option, but do tell imagine to have 
both ends of the object closed. 

3, Select this object and enter 
'select points' mode. Change the 
pick method to drag box\ Now, 
while holding down the [Shift] key, 
pick every second point around the 
circle and click on 'scale'. Turn off 
the Z axis scaling so that the width 
of the cog does not alter while you 
'pull in' the selected points to create 

Once the Inner points have been 
selected, they may be scaled down 
over the X and Z axis to create the 
teeth of the cog 

the teeth of the cog. Note that this 
cog has nine teeth. 

You can change the amount of 
teeth that this cog has, but do 
remember to save it first, making a 
note of the amount of teeth it has. 
For example, you can give the cog a 
name from the attributes section, 
including the number of teeth. So, for 
future reference this cog will be 
named 'COG-9'. 

4. Now you will need to construct 
a cog with a different amount of 
teeth, to be driven from the first cog 
you have created. Since our buggy is 
to be a hill-climbing vehicle, a large 
amount of gearing down is needed. 
The driven cog therefore needs to 
have a larger amount of teeth than 
the driver cog (the 9-tooth wheel you 
have just created). So, if we want to 
achieve a gear ratio of 1:2T the 
second cog needs to have twice the 
amount of teeth as the first. This 
means that the second will be 
rotating at half the rate of the first, 
given that the size of the teeth are 

the same. The 
equation is: 

Teeth 1: Teeth 2 
= 9 ; 18 

which simplifies to 

1: 2 

One important factor 
to take into account is 
that the teeth sizes on both cogs 

need to be the same in 
order for the mechanism 
to work successfully. 

5. Your second cog 
should be created by 
selecting a tube with 
twice the radius of the 
first cog, twice the 
amount of circle sections, 
1 vertical section, points 
not staggered and both 
ends closed. 

6. Repeat the same 
procedure for creating the 
teeth as used before. 

Here is a very creative 'Heath 
Robinson' style gearbox that 
actually serves no real purpose 
other than to look impressive I 

1. Enter the Project editor and 
create a new project. Name it 
'Mechanism'. 

2. Enter the Stage editor and set 
out your two cogs, so they are in a 
position to bite into each other. This 
sets out the cogs ready for you to 
animate them. Save your changes 
and enter the Action editor. 

3. Set the frame count to 24, 
Click on the 'actor' bar for each cog 

and lengthen their stay for 
all 24 frames (start frame 
1, end frame 24). Select 
'add' from the menu and 
add the 'Rotate2.0' effect 
to COG-9. When the 
requester appears for you 
to alter the effect, select 
rotating around the Z-Axis 
and set the rotation 
degrees to 720. Add 
another rotate effect to 
COG-18, except this time 
set the degrees of 

Both cogs are aligned to see whether 
the teeth are the correct size for 
proper biting 

7. Place these two cogs side by 
side so that they can Abite' into each 
other, enabling you to judge whether 
or not the teeth will fit together, 
Name the new cog 'COG-IS'. Save it, 
once again including the number of 
teeth in the filename, 

MOVING STUFF 
We now have two cogs, which we can 
use to gear down the motor 
revolutions to the wheels. So, how 
do we view these cogs in action? 

JARGON BUSTING 

Primitive - The most basic 
shape used in a 3D 
rendering program. Shapes 
that fall into these 
categories are cubes, 
spheres, and such like. 

Rotational Symmetry - An 
object with rotational 
symmetry will look the same 
if rotated around an axis. 
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EDUCATION 

degrees and the 
rotational value for COG-9 
to 40 degrees* This 
implies that COG-IS 
possesses rotational 
symmetry every 20 
degrees. We get this 
figure by dividing 360 
degrees by the number of 
teeth on the wheel: 
360 / 18 = rotational 
symmetry every 20 
degrees. 

The rotate value may be changed 
from 360 to 20 degrees, as this is 
the rotation needed to achieve 
rotational symmetry. Remember, if 
this cog is changed to 20 degrees 
rotation, COG-9 needs to be 
changed to 40 degrees 

rotation to -360 around the Z-axis. 
(The value of rotation is half the 
previous amount because COG-IS 
rotates at half the speed.) Save the 
changes and enter the Stage editor. 

4, Look through your frames to 
check that all the movement in the 
animation is correct, then go to the 
animate menu and select 'Make'. 
This will then create a small wire- 
frame animation of your two cogs 
working against each other. You 
could go to town and ray-trace the 
entire sequence. 

ROTATIONAL SYMMETRY 
Every cog Is rotation ally symmetrical, 
with the lines of symmetry occurring 
on every tooth. This means that if 
your animation consists of just cogs 
rotating, you can set the overall 
rotation to a factor of 360 degrees. 
For instance, you could change the 
rotational value for COG-IS to 20 

This Is an example of one bevel gear 
driving another, at an angle of 90 
degrees. This is probably the most 
common way of transferring drive 
from a given direction to another 

COG CONFIGURATIONS 
Cogs may come in any size with any 
amount of teeth, but how do you 
alter the axis of the rotation? A bevel 
gear! This type of cog has its teeth 
set at a bevelled angle, so that two 
of these types of gear may be set at 
90 degrees to each other. 

A bevel gear is an adaptation of 
a normal gear, so you can start with 
one of the normal gears that we 

prepared earlier in the Detail 
editor. Looking at the normal 
gear from the right view, you 
will be able to see just the 
edge of it. Select "hide points" 
mode, set the pick method to 
'drag box' and hide one side of 
the cog on this view- You 
should now have a cog shape 
that has no depth. Using the 
other view you will need to 
select all of the points that you 
pulled inwards to make the 

teeth. Scale these 
down slightly (to 
about three-quarters of 
their original size) then 
pull this entire ring of 
dots outwards, away from 
the plane they once sat 
on, and through the 
rotational axis of the cog. 
(in relative terms, about 
half the radius of the 
circle of points that you 
have just shrunk.) Select 
'pick objects1 mode and 
redraw. There is your 
finished bevel gear! 

BUILDING THE GEARBOX 
Now that you have completed the 
guide to creating a gear system, you 
should sketch the gears for your 
buggy, as you wilt probably want to 
construct an automated model of 
your design using Imagine, Try and 
simplify your design as much as 
possible as this reduces rendering 
time. You will have to create axles 
for the cogs to run on, and you may 
even have to design a universal joint 
for the drive shaft to work with any 
suspension systems that you might 
add. You will also need a framework 
for your mechanism to work in. 

The finished gearbox, mounted in 
the buggy that we designed in last 
month's article. Note that the buggy 
is cut away to show this 

Finally you could present an 
animation of the gearbox working 
inside your buggy, showing the 
precise positioning of the drive rods 
and the framework. 

The very last (and often the most 
important) step is to present the 
whole project to your technology 
teacher and get loads of As! 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

Imagine 2 costs £199 

from; DMS ^ 0702 206165 

Telling the Time costs £14,99 

from: Rainbow 
* 0392 77369 

TELLING THE TIME-FOR 3-12 YEAR-OLDS 

Whatever happened to those speaking wrist watches? In this program, 
Bobby the Clown is ready to teach us that telling the lime Is easy. Starting 
from reading the hours off an analogue clock to converting a twenty-four 
hour digital clock to analogue, Telling the Time places great emphasis on 
visual and audio feedback to develop a high level of interest tor children. 

The program works on a cumulative basis, making sure that the 
fundamental rules are laid down before any advance is made, However it 
must be said that, at times, this can become a little tedious. 

Jetting the Time is separated into three different levels, the first only 
covering exact hours: "5 o'clock", for example. The second part covers 
fifteen-minute intervals such as "quarter past 3" or "half past 5\ Level three 
deals with five minute intervals. 

Unfortunately, single minute intervals and seconds are not covered by 
Jetting the Time, so I can imagine this product being unsuitable for most 12 
year-olds. Addition of times has also been ignored, so you wonTt find any 
questions along the lines of: * It is quarter past three, What time will it be in 
five minutes?"; 

One nice feature is the alarm clock, which is particularly likely to appeal 
to younger children. Here, Bobby the Clown tells you to set the alarm clock for 
a particular time. At 6 o'clock, for instance: ting-a-Ling... it's tea-time and he 
eats his jelly pie! 

Right: Using this facility 
it is possible to preset 

the alarm. At the set 
time, off it goes! 

Please set the 
a a»n clock to 

Left: Here is the menu screen- All of 
the options are selected via these 
we 11-presented and animated icons 

Teiiing the Time is a well-presented and 
easily-used program. However, Rainbow 
are perhaps being a little patronising in 
suggesting that it is appropriate for 3 to 
12 year-olds. It would have possible 

applications with children with learning difficulties, but really it is only suitable 
for use with children up to around 8 years of age. I also think the program 
should have tried more to address the pupil s understanding of time 
relativities, but this is budget software, and you get what you pay for! 
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Amiga for Beginners. ...£12.95 
Amiga BASIC Inside & Out £18.95 
Amiga Machine Language £14.95 
Amiga 3DGraphics in BASIC £16.95 
Amiga Intern (d) (NEW) £34.95 
Amiga C for Beginners .£16.95 
Mastering Amiga 
Workbench (NEW) £19.95 
Amig DOS Inside & Out (d) £19.95 
Best Amiga Tricks & Tips (d) £24.95 
Amiga Printers Inside & Out (d) £29.95 
Making Music on the Amiga (d)..£29.95 
Amiga Desktop Video Power (d) £24.95 
Using Arexx on the Amiga (d) ,,..£29.95 
Screenplay 2 „. .....£9.95 
The AmigaDOS Manual 3rd 
Edition £21.95 
Kids & The Amiga 2nd Edition ,..£15.95 
Amiga Graphics Inside & Out £29.95 
Amiga Desktop Video 
2nd Edition . £18.95 
Mastering Amiga Workbench £19 95 
Amiga ROM Kernal: Includes £32.95 
Amiga Made Easy , £12.95 
Little Red Workbench 1.3 Book..£14.95 
intuition Practical Guide ,..,.£16.95 
Official Amiga Vision Handbook £20.95 

Amiga Microsoft BASIC Prog. Guide E 10.00 
AmigaDOS Ref Guide 2nd Ed (WB 1.2) .,.£5,00 
Amiga Hardware Ref. Manual 2nd Ed ....£10.00 

Mastering Amiga Beginners .£19,95 
Mastering AmigaDOS 2 Vol 1 (d)£21.95 
Mastering AmigaDOS 2 Vof 2 ..,.£19.95 
Mastering Amiga C (d) £19.95 
Mastering Amiga Printers (d) £19.95 
Mastering Amiga System (d) £29.95 
Amiga ROM Kernal: Libraries ..,.£32.95 
Amiga ROM Kernal: Devices £24,95 
Amiga Hardware Ref. Manual,,.,£24.95 
Amiga Interface Style Guide £18.95 
Mapping the Amiga £19.95 
Amiga DOS: Dabhand Guide...,£ 14.95 
Amiga BASIC; Dabhand Guide ..£15,95 
Get the Most From Your Amiga-.£9.95 
2 companion disks for above ,.,,...£4.00 
Mastering Amiga 
Assembler .(NEW) £24.95 
Becoming an Amiga Artist.,,. £16.95 
Using Delux Paint 2nd Edition..,.£18.95 
Amiga Game Makers Manual £16,95 
Amiga BASIC: Dabhand Guide.,£15.95 
Little Blue Workbench 2 Book ....£14.95 
Prog ram Desig n Tech ni ques £16,95 
Commercial Games Prog. 
Guide £11,95 
Amiga World AmigaDOS 2 
Companion, ..£22,95 

Prices include 
idcl 25%. Ac 

Amiga Desktop Video (Compute!) ...£1 
Amiga Programmer's Guide £10.00 | 
ROM Kernal Includes 2nd Ed £15,00 

postage in U.K. Europe add £1 per hoot 
:ess & Visa cards accepted. Tel/Fax 070 

Orders payable to DTBS. Descriptive catalogue availa 
normally processed within 24 hours. 

Airmail outside Euri 
15028. Cheques/Pc; 
on request. Ord 

SPECIAL OFFER TO AMIGA SHOPPER READERS: 
i discount on orders over £35; You MVS'I' quote Dept AS01 to claim discou 

Orders normally processed on day of receipt. Price match - We will match any 
lower prices offered in this issue. 

DTBS 
(Dept AS01), 18 Norwich Avenue, Rochdale, Lanes OL11 5JZ 

EW SHOWROOM now open - 4X3 Manchester Road, Rochdale OL11 3? 

H LHMC 

1 -9 disks ©Op, 10+ disks 80p, add &0p for P$P per order. Large selection of Amiga PD 
(approximately 2000 disks) including: Games, Graphics and Animation, Utilities, Music, Demos, 

Fred Fish Disks 1-740, T-Bag Disks 1-64. Below is a small selection of titles available. 
CVHES 
* W7    PHcnun 97 [P\ 
HW1 

{PI 
[PJ Qulk & Sllva iplatiorm} 

110B Pete s Quut (plalform) (P] 
1107 Blackjack Lab (pontoon) [P) 
1t10 Airmania [PJ 
1125 Amos Fruit MadiliM 2 {PJ 
1133 Property-Market V1.1 |P] 
1135 Escape (P) 
11 *9 Mental Images Games 2* [PJ 
11 SO Super Pat-Man 02* 
11 SI Othello ft Card Sha rp (P) 
11S7 Total War jRisk) (PJ 
11<W Pin ball Dream (demo) (P| 
1163 Battle Cars 2* |P) 
tttif Amoa Cricket tP) 

\MHAIH % 
Walker 1« (animation) (PJ 
Porky Pig* (animation] \p\ 
Aliens Islldeshow] 
Girls of Sport (slldethow) 
Four Stroke Engine* fanlm> (PJ 
terminator 3* (anlm) 
The Art of T Rlchter (2D) (P) 

2206   Unsporting (E.S. anlm) (2Mb) (PJ 
2212  Allen Breed* fanim) 

Planet side* {anlm) |PJ 
Pedis of the Deep* (2D) 
RDF Shuttle Slide show 1 (P) e 
Back hum the Beach* (P) 6 

(P) = 500+ and ABOO campatibleT * - 1MI ton at Odvsaev i 

CManual V2.0 (4D) (P) 
Pdom Clip It 1.5 (Clip Art] (P) 
NorthC VI .3 (2D) (P| 
DBase II V5.32 (P) 
Electric Cad VI.2 (P) 
MED V3.21 [Music Editor} (P| 
Amihaee Pro II V1,2 (P) 
PC Task VI .04 f demo] (P) 
BootX V4.5O/V5-01 (P> 
Sound Tracker 2.6 [P] 

HI SK AND §€UNt 
5001   Flash (Queen hit) (2D) (P) 

Lumberjack Song (2D) 
Gorilla Sketch (2D) (P) 
Madonna (Spanky) (P) 
Pure Metal 
The Xmas Song (2D) (PJ 
Van Halen (Eruption) (P) 
Christmas Music (P) 
Nightbreed Music 10 (P| 

4007 
4107 
4108 
4100 
4117 
4110 
4124 
4120 
4135 
4136 

5002 
5004 
5005 
5017 
5O40 
5072 
5093 
I I Hi s 

0074 
6075 
SO70 

|2D> 

2001 
2066 
2166 
2164 
2196 
2137 
2199 

2213 
2217 
2231 

10 E4.75 10 £6.00 
50        £21.00 50 C26.00 
100       £39.00 100 £52.00 
200 £72.50 
500    £ 160.00 H igh density blank disks also available (D5/H D) 
Catalogue disk only 60p or send S.A.E. for list of titles. All orders ef PD sent same day by first 
class post. Overseas, Europe odd 2Sp per disk. ROW odd 50p per disk. ROW add SOp per disk. 

Cheques/postal orders made payable to South Lines PD, 
South Lines PD, Dept AS, 10 Linden Rise, Bourne, 

Lines, PE10 9TD. Tel 0778 393470 

£P1 Indianapolis 500 (game demo) (P[ 
Thames TV Demo (P) 
Virtual Worlds Demo 
Alpha Omega (P) 
Can Do (demo) (P) 
Odyssey (5D] (P) 
Voyage <P) 
Cat Computer Club Demo (PJ 
GoJdflre Megademo (PJ 

2 Disks, (3D) - 3 Disks etc ■title. 
I I \M  ■ IMA I.V I SI 1 

I 100% All blank disks 3 
certified a 
Prices include labels, VAT 

AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE 
Crazy Joes's, Dept. AS1, 

145 Effingham Street, 
Rotherham, S. Yorkshire S651BL 

This is just a small selection of the 
Amiga P.D. we have available. 
Details of the whole library may be 
found on the catalogue disk 

CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
(0709) 829286 

FAX YOUR ORDER ON 
(0709)838068 

DISK PRICES {per disk) 
1 - 9 disks,,..£1.25 each 
10 or more...99p each 
Catalogue Disk 99p 

Fish Disk Catalogue 99p 

POSTAGE 
Price includes postage in UK 
Europe (inc. Eire) add £2.50 

Rest of World add £4.00 
Overseas orders sent Air Mail 
PAYMENT IN STERLING PLEASEf 

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS 
(2) = Number of disks in set 

(2D) = 2 drives 
(NP) = NOTA500 Plus or A600 

WE BUY AND SELL NEW & 
USED CONSOLE GAMES - 
Stamped addressed envelope 
for details! 

GAMES 
2011 Twintris 
2013 Zeus 
2015 Yelp! 
2016 Downhill Challenge 
201S WiZ2y's Quest 
2050 Insiders Club 
2155 Ghostship 
2167 Uamatron 
2177 Nicklaus Data Disk 2 - Linford 
2178 Sky Flyer 
2133 Revenge of Mutant CameJs 
2134 Tomcat 
2185 Quik & Silva 
2188 Card Sharp 
2192 Storyland2 
2196 Assassins Games 14 (NP) 
2198 21 Games 
2222 Challenger (NP) 
2223 Landm ine / Su b Attack 
2226 Mine Clearer / Scud Buster 
2227 Bounce & Blast 
2228 Question Tort 
2235 Beast 
2236 Escape 
2241 Super Skoda Challenge 
2243 E-Type 
2244 Survivor 
2249 SIC 
2251 Orb-it /Vingtetun 
2252 Smash TV Rip-Off (NP) 
2253 Contact Number 1 (NP) 
2255 Kingdom at War 
2270 Cybernetix (NP) 
2273 Bfob 
2274 Billy the Dragon 
2275 Serene 3: Final Battle 
2277 Pest 
2293 Mr Brick 
2294 Magnatron (NP) 
2295 Rush Hour 
2296 Pork A Pig 
2297 Nebula: Wars of Uropa 
2298 Super Pacman '92 
2299 Ouch! 
2300 Excaiibur (NP) 
2301 Property Market (NP) 
2302 No Mans Land 
2303 Operation Desert Storm 
2304 Project 1 
2305 Master of the Town (NP) 
2306 Destination Moon 
2307 Nadroj 
2310 Go Looly! 

■o 
d_ 

E 

USEFUL SOFTWARE 
442 DPaint Fonts Disks (4) 
632 MSH (MessyDOS) 
642 C Manual 
901 The Comms Disk 

1022 AMOS Update 1.34 
1095 Database Workshop (2) 
1097 DPaint / PSetter Clip Art (2) 
1117 Geneaology 
1451 ElectroCAD 
1545 SpectraPaint V3.0 
1550 FlexiBase V2,Q 
1569 Language Tutor 
1606 Database Master 2.0 
1878 Textplus Shareware WP 
1880 DCopy & Utilities 
1893 DICE V2,06A 
1896 Desk Bench (3) 
1906 PageSetter Clip Art (8) 
1914 Slideshow Construction Kit 
1951 King James Bible (4) 
1987 Quickbench 
2012 Draw Map V2.3D 
2174 Anti-Virus V3.14 
2180 TextEngtneVaO 
2181 Amiga Fox DTP 
2182 Window Bench (NP) 
2186 Perm Check 
2189 Print Studio V1.25 
2190 Picture Converters 
2195 BBase2 
2197 UniCopy V1,0 
2200 Little Bench (Plus only) 
2202 Tarot 2 (2) (NP) 
2220 Dungeon map V1.0 
2221 Arnigazer V3-0 
2224 Landscape (NP) 
2225 Budget 
2229 MEDV32 
2230 Mega Monitor V3.2 
2231 Hardware Hints Vol. 1 
2232 Hardware Hints Vol.2 
2233 Opti Comms 2 
2234 STD Code Finder 
2237 Term V1.9C (WB 2 only) 
2242 8-Colour fcons 
2247 Slideshow Creator 
2248 EdWord 
2254 AMOS Compiler Update V1.34 
2256 Race Rater V1.6 
2257 Cyclops V1.0 
2259 Magnetic Pagex V1,3 
2276 DLab 
2314 The An i mati on Constructs n Kit 

S 

Oeja Vu Licenceware £3,99 each 
(S AE. for full tist plus descriptions) 

GA=Game UT=Utility CH- OK for kids 
V004 THINGAMAJIG (CH) 
V008 WORK & PLAY (CH) 
V010 WORD FACTORY (CH) 
V013 JIGMANIA (GA) (UT) 
V014 PLAY IT SAFE (CH) 
V017 DOG-FIGHT II (GA) 
V028 BUDDBASE (UT) 
V029 BIG TOP FUN (CH) 
V042 X-STITCH (UT) 
V044 FORMULA ONE CHALLENGE (GA) 
V045 MUSIC BOX (CH) 
V047 DIRTY CASH (FRUIT MACHINE) 
V048 SPARX STOCKING 

FILLERS (GA) (CH) 
MARVIN THE MARTIAN (GA) (CH) 
MAGICAL YOUNG ARTIST (CH) 
SPRITEX V1.32 (AM)(UT) 
CTEXTV1.3 (AM) (UT) 
PREHISTORIC FUN (GA) (UT) 
RESCUE II (GA) 
POWER PLANNER / DIARY (UT) 
HOTEL MANAGER (GA) 
VIRUS BUSTER V2.2 (UT) 
MAGICAL MIX-UP (GA) 
PAINTBOX (CH) 
BATTLECARS (GA) 
MONSTER ISLAND (GA) (UT) 
AMOS DATABASE V4<0 (UT) 
VIDEO LAB V1.0 (UT) 
POWERBASE V2.1 (UT) 
MUSIC ENGINE (AM) 
POOLS PRO VT2 (UT) 
COLOURING BOOK 2 (CH) 
PICTURE HANGMAN (GA) (CH) 
GUESS WHO (GA) 
PUZZWORD (&A) 
SKYBASE 22 (GA) 

V049 
V051 
V055 
V056 
V059 
V064 
V065 
V066 
V068 
V069 
V070 
V071 
V072 
V073 
V075 
V077 
V079 
V081 
V082 
V083 
V084 
V087 
V089 
V090 
V091 
V094 
V095 
V096 
V098 
V099 
V100 
V101 
V102 
V103 
V104 
V105 
V106 

CONCERT BOX (UT) (CH) 
FUN TO LEARN CH) 
ALL SQUARE (GA) 
KIDDIES CLIP ART 2 
MAGIC WASSOCKS 2 (GA) 
POWERTEXT V1.02 (UT) 
PEG A PICTURE (CH) 
SPRITE EDITOR +II (UT) 
MORSE CODE TUTOR (UT) 
DISTANCE ESTIMATOR (UT) 
GADGE 1 (GA) 
MONEY MONITOR (UT) 
SUPER SKODA REVENGE (GA) 
ORGANISER! (UT) 



... Or flow you can reach 50,000 

fellow Amiga owners for only a fiver 

Swap your Amiga PD disks for 
mine. Over 100 disks to choose 
from, all virus free. Send your 
list to J Meachen, tvy Cottage, 
Chapel Road, Beaumont, 
Clacton, Essex CO 16 OAR 

Amiga A590 hard disk. 21Mb 
storage, 1Mb RAM. XT-IDE 
mechanism only a year old. VGC. 
Can give any help with setting 
up. Cost £320 new. Sell £160 * 
Aylesbury 0296 436784 

Bargain A500 1 Meg, £1000 
worth of software, Panasonic 
KYP1081 printer only £250 the 
lot ono.   Adam 0272 734504 

Amiga 500+ 1 Meg ROM sharer 
and 1.3 chip, GVP+8 hard drive 
52 Meg, fully populated 8 Meg 
RAM, console unit. Total cost 
£1000+ offers around £650 
invited » Thirsk 0845 577376 

A500 1Mb WB1.3 art, music 
software, games, 1081 monitor 
£375. Citizen 120D printer 
£100. Quantum 52Mb £150, 
105mb £250. 68030 33 MHZ 
£120, 68382 33mhz £100 
Steve 0604 415 206 after 7 pm , 

Amiga 3 Meg with 2nd disk 
drive and GVP HD+ series II hard 
drive plus over 70 original 
games aimed at the more 
mature user everything boxed 
and mint £750. * Pete 051 260 
0191 

CBM A1S00 105 Mb GVP series 
II HD + 4Mb RAM, internal 
modem flicker fixer, multi sync 
monitor £800 S/W inc SAS *CT 
Protext £1100 ono « Barnsley 
0266 246 177 

For Amiga 1500/2000 Amiga 
2090 hard drive and card 
"45Mb" £100 8 Meg RAM card. 
4 Meg on board £100, 1 Meg 
RAM card £45. « 0937 587 
326 after 6pm 

VIDI Amiga complete colour 
solution includes coiour splitter, 
Take Two, Photon Paint Two 
ideal for colour digitising support 
HAM £70 all in please add £5 
P&P « 061 494 2389 

GVP hard drive 105Mb + 2Mb 
RAM as new £380 KCS power 
PC board inc MSDOS V4.01 
latest version as new £130 ail 
configured and documents 
Dave 0793 783 563 

A1500 40Mb HD 4Mb RAM, 
GVP g-force accelerator, philips 
monitor data scan pro scanner, 
joysticks, dpaint4 fl grand prix 
robocops plus other software 
price is £1150 * Anthony 0633 
881 051 in the evenings 

A500 1 Mag ECS. £240 action 
replay 2 £45 14M colour tv £120 
150-i- disks of serious and 

games software £2 - £8 100s 
of different magazines since 
1990 £1 each. Ring for info on 
tr 091 482 6065 after 7pm 

A1S00, 52Mb HDD 5Mb RAM 
2,04 1,3 ROMs, 14" multiscan 
flicker fixer, all manuals and 
cables, platinum works, £1,100, ! 
* 0723 371 866 after 6pm ECS 
upgraded 

CSA MMR 33 Mhz 68030 
accelerator includes 2Mb 32 bit 
RAM 512K static RAM for 
kickstart V\2 or V1.3 storage 
£575 ono, AT bridgeboard £195 
XT bridgeboard £80 ^ 061 881 
5663 

A2000 40Mb HD system 1084 
monitor 25 mhz csa mmr board, 
full 2.0 workbench, fat agnes, 
denise and printer. Great system 
£1250 for great bargain caller 
collects with cash   0326 212 
517 

Amiga 2000 GVPii 40Mb RAM 
1Mb chip kickstart 2,04 
cm8S33 monitor three joysticks 
power hard scanner pro-page 2.1 
midi loads of games, p.d, £900 
ono o- Luke 0582 842 368 

A500+ in cdal500 case. 2Mb 
chip 25mhz accelerator 8Mb 32 
bit RAM. Software ROM switcher 
1.3 rom included 200w psu 
great enthusiasts machine cost 
£1470 want £900 ono serious 

enquiries Mike ^ 071 385 4261 

Modem miracom courier d/std 
14.4k hst with V32bis V42bis 
arq as I etc top range model 
fastest available 4 months old 
as new only £495 no offers *r 
0707 334 289 Herts 

KCS power board plus msdos 
v4.1 £130 star lc24-200 mono 
printer £150 both good as new, 
hardly used, offers welcome * 
Gary day on 061 956 1130 or 
evenings 0606 553 319 

Amiga 3000 25 mhz 
6803025mhz 68882 6 Meg 
RAM 52 Meg hard drive, mint 
condition plus philips 8833 mk II 
monitor bargain at £1100 ono 
phone Martin on 0323 23743 

Amiga 500 plus cartoon 
classics pack 1Mb monitor, disk 
drive and joystick £500 ono plus 
keyboard, trackball controller, 
disk drive and software all 
excel lent condition boxed £400 
ono * 0935 814 325 

Amiga A500 10845 monitor 
star LC24.10 printer plus extras 
Amiga upgraded to 1Mb within 
120 mile radius of York, free 
delivery cost £700 ono a 0904 
671 062 

A2000 GVP coM bo 68030 
68882 33m hz accelerator; 
105Mb hdd; flicker fixer; 4Mb 

RAM; workbench 2.04: 
Panasonic panasync monitor; 
£1750 ono1; £2000 with HP 
deskjet 500C « 0242 221 577 
work hours only. 

Amiga 500 plus 50 Meg 
expansion with clock, cover and 
mouse mat 12 months old some 
games (shadow of the beast 
deuteros) £200 w Craig 0277 
656 508 evenings 

Amiga 500 1Mb with warranty 
until 11/3/94 on site warranty 
from 12/3/93, Second drive, 
mouse, joystick, workstation, 
software, manuals, all boxed, 
superb condition. £350 * Adam 
0274 681 349 

Supra SOOix RAM expansion 
2Mb fitted (1Mb x 4 zips used) 
as new, boxed £100 gvp 32 bit 
60 nanosec 1Mb sim for 
accelerator unused £45 » Chris 
evenings Wolverhampton 0902 
730 570 

68010 Amiga accelerator boost 
the performance of your Amiga 
by up to 50% just replaces 
680000 fitting instructions 
supplied. £39.95 +£1 p+P 
contact lliya Guildford 0483 
235745 

A5O0 1Mb £220 second drive 
£35 action replay 3 £40 spirit 
SCSI interface /8Mb RAM board 
(0Mb populated) 68881 20 mhz 

co-processor £105 all discs, 
manuals, and boxes included. «■ 
0204 592 650 after 6pm 

Workbench 1.3 RAM ^unused) 
8372A 1Mb agnus (unused) £25 
each 8362 old denise chip £15 
sydec 1.5Mb RAM trapdoor 
expansion £50 = 0954 780 856 
after 7 pm 

Ray trace software real 3D beg 
as new £60 sculpt 4d £100 the 
two for £140 wiil pay delivery 
both boxed * 0469 576 487 
after 6.30 

DrT copyist dtp software 
package the best music scoring 
program for the Amiga £125 
write to Mr Robinson 5 Hove 
Road, St Anne's on Sea, Lanes 
FYS ITP ^ 0253 726 273 eves 

PERSONAL 

Exchange Amiga Regular 
contacts wanted. Please write to 
Michael Lacey, Ferns Post 
Office, Enniscorthy, Co Wexford, 
Republic of Ireland. 100% reply 

Exclusive Club for video 
producers. Video related PD 
library, gen locking/digitising 
service, quarterly disc magazine, 
commission for introducing 
friends. £10 pa, SAE leaflet to 
Video Visuals, 4 Lavender Close. 
With am. Essex 

It's only £5 to sell you? used hardware and software In Amiga Shopper 
Sell your excess hardware and software with Amiga Shopper Reader 
Adverts. Just fill in the form and send it to us along with a cheque 
(made payable to Future Publishing) or postal order for £5. But BE 
WARNED. This magazine is not a forum for selling pirate software or 
other illegal goods. Software must include all issue disks, manuals and 

a signed statement that all other copies have been destroyed. Please 
advise us if you are offered pirate or copied software by advertisers. All 
ads are accepted in good faith. The editor reserves the right to refuse 
or amend ads. We accept no responsibility for typographical errors or 
losses arising from the use of this service. 

Trade ads will not be accepted, including anyone advertising the sale of PD software. 

Name. , , 

Address (not for publication) 

Issue 21 

Postcode 

Date........ 

Tel ,  

Tick one box to 
show required 

section heading 
For sale ... J 

Wanted □ 

Personal 

Fanzines S 

Use one space for each word. Only the words in this section will be printed. Return with your 

cheque to: 
Reader Ads, 

Amiga Shopper, 

30 Monmouth 

Street, 
Bath, 

Avon BA1 2BW 

Unfortunately we cannot guarantee insertion in a particular issue. 
I have read and understood the conditions for the inclusion of my ad. 

Signature  

AMIGA SHOPPER # ISSUE 21 • JANUARY 1993 



Express Public Domain 

AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN AND SHAREWARE SOFTWARE 
UTILITIES 23. C Manuals V3 (12) (P) 46. SpKttum Emutetor/12 t. Giant utilities 3 (P) 24. North CV1.3 {2} (P) Games iP) 2. Hard Dnve Utilities 25. Protracker V2.2a fP) 47. Printer Utilities (21 (P) 3. Red Devils Utilities 7 (NP) 26. A64 Emulator V2 (2) (P) 48. Red Oevilfi Utilities 4 4. Vidw Application (2| (P) 27. Pool Forcaslw V1 49. Rippers Disk (P) 5. Video Graphics (4) (P) 23. Perm Check Plus (P) 50. Super Loch (Pi 6. Database Workshop (2) 23 TV Graphics (2) (P) 51. Rattie Copy 5 Pro 7. Opticqm 1 Ipj 30. Cyclone Copier (NP) 52. LSD CLl Utilities 1-2 (2} (PI B. Opiicgm 2.2 (P) 31. Free Copy V1.8 {P> 53. Pnnter Drivers 1 -3 [3 M 9. Opii Utilities 1.2 (P) (2) 32. Nib Conker 2 (NP) 54  Voguo Utilities (P) 10. Express Utilities 1 (P) 33. Super Duper V2.Q1 (P) 55 Kefrans Metialion Utilities 11. GerrrinatDrs Utilities (P) 34. PD Copiers 1 (P) 56. Archie-Urs Disk fp> 12. 202 utilities (P) 35. Essential Utilities 1-3 (3) 57. Donkey Hono (Gamell) (P) 13. Bnoi Utilities (2) (P) 36. Edword (Text Editor) 58. Assassins Gaines 1-30 ttO) (PS 14. Dark : -4 (4) 59   Express Catalogue Oi=.k I2wPi 15. Bid V2 <P) 38. FHemaster V2 (P> ^ ' 16. Messysid V2 (Pi 39. RSI Demaker V2 (NP) ACCESSORIES 17. VilusZ V2.23 JP) 40. Acllon Replay V1.5 (P) 3.5 disk 36p each 18. lmploderV4(P) 41. Bootx V5.11 fWB2) 3.5 TOO cap box . £8.50 19. Power Packer V3.1Mb (NP) 42. Sysinlo V2.76 <_P} Mouso Mai .£2.99 20. AstfDnqmy Pack 1 (4) fP> 43 Ffexibase V2 (Pi Dusl Cover A500 £3.99 21 Term V2.3 (2) {WB2) 44. Virus Checker V8.15 (P) Cleaning Kit £2.99 22. Amateur ft.v i r. i |fi 45. Assassins Muiti Utilities 1 (P)   

All P.O. is Bflp per disk. Buy 22* get 2 disks free and receive Iree Catalogue Disk (2). All our disks: includes 3 Games, 2 Virus Killers, Ctiarly Music Demo ar.rj complete listino ol Graphics. □ Guaranteed error freel Music, Demos. Adult. Business, Utilities. DIY, T-Bag (1-62). Fred-Feh (1 -700). □ rjorrc cte *.? ow:!?.&(?:-; 
Please add &0p to ordej from U. K.. Europe £1,00, rest of worfd £2.50 for PiP □ Vires lree!< □ 46 Hours Delwery 
EXPRESS PJM 47 MERDALE ROM), WEST KHICHTQH< LEICESTER LE2 6SD. Tel m. welcome after 7.30|MH Tel [D533) 8S7Q61 

II 

FREE PD SOFTWARE 

Amiga - PC - All Commodore 

Call (081) 346 0050 

or 

Write to P.O. Box 1309 London N3 2UT 

Independent Commodore Products Users Group 

THE NEW LIBRARY WITH NEW IDEAS 
We have inshop computers, so most programs can be viewed. 

All disks individually wrapped in self seal packets, 
AMIGA DISKS £2,00 EACH INCLUDING POSTAGE SAME DAY DESPATCH ON ALL 

ORDERS BEFORE 4PM. 
CATALOGUE DISK 5Qp FREE WITH ALL ORDERS 

BELOW IS A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR LIBRARY 
PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR NEW AND UNLISTED PROGRAMS 

Shareware may require separate payment to Author if found useful 
EDOS BUDGET RANGE COMMERCIAL GAMES FROM £4.99 

GAMES 
MISSION X RAID + 
SEA LANCE + 
TRUCKIN (2 DISKS) + 
SKYFLYER + 
STAR TREK (2 DISKS) + 
AMOS FRUIT MACHINE + 
DRAGON TILES + 
DR. WHO + 
ZEUS + 
FORMUA 1 
CHALLENGE + 

SAVE THE TREES + 
RAID IU TOTAL FIRE + 
WrOTSrTSNA_ME + 
PRO TENNIS n + 
21 AMIGA GAMES + 
AIRMAN IA + 
AIR WARRIOR + 
BALLOONACY + 
TOTAL WAR (RISK) + 
JACKS BLACKJACK + 

fflSINESS 
FORMS UNLIMITED + 
BUDGET FINANCE + 
JOURNAL + 
600 LETTERS + 
BUSINESS 
CARD MAKER + 
AMICASH -f 
TEXrPlLS Y3 + 
TEXT ENGINE V3 + 
Q BASE AND SPREAD + 
B-BASE + 
A-GRAPH + 
POWKKHASK V3.J23D + 
AMIBASE PRO II + 
IN BUSINESS (3 DISKS) + 
U-EDIT + 
BANKIN + 
QH-D. + 
AMI BASF Y3,76 + 
ANALYTICALC 
(2 DISKS) + 
LAST WILL & 
TESTAMENTS + 

LABEL MAKER + 
FILE MASTER + 
NO CLICK + 
D-COPYII + 
SID 1X0 + 
MESSY SID II + 
BOOTXV4.5 
POWER PACKER + 
FREE COPY VI,4 + 
ELECTRO CAD + 
60 FONTS 
(DPA1NT ETC.) + 
MCAD + 
ICON MAGIC + 
VECTOR Ki r + 
CASSETTE LABELER + 
HARD DRIVE UT1LS. + 

ORDER A CATALOGUE FOR 
LOTS MORE PROGRAMS 
AND SECTIONS, DEMOS 
ETC 

BUY 10 DISKS GET ONE FREE 

Please make Cheques Payable to Classic Software 

CLASSIC SOFTWARE 
71 Park Street, Cleethorpes, South Humberside DN35 7I\B 

TELEPHO™ OR FAX (0472) 359957 
Authors Please send Programs for evaluation 

ALL DISKS NOW 
ONLY 

£1.05 EACH! 

(All disks work, 
with the A1200! 

unless stated) 
'(%) = Magazine review score 

anglia PD 
(P} = Works on A500, A500 Plus and A6(M» 

Catalogue Disk(P) 
only 70p - Includes a 

superb Scenery 
<ri[Mj-;Mor! 

HOME MANAGEMENT PAC K 3 DISKS (P)        £3,15 
Cafendar, Mortgage, Spnadfreet Gamnor, Atfiage, Wbrkjrtme, 
fluafjet Chequebook, Database, Typing Tutor. Typewitef, &Dcer>; UstMdker, Hew Banking. 
CLl PART PACKS 1, 2 OR 3 EACH PACK = 5 DISKS £5.25 
3 dtftesntpKksofS disks, ail fluff oftte-v&ybest citpsn for Dfawetcm 
FONTS PACK 1 OR 2 EACH PACK* 5 DISKS    £5 25 £ different pocks of 5 disks, px* | confara,- Pubiuher fonts, 
various fonts, fonts disk % Cosmopolitan foncr. tet^e fcm {losds 
ofgfltat forts forOPaintetc.) (P) 
ANGLIA COLOUR FONTS PACK 1 OR £ (P) 5 DISKS £5.25 
5d^Moforf^/co^fontspTOC^^.^3fAn5fB There 
are Idcc^ft^-fKfcvtdxtdpatetThtyaepr^^ 
same, way as the cttisef font suppiisd wtth PPaintartd Jh? Ksra range of conrnenziai fonts/ They ire typed siravgtt in and *erfr 
y*t'ar\d TV Text. EDUCATION PACK 1 (P) 5 DISKS £5.55 
termr.. Globe, Gecbme, Don/map, E^UXxm, Clouds, Fotnmia, Anbs^ GrtrtySim, Wfestfier 'tt^neA^e' dno nyytt!(Thx ,njrii-one our 
bestsellers and s incredible wk/e ftrrnoney). 
ASTRONOMY PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4,20 
This superb pock now includes- Stor Chart, Amigaier, TctaS 
Concepts, Astronomy, GwrtyWel!. GfavSim, Orb-i. Pfciretand Tost Facts on fte solar system. PRINTER USER PACK 2 (?) (NEW) 4 DISKS £4.20 
A cornpietety newcaftecfton of pro^oms to fteip you get tfw best 
out Of your printer* fncludtt- Oakprht VOSJ f&J* WxfsX 
tACMaster (Cassette co\ers), Printfiies, JB5fiooSr Ewprint 
(Envelopes), New Pnnt (Margins - Headers Footers etc) and more. SIMULATIONS PACK(P) 5 DISKS [Not A1200} £5.25 
All the PO Simulations m one pack- Metro, King Oil, rJtfe, 
fmpotam, Sevtsnce, Trucksn, OC10, Conquest, insiders C(ubr Air Warner 
EASY BUS IN ESS PAC K (P) 5 DISKS £5,25 
All prrysrwrn wiuded ore pcwenW but easyi Includes.- Text 
Engine V3 (The nery iatest y>&dp'Ocessor), Spread Vj 
Spreadsteet), dBase (Srmple Oatabsse), BBase I (Good 
CotabaseX Sankn (Great accounts package), x-Speli (Speti 
checker), Print Studio. INTERMEDIATE BUSINESS PACK (P) 5 DISKS    £5 25 
WaeMrght (Wordprooessor including Mail Merse and Macros!), 
S-Calc (<Sood Spreadsheet), ^tase Pro 9(Stuming PD 
Database - t^vf), AmrgaspeSi (Spell Owct*X LS Label (Infinite 
label control). Messysid VZfAmiga File Management+PCFtle 
Transfer), Amiga Fox (Desktop Pt&lishins) DISK EXPERT PACK (?) 5 DISKS £5.25 If VLTJ AurK ;LI Ir-xr. mcsc nboOl fWAll^ 5« this pack! - You'li be a disk, expert m no timel includes Po^er Packer (Easyfiie compaatrl SWfartttanf CU toptajamii Tool!), icofwmma (QWige any icon in secondsX Fixdisk, Vtruschecker V5.3, D-Copy (Copies. Repairs, Formats and more), CO Tutorial (Ail you need to know) and 20$ other utilities! f! 
X" PROGRAMMERS PACK (P) 6 DISKS £6,30 
A compiete 'C language and superb instnxition rrarjual provide of! you need to team the TC language, includes North C (£ disks) 
and theCManual(4 disks) MED V3.21 MUSIC PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4.20 
.M£D * widely recogmseo as the best mus.'C p*rfc?ge. PD or 

otMwfse" Thts pack contains V3.$S, the latest werafofl compile 
with toads of digital samples, adrskfull of MED music scores and 
son^gi^MEDmusKtokiodandpiayi Ltsten to wtetyow machine is capable ofl 
500+ CLASSIC GAMES PACK (P) 5 DISKS £5.25 
An incredible collection of superb commercial quality arcade 
games! Hours of fun for both kids and adults. Includes. Defender, 
Galaxims, Scramble, Missile Command, Pac-Aian, Bi-PSones, Dripl, 
Space (evaders. Asteroids, Breakout. Terns f morei CARD + BOARD GAMES 2 (P) 4 DISKS £4.20 
Anrtncr outstanding coftectkxr! 33 very good fhrnking' Games'- Oiess W, Backgammon, Wackbox, Towers, Pipe, Zerg, Maze, 
Cormect4, Dcmmoes, Draughts, Othello, Go Moku, Dragon Ttles, 
Klondike, Canfield, Mastermind, Wordsearch, Hangman, Pontoon 
and rn&ty more. PUZZLES PACK 3 (P) 3 DISKS £3.15 6 brand new graphical puzzle games, all brilliantly done, guaranteed to keep you playing!: Ashido,Flog Catcher, Sothellp, Quadrix, Paragon, Tectwobari PC EMULATOR PACK (P) (NEWl) 3 DISKS £3.15 Includes the incredible PCTask COA Emulator and two disks M of PC TUnfi'c Dornain Software. C MANUAL V3 PACK (?) (NEW!) 5 DISKS £5.25 The Amiga C Encyclopedia consists of six manuals with more than 40 chapters, US fulty aearfsnWe etamptfs. utilities and otter goodies. It all adds up to a complete work on how to program m Con the Amiga. Expands onto IS disks! C MANUAL V3 DE-CRUNCHED! (P) .,12 DISKS £12.60 RD DISK PACK 2 (P) ,1.3 DISKS £3.15 Geat ctflecxn offte latest hard cksi uttiMS KickyteWd&isnmi rraterj Pkmder (directory &X a bm±f> (superb!), syxrtod (passyM/rj protect erery drive, mouse andkeytoif^l), disk optmztf, copier, ms hHerand morel 
SHOOT EM UP PACK (?) 5 DISKS . £5.25 The finest blasting games in PO Includes.- Golaga 99. xevenge. •   >   ■   ■ Tom Cat, Moonbase and Hellzone SINGLE DISKS AT ONLY £1.051 
BUSINESS 
B321 (?) (65%) Amgafbx (English Desk Top Publishing) 
93S20 (95%) 600 Business tetters (Superb! - Steady to use) 
&330 (?) (60%) Amicash (S\jperb new bank account manager) 
B331 (P) (95%) QED (Very goodwordpmcessor for begmners) 
ms (?) (90%) u-Edit V3.QA (iatest and greatest word pro) 
B333 (P)($S%)Arratase ftcfoSttfHl S (Now PO> - Super.^31^1 
B335 (P) (99%) Forms unlimited'( Design invoices etc, quickty) 
S339 (P)A-Graph (Produce 8ar + Dne Graphs ossiryt) 
832? (?) (36%) Text Engine   4 (great looking wotdprocesscr) 
B340 00(85%) BBase ft VS 5. Latest Database now includes 

better printouts and mailing labels! 
8349 (P) (hlewf) Woidpower (Great spell checker with 

crossword and anagram sohing tool) 
8344 (P)(NEWTte Money Program (Veryntce accounts package) 
B34-5 (P) (NEW) Amigadex (easy to use card (He address bod) UTILITIES 
0414 (?) (70%) CV Tutorial (learn aH about it) 
U43? (?) (95%) DCopy WfNow an ew better disk copier!) 
U4 78 (P) Typing Tutor (New* Great features) 
U495 (97%) YiVKhecher V6,15 (P)(The latest -for the plus toot) 
U496 (P) (95%) flnessystd V? (Heads and writes PC disks) 
U497(P) (95%) ASM* Utilities (For the A500+ only!) 

U4004 (?) (N£W) Poors Predictor (Ifs POCkT 199i> season) 
U4007 (P) (93%) Disk Optimiser (Fast disks, DHQ. Too!) 
1)4009 (P) Amiga Tutorial (A beginners manual on disk, superb!) 
U4013 (?) (New!) Clips! (100% Ml of structured clip art for 

Pasestieam, Pro Page etcf) 
IW22 (?) Opticomms £ (includes ncomm W) 
U40S3 (P) (NEW) Main Event (Set your amiga to perform many 

tasks by itself, at any time!) 
04024 (P) A64 BmMor (2 dtsks - C64 Emulator) 
04095 (P) (94%) PCoAmiga (Transfer files and much more - 

superb) 
04096 (P) Supethllers2(ASI the best wus fullers on one disk) 
04027 (P) (P4EV0 Inscnpt (The trnest video titler yet seen - 

mcredibre features ■ very professional) 
GAMES 
G6019 (P)A500t Games (2! Games for the Plus!) 
G6027 (?) (91%) bottom. Superb ultima type adsenVjre - great 

graphics ■ hordes of meters! (NEW) 
G60J5 (?) (NEW) Kbktrts (Superb Columns'game!) 
(56036 (?) (NEW) (99%)Tota! WordPerfect W5ion of The Risk 

board game) 
G6039 (?) (NEW) Last Refuge (A shoot-em-up by fed 

fisNitf) 
(3604O (?) (NEW) Fte^utiori (Puzzle game - also 9 player 

tanks!) 
(36041 (?) (NEW) Octotheilo (8 sided otheliof plays a 

rneanstame) 
G6042 (?) (NEW) Super Pieman 92 (Easily commercial 

standard*) 
G6043 (?) Sladysck ( Casino pontoon, loads of options) 
G0644 (?) (SIX) Amos Bingo (Print the numbers'- Amiga calls) 
(36045 (?) (38%) Amos Cricket (The best PO cricket game) 
06046 (P)Amos fruit Machine II (More features than ever!) 
G6047 (?) Or Mario (The classrc console game) 
CHILDRENS 
CTI2 (?) Colour Pad (New colouring book for youngsters) 
CTI4 (94%) Storyfand H (Brillianthds game) 
C719 (P) (37%) Total Concepts (2 Disks) (Astronomy & 

Dinosaur Education Pack - Goodt) 
C7S0 (P) Colour the alphabet (Great education tor early 

learners 4ys+) 
C794 (?) (95%) Ooody (tike Mario Bros and -very good -NEW!) 
C725 (?) (91 %)AV+ Mrs. (Platform adventure for Tyrsi - it's 

got everylfiing!! 
C7S!6 (P) (83%) GCSE Maths (Great revision disk) 
C727 (?) (100%) Top Secret (Reviewed as the best p<atform 

game ever!!) 
C798 (P) (100%!) Maths Reflex, (practice basic arithmetic ages 

5 to adult) 
C729 (P) (NEW) Counting fun (For age 4+. Excellent simple 

aritttnretic practice) 
C730 (P) Wuzys Quest (Wizard. Damse! + Monsters, great game!) 
C?31 (P) (NEW) Wily in the Castle (Professorial platform game) 
C7X (P) (NEW) Fractions (Excellent fractions tutor!) 

Simply phone your enter through or send a cheque/postal order. Please add 60p to cover post and packing. 

DESKTOP VIDEO PACK 2 (?) (100%) 4 DISKS £4,20 
Probably our best pack yef Provides everything to start you off in 
video. S Movie fer Smocth scrofling titles using ar.y font a' dry size-. 
Showiz for slideshcws with loads of wipes and ftdte A-Graph for 
business videos.- Snadow Maker to add shaotkvs and sftxath any font: 
video liprmn. Video fools Video Tests.- Loads of fonts and more* 
DESKTOP VIDEO PACK 2 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL'!! (P) £2.99 
A 50 page instruction manual for DTVpack 2. Professionalfypnntedl contains instructions foratithe programs in the pack and 9 section 
on fontsandhowto use Jfiem' Aiso includes a sufxzbsuided 
tutorial that takes you through the major programs step by step, 
letting you create ydur own titles as you30! Designed for beginners 
and expenenced users, tnis;.nw^w/i'nT^d^(^^^e«)^ 
FISH DISKS IN STOCK 

350-750 
ONLY £1.05 EACH! 

DEJA VU 
"I-LATESTM 

£3.WEAt;HJ 
HIGH QUALITY HARDWARE 
8mm High Quality Mouse Pad £2,99 
Amrga S0O750O+ Dust Cover £3.99 
McfiitOf/TV Dust Cover £4.99 
3.5" Disk Drrve Cleaning Kit £2.99 
2 Piece Printer Stand (Paper under) £5.60 
ANGLIA PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY 
fDepi ASH), 1 la Rgrn ogh 'toad, re uslov/e. Suffolk IP11 7HU 

PHONE 

0394 International! orders but 
post £ packing, 

CCD ernaTicmaii 
>rs welcome ARCHIT 
srsfs CREDIT Qs 

283 
494 
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SOFTWARE 

WordHnder-Ptus has a great-looking 
interface, and a large dictionary 
containing most common words. 
However, it's a shame it's a bit slow 

An interesting collection 
of disks has arrived this 
month P so without 
further ado let's get 

down to checking out the best in 
freely-distributable and licenseware 
software for the Amiga. 

WORDFINDER-PLUS 
Virus Free PD 
WordHnder-Ptus is a license ware 
{£4*50) program written by Glenn 
Butler, and is designed to help you 
solve crosswords* It 
comes on two disks, wmm— 
the first containing 
the program itself 
plus documentation, 
the second 
containing the 
dictionary. As 
supplied, there are 
fortysomethtng 
thousand words in 
the dictionary; 
running from fl oppy,  
the dictionary can be 
expanded to around 100,000 words, 
and even more than that if the files 
are copied to a hard disk. 

The program is exceptionally 
easy to use - the interface is 
attractive and clear. It takes the form 
of a panel of buttons, with tiny red 
indicator 'lamps' to show which have 
been selected. Three windows on the 

left of the screen show user input, 
words which have been found and 
any status reports; how far the 
search has progressed and so on. 
There is comprehensive help 
available, either via the help button 
or by pressing the Help key followed 
by one of the on-screen buttons. 

The program will search for 
words with missing lettersr will find 
anagrams and will find words within 
longer words or phrases (you know, 
"make as many words from the 
phrase Amiga Shopper is great' as 
you can*). Output can be to screen 
or printer, and a bar graph at the 
bottom of the display shows how 
much of each search has been 

performed. The 

"WordFmder-Plus 

will no doubt be a 

great boon to any 

crossword 

enthusiast." 

program happily 
multitasksT with 
Amiga-A bringing 
the program back 
to the front again- 
Unfortunatelyt 
though, I couldn't 
make it multitask 
while it was 
actually performing 
a search - which is 

  a pity, since this 
process can take 

some considerable time and it would 
be nice to be abie to get on with 
something else while the program 
chugs away in the background. 

In fact, my only real complaint 
with the program is the lack of 
speed. It just isn't fast enough* For 
instance, when trying to solve words 
with missing letters, entering the 

RATING THE PROGRAMS 

Just to be awkward, I rate the software that I review in two different ways, 
depending on what it is. Disk magazines, collections of clip art and the 
like are given a 'value for money' rating, since you're essentially paying for 
one thing, or group of things, on the disk. 

Single programs which appear En a collection of others, or programs 
which I've downloaded from bulletin boards, are given a ' program rating', 
which reflects how good I think they are, taking into account usability, 
bug-proof mess, my own particular (or should that be peculiar?) tastes and 
so on. Both ratings are out of a maximum possible 10. 

Ian Wrigley samples the latest 

disks from the thriving public 

domain. This month the programs 

include a budget database, a 

selection of classical music, and a 

history of the Second World War 

BEGINNERS 

PD is a general 
term which many people 
incorrectly use to refer to all freely- 
distributable software. In fact, PD 
(which stands for Public Domain) 
software is only one branch of this 
area; the other main one is 
shareware. 

Essentially, PD software may 
lie copied and used by anyone, 
although some authors place 
restrictions such as not allowing a 
PD library to charge more than a 
certain amount for the disk. 

Shareware, on the other hand, 
should be treated more like 
commercial software. Although 
you are allowed to copy and pass 
around shareware programs, if you 
like one then you shouid pay the 
requested fee to the author - it's 
normally around £15 or less, and 
often entitles you to an upgraded 
version or a printed manual. Paying 
your shareware fees encourages 
software authors to write more 
programs - and if they don't, the 
Amiga scene will be a poorer 
place. Don't think that you're 
paying money for nothing, either - 
often hundreds or even thousands 
of hours of work have gone into 
creating a program, and It's only 
right that the programmer receives 
some reward tor his or her work. 

The third branch of software 
that we cover here Is called 

license ware. 
This is a form of 

shareware which is licensed to one 
(or more) PD libraries. In essence, 
when you buy a licenseware 
program you are buying shareware 
and paying the license fee at the 
same time. For this reason, you 
shouid treat any licenseware that 
you buy exactly as you would treat 
a piece of full-price commercial 
software - don't pass it around to 
your Mends, You've only bought 
the right to use it yourself. 

Can I pass Qttwr people copies? 

Yes - that's the way that PD 
reaches a wider audience. Just 
make sure that you have followed 
the author's requirements for 
distribution. These are normally 
things like not charging more than 
a certain amount for the disk, or 
that you make sure that all the 
original documentation Is Included 
on the disk. 

You can also pass on 
shareware - but not any registered 
copies of programs. If, when you 
pay your shareware fee, the author 
sends you an improved version of 
the program, then be careful not to 
give that out. Only pass on 
unregistered shareware. 

You should not, of course, pass 
on licenseware - ft should be 
treated In the same way as 
registered shareware. 
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[F Q  RHS       DESIGN       P ft O 0 K A H | 
A sfnple Ppeai'art for designing and pjpifttin« any shape 01* size of Forn. 

It uses th» nos*nal Anisr-a Menu Systert to access Ml Ftinc tionB o*»>  in sohB cas«s(   The Function K»VI theMotives as wel1  as the Esc Kay. 
Pressing will  *]h« you to        t froh the Pi'o^an.    All  unsaved data will be lost it you exit uj tftout sAviner to disc first. 
Tbfff* is a Pap*»efei>£ Function, set up unrter Printer, which will allow you to configure this program for use with any Printer or Hard DiSO-, 
Have Fun **• Howard M<?** 

CgoAg__THE FILE "Drg ; F U ec/hg) p ■ fpu" f 

Forms fteaffy Unlimited is intended to help design printed forms. The 
Instruction screen looks good - but the program Itself is rather dire 

tetters 'HEL*T should produce held, 
hell, helm and help - and, indeed, 
that's what the program comes up 
with. However, rather than the 
fraction of a second that this should 
take (after all, there are only 26 
possibilities to check) the process 
actually takes a good 30 seconds. 
On the other hand, any search for 

"The program is 

exceptionally easy 

to use - the interface 

is attractive and 

clean" 

words with missing letters seems to 
take about this amount of time. 

All in allT WordFinder-Pius is a 
great little program, and will no doubt 
be a great boon to any crossword 
enthusiasts. The 40,000-plus word 
dictionary supplied is large enough to 
contain most common words, and 
you can add to it if you find any 
omissions. If it would multitask 
properly (that is, continue to search 
in the background), and if the 
searching algorithms were optimised 
so that they worked more efficiently 
and a little faster, then 
WordFinder-Pfus would be pretty 
close to being worth the full 
10/10. As it is, I'll give ft.. 

Value for money 8/10 

WARBOOK 
Asgard Software 
WarBoofi was created by Eddy 
Morrison from Asgard Software, and 
Is a freeware multimedia application 
charting the history of Woiid War 
Two. Created using Gold Disk's 
Hyperbook, it covers the main events 
of the Second World War, including 
text tiles, maps and pictures. 

The text is presented in a simple 
text reader which anyone familiar 
with something like More or 
MuchMore will have no difficulty in 
using. Pictures and maps are 
displayed at (normally) full screen 
size, with a click of the mouse button 
returning you to the main screen. 

The text itself is well-written and 
informative. For instance, the Afrika 
Korps section contains a paragraph 
of introduction, followed by a 
chronological diary of the events in 
North Africa. Maps and pictures 
have, for the main part, been 
digitised from printed material, so 
sometimes the quality isn't perfect. 
They are perfectly adequate, though, 
given that if youre studying the war 
this isn't likely to be your sole 
reference. A few of the images have 

been created on computer and 
these, of course, benefit from being 
much clearer. 

My main complaint is that the 
whole thing isn't linked together too 
well. Although there are pages of the 
Hyperbook which chronicle the war 
year by year, many of the pages are 
on specific subjects such as 'Assault 
on Japan', or Divided Europe'. I 
would have preferred to see the core 
of the book being the chronological 
pages, which in turn linked to other 
relevant sections. For instance, if the 
1941 page mentioned U-boat 
attacks, then an icon could 
automatically take you to the U-boat 
page. Instead I found myself ferreting 
around to find the information. 

That said, this is an interesting 
product and one which will, I'm sure, 
get better and better in future 
revisions. It can be obtained directly 
from Asgard Software, 20 Langdale 
Drive, Flanshaw, Wakefield WF2 9EW 
for£1.10-this price includes 
postage and packing. 

Program rating 7/10 

FORMS REALLY 
UNLIMITED 
PD Soft disk V782 
It's a strange program, this. Howard 
Meek obviously saw the need for a 
program to allow users to easily 
create forms which could then be 
printed out as required. So why did 
he write Forms Realty Unlimited? 
This really is a program which fails to 
live up to its creator's aims. 

True, it allows you to draw boxes 
and lines, and to justify text - but 
only with some considerable hassle. 
For instance, the line tool will only 
draw horizontal and vertical lines. So 
why will" it allow you to attempt to 
draw diagonal lines, ana only 
complain when you release the 
mouse button? And why is there no 
way to undo a box or line if you've 
made a mistake? And how come the 
help file talks about "special comer 

characters" but gives no further clue 
as to what they are and how to 
generate them? And... 

You get the idea. The concept 
behind Forms Realty Unlimited is a 
good one, but unfortunately the 
implementation leaves a great deal 
to be desired. Oh well, perhaps the 
next version will be different... 

Program rating....... .3/10 

8 

THE NUTCRACKER SUITE 
Desktop Music Workshop 
A couple of times in the past IVe 
mentioned programs from The 
Desktop Music Workshop: Rob 
Baxter's Harpsichord Recital is a 
case in point. Now Hugh Gammon, 

who does the coding for the DMW 
has released a disk of his own: 
Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker Suite. As 
with the other DMW disks, no 
sampled instruments are used - 
instead, all the sounds are created 
from scratch. And although I've had 
occasion to complain in the past that 
some of the sounds created in this 
way can sound just a little too 
electronic, this latest disk does 
generally tend to avoid those 
criticisms by using sounds 
appropriate to the pieces, 

Hugh has written to tell me that 
he took note of my complaints about 
previous disks, and that you can now 
read the text file about the music at 
the same time as it is playing - and 
an interesting and entertaining file it 
is. It was created by Rob Baxter 
(these things really are a 
collaborative effort), and not only 
gives the story of the Nutcracker, but 
also some details of the individual 
pieces. This is useful since those of 
us not totally at home with classical 
music wouldn't know, for instance, 
that the correct name for The Dance 
of the Sugar-Plum Fairy is Fee Dragee 
- and that's how it's labelled on the 
intro page. Or, indeed, that 
Everyone 's a Fruit and Nut Case is 
not the correct title - rather, it is The 
Dance of the Mir I Hons. 

The music can be pfayed either 
as one continuous piece or by 
selecting which of the eight sections 
you want to hear. Each section takes 
ages to load -there's a lot of 

continued OR page 151 

The Nutcracker Suite Is another classical offering from The Desktop Music 
Workshop - this time Tchaikovsky is given the electronic treatment 

Above: The 
Second World 
War WarBook, 
from Asgard 
Software, was 
created using 
Gold Disk s 
Hyperbook 
Right; Text entries In the 
WarBook are well written 
and informative (even if 
the grammar isn't perfect!) 

r m or.r.iiM mltuw JHKt r«f«l*tv«l * arudoliw Jmr irvg r*inr operations *V*H  frOH t 

■nd tn» t*o*n 
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Software 

Expressions 

SEASONAL GREETINGS TO ALL YOU 

PUBLIC DOMAINIACS!! 

+ = Plus/A600 Compatible 

UTILITIES 
+-U001 ...A-Gene {1 meg) Trace your ancestors 
+UQ06 ...Amigazer For those astrologists 
+U015 ...Bank N Accounting Disk 
+U016 ....fiiorhythms (1 meg) , Chart your feelings 

U017 ....Business pack (3 disks) D/base, s/sheeL w/p 
UG24 ....Catalogue Maker [2 disks) Good; be patient! 

+U033.... Education 1 , Learn German 
+U035 ....Education 3 . Weather 
+U036....Education 4 Evolution 
+11040 Fonts (4 Disks) Loads of fonts tor D-Paint 

U043 ...Intromaker As it sounds. Good 
U049 „,.Mandlebrot Explorer Excellent piccies 

-3-UQ52 ...Business Card Maker....... Simple, but useful 
U061 ....Games Music Creator Fav. composition writer 
UQG2 . ..House Samples 2 More acidic sounds 
UQ63 ....House Samples 3 Even more acidic sounds 
UG75 ....Star Trekker S channels, sampler. Superb 

+-U084 ....Wordwright For all you dizlecksicks! 
+UG89 ....Journal Very good account handler 
+U092 ....Cartoon Brushes Lots of famous characters 
+UQ98 ....Database Master .Comprehensive AMOS database 

U101 .. . C64 Emulator Take your Amiga back to basics 
U104 ....Golf Recorder (1 meg)... ....Excellent disk with pictures 
U106 ....Med v3.11 Latest sequencer version 
U113....Spectrum Emulator ..Replay the crappy games 

+-U117 ...NComm Easy To-Use Modem Utility 
+-U118 ....Amiga Fox D.T.P. Package 

U120....ST Emulator Emulate Atari programs 
+U123 ....IQ Tester How thick are you? 
+U124 ....Chess Tutor.... .The quest to become a Grand Master 
+U128 . . Viz Clip Art Roger Mony in D Paint 
+U130....label designer.... Various label printers 
+U134,...Ami Cash Best accounts package around 
+U137 ....600 Business letters Pre-written letters to print 
+-U140 ... Text Engine High quality word-processor 

U141 ....New Superkillers Over 100 viruses recognized to kill 
+U142 ....Super Fonts More fonts tor printing 
+U143 ....Scene Generator.... Graphics Enhancer 
+U144....Sound Tracker Samples (4 disks} Excellent sounds, 

particularly drumbeats 
U145   Land build 3.2 Create more stunning pictures. Good 

+U146 ....Edword Excellent text editor 
+U147 ....Mobed LI Moveable object editor 
+U149 ....The Main Event File event editor 

U150 ....Languages Spanish, German, Italian + French dictionary 
+U151. 1 mploder v4.0  File compresser 
+U152-.PC Task... Emulates IBM + PG programs 
+U153.„.RIe-a-rax As it sounds 
+U154 ....QED Beginners word processor 
+U155.. Anti-Virus 6 04 Excellent Virus-killer 
+U160 ....Deluxe Paint Tutor Highly recommended 
+U161 .. .Electronic Cad Circuit Electrocad Update. Good 
+U162 ....Complete Bible (4 disks) Bible on disk! 

U163 ....Fish 543 Audioscope, Pictsave etc 
+U164 World Data Bank.... Plots world maps. Excellent! 
+U165 ....A-Graph Graph-plotting disk 

U166.., Jhe Activator Banner, Alert and Graphic Hacks 

+U170 .. .BBase User-friendly database 
+U171 ....Understanding Amos Tutorial of language 

U172 ....Star LC10 Fonts Specifically for this printer 
+U173....Pools Tools Aid and Abett Football coupons 
+U175 ....Text Plus V4.0 Best wordprocessor version yet! 
+U176 ....Super Duper Very fast disk copier 

DEMOS 

+DD15 ....Agatron Star Wars (1 meg/2 disks) Captivating graphics 
+D016 ....Acid Music Some wicked museec & grapheecs! 
+0020 ....Bowie Demo David Bowie of old 

D023 . ..Bass MegademoElectritying graphics & pulsating beat. Get it! 
4DG58 „..Enterprise Leaving Dock Famous animation 

D060 ....Elvira The sexy lady endows herself! 
D061 ....Elvira Activities . Now move her body! 

+-D075 ....Girls of Sport Pretty shois of talented girls 
+-D099 ...Jesus loves Aciid Mindblowing music and graphics 
+D114 . Mike Tyson anim Well compiled 

D146 ....Red Sector megademo (2 disks) RSI's classic 
+D14B ....The Run (1 meg) T. Richter's car-chase animation. Good 
+D162 ....Stealthy Manoeuvres (1 meg} Excellent demo 
+D166....Star Trek Animations Anims. of USS Enterprise 
+D177..-StarTrek Animations..Agatron no, 17. More like above. Good 
+D225 ....Reincarnation of Sot Pepper {2 disks. 1 meg).Beatles classic 

D226.... Virtual World Best demo of year?! 
+D251 ....Debbie Harry {2 disks} Sideshow Blondie 
+D253 . ..WWF Wrestlers Hogan & more 

D254 ....Ray of Hope Acidic Oemo 
+D26Q ....Earth's Sorrows Good music and graphics 
+D270....Shuttlecock Anim Amusing Schwartz animation 
+D271 ... Odyssey {5 disks) Absolutely brilliant space adventure. 

Best ever!! 
+D272 ....ATF Agility Superb Schwartz animation 

MUSIC 

+M006....Batdance remix Really good disk. Catchy stuff 
+-M0l6....Depeche Mode 8 tracks of reasonable quality 
+M032....Godbrain loves the world Great acid-house musak 
+M057.,..Powerpack3 (1 meg} Includes Vanilla Ice track 
+M059.,..Powerpack 5 (1meg) 4 classy house tracks 
+M062,..,Random Access ....Art of Noise and more. Startling acid track 
+MoeO....Pet Shop Boys Manic mix 
+-M0S1 ....Miami Vice Theme music remix 

MOSS ...James Bond Remix Catchy Stuff 
M0B7....lron Maiden The Ides of March 

4M090....Led Zeppelin Stairway to Heaven etc. 
M092....Deadbeat Volume One Good original music 

+M094..,.Guns 'N' Roses Quality Sample 
+M096....Enigma [2 disks) Long-running musical treat. Good 

GAMES 

G004 ....Airwar Fighter simulation, Good shareware game, 
■+-G005....AII New Star Trek (2disks) ..USS Enterprise classic. Best one 

+GG11 ....Blizzard... .; Horizontal shoot-'em up. High quality 
G013 ....Bullrun, .War-gamet based on US Civil War. Control Army 

+G014  Adventure Solutions {2 disks) ....Loads of hints of commercial 
games. Good 

+G019....Dungeon Delver (2 disks) Difficult adventure quest 
+G023 .-Electronic Train Set (1 meg) Construct own train set 
+G043.... Learn and Play 1 Good for the kids. Blackboard maths, etc. 
+G044 ....Learn and Play 2 More tun for the kids 
+G049..,.Megabal1 (1 meg) Excellent game. 

Improved version of Breakout 
+G061 ....Pick up a puzzle (1 meg/2 disks) Fit the pieces. Good lor 

the kids 
G063 «..Pacman The classic game still here 

+G065....Pixie Kingdom [2 disks) Tricky adventure game. Good 
+G071 ....Return to Earth (1 meg) Space adventure 
+-G072 ....Star Trek: Next generation Not as good as G005 
G077 ....Seven Tiles Excellent speedball game from Alpha, 

+G081 ...Trek Trivia Test your Star Trek knowledge 
+GQe6....Wraithed One Good general knowledge quiz 

G099 ....Cabaret Asleroids Best version yet. Recommended 
G101 ....Trucking On (2 disks, 2 drives) .Role-playing, attack company 

+G102....Simuiation1 (1 meg)Recommended. 5 games including Metro 
+G103 ....Mental Image One Gridrunner, Rebound, Rollerpede 

G106 ....Llamatron Geoff M inters shoot-'em-up 
+G109....Wheel of Fortune ...TV Quizr computerized 

Gt 15....Survivor Role-play an alien? Excellent 
G117 ...Midnight Thief Addictive text adventure 

+G124.,.,Napoleonic Warfare High-quality simulation 
G130 ... Battle Pong Table tennis game-good 
G135 tm Mans Land {1 meg) 2 player shoot-'em-up 

+Gl43..,.Card Shop Well presented card games 
+G149....Raphaels Revenge Difficult platform adventure 
+G151 ....Hmmmm That's not on the Syllabus AMOS adventure 
+G153,.,Growth Destroy an expanding brain 
H-Gl65,...Mission X Quality shoot-'em-up 
+G157....Quadrix Excellent tile puzzle 
+G165 .. .Super Skoda Challenge Car racing game 
4G170 ...Amos Cricket Owzat 
+G171 ....Top Secret Quality platform game 
+G175,...Whizz Wall NEW Wizard shooting game 
+G176,. .White Knight NEW Excellent shoot-' em up game 
+G180 . .Tank Attack New! WW2 based shoot-em-up 

G181 ....Quick N Silva Platform game 
+G196Assassins 20 Coin Drop. Microbes, Hollywood Trivia 
+-G197....AI! Rounder Simplistic Cricket Game 
G198 ....Snakes And Ladders Popular game on disk 

+G200 . Assassins 21 Zeus and Tetrix 
+G201 ....Assassins 22 Lemmingoids and duel 
+G202Assassins 23 Quickmoney, BIP. Interferon 
■+{3204,..,Super League Manager .Good soccer management game 
G2Q5-.Games Bonanza ,.-..„ 22 games on one disk 

Blank disks 

10 for £4.99 

or 52p each 

CATALOGUE 

DISK 

75p each 

POSTAGE 

UK orders 70p 

Europe £1.25 

World £2.50 

PRICES 

PD .£1.25 per disk 

or 

£1.00 each for 15 or more 

send cheques or postal orders made payable to: 
SOFTWARE EXPRESSIONS, 

Unit 4, 44 Beauley Road, ^!HF 
Southville, Bristol BS3 1PY 
We accept all major credit cards. 

Tel: (0272) 639593 
9-5 Mon-Fri only  

PACKS 

XMASPACK 
4 FESTIVE MUSIC DISKS FOR 

ONLY £3.99 
SPORTS PACK 

4 DISKS OF TENNIS, CRICKET, 
SOCCER MANAGEMENT AND 
BILLIARDS FOR ONLY £3.99 

BUSINESS PACK 
(6 DISKS) 
+ COMPAT 

£5.50 
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musical data there - and made my 
disk drive grind horribly. I'm sure that 
it was fine, but after 15 or 20 
seconds of whirring and clunking I 
really was beginning to worry! 
(Perhaps future versions should carry 
a prominent warning not to panic.) 
Apart from this, though - and a slight 
stutter a couple of times during Fee 
Dragee, when it sounded like my 
Amiga couldn't quite keep time 
properly ™ this is another 'must' for 
those who like to combine music and 
the Amiga, and who don't mind 
hearing their classical music played 
in a somewhat 'techno' style. 

The Nutcracker Suite should be 
available from Amiga nuts, 
Blitterohips and 17-Bit Software in 
the near future. 

Value for money 8/10 

FILE & HD UTILITIES 3 
PD Soft ifIsk V01S 
PD Soft seems to specialise in 
putting together collections of 
popular utilities, and File and HD 
Utifides No 3 is no exception. Here's 
what you get on this extremely full 
(OK free) disk: 

• StarClick. According to the 
documentation file, Kickstart 2 has 
the built-in ability to use the DOS 
standard    as a wildcard, rather 
that the Amiga's '#?'. It will also 
allow you to stop your floppy disk 
drives from cJicking when there's no 
disk in them. However, there are no 
built-in commands available to do 
either of these things. StarClick 
allows you to turn on or off both 
features, either from the CU or from 
Workbench (by specifying the 
appropriate tool types). 

• Nolnfo. if your favourite program 
insists on producing .info files 
whenever it saves a file, you can use 
this little program to disable the 
creation of those ^^^^^^^^^ 
files. Just run it 
before you launch 
your program, and 
you'll be .info-free! 

• Degrader. This program is for 
anyone who has found that, after you 
upgrade your system, your favourite 
programs have stopped working. It 
can force the Amiga to think that ctTs 
a PAL or NTSC machine, turn on or 
off the audio filter, activate the 
'NoFastmem' utility, persuade the 
Amiga that it has 512K or 1Mb of 
Chip memory, and so on. if your 
programs are giving you grief when 
you try to run them on that new 
Amiga, this may well be worth a try. 

• DirWork. I've looked at this 
program a couple of times before. 
It's a directory utility which works in a 
similar vein to SID, but is rather 
more configurable - and, to my mind, 
rather more confusing to use for the 

V37.175." I don't 
own one of these, 
so I can't. 

• Steer. Finally, 
Sizer reports the 
size of all files on a 
disk in bytes and 
blocks. If you've 
always wanted to 
know such things,   
this program is just 
the job. It works from Workbench, 
and is simplicity itself to use. 

Taken as a whole, this disk has 
a reasonable number of useful 
programs. Of course, on all such 
disks there are programs for which 
even the author has forgotten the 

"You must load a 

card file before you 

can use the 

program at all." 

appeared (looking 
just like the one 
that was already on 
the screen), and I 
had to enter data - 
or at least press 
Return to cycle 
through all the 
fields. No choice 
here: once you've 
started entering 
data, you can 

damned well finish doing so - youTre 
certainly not going to stop data entry 
halfway through a record, young man! 

And so it goes on. The pitifully 
brief documentation which appears 
before running the program informs 
the hapless user that there are 
plenty of help files within the 

□ 1    DirWork 1-62 © 1 99i 1-92 C hris Hanes,     Chipl 966632    TOTAL:   564344R \£rh 
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id isk . info 388 
Expansion* info 632 
GanesConfia 463 
Graphieeonfig 638 HDCConftg 928 

Monitors,tnfo 632 
pacopy,zip                                f        13822 i 

Just look at that range of menu options! DirWork, the old tech re favourite r is present on PD Soft's Disk and HD Uttts 
No 3- along with a range of other useful, and not so useful, programs for managing your discs and flies 

• VMK. Virus 
Memory Kill detects 
new viruses by 
checking for the types 
of actions that 
viruses are likely to 
perform - such as ... 
leaving sections of code which can 
survive resets. Although it doesn't 
actually check for any specific 
viruses, it is likely to be useful for 
those who already have a virus 
checker such as VirusX, but who 
want to make sure that the likelihood 
of any brand new virus infecting their 
system is minimised. 

"It will also stop 

your floppy disc 

drives from clicking 

when meres no 

disk in them" 

novice. Still, if you're a tec hie, and if 
you don't already have a favourite 
directory navigation tool (mine 
happens to be Workbench, actually, 
but there you go!}- this might well be 
worth checking out. 

• DlskSpeed. If you've ever felt the 
desperate desire to check the speed 
of your disk drive, this one's for you. 

• ReOrg. This shareware disk 
optimiser defragments files and 
directories, which should improve the 
^^^^^^^^^m performance of 

your drives - both 
hard and floppy. 
The problem with 
such programs is 
that any power 
failure is likely to 
result in all your 
data being trashed 
- so make sure 
that you take a full 
backup before you 

"" risk running this 
program! Indeed, I think that any 
utilities disk which includes a 
defragmenter should also be forced 
to contain a backup program too. 

• HD Fixer. Apparently, "owners of 
an Amiga with a high density floppy 
disk drive are able to use 1.71Mb- 
sized HD disks under Kickstart 

real use, but this one manages to 
keep them to the minimum. Real 
power users probably already have 
any of these programs that they are 
likely to use: new Amiga users, on 
the other hand, should probably get 
hold of a copy. 

Value for money ....8/10 

PHHO 
Startronics 
According to the letter that I received 
with this offering, Phiio "was devised 
to assist anyone who has no 
knowledge of any kind of database," 
and will * en able anyone to go into 
the database, and be up and running 
straight away." Well, far be it from 
me to disagree, but.. I disagree. 
Most vehemently, as it happens. 

First off, it seems that unless 
you run the program from the self- 
booting disk, it won't work properly 
(at least, it didn't on my system). 
Then you discover that you must load 
a card file before you can use the 
program at all - there's no way to 
create one from scratch. So let's 
load, say, 'Private' and see what 
happens. Well, the layout appears, 
along with a toolbar at the bottom of 
the screen, So, naturally, 1 clicked 
the Mew button - wondering whether 
this would give me a new database 
or just a new record. A new record 

program, so absolutely no help is 
given elsewhere. Yep, the help files 
are there - you have to load them in 
as separate files, one at a time. God 
knows whether this will corrupt any 
data that you've got stored at the 
time - I didn't check. Frankly, G 
Drake has done him/herself and us 
no good whatsoever by releasing this 
effort on to the market. 1 value my 
data - and there's no way I'm going 
to store it in such a dodgy program 
as this* Oh, and there's no 
screengrab to illustrate any of my 
complaints, since the program (which 
is written in AMOS) wouldn't work 
when I booted from my hard disk, 
and booting from the floppy meant 
that there was no Workbench or CU 
available to run a screengrabber 
from. To add insult to injury, when 
you quit the program you are left with 
a blank screen - you must reboot to 
do anything else. 

If all of the above gives you the 
impression that I'm a little annoyed 
with this program - you're right. The 
author has the gall to have released 
it as license ware; I wouldn't give it 
houseroom if he paid me to obtain 
the disk. The only reason it gets a 
1/10 rating is because the buttons 
fade in and out in quite a cute way. 
Otherwise, we'd be talking zero. 

Program rating 1/10 
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Telephone or Fax HoHine (0702) 466933 

PD Soft CAS2iil Bryant Ave, Soultiend-on-Sea, ESSEX, SSI 2YD 

{2J Eduction proas far the unde- 7's QM V546 KIDS PAINT A paining program designed for children Includes various colours & speech . JX        FASTTAOS, Everything you ever needed 10 krcw about rhe solar system. WORLD MAP Product* diflenem sons of Maps PLANETS instant Motions JX V737 EDUCATION This is □ of Animations gives a basic 'mowtedge on Si earn Engine's. Four Stroke Petrol Engine's & The Gaslurbine F_ngme (3] JX V776 AMOS LESSON 1 The beSi Arnos Tutorial program. IAPD151) JX V792 NDS GAMES includes L^eogrophy. Math, Sicence 0:>d Word Gomes. Also contans Wheel of fortune JX V793 AMIGA BEGINNER YOJ ask- ed (or rl! A tutorial tor ihe beginne' on using your Amiga! Covers CU & Work- bench, te area! «r earnirg Kxwt the Amiga JX VS24 ELEMENT v3.0 A very nice interactive display oF the Periodic fable of Elements, Education iJroaucl JX VB25 WORLD DATA BANK vl.2 Using a database of caardinotes compil- ed by the CIA Ihis program pints world maps in cylindncalor spherical protects, wilh v::rinus degrees Ql mugnifItalian JX V34* LANGUAGE TUTOR VLO Contains Instructions on Spanish, French, German and Italian. J* 2702 SNAKES & LADDERS ; classic board game Now on '■>;- Alicia JX IPS WORK & PLAY: CUCK CLOCK lor Learning the lime LET GO SHOPPIN for simple Division / Multiplication. FUN TIMES TABLES Twiqh limes tables £4,99 JXLPW WORD FACTORY a program ' i help bds learn to spell. £4,99 JX LP29 BIG TOP FUN Contains four programs to help children with words & pidures. £4.99 JX LP37 ROCKET MATHS Tin es Tables, Tc*» away. Add up & Oh/ide £4 95 JX LP45 MUSIC BOX Excellent to introduce music, ages 7+ £4.99 jx LPS9 PREHISTORIC FUN Makes Dinosaurs Four eacefen? pans £4.99 
VIDEO PRODUCTION 

JX V4* TV * VIDEO GRAPHICS M Pocked w>lh background screens For your video productions. Different types o1 grophic styles Peel, rakes an ]FF Pic & peeks *l down The screen. JX Y&6 VIDEO PRODUCTION 1-2 {2} Packed with video & Garten t utilities JX V475 VIDEO SCREENS s 1 Bock yic-jrd pictures Jor video production JX V5>7 VIDEO* AMIN : VIDEO DBr A program lor keeping track on your video tape collections RTAP, Lets you play large c ri:ms on small mem machines. JX V51S IMAGE LAB This program is like a mini Art DEPT. Tool* On Top Does fades, colourbars & gray bat. JX V519 VIDEO: STTLLSTORE Used ro create over Ihe shoulder grophic Inserts like ihe 9 0 clock news. JX v*636 WMO; SHADES 3, FADES ANIMFADER, A JI ily "J !uUc screens in & out SUPERV1EW W It display IFF pictures. TUfiBOTtTLE Create subtitles. JX VA77 ANDROIDS VIDEO BACK. [GROUNDS Selection of B/G Pidurgs. I JX V6JJ7 VIDEO WIPES A Celled**! of liFF Brushs i background graphic effects. JX V6M HARLEQUIN VIDEO ART S FONT DISKS A video production with •excellent backgrounds & Foi ls 0) I JX V618 INSCRtPTvl.l Produce video I lilies. Features include lulty editable lerf lanlry. IFF Pics as beck grounds, Unlimited 9 number of lonls toded. wlbne support aWii u4|. led styles Laiwq ul resdi/o 'S I JX V829 VTDCO PRODUCTION 3-fl iThis is ihe latest colledion oi the New Ivicteo related utilities. Exceltem [2} 1 JX L27 WHO: REAL 3D TEXTURES ICcnrgins vorOus excellent TesdLres like ■Black rrerble. brick WorK Itough Ice, BrV^rc e Tiles Oaler i;pdes & Wood. £.S SO j JX LP75 VIDEO LAB vl,0 Simple to Base video Htling package Genlock Is Inot required. Req Two Drives £4 99 rj JX FFP9 FLETCHER FONTS A three jdisk packol SO -100 poini 16 colour Svidea Fonts. Includes templates £9 | JX FFP10 FLETCHER FONTS A 1hree Idisk pock, of SO -100 point 16 colour Ivicfeo Fonls. Includes templates £9 * 
VARIOUS UTILITIES x VTA FISH TANK SIM A program 3t simulates an oq\jarium if VT09 PRINT STUDIO ExceWentfbf . ing pictures or text, if V19I MASTER VIRUS KILLER Virus if Killer. With Excellent oplions % V194 M R BACKUP HD11 ick up program wilh compression V215 DISKMASTER VS.2 Copies s From one ofek to another, DISK U.V Corrects & repairs bad tracks. lfV26Z DUPLICATION & BACKUP a Duper.Tuibo copy. Sanity copy 

If V277 FORTRAN-77 vl.Sc Com jiler. linker & ran lime support libs. JX VZ79 CROSSWORD CREATOR Ireates Cfosswords. UFWTEDWHSON JX V264 MCAD PROGRAM The toied Orawing Program. »e C.A.D. V V298 NORTH C vl.312] C language ^niga. Entludes all files requirecl • • r30l EYE Of THE BEHOLDER T BOOK Snc Introduction, &ock id Maps, Strategy & Solution. 323 ANALTtCALC SPREAD T (H The best spread sheet. 33 2 AMIGA PUNT PROGRAM :1 which tiorse will win the race if V339 SPECTRUM EMULATOR a Di&l The Advenlure Clr]ssics if VB5D BUSINESS CARD MAKER : :ir ow, Business curds. JX VB66 600 BUSINESS LETTERS :r 600 5tanc»or:l EU Nf V390 DESKTOP PUBLISHNG 5 various extra fealures like u ct Edtlor & Graphics editor & mare if V392 AMIGASH BANKlN The best in program that I have e^ef used ■   niga. Very easy controls. 

JX V394 CHEMESTETtCS V2.06 Program lhat draws molecules using the calotte model. Excellent effects JX V401 WTNOOWBENCH VVO (21 An excellesit Workbench 1 replace- IrtlR mar>3ge ycur bonk scrawl ^ilh ecey. ment / Upgrade for a! W& vl.3 users. JX V659 COMPUTER DIAGNOSTICS JX V413 WORKST^ 'ATTON Not just another WB done. Ifs a collection ol U|M SS K*ih Ihe Woritbench theme [2] JX V417 SUPERBENCH & EXTRAS (2] An excellent replacement rJisV with more utilities thon ihe original. V420 CURSOR BASDC COMPILfR Compile ony Amiga Basic pjogram JX V423 C: COMMANDS This di^k ts filed with utilities which can be used <n your Startup-sequences. JX V424 ANTI-FUCKER Said to slop ihe flicker in High Res mode during sorr-e Arrtrgu prcgram oberulions JX LMPLOOER V4,0 Reduces file size for storage on hard drives our your awn disk coHedions. JX V433 ANIMATION STUDIO Ari exceflenl Animation creator lor you to make your own Hnle animatons JX V44A PRINTER DRIVER DLSK III Nowconlains instructions on how to install 1hom. includes Over 90 JX V44S JRCOMM vl 02 This is the Iplesl verSlpn o: Ihe mndem progrorti JX V4tt CHESS & CHESS UTlUTltS A coltedion of chess rekited Puzzles. V4B4 ADVENTURE SOLUTIONS (2) Su.utic-is fur vur JUS uames JX V489 AMI BASE PROFESSIONAL v2.0 Latest version of the excelled Dalabose prooam. NEW FEATURES JX V490 MESSY SO v2.0 Wilt read MS-DOS disks. Transfer any text files lo & from the PC. So you can do work an an IBM or an Amiga &. swap 'nst JX V4*3 DESKBBNCH |3] This is an 

J* V«49 WP & SPELL CHECKING A Collection ul utilities to help with your word processing needs Speflcheckers JX V650 CHECKBOOK ACCOUNT bank.<KCwn| with easy. 

excellent Workbench replacement OX V4W STAR CHART vl .2 This is an excellent star plaiting program wilh some interesting <earures JX VS15 A44 PACKAGS v2 0 DEMO {2| PD version ol the 64 Emulator Actually n*vslasler!tatar>4 onfy runs 44 basic. JX THE COMPLETE A64 PACKAGE v2,0 With interface S> Full Comerical software Transfers disks Irom your original 64 disk drive Naw in Stock for £44.99 This is a Full regersied version ol the Shareware program. JX VS21 PLOTTING & GRAPHICS PLOTXX A powerful lull featured plotting prog PLANS A computer aided drafting pmcj '<<:._]'„!! JX V522 ARPVl.J.: Cofimqn yl.3c Makes mony Im-provemems lo Dos. includes full devdopers guide. JX V523 DICE C COMPILER [2) .Mahhew Dillons full Matured power- ful C compiler & environment system. □X V536 CATALOGUE UTILITIES- A collection af utilities used 10 Catalog dtsk/ Vtdeo Si Tope colledions C2) VS54 R.S.L MUSIC MODULES (21 Anolher selection of musk from CSt. VSS6 RED SECTOR HELP DISK HelpS you use Ihe RSI Demo Qeotur. J VS60 DUPLICATION & BACKUP IA collecton or copiers like Amiga Copy, Coder copy. F*copy, Ratttecopy J   V5fi7 PRINTER DRIVER GENERATOR A selection of utifflies with various exceiieni punter Driver Generators. JX VS69 DUNGEON MASTER Creoles, maps of dungeons, lands which can be used in AD&D LUf V571 WHOM II v2.02 12) The Or Who dotabose program Gi'/es all inlo on Or.Who progams. J)t VS73 FILE & HO MANAGEMENT 12|; HDCUCK v2,o, A program selector to make Hard disk Menus starts wlh godgels. Fli MINDER, Utility lor moiniaining liles & Owedories DOSCONTROL, ToatSwl combines the tune-thirty of ^ar,y separate tools JX V575 HOME BUSINESS PACK Exceiieni selection of utilities hosed on word processing, Oola Manog-emenl, Spread Sheets, Accounts & Printing |6] 

.1 Is there a probtem with your computer! Then whal Is A. JX V660 HOME MANAGER This ■$ 0 great all in one address book with an inventory database & To-do list JX V661 MODELLING i VERTEX ASows you lo creote 3d obieds with- out using the X, Y & Z views. Loads Sculpt 3d/4d & Turbo Silver V662 DCOPY v3.0 PRO tou can select the speed of the disk drive. Copy modes, Dos, Nibcopy, Vet & 5afecopy Loads of other features V666 MODELLING OBJECTS Contains over 20 vector objeds in Image formal. Perled wilhL>iskV66) JX V667 STAR TREK OBJECTS Contains the U5S Reliurd. NCC17D1D. image format. Peried wilh Disk V661 JX V670 AN D ROIDS FONTS 1-7 Self installing font disks lor use with DPaini programs (2 Doves tecr 7 Ousitsl. V678 DRAW MAP v4.0 [2\ Will now generate any 16 colour palette with user control. New features include larger maps with national boundaries, prov- ed help & printing 2Mb,01her versions 11Mb JX V263111.2Mb JX VS26 {2H. J   V6B0 DISK OPTIM IZER vl.O Re Creoles Disks for feeler Loading, JX V6B1 GAME TAMER «2J2 Get a hold of Ihot extra hcvcl gome & Cheat with Game Tamer v2.2. JX V682 DEKSID v2.05 Hexa h Ascii Editor for use wilh your Amiga. Full Program bul shdl Shareware SIS V6S3 SUPER LOCK vlr01 SeaE your drsks I Hard drives tar your eye's only. Protects wilh a Password JX V6B4 FONT FARM A collection af ul lilies based around the subject fonts. Charader Editor vl.O, Font master vl 0, ShowfOni v3 3, Set F&nl JX V6B5 ASTRO PRO ASTROLOGY The best Astrology program on the Amino by Tar See Amiga Shopper JX V6B6 MULTIOOS vl.12 This is uiiplher must ror people witi PC disks this progrom hes been instoiedl your Amiga drives con read 'EW Osxs. JX V&BB MAGNETIC PAGES Vl ,39 This Shareware program wi create disk based magazines with graphics _ ~ V690 WB V2.04 UTlLITES m This set contains the programs that should have been with WEJ 2.04*. They take lufl advantage aF the many NEW capabilities lhat are available JX V692 RACE RATER VI .6 .-. excellent program for people who wont information about horse laces, JX V696 POST vl.7 An exceiieni PostScript inter-prefer For ihe Amiga which ImplemeMs ihe Adobe lang- uoge, Requires v39+ & ConMan v).3 ■JX VMB'AGRAPH v2.0 Brings ihe world o cheap draw Bar, Line, Area t Pie chart production/ presentation program JX V700 PERM CHECK PLUS]. Is designed to take the chore out of checking plans lor winning lines. 
JX V701 STRATA vl,0 Is o landscape generating program. It allows printing o< Ihem from any angle, Irom any posirion, & with any magnification. JX V702 EASY RAMOS FOR EAST AMOS mis is Ihe first update for Easy Amos user's Requsres Easy Amas JX V703 AMOS UPDATER DISK i\M This update is a mo|or upadie to the software. Far example, you ccn ngw direclly uridale a vers:or or AMOS instalJed an a hard disc. JX V704 AMOS COMPILER v>.34 Second AMOS Compiler Update TjX V70S MED v3.2T Exceient update to the famous music p'ogrom Med. JX V707 SCALEABLE CUP ART This is completely new scaleacle Clip pic- lL;rea lor Pro Draw (NOW 1 DISK) 

JX V735 MEMORY MANAGER vU Select uiiy amounl af Chip / fast ram JX V74Q POWERBENCH vl,2 The WorkBench dlste with more Power. This 2 disk, set has been cruched & Op«mized far moxium sioraoe. (2| Jx V742 ONUNE vl.4 Program allow you So find cheats withrfi games. J« V743 TERM v2.0 &es» Commtnica- floiia program lor use win WiB v2 04+ M JX V74S THE PROFESSIONAL C MANUAL vO.0 TWs E In largest cdleclion of documents, examples 6 util rie; in C For the Amiga. HoraistiolsamaniKi^vstfifnwe rhan 40 chaplers. 175 fiJIy e»cuk*jle ewm- ies complete w* source codes Ful instnxt- onslorCG [121 Uncrunched & onty □ (51 crunched Disks F691-F695 JX V757 AMIGAOEX vl.AI aeates / cunverrs your Amigo into a card Database system. Very well done jx V758 TEXTPLUS v4.0e Another update of 1his excellenl Word pro- cessor program. Needs Unuunchin JX V759 TEXT ENGME v3.4 Updat- ed version of the Word processor wilh AZSPELL Excellent spell checker V760 BOOTX vS.03 An easy to use boot, file and hnk virus k cr Hu^ cs ol options to delect & kill Amiga Viruses V761A-GENEV4.T&-! :> vwscn of (he poputar ge*>eabgy dota- bose progrom, By Mike Simpson JX V762 BBASE vS.S Simple data- base will extra features fake lost searches, mailing label support, and best of all irs easy to use. Mox 9 Fields JX V7«3 GRAPHIC PRODUCTION Contains Scenery, Landscape, Land build v3/5. Gaud 9, Genesis demo. JX V76S MSGACOLOUR vl,BA 

JX V5B3 ICONEDtTOR 111 v2.0, Can  JX V710 AREXX TUTORIAL Includes create Icons uplo 640*200 pixels icons. Edir i Create any Amiga icon. JX V587 GELIGNITE FONTS [2| A seledion ol fonls for use wilh any DTP F*ackage or Dptanl disks V 604 PD COPY v9.0 New disk copy with some extra commands & quick copy modes buil in. OrVibl JX V605 PRO CALC vl.O OfcTS Ihe C or Machine codo pfogrammer a 68000 orFfPcalcularorwhenisuse CiMbi V606 SAMPLE MAKER vl.O Tfffi wcks spec inlly for those who Ore nal able 1O make samples wilh a sampler. V607 PRO TRACKER v2.2 VvfiHen by Lars Zap Hamre Anoiher updoie to ihe Unimale sound making progrom. JX ViTQ GOLF SCORES vli4 It will record each round you play, lilore i!, moke up an eclectic score NEW! □  VA11 FOOTBALL LEAGUE EDITOR vl.O Wont 1a update your learns league position as the results come in. JX V620 ASPICE v3.2 Circuit Analysis A ful featured program for eiectnc circuit JX V621 EDWOR0 vl. 2 is a KMf leatured &operptionri Word processor V624 NIB COPIER v2 .0 Will copy - i-kjaDos. Index Nihble modes, search mode & special ooromeler copy JX v&25 NCOMM v2.o Contains, IHArc v2.Q, LHArca vl.02, Zoom vS.40, DMS vl.O J. LHA vl H. LHASFX vl.ll, JX V627 DPAINT FONTS No's 1-3 O) The lolest selection Fonls far use with any IFF Painting / DTP Program 

several sample Arexx scripts & sample progs. ARexx comes free on all WB V2.04+ Workbench Dtsks. 
JX V7ii UNLX ccntolna a working demo of Minlx, A Unix workafike. rVVinw is system call campotable JX V712 PROTEUS BBS An excellent program for modem & Hard Drive used ta Start thier own BBS J«V713 COMUGRAPHK FONTS Conlains 2 clipo/t style Fonts & 4 actual tvpekices for use with W0 2 04+ & aesklap publishing fiJor wdeo projeds JX V715 THE COMPLETE BIBLE '.ViDi Ihe entire text of ihe New Testament &Torah io*d Testoment]. 1Mb j3> JX V71B SPECTRUM EMULATOR vl.4 Which is N0WH 3 limes fasler. 
JX V7I9 FREECOPY vl 8 Removes prolectod games copy protection so ihrjl 1he user enn install them an HD JX V720 DrSKPRWT v3.Sl A label dptabosevi^ch primers & sloes disk labels, combined aa*abose& pnnl utility for dista. Works fine wilh every ptinier. V713 BOOT INTRO CONSTRUCT ION SET C-eole exceHenl Bool mfros JX V724 PRINTER DRIVERS v4 This is an upd uied Hr vers d;sk Cano'i LPS, Canon Bubble jet's & Star 9 pin. JX V72S THE SUPER KILLERS v2.4: BOOT X V4.50 This is the bestvwus killer disk Jo dole, kills Over 262 virus & may be more. Includes many others JX V727 ART OF MED 2 A another 

JX V627 REPAIR-IT: Ne^Zopv^.J, fl (lblt: sector nie edilng system FKDtSK Vt.2, Seccver's as rn.ich as cossible frcm a dele- ave dsk 0BKSALVE vt42, aeates o new He system structure on onotitr rt^evfoe, iMIh os much data saVoged from Ihe original owce. □X V628 STARCAT v2.0 An excellent program 10 crccc! sis >y vour so^are. 
JX V841 MODULAR Caniains modukj'2 language an the Amiga JX VB42 SID v2.5 FILE MANAGER Sid can be used for various operations, The besl file copie- on Ihe Amiga. JX V843 DESERT STORM You can seled Map's, and all inlormahan surrounding the Desert Slorm Attack. JX VB44 DFLJTRACKER wt.3 & syslern rr«vJly must player. Will play over 40 dilterence types of modules, 3V VB45 q.MJ vS.Bl will generate iulia sets & complex Ouaternion Julia slices. Displays marxlelbrols. JX VB46 SCOPtOUS MAPPER An exceiieni Dungeon mapping program J)f VB47 MONEY MANAGEMENT VIJ>1 The home account package which allows you lo keep track ol upto 12 accounls simultaneously JX VB4B SUDESHOW GENERATOR v^.l Creates slideshows of pidures in various formats for Ihe arntga. 
JX V6S0 fRAC vl.l is a graphical Role nluvirnj aame creator. 

ERIC SCHWARTS 
JX PB1 STEALTHY JJf 10B5 F-16 SWSS FLYING 1 

JX 160? NAVY AGRESSOR, SOVIET SOFT LAMING. STEALTH BOMBER * JX T700 ANTf- LEMM1NS {212Mb JX 1703 DATING GAME (2) 3Mb JX 1B42 SHUTTLE COCK * 
1850 LATE NtGHT / TERMINAL' JX 2021 VIETNAM CONFLICT * JX 2133 GULF WAR CONFLICT 2V.U JX 2307 AMY AT THE MOVIES Ik 44] JX 2311 AMY vs WALKER It |2] 3Mb JX 2334 AMY AT THE flEACH [213,Mb JX 2427 CAMOURFLAGE 1 

JX 2475 BATMAN * VTOt CONTEST ■ JX2476 HOW TO RUN JX 2477 AMYWALKS JX 2478 UNSPORTING ?!M: JX 249? ERIC SCHWARTZ TOR " JX 2SOO THE SKY DRIVE 1 

program which transforms a B/w screen Aftn i rrv ntoaMcotour screen 1520-256.6^1     BJ ' " r 

JX V769 WORD POWER Is an ejtceUenl spell checker / Dcrlabose □X V770 ACCOUNT MASTER vl .02 Excellent Amos written Accouni program JT&V773 WB v2.04 WtWOWafcH v2.a Exceiieni workbench reptoce- ment for all WB v2.04+ Rom Users (2) □X V777 VOCE CU The idea is 10 control the Ol/Shel with your voice □X V77Q RAYS HADE v4.0 Complex Say tracing pockage.2Mb(3l JX V782 FORMS Creole. Edit. Draw Colour & pnntyour own forms JX V783 PROGRAMMING TOOLBOX Many programs to help in your devefop- meni eltorts Imast C bil same in basiej. JX V784 AREXX (2| Two disks which contain Arexx programs & examples JX V766 PASCAL This disk contains everything needed 1O program m Pascal. Includes a66k 6BO0O assembler & more JX V7B7 PROGRAMMER TOOLS GodTools ro design your user inlerface 1O your own programs using all ol Amiga DOS 2.0+s new features. Also RegTools. JX V7BB RELIGION Canlalns scripure_Mem aids kw memor izing verses & passages Pauls Journey. JX V790 ANIMATION LIFTS Indudes CyroUhislor spotting, combifting, and creating animations from IFF picture files. JX V791 DIRECTORY ULTS Includes Ihe mosl powerful and highly recommended programs v*»ch are designed 1o make 01 & She! tasks virtually obsolete. JX V794 GRINDER A complete graphic conversion package Bwi supports GIF, JPeg, Atari 9 INeochrome f Degasl, PCX. Torgo, TIFF. Hom-t and ff Format pics. □X V7T5 ABC ADVENTURE CREATOR You can create your very own adventures within Amos. Program by Chris Beeson JX V7PA ADDRESS & BOOK6ASE !w0 dotabase programs lor recording your Address & Books. Specially designed JX V797 EASY AMOS PROGS (2) Contain sauce code kv use vrftti Eosy Ames. JX V79? ADVENCED UTlLs SerKe? i. ParNet, Connect 1 .Amiga & share resour- ces via the serial / Parallel ports Mymonu Puts menus on your Wurfibeoch screen. JX V500 ARCHIVERS II "rjsdiskis packed wrlh Ihe Satesl Archivers to date -i^VBflfi WB V2.04 UT1UTES ]2| this 6 Ihe our second double disk cctedion of WB v2 D4f utilities lhat lake advantage of the NEW machines capabilities JX VB09 MEGA CHEATS V2.1 This drsk contains ihe very latest cheats. JXVB11 ELECTROCAD vl.42 & PROTOYPER Another Updated on the cod t Electronics drawing Programs JX V612 CANON this as* contains Printer Drivers & Canon Studio. Gives belief print output tor any 9 pm printer. 
JX V814 PC TASK vl.ll S a software IBM-PC Emulator. Afcws you to run the majority of IBM software with M0 addit- ional hardware CCA Colour NEW UPDATE JX V815 FILE & HD MANAGEMENT 2 : DirWork vl.62 File copier MsgoO ;Anoiner NEW Update an an excettem File copier Ucc the NEW Disk Master Pro B in it's Opetolions. Also conloms 

V635 IBeM EMULATOR VfOS 15 excellent select ol Med tunes o CGA Colour IBM-PC Emulalar written lo JX V730 ICON MANIA ar excellent run on any Amiga. Shareware version seledion of icon clip Art tor your WB Disk " JX V731AMOSBROT vl.la Tr^s JX V639 HAD BENCH PLUS V2.0 Mot jus! an updale a completty NEW 
with learn modes. Online Help. A leach Wade copy & paste and more. JX V647 HACKS A seeclicn af WB Hacks lhat havo been reviewed in CU □  V648 TTTAHCS CRUNCHER Vl.O Cruncher wilh help & vanaus prolect ■  ludes speed changes. 

ipdcte has even mare fractal lypes V*45 UEDPT vS.a rttard Processor rthkh include logislic EquoSon, Coast ines &, trees see As tor reviews J©V732 WORKBENCH v2,Q4* UTUTIES 3 DCopy, Boot menu writer, F-Pic Scenery, Huge. OiD. JX V733 SOFTWARE USTER vl.6 This program Is designed lo keep a trock of your Software collection. 

JX 947 CARLOS MONTE'S CASINO Play Blackjack & Solitaire wilhin this exceiieni & professional lookrig game. □  1073 TETRIS ORlGINALThis is 1he closest game to ihe original tetris JX 1420 DTRE If yOu want Ol OT 2 player Totris this has to be 1 of them □X Ti6ITP4TWt$ Contains I player. 2 player & 3 Payer game options. JX 173S ASTERIODS THE ORIGINAL" Another old classic Original classic j   1747 LLAMATRON GAME 2001 By Jeff Mmter & an excellent production. JX 1749 SCRAMBLE Hie Original' Remember that old classic game jx 1870 PATIENCE'S This is the besl version to date. DOMIN05r Ploy vs Ihe computet or anolher player. JX 1977 POM POM GUNNER Shnol down ihe incoming world wor II air ptarws in this Operation Wolf gome j 2018 JET MAN Anolh er iip edrum classic converted to the amigo. It's JelPak with all ihe original sounds. JX 2022 SEA LANCE The firSl Silent Service type sub war game on PD JX 2054 ATIC ATAC A renchlion of Ihe game ham ihe ortginal Spectrum JX 2162 BATTLE Of BRTT1AN WAR GAME 2 Strategy war games whsch both need loading through Wb, 2144 DUNGEON ON NAOROJ This is ihe besl Dungeons & Drogans Public domain type game. Load Wb 
JX 2I7B SURVIVOR colourful graphical aoVeture within the Aliens Iheme. JX 2199 PARACHUTE JOUST You are tolling down 10 earth &. must fate the Parachute From the oiher player JX 2220 STRATEGIC GAMES tlernrjl Rome, Lords of Ftosis. In Moonslwe.An Excellent colledBon of gomes JX 2221 MIND GAMES 21 of the best Mind games fa chofcenge yoor mind nol your shoaling skills. "   2224 SWORD OF THE WARLOCK A Sards tales / Eye of lie Behotder adven- lure game packed on ihree disks This is ■:,:r;'v,        1Mb \1 Drives! 

JX 2272 BLACKJACK LAB Ptoy all llhe popular versions oJ Pontoon JX 2278 CARD SHARP A very professionally presented selection of jsoMairc type card gomes Excellent JX 2279 SUB ATTACK vl.O Control Ihe torpedoes & sink Ihe enemy ships as they Seel past, LANDMINE, jx 2250 DIPLOMACY Classic strategy game loosely Lxised on World War 1. 2Mb for computer player JX 2313 REVENGE OF THE MUTANT By Jeff Mlnter The ride of a ime with mutant cornels JX 2396 PETERS QUEST This is truly an excellent platform gome. JX 2411 TOTAL WAR The board game RtSX as reviewed in AF JX 2432 GOLDEN OLDIES Galnga Gakuians. Space invaders. Asle.r- iods, Baity ^ Missle Command JX 2436 DRAGON TILES v2,S mahjong is a orrcienl chese game where you musl remove coloured tiles. JX 2447 COtNOROPA Fruit Macine simulator with various gamble modes 2448 CRAZY SUE Anolher Itf rate cute school girt ptatfarm game JX 245S ENSIGN1A MAYHEM VOU pilcn a shp around Ihrought a series ol narrow caverns. Search tor esc comets. □  245Q SMASH TV - THE HP OFF Stmular la i>e original arcade machine neat grapgics&sound 24B0 AMOS FRUIT MACHINE II As near as possible la ihe fruit machine found in Puts & Arcades. JX 24B2 DESCENDER Is a dcr,e af 1he classic arcade game Tempest compfele with veclortzed graphics. JX Z4&3 INTRUDER is a MUM level Berserk clone which lectures smoolh gameptay. great graphics & sound, JX 2484 CATACOMB vl.7 A graphiCO* aoVenhjie game set c« a small isiord in the midoV of the iand of iXOUSiA. NEW JX 24B5 IRON CLADS IliVtb; Update la the excefem Strategic War Came (2) JX 2489 COLOSSAL CAVE vl.O IS fflrtuaflyideniicol to Ihe original classic JX 2490 RUMMTGrophrcal card Game UX 2491 LEGEND OF LOTHIAN vl£2 is an advenlure game in the vein of the Ultima game series 2494 HUNCHBACK This is a conversion ol the old classic game. JX 2498 AMOS CRICKET 'I*cetlen1 d«ade cricket simulator with graphics. JX 2511 DOOOY A cross between Bauble Babble & Manx: minor. JX 2534 BATTLE CARS I Get betrhd he wheel of o heawfy armed cor os you race icmnd" ccurses.2 ptoyets wiHi the computer link JX 2535 SUPER PACK MAN 92 This 1$ the besl Pack man to dale with super smoolh scrotng & exceBent graphics. JX 2613 DUAL A ! pOyer game where . .-J     ■. armoured rcrks Is rockeis JX 26T4 TETREN is a 1 or 2 player Telns game written in Amas. 2 player game is Head to Head JX 2615 WAR Is a spoce strdegy war gome in which you conlrol a Bae1 of space craft. Space War game JX 2617 Golden Oldies 2 : Croak, ExceJeni 1 or 2 pfayer version ol Froager "' "rlcin, version of packMon fA- . This is the most additive games we have ployed here 1 player only. Trofl Bloier. ;.vj e-C 355ic ScamWe 
: JX 2620 Dr MARIO A Strange Tetris Ike game where you move coloured piisdewn the screen. 3 In a raw go's JX 2621 ETERNAL ROME Start the romon Empire frcm 32BC. Build fleets, ormses 4 send them inlo bottle. JX 2422 CLASSIC GAMES 3: Donkey Kong .An exceiieni platform game in wh>cn you must rescue ihe q rl Franl* Freddie & Mad Bomber JX 2674 INTERPfD In the Artie ice you 

2721 E-TYPEII Asteriods space advenlure vrfiere yau jet around collecting new weapons. JX 2723 SOLITAIRE Klondike) The mast paputor | card game on 1he amigo. An exceiieni version JX 2724 NEIGHBOURS ADVENTURE [2] Th S IS the bosi graphical advenlure on Ihe amiga at Itie I present time. Wrlh lull digitized colour pidures where you can seled objed from 1he pictures & put them in your conruns control ponal. Ls^ietkjnl \ JX 2732 CYBERNET1X Defender t Stargale style | super Fast scrolling shoal em up gome. Excellent I JX 2738 AIR TRA'FFJC CONTROL You hovelo Iry \ & guide upto lQOplnnes in Ihis AirPart SimulolOr. JX 2775 ROUUstl ROYAL The com p'plc game 
JX CAT f5| Spods. Flags. Animals. CflftoOft^ Humorous, Xmus. Jewish, borders, Halloween., ■d'olenlirres. eyes, atphobels, hands.^odiuc.cars. JX CA2 {5| ,'Aen, womonjllumoTaied A ro Z, arrows, I Slars.exploso is. t'crriuruus. LOrlccns.. pcinlrc hands E JX CA3 [5| :rjit Kerbs, Veo; Mew*, Speed Dcossions, I Ver^oWes.KccheriUlenfjIs Cups.Gkiss.AT Deco, BreakJasls JX CA4 (5) Art Deco. babies, boys, girls, ktfsof Humourous, itumnoted Ab L. Siriiis. ioecial occa&ons I JX CAS (S) Chriynas Pack over a & 2Ulh century 'rs- luif^r (.'ikilinus "u borders 1o trees & borders jx CA6 (5) Myihalogicol Monsters on excelient pack I ol creafv res Irom all ever the wor'd- ,Opon, Furape. India. North America, 5 America ed. JX CA7 [3| sictures ol the masl popular rkjwers. plus ■3rrangen-\sicihufillK.llrjv>«rS n vQSOS. t^csefncf borders. JX V6&? WALT DISNEY JX W97 BEA1KX PDTTEfl 

ATOS IfJJNGON D7 Prey Scout hip kt attack fires kXlMdoes JX 1040 STAR TREK *: *passagbyJMCC-1iM TNG This game is by JX AT1Q ENTERPRICES Terry A Mc Intash vl 47 Leaves ihe Star station dock. NCC 1701-A The 
JX ATltfi VESSELS, Animation. Binpry Flight Wireframe JX AT23 STAR TREK FLEET MANEUVER NCC-1940 Fly aver 

control a lank an a meson ta rescue hostages in "vs superb Amiga or g^npl JX 2675 AOOAMS FAMILY OJUC Cicttiwd graces ri swnds a crowd pfeaser JX 2476 AMF MORJA V5.4 Loods of new features like befler graphics, lorger dun-gons, On screen updates, overview of the dungon's map & Loods more JX 2707 KLAKLRIS Yes rls another excellent TFTRI5 mrianr NEW VERSION JX 270B SUPER COMBAT v2.0 Thi ISO 2:- W C.Cvf P* "vpe CC.T±C. avr-e JX 27T0 CLASH OF THE EMPIRES v2.1 5-rategical War Gome EyT A.Sear from shoebury's war Gaming Qub. This is rhe second $> final version (2| JX 2712 ACT Of WAR Simular in style to the classic gome Laser Squad You corrtrol a ieam or special troops. JX 2715 TANK ATTACK This saM clo^ version oi i*ie Classic Can-ioge game Oxntu* 4 Msfeks con be used JX 2716 RESCUE An adictive space ship acme simular to Scromple Excefem graphics & sound. 

Terry JX 1061 THE UTL11MATE STAR TREK 12J Game by Tobios Richier Now with English inslrudions. JX 2222 STAR TREK THE NEXT GENERATION This is ihe latesi quiz game based on the THG |2|i J2501 STAR TREK |2] JX AT33 THE PROBE M Game t Jimbo Barber. Anir-i BPJD OF PREY    A'Tieiiuu'i ve'Siar 1Mb JX AT34 LEAVING      JX 2503 STAR TREK SPACE OFFICE, AIIHI    Game by Erie GuSlafson DOCKING, Anim.       US Inport 1Mb & |3| ATTACK MODE, BuJul 
DEJAVU SOFTWARE £4.99 

All disks are £4.99 each which indadu Ihe Posfago, Packing! & Handling costs. JX LP35 T-TFCDRAW l rie best Drawing program with it's 1ie">d recommend By PD-Sofl JX LP42 X-STTTCH Create / Design patterns tor use with knitting. Another wogrOm Bec'fiy PO-Sofl JX LP44 FORMULA ONE The best Formula one managmont game on Ihe Arnign BFST Sri I NG JX LP47 DIRTY CASH vl.06 Kas been hailed as rr.c besl Irjir Mochiro Simuialor avoilible 
JX LP98 POWERTEXT This is a very good vVord Processor, The best feature is a huit in spell checker, disk contains full instructions. JX LP101 MORSE COSE TUTOR if you wanl 10 learn Morse code this program is a must, JX LP102 DISTANCE ESTIMATOR This Is an amateur rocfio utility which calculate distances JX LP104 MONEY MONITOR A homo accounts uliWy that can keep track of upto 3 separate bank accounts. Easy lo use Full Instructions. JX LP107 EGO An excellent gome in which yaur little choractef mus-1 assemble pidures to concileie a level JX LPlOfi FAMILY HBTOKY DATABASE v2.0 The improved version with a conversion program tor people are slill usirig the previous version JX LP110 MONEY SPINNER A space Iracfing game with goad graphics <% exceiieni gurne'plov. 
JX LPT11 S^OCK CONTROL vkO This program was written wilh user friendliness in mincT JX LPT12 INVCHCE/ORDER MANAGER Pnnl invoices wilh your awn letterheads. VAT catered for JX LP113/4 UNDERSTANDING AMOS 2 (2J Tie updale ta the masl popular FO disk. The best Help lo learn how to use Amos Specal Price €8-99 I JX LP11S ROOTS Anolher family History program f but dilferenr Irom Family, History because of Ihe Family Sheet opllon where most of the date 4 nrjies o'e stored 
JX LPH7 JEWELS A Telris type game wnh |ewels | dropping in vertical blocks OT three Like Or Mario. I 
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TOP DCW10 DISK CHART 
Jl X2762 R£F\EX / LEOUID (NEW ENTRY] J 2 X2A23 TIME ZONE / TRSI f2) J 3 X 2763 <-■-, T ■■■ • -f.i "Ji £ : |NEW ENTRY) 2A2S DEJA VL / ANARCHY ' J .5 X 2627 KAROKE |GOSPEL|/ COMPLEX J 6 X 2633 XPOSE / THE SJLE KTS {2\ J 7    2773 DIGITAL ^OMPLEXll Y / C-^ASS (NEW) J d X 2S24 MELON / HUMAN TARGET J '1    2742 KEFLEX BY LIQUID (NEW) 

10  2632 TECHNO CQNSPIRACY/fAAJICl 2 * W J11 X 2250 ODYS5EY BY AlCATRAZ* fS| 1Mb J !2X 2628 GET FROGGED / DECAY - 2743 ITS TlrViE TO PLAY (NEW] J -4  2679 ENTERTAINMENT t XPRE5S PLC p( j. 2402 TECHNO TOvVER / PARADISE 
THE KEY [LP] Dejo Vu Disk Costs £4 99 i (??) This Title has ?? dis*s i D This ttile requires 1Mb Amauni af menwry J M. M„m.TWs disk / Title works on WB V2.04+ ? (©] Ths d5k will onJy wcvk on W1 '.'2 04+ .V.ach nes 

ORDERING BY POST       Ptaose    Ihe boxes to ihe left oi COLLECTING DISKS        You can now collect any d> sks ot our 1 acic numbers wift a coloured pen.Hi-Ljghler or jusl outline Ihe disk (si Newoflice address 6-8 Durham Rood, Unit 2, Sou1hend-0n-Sear 1 youwantlo order. Afterselecling your order pieoselil! in you-Perscrql F5SEX. SSI 2YD Orders are quicker r >au rmq in advance, details on Ihe order farm provided CUT OUT or Phc^acopY Ihis cdvert EUROPEAN OROERS        When ordering from wilhin and Post lo ihe Address above. Hand wrine-i orders ore also acep'etl Furopeon cauutrv remember lhal there is a mir order ol 5 disks ' Cheques & Postal ordas should be nrade payable to: PO-SOFT. it you and all orders sent by AIRMAIL Free of charge Eurocheques are j have ordered before please tick the Accownt Number box or just fill in ocepred and yaur order will be sent Airryiail rhe sa me day. the Account number an your prevt&us Invoice. INTERNAT10N ORDERS   All orders are sent by Air Mail Please L TELEPHONE ORDERS      CredrtCardorderscan be accepted add ?C%1o yaur order'slolalyVj»nE2.00|. caver any postagecosls. ' on our Telephone} Fax HolLineduring normal working hours. Cheques must be d'ewn on a U K. Bank 
■: d:- •:" other programs lo help out [21 VB17 ASOO PLUS EMULATOR As it sounds will let vl 3 / vl.2 owners run WB V2 .04+ software with oul any need 1o purchase to WB v2 0+ ch^js, J9 V819 CCONAUTHOR vl.O A reploce- menl lor k«itdrl2.0. If con Ircfistoms FF images or bnsnes ir*o resized 2-atPtane brushes or icon ties thai match lhe WE v2 04+ colours Help available. And More JX V820 BB8BS v54 Boud Qonda bulletin Board System Ftures include up to 99 file Bbraries, hlenoce to e«So devices JX V821 SNOOPDOS vVS Monitors AmigaDos calls & atews you to see what library, devices, fonts ore required. J© VB22 HD BACKUP v3.S A hard dhve bodajp progrnm that features^ niutli- rJrta support, tu3 mckup. compression ReuufeS Arpv39 farvl.3 users [V522] JX V82 3 POWERPLAYER V3.0 Avery powerful, user Iriendry & syslern friendly module player. 11 can handle nearty oft module formats, can read power pocked modules * comes with it's own cruncher JX V826 AHOM vS.OOo Hard Drive Menu When placed in yaur swrlup- sequence, otters a 16 page menu, each having uplo 10 passible actions. 

300 Pogesfream Fonts This F:ir I Pock laok Over 10 months to pi..:-.; AM he only compreneisrve set al fonts that works nawlessly on your Amiga, Fulfilling your fonl needs from A lo Z, □ Specie! Price; E39.99 Europe's targesl Fam Set. 
100 Adobe Type 1 Fonts These's fonts '.vill wort wlh Paae- tream v2.1+ &• Prolessional Page v3.0+. Send o CS 5 A HOT a !   I Normal Disks vfl01 (SJ complete list or jusl ring and ask 
COMPLETE The Complete Fred Fish has been professional FRED FISH printed, bound & Includes a sorted index of all lhe disks. 11 now slands at over 150+ Pages. II also cames with free updale pages as the new disks are released. FRED FISH is a collection ol Amiga Gomes. Unities & ryjuch More. Each ofek rs lolaly pocked with programs, K go I All Fred Fish disks came w:lh ;u! inductions.        ' !  

J M.OUSt PA J £3.49 I 
1 Disks £3,00 ; J A.500 □ A600 DUST COVER  £449 1 ? S    r>i<ik*!;C2 75 !□ 3.5 DIEK CLEANING IC" £3.49 m i ift   n  LT M tn I OI5K LABE IS 3p Each / Min 50 or 9 fe-IU....Ui5ks fc^.au JJ£11 991o,r ic<iO. Which Includes P4P F 
11-20. J5ks E2.00 DISK. BOXES □ 140 Cap|... €5.49 M 21-SO.. Disks £1.75 -«'W Cool. £8,99 J i? I a (in, £14.99 | 
CATALOGUE fired nf baring calologue disks? Gel Ihe L niaue, easy DISKS io use Oa'abose Dis^s Tney contains deiailsaf 1Mb \ Over 6r0O0 disks & are all available directly from stock. A. ,| multitude of oplions including Search iP'inl Carlo ns details [ on Fred Fish, 'BAG, Amos, FAUG, SMAUG, Scope, Agatron, JMb+J APDC Panorama Amicus Slip disk, Joe Larson.-* -ft —11 TCUO. NZAUG. TOPIK. PCdY'SOFT & DEJA VL .. • 

Any other disks Of Budgel Saftwore TOTAL POICE 

PD-SOFT NOW STOCKS IBM-PC PD PHONE FOR A PRINTED UST or AN UPDATE 
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DISK MAGAZINES 

Whether you're interested in 

assembly language or Star Trek, 

there's a disk magazine for you, 

Ian Wrigley scrolls through six of 

the best electronic periodicals 

mm tTs been a while since I last 
I took a look at what disk 
I magazines are available, so 

H here goes. The quality of 
what's on offer varies from the 
excellent to the truly dreadful 
(some complete turkeys didn't 
make it to these pages - the 
authors would be too embarrassed). 
By and large, you need to expect 
some rather 'creative' grammar and 
spelling on many disk mags, but on 
the other hand you often get a good 
selection of utilities, games and 
editorial comment (I've even seen 
Amiga Shopper mentioned a couple 
of times in the past few months, so 
at least the editors have some taste 
when it comes to reading material). 

Right, on with the show... 

AMIGA CODERS' CLUB 
This disk mag is available on 
subscription from Amiganuts, and is 
edited by Mark Evteany. As the title 
suggests, this is a title dedicated to 
those who want to program the 
Amiga. Furthermore, it's for those 
who want to program the beast in 
assembly language, rather than a 
higher-1 eve I language like Pascal , C 
or even AMOS, 

Let me say straight away that the 
last time I touched a piece of 
assembly code was several years 
ago, so I'm a little out of touch with 
the latest developments on the 
Amiga. However, the contents really 
do seem to be written by people who 
know what they're talking about. 
There are letters and tutorials - the 
one on Disk 27 which I looked at is 
entitled "Collision Checking Using 
the Blitter", and was written by Mark 
himself - as well as source code and 
occasional example programs. 

The whole thing is controlled 
from a neat and easy-to-use menu 
(although, horror of horrors, the 
menuing program was apparently 

written in C), and provides a constant 
listing of the date, time and memory 
free on the Amiga, 

If you're a xpropeller-head' of any 
description, you could do far worse 
for yourself than checking out the 
Amiga Coders' Club. 

Value for money  8/10 

DIGITAL ACCESS 
Digital Access is an old favourite to 
these pages, although the main 
menu seems to have undergone a bit 
of a change since I last looked at it. 
In fact, the whole thing has 
undergone a minor overhalt - Steven, 
the editor, has obviousiy got himself 
a digitiser, for a start, and all articles 
are now accompanied by a digitised 
picture of the author (which means 

"A/f articles are 

now accompanied 

by a digitised 

picture of the 

author,,/' 

that we get to see quite a few pics of 
Steven, since he has written quite a 
few of the pieces himself). There are 
also plenty of pictures to illustrate 
articles - a piece on the old Texas 
Instruments TI99/4 computer, for 
instance, shows you the computer 
itself, games carts, chips, and more. 
Articles are presented in the form of 
scrolling text - move the mouse 
forwards and backwards to control 
the speed of the text, click the left 
mouse button to pause it. But 
there's no way to scroll back up the 
text, other than re-d is playing it. 

Dread He 
rtCC fn<f*x 
Dot riUs 

CREDITS 
IftY I tftEU top I tttfil H£JN I REB1LJ 

Date tlon 2-Nov*wbfli—19^ 
[ffee ras.T «w*fejV 
!fiib'i7K t nit J I  <t-e* senorv 

The Amiga Coders' Club newsletter is a neat piece of coding in itself - but 
then, you'd expect that from a disk magazine dedicated to programming! 

There's plenty to read on the first 
of the two disks: an electronics 
sectfon includes details on how to 
build your own sound sampler and 
vehicle immobiliser, there are jokes, 
reviews of Amiga magazines (Amiga 
Shopper gets a very respectable 

| 8/10), a discussion of whether the 
new Channel 5 TV station will cause 
problems for your Amiga and loads of 
other stuff. The second disk contains 
a range of programs including 
NoClick, which stops your disk drive 
clicking all the time, a touch-typing 
tutor, the anti-virus program Nuke 
and various others. 

All in all, Digital Access really 
has gone from strength to strength 
over its ten-issue life. The magazine 
costs £2,95 for each two-disk issue, 
comes out once every three months, 
and is available from Steven Lord at 
6 Stubbing Brink, Hebden Bridge, 
West Yorkshire HX7 6LR. It s well 
worth checking out. 

Value for money 9/10 

AMIGAMAG 
This is a new one on me; AmigaMag, 
edited by Paul B Stanley, comes on 
two disks. The first is the 

conventional editorial' disk, called 
the Reader's Disk, white the second 
- the User's Disk - boots up with 
Workbench and contains a selection 
of programs such as NoClick (again), 
The Directory Manager, 
MartdetVroom and loads more. 

To access the files on the 
Reader's Disk you just hit the 
function key of your choice, which 
loads up a bog-standard text viewer - 
PPMore. When you1 re done, Exit the 
program and you should be taken 
back to the main screen. I say 
'should' because occasionally, 
although the main screen was 
displayed- hitting the function keys 
had no effect. No doubt I was doing 
something wrong, but it would be 
good if the whole thing was just a 
little more idiot-proof. 

The actual editorial quality is 
good, with an editorial, a review of 
Mini Office, a piece on the new 
Amigas and various other bits and 
pieces. There is also an animation 
and a demo available at the touch of 
a function key - although, due to 
memory fragmentation, you must 
reboot after viewing either of these. 
My only real complaint about the 
editorial content is that Paui starts 

Welcome to Digital, fictwi:^ editorial 
flniga News 
Technology N«w* 

AHTICLM KENU 

PROGRAMS HCNU 

Digital Access has undergone a number of changes over its past 10 issues, 
including digitised Illustrations and a slightly different front end 
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USER FEEDBACK. 
% Animation 
\ RELATIVITY 

f "Software Demo 
\ MINI OFFICE ,PRO DRAW ; 

> Hardware 
\   NEW AMIQA3;^K-UX BOOK OF THE DEAD 

> Words 

s Public Domain 
\   A PENNY SAVED ;.. 

f The Other Disk 
\    WORKBENCH NOTES 

AmigaMag is a two-disk offering consisting of a floppy full of Info and reviews 
(the main menu is shown above), and a second disk containing programs 

his review of Mini Office by telling us 
that he was a beta tester, and so is 
"quite comfortable" reviewing the 
product. Er... actually, a beta tester 
possibly isn't the best person to 
review a product, since they are a 
little less likely to be totally impartial 
Still, letting that pass, the overall 
quality of AmigaMag is good, and I 
look forward to seeing the next 
edition in the near future. 

AmigaMag is available by 
sending £3.00 to Paul B Stanley at 
102 Kesteven Road, Stamford, 
Linconshire PES 1SS. 

Value for money , 8/10 

THE ZIRCON MAG 
The Zircon Mag is a brand new disk 
magT which has apparently taken 
three months to write and compile. It 

ROAD /— 
MAP / 

seems that the authors have been 
producing utility compilations, demos 
and the like for some time, and 
decfded that they wanted to start 
producing a disk mag as well 

The menu system is written in 
AMOS, and is quite elegant Move 
the cursor to the title of the article - 
the highlight moves with the cursor - 
and click to get the first page. Then 
using the up- and down-arrows 
actually scrolls through the pages, 
although this isn't documented very 
deariy. In fact, there are two pages 
to the main menu - again, the 
second page is accessed with the 
up-arrow key. This really isn't clear 
enough, though - I almost reviewed 
the mag without realising about all 
the other stuff. 

The articles are written in a 
demo-crew manner (then again, 

ROCKET PIOTORS 
m CHURCH 

w — OS 

7 
. ■. i 

. 'am DCF 

}' 

- 1 —1 1 -. 
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The Zircon Mag's contents are varied enough for there to be something to 
Interest most people, with numerous cheats, hints, and maps for games 

that's partly what the collection of 
people known as Zircon seem to be, 
with 'cool' names like Gears, Shot, 
Hawk and so on) and are fairly jokey 
and ad hoc. There is certainly talent 
there, though, and the contents are 
varied enough to ensure that there's 
likely to be something of interest to 
most people. The disk includes a few 
utilities which can be accessed via 
the Workbench and, unlike most disk 
mags, the whole thing can be run 
from an already- 
booted Amiga. 

The first edition 
of The Zircon Mag 
is public domain, to 
encourage readers, 
but the next edition 
will cost £2, You 
can get more 
information, or 
submit articles, to   
the editor, Gears, 
at 49 Love Lane, Great Wyrley, 
Walsall, West Midlands WS6 6NW. If 
you want a copy of the first edition, 
don't forget to send a blank disk and 
a stamped, self-addressed envelope. 

Value for money .....6/10 

AMIGAHOLICS 
Issue 9 of the Amigaholics disk mag 
opens with a neat little intra 
(cancellable with the right mouse 
button, for those who've been 
waiting hours for something else to 
happen}, and then presents a 
standard-looking menu, brought to 
you courtesy of Nico Francois' 
ubiquitous Program Selector. 

Amigaholics is a club, rather than 
just a disk mag, and the contents of 
the disk reflect this. There is less 
actual editorial on the disk than on 
some other mags, although the disk 
also contains some programming 
tutorials, music, a picture gallery and 

"The Zircon Mag.., 

has apparently 

taken three months 

to write..." 

a drawer full of goodies' - including 
something called ping", which 
makes the cursor behave very 
strangely indeed until you reboot the 
Amiga. There's also an anti-virus 
program which kicks in when you 
boot with the disk, although it 
doesn't behave very well with some 
makes of hard drive, including the 
RocHard drive which I own, 

A major part of the disk is the 
Amigaholics PD library. This contains 
  a wide range of 

mmmmmmmmmu software in a 
number of 
categories, all of it 
available for free - 
just send a Wank 
disk and return 
postage. The fact 
that Amigaholics is a 
club is clear from 
the documentation, 
which says, "If I am 

unable to supply the software from 
my own collection, I will forward your 
order on to the member nearest to 
you who does have it." 

Other features are the standard 
editorial, a section for pen-pals, 
letters pages, and a piece on DTP, 

The author, Kevin Bryan, doesn't 
give any details on membership of 
Amigaholics, However, Tm sure that 
if you're interested, and you send 
him a blank disk and an SAE, he'll 
send you a sample copy of the disk 
mag and any club details. His 
address is Amigaholics, 29 Wolfe 
Crescent, Charlton, London SE7 8TS. 

Value for money ..7/10 

THE FINAL FRONTIER 
The Final Frontier is a mammoth four- 
disk magazine, dedicated to fans of 
Star Trek - the TV series, The Next 
Generation and the films. Each disk 
is auto booting and has a basic 

Among the assorted 'goodies' on the Amigahotics disk are some cute 
animations, including this one of a worm crawling behind a magnifying glass 
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PUBUC DOMAIN 

WHERE TO GET IT 

There are two main ways to get hold of Amiga PD and shareware: from a bulletin 
j board or from a PD library. 

The advantage of using a bulletin board is that often the latest software is' . V;7 

uploaded as soon as it's available. On the down side, you need a modem to • 
connect, and you'll have to pay phone charges (and sometimes a connection fee 
to the bulletin board as well). 

There are a growing number of bulletin boards with a wide range Of Amiga 
software available for download. Check out 01-for Amiga {0713771358) and the.:-;/ 

• Chea'm Amiga Bulletin Board (081 644 8714). Another good option is joining tlx ' 
.(the Compulink Information exchange), whicrvnot only has Amiga software but also:

:
v 

contains conference and file areas on a wide.range of subjects, from politics to 
scuba diving, biking to Science Fiction* Many Of the Amiga Shopper writers have; , 
accounts on CIXf so you can get first-hand advice on your problems, too. For more 

: details, call CIX on 081 390 8446 (voice) or 081 390 1255 (modem). 
If you don't want to use a bulletin board, the other way to get PD software fe 

from a PD house. Many advertise in Amiga Shopper, and you'll find a 
comprehensive list of names and addresses at the end of this article: Expect to 
pay between 99p and about £2.50 per disk - there's often a discount if you buy in *j 
bulk, too. As for the difference between the companies which charge 99p and 
those which charge £2.50 - well, try both types. There are brilliant, totally 
professional PD houses which charge less than a quid, and there are totally 
incompetent (dis)organisations which charge more than twice that, 

menu system - according to the 
editorial, the team has had problems 
with programmers which means that 
at present they are using a simple 
front-end. Still, as editor Simon 
Plumbe points out, it's the quality of 
the articles that counts. 

Given that I'm probably the only 
computer fan who isn't a Star Trek 
fanatic, I approached The Final 
Frontier with some trepidation. There 
are few things worse than a 
gathering of enthusiasts in a subject 
that you're not interested in, but I 
must say that this disk mag is well 
put together, and has a wide range 
of articles and graphics. 

Because each disk is auto- 
booting, there's no problem with 
constant swapping in and out of 
disks. However, it does mean that 
every time you want to use another 
disk you must spend a minute or two 
waiting for your Amiga to reboot Oht 
and the Intro on the first disk won't 
run on some machines, including 
those running Kickstart 2,04 or 
those with 1Mb of chip RAM - which 

effectively precludes huge sections 
of the Amiga community. Come onT 
guys, sort this out - please! 

The contents are generally very 
well written, and include book and 
merchandise reviews - with pictures 
of some of the offerings, such as a 
commemorative mug - stories, 
reviews of films, episode guides, 
graphics from Trekkie demos and 
even some music. 

No, I'm not a Star Trek fan. But if 
you are then you really do need to 
get hold of The Fmat Frontier. Issue 
3, which \ reviewed, rivals many 
fanzines that I've seen - I wouldn't 
be surprised if it started appearing 
on Forbidden Planet s shelves in the 
near future! (Stardate 123.456.7, to 
be exact...) 

The Final Frontier is available 
from a few PD houses, or directly 
from the editor, Simon PI umbo, at 14 
Rousdon Grove, Great Ban, 
Birmingham B43 5HN. It costs £5 for 
the four disks. 

Value for money 10/10 

Amiganuts United 
169 Dale Valley Road 
Hollybrook 
Southampton 

AMOS PD 
1 Penmynydd Road 
Penlan 
Swansea 
SA5 7 EH 

Anglia PDL 
115 Ranelagh 
Feltxtowe 
Suffolk 
IP11 7HU 
*r 0394 283494 

Blitterchips 
Cliffe House 
Primrose Street 
Keighley 
BD21 4NN 
* 0535 667469 

Crazy Joe's 
145 Effingham Street 
Rotherharn 
South Vorks 
S65 1BL 
v 0709 829286 

Deltrax PD 
36 Bodelwyddan Ave 
Old Colwyn 

Clwyd LL29 9NP 
tr 0492 515981 

Deja Vu 
7 Holiinbrook 
Beech Hill 
Wigan WN6 7SG 
* 0942 495261 

Essex Computer Systems 
118 Middle Crockerford 
Basildon 
Essex 
SS16 4JA 
« 0268 553963 

George Thompson Services 
Cucumber Hall Farm 
Cucumber lane 
Essendon 
Herts 
AL9 6JB 
» 0707 664 654 

ICPUG 
PO BOX 1309 
London 
N3 2UT 
IP 081-346 0050 

NBS 
1 Chain Lane 
Newport 
Isle Of Wight P030 5QA 
IT 0983 529594 

PD Soft 
1 Bryant Ave 
Southend-on-Sea 
Essex 
SSI 2YD 
tr 0702 466933 

Pertttre PD 
10a Hag Hill Lane 
Taptow 
Maidenhead 
Berks SL6 OJH 
tr 0628 666641 

Riverdene PDL 
30a School Road 
Tilehurst 
Reading 
Berkshire RG3 5AN 

0734 452416 

Telescan Computer Services 
Handsworth Road 
Blackpool FY5 1SB 
* 0253 22296 

Sector 16 
160 Hollow Way 
Cowley 
Oxford 
« 0865 774472 

Seventeen Bit Software 
PO BOX 97 
Wakefield 

West Yorks 
WF1 1XX 

0924 366982 

Software Expressions 
Unit 4 
44 Beauley Road 
Southvilte 
Bristol BS3 1PY 
IT 0272 637634 

Softville 
Unit 5, Stratfield Park 
Elettra Avenue 
Waterlooville 
Hants P07 7XN 
w 0705 266509 

Startronics 
4 Arnold Drive 
Droylsden 
Manchester M 35 6RE 
ir 061 370 9115 

Valiy PD 
PO BOX 15 
Peterlee 
Co Durham SR8 1NZ 

091-587 1195 

Virus Free PD 
31 Farringdon Road 
Swindon 
Wiltshire SN1 5AR 
tt 0793 512321 
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SAFE SHOPPING 

BUYING ADVICE 

FOR SHOPPERS 

Whether buying over the phone or at a local store, 

here's our advice on how to get what you want 

ADVERTISERS INDE 

BUYING IN PERSON 
• Where possible, always test any 
software and hardware in the shop 
before taking it home, to make sure 
that it works properly, 
• Make sure you have all the 
necessary leads, manuals or other 
accessories you need. 
• Don't forget to keep your receipt, 

BUYING BY PHONE 
• Be as clear as possible when 
stating what you want to buy, Make 
sure you confirm all the technical 
details of what you are buying. Some 
things to bear in mind are version 
numbers, memory requirements, 
other required hardware or software 
and compatibility with your particular 
model of Amiga (that is, make sure 
you know which version of Kickstart 
you have). 
• Check the price you are asked to 
pay, and make sure that it's the 
same as the price advertised. 

• Check that what you are ordering 
is actually in stock. 
• Check when and how the article 
will be delivered, and that any extra 
charges are as stated on the advert. 
• Make a note of the date and time 
when you order the product. 

BUYING BY POST 
As with buying by phone, you should 
clearly state exactly what it is you 
are buying, at what price (refer to the 
magazine, page and issue number 
where it's advertised) and give any 
relevant information about your 
system set-up where necessary. You 
should also make sure you keep 
copies of all correspondence both to 
and from the company concerned. 

MAKING RETURNS 
Whichever method you buy by, you 
are entitled to return a product if it 
fails to meet any one of the following 
three criteria: 

A CHECK LIST FOR 

MAIL ORDER BUYING 

1 Make sure you know exactly what you want. Draw up a checklist of the 
specifications you are looking for and what you want it to be able to do. 
Check with the suppliers that their product matches your list 

2 Will the product you have in mind work with your existing set-up, and 
anything else you are planning to buy? 

3 Can you see a demonstration? Many products are on display at computer 
shows around the country. 

4 Are there any hidden extras? Does it need 1Mb to run, or a hard disk? 

5 What technical support is provided by the supplier? Does the 
manufacturer offer after-sales advice? Check before you buy. 

6 Check the guarantee terms. How long is the free warranty? What does it 
offer? 

7 Draw up a list of these details and make them a condition of your order. 

8 Check the price and delivery details when you order, and make a note of 
them, 

0 Note down when you placed the order and who you spoke to. 

10 When it arrives, check everything carefully. If anything is missing, don't 
use the product at all - contact the supplier. If it doesn't work, make the 
obvious checks such as the fuse. If it still doesn't work don't try to fix it - 
contact the supplier. 

• The goods must be of 
'merchantable quality', 
• The goods must be as described'- 
• The goods must be fit for the 
purpose for which they were sold. 
If they fail to satisfy any or all of the 
criteria, then you are then entitled to: 
• Return thern for a refund, 
• Receive compensation for part of 
the value. 
• Get a replacement or free repair. 
When returning anything, ensure that 
you have proof of purchase and that 
you return the item as soon as 
possible after receiving it. For this 
reason it is important that you check 
the hardware or software as soon as 
it is delivered to make sure 
everything you ordered is there and 
works as it is supposed to. 

HOW TO PAY 
Paying by credit card is the most 
sensible way, whether buying in 
person, by post or on the phone, 
because you may be able to claim 
the money from the credit card 
company even if the firm you ordered 
from has gone bust or refuses to 
help sort out your problem. 

Otherwise, you should pay by 
crossed cheque or postal order - 
never send coins or notes through 
the mail, 

GETTING REPAIRS 
Always check the conditions of the 
guarantee, and servicing and 
replacement policy, so that you know 
what level of support to expect. 
Always fill in and return warranty 
cards as soon as possible, and 
make sure that you are aware of all 
the conditions contained in the 
guarantee, 

BUYING PD 
Even though PD software is relatively 
inexpensive, you should still apply 
the guidelines set out above, making 
sure that you confirm ail orders as 
dearly as possible. 

Shopping around is still 
important when buying PD because 
different houses charge different 
prices for the same disks. There is 
no set pricing structure for disks, but 
bear in mind that PD houses are, in 
theory, supposed to be non-profit 
making operations. fT> 

I 
1st Computer Centre (Leeds) ,.132,133 
16 Bit Centre 44 
Accelerators Unlimited 95 
Advanced Electronics 24 
Ami vision Software 14 
Anglia PD 154 
Antic 35 
Artworks 77 
AZ Software 78 
BCS 96,97 
Bitcon Devices 17 
Cammac Developments 78 
CC Enterprises 142 
Classic Software 154 
Coombe Valley Software 77 
Commonside Hardware Services ,.24 
Crazy Joe's 152 
Crystal Concepts 77 
Delta Pi 14 
Diamond Computer 
Supplies ..,,.,136,137,138 
Digita International , „ 9 
Digital Creations 171 
Direct Computer Supplies 24 
DTBS 152 
Dynamite 126-129 
Europress Software 2 
Evesham Micros 122,123 
Express PD 154 
Futureworld 53,54,55 
Gasteiner Technologies ..,.,141 
Grapevine „14 
Graphic Assembly..... 77 
Harwoods... 33,36-39 
HB Marketing 95 
Hobbyte 108,109 
Home Based Business ..142 
ICPUG ,,. 154 
Indi 62-65 
Kosmos Software 142 
LCL 142 
Mailbyte 95 
Merlin 172 
yjC Supplies , , 114 
Omega Projects , 103 
PD Soft . ,,.159 
Phoenix , 49-51 
Phoenix Services 78 
'ower Computing...58,59,104,105 

Silica Systems 135,149,165 
Snap Computer Supplies 121 
Softstore 77 
Software Demons 4 
Software Expressions 157 
South Lines PD 152 
Switchsoft 142 
Transmedia Distribution 144 
Trilogic 92,93 
Vortex 12 
Weserve 6 
White Knight Technology.... 78 
WTS EEectonics 112,113,121" 
York Electronics 142 
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PRINTERS 

WITH 

2 YEAR 
WARRANTY 

NEW 

MODELS 

BUDGET 9 PIN PRINTER 
AND 

IflUfFR 

STARTER KIT 
ALL YOU NEED TO GET STARTED 
WITH YOUR NEW CITIZEN PRINTER 
e 2 Metre Parallel Printer Cable 
o 3# Disk-Driver for Windows 3 
• M Disk-Amiga & ST Drivers 
• 200 Sheets of Continuous Paper 
• 100 Continuous Address Labels 
• 5 Continuous Envelopes 

WORTH £29.38 
WITH EVERY 

CITIZEN DOT MATRIX 
PRINTER FROM SILICA 
or £19,39 (£10 off RRP) to purchase. 

PLUS! 
AMIGA PRINT MANAGER For lastef prrting from your Amiga witft clearer images and mone ybram colours, Available iree of charc^ ion reqyesl) whsn you buy a Swift 9, 200 or 2*0 printer 

Forces include * ImprwBd Imagf Snwctfiftfj WORTH * GairvnaCfltour Ccirectm * i*3f]i Stall's * Ctfuur Separaloi * RKjjH&iliriVales fairing 4inc VAT - sw KM) ^ ffl1>£1J.1fl|£1^RHF|ie.j!uaflMtA3C45?g| 
£14.10 

144 CPS 80 COLUMN 
* Citizen - 9 pin 
* 144cps Draft, 30cps NLQ 
* 4K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts 
9 Parallel or Serial interface 
* Graphics Resolution: 240 x 240dpi 
* Epson and IBM Emulation 
* Pull tractor £ bottom feed 
* FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

«np EIM 
SILICA STARTER KJT.EZ5 

1 

£115 
4VAT=E135.13 ref: PRI 2120 

TOTAL VALVE: 
SAVING; 

£224 

SILICA MICE £115 
The C«tizen 120D primer comes supplied with a parallel interface as standard. If you require a serial interface instead, please state rei: PHI 2125 when placing your order wilh Silica. 

STAND OFFER 9 PIN PRINTERS 24 PIN PRINTER 

CITIZEN PRINTER 
STAND 

For Swift 5,24, 24B, 200, 240 
and 224 Printers 
• Helps keep pace witft Citizen Printer's 

powerful paper handling 
• Robust & Durable Construction 
m Saves space and protects continuous 

stationery from dust and damage 
• Compatible with bottom and rear feed 

operation 

192 CPS    80 COLUMN 
• Citizen Swift 9 - 9 pin - 80 column 
• 192cps Draft, 4Scps NLQ 
9 8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts 
• Parallel Interface 
• Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi 
• Epson and IBM Emulation 
• FREE Catour Kit 
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
RRP £2» CBLDUR KIT EM ST*RTFRKIT ....J3S 
TOTAL VALUE- £J0E SAVING- £1*3 SJUCA fWJCf: E15B 

192 CPS 136 COLUMN 
• Citizen Swft9x - 9 pin ■ 136 column 
• 792cps Draft, 48cps NLQ 
• 8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts 
• Parallel Interface 
• Graphics Resolution; 240 x 240dpi 
• Epson and1 /AM Emulation 
• Cofour Qpf/oYJ Available 
• FflEfF Stfca Printer STarter Mr 

... EiZfl STMtTFR nn _as ID ML VALUE £35* SAVING: g1_5_5 Altf* ttWCt t1M £199 
4 W7» £233.83 sef ffll 2309 

NEW/ SERIES2 

SWIFT 240M 
MONO PRINTER 

{COLOUR OPTION AVAILABLE) 

SWIFT 240C 
COLOUR PRINTER 

300 CPS      80 COLUMN       SWIFT 240 MONO 
■ Citizen Swift 240W40C -Si pin- 90 ca'urnr? • 3Q0cps SDH Sept). 240cos Dtafi. 80cp$ iC ■ 3K Printer Buffer - 40K maximum • 9 LQ Fonts f 2 ScaSabte Fonts (8-4Cpts) » I x Font Cartridge Slot - for plug in 'Style' Fonts • ParaM Interface • Grannies Resolution: 360 x 360 dpi • Epson, IBM, NEC P20 & CEL Emulations • Quarter Printing Facility m Auto Set Facility - Bi-directional UF. Auto Emulation Detection • Command Vue IV Front Control Panel • Ultra Quiet Mode - 44.5 68(A) • Colour Printing Standard - Swift 240c, Colour Printing Optional - Swift 240 ■ FPEE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

nnr — oa HAMER KIT. _QS 
ram VALUE' S3&* SAVING- £115 

RPP   STARTEH KIT. _ESB 
mm IWUF; C394 

24 PIN PRINTERS ■ i^lga^uiid;! NOTEBOOK PRINTER 

SWIFT 240C COLOUR 

ACCESSORIES 

270 CPS    80 COLUMN • Citizen Swift 200-24 pin -80 column • 270COS SO (JScpil. 27f5 .rps Drdfl. ?2cps LQ • Printer Suffer ■ 40K maximum • Parade) Interface   • 6 LQ Fonts 
D ■-.  ■    ; «/!fon ..'>(V7- 360 x 3«J • Epsjn, JBW. & NEC P2u Emulations- • Quartor Printing and Auto Set Factory • Ultra Quiet Mode ■ 44,5 dSfA) • Colour Option Available • FPEE 8&0* Printer Starter Kit 
HUGH STABTffl ICIT E25 

TOTAL YALUt: tSM SAVING: £U5 
mm met em £179 

|.VA"U £210.33 ne<: PRI S*90 

192 CPS 136 COLUMN • Citizen Swift 24x* 24 pin -136 eclurm 
• !92cps Draft, 64cps NLQ 
• BK Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts 
• Parallel interface 
• Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360dpi 
• Epson, IBM and NEC P6 Emulation 
• Colour Option Available 
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
WH»  EM9 SILICA STMTffl ICIT Pi TOTAL VALUE: £51S £*WN6- 215 .Si'i,'£* WrCf; £299 

360 CPS    80 COLUMN 
• Citizen Projet - Inkjet ■ 80 column 
• 360cps Draft, I20cps NLO 
• 50 Nozzle Head • WflvsparQuiei47dB(A) 
• W Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts 
• Optional HP Compatible Font cards 
• Parallel Interface 
• Graphics Resolution: 300x300dpi 
• HP Deskjet plus emulation 

TOTAL mm UN 

^^■VAT= C4QiJft Hi: PBI 3090_y 

S^FEr FEEDERS ntAtflC 1200 -_.tnjt PM12IS 1 MKMSwN! tH ESI n siA '?i8 it^WSwtaW .142.D0 
SERIAL INTERFACES PflA 11« tJiflOt _.  fM.« .       _   u ,., r : ■: 

PHA.1709 SNvrt)J^A*?4i   . CB36 
MEMORY EXPN PflAITS 124^24^24 .... £13.10 

PRINTER STAND PPA1342 12Ml424,S«*aiW..E2253 PBAiaJ4Swflft2« E3UJ56 

pwqwMl. flMBOMS RI93B33 liOa ^mll JfilKi  £?.ff - -:     . - . "teBjrk E7.15 qia23H IMCTi'SwiftM Bbck E4 7Q '■ • m .I3JH Pfua Mdii Sim* ati 
COLOUR KITS 

PRA1!« tWaSara'ii E4E7D PPAVH ?W3 '3a:J* Ertn . . E29 3T PRAVE PSWCaffriapHif E^JD 
he WCT4«*fc*y  

64 CPS      80 COLUMN 
• Citizen PN46 Notebook Printer 
• Non-impact Printing on Plain Paper 
• 53cps LO - 4K Buffer f 2 Fonts 
• Rear *no" fleffom Paper Loading 
• Pa/a/te^ Interface 
• Grapnj'cs Resolution: 360 x360dpi 
• Epson, IBM, NEC F@ S Civer, Emuiatjon 
• Poti^i-e^ From Mains, Battery or Car Adaptor 
HHP  .eaa 
Tffm KILCJE: H2S SriMWfir £ias 

VfWT=t23^fl3 IE< PHI21QQ J 

CITIZEN PRINTERS 
FREE DELIVERY Next Day ■ Anywlwra in the UK mainland 

FREE STARTER KIT sV;rf £29   - ut'\ c ! -i dot malrot printers from Silica 
2 VEAff WARRANTY jincludmg KM dot IMMl printer twad) 

WINDOWS 3-0 Fres Windows 3.D driver with Starter Kit 
FREE COLOUR KTT WrtH gvary Swift 9 

FREE HELPLINE Technical supped helpline gp«n durtng oflice hoers 
FROM SILICA 

061 ^9E-12^15 
SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 

• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY; On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland. 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service. 

PRtCE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis. 
ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales. 
£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable. 
BUSINESS * EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888. 
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration afid training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches. 
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier 
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with otters + software and peripheral details. 
PAYMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms. 

Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you Ihink very carefully about WHERE you 
buy it. Consider wftal it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may 
require additional peripherals and accessories, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the 
company you buy from contact you wilh details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you 
will have nothing lo worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements, with an understanding 
which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and re-turn tha coupon now for our 
latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service". 

MAEl ORDER: 
LONDON SHOP: Qpercng Hours:    Mortal 9.-30am-6.00pin 

'-4 The Mews, Hatherlev Rd, S-dcup. Kent, DAI 4 4DX OOam-e.riDpm Wo Ult Might Openmg  M 081-309 1T11 frw No: wi-3oe ceoe 
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P DBA Ho Lale Night Opening  

LONDON SHOP: Selfridges (tst Floor). Oxford Stree:, London. W1A 1AB Opaning Hcmra:     Mgft^'i 9.3Pam-7.oqpin ilSat dosa 6.3Spni) Ule Haght Thuraay - 8pr 

"Tel: 071-580 *000 Pan Ma: D71-323 4737 

SIDCUP SHOP: " ^ 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd. Sidcup, Kent. DA14 ^DX Opening Haura:     Maft-Slt 9.i»ajn-530CKil Late MigtlL- Friday - TpfP  

Tel: 071-629 1234 
Tel: D81-3DZ 8811 Fax No: OBt-309 001? 

ESSEX SHOP;        Keddies teniiW High Street, SouttienrJ-on-Sea, Essex. SS11 LA OpBfilrtft Hour*;     Mon-Fn 9.30arn-&.3£gni ;5r.i J i'lVr <;, .:;V. I I ND Late Nighl Opening  
Tel: 0702 462426 Fax No: 0702402309 

To: Silica Systems, AMSHP-0193-55, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX 
PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE 

.Pi 

Mr/MrsflVliss-'Wls Initials:  Surname; 
Company Name (if applicable): 
Address: , 

MAIL OHDER HOTLINE 

H081-309 1111 
S1UCA 

SYSTEMS 

 ,  Postcode: 
Tel (Home):   Tel {Work): 
Which computers), if any, do you own?  

EiOE - Advertised p*iC*S and speculations may change - Pleas* wium 1hfi coupon for t?» latssL intDrnialion. 



USER GROUPS 

Find your local group 

1520 Plotter Group (ICPUG) * John 
Bentley 06286 65932 

16-32 Micro Programmlng AMOS, 
bimonthly fanzine, PDr fRsh->590} 
Membership 100FF or £10 Contact F 
Moreau, 132 rue Jean Follain, 50000 
SainRo, France * 31 52 20 02 

Amiga Addicts Newsletter and open 
nights For info SAE to A Minnock, 
Clonkelly, BinnT Co Offaly, Ireland, 

Amiga Artists Club 34 Round hay Mount, 
Leeds LS8 40W. For Amiga artists, 
musicians and coders. Pirates not 
welcome. Free. v* KAM on 0532 493942, 
5-8 pm 

Amiga Athens club FD swaps, tipsr 
cheats etc. Free membership, just new PD 
or tips in exchange for our services. 
Contact Stefanos Papamichael, 9 Derfeld 
Rd, Patisia, 11144 Athens, Greece. «■ 
01/2027973 

Amiga BASIC club Free bimonthly disk, 
help for beginners and experts. 
Membership £10 per year. Contact Conran 
Ahmad, 15 Weybridge Rd, Thornton Heath, 
Surrey CR7 7LIM » 081 689 9102 

Amiga Beginners1 Club 110 Whitehill 
Park, Limavidy, Co. Londonderry BT49 
OQG. Club to help newcomers. Bi-monthly 
club disk, and a small PD library, 
Membership £2 for a single disk, or £20 
for every issue 

Amiga help club Contact John Kewley, 
Derlwyn, New St, Bethel. Nr CVon, 
Gwynedd, LL57 1YW, Meetings Mondays 
7 - 10pm, Graphics, sound, Workbench, 
programming, help on any topic* Beginners 
welcome. Free membership 

Amiga Helpline Contact Gordon Keenan, 
21 Skirsa Place, Glasgow G23 SEE. 

If your group isn't mentioned, fill 

in the form at the bottom of the 

page to let us know about you 

Software/hardware help service, free PD, 
DTP problems sorted, plus general Amiga 
chit-chat. Send a stamp for full details. 
Membership £15 per year 

Amiga Mania Bimonthly publication (tips, 
reviews, advice), licenseware, PD, 
discount software, hardware and 
accessories. Annual membership £10,. 
Contact D Cryer, 88 Blackball Rd, 
Folkestone, Kent CT19 5QS 

Amiga Musicians' Club Membership gets 
you a disk with 50 IFF samples a month 
for 12 months. AJso sample service. 
Membership £30. Contact Gavin Wylie, 
Guthrie Street, Carnoustie, Angus 

Amiga Navigation Contact Dave Thomas 
4a, Aflister St, Neath, W Glamorgan PD. 
advice, even small repairs and social 
evenings. Weds 7 - 9pm. Membership 
£10 per year 

Amiga Network International 2 monthly 
club disk, reviews, advice. For info contact 
Phil or Steve; 434 Denby Dale Rd East, 
Wakefield, W Yorks WF4 3AE 

Amiga PD Exchange at 27 Spa Rd, 
Preston, Lancashire, PR1 SSL. Chance to 
exchange PD, shareware, Fish and Tbag 
disks. £1 for disk and membership 

Amiga Users' Klub. Windsor House, 19 
Castle St, Bodmin, Cornwall PL31 2DX. 
Meets every Friday from 6.30-9pm, to 
expand members' knowledge of Amiga 
and to help solve people's problems. 
Contact Jack Tailing 

GET YOURSELF LISTED 
If you run a user group which isn't listed an this page, fill in the 
form below for your free entry. Send It to Amiga Shopper User 
Groups List, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. We reserve the 
right to refuse entries. 

AS21 

Group name..  

Contact name.......  

Contact telephone number. 

Contact address  

Place of meetings. 

Time of meetings.. 

! Type of activities.. 

! Membership fee, 

Amiga User Group - FYLPE Contact Andy 
Wilkinson ^ 0253 724607 25 Glen Eldon 
Rd, Lytham St Annes, Lancashire FYS 
2AX. Meetings twice a month, newsdisk, 
tuition* technical support. Amiga advice 
Membership £15 per year 

Amiga Users Club Contact Edward 
Metcalfe w 021 7441430 49 Burman Rd, 
Shirley, Solihull, W Midlands B90 2BG PD 
swapping, games swapping (not copying.), 
competitions, free membership 

Amiga Video Producers' Group Meets 
quarterly in Swindon. For info SAE to J 
Strutton, 8 Rochford CI, Grange Park, 
Swindon, Wilts SN5 6AB ^ 0793 870667 

Amiga Witham Users' Group 85 
Highfleids Rd, Witham, Essex CMS 1LW. 
Tips and Basic programs, K Anderson » 
0376 518271 

Amlgaholics Club Free membership, Own 
disk magazine, For further information 
contact Kevin Bryan « 071-580 2000 Ext 
240 or write to 29 Wolfe Cres, Charlton, 
London SE7 STS 

Amiga man la Bi-monthly newsletter [tips, 
advice etc), quality PD, discount hardware, 
software and accessories, free advice. 
Discount card for High St shops. Annual 
membership fee £10. Contact S Green, 9 
St Lukes Walk, Hawkinge, Kent CT18 7EF 

Amlgos PD Large PD library - £1 for 
catalogue disk. Contact Roland Arnold, 16 
Mayfair Ave, llford, Essex IG1 3DL tr 081- 
554 5160 

Amos PrO0ammar Club Free 
membership, swap AMOS programs and 
PD, disk magazine and help for new users. 
Contact Gareth Downes-Powell, 6 Brassey 
Avenue, Broadstairs, Kent CT10 2DS 

AMOS Programmers1 Exchange Free 
membership. Swapping software and 
ideas. Help available, J Lanng, 7 Majestic 
Rd, Hatch Warren, Basingstoke, Hants 
RG22 4X0 

AMOS Programmers Group John Mullen at 
62 Lonssdale St, Workington. Cumbria 
CA14 2YD, Hints, tips, tutorialse tc. SAE 
for info, £10 membership for bi-monthly 
disk mag 

Angus Amiga CDTV club Contact J 
Robertson, 22a High St, Brechin, Angus 
DD9 6ER « 0356 623072. Review 
software, discuss anything Amiga. Free 
membership 

Asia Amiga Association Newsletter, PD, 
information, advice, ideas, exchanges. 
Membership HK$250 per annum. For 
more info contact Pete Alex, Room 11c, 
Fortune Court, 4-6 Tak Hlng St, Kowloon, 
Hong Kong. * 7245196 

Astro PD Send SAE and blank disk for 
catalogue. Help and advice also available. 
Contact D Benson, 3 Skiddaw Court, 
Nunthorpe, Middlesborough, Cleveland 
TS7 0RD 

Avon Micro Computer Club Graphics and 
animation, business and the chance to 
speak to professional users. £3 per 

annum. Contact Roger: 95 Downend Rd, 
Horfield, Bristol w 0272 513224 

Basic Programmers7 Group 68 Queen 
Elizabeth Dr, Mormanton, West Yorks WF6 
UF. Encourages the use of Basic, 
exchanges ideas and assists beginners to 
the language. Free newsletter Mark 
Blackall « 0924 892106 

Beaconsfleld and district CC Contact 
Philip Lishman = 0494 782298 27 
Russel] Court, Chesham, Bucks. Meetings 
at St Michaels Hall, St Michaels Green, 
Beaconsfield 7.45 - 9.45pm. 
Programming, gaming swapping PD, 
having fun. Membership £10 for 6 months 

Bloomfleld video and computing Contact 
Mrs Beryl Hughes * 0267 2357522 
Nashville, 50 Glynderi, Carmarthen, Dyfed 
SA31 2EX. Meetings at the BloomfieJd 
Community Centre, 7,30pm alternate 
Tuesdays, Amiga for beginners, video 
techniques etc. Membership £5 

BR & CI Computer Club B Robinson at 23 
Fairway Rd, Shepshed, Loughborough, 
Leicestershire, LE12 9DS * 0392 72889 
or 03922 841296. Regular disk mag 
packed with tips, reviews of games and 
serious software, game cheats database, 
demos and uttis, very large PD library. 
Membership fee £1,25 

Bus Stop PD 75p per disk, send SAE and 
50p for catalogue including classifieds 
and messages section. C Chester, 5 
Westbourne Road, Marsh, Huddersfield, 
HD1 4LQ 

Cacophony (Unlimited) Alms to create 
quality PD with AMOS and others. Help 
given. Mark Wickson, 49 Perrott Close, 
North Leigh, Witney, Oxon 0X8 6RU 

Camber ley User Group Lectures, 
competitions, advice, meetings, free 
membership. For more info contact F 
Wellbelove ™ 0252 871 545 

Champion PD Club PD at 30p, 
newsletters, advice, help and more. 
Membership £10. Contact Steve Pickett, 
31 Somerset Close, Catterlck, N 
Yorkshire, DL9 3HE 

Cheapo PD Club Non-profit making postal 
PD, newsletters, advice. Membership £5. 
Contact Jason Meachen, Ivy Cottage, 
Chapel Road, Beaumont, Clacton, Essex 
C016 OAR. 

Chester-Ie-Street 16-Blt Computer Club 
Ground floor functjon suite, The Civic 
Centre, IVewcastle Rd, ChesteNe-Street. 
Meets Mondays from 7.30- 9.30pm. 
Exchange advice and swap tips, w Peter 
Mears 091 385 2939 

CDTV Users Club Swap views on software 
and hardware. Contact Julian Lavanini, 
113 Fouracres Rd, Newall Green, 
Manchester M23 8ES 

Chic Computer Club Full details with an 
SAE to STAMP, Chic Computer Club, PO 
Box 121, Gerrards Cross, Bucks. For info 
contact Steve Winter« 0753 884473 

Club 68000 Competitions, programming, 
music. Meets Harrogate Leisure Centre, 
Mondays 6.15pm-10pm. SAE to Chris 
Hughes, 59 Walton Park, Pannal, 
Harrogate, N Yorks, HG3 1EJ * 0423 
891910 

Club Amiga £10 a year for PD and a 24-hr 
helpline service (091-385 2627), For more 
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USER GROUPS 

info send SAE to Chris Longley, 5 Bowes 
Lea, Shiney Row, Houghton Le Spring, 
Tyne and Wear 

Club Futura Advice to programmers and 
beginners, Send SAE for info to G Holland, 
16 Hermiston, Monkseaton, Whitley Bay, 
Tyne & Wear NE25 9AN 

Comp-U-Pal Australian group for users in 
the outback. Newsletter, helpline, PD 
library. Membership A$24, Comp-U-Pal, 
C/O MDA, PO Box 29. Knoxfield 3180, 
Victoria, Australia 

Computeque Steve Lai ley at In skip 
Meeting Hall, Ashurst, Skelmersdale, 
Lanes on 0695 31378 7,45pm - 10.30 
pm every Tuesday, From beginner to 
advanced user. Half year membership 
£2.50 children, £3 adults 

Computer Club 16 Laton Rdt Hastings, 
East Sussex * 0424 421480. A 16-bit 
club dedicated to being computer 
enthusiasts Membership costs £15 per 
year 

Darlington Commodore Users Club News, 
discounts, cheap PD, advice, newsletter 
and more. Annual membership £5. For 
further Info contact S Wheatley, i Ruby St, 
Darlington, County Durham DL3 OEN 

Deluxe Cheats Disk User Group Steven 
Frew at 96 Campden Green, Solihull, West 
Midlands, B92 8HG- Software advice, 
Updates every 2 months! £4 for disk £2 
for updates 

Edinburgh Amiga Group Membership £5, 
includes free advice and PD. Contact Neil 
McRea, 37 Kingsknowe Road North, 
Edinburgh EH 14 2DE with SAE 

Enfield Amiga club For info contact Sean 
Clifton » 081 8042867 32a Hoe Lane, 
Enfield, Middx Meet, swap, competitions, 
helping new users with problems 

Enterprise PD 'Free' PD if you supply 
disks and postage. Membership £25 per 
year, £5 per month. T McLoughlin, 229 
Barking Road, East Ham, London E6 1LB 
« 081 472 0434 

Eureka PD Small library with friendly 
service. 7Op per disk. Contact Liam Allen, 
5 Hartwell Close, Northampton NN2 8TT 

Exeter 16 Bit User Group Andrew Deeley 
or Phil Treby at 25A Gloucestershire Rd, 
Exwick, Exeter, EX4 2EF. Meeting every 
Wednesday 7pm, Programming £6 per 
annum 

Galactlk PD Swaps and sells PD. Contact 
E Newsome, 10 Crugan Ave, Klnmel Bay, 
Clwyd LL18 5DG. Demos, music, utilities, 
games, 99p for catalogue disk 

GFA Basic Forum Contact J Find lay 
■a- 0788 891197 or send SAE to 52 
Church Rd, Braunston, Mr Daventry 
Northants NN11 7HQ. Free advice on 
programming in GFA. Also tutorial disk for 
sale. Beginners and advanced users 
welcome. Free membership 

Gibraltar Amiga Users Club PD library, 
monthly newsletter, disk magazine, 
competitions, regular meetings (in the 
John Macintosh Hall}, Membership from 
£6 per year. Contact David Winder, 7 Lime 
Tree Lodge, Montagu Gardens, Gibraltar » 
010 350 79918 

Guru Masters PD demos etc, contact the 
Sheriff, 111 Sherbourne Rd, Banbury, 
Wolverhampton, WV10 9EU * 0902 
782277 

Hampshire PD Club Mike Gallienne at 79, 
Carless CI, Rownes, Gosport, Hants, P013 
9PW on 0705 585323. Public Domain 
Disks at 35p. Competitions once a month. 

Send an SAE for more info to the above 
address. £10 a year 

Hereford Amiga Group Membership free, 
help, exchange of PD and shareware. 
Lotus Turbo 2 Quad Player Championship, 
Contact John Macdonald, Alma Cottage, 
Allensmore, Hereford HR2 OAT 0981 
21414 

Hermit Computer Club Hardware help and 
information, program swapping. Meetings 
7-10pm, Mondays. Membership £3 per 
term, 50p per night. Contact John 
Maynard, Hermit Centre, Shenfleld Road, 
Brentwood, Essex CM 15 BAG « 0277 
218897 

Homesoft PD Over 2000 Amiga PD from 
20p to 69 p. Send SAE for free disk 
catalogue. Contact Chris Home 23 
Stanwell CI, Wincobank, Sheffield 59 1PZ 

HTS (Malta) Free membership. Contact K 
Cassar, Block 1 Flat, 6 H E Hal-TmiemT 
Zejtun ZTM07 Malta * 674023 

Hyndbum Amiga Users Club Tuition, 
advice, PD, and more. Meets Mondays, 
7pm, at the Canine Club, Accnngton (£1 
on the door), Contact Nigel Rigby, 7 
Brecon Avenue, Oswaldtwistle, Lancashire 
BBS 4QS * 0254 395289 

In Touch Amiga Penpals, contacts, PD, 
swaps £2.50 per year, For more 
information contact P Allen, 0342 
835530, PO Box 21, Lingfield, Surrey RH7 
6YJ 

Independent Commodore Products Users' 
Group Biggin Hill Library, Church Rd, 
Biggin Hill, Kent. Meets most Thursdays 
from 7.45-9.45pm, Lectures and open 
nights. «John Bickerstaff after 8,30pm 
081-651 5436, Also national network of 
user groups. Contact individual groups for 
details on activities, cost, meetings etc: 
And over * R Geere 0264 790003 
Anglesey * N Massey 0407 765221 
Coventry » W Light 0203 413511 
Dublin 9 G Reeves 010 353 12 883863 
Leeds ^ R Eyre 0532 487691 
Macclesfield * P Richardson 0293 
23644 
Merseyslde * G Titherington 051 521 
2553 
Mid Thames « M Hatt 0753 645728 
S Wales ICPUG « I Kelly 0222 513815 
Solent tr A Dimmer 0705 254969 
Southwest * P Miles 0297 60339 
Stevenage « 8 Grainger 0438 727925 
Watford » 8 Rigby 0923 264510 
W Riding v K Morton 0532 537318 
Wlgan * B Caswell 0942 213402 

JJC Amiga correspondence course £50 per 
year. Contact PO Box 19, High Wycombe, 
Bucks HP111UF, a 0494 983347 

Kent Youth Computer Group Contact Jim 
Fanning * 0233 629804 North Youth 
Centre, EsseIIa Rd, Ashford, Kent, 
Meetings at the North Youth Centre, 
Thursdays 7 - 10pm computer fair visits, 
video and DTP work, monthly newsletter 
Membership 40p per month 

Lothian Amiga Users Group Contact 
Andrew Mackie « 0506 630509 52 
Birniehill Ave, Bathgate, W Lothian EH48 
2RR Advice and help in buying hardware, 
software etc, group buying, dealers' 
circulars welcome. Membership free 

Maritime Amiga Club Maritime computing, 
interact with seafarers ashore on Amigas. 
Contact CDR K Osei, GN Ships Refit 
Office, 51 Rue de 6a Bretonniere, 50105 
Cherbourg, France. * 33 33225447 

Marksman (Trojan Phazer user group) 
Contact David Green, 67 Thicket Drive, 
Maltoy, ftotherham, S Yorkshire 566 7LB 
Promotes use of the Trojan Phazer, swaps 
PD and own programsT disk magazine 

N Ireland Amiga User Contact Stephen 
Hamer 98 Crebiily Rd, Ballymena, Co 
Antrim BT42 4DS. Disk based mag £2.50 
per issue. Free PD, SAE for further info 

Norwich Masked Hems SAE for info. Free 
membership. Contact Zorro, 278 Aylsham 
Rd, Norwich, Norfolk NR32RG n 0603 
409899 

Pennine Amiga Club 26 Spencer Street, 
Keighley, West Yorkshire BD21 2BU. Free 
membership, free advice and a newsletter. 
Contact Neville Armstrong for more info jn- 
0535 609263 

Perth and District Amateur Computer 
Society For further information contact 
Alastair MacPherson 137 Glasgow Rd, 
Perth. Meetings third Tuesday in every 
month, 8pm. General advice, talks, Amiga 
PD. Membership £6 or free for under 16s 

Pete's PD PD from only £1 per disk. Send 
50p for disk catalogue to Peter Garrett, 
Chestnut Cottage, White Lion Road, 
Amersham, Bucks HP7 9JR 

Public Domain Exchange Demos, music, 
utilities, animation. Annual fee £8 Contact 
D McLeish, 26 Taunton Ave, Leigh, Lanes 
WN7 5PT 

Public Domain User Group Swaps PD, 
provides advice. SAE to 12 Oxford Rd, 
Guildford, Surrey 

PUG Contact S Jackson ■ 0446 772331 
Whitebeam Cottage, Trerhyngyll. 
Cowbridge, S Glamorgan Cheap PD library, 
swap hints, reviews, articles etc. Send an 
SAE for further details 

Red burn Computer User Group Contact 
Paul Armstrong » 0204 56003,12 
Highfield St, Kilwinning, Ayrshire KA13 
7BN. Meetings at the Redo urn Community 
Centre, Dickson Drive, Irvine, Group meets 
every second Wednesday from 5 Aug 92, 
6.45 - 9,30pm. Help, ideas, PD and 
shareware, graphics and business. 
Membership 75p per meeting; £7 per year 

Rye Computer Club Swap/meet at the 
Rye Community Centre. For info contact 
Oliver Campion, 71 The Mint, RyeT E 
Sussex TN31 7DP » 0797 222876 

Serious Amiga Users Membership £5, £1 
admission. Contact J Kucak for more: » 
0706 290387. Fortnightly meetings 7.30- 
11 at the High Crompton Conservative 
Club 

Shieldsoft PD at Wilmar Lodge, 13 
Churton Rd, Rhyl, CLwydXLie 31MB. Write 
for more information, Basic programming 
help. Advice on the CLI and AMOS. Disks 
from only 50p to 80p. Membership free * 
0745 343044 

Sherlock PO Quarterly disk mag, help and 
advice for beginners, 50p per disk. A 
Doyle, 44 Milton Street, Warren point, Co 
Down, N Ireland 

Shropshire Amiga Unk Advice, monthly 
disk mag, PD £15 per year fee. Contact N 
Cockayne, 2 Dodmoor Grange, Rand lay, 
Telford, Shropshire TF3 2AW * 0952 
501376 

Siim Agnus 115 Brocks Drive. North 
Cheam, Sutton, Surrey SM3 9UW. Group 
meets the last Thursday of every month. 
PD library, BBS, advice from Amiga 
experts. Contact Philip Worrel. 

Software City Swapping, competitions, 
club magazine. Membership £8. Contact ISI 
Richards, 9 Hollis Close. Manor Estate 
Farm. Raw marsh, Rotherharm, S Yorks 
S62 7LX or * 0709 526092 

Software Exchange Club Free help and 
advice. Contact Michael Lacey, Fern's 

Post Office. Enniscorthy, County Wexford, 
Republic of Ireland 

Software Exchange Service 13 Boumville 
Lane, StirchEey, Birmingham, West 
Midlands B30 2JY. For more info ^ 
Michael Pun 021-459 7576 

South 16 Bimonthly mag and disk, also 
PD library. SAE for more info. £10 per 
year. Contact Bruce, PO Box 16, 
Southampton S09 7AU 

Southend Team Music, PD. Free 
membership. Contact Scotty, 52 Prince 
Avenue, Southend-on-Sea, Essex SS2 6NN 
» 0702 333974 

Southport Amiga Users Advice, friendly 
evenings Mondays at 8pm, No charge, 
discounts from local store. For info 
contact Michael Mite ham, 5 Easdale 
Drive, Ainsdale, Southport, Mersystde * 
0704 79936 

South Waies Club Newsletter, PD library, 
free newsletter, programs, help and 
advice. For more info contact D Allen 53 
West Avenue, Trecenydd, Caerphilly CF8 
2SF 

Steel PD, cheats, ideas, music, art, 
programming, hardware mods. Free 
membership (postal only). Contact James 
Whitehead, 33 Middle Cliffe, Drive 
Crowedge, Sheffield S30 5HB 

Twilight Advice on hardware and 
software,Fred Fish PD. Free membership, 
disks 50p each. Contact 13 Mavis Court, 
Ravens Close, London NW9 5BH 

Unique Styles Derek at 15 Montgomery 
Rd, Highbrooms, Tunbrldge Wells. Kent » 
0892 518319. By post only. For Amiga 
artists, programmers/musicians. Free 
membership 

Video and Computing Society Contact 
Beryl Hughes, Nashville, 50 Gfynderi, 
Dyfed SA31 2EX » 0267 237522 

Video Visuals Exclusively for video 
producers, PD library, gen locking, 
digitising, quarterly disk magazine. 
Membership £10 per year. Contact Chris 
Brown, 4 Lavender Close. Witham, Essex 
CMS 2YG 

WarrJray Hern Consortium User group of 
user groups for Amiga and possibly 
others. Membership fees to be discussed 
and incurred. PD library to be set up. Also 
Hem connection - worldwide contacts 
wanted. SAE and disk to WardCon info, 
(AS) Warren Hardy, 21 Stockfield Ave, 
Fenham, Newcastle upon Tyne NE5 2DX 

Warpdrive Help-line, PD library, bi-monthly 
disk mag, free drinks, competitions and 
infosheet £15 per year. Contact B Scales 
110 Burton Ave, Balby, Doncaster DN4 
888 * 0302 859715 

WCSPSA! Help available. PD disk of your 
choice and newsletter every month. PD at 
£1. Membership £25. For farther info 
contact A Jamieson » 0749 677609 

Wrexham District Computer Club PD, 
library, equipment loan. lOp to join, 50p 
to get in. Meetings at the Memorial Hall, 
Wrexham every Thursday, 7-10pm. Contact 
Paul Evans, 3 Ffordd Elfed, Rhosnesi, 
Wrexham. Clwyd LL12 7LU 

Your Amiga Club Helplines, PD, social 
evenings, classes, club mag. Fee: £12. 
family £15. Contact P Hlggins * 0424 
892269. The Old Chapel, Church Rd, 
Catsfield Battle, Sussex TN33 9DP 

Zymujigy General Amiga computing. Free 
membership. For further info contact A 
Carr, 39 Sewlkirk Rd, Ipswich, Suffolk 1P4 
3JB*r 0473 725241 
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PUBLIC DOMAIN • PUBLIC DOMAIN • PUBLIC DOMAIN • PUBLIC DOMAIN • PUBLIC DOMAIN • PUBLIC DOMAIN 
Welcome to the Amiga Shopper Buyer's Guide, your regular guide to what's accordingly. This month we bring you what is possibly the most 
hot and what's not in the Amiga market place. It's designed as a simple-to- comprehensive guide to software for the Amiga owner which is all available in 
use yet comprehensive guide which will help you to make the fight buying the public domain. It may not include each and every PD product ever 
decisions. The Buyer's Guide will run each and every month and as new produced for the Amiga (that would take up virtually the whole of Amiga 
products are released and others discontinued, we ll be updating it Shopped), but rest assured that all the major titles are here. 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
Program Library Disk Type issue Rating TextPlus 3,0 PDSoft V261 Word processor 1 *•** 
Te x t Engine 3,0 277 Word processor 13 *+* 
WordWright PDSoft V28 Word processor 13 **** 
AZSpe" Dlgttz UM277 Spelt checker 13 * * * * 
PowerSnap Fred Fish 542 Grab screen text as ASCII file 8 ***** 
USA AmigaNuts 11G2 Text editor 8 **** 
AmigaFox Office Choice U173 Combine text with graphics 8 AmISase Pro 3 AmigaNuts Powerful database 3 **** 
Liner Fred Fish 285 Ideas processor te Row 10 NewPRT Digit* 149 Printer drivers Tor PageStream 10 **** 
PageStream Fonts Digltz 149 Fonts for Page Stream 10 ***** 
EasyBanker GTS Horned Home finance program 10 # * * * 
HomeHelp GTS Hotnel Computerised grocery lists 10 **** 
l-Man GTS Homs2 Inventory list management 10 *** 
Multiple* Fred Fish 467 Data graphing program 7 **** 
Power Planner Deja Vu Ucenseware Diary/telephone book 15 ft** 
Power Base Deja VU license ware Database 15 ***** 
Cruise word PD Majlk Word processor IS ** 
AmiCash PS Soft V630 Home accounts 16 *** 
Home Manager PD Soft mo Personal organiser 16 ***** 
Word Power Deja Vu licensewane Spell checker 17 WBase Anglici PD V401S Pop up VYorbofich database 18 ## 
PowerText Deja Vu Licenseware Word processor 18 ***** 
Account Master Various Home accounts program 19 **** 
AmigaDex PD Soft V757 Pop up address book 19 ***** 
wm&Testanient PD Seft V706 Template for WIFs 19 * 
MUSIC UTILITIES 
MED 3.11 AmigaNuts 973 Sound Tracker 1 ***** 
Module Processor AmigaNuts 864 Convert modules to executable 1 *++ 
Rippers Disk lTBtt 105 & Rip modules from memory S **** 
Sound Ed Fred Fish 486 Sample editor 5 **** 
Modulo Master TBAG 58 Play modules In various formats 9 Kl Editor Fred Fish 332 Patch editor for Hawaii Kl 10 - t * * > 
CZED Fred Fish 223 Patch editor for Casio synths 10 Desktop Harp Various Collection of tunes 18 ***** 
EMULATORS 

IBEM Virus Free 1485 PC compatibles 3 **** 
A64 AmigaNuts 1030 Commodore 64 3 ***** 
ST Emulator Dlgttz Utll49 Atari ST 15 few* 
Ql_ Emulator AmigaNuts 1030 Sinclair QL 3 • ** 
ZX Emulator AmigaNuts 1030 ZX Spectrum 3 ft ft ** 
VARIOUS UTILITIES 
ArGene AmigaNiutS 933 Geneoiogy program 1 ** ** 
Command.COM 17Hit see CU commands in RAM 2 *** 
MessySID 2 PDSoft V4S0 Access PC disks with ease 13 ***** 
Elements Frod Fish 593 Periodic table of elements 13 * * * * 
Cass 1.1 Fred Fish 579 Make your own cassette covers 13 *+* 
Badger Fred Fl-srt 543 Event scheduler 13 *** 
School Time Table AmigaNuts 1100 Generate school timetables 5 *** 
Arq CIX Downlead Improved system requesters 8 #** ft ft 
LC 24-200 Fonts NBS L503 Fonts for Star printers 8 ***• 
Menu Runner AmigaNuts 1024 Run programs horn menu 8 *** 
ButExcftange Fred Fish 494 Reverse mouse buttons 9 *** • 
OeafLab Fred Fish 494 Sign language utility 9 ** * 
PWKeys Fred Fish 494 Manipulate windows with hotkeys 9 Input Lock Fred Flah 494 Turn off mouse and keyboard 9 Run Me AmigaNuts 1186 Run programs from menu 9 **** * 
Hard Drive Special GTS Collection of hard drive utlls 9 ScreenMDD TBAG 58 Modify screens and windows 9 
Words 3 AmigaNuts Solve anagrams 9 *** 
ClockTick TBAG 58 2.0-1 Ike clock mouse pointer 9 FileSearch Fred Fish 531 Find files on a hard disk 11 
Format 1-1 Fred Fish 535 Replacement disk formatter 11 PowerPacker Utlls Fred Fish 542 Utilities tor PowerPacker 11 
LabalMaker Fred Rsh 548 Create disk labels 11 
TooisDeamon Fred Fish 561 Run programs for 2.0 Toots menu 11 * + ** 
Filer Fred Fish 562 SID clone for Workbench 2.0 11 **** 
AWP Fred Fish 554 Animate WH2.0 clock pointer 11 
RMBShift Fred Fish 547 Select multiple icons 11 **** 
Smart Icon Fred Fish 316 tccnHles window* 10 ■ 
Flash Disk GT5 Utils2 Disk optimizer 10 
Snap 1.4 Fred Fish 326 Grab screen text Into clipboard 10 
Syslnfo Fred Fish 571 System information program 11 
MKSLens Fred Fish 574 Magnify area of screen 11 
Font Manager Digitz 149 Manage your bitmap fonts 10 
Recover Digltz 149 Rescue flies from corrupt disks 10 
Track Display GTS Utilsl Shows position of drive heads 10 
FastDiskii GTS Utilsl Disk optimizer 10 *** 
FileMaster GTS Utilsl Binary file editor 10 ***** 
DlskS peed GTS Utilsl Disk drive benchmark program 10 ft ft ** 
Formatter GTS UtiEsl Replacement disk formatter 10 «** 
SetNoCIIck GTS Utilsl Turn off annoying drive click 10 *** 
DevRen GTS Utilsl Rename devices including DFO 10 **** 
LockOevlce GTS Utilsl Better AmlgaDOS 'Lock' command 10 
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Label Print Fred Fish 227 Disk labeE printer 10 *** Banner TBAG 52 Print huge banners 10 Fred Fish 285 Graphical memory monrtor 10 *** AmigaNuts 700 Disk copier 10 **** MessyDOS LI519 Read and write PC disks 6 ***** Ma^tpr Virna KILIW >Tiu<vLt7T virun mricr nmigairUlS 371 Virus kilter 1 **** 11F1 piUUtrl Fred Fish 422 Rie compressor 7 *** ARTM 17Bft 1274 System monitor 7 ***** Filt? 3nd HD management PD Soft V573 Hard drive utilities 15 ***** Sid 2176 it Directory utility 10 File and HD management 2 PD Soft V575 More hard drive utilities 16 *** fliitllnn fA Kit £ George Thompson For ProPage and PageSfream 16 ***** us^^ll vF ML- vaLFj KJULTft 
ori C^H 

V65S Record your baby's details 16 **** VG85 Astrology program 17 **** Trtl li^h hiTiirlCS Fi;tnj CLU03 Teac h yourself touch typing 17 **** MogrtF*t3c Pa^es r f i VSfifl Create your own disk magazine 17 HAM RAHIH Aardvark PD HAM radio utilities 18 **** MsgaStatFon rtve j-iar ru LU&B More CLI commands 18 C Commands PD Soft V5S6 Even more CLi commands IS Morse Tutor Deja Vu HOI Teach yourself Morse Code 19 ***** 
Mlnix Demo PD Soft V711 Demo of Knia-like OS 19 ***** 
Printer Drivers V724 Star and Canon printer drivers 19 liuUH 1 vHol lla PD Soft V730 Lots of new icons 19 Anti-Virus Soft expression U1SS KIR those viruses 19 
QQ Fonts PD Soft V7 13 Lots of Compugraphlc fonts 19 ** ** X-Stltch Ucenseware Pica to knitting patterns 19 Distance Deja Vu Ucenseware HAM radio utility 20 **** 
Main Event Soft Expression U149 Event scheduler 20 **** 
t>l?}F\ IV 1::! • rjj.^ 1 ^ various Disk cataloguing program 70 **** VCR Tape Filer Fred Pish 721 Organise youf video collection 20 AniMan CriiiH rich rreu nsn 722 Voice control your Amiga 20 Di&klVfate ™| Disk copier 20 ***** Backup Fred Fish 724 Hard disk back-up utility 20 ***** Fred Fish 726 Powerful image processor 20 ***** 
COMMS UTILITIES 

LHA 1.11 Fred Rsn 593 Archiving utility 13 **** Phone Line Watcher 58 Keep track of phone hill 9 **T* Fred Rsn 534 Tormina! Program for WB2.0 11 ***** NComm lTBrt 127 S Terminal Program BBBBS Fred Rsh 729 Bulletin Board System 20 • • * * 
PROGRAMMING UTILITIES 

DICE Fred Fish 443 C Compiler 3 
Copper Master ArrtigaNuts 1083 Generate Copper Lists 5 *** BRef Fred Fish 494 BASIC cross refersncing utility 9 **** Power Logo EnUb 24 Enhanced Logo Interpreter 9 *** MIDI Library Fred Rsh 227 Program MIDI applications 9 ***** FGQ Pascal AmEgaNuts 1113 Pascal compiler 6 NorthC AmigaNuts 1112 C Compiler 6 **** 

Amiga Nuts Fast Assembler 6 ***** Remm and Rams Deja Vu Llcenseware Map editor and scroiler utilities 17 *** 
AmigaNuts 1251 Adventure game creator IB **** Man FHrtnr AmigaNuts Map editor for AMOS 19 + *** 

DPU Fred Fish 721 He* dbfc and file editor 20 
GRAPHICS UTILITIES 

?Hfjpeu Uisrl 19 Paint package 3 **** Slipped Disk 18 Patnt package 3 AMfl^ Paint Deja Vu S3 Paint package 3 *** HAMLab AmigaN jts 1149 Image processing 3 ** 3-DFont 1TBit 1007 Text to Sculpt Object 3 SkyPaint TBAG 37 Text-based graphics 3 III 
SlldeShow Kit VirusFree 14W Create your own slltifeshows 3 * *** 
Mandel Mountains Softvilfa 751 Creates 3D Mandelbrots 5 **** 
3D Objects Disk 1 Arnica aUiita Collection of Sculpt Objects s *** 
PictSaver Fred Fish 543 Grab screens in IFF Format 9 ***** mnoBUiiu AmigaNuts 1100 Fractal landscape generator 

AmigaNuts 1199 Basic text scroller 9 *** -Li-uriveil &t?r3 17Blt 1221 Image conversion tools 9 Vector Designer AmigaNuts Vector graphics designer 9 Plasma rrcti rian Fast fractals program 11 Fred Fish 315 Create shaded 3D objects 10 * • * 
DrawMap Fred Fish 31S Generate maps of the world 10 ± * * 
Sprite Designer AmigaNuts 1102 Create animated sprites 6 ** 1 mage Lab PDSoft VSlO image processing program 12 Desktop video pack 2 Angha PD Various DTV utilities inc titler 17 *** Various Fractal landscape generator 18 
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 

Learn&PEay Rlverdene Mls637 i t Mat rss/Ronex/ Logic 6 Simon Deja Vu APD135 Reflex/Memo ry S Space Maths Deja Vu APD13S Maths 5 Touchstones Deja Vu LPD18 Logic 5 Shapes Riverdene GAM007 Maths/Logic S Quingo Deja Vu LPD21 3 R's 5 Treasure Search Deja Vu APD2 Maths/ Logic 5 JigMania Deja Vu LPD13 Maths/Logic 
Spelling 

5 $pell4Fun AmigaNuts 1146 9 Maths4Fun AmigaNuts 1146 Maths 9 XTabies AmigaNuts 1146 Math* 9 Runes DTP 0S125 Mystic runes explained IB 4 Stroke Engine PDSoft V73S Demonstrates 4 stroke engine 19 Complete Bible PDSoft V715-717 Complete Bible on three disks 19 Constellations Astronomy News Info on stellar constellations 20 ■ *n 
Maths Reflex Anglia PD C728 Test your maths 20 • 4*4 

FOR SUPPLIER INFORMATION ON ALL THE PRODUCTS LISTED ABOVE SEE UK PD HOUSES PAGE 163 
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COMPETITION 

WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN 

a new A1200 

Gordon Norwood Computers, God bless 'em, have given us a 

spanking new A1200 to give to one of you lucky souls out there 

Well, the A1200 is 
something to write 
home about, and no 
mistake. Certainly 

the most exciting arrival on the 
Amiga scene this year, it's probably 
the best thing to have happened 
since the Amiga's launch, And you 
should have seen how quickly they 
were selling at the Future 
Entertainment Show. 

Thanks to Gordon Harwood 
Computers, we have £399 worth of 
saliva-inducing competition prize up 
for grabs. 

Have a go at the three questions 
fn the panel, jot your answers along 
with your name and address on the 
back of a postcard, and send it to: 

The 1200th day of Christmas 
Amiga Shopper 
29 Monmouth Street 
Bath BA1 2DL 

The closing date is January 8, Only 
one entry per household, please. 

THE CHALLENGE 

QUESTION 1 
What's the name of the new graphics 
mode with over 256,000 colours? 
a) HAM 
b) Extra Brite HAM 
c) HAM 8 

QUESTION 2 
How much memory comes as 
standard with the A1200? 
a) 1Mb 
b) 2Mb 
c) 4Mb 

QUESTION 3 
On the first day of Christmas, what 
did my true love give to me? 
a) A partridge in a pear tree 
b) An A1200 
c) A 'Dear John' letter 

AMIGA SHOPPER SELLS LIKE THERE'S NO 

TOMORROW - WHY RUN THE RISK OF MISSING 

OUT ON YOUR COPY? RESERVE IT AT YOUR 

LOCAL NEWSAGENT NOW! DON'T MISS OUT 

Please reserve/deliver me a copy of Afoigo Shopper every month beginning with the 
February issue which goes on sole on Tuesday, January 5 

Home   
Address 

Phone 

! • NOTE TO N EWSAGENT: Mgo Shopper is published by Future Publishing {0225 442244) 
> and is available from your local wholesaler. 

• PS 0hf and if you do hove ony problems getting hold of your fovovriie 
Amiga mag, toll Kate Aston on 0225 442244 ond shell help you ooL 

The A1200 - the newest Amiga around 

ARE YOU A WINNER? 
We have two lots of competition results to announce this issue because, ' 
er, we forgot to announce some of them last month. The winners of 
October's Anodyne Accountancy... Not! compo are: Dominic Clancy of 
Dungarvan, C Millar of Dumfries, AR Green way of Fare ham, Steven Lee of 
Crawley, Juan Arqulllos of Spain, Mike Carey of Aberlady, RJ Cole of 
Bristol, Martin Beach of Wateflooville, GLH Newton of Laverstock and P 
Carr of Nailsworth. The winners of November's Racey Chasey Heart compo 
are: Gary Leach of Leeds and J Brotherston of Stratford. The runners-up are: 
N Lightbody of Lindfield and DP Da vies of Birmingham. Congratulations to 
each and every one of you - your prizes are on their respective ways. 

IN NEXT MONTH'S FACT-PACKED ISSUE 

• Our definitive printers round-up. Jeff Walker and Jason 
Holborn examine the hardcopy options available to you, 
including lasers, bubblejets and dot matrix printers. 

• Do It Yourself hardware repairs. Wilf Rees pin-points the 
most common hardware problems and shows you how to 
solve them without incurring heavy repair bills. 

• Toby Simpson takes an in-depth look at the new Amigas 
and Workbench 3. Are they significantly more powerful than 
their predecessors? And do you really need to upgrade? 

Plus regular columns on Amiga Answers, public domain, 

video, AmigaDOS, desktop publishing, programming, 

education, business and much more 

»» On sale Tuesday, January 5 »» 
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All pforfognyfcs life of actual DOV screens. 

The Future Is Here! 

Paint, digitize and display beautiful fall color composite video images oa 

any. 

Capture an image in 10 seconds from any color video camera, (Also works 

with still video cameras, video disk and still frame capable VCR's.) 

Convert DCTV"" images to or from any IFF display format (including HAM 

and 24 bit). 

Fail-featured paint, digitize and conversion software are included. OCTV™ 
is a complete system, right out of the boxl 

Create spectacular 3D images and animations. Compatible with all popular 

3D programs. 

£499 
'Min* F Meg. required 

3-5 Meg. recommended 

C:l T 7C   ■ •    •    •• : 
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Ptoii —HT biu,'     ■•T"~   [ e Eluf               ^~ |~*>" 

Digitize and process full color composite 
video images in millions of colors. 

Sophisticated true color video point, 
digitizing and image processing soft- 
ware are all combined into one easy to 
use package. 

Create beautiful ful color video images 
with all popular Amiga 3D programs. 

Animate video quality DCTV images In 
real time using popular Amiga animation 
creation tools. 

DCTV (Digital Composite Television) is a 
revolutionary new compressed video 
display and digitizing system (or the 
Amiga, Using the Amiga as a \ 
pressed video buffer, DCTV creates a 
full color composite video display with 
al the color and resolution of tele 

DIGITAL 

Dealer enquiries CREATIONS 

welcome Telephone 916/344-4825 FAX 916/635-0475 
1992 Digilul (fentions. Amiga is o registered trademark of Csmitiodafe Business Machine;. Points applied for. 



Whether you ore looking to buy your FIRST Amiga, upgrade 
to a NEWER model or add to your exisKng system, Merlin 
Express have got the product for you. 
With truly competitive prices plus Merlins" expert advice and 
service, why not give us a call? Remember with all Amiga 
600 computers you get a full lYear IN-HOME warranty plus 
an advice helpaesk tnat are only a phone call away! In the 
rare event that a fault occurs an engineer will call or your 
home to sort out the problem Free I 
With Merlin Express you automatically receive the 
following with every Amiga pack... 

TV Modubtor [allowing your own TV os o dispby] Mouse 
User Manuals    Connecting Leads    Operating System Disks 

flmioo Welcome Pack 1 
Amiga A600 package with 3.5" floppy disk drive and 
the following great software (whilst stocks last].. 

Deluxe Paint III Paint Package   f £ fi fi f j ? 11 
Commodore 'Mystery Game1     L »J |l I* IF I M I I \ \ 
GFA Basic - Programming PtlOH6 US' 

□or Matrix Prinrers   EVP Product 

S00| 500*1 1(00 

LC20 Mono 
LCI00 Colour [JJ 
LC200 Colour 
ZA200; Colour 
ZA250- Colour 

HOT* 
Ld24-20 Morto 
Ld24-l60M<Lo 
Ld24-2<P0 M^no 
1024-2 

El 

£164.99 
£ 194.99 
CPhone 
CPhofe 

24PIN 
£j99>9 
£l 89,^9 
£219.99 
£^64.^9 

Amiga A1500 package with twin 3.5" floppy disk drives 
and 1Mb RAM plus Games and Business software... 

THE WORKS PLATINUM EDITION [Word Processor, 
Database, Spreadsheet]      HOMf ACCOUNTS 
DELUXE PAINT III    ELF    TOKI    PUZZNIC & a great 
book: "GET THE MOST OUT r n n fi fi fi 
OF YOUR AMIGA" . h', . 

ERC-Rlil.Ii ffn rrT liinl 

Swift 260 Mono 
Swift 200 Colour 
Swift 2i 0 Mono 
Svift 2^0 Colour 
and wh 1st sleeks Ic^st 
Swift 2U Colour 
Svift 2i E Co our 
Prodot 2A* Mono 
Prodot 'M* Colour 

Amiga A600 package with 3.5" floppy disk drive and o 
20Mb Hard Disk Drive builWn and installed - 'Ready To 
Go', plus superb quality software,,. 

EPIC MYTH TRIPLE LANGUAGE TRIVIAL PURSUIT 
ROME   DELUXE PAINT III ireit fiiili Path 
5 LANGUAGE DICTIONARY f / / fj fj fi 
AMIGA TEXT [Word Processor]      (/, f, ,|. rl , j 

EPIC PACK [as above] but WITHOUT Hie software available 
subject to availability...Phone Us!I! 

OSheets Continuous Pope* O 
nuous Envelopes 

t. Address Labels 
Drivei Disk [quote    far 21 

zen when ordering] 
D d full range of 

CDTV Packs 
A new concept in home education and entertainment for all the 
family. All trie features of home computing [with a CDTV 
keyboard & disk drive] plus CO Rom technology...full interactionI 

Hettine HliTV U\'\\liiillinfiiiin Pricl 
A great new pock witn 
CDTV Unit, Welcome CD 
Disk, Remote and both 
Hutch in sons Encyclopaedia 
and Lemmings [whilst stocks 
iast] on CD Disk. 

,m,p,ICfn69.99 

M u I I i m | d i o 
HERE TODAY - in ooa machine thai con 
access a wealth of Armga software as 
well as CDTV tirf« and CD Music, 
Contains: Amiga CDTV Unilr Keyboard, 
Mouse, Commodore 3 5" Disk Drive, 
Remote Controller, Workbench Disks & a 
Welcome CD, Plus... „ „ 
FREE Fred Fish CD fiCfl QQ 
Over 600M> of S/W   Lit) J. J J 

feelwielc. 

—Printer Freehies— 
With Dot Matrix Printers* Merlin 
you get...a Quality Dost Cow, Cable 
to your Amiga and 1 

Stand All FREE OF CHA*G€! 
[Dust covers not available for any of our 

printers marked with an \*) mus 
HOHTH OVEH £25 if purchBse* iepararely! 

. when you buy ) 
for a special pric 

HliHIl l!n (I \\tim 
Sirhply o■toches into the sid(> port jf voir 
Anrjiga A500/A50O Plus ccmputer 
0Mb. HD-/II Un x>p. 89.99 

I 52Mb. HD+/H Uipop. £329^9 
120Mb, HD+/1I Jnpop C409.^9 

I 240Mb. HD+/II Jnpop $59 99 
\mf\ iiiniiin mm 
I Sinply a toche; into fie sid<i port of youi 
Amiga A500/V600 Plus ccmpute 
All units tire 40MHz <snd ca|me wi^h 1M(> 
of 32Bit l!AM installed 

I 52tib.- 1Mb. RM rj629 99 
12 5Mb.-1Mb. l!AM ?719^9 

I 243Mb.' 1Mb. llAM £1929.^9 
| 6 8 p 8 2Majhs CoProcesu? fa09. ^9 

use wih A530 Comto Boon Is, abole] 

llnffiCfirl m 
Fit i internally irj your Al 500. 
OA. lb. Unf opu lated fj 129 .$9 
52Mb. Unpopulated £274.^9 
12QMb. Unpopulated 43399^9 
24DMb. Unpopulated C61 9^9 
42 DMb. Lnpopuljted C979.^9 

TrVP flrmnn llfiy 
Upjgrade > For HD8+/ I ond Kl 50d) 

I Ha-d Cards [SIMMS 1Mb. oi 2Mb 
2> 1Mb Chipl IC49.99 
4 * 1Mb Chip} £99.ta 
2 > 4Mb Chip} dl 99 *9 
Upgrade i for C)ombo Boarcs 
[3:!BitSUrAMS 1Mb or 4Mb.] 
1Mb. Chip £69.^9 

I 4Mb. Chip Cla4.*9 

idr: 

r:r HT p fiilnH 

Cumana ZAX 354 £54,*9 
NEW! Rcdite 3.5" A/ti-Virui      f 64>9 
Floppy 0 sk Drr-e. -Enableo1 disable ihejantiJ 
ma ch»:ker thai is binlt mtc the hirawaijell! f 
MtiJtes sure you- disks don't rarry N iruses(!! 
Kcclite 33" UhiaSfimD.sk 
Drive in £ lack for use ivi ihthkCDT]/ 
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H i irkmn iLivs S,mirtl.i> tMiua Jit jnwufcil mIn ttx- raiki-p. <wi n.mmaiul wit 
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pusti-J and all |oodi ue 
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fifinn Pinr, en cm; 
Turn vou Ami go A500 Plus into CDTV I 
Simply plugs into the end porl of the 
Amiga to allow CDTV software and 
music CO with 
stereo outputs 1 £329.99 

is Displays 
Choose between o specific moniior for 
the optimum display quality or a 
TV/Monitor whicn is better quality 
than a domestic TV [almost as good as 
a monitor] but with the advantage of 
Television too! 

wwm \mm, 
14" Colour complete with lead to 
your computer and a quality dust 
cover plus... Superb Display 

CPHOUE US 

ifiiiiwifiii mwm 
2000 Line resolution to surpass the 
display of o domestic television... 
3332 15* Remote with Sleeptimer 
233115" Remate/Sfeep/Tflletext _ _ 
2341 -1T Renole/Sleep/Teletext . _ 

TAKE £10 OFF WHEN PURCHASED WITH 
AN AMIGA OR OTHER MAJOR HARDWARE 

Merlin Value 

Sorcerers Packs 
Add a Sorcerers pack lo your 
Amiga for EXTRA VALUE, choose: 

Sorcerors Path I: £19.53 
Mouse Mot, Dust Cover, 10 Blank 
Disks, Library Cose, Quality Joystick 
Sorcerors Pach S: £24.99 
Amiga Games Pock All profess oral 
software NOT cheap PD titles: 
Da fa storm/Dungeon Quesl/E-MoHan/ 
KidGloves/Grand Monster Slam/ 
?owerp!ay/RVF Honda/Shuffle Fuck 
Cafe/Microprose Soccer/Tower of 
Babel and GFA Basic Programming 
Sorcerors Pach 3: £24.99 
THE 'ZCXXPAOC... 
New software package including the 
gome 'ZOOL' which could be this 
years BEST seller!!' You gel Zool, 
PinbalE Dreams, Striker and Tronswri 
[Amiga WPj. The rrp1s lor this pock 
tolol more tnon £125 separate 

Prrcej are when purchased 
with an Amiga. 

Merlin£^>r^ Limited 
lhV[ \\]\ E nit C7. FIK- Hup^'ftjll 
Industrial Centre, Station ROJJ, 
llku.ston. ikrbvshirc \W~ SH\ 
Tdqihonc: 0602 «U42 FAX: 0602 ^40H1 

Order-Line: 

0602 441442 


